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ABSTRACT: 

This Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) provides environmental and technical information concerning 
the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) proposal to establish a domestic source to produce molybdenum-99 
(Mo-99) and related isotopes (iodine-131, xenon-133, and iodine-125). Mo-99, a radioactive isotope of the 
element molybdenum, decays to form metastable technetium-99 (Tc-99m), a radioactive isotope used 
thousands of times daily in medical diagnostic procedures in the U.S. Currently, all Mo-99 used in the U.S. 
is obtained from a single Canadian source. DOE is pursuing the Medical Isotopes Production Project in 
order to ensure that a reliable supply of Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community as soon as 
practicable. Under DOE's preferred alternative, the Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Facility at the Los 
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and the Annular Core Research Reactor and Hot Cell Facility at 
Sandia National Laboratories/New Mexico (SNL/NM) would be used for production of the medical 
isotopes. 

In addition to the preferred alternative, three other reasonable alternatives and a No Action alternative are 
analyzed in detail. The sites for these three reasonable alternatives are LANL, Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory (ORNL), and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The analyses in this EIS 
indicate no significant difference in the potential environmental impacts among the alternatives. Each of 
the alternatives would use essentially the same technology for the production of the medical isotopes. 
Minor differences in environmental impacts among alternatives relate to the extent of activity necessary to 
modify and restart (as necessary) existing reactors and hot cell facilities at each of the sites, the quantities 
of low-level radioactive waste generated, how such waste would be managed, and the length of time 
needed for initial and full production capacity. 



DOE issued a Draft EIS on December 22, 1995, and held a formal public comment period on the draft 
through February 9, 1996. Two public hearings were held at or near each of the four alternative locations 
during the comment period. Comments received and DOE's responses to those comments are found in the 
second volume of this EIS. The Final EIS contains change bars in the left-hand margin, reflecting DOE's 
consideration of the public comments. 
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1.0 Introduction 

In December 1995, the U.S. Department of Energy published the Medical Isotopes Production 
Project: Molybdenum-99 and Related Isotopes Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DOE/EIS-0249D). 
DOE announced the availability of the Draft EIS for public review and comment in the Federal Register 
on December 22, 1995 (60 FR 66542); this announcement initiated a 49-day public comment period. 
DOE held eight hearings to receive oral and written comments and to exchange information with the 
public on the Draft EIS. Two hearings were held at each of the following locations: Idaho Falls, Idaho, on 
January 17, 1996; Oak Ridge, Tennessee, on January 25, 1996; Albuquerque, New Mexico, on January 30, 
1996; and Los Alamos, New Mexico, on February 1, 1996. The public comment period ended on 
February 9, 1996. Comments provided by the public were considered in preparing this Final EIS. 

This Final EIS has been made available for review at DOE Reading Rooms in Washington, D.C.; 
Idaho Falls, Idaho; Albuquerque, New Mexico; Los Alamos, New Mexico; and Oak Ridge, Tennessee. In 
addition, DOE has provided it to libraries at the Georgia Institute of Technology, the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, the University of Missouri - Columbia, and the Rhode Island Nuclear Science 
Center. Finally, DOE has distributed this document to individuals; organizations; and Federal, state, and 
local officials who commented on the Draft EIS or who are known to have an interest in the proposed 
project. 

During the comment period, 61 persons offered formal comments at the 8 public hearings: 16 persons 
at the first Idaho Falls hearing; 25 at the second Idaho Falls hearing; 2 at the first Oak Ridge hearing; 2 at 
the second Oak Ridge hearing; 4 at the first Albuquerque hearing; 7 at the second Albuquerque hearing; 
1 at the first Los Alamos hearing; and 4 at the second Los Alamos hearing. 

Several of the people who offered oral comments at the hearings also provided written copies of their 
comments. Counting the written comments provided at the hearings, DOE received 101 letters and written 
statements (including one electronic mail message) related to the Draft EIS. Of the letters and written 
statements, 8 were from government agencies, 10 were from elected officials, 26 were from organizations, 
and 57 were from individuals. Tables 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 list the government agencies, elected officials, 
organizations, and individuals, respectively, who provided comments on the Draft EIS. 

In the tables and in this document, letters and written statements are identified by a "C" followed by a 
3-digit identification number (e.g., C027). Oral comment transcripts are identified by a 2-letter abbrevia
tion for the hearing location, the hearing time ("A" for afternoon and "B" for evening), and a 2-digit 
identification number. For example, the comments made by the third commentor at the Idaho Falls 
evening hearing would be denoted as "IDB03." 
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Section 2.0 includes copies of all letters and written statements received by DOE and oral comments 
made at the public hearings. It also presents the DOE responses to the comments, reproduced on the 

page(s) following the copy of the letter, written statement, or oral comment transcript. 

In cases where a person offered oral comments at a hearing and also provided a written copy of those 
same comments, both the transcript of the oral comments and the written copy of the comments are 
reproduced in this section. This is indicated in the following tables by a comment letter number, followed 
by a"/", followed by a hearing transcript number (e.g., C014/IDA03). The responses to those comments 

are provided on the page following the written copy of the comments. 

In cases where a person offered different sets of comments, either orally or in writing, responses are 
provided following the copy of each individual oral comment transcript, letter, or written statement. This 
is indicated in the following tables by a comment letter number followed by an"&", followed by a hearing 
transcript designation and number (e.g., C013 & IDAl l). The identification number for each oral and 
written set of comments offered by an individual is presented by that individual's name in the following 

tables. 

A revision to the text of Volume I of the EIS is indicated by a change bar beside the affected text. For 
EIS changes resulting from public comments, the section of the EIS that was changed is identified in the 

response to the comment. 

For additional reference material on acronyms, units of measure, bibliography listings, and glossary 
terminology, the reader is referred to Volume I of the EIS. 

Table 1-1. Government Agencies Commenting on the Draft EIS 

Comment 
C060 
C066 

C075 

C086 
C091 
C096 
C097 
C098 

Agency 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

State of Tennessee, Department of Environment and 
Conservation 

New Mexico Energy, Minerals & Natural Resources 
Department 

State of Idaho INEL Oversight Program 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 6 
U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service 
State of New Mexico, Environment Department 

Department of Health & Human Services, Food and Drug 
Administration 
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Representative 
Donald A. Cool 
Don Dills 

Jennifer A. Salisbury 

Robert N. Ferguson 
Michael P. Jansky 

Jennifer Fowler-Propst 
Gedi Cibas 
Peter Paras 
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Table 1-2. Elected Officials Commenting on the Draft EIS 

CQmmf.mt Official Office 
C012 Pete T. Cenarrusa Secretary of State, State of Idaho 

C014/IDA03 Dirk Kempthome U.S. Senator, Idaho 
C015/IDA02 Larry E. Craig U.S. Senator, Idaho 
C016/IDA04 Michael D. Crapo U.S. Representative, Idaho 
C017/IDA01 Philip E. Batt Governor, State of Idaho 

C030 Peter J. Angstadt Mayor, City of Pocatello, Idaho 
C037/IDB02 Jerry T. Twiggs<•> President Pro Tern, Idaho State Senate 

C071 Ginger Welch Los Alamos County Council 
C085 Alvino Lucero Governor, Pueblo of Isleta 

C095/IDB01 Linda Milam Mayor, City of Idaho Falls 
LAAOl Lawry Mann Chairman, Los Alamos County Council 
LAB03 Morris Pongratz Los Alamos County Councilor 

(a) The letter from Senator Twiggs was co-signed by 25 other Idaho State Senators 
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Table 1-3. Organizations Commenting on the Draft EIS 

Comment Organization Re12resentati v~ 
coos American Nuclear Society John Graham 

C010/IDA05 Idaho Falls Symphony Norma Jean Housley 
COll IEEE Nuclear Medical Sciences Technical Committee Edward J. Hoffman 

C013 & IDAll Brady's C.A. Brady II 
C018 Voigt Davis Realtors Don Davis 
C023 Idaho Academy of Science Philip A. Anderson 
C031 ECSI Executone Ted A. Kasper 

C032/ALB07 Sierra Club - Albuquerque Group Jay B. Sorenson 
Richard Barish 
Susan Gorman 

C033/IDA10 American Nuclear Society, Idaho Section John Commander 
C036 San Jose Community Awareness Council Dolores S. Herrera 
C039 Four Hills Village Homeowners Association Robert H. Multhaup 
C045 Water Information Network Susan Diane 
C047 Health Physics Society William A. Mills 
C051 Bueno Los Alamos Surveillance Team Bonnie Bonneau 

Ditto Nowakoski 
C057 Thermo Technology Ventures Richard F. Testa 

C058 &IDB03 Idaho Brain Tumor Center Francis Paul 
William J. Sewell 

C065 Ruidoso Upper Canyon Association Hazel C. Haynsworth 
C067 & ORBOl Oak Ridge Local Oversight Committee Amy S. Fitzgerald 

C068 Nordion International Dr. Iain Trevena 
C074 Land and Water Fund of the Rockies Everett DeLano 

C074 &ALA04 Southwest Organizing Project Michael Guerrero 
C079 & IDA06 Greater Idaho Falls Chamber of Commerce Con Mahoney 

C. Hugh White, Jr. 
C082 Idaho Falls Medical Society George Groberg 

C093 &IDB06 Beauty for All Seasons John V. Galazin 
C094 Eastern Idaho Economic Development Council Daniel Cudaback 
C099 Council on Radioisotopes and Radiopharmaceuticals Carl W. Seidel 
ClOl Nuclear Energy Institute Felix M. Killar, Jr. 

ALAOl Southwest Research and Information Center William Paul Robinson 
ALA03 New Mexico Physicians for Social Responsibility Janna Rolland 
ALBOl Greater Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce Ron Motz 
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Table 1-4. Individuals Commenting on the Draft EIS 

Comment ~(a) 

IDB12 Dave Anderson 
C003 &ClOO Robert L. Anderson 

IDA13 David Austin 
IDA16 Cory Barnard 
C002 Andy Baumer 

ALB06 Bill Becker 
C028 Clarence F. Bellem 

IDB16 Barbara Berlin 
IDB18 Bob Berlin 

COOl & C038 William J. Berry 
LAB04 Frances Berting 
IDB21 Ellen Bingham 
IDB24 Michael Breen 

C064 & IDB13 Kent L. Brinker 
ORB02 Al Brooks 
C083 Brent J. Buescher 
C007 Merle E. Bunker 
C050 Debbie S. Christensen 
C027 Robert B. Clark 

IDB17 Ron Clawson 
C019 & IDB22 Thomas M. Crawford 

C020, C089 & IDA08 G. Ross Darnell 
C061 Glen Darnell 
C022 Steven A. Davies 

C063, C078/LAB02 Michael & Ian Dempsey 
C046 Kenneth D. Dobbin 

IDA07 Bill Downs 
C026 Sheryl Doyle 
con David M. Ericson, Jr. 

IDA12 Frank Fogarty 
C009 David A. Freiwald 
C073 George A. Freund 
C043 Uri Gat 

IDB15 Bill George 
C055 Greg Gerber 
C029 David A. Griffiths 

ALB04 William Hadley 
C004 Michael F. Hartshorne 
C062 Bentley J. Harwood 
C049 J. Stephen Herring 

C084 &IDB19 John R. Horan 

(a) Some of the letters have been signed by more than one individual. Only a single 
signator's name is used here. 
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Comment ~ 
C008 John B. Hudson 

C042 Paul Kasten 

IDA14 Andrea Kennedy 

IDB14 Joanne Long 

ALB05 Peter Lundman 

C041 Don & Elaine Mangum 

C025 Kathryn A. McBride 

C054 M. Ilene McKnight 

C077 & LABOl Eric McNamara 

IDA15 Herbert Moore 

ALA02 Karen Neuhauser 

C076 Suzanne Noga 

IDB 11 & IDB26 Jon Ochi 

IDB08 Linda Owens 

C090 James N. Paglieri 

ORAOl Bob Peelle 

IDBlO Tom Piper 

IDB07 Bill Pitchford 

C088 Donivan Porterfield 

C035 L. Rand Ricks 

C040 Leslie Romriell 

IDB25 Thomas J. Setter 

C044 Robin Seydel 

C021 Kathy Sica 

C080 Robert L. Skinner 

IDB04 Helen Stanton 

C034 Ben Stutzman 

C069 Brad L. Swanson 

C092 Richard L. Taylor 

C070 & IDB05 Roderic W. Thomas 

IDB20 James H. Thorsen 

C053 David Tracy 

C059 &ALB03 Priscilla Tracy 

IDB09 Linda Tucker 

C056 Robert D. Ulrich 

C052&0RA02 Barbara A. Walton 

C081 &ALB02 Ruth F. Weiner 

IDA09 Linda Weiss 

C087 Steve Y anicak 

IDB23 Mark Young 

C006 &C024 Steven K. Zohner 

C048 Anonymous 
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Letter: COOl Author: William J. Berry 

1 

2 

3 

4 

William I. Berry 
2660 St. Charles Ave. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
208-523-4183. 

Mr. Wade Carroll, MIPP·Ellli Document Manager 
U. S. Department of Energy 
Office of Isotope Production ana Distribution, NE-70 
19901 GermlllltoWD Road 
Gennantown, MD 20874 

Dear Mr. Carroll, 

Use of the Annular Core Research Reactor at Sandia National Laboratories and lhe Chemistry and 
Metallurgy Research Facility at Los Alamos National Laboratmy may be thD Depanmem of Eneqy 
preferred alternative, but this altmnative does not appear to be the best pouible option on the basis of 
cost and mission. Furthermore, this preferred alternative requires transportation of Highly Enriched 
Uranium (HBU) targets on public roads. 

Use of the Power Burst Facility at the Idaho National Engineerina Laboratory scclDI to be the most 
favorable alternative from the stlllldpoint of mission and cost. Transportation of HEU targets would 
not require the use of public roads. At present, the only potential mission for the Power Burst Facility 
is also a medical appbc:ation which could be conducted cooc:urrendy with isotope production. As 
stated in the Dtaft Environmental Impact Statement, privatization of Mo--99 production could also be 
incorporated early in the process. 

Please consider these comments in preparation of the Final Environmental Impact Statement. 
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Letter: COOl Author: William J. Berry 

Responses to Comment Letter COOl 

1 The Annular Core Research Reactor/Hot Cell Facility combination at SNL/NM is the preferred alternative for 
target irradiation and processing for the reasons stated in Section 3. 3.1.1. 

2 The comment correctly observes that, under the preferred alternative, targets containing unirradiated 
uranium-235 would be transported over public roads from LANL to SNL/NM. This operation would 
be carried out in accordance with applicable DOE and DOT regulations and would not measurably increase the 
risk associated with this alternative. The quantities of material transported, their chemical and physical form, 
and the packaging used during transport would combine to result in minimal risk to security or public health. 
(See Section 5.11 and Appendix B for a discussion of transportation impacts.) 

It should be noted that one option for the SNL/NM alternative (identified in Section 3.3.1.3) is to fabricate the 
targets at the SNL/NM site, resulting in no transport of unirradiated targets over public roads. In addition, each 
of the other alternatives would require transport of radioactive materials (irradiated targets, low-level 
radioactive waste, or separated isotopes) over public roads. However, in no case would the necessity to use 
public roads substantially increase the risks of implementing the project at these sites. 

3 The Department recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower than that of the preferred 
alternative; however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative are higher than 
for the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed action, the information 
presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of facilities, and other programmatic 
factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 production. For any of the alternative 
reactors, if chosen, the reactor's primary mission would be designated as medical isotope production. 

4 Private U.S. production of Mo-99 could be accomplished by privatization of a DOE operation or by a separate 
initiative by the private sector. The process of privatization is not part of this proposed action. The 
Department published a Notice for Expression of Interest in the Federal Register in December 1995 to solicit 
concepts from private industry for privatization of DOE isotope activities. Businesses interested in pursuing 
Mo-99 production have been invited to respond to this solicitation. If the Department decides to implement the 
action proposed in this EIS and if concepts on privatization of Mo-99 production received from the private 
sector are promising, DOE would proceed with a request for proposals to facilitate privatization on a 
competitive basis. 
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Letter: C002 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

January 17, 1996 

Mr. Wade Carroll, MIPP-EIS Document Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy, NE-70 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown, MD 20874 

Dear Mr. Canoll: 

Author: Andy Baumer 

I believe the DOE should reconsider the preferred altemative in the MIPP-EIS. For the 
following reasons, I believe the proposed PBF facility at the 1NEL site is a better 
alternative: 

• "The OOE's position is that, in the long-term, the domestic production of Mo-99 
should be undertaken by the private sector." The IBTC currently holds a lease on PBF 
for potential use as a Boron Neutron Capture Therapy treatment center. H PBF is 
chosen for the MIPP, IBTC would coordinate its reactor conversion plans with DOB, 
reducing costs and accelerating the schedule. The INEL alternative is the only one 
which clearly leads to privatization. 

• The MIPP is not within the mission of the ACRR, therefore DOB "would retain the 
right for the ACRR to be available to support defense missions in times of national 
emergency ... " This raises the possibility that isotope production could be suspended in 
time of emergency, creating a potential shortage the MIPP is intended to prevent. 
Isotope production for medical applications has been a part of the INEL' s mission since 
1980, allowing dedication of the PBF facility to the MIPP. 

• The ACRR was identified as the preferred alternative "because it is a currently opctating 
reactor, which reduces both cost and schedule uncertainties associated with producing 
Mo-99 ... " While the uncertainty of costs and schedules may be higher at PBF, both 
the ACRR and PBF are estimated to be 28 months to full production, while facility 
preparation costs at PBF are $2M less and annual operating costs are 45% lower 
($8.4M vs. $12.2M) at PBF. 

• All operations can be conducted on the INEL with little, if any, transportation on public 
highways. The preferred alternative requires shipping the targets from LANL to SNL, 
and wastes from SNL to NTS, on public highways. 

In summary, I feel there are specific technical reasons why the PBF facility at the INEL is a 
better alternative than the preferred alternative at the ACRR for the MIPP. 
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Letter: C002 Author: Andy Baumer 

Responses to Comment Letter C002 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of 
DOE. The Department is aware of this potential for the INEL alternative. Although the potential for 
privatization of the proposed action in this EIS is important, the process for privatization is not part of this 
proposed action. Each of the production alternatives has potential for privatization. DOE has solicited 
expressions of interest from the industrial community for the privatization of any isotope production activity 
conducted by DOE, including the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. If promising concepts are 
received, the Department would seek privatization proposals on a competitive basis. 

3 If the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) is selected for the Mo-99 production project, its mission would 
be changed from defense testing to medical isotope production. It is possible that the ACRR could be diverted 
to support defense missions in case of a national emergency. However, the Department has determined that the 
probability of needing the ACRR for defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude disqualifying the reactor 
from consideration. 

4 The Department recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower than that of the preferred 
alternative; however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative are higher than 
for the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed action, the information 
presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of facilities, and other programmatic 
factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 production. 

5 The comment correctly observes that, under the preferred alternative, targets containing unirradiated uranium-
235 would be transported over public roads from LANL to SNUNM, and low-level radioactive waste would be 
transported from SNL/NM to the Nevada Test Site (NTS) for disposal. These operations would be carried out 
in accordance with applicable DOE and DOT regulations and would not measurably increase the risks 
associated with this alternative. The quantities of material transported, their chemical and physical form, and 
the packaging used during transport would combine to result in minimal risk to security or public health. (See 
Section 5.11 and Appendix B for a discussion of transportation impacts.) 

It should be noted that one option for the SNL/NM alternative (identified in Section 3.3.1.3) is to fabricate the 
targets at the SNL/NM site, resulting in no transport of unirradiated materials over public roads. In addition, 
each of the other alternatives would require transport of radioactive materials (irradiated targets, low-level 
radioactive waste, or separated isotopes) over public roads. However, in no case would the necessity to use 
public roads substantially increase the risks of implementing the project at these sites. 
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Letter: C003 Author: Robert L. Anderson 

1 

1 

1 

2 

3 

Mr. Wade Carroll, NEPA Document Manager 

Jan. 1, 1996 
115 Columbia SE 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106 
505-255-5462 

Office of Isotope Production and Distribution, NE-70 
U. S. Department of Energy 
19901 Germantown Road, 
Germantown, Maryland 20874-1290 REF: DOE/EIS-0249D 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

I would like to make a comment on the health and safety of the general public of the 
Albuquerque area, as related to the Molly 99 reactor project. 

At the first presentation on the isotope reactor, December 1994, your spokesman 
included a statement the reactor will " add ynfortynately" .. (my emphasis) to the background 
level of radiation in our environment here. The Environmental Assessment also confirms this, 
and states there are already 8....lltb.ir hazardous sources of radionuclide pollutants at the Kirtland 
AFB/Sandia National Lab complex. The draft statement does not reflect consideration of this 
complex of pollutants, and unknown future DOE projects, which may create a serious public 
health problem. You surely know of the DOE and DOD talk to place a large supply of war head 
plutonium, and other waste categories here in the city. 

My point is that we are told repeatedly that this area already has a high level of 
radioactivity from past above ground nuclear weapons tests, accidental nuclear reactor leaks, 
undocumented accidents with lab plutonium, and the high altitude radiation. Therefore it goes 
against common sense to place the isotope production here, another source of pollutants in our 
environment. The Molly 99 medial isotopes are a truly good medical tool. I have been the 
beneficiary in recent years of their benefits. But the waste produced by the reactor process is 
not good for humans. 

If you will notice the site for the reactor is within eyesight of a metropolitan area of 
nearly 600,000 people, and within a stone's throw is the Veterans Administration Hospital and 
the Lovelace Hospital in which are several thousand people who are usually in weakened states of 
health, a time of being most vulnerable to contaminations. Several public schools and a major 
airport terminal with hundreds of thousands of people passing through each year are within the 
same visual range of the isotope reactor site. 

In my opinion, it is foolhardy, dangerous, and disregardful of public health to place 
another radioactive emitter source such as the medical isotope reactor in this area. I would 
like to see the EIS address the above mentioned factors and conditions in relation to public heath 
problems with the reactor. Your overall program of activities treats New Mexico as a vacant 
desert state and the city of Albuquerque likewise. This is not true. 

And, the economic structure of this project amounts to a public subsidy to a private 
sector company, something we are suppose to be moving away from. Your letter presents the 
problem as one of a foreign supplier versus a domestic source. This is in violation of the spirit 
of the NAFT A accords in which we trade and work as friends in one common market 

~~ 
~obert L. Anderson 
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Letter: C003 Author: Robert L. Anderson 

Responses to Comment Letter C003 

1 The EIS is required to consider the cumulative impacts of the proposed action with other ongoing or 
anticipated actions at the candidate sites, and it does so in Section 5.16. With respect to radiological air quality, 
the proposed action plus the other activities at SNIJNM would result in a dose of 0.17 mrem to the most 
exposed individual. This is less than 2% of the EPA standard for radionuclide emissions from DOE facilities 
(10 mrem/year). 

If the proposed action were implemented, the collective dose to the population within 50 miles of SNL/NM 
would increase by less than 0.01 % compared to that from background radiation. This small increase from 
normal operation of the isotope production facilities, or from any reasonably foreseeable accidents, would not 
be expected to measurably increase the risk of cancer fatality experienced by the 610,000 residents living in the 
vicinity of the laboratory. 

2 The Department has proposed the Medical Isotopes Production Project to ensure that a reliable supply of 
Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community. If the Department decides to pursue this project, the 
Mo-99 would be sold at prevailing world market rates. DOE does not intend to artificially lower the cost paid 
by pharmaceutical companies for Mo-99 and would thus not artificially increase the profits realized by these 
companies on sales of Mo-99. Therefore, DOE believes that it would be incorrect to label isotope production 
by the Department as a subsidy to private industry or "corporate welfare." 

If the decision is made to pursue this project, the Department would act as a backup to the existing Canadian 
supplier. The Department would operate its facilities to produce only as much Mo-99 as is necessary to 
maintain the capabilities of the facility and staff to produce 100% of U.S. demand in response to an interruption 
of the existing supply. In essence, the project would act as an "insurance policy" for the U.S. against a Mo-99 
supply shortage. The goal of the proposed project is to ensure that a supply of Mo-99 is readily available to the 
U.S. medical community. 

As stated in the EIS, DOE supports the production of Mo-99 by private industry. If a private company begins 
reliably producing Mo-99 in the U.S., DOE could phase out its production ofMo-99. 

3 The problem with the Mo-99 supply situation is not that the supply is from a foreign country. The problem is 
that the entire U.S. supply comes from a single source. It should also be noted that this single source accounts 
for about 85% of the world supply of Mo-99. If this source were to become unavailable, production facilities 
in other countries would most likely focus on meeting their own needs first and, in any case, would not be able 
to meet even half of U.S. demand for Mo-99. Given this supply situation, the Department has proposed 
establishing a domestic production source to ensure that a reliable supply of Mo-99 is available to the U.S. 
medical community. 
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Letter: C004 

1 

Author: Michael F. Hartshorne M.D. 

1568 Eagle Ridge Court NE 
Albuquerque, N.M. 87122 
January JJ;'.l;l, 1996 

Mr. Wade Carroll, EIS Project Manager 
Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Technology (NE-70) 
U.S. Department of Energy 
19901 Germantown, Maryland 20874-1290 

Dear Mr. Carroll, 

I am responding to the proposed Medical Isotopes Production 
Project and the draft of the related Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS). Thank you for providing me a copy. As a 
citizen I am embarrassed that the Department of Energy has been 
forced to proceed with an EIS when I believe that the 
Environmental Assessment already prepared should have been 
completely adequate. 

I wonder if those small groups opposed to all things nuclear have 
chosen to fight this battle as part of a general campaign of 
opposing anything that the Department of Energy does. This is a 
tactical error on their part. Their efforts are much needed 
elsewhere. I believe that there are terrible environmental 
tragedies throughout the globe that would profit from measures 
much more stringent than an EIS. The biologically unbelievable 
overpopulation of the earth will apparently soon take us past the 
carrying capacity of the earth even if the biologic diversity our 
last wild sanctuaries are destroyed in favor of gaining a few 
marginal resources. With gifts of antibiotics and some food (but 
no birth control) the human breeding population has temporarily 
exploded pending nature's inevitable, brutal checks on 
overpopulation. Our children suffer the consequences. Let the 
anti-medical isotopes production forces direct their efforts to 
the real problems of our world. 

I am a physician boarded by the American Board of Radiology and 
the American Board of Nuclear Medicine. I believe strongly in 
the benefits of medical isotopes that I use daily for the care of 
patients with a wide spectrum of disease and injury. The NAFTA 
agreement and stories about Canada's willingness to build a new 
facility for Mo-99 production does not persuade me that the DOE 
project should stop. There is great wisdom in maintaining a 
back-up source of Mo-99. As an American taxpayer I want to see 
this project completed with a minimum of artificial expense. 
Committed as your are to finishing the EIS process, I hope that 
responsible administrators will rise above the political turmoil 
and proceed promp~y with the medical isotopes project. 

·~·l~/lll J_ 
Mich~:ry/ Jr\.#~--- . 
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Letter: C004 Author: Michael F. Hartshorne M.D. 

Response to Comment Letter C004 

1 The Department prepared a environmental assessment on the Proposed Production of Mo-99 and Related 
Medical Isotopes at Sandia National Laboratories/New Mexico and Los Alamos National Laboratory. This 
environmental assessment was distributed for public comment during the pre-approved review period on 
February 7, 1995. Based on the environmental assessment and on public comments received, the Department 
decided that it would be appropriate to prepare an environmental impact statement. 
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1 

Mr. Wade Carroll 
NEPA Document Manager 

555 North Kensington Avenue 
La Grange Park, Illinois 
60526 USA 

Office of l5otope Production and Dl5tribution, NE-70 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Germantown, MD 20874 

Author: John Graham 

Tel: 'lOIJ/ 352-6611 
E-Mail: NUCLEUS@ans.org 
Fax: 708/ 352-0499 

December 20, 1995 

Medical leotope Production EIS 
Dear Mr. Carroll, 

The American Nuclear Society endorr;e5 and 5upport5 the e5tablf5hment of the reliable dome5tic 
5upply of Mo-99 propo5ed in the U.S. Department of Energy'5 Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement for Medical l5otope Production and urge5 that the work nece55ary to effect that 
5ource of r;upply be accomplf5hed on the moot expeditiou5 5chedule. 

The United State5 of America ha5 been a world leader in, and a la~e u5er of, radioi5otope5 for 
medical and re5earch appllcation5. The corre5ponding national need for reliable 5upplie5 of 
i5otope5 to 5upport the5e Important activitie5 wa5 documented in the recent National Academy 
of Sclence5- ln5titute of Medicine report. It 15 particularly urgent that the U.S. Government 
e5tabfi5h a reliable uninterrupted 5upply of Mo-99 a5 the 5ource of Tc-99m, the main radioi5otope 
u5ed in diag-no5tlc nuclear medicine, which now amount to more that 35,000 procedure5 daily. 

In view of the e5tabli5hed public need for the5e radioi5otope5, the uncertainty in the current 
5upply, and the current lack of backup capacity, the Society 5trongly endoree5 DOE'5 propo5ed 
action for e5tabll5hment of a reliable dome5tic 5ource of the5e material5 and urge5 that the 5tep5 
required to implement that action be accompll5hed a5 rapidly a5 po55lble. 

Youre 5incerely 

John Graham 
Pre!ildent 

~in tJtedtrldop~.t, ~i»anint1tionand~~onofnuclttrsdm~-~lttlmologytaMKfit~='"""'=·1y"-. __ --------__ _ 

JOHN GRAHAM, PRESIDENT ::S. ~ .. Street, Suite 100 
F.nglewood, co 80111 IJSA 

Tel: 'JfJJ/ 69Ml'IOO 
E-Mail: JGraham8ono.mg 
Fax: 'JfJJ/ 69H816 
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Letter: COOS Author: John Graham 

Response to Comment Letter COOS 

1 Comment noted. 
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Author: Steven K. Zohner 

Mr. Wade Carroll 
EIS Project Manager 
Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Technology (NE-70) 
U.S. Department of Energy 
19901 Gennantown Road 
Gennantown, Maryland 20874-1290 

Steven K. Zohner 
1042 Grizzly Ave. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Ph. 208-524-4176 
Work Ph 208-526-3669 
January 17, 1996 

Subject: Comments on DOE'S draft medical isotope production project: 
molybdenum-99 and related isotopes environmental impact statement 
(DOE/EIS-0249D) 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

I believe that the draft EIS shows that the INEL has significant advantages 
over DOE's preferred site. Here is a listing of some of those advantages. 

Security 
Unirradiated U-235 creates significant security requirements. 
Facilities at the INEL using or storing purified U-235 are kept under 
strict security. The INEL has a long history of working with and 
protecting the unirradiated U-235. Currently, the INEL has in place 
adequate security procedures and trained personnel to meet DOE's 
security requirements. 

Shared cost 
The INEL •pBf lease agreement in place Idaho Brain Tumor Center for 
Boron Neutron Capture Therapy. Idaho Brain Tumor Center interested in 
shared cost venture.• 

Privatization 
"Mo-99 production feasibility studies addressed the possibility of 
conducting all processes in stand alone cells purchased from a viable 
supplier. Such as arrangement would be of great financial advantage, if 
these cells could be located in an existing facility close to the Power 
Burst Facility and possibly even be considered a single facility with 
the Power Burst Facility• 

•The Power Burst Facility could be used to produce Mo-99 and 
concurrently as a Boron Neutron Capture Therapy treatment center. This 
approach could incorporate privatization of Mo-99 production early in 
the process." 
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Mr. Wade Carroll 
January 17, 1996 
Page 2 

Site modifications 
•However, it may be feasible to erect an additional annex to the Power 
Burst Facility structure, shielded from the main reactor building, and 
connected to existing Power Burst Facility effluent ventilation and 
radiation monitoring systems. Such a facility would provide great 
advantage to the use of stand-alone manufactured cells and eliminate 
transportation time and liability.• 

Table 3-2, shows that the hot •cells at the INEL are adequate but would 
require minor modifications.• while DOE's preferred site would require 
•New hot cells required for full production.• 

The greatest modifications are necessary at the preferred site. •The 
planned facility modifications at SNL/NM are the most extensive required 
at any site.• 

Reduced radiation exposures. 
Table 3-1, shows the dose to the population within 80 Ian of the INEL 
project would be over 10 times lower than DOE's preferred site in New 
Mexico. 

Table 3-1, shows the radiological dose to transportation crews and to 
the public is lower at the INEL than DOE's preferred site. 

Table 3-1, shows that the dose to the maximally exposed individual near 
the INEL would receive nearly 10 times less dose than the maximally 
exposed individual at DOE's preferred site from an accident during 
target processing. 

Table 3-1, shows that the dose to the population within 80 km of the 
INEL due to a target processing accident is 10 times lower than DOE's 
preferred site. 

Table 5-3, and Table 5-8, 
The dose to off site resident at the preferred site are 10 times 
higher than for the INEL option. 

The dose to on site workers are 10 times higher for the preferred 
site than for the INEL option. 

The off site population dose is 2 times higher than the INEL 
option. 

The off site population dose from hot cell operation at the 
preferred site is 10 times higher than the INEL option. 
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Mr. Wade Carroll 
January 17, 1996 
Page 3 

Accident Impact Reduction 
Table 3-1, target processing at the INEL is shown to be 10 times less 
likely to have a accident per year than any other option. Other types 
of accidents are about the same for each site. This 10 fold reduction 
at the INEL is impressive in preventing potential harm. 

Cost Savings 
Table 3-1, shows that the INEL site will be $ 2,000,000 less expensive 
to construct than DOE's preferred site. The yearly operating costs at 
the INEL will be nearly $ 4,000,000 less than DOE's preferred site. 

The INEL option is less expensive than DOE's preferred site. The total 
savings of the INEL option over DOE's preferred site is 25 million 
dollars. This includes facility and labor costs for 1996 through 1999. 

Schedule from ROD 
The schedule from the record of decision to full operation is the same 
for the INEL and DOE's preferred site. 

Isotope production experience 
The INEL has 35 years of isotope production experience. DOE's preferred 
site has no isotope production experience. 

Air quality 
•Neither INEL nor any of the surrounding counties is designated as a 
nonattainment area (40 CFR 81.313) for the National Alllbient Air Quality 
Standards (40 CFR 50)." 

•of the sites under consideration in this EIS, the only site that is 
located in an area that has nonattainment status for a criteria 
pollutant is SNL/NM, which is in an area that is nonattainment for 
carbon monoxide.• 

Waste management 
•Low level radioactive waste would be shipped from SNL/NM to the Nevada 

Test Site for disposal." 'T'"hJL .sk\-c.. ,~ 1Je-.:J._ i~ c.o...· .. ,.Hd- r.~1i+.:"?i -H.
0

•.i !>;t.. '"' .:.;:..,.rl-. 

Waste disposal at the INEL option. •In this alternative, all three 
steps (fabrication, irradiation, and processing) would be carried out on 
site at INEL." •INEL is a cradle to grave waste management operation •• • 

•cradle to grave waste management. No shipping, all waste disposed at 
INEL facilities. Liquid low level waste treated and stored on site.• 
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Mr. Wade Carro 11 
January 17, 1996 
Page 4 

Author: Steven K. Zohner 

Spent nuclear fuel 
•Adequate wet and dry spent fuel storage exists on site.• 
This is referring to the INEL option. 

DOE's preferred option will result in having to ship the spent fuel to 
the INEL. T4 $~~· ... e.\ rck..\i.;. ('1\0.'f ti.est b ... "''";"~ h <C<.c..cf-1- -!-\,~ <}.;, .. »/-e ... 

Nuclear waste issues 
The governor of Idaho and DOE signed an agreement in October 1995 that 
allows spent nuclear fuel shipments to the INEL only under specific 
circumstances. The pact prohibits any shipments of spent fuel to Idaho 
after April 30, 1999, until shipments of transuranic waste from the INEL 
to the Waste Isolation Pilot Project in New Mexico or another facility 
are proceeding at a specified rate .. 

The INEL option for the production of medical isotopes has the ability 
to store the spent fuel at the INEL. 

These advantages of the INEL site are rather impressive. It is my belief that 
because of these advantages the INEL would be a better choice than DOE's 
preferred site. 

Sincerely, 

~-tt'\)(,..._ K d~" 
Steven K .. Zohner 
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Letter: C006 Author: Steven K. Zohner 

Responses to Comment Letter C006 

Comment noted. This letter discusses several important factors regarding the proposed project. Discussions of 
many of these factors (security, reduced radiation exposures, accident impact reduction, air quality, waste 
management, spent nuclear fuel, and nuclear waste issues) are provided below. 

The other factors discussed in the letter (shared cost, potential privatization of the production operations, 
modifications required, cost and schedule, and isotope production experience on site) are also important. 
These factors will be considered as the Department formulates its decision on the project. 

2 This is true, but this is also true of the other sites. Each has a long history of handling and storing strategic 
special nuclear materials. Physical security requirements for materials are delineated in 10 CFR 73. All 
facilities, federal or commercial, are subject to those requirements. On all sites, security requirements for 
special nuclear materials are part of the special nuclear materials control program. Handling and storage of 
unirradiated targets is specified to be under the special nuclear materials control program at each site. This is 
stated for SNL/NM in Section 3.3.1.3. The physical protection requirements for shipment of unirradiated 
targets are discussed in the same section and reference the requirements delineated in IO CFR 73.67(e). 

3 The results in Table 3-1, and the corresponding results reported in Section 5 of the EIS, indicate that while the 
dose to the population within 80 km of INEL is lower, the doses to individual offsite residents and onsite 
workers from facility operation are similar or higher for the INEL alternative compared to the preferred 
alternative at SNL/NM. However, the dose to the maximally exposed offsite individual for either alternative is 
less than 2% of the EPA standard for radionuclide air emissions at DOE facilities (IO mrem/year). 

The lower population within 50 miles of INEL results in a smaller collective dose from air emissions at that 
site, whereas the collective doses to the public and crew from transportation are similar for the two alternatives. 
The risk of latent fatal cancer in the offsite population as a result of normal operation or accidents is much 
lower than 1 for both alternatives, such that no health consequences would be expected for any reasonable 
duration of the project. 

4 Two types of target processing accidents were evaluated at all sites: one for processing Mo-99 targets and one 
for processing iodine-125 targets. Both accidents were evaluated at INEL (see Table 5-44 and Table 5-45); 
however, only the accident resulting in the highest potential offsite consequences was reported in the summary 
(Table 3-1 ). At INEL, the iodine-125 target processing accident would result in the highest potential off site 
consequences. For the other alternatives, the Mo-99 target processing accident was reported in the summary 
because the potential consequences were greater than for the iodine-125 target processing accident at those 
sites. 

The expected frequency of the Mo-99 target processing accident was assumed to be 1.0/year at all sites 
because the nature and scope of the process would be similar under all alternatives. The expected frequency of 
the iodine-125 target processing accident is lower at all sites (0.1/year) because fewer targets of this type would 
be processed under any alternative. In all cases, the risk of latent fatal cancer from accidents during target 
processing is much lower than 1, and the differences in risk between the alternatives are not likely to be a major 
consideration in siting the project. 
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5 The nonattainment status for carbon monoxide in the Albuquerque area would not affect the ability to site or 
operate the Medical Isotopes Production Project at SNL/NM. The isotope production mission would not result 
in a measurable increase in emissions of criteria pollutants and therefore would not contribute to the 
degradation of air quality in the region. 

6 The Department recognizes that "cradle-to-grave" waste management is a benefit of the INEL and LANL 
alternatives and will consider this factor in making its decision on the proposed project. 

Regarding the issue of shipping low-level radioactive waste to the Nevada Test Site (NTS) under the preferred 
and ORNL alternatives, the NTS is preparing a site-wide environmental impact statement and has included 
waste generated from the Mo-99 mission in the quantities and description of materials proposed to be stored on 
the site. The Department believes that any uncertainty surrounding NTS's ability to accept the waste from the 
Mo-99 mission is sufficiently small that there will not be an impact on a proposed Mo-99 program. The 
ultimate disposition of waste generated under the proposed project may change based on future decisions 
resulting from the DOE Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (DOE 1995a). 

7 Each facility has at least 5 years worth of spent fuel storage capability at full production levels. Final 
disposition of all spent fuel generated in the DOE complex, including the disposition of spent fuel from the 
INEL option, will be in accordance with the DOE Spent Nuclear Fuel Programmatic EIS (SNF PEIS) 
(DOE 1995b) Record of Decision. 
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Mr. Wade Carroll 
EIS Project Manager 
Office of Nuclear Energy Science 

and Technology 
U.S. Department of Energy 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown, Maryland 20874-1290 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

Author: Merle E. Bunker 

2218 46th St. 
Los Alamos, NM 
87544 
January 13, 1996 

I strongly believe that the Omega West Reactor is the best choice in 
the United States for producing Molybdenum-99 for the U.S. medical 
community. It is certainly the least expensive choice, and I am 
convinced that it could go into production much sooner than any of 
the other possibilities. 

Unfortunately, I am going to be out of the country for the next 30 
days and cannot, at this time, give you all the reasons that back up 
my above views. I will get in touch with you again in mid-February. 

Sincerely yours, 

Merle E. Bunker 
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Letter: C007 Author: Merle E. Bunker 

Responses to Comment Letter C007 

1 Comment noted. 

2 According to the cost and schedule estimates contained in Section 5.22 of the EIS, the LANL alternative along 
with the SNUNM alternative involves the second highest estimated cost, both in terms of preparation costs and 
operating costs; however, the uncertainties associated with the LANL estimates are less than for the ORNL and 
INEL estimates. The revised cost estimates in Section 5.22 of the Final EIS show that the LANL alternative 
preparation costs are equivalent to the SNL/NM alternative and are lower than the ORNL estimate, but higher 
than the INEL estimate. The estimated time to full production in both the Draft EIS and Final EIS is shorter for 
the LANL alternative than any of the other alternatives. 
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Subject~ <NULL> 
Author: flyreellidna.ida.net_at_?nternet at X400PO 
Date: 1/18/.96 8:46 PM 

x-sender: tlyreelomail.ida.net 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
content-Type: text/plain; charset•"us-ascii• 

Please send this note to: 
Mr. Wade Carroll, HIPP EIS Document. 
Manag•r, Office of NUclear Energy, Science and Technology (NE-70), U.S. 
Department of Energy, 19901 Germantown Road, Germantown, Maryland 20874. 

Thanks 

Mr. Carroll; 

>The INEL's Power Burst Facility is being considered for producing medical 
>isotopes for cancer and heart disease, screening and. therapy. A prelimiaary 
>Enviromnantal IlllPact Statement by the COE lists it as one of four 
reasonable 
>opt.ions among 17 considered for producing a widely used .m.dical isotope. 

>Molybden\llll-.9.9. 

I would lilce to see the facility activated and used. We have already paicl 
tor the react.or and it ia ideal !or the BNCT treatllll!nt. We have the 
technical personnel here at the INIL to operate the plant. I see no reasc>n 
to build an nsw plant, that will have to be cleaned up eventually. 
Unneeded expens•. 

some object that Idaho is so remote. Yeah, remote, 5 hours by air from 
anywhere in the us. 

Thank you. 

John B. Hudson 
235 Clary Ave 
Idaho Falls. Id 83401 

jnhllinel.gov, work 

NO FEAR, Sit. Down, Buckle Up, LogOnl 
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Responses to Comment Letter COOS 

1 Comment noted. 

2 None of the options involve the construction of a new plant. The SNL/NM option, however, does involve the 
construction of a new hot cell within an existing building. Also, the INEL option may involve the construction 
of hot cell facilities adjacent to the PBF facility. 
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21Jan1996 

Wade Carroll, MIPP·EIS 
Document Management 

US DOE, NE-70 
19901 Germantown Rd. 
Germantown, MD 20874 

Author: David A. Freiwald, Ph.D. 

Re: Draft EIS for Medical Isotopes Project, Mo-99, et at 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

Background: 

1) I am a member of DOE/EM's SNLJITRI SSAB, representing the Four Hills 
Homeowners Association. But this letter presents my own questions, and not yet 
offiolally those Of the HOA or the SSAB. 

2) I have studied the Summary and Sections 1-2 of the DEIS, and have skimmed the 
remainder. The document refers to the vulnerbaility of interruption of supply of Mo-99 
to the U.S. A DOE offlclal here have referred to It as a 'foreign' [vs U.S.) source. 

Questions: 

Question 1.: Do you have offlclal written notice from the Canadians stating that they 
may not be a relaible supplier of Mo-99 In the future, and that the U.S. should consider 
developing alternate sources, and If so, may I have a copy of that correspondence? 

Question 2: Regarding references to it as a 'foreign' sourcem as if that were 'bad,' I 
note that Canada has, for a LONG time, been a good U.S. trading and defense 
partner. And the recently signed NAFTA and GATf only emphasizes things. So Is 
there now something strategically or politically 'bad' about having Canada as a Mo-99 
supplier? 

~~~ 
David A. Freiwald, Ph.D. 
1708 Soplo Rd., SE 
Albuquerque, NM 87123-4485 
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Responses to Comment Letter C009 

1 The Department has not received, nor does it expect to receive, written notice from Nordion International or 
the Canadian government stating that they may not be a reliable supplier of Mo-99 in the future. (See letter 
from Nordion International-C068.) 

2 The problem with the Mo-99 supply situation is not that the supply is from Canada (or from any other foreign 
country, for that matter). The problem is that the entire U.S. supply comes from a single source. It should also 
be noted that this single source accounts for about 85% of the world supply ofMo-99. If this source were to 
become unavailable, production facilities in other countries would most likely focus on meeting their own 
needs first and, in any case, would not be able to meet even half of U.S. demand for Mo-99. Given this supply 
situation, the Department has proposed establishing a domestic production source to ensure that a reliable 
supply ofMo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community. 
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.John LoPic~nlo. Musk: Din.dor & Condu<."'tor 

Wade Carroll 
MIPP-EIS Document Manager 
US Department of'Energy 
Office oflsotope Production and Distribution, NE-70 
19901 Germantown Rd. 
Germantown, MD 20874 
(301) 903-7731 
fax (301) 903-5434 

January 16, 1996 

The Board ofDirectors and administrative staff of the Idaho Falls Symphony is in support 
of the production ofmedical isotopes for cancer and heart disease screening and therapy at 
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. 
We believe the Power Burst Facility is technically the superior facility for the project. In 
addition. the location would eliminate the need for shipment of low-level waste across 
state lines. 
We also believe the Idaho Falls community would provide the necessary infrastructure, 
including medical, educational, and cultural filcilities, to support the project and its 
personnel. 
The Idaho Falls Symphony is an important cultural resource for Idaho Falls and the 
surrounding area. This helps attract a high caltber of educated professionals and skilled 
personnel to the area with their families., to support continued progress at the INEL. 
In turn, the overall economic health of our area is crucial to maintaining the fiscal integrity 
or our community's cultural base, including the Symphony. 
In light of the importance of this project for its lifesaving mission, and the mutual benefit 
to the community oflocating the project here, we hope your decision will be to locate this 
project at this site. 

Sincerely, 

The undersigned members of the Board of Directors and Staff of the Idaho Falls 
Symphony. 
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Letter: COlO Author: The Idaho Falls Symphony 

Responses to Comment Letter COlO 

1 Comment noted. 

2 Each of the reasonable alternatives analyzed in the EIS is capable of meeting the selection criteria for a Mo-99 
production facility and thus is capable of satisfying the purpose of and need for the proposed project. 

The Department recognizes that "cradle-to-grave" waste management is a benefit of the INEL and LANL 
alternatives and will consider this factor in making its decision on the proposed project. 

3 The INEL and the other alternative sites have the necessary infrastructure to support the proposed project. 
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+ 
lEEE Nuclear Medical Sciences Technical Committee 

IEEE 

January 5, 1996 

Mr. Wtidc Carroll 

CHAIR: Edward J. Hoffman 
(310) 825-8851 

1.-AX (3/0}825--l517 
Ellfail: ieu _e.ih@1nai/,,.mc.ud1L"du 

NEPA Document Manager 
~f~ice of Isotope Production and Distribution, NE-70 
Lntted St«te> f>c1)artmcnt of Energy 
Germantown. ~HJ 20874 

Attn: Medical Isotope Protluclion EIS 

Oco1· !\fr. Carrdl: 

Mlt:MBERS: .4.. Rertra11d Brill 
Simon R. Cherrv 
Magnus l>ahlb~n 
Stephen E. Deru1~.o 
Graril T. Gullberg 
Ronald J. Ja.\"?.L'?.ak 
Miclwei E.Ki111: 
Richard Lea.In• 
Jcwge Uaca .. 
William W. Moses 
Or/1411 Nalcioglu 
Rortald Nurt · 
Manbir Singli 
Chris J. Thompson 
Benjamin M. W. Tsui 

The IEEE Nuclear and P!ai;ma Science~ Society endor~es and supports the t!Slablishmcnt of the reliable 
domt!stit.: supply of Mo-99 propoi;ed m the ll.S. Department of Energy'> Dmfl of an Environmental 
Impact Statemenr for Mt!dical Isotope Production and utgc.s that the work necessary 10 effect that St>urcc 
of" supply be accomplished on tbt! must eJ1.peditioui. possible schedule. 

The U11i1.cd State>. of America has been a world leader in and the 111rge~l 11ser of radioisotope~ for medical 
tmd rc~carch application~. The corre~ponding: national need for reliabl.o mpplie:> of isotope~ to wpport 
these important activities was documcnrcd in the recent National Ac<1.demy of Sdenc.:s-Institutc of 
\.ledicine report 

It is clearly in the best int&est of the citizens of the Vnitetl St"ICS lo a~•ure an uninterru1>table source of 
radioisotopes f"or research and biomedical applications, and it is panicularly urgent that the t.: .S. 
Government cstablii>h a reliollle uninterrupted supply of Mo-':19 as the source of Tc-99m, the main 
tadioaccive hotopc used in diagnos1ic nuclear medicine. 

ln view of lhe established public need for lhcsc radioisotopci;, the uncertainty in the current supply, and 
the current Jack. of ba<.:k.up capacity the IEEE Nuclear and Pla:!:rllA Science~ Society strongly endon;es 
DOE's proposed action for eslltblhbmt!nt of a reliuble ooll'.)l)S\ic sourcc of thc~e material~ and urges Iha! 
step~ required to implement that action be a<.:<.:ompli:.hoo on the mo.;1 aggressive po,..sihle ~chedule 

Yours Very Truly. 

Edwa£d J. Hoffman. Ph.D. 
Professor of Pharmacology and l~adiological Scien~es 
UCLA School of Medicine 
Chaimi.an. IEEE NPSS Nuclear Mcdica.l and Imaging Scic11c1.: Tcclmical Cotllmittce 

TI IE INSTITIJIE OF El.ECTRICAL AND ELECTROXICS E.°"GIXEERS, l:XC. 
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Letter: COll Author: Edward J. Hoffman 

Response to Comment Letter COll 

1 Comment noted. 
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Letter: C012 Author: Pete T. Cenarrusa 
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............. ...... .......... -....... ............... 

Dear secs•y O"Lemy: 

'he kMho NMknll Enalwlfnl ~ (INEl.) Power Surat hc9y (PBF) 
....., • ...,.,, beerl llltld .. the,.,.. .... flfU. Unhd StatM eai9 IOUrGm vi 
lllolybcleftl.ln-M (Mo-II)..,._ pn:ducllan. 1 a.llW thet lhe PBF ,.,,.._.111e 
,,._. tllQhnolagicllly comp..,.,~~ Md wMronrMntlllr 9CMlnd 
...., far domedc Mo-Ill ,..tuctan - ....... •fgnation .. auc:h. 

Idaho it praud ttmtlw PIP wll :100n foa.11 a. wortcra M'tltntlon an ttw 
fmplwnentatiol'I of Baron Nttulrain c.pbn Therapy (llNCT) mt the ldllMI ..,,_.. nirnor 
Cenfllr (llTC). Th• tfthrloiogtm1 P•.,.,..._ bekWn DO! Md 8TC i. a cr9Clt IO 
Idaho~ the nation. It is rnv tmpe hi Ylc:llmt wl'lae9 ma.__ wlll be neted here. 
whether hm w.tio. the Un!Md s ..... or araund the wadd. wil IXJl'h9 ID IAl'lderataftd, u 
you and I do. ._ braecl •cMlntlla• tD our lvM thil aowmmeT\ffPl'Mlll l8Cltor 
rei.tlGMhip Cl'9.-.. 

Th• pn:iduc:tian ot 1Mdlcll ilotope9 a the pr11clicm af 8NCT ..... at.."lalagiglly 
aampetlbl• projedll-.lch can .,_ carried out maM ttftld9nttv and rnor. coat .trecUvely 
•t th• INB.'• PBF rnc:ear than at herfKilliM currently under evaluation by DOE. 8oth 
WChnolotla NC11.1ire • OOMtant auppty d neutroM n • nigh ftux of neutmna. Tiw 
~BF produms the ldMI neutrcn tlux for 9NCT and for IMdlall laotape pradU6n. 
ln1tta1 .anglnM11ng ftldlw 9how that tlMI 111w PBF t9dlly cmn M ... clad for medloal 
1aotop9 fll')duation 1n 1-12 monti• •• ame •nd for IS ll1IUton .... that anr ot'the ._ 
thrn tiNllela Mlftt aansldelWd fW th9 prq•cL 
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Author: Pete T. Cenarrusa 

High prad1.1d qUdtf •ncl eon1fli.rtcy of supply llr91he two moll important 
lnQNdlenta wMrt _,.icl•rlnl a faalllb' for th• productton of meclieal ilotopes. Th• 
Mvanelld Td R .... (ATR), •llo lomted at 1\11 INEL. hall bMn praduQnCI IPffially 
llatopet fCM' lftmy ....... The apert'lse i• J'l'9 .. F'lltw' iri pUIG91D product IMtclpea to tM 
hislMlt quaJlly andMl1. With the PBF •rvina n the maJn Laotope production fecility 
lt\9 AT1' can M In Md maintain• oonetam pracluclion •chedule wtt.n 1bl PBF i. down 
for l'DUl'ng mmlnt.nence and 19fLlellng. Idaho or.,. a twin reactor concept thlt ••sure• 
aansi&tMCV Cit' .upply for many~ to OOIM. 

TM U.S. cun"dltl)' hll1 "° domectk: a.apply of "'9 moat wid•IV \l•d m•dlc:ml 
11otap91. TM Idaho PBF flHClar e11n 1uppty 1 DQ'Ki vf the dn1atic. dernatld far Ma-89 
n dll h11Y9 _.. llroduaUon ~ for1h• .,ertlltion d Mo-19. 

Th• INEL .. PEii' iwac;tor ia ci.My the tenhnolaga~ superior choice for isgtape 
~duttiDn Wiil rninirMI •rwlronmental COMeq\lltftClft, ldahO'• long history u the warld 
teadar In nualur mm.rt.11 ~nt make It Ideally IUled fgr the project 

luppcllt for th• praject both an • local and mte !lwel, Iii •tronG. Down•IZlng of 
INEL projec:IS and ,.,_,,nel m•ke II. Imperative "that l"HIW mi11lol"I• ant crea\ad to HV• 
and ...,.nd •iatlnl mpabl11Ut1. 

DOE im.nda 'iD pdwdiu'the l9ofope pradudlon program. IBTC'• present 30 year 
..... Of th9 PBP reaator pub the prl'41iza11Dl'I pl•n into d9ct immediately. No other 
fldn mlulDM Wil In_,.,. with th•_.,.,, of ~18 pmductlo" at1ha PBF, unlike 
...,. ora. othwsn- undW' revi.w. 

TM hUl'l\Mlml'l8n ~ dth• combined National Center for BNCi •nd th• 
ilOtiope prvduelion project malc9• the INEL'• PBF the h1nd1 down wtnnar fttl' th• 
netlonlll •• Wiil u th• Stat. of Idaho. 

NW aanalderlng thtl laWat ltll'Hlp oomll, 1T1l1S10n com&tOility 1nd 
~ ... riprlty, It ..... ll'lmt IN6.' PSI' • the loga~ home of tNI United 
.... Mo-19 production sautee. 

8incftlY. 

@:!? 
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Responses to Comment Letter C012 

Comment noted. 

2 Comment noted. 

3 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of 
DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has it 
made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating the 
possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other reactors under 
consideration for this project may be useable for BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a produc
tion alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor 
facility selected. 

4 As shown in Section 5.22, the estimated cost to prepare the INEL facilities is $2.4 million less than the closest 
alternative (the preferred alternative), and the estimated time to prepare the INEL facilities for full production 
is tied with the preferred alternative. 

The uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL and ORNL alternatives are higher than for the 
LANL and the preferred alternative. Cost estimates (including uncertainties) will be an important factor in 
determining which alternative to pursue for the proposed project. This comment will be provided to the 
decision maker for this proposed project and will be given due consideration as the Department formulates its 
decision on the project. In making its decision, the Department will also consider factors such as the environ
mental impacts of the alternatives, national need for the medical isotopes, production schedules for each 
alternative, and other important factors. 

5 The Advanced Test Reactor was evaluated for the proposed project and was dismissed for the reasons cited in 
Section 3.4.l.l. The Department is proposing to establish a backup to the existing Canadian supplier and does 
not believe that it is necessary to establish a backup to its backup. 

6 If the decision is made to pursue this project, the Department would act as a backup to the existing Canadian 
supplier. All the alternatives would have the capability of producing at least 100% of the current domestic 
demand for Mo-99, but the goal of the proposed project is to ensure that a reliable supply of Mo-99 is available 
to the U.S. medical community, not to produce Mo-99 for export and compete in the worldwide market for 
Mo-99. 

7 The IB TC has not made a formal proposal to the Department regarding the dual use of the Power Burst Facility 
(PBF). Therefore, the Department cannot say for certain whether operation of PBF would be conducted 
privately (by IBTC) for the production of Mo-99 or by DOE. 

8 It is possible that the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) could be diverted to support defense missions in 
case of a national emergency. However, the Department has determined that the probability of needing the 
ACRR for defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude disqualifying the reactor from consideration. 

9 Comment noted. 
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BRADYS 
C.A. BNdrll 
Ownm" 
1SGO N. Woodl\lff A-. 
ldWlll F .. , 1-m«n 

January 17. 1996 

I am here in support of locating the Production ofMedical Isotopes and the Boron 
Neutron Capture Therapy Project otherwise known as B.N.C. T. at the I.N.E.L .. These 
programs optimize the peaceful use of the atom. They will save lives. 

The PBF reactor is the most suited reactor for these projects both cost wise and 
technically. 

I. The PBF reactor is the only reactor using low-enrichment uranium fuel which reduces 
waste generation and security requirements. 

2. The PBF can dispo1e of the low level waste generated on site while the preferred 
alternative would require packaging and shipping across state line$ to the Nevada Test 
Site. 

3. One reactor suitable for both the isotope production and cancer treatment missio~ The 
technical ability to produce lOOoAi ofthe nation's demand fur these medical isotopes. 

4. The initial expenditure is half the cost, and operation expense is at least one third lower 
if done a the Power Burst Facility at the I.N.E.L . 

. S. Currently the PBF is the only choice which envisions the priv;ate sector taking over 
production. a good way to demonatrate technology spin off' and create jobs in Southeast 
Idaho. 

I urge you to look at all the pertinent criteria and you will see that PBF can do both 
projects bcttec than any other reactor. Local support is here. We want these projects here 
in Idaho. 
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Letter: C013 Author: C. A. Brady II 

Responses to Comment Letter C013 

Comment noted. 

2 The Power Burst Facility (PBF) is the only option currently using low enriched uranium fuel. All the other 
options evaluated in detail have designs for converting to low enriched uranium. The objective is to not build 
any more highly enriched uranium fuel bundles for any of the other options, but to use the fuel already on hand 
until the supply is exhausted or, in the case of Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR), until the burnup limit is 
reached-see Section 3.3.1.9. Two or three transition cores of both low enriched uranium and highly enriched 
uranium would be used during the conversion to all low enriched uranium fuel for these options. This is a long
term safeguards advantage, in that it depletes and irradiates the weapons grade material on hand. 

It is not true that use of low enriched uranium fuel minimizes waste. More spent fuel bundles are generated per 
reactor full power year with the use of low enriched uranium bundles. 

3 The INEL alternative and the LANL alternative both allow the small quantities of low-level waste generated by 
the Mo-99 process to be disposed of onsite. The commentor is correct in identifying that both the preferred 
alternative and the ORNL alternative would require some shipment oflow-level waste to the Nevada Test Site 
(NTS). The NTS is preparing a site-wide environmental impact statement and has included waste generated 
from the Mo-99 mission in the quantities and description of materials to be stored on the site. 

4 While the PBF has been the focus of the Idaho Brain Tumor Center's (IBTC's) efforts to conduct boron neutron 
capture therapy (BNCT), other reactors under consideration for the proposed project may also be suitable for 
the conduct of BNCT. If the Department decides to pursue this project, it would welcome a proposal from 
IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility selected for medical isotope production. 

All of the reactors evaluated as reasonable alternatives for the proposed project would (after necessary modifi
cations) have the ability to produce at least 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99 and would also be capable, to 
varying degrees, of conducting synergistic activities. 

5 The preparations costs for the INEL alternative, as shown in Section 5.22, are estimated to be about $2.4 mil
lion (or about 12%) less than for the preferred alternative. The operations costs for the INEL alternative are 
estimated to be about $4.4 million (or about 34%) less than for the preferred alternative. However, the uncer
tainties associated with the cost estimates for the INEL and ORNL alternatives are expected to be greater than 
for the LANL and the preferred alternatives. 

6 The IBTC has proposed to privately conduct boron neutron capture therapy. Their desire or capability to also 
privately produce Mo-99 is not known, and they have not made a formal proposal to the Department regarding 
the dual use of the PBF. Therefore, the Department cannot say for certain whether operation of the PBF for 
Mo-99 production would be conducted privately (by IBTC) or by DOE. 
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Sbatmaumt of Sanator JCampth.ar:a.a 

January i7. 1''' 
I want to offar my anchua1a•Cic muppcrt to the loca1 effort 

to us• the Power Burst F•cility and ci:aG Idaho Brilin lUmcr 
~ac:ility for the production of Mclybdenum•99 (Melly-,,> . tn my 
view, it makes great s~se tc couple Che Boron Neutron cap~ure 
Therapy (.BNC'l') program with the production cf insportant ll'llldic.;al 
isctapa•. 

As the Departmeni; cf Energy c:cnsiders options for the 
p~odu~tion ot Molly-''· I want Co be sure the unmatched 
taeilitia• and professional ~ilities in Eastern Idaho ar. 
appreciated by the depa%tment. '1'c be~in with, according to the 
technica1 expert• I have a:m.sulted, the Power Surat Facility is 
the id•al reactor fer the produetion of medic:al i•otopes. At the 
same tillie. the PBF can be praparad for tbis mission in less time 
and at. le•• co.t than ;my other option bein9 consida:ted by the 
Capa:r:t:.roent cf l:ne;rgy. In addition, the profe•aicnal people and 
technical axp•:t'C• 1nvolV9d in the local effort illld the INEL's 
hi•toric role in :reactor operation• and nu.clear material• 
management make Eastern Iditho tha Lggicd c:hcic:e for thb new 
miaaian. 

As the role o:f t.he Dapart1ttect. cf Ene:-gy change•. n.w 
mission• tor DOB facilities are needed. Fortunately. in Bastl!trn 
Idaho we already see. private ante:r;pZ"ise stepping in. to fill some 
o:t: t:h9 void. Tm! Ida.he Brain Tumor Center is a.n excellent 
example of thi• n•w private e.nte:i::prise expansion and the 
production cf Molly-99 in the PBP reactor would complement thi• 
af:fort. 

I strongly support the effort of Dr. Paul and others tc ildd 
Che p:rod.uaticm of 11111clical isotopes to the new mission for the PBF 
naat.or. Thi• mi••ioa 111alcea sense for Idaho and the nation and I 
urge tha O!lpart111911t of Energy to make the aalection based on 
merit- If merit is the criteria fo~ the selectica, I am 
confi4ent we will 11ee Molly-99 prc:icluc:tion in Idahc in the neitr 
future. 

Thank you.for your eilll8. 
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Letter: C014 Author: Senator Dirk Kempthome 

Responses to Comment Letter C014 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The Power Burst Facility (PBF) offers many benefits. It is an open pool type reactor, which is advantageous 
and can run at relatively low power to conduct the Mo-99 mission. The other reactors considered are similar. 
PBF is a forced circulation reactor, and three of the others considered are also forced circulation, which helps 
to assure target cooling. 

However, the PBF option requires significant reactor modification, as discussed in Section 3.3.4.9. Also, the 
targets must be irradiated in the central cavity similar to the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR), and 
neither experimental nor detailed calculation has been performed to assure that adequate target power could be 
achieved in PBF in this configuration. 1\vo of the other options are very similar to the Cintichem reactor, and 
target power is relatively assured by both experiment and by calculation. One of the other options, ACRR, has 
had detailed calculations performed regarding target power, but actual experiments have not been performed. 

Each of the reactors of the four alternatives possesses certain attributes and deficits. None are ideal, but all are 
capable of conducting the proposed project. 

3 The Department recognizes that the estimated costs of preparation and operation of the INEL alternative, as 
shown in Section 5.22, are lower than that of the preferred and other alternatives. However, the Department 
also recognizes that the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative are higher than 
for the preferred or LANL alternatives. The time required to ready the INEL facilities for full production is 
estimated to be second fastest and the same as the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed 
with the proposed action, the information presented in this EIS (including the cost and schedule data), the 
operational readiness of facilities, and other programmatic factors will be considered in the final selection of 
facilities for Mo-99 production. 

4 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of 
DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has it 
made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating the 
possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other reactors under 
consideration for this project may be usable for BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a production 
alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility 
selected. 
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Author: Senator Larry E. Craig 

Statament of Senator Larry E. C..""8i9 
on the 

Draft En.vi:-onmer.tal :tmpacc Sta.te!l'.ent 
for 

Kedic&l Iactcpea Production ~:ojec~: 
Mcly~denum-99 an~ Related I.1ctop•• 

Idaho Falla, Idahc 
:anuary 17, 199~ 

1 

:-= :!.a a p!.a&l'J.%'a eo offer teatimcn:y today cm the prcd.uction of 
mod.ica.l isctopea at tha Departmant of Ener'i".r' • (DOS) National 
Laboratc:rie•. 

The ic.vclvall'.ent. cf ;he COB in medic:al applic:ationa ha• been of 
particular int•r••t to me. I hava beeh an advocata of th• uae cf 
the ~umer0'.18 r•aetora at :ha !di.be Na~!onal E:igineering ~abcratory 
(INEL) !Cl:' medical purpcaea fo% a number of years. How.v•~• whau 
i• at •take he'Z'e is not ju•t jcb• f¢r tl::.e working :farr.ilias o! Idaho 
!'all•. 

The Iln!L ha1 already made contribution• ~c madical r•••arch -- for 
instance u•ing the Power Bu=•t Facility IPBfl fer Bci:r:cn Ne~tron 
capture Tharapy, a breakthrougn ~re~tment for :rain tWQQr patients 
witn ~inimum patient tra~ma and cast. The prcd\:cticn of medieal 
iaocope•, contir.ucu1ly ueedad ir. the 'Ollited State•, otfar• tbe INIL 
a.net.be:: oppci:i:twi.! o;y to play an impo~t.ant medical i-ol• fer the 
nation. 

Bec&use of the INZL'• c=itica1 nuclear expe:ti•• dsvelopad ever 50 
yeaza, t.~e IlaL ~· t!le perftHlt &nd mc•t lci;ical lCCl&tiCn ':c produce 
th.o•e i:r.portanc medi:a~ 1sotopea maz:.y patient• in cur na:ion neec. 
O'Wi cou:c:.try would benatit 1ign.iticantly from thi1 vita!. progn.m. 

The importanc:• cf as.1uri:i.sr & · clapanclai:>le, r•liable 1upply of 
Molybdenum-ii and ~t• da~ghtar product Techuetiut1L~9Jm fo~ ma~ical 
prgcctdu::i:"e• car.net :Oe ovet"1-Cat.•d. Tec!1."letium-J9m ia u1ed a1J a 
i:iri:z::::ipal :acliolcgical d.iagno•t ic:: tcol fc:r 8 O pa::r:cen.<: of :r..e 3 6 , o O O 
dia;n.o•t~c proeedurea pertcl:'med every day, tcta!lin~ 10 million 
prcced\IHI every year in the 'United State&. Theae proceduras help 
to identify mediQ&l condition• that would Qtberwi•• be iden~ified 
only by inva•!ve aur;ery. Thia i•o~opa ia clearly & vit•l toe: in 
main~aining the rAalth and wel~ bein; c~ our citizen•. 

At: pre•er.-:, tha U.n£.teci Statas has only en. •ource o't! &uppl.y cf 
Mclybdenum·99 tMc-99). That •o,.r:-c• h No:::d:!..cm International, which 
prcdi.icH it at th• &g:i.ng NRU reactor at: Chalk River, Cnt.a:io. Tb.is 
.r•a~tor i• juat two year& away from ocmpleting it• 40-year de•ign 
lifo. !QlU not only 1uppli•• tha entire united Stat•• market for 
Mclyb4enum4''' ~t auppl1•• 15 pa~ce~t of the anti~e wcrld marke;. 
The futu:e of medical i•otape prod~oticn from 10.U i• in aariou• 
jeopazdy, Thi• threat i• 1c ••riou• I UAdarac&n4 a company ha• 
obtained a licent• ta ~pg.r-ade & t5 magawatt (MW) reactor in th• 
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Author: Senator Larry E. Craig 

:a 
Neth•rlanc!• cilearly a :reault: of the uncertainty about the 
Ca:n.adia::'l •uppl.y. Thi• ocunl:ry obviou•ly naed• a domai•t::!.c:i .supply o! 
th•s• impcrtant medica1 i•ctopes. 

Al.thcugh t.here may be otr..er Cu:i.adi•n read~or• eom:in17 on 1i.ne :!.r. ~h• 
'!u.ture for medical i.•otcpe production, :t feel. .1.t. :!.• vi.tall.7 
impcrtar.~ that QUr Nacion have t:be capabiii.cy ~o prcd.uca medica. 
i•otcpes on our own. We cannot affcrd to ccnt1nua our O\l.l:'rent 
vul.r:.e:al:i:1:.ity. A• nc~ed in t:hi• draft environmental 1111P•c': 
•t.atement (Dll~S), our ~oal. i• to meet initia~ dome•ti.c production 
of cnly lO to 30 percant of tee Nat~on•• need, ~ believe w• muet 
move '!o'l:'W&rd ~o •••ure we can producs 1ca percent of our nation'• 
medical. i•ot:ope need•. 

Today ~ wi1l •peak i~ aupport of che alternative di•cu•••d in cae 
draft l:IS that ".1••• th.e f:ac:i.liti.e• o:( t:.he l:N!!IL. The PB!' J:"eac.c.or &t 
th• :t:N:&I.i may cf fer mult.:!.pl.• advantage• 1.::i. •olvi.n;" ou.r Nat:Lon• • 
modica.l. isotope prob1ema. For example: 

l.. 

:a. 

3. 

'l'h• !NB~ ct~•=• the ~ctent:!.&~ ~~al u•e c~ ar. ex~•tUl.q 
:reac:t.or -- fer m•d:i.cal iaotcpe p::-cxluccion a:id. cancer 
th•:rapy. 

InL offe:t:a un•\&i:"Pa•••d iaxpert:i•• i:\ :•ac:to~ ape:ac:i.cn•, 
exi•tin~ reactora, and comple~• in~raetr\lCt~r. •uppo=~ 
Chet cell• and remote hand~ns capabil.iti••, experci•• in 
handling and •hipping •pent nucJ.ear iuel•, among o~hera) 
that can be adapted to ~he production of t:h••e iaotopea. 
I am perplexed tha~ the Advanced T••~ Reactor (ATRl i• 
no~ conaiderad ~n this OZZS. z aug~eat 008 c:on•ider A'l:R 
in their final BIS. z ur.derstand alao that advanc:•• arw 
b•ins -made i~ accaleraeor-ba••d aJ.t.ernacive techAc:ll.ogy 
r••••rch, and. 003 may want to cousid•r this al.te.::n•civ• 
in t~e !~nal EIS, a• weil. 

?NlSt. ot''f•r• axperiencad, •!fective reagtor operations 
mana9em•nt. However, in k••PU1i1' with ccnsrre••' in•i•t•nce 
that federal. ~o1lar• are uaed •• wi•ely aa pcaaig1e, th.el. 
~l'llEI. manavemant ia actively eval.u&ting th• pri.vat~aat~an 
cf =•·~~or ~aail.:!.ty operation• tc •••u:e tn• af!e~tiva 
use of eax do1lara. 

The rdaho Brain T\U'Qcr Center n.a. of~erad to 
coordinate it• reactor conver•ion plan• for the PllV 
with th• COE, potent~ally aav~ng aiiliiona of 
dollar•. 

Isotopee USA an4 the Xdahc State \1niver•ity hav• 
of~ared private inan.gement and ope~ation for th-. 
p:aducticn cf Ma-99. 

One of the pa~era in the rNB~ manage~ent ~aam, 
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3 

t'he:mo Teclmclcgy Ventures, i• ac:tively ra11u=hing 
alternative techcolo;~ea f~ isotopa production. 

4, IIEL offer• th• lowe•t coat altez-n.il.tiv1 fer iectcpa 
prcd:uc:~oz:. . we can 1im.ply net afford to pu.r1u• any 
alternativa but the tl\Qat coac •tfective meana to meet 
isotope prod~ct1~n r.eed•. 

s. The PBP ='Hc:oz- ia tee only alt.orr.ativa ill ':he O!XS that 
use• low·er.richmant QZ'ar..i~m ac the onaet ot aperatict\1, 
!'educing the waatH generated ar.d the HCUt'ity 
~•quiremtnta inherent in uaicg hl.ghly enriched u=~ium. 

6. 'I'ha mEL ha1 already mcved ir.to the new ma~agemsnc 
flradi;a: called 'lor by th• COE, namely r.mnini the ntm,, 
.:.iJce a bulir.•H. The prod.uc:tion of :nedical i•otcp .. 
wculd be well auit1d to this new ~araciigm. 

Th• new mit1icm :or Ilmti holds 1trang pctential fc:J: davalopini iict 
cnly nation•l buc ~~tarnation&l ma:k•~•. I strongly •nccu~a;tt th• 
Papart~ant to ccmplet• I ii~.cl BIS on ~edical isotope production. 
t believe the J:X>I has moved far tOQ quickly with far tco little 
data in recommending a prafe:rred. alte~n1civo fo:" isotcpe 
prod.•J.i:t:ion. I tt:rongly enc::oura;• I>OB to take ancther 1oolc at th• 
lNl:l.t an~ aaaemble det•iled co•t• ~or a wide array cf alt1rnati'\l'e8 
in the !1nal EIS. 

l :believe our co~ty wciuld be well H:rved i~ the I.NEL ware thl d ta 
for future madica.l L•otopa pf'Qdu.cticm in 'D'tl:l.t1d States. Such 
p:odtJcc!.on ill an important a.ppUed engin .. ring prcject :!o:- the 
nat.ion. Afl'lild e~inee:'ini 1• what Dl'iL doea and :!oe• we:.l. 

1'hL"lk YQU • 
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Letter: COlS Author: Senator Larry E. Craig 

Responses to Comment Letter COlS 

1 The Department's decision on the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project will be based not only on the 
environmental impacts of the alternatives, but also on factors such as cost and schedule, national need, and the 
potential for cost sharing with other initiatives. 

It should be noted that the Power Burst Facility (PBF) is not currently operating (and has not operated since 
1987) and thus is not currently conducting boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT). The Idaho Brain Tumor 
Center (IBTC} has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of DOE; however, IBTC 
has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has it made a formal proposal to 
DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating the possibility of using other facili
ties for BNCT and that other reactors under consideration for this project may be usable for BNCT. If the 
Department decides to proceed with a production alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a 
proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility selected. 

2 The INEL and the other alternative sites have the facilities and skilled personnel available to conduct the 
medical isotope production activities. 

3 Comment noted. 

4 If the decision is made to pursue this project, the Department would act as a backup to the existing Canadian 
supplier. The Department would operate its facilities to produce only as much Mo-99 as is necessary to 
maintain the capabilities of the facility and staff to produce 100% of U.S. demand in response to an interruption 
of the existing supply. However, all of the reactors evaluated as reasonable alternatives for the proposed 
project would (after necessary modifications) have the ability to produce at least 100% of the U.S. demand for 
Mo-99. 

5 Comment noted. 

6 Please see response to comment COl 5-1 above. 

7 All of the alternative sites have significant nuclear facilities operations and waste management experience that 
can be adapted to the production of isotopes. 

8 The Advanced Test Reactor is an alternative considered but dismissed in the EIS. The ATR option is discussed 
in Section 3.4.1.1. 

Accelerators are considered but dismissed for the reasons discussed in Section 3.4.1. 7. Future accelerator 
technology may be capable of supporting a Mo-99 mission (see Section 3.4.3.3). Current accelerator technol
ogy cannot support the objectives of the proposed project. 

9 The Department will consider the potential for privatization of each of the medical isotope production alterna
tives as it formulates its decision on the proposed project. 

The IBTC has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of DOE; however, as stated 
above, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has it made a 
formal proposal to DOE. 
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Letter: C015 Author: Senator Larry E. Craig 

The Department is aware of the efforts of Isotopes USA and Thermo Technology Ventures and has met with 
representatives of these organizations to discuss their interest in Mo-99 production. Their Mo-99 initiatives are 
discussed in Section 3.4.3. 

10 The Department recognizes that the estimated costs of preparation and operation of the INEL alternative, as 
shown in Section 5.22, are lower than that of the preferred and other alternatives. However, uncertainties 
associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative are higher than for the preferred or LANL alterna
tives. Cost estimates (including uncertainties) will be one of the factors in determining which alternative to 
pursue for the proposed project. 

11 The PBF is the only option currently using low enriched uranium fuel. All the other options evaluated in detail 
have designs for converting to low enriched uranium. The objective is not to build any more highly enriched 
uranium fuel bundles for any of the other options, but to use the fuel already on hand until the supply is 
exhausted or, in the case of the Annular Core Research Reactor, until the burnup limit is reached-see Section 
3.3.1.9. Two or three transition cores of both low enriched uranium and highly enriched uranium would be 
used during the conversion to all low enriched uranium fuel for these options. This is a long-term safeguards 
advantage, in that it depletes and irradiates the weapons grade material on hand. 

It is not true that use of low enriched uranium fuel minimizes waste. More spent fuel bundles are generated per 
reactor full power year with the use of low enriched uranium bundles. 

12 The Department has used the best available information for all of its analyses and comparisons, including the 
cost information. Information on restart of the PBF was fairly thorough and was probably a result of the efforts 
to estimate costs and schedules for conversion of the PBF for BNCT. However, reactor conversion and 
operation is only a portion of the cost and schedule information requested. Hot cell modification, process line 
fabrication, target fabrication facility modification, and general processing operational costs also are reflected 
in Section 5.22 of the EIS. Additional information on the estimated cost of the INEL alternative was obtained 
subsequent to the publication of the Draft EIS and was used in the preparation of the Final EIS; however, the 
amount of supporting material associated with these estimates was less detailed than that received from some of 
the other sites. Thus the EIS contains statements that indicate the margin of error for both the INEL and ORNL 
estimates are considered larger than for LANL and SNL/NM. 
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STATEMENT FOR 
HEARING ON PRODUCTION OF MEDICAL ISOTOPES 

January 17, i996 

Cancer continues to be the second leading cause of death in the 
United States. Unfortunately, in spite of a national investment of 
$23 billion during the past twenty years, cancer cure rates have 
not significantly improved. 

Brain cancer is particularly difficult to treat. We are told that 
there is currently no viable treatll'lent available within the United 
states for patients with the most severe form of brain tumor. 
Treatments such as surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy offer no 
real cure. 

we must fund and develop revolutionary new procedures for treating 
cancer rather than maintaining our emphasis on improving currently 
available procedures. BNCT is one of these new treatments that 
offers promise and hope that one day soon, patients with now-fatal 
brain tumors can be cured. 

In 1992, the Department of Energy designated the Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) as the "National Center for BNCT 
Measurement and Development". National Center research has 
demonstrated non-surgical, brian-tumor treatment feasibility. 
The consortium was formed to assure that high-quality, non-surgical 
BNCT therapy is available to U.S. brain-tumo~ patients by 1996. 
This consortium approach reduces large overhead costs and provides 
a mechanism for using corporate and private charitable 
contributions as well as federal and state funding to conduct the 
necessary clinical trials. 

The DOE and its predecessor agencies have produced and distributed 
medical and industrial isotopes through the Department's national 
laboratories for more than 40 years. In 1990, Congress 
consolidated all DOE isotope production activities under the 
Isotope Production and Distribution Program (IPDP). The program's 
priillary responsibility is ensuring that the U.S. health care 
coMmunity has a ~eliable supply of Molybdenum-99 (Mo-99). Mo-99 
decays rapidly into Technetium-99 (Tc-99), which is the most widely 
used radioactive medical isotope in the United states because of 
its broad medical applications. 
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Author: Michael D. Crapo 

Page 2 

The IHEL's power Burst Facility (PBF) reactor has recently been 
listed as a potential site of the United states sole source of Mo-
99 isotope production. I believe the PBF facil.ity demonstrates the 
mol!!lt efficient, technologically compatible, and environmentally 
sound facility for production of the supply of Moly-99 ror the U.S. 
medical industry and I suggest its designation as such. 

The u.s. currently has no domestic supply of the most widely used 
medical isotopes. The Idaho PBF reactor can supply 100 percent of 
the domestic deJUnd for Mo-99 and still have excess production 
capacity tor the exportation of Mo-9 9 • Further, the PBF, the 
humanitarian aspects of the combined National Center for BNCT and 
the isotope production project makes the INEL's PBF the clel!lr 
choice for the production of the nations supply of medical 
isotopes. 

Thank you 

u.s. Representative Michael D. Crapo 
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Letter: C016 Author: Michael D. Crapo 

Responses to Comment Letter C016 

Comment noted. 

2 If the decision is made to pursue this project, the Department would act as a backup to the existing Canadian 
supplier. The Department would operate its facilities to produce only as much Mo-99 as is necessary to 
maintain the capabilities of the facility and staff to produce 100% of U.S. demand in response to an interruption 
of the existing supply. In essence, the project would act as an "insurance policy" for the U.S. against a Mo-99 
supply shortage. The goal of the proposed project is to ensure that a reliable supply of Mo-99 is available to 
the U.S. medical community, not to compete in the worldwide market for Mo-99. However, each alternative 
(after necessary modifications) would have the capability to produce 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99. 

3 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those 
of DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has it 
made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating the 
possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other reactors under 
consideration for this project may be usable for BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a production 
alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility 
selected. 
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PHILIP E. BATT 
COYER NOR 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

BOISI=.. UJ 1"£0-c)c)34 

Governor Phil Batt 
'/'t-stimony prepared.for delivery 

at rhe 
ES. Deparfnte11t of J<;,1ergy 

Idaho Falls, Idaho 
hearinK on the 

.Medical Isotopes Production Project: 
"tolybdenum-99 and Related Isotopes 

Draft Em1ironmental Impact Statement 

January 17, 1995 

c:.o-nH-l :::1~4-2,0C 

To those gathered in Idaho J•alls today, 1 .-egret that l C8!lllot be then: with you. 
certainly e.>ttend my best wishes to you all. 

Let me state my position clearly -- J folly support the effort to produce medical 
isotopes at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. 

11'.UL has an available a reactor that is uniquely qualified to produce these 
important medical products -- the Powe.- Burst Fac-ility. I support bringing !;Ucb 
prodm."tion on line. 

The Power Burst f'acility can be started for significantly less cost than any other 
facility being considered in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. For this reason 
and the others outlined in this testimony, PBF al IKEL is clcacly the f.icility the DOE 
should chose to begin the production of radioisotopes. 

For far too long this nation has relied on Canada and, to a lesser extent, F.uTOpe, to 
supply the medical isotopes America needs. The time has come for this nation to take care 
of our ow11. 1 commend the Department of Encr!:,ry for identifying this vital national need. 
I al~m commend the DOE fo,- identifying INF.I. as a possible location for the production of 
these important pmducts. 
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Letter: COl 7 

4 

Author: Governor Phil Batt 

l am concerned, however, that lhe Draft Environmental Tmpacl. Stalemcnt lndic-etes 
that the DOR is only looking for backup capability to prov·ide l 0 to 30% of the L'nited 
States \-folyhdenum-99 (Mo-99) needs. Tn the final EJS, the DOE should re"ise the 
ohjective and raise the standard. The goal i.hould be to provide 1000/o of Amel'ican needs 
-- and maybe more. 

The case for this position -- to provide for I 00% of production needs -- is clearly 
made by the Draft FJS. The document plainly states that jfthe Canadian reactors ·were 
shut down, European sources could only provide '\inly a portion of U.S. demand." The 
statement also notes that until a backup production facility is brought on line which is 
capable of producing I 00% or American needs, our nation is "vulnerable to an 
interruption in the supply oftltls important isotope." (Draft EJS Sununary, page V.) 

The case is clear. The United States needs to have the capability for filll 
production of these important isotopes. PBF can fulfill that need. 

As the DOE looks to meet the needs of our nation, the Department should also 
look beyond our nations' border. It is not enough to just satisfy the nocds of American 
customers. The DOE should also begin searching out foreign markets for this inlportant 
American product. Kowis the time to begin. 

Once again l commend the Department for idenlilying the need to produce medical 
i:11olopes in the United States. T certainly hope that the DOE will choose the Power Bursi 
1-'acility iit JNEL for the production of these important materials. 
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Letter: COl 7 Author: Governor Phil Batt 

Responses to Comment Letter COl 7 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The Department recognizes that the estimated costs of preparation and operation of the INEL alternative, as 
shown in Section 5.22, are lower than that of the preferred and other alternatives. However, the Department 
also recognizes that the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative are higher than 
for the preferred or LANL alternatives. Cost estimates (including uncertainties) will be one of the factors in 
determining which alternative to pursue for the proposed project. 

3 Comment noted. 

4 All of the reactors evaluated as reasonable alternatives for the proposed project would (after necessary modifi
cations) have the ability to produce at least 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99. However, the goal of the 
proposed project is simply to ensure that a reliable supply of Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical commu
nity, not to capture the U.S. market from the private Canadian firm (Nordion International) or to compete in the 
worldwide market for Mo-99. 

If the decision is made to pursue this project, the Department would act as a backup to the existing Canadian 
supplier. The Department would operate its facilities to produce only as much Mo-99 as is necessary to 
maintain the capabilities of the facility and staff to produce 100% of U.S. demand in response to an interruption 
of the existing supply. In essence, the project would act as an "insurance policy" for the U.S. against a Mo-99 
supply shortage. 
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JaDUary 17. 1996 

Attn: 
From: 

Department of Energy 
'Don 0...,1 .. 

Author: Don Davis 

RR: Production ·of Jtadia,active Isotopes at (Power Burst Paci1ity) PBF 
1ocated at the IBEL. 

ro whom it nay concern: 

T had a vonderfu1 tbing happen to me today. My cardi.ologisc ooriat.cl.\
that my heart had a abnonnal beat. Su, today I had che opport~nity to 
have an stress test vhich used Tecbni.siam to take a vi.c!eo of my heart 
vl.-ich may improve Wf chances of staying ai-ound a while longer. 

Two years ago I found out that we bad the technology at BJICT to operate 
on and potenti~1ly save lifes of cancer p~tients with soma types of Brain 
Tunors 

Oo.e week agn, we diaeovered that a by product of an existing p1ant PBY 
was technisiam. l also found out the this country iJRPortR the majority 
o( 1.t supply. Additiona11y, I £ound out that PB~ contd •npply 150% of 
chis countries needs. i.n fact "'e could be exportillg the stuff. I al90 
understand th.at Sandi.a was given this project which v.Lll cost more and 
take longer to bring on line.and their pl.ant vi.11 not be as effective 
treating Brain Tumors. 

This 1etter is to inform s0111eone in Washington that for business reaK<Jns • 
. commun.Lty growth, new job6 that I am lt0% for this technology here .Ln Idaho 
Fa.lls. What I can't understand for good sound bua:l.ness reasons why it 
wou;n't chosen in the first place. Do poor decisions effect the budll:et? 

s;.~\e:ely r.··-'\ 
,'f.:::f{df/,·(.;~(...<.~·~ 
Don Davia/Realtor 
Voigt Davi.a Realtors 

CC: Senators; J..arry Craig 
Di.rk Kempthorn 

Congressman: K1.ke Crapo 
Helen Chenmrech 

(208) 5:H-6000 • FA,"{(208) 529-0882 • 19tl8Jennie Lee Drive • Idaho fall!io. IU 8:\404 
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Letter: C018 Author: Don Davis 

Responses to Comment Letter C018 

1 If the decision is made to pursue this project, the Department would act as a backup to the existing Canadian 
supplier. The Department would operate its facilities to produce only as much Mo-99 as is necessary to 
maintain the capabilities of the facility and staff to produce 100% of U.S. demand in response to an interruption 
of the existing supply. In essence, the project would act as an "insurance policy" for the U.S. against a Mo-99 
supply shortage. The goal of the proposed project is to ensure that a reliable supply of Mo-99 is available to 
the U.S. medical community, not to compete in the worldwide market for Mo-99. 

2 The Department has not made a decision regarding the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. A 
Record of Decision answering the Department's decision will be issued no sooner than 30 days after issuance 
of the Final EIS. The EIS process is being used to evaluate other alternatives for the production of Mo-99 and 
related medical isotopes. The Department recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower 
than that of the preferred alternative; however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL 
alternative are higher than for the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the pro
posed action, the information presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of 
facilities, and other programmatic factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 
production. Please note also that use of facilities for treatment of brain tumors is not part of the proposed 
action and is not evaluated in this EIS. 

3 Comment noted. 
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Letter: C019 Author: Thomas M. Crawford 

Responses to Comment Letter C019 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The INEL and the other alternative sites have the facilities, nuclear technology and expertise necessary to 
conduct the proposed project. 
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Letter: C020 Author: G. Ross Darnell 

Response to Comment Letter C020 

1 The Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) is an Office of Defense Programs facility within the 
Department of Energy. If the ACRR is selected for the Mo-99 production project, its mission would be 
changed from defense testing to medical isotope production. It is possible that the ACRR could be 
diverted to support defense missions in case of a national emergency. However, the DOE has determined 
that the probability of needing the ACRR for defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude disqualify
ing the reactor from consideration. 
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Author: Kathi Sica 
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Letter: C021 Author: Kathi Sica 

Responses to Comment Letter C021 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The Department recognizes that the estimated costs of preparation and operation of the INEL alternative, 
as shown in Section 5.22, are lower than that of the preferred and other alternatives. However, uncertain
ties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative are higher than for the preferred and LANL 
alternatives. The potential environmental impacts of the four production alternatives analyzed in the EIS 
were found to be essentially the same for each alternative and, in all cases, were found to be low. Cost 
estimates (including uncertainties) and potential environmental impacts will be important factors in 
determining which alternative to pursue for the proposed project. 
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January 17, 1996 

Mr. Wade Carroll 
MIPP EIS Document Manager 
Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Technology (NE-70) 
U.S. Department ofEnergy 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown, Maryland 20874. 

Author: Steven A. Davies 

Steven A. Davies 
364 8th Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 

RE: PRODUCTION OF MEDICAL ISOTOPES AT THE INEL 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

I have been a resident ofldaho Falls, Idaho for the last 6 years. I thoroughly enjoy the quality of 
life and pristine environment of this region, and have decided to remain in this area regardless of 
the future of the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL ). 

I wish to express my STRONG SUPPORT for the Power Burst Facility (PBF) Reactor at the 
INEL to be the site chosen by the Department for the production of medical isotopes 
{molybdenum-99) in the United States. The economic impact on a smaller region like 
Southeastern Idaho by such a program would be much more significant than to the other three 
reasonable option sites under consideration. The citiz.ens of this community have made major 
contnbutions and many sacrifices in support of the cold war for this country, and are very excited 
at the prospect of attracting new missions to the INEL. 

Tnanic you in advance for your careful consideration of this issue. Should you have any questions 
or desire any follow-up discussion, please do not hesitate to contact me by mail, or by phone at 
{208) 529-9167. 

Steven A Davies, P.E. 
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Letter: C022 Author: Steven A. Davies 

Responses to Comment Letter C022 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The Department realizes the importance of its laboratories to their respective state and local economies as 
well as the importance of preserving the valuable technical capabilities each of the laboratories possess. 
The socioeconomic impacts of the proposed project are presented in Section 5.3. 

3 The Department recognizes and appreciates the contributions and sacrifices made during the Cold War by 
the citizens around the INEL and other DOE facilities. 
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IDAHO ACADEMY OF SCIENCE , 
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Mr. Wada Carroll 
MIPP EIS Document Manager 
Office of Nuclear Energy 
Science and Technology (NE-70) 
U.S. Dept. of Energy 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown, MD 2087 4 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

909 Lucille Ave. 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
January 17, 1996 

This is to express support for using the Power Burst Facility (PBF) at the Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) to produce medical isotopes_ The use of this 
already existing facility would be practical and would receive broad-based public 
support in this region. 

Southeast Idaho already has a strong technical community associated with the !NEL. 
Because many of these people have worked with and understand nuclear technology, 
this area is largely free from the superstitious fear of everything nuclear that prevails in 
many regions of this country. 

Please select the PBF at the INEL to provide a secure domestic source of 
radioisotopes, in this case, largely for medical purposes. 

Sincerely, 

<?ifrO.~ 
Philip A Anderson, 
Executive Secretary 
(208) 526-3395, daytime 
(208) 234-7001, evenings 
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Responses to Comment Letter C023 

Comment noted. 

2 The Department recognizes and appreciates that the INEL and each of the other alternative sites have 
strong technical communities. 
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Mr. Wade Carroll 
EIS Project Manager 
Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Technology (NE-70) 
U.S. Department of Energy 
19901 Germantown Road 
Gennantown, Maryland 20874-1290 

Steven K. Zohner 
1042 Grizzly Ave. 
Idaho Falls, IO 83402 
Ph. 208-524-4176 
Work Ph 208-526-3669 
January 10, 1996 

Subject: C011111ents on DOE'S draft medical isotope production project: 
molybdenum-99 and related isotopes environmental impact statement 
(DOE/EIS-02490} - SKZ-01-96 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

Thank you for sending me a copy of the draft EIS for the medical isotope 
project. I appreciate the opportunity to convnent on this project. 

The medical isotope project is indeed necessary. The case ~ade by DOE to 
establish a dependable source for medical isotopes ts well ~ade in the draft 
EIS. There is uncertainty concerning the direction that Canada will take. At 
present, DOE must begin establishing a reliable source of medical isotopes 
regardless of what Canada decides to do in the future. 

I have taken the time to read through the complete draft EIS. However, I am 
going to limit the majority of my co11111ents to the preferred site and the INEL 
option. I have tried to provide you with the reference page for each of my 
comments. By doing this it will help you locate and 1dent1fy the wording in 
the draft EIS that I am discussing. 

Acronyms and Abbreviations page xxxiii, 
The following acronyms were not listed but were used in the report. 

Include becquerel (Bq) The SI unit for radioactivity. 
Include electron volt (eV) 
Include gray (Gy) The SI unit for absorbed dose 
Include kelvin (K) The SI unit for temperature 
Include rad 
Include rem 
Include roentgen (R) 
Include volt (V) 

Change 3H to H-3 to be consistent with the rest of the document. 
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Why are only GeV and MeV included when eV is not listed? For 
consistency re111ove GeV and MeV and define eV, the SI prefixes should be 
listed in a table but each unit in the abbreviation section should not 
be listed as a separate unit. For example, curie should be listed but 
mCi, µCi, nCi, pCi, fCi, aCi, zCi and yCi need not be listed separately. 
However, a table defining these prefixes should be provided. 

Why are only mCi and pCi listed? Again, only the base unit should be in 
the abbreviation section with the prefixes listed in a separate table. 

Units of Measure page xxxviii 
Include the SI unit for temperature which is the kelvin (K). 
Include the SI unit for time which is the second (s). 
Include the SI unit for rate which is meters per second (m/s) 
Include the SI unit for area which is the square meter {m2) 
Include the SI unit for mass which is the kilogram (kg). 

Again, once a base unit has been defined, it is not necessary to list 
all the 111etric units that can be made by adding SI prefixes. Thus, 
under length, 111n and pm should not be included because the base unit {m} 
is already listed. 

Nomenclature page xxxix 
Throughout this report SI prefixes are used. A complete list of these 
prefixes would help the reader identify all units made by adding one of 
these prefixes. 

SI Prefixes 

Factor Prefix Symbol Factor Prefix Symbol 

1024 yotta y io·1 deci d 
1021 zetta z 10·2 centi c 
1018 exa E 10·3 milli m 
1011i pet a p 10-e micro JI 1012 tera T 10-9 nano n 
109 giga G 10·12 pico p 
108 mega M 10·1fi femto f 
103 kilo k 10·18 at to a 
102 hecto h 10·21 zepto z 
101 deka da 10·24 yocto y 
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example: The base unit curie (Ci) may be changed by adding a SI prefix. 
1 C1 3.7xl010 Bq 
1 11Ci .. lxl0-3 Ci • 3. 7xl07 Bq 
1 µCi • lxlo-9 Ci • 3.7xl04 Bq 
1 nCi - lx10"9 Ci = 3. 7xl01 Bq 
1 pCi - 1x10·12 Ci .. 3.7x10·2 Bq 
1 fCi • lxl0-16 Ci • 3.7xl0-ti Bq 
1 aCi • lxl0"18 Ci • 3. 7xl0-e Bq 
1 zC1 = lx10·21 Ci - 3.7x10·11 Bq 
1 yCi = lxl0"24 Ci - 3. 7xl0"14 Bq 

Going through the same listing for all possible units (R, rem, m, eV, 
etc.) is unnecessary once the base unit has been defined. 

Units of Radioactivity page xxxix 
HfCiR was skipped in this list. It is not necessary to list all 
the units that can be made by adding a prefix to the curie. 
However, if all the units that may be made by adding a prefix are 
listed, then all SI prefixes should be used. 

Units of Radiation Dose page xxxix 
The base unit rad should be listed 
The base unit rem should be listed 
The base unit gray (Gy) should be listed. This is an SI unit 

l Gy • 100 rad 
Once the base unit is given, other units that can be made by 
adding SI prefixes are not necessary. 

Numerical (Scientific or Exponential) Notation. page xxxix 
"aCi" is listed above in the "Units of Radioactivity" but the unit 
"atto• is excluded from this list. All of the prefixes used 
should be defined. This would be accomplished if the SI prefix 
table is included. 

Conversion Table page xli 
The listed conversion from nCi to pCi is wrong. 

To convert nC1 to pCi •ultiply nCi by 1000. 

The listed conversion from pCi to nCi is wrong. 
To convert pC1 to nCi multiply pCi by 0.001. 

l nCi = lxl~9 Ci • 1000 pCi 
1 pCi • lxl~12 Ci • 1/1000 nCi 

Conversion Table page xl1 
There are 4 different definitions of an ounce. If ounces are used, they 
should be identified as (a) the avoirdupois ounce (28.35 grams), (b) the 
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apothecaries ounce (31.l grams), (c) the U.S. fluid ounce (29.57 ml) or 
(d) the British Imperial ounce (28.41 ml}. The U.S. dry ounce is the 
avoirdupois ounce. 

Radionuclide nomenclature p xliii 
The half live of Ce-141 is 32.5 days. This is significantly different 
from the 35.5 days listed. 

The remaining half lives are not significantly different to warrant 
changes. 

10. Radionuclide nomenclature p xliii 
Footnote (b) identifies •m" as isomers. This is true but the 
abbreviation m stands for the umetastable" state of the nuclide. 
Metastable is defined in the Glossary of terms (p 7.1) but isomer is not 
included in this glossary. For these reasons, footnote (b) should be 
changed to "Metastable nuclides (isomers) are indicated by the addition 
of an m." 

11. Security Requirements (general comment) 
Unirradiated U-235 creates significant security requirements. The draft 
EIS does not address the security required, what the current security is 
at each site, and what has to be done to upgrade the security of each 
proposed site. Facilities at the INEL using or storing purified U-235 
are kept under strict security. The INEL has a long history of working 
with and protecting the unirradiated U-235. Currently, the INEL has in 
place adequate security procedures and trained personnel to meet DOE's 
security requirements. 

12. "The Power Burst Facility could be used to produce Mo-99 and 
concurrently as a Boron Neutron Capture Therapy treatment center. This 
approach could incorporate privatization of Mo-99 production early in 
the process.• p 3.48 The privatization option translates into reduced 
costs and less money being taken out of the publics purses. Having a 
facility that has the best potential for privatization is am important 
consideration which seems to carry little weight in the EIS. 

13. •Adequate wet and dry spent fuel storage exists on site.• This is 
referring to the lNEL option. p 3.50 This simple declaration is 
extremely important. Spent nuclear fuel shipments are being stopped, 
banned, tied up 1n courts by law suites or prohibited from being 
transferred into states that did not generate the spent fuel. States do 
not want to be a dumping ground for other states waste, especially if it 
is nuclear waste. Therefore, being able to handle the spent nuclear 
fuel at the location it is generated is not only nice, 1t should be a 
requirement for this project. 
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14. "Mo-99 production feas;bility studies addressed the possibility of 
conducting all processes in stand alone cells purchased from a viable 
supplier. Such as arrangement would be of great financial advantaget if 
these cells could be located in an ex\sting facility close to the Power 
Burst Facility and possibly even be cons1dered a single facility with 
the Power Burst Facility• p 3.51 This potential arrangement has 
significant advantages that the other options lack. Reducing the cost 
to the taxpayer should carry more weight than this EIS is placing on it. 

15. "However, it may be feasible to erect an additional annex to the Power 
Burst Facility structure, shielded from the main reactor bu1lding 1 and 
connected to existing Power Burst Facility effluent ventilation and 
radiation monitoring systems. Such a facility would provide great 
advantage to the use of stand-alone manufactured cells and eliminate 
transportat;on time and liability.• p 3.51 Reducing radiation doses to 
workers and the public should be critical decid;ng a preferred site. 
The advantage of this JNEL option does reduce OOE's liability due to 
harm caused by radiation or transportation acc1dents. 

15. Table 3-1, page 3.64 shows the dose to the population within 80 km of 
the INEL project would be over 10 times lower than OOE's preferred site 
in New Mexico. In selecting the preferred site why is such little 
weight placed on the dose to the people around the site? DOE has an 
optio·n. at the INEL which reduces the risk to the population around the 
production site. This option, from an ALARA standpoint, is a better 
choice for those living around the facility. 

17. Table 3-1, page 3.65 again shows the radiological dose to transportation 
crews and to the public is lower at the INEL than DOE's preferred site. 
This seams to violate the whole ALARA concept. Why would DOE choose a 
site which gives workers and the public higher doses of radiation? I 
believe that more weight should be given in reducing DOE's liability in 
the areas of transportation and radiation. 

18. Table 3-1, page 3.66 target processing at the INEL is shown to be 10 
times less likely to have a accident per year than any other option. 
Other types of accidents are about the same for each site. This 10 fold 
reduction at the INEL is impressive in preventing potential harm. It 
appears that acc1dent prevention has been underrated in selecting the 
pref erred s lte. 

19. Table 3-1. page 3.66 shows that the dose to the maximally exposed 
individual near the INEL would receive nearly IO times less dose than 
the maximally exposed ind1vidual at DOE's preferred site from an 
accident during target processing. Dose to the publ1c is a major 
concern for these people and in obtaining state permits. This much 
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potential reduction in harm should be am important factor in deciding a 
preferred site. 

20. Table 3-1, page 3.66 shows that the dose to the population within 80 km 
of the INEL due to. a target processing accident is 10 times lower than 
DOE's preferred site. ALARA concepts should be implemented when 
selecting a site. DOE has the opportunity to decrease the potential 
harm to the public by 10 fold. The publics welfare should not be 
underestimated. This approach has been an ugly legacy in DOE's nuclear 
history. Safety, both to the workers and to the public must be 
consistently guarded to win back the publics confidence. 

21. Table 3-1, page 3.68 shows that the INEL site will be$ 2,000,000 less 
expensive to construct than DOE's preferred site. More importantly. the 
yearly operating costs at the INEL will be nearly$ 4,000,000 less than 
DOE's preferred site. This 4 million dollar a year savings is extremely 
important, especially when the life time of the operation is considered. 
In these times of reduced government budges considerable weight must be 
given to a operation that will provide an acceptable produce at a 
savings of 4 million dollars a year. 

22. Table 3-2, page 3.69 shows that the current status of the INEL is in 
standby mode while DOE's preferred site is operational. This is a mute 
point since it has already been shown that to bring the INEL operation 
up will cost the public 2 million dollars less than the preferred site. 

23. Table 3-2, page 3.69 shows that the hot •cells at the INEL are adequate 
but would require minor modifications." while DOE's preferred site would 
require "New hot cells required for full production.• Throwing money at 
a problem has been the nuclear industries way of solving problems. The 
public is much less tolerant of such expenditures when DOE has an 
existing facility that may be used without modifications. 

24. Table 3-2, page 3.70 shows that the schedule from the record of decision 
to full operation is the same for the INEL and DOE's preferred site. 
This point is important. Full production is the end goal. DOE's 
preferred site can be partially operational in less time than the INEL 
but partial operation should not be a determining factor when the life 
of the facility is concerned. 

25. Table 3-2, page 3.70 shows that the INEL option has significant waste 
management advantages over DOE's preferred site. These advantages are 
"Cradle to grave waste management. No shipping, all waste disposed at 
INEL facilities. Liquid low level waste treated and stored on site.• 
DOE's preferred site does not have cradle to grave waste management. It 
was not mentioned that the INEL has been designated by DOE as the lead 
lab in waste treatment technology. INEL currently has cradle to grave 
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waste capabilities and waste treatment technology will increase at the 
INEL in the years to come. 

26. Table 3-2, page 3.70 shows that the INEL has 35 years of isotope 
production experience. DOE's preferred site has no isotope production 
experience. In determining the preferred site, a history of isotope 
production experience should be a major consideration. It illustrates 
that the site has a proven record, has the facilities, has the 
technological experience and an experienced work force. In Appendix A 
page A.1 the INEL is shown to have personnel who have perfonned the 
chemical separation for the medical isotopes. This experience and 
knowledge is lacking at DOE's preferred site according to this EIS. 

27. Table 3-2, page 3.70 states that at the INEL •PBF lease agreement in 
place Idaho Brain Tumor Center for Boron Neutron Capture Therapy. Idaho 
Brain Tumor Center interested in shared cost venture.M This indicates 
that the INEL site has aligned itself with the concept of return on 
investment. The INEL site leads the other options in reducing the cost 
to the tax payers through shared costs and privatization. The preferred 
option lacks shared costs and has a very low probability of 
privatization. 

28. The air quality near the preferred site is listed as nonattainment by 
the U.S. EPA for carbon monoxide. Carbon monoxide will increase at this 
preferred site due to transportation of targets, waste handling etc. 
The INEL site air quality has no nonattainment listings. Placing a 
facility in a nonattainment area knowing that the operation of the 
facility will contribute more carbon monoxide to an area that is already 
listed as nonattainment is hard to justify. The INEL option does not 
carry such a negative impact, reduces DOE's environmental liability 
while allowing for more operational flexibility from state and federal 
air regulations. p 4.11 

29. "Neither INEL nor any of the surrounding counties is designated as a 
nonattainment area {40 CFR 81.313) for the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (40 CFR 50). Ambient air quality data monitored in the 
vicinity of INEL indicate the site is in compliance with applicable air 
quality standards.• Locating the facility at the INEL would not risk 
the health of workers or the public. Locating the facility at DOE's 
preferred site knowing that this area is not in compliance with air 
quality standards is very hard to justify. p 4.83 

30. Table 4-21, page 4.84. The numbers are small enough that they need not 
be expressed in scientific notation. 
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31. Table 4-22, page 4.84. It would be less confusing if the unit of 
measure is change to pCi/m3

• As is, it is confusing to the general 
public 1f the Ci/1113 has been multiplies by 10·12 or if it needs to be 
multiplied by 10·12

• 

32. Table 4-23, page 4.84. Again it is suggested that the unit of measure 
be change to pCi/m3

, thus eliminating poss1ble confusion about whether 
the listed value needs to be multiplied value by 10·12 or if it has 
al ready been multiplied by 10·12

• 

33. •The planned facility modifications at SNL/NH are the most extensive 
required at any site." p 5.2. Why is this DOE's preferred site when 
other sites require less facility modifications and will operate at 
lower yearly costs? 

34. Table 5-1, page 5.4 show that the INEL option is less expensive than 
DOE's preferred site. The total facility costs for 1996 through 1999 
for DOE's preferred site is 47.1 million dollars and labor costs for 
this same time period is 226 million dollars. The facility costs for 
the INEL option is 14 million dollar less (33.6 million) for facility 
costs and 11 million less (215 million) for labor costs. The total 
savings of the INEL option over DOE's preferred site is 25 million 
dollars. From a cost perspective, DOE's preferred site cannot be 
justified, especially to the tax payers who will foot the bill. 

35. Table 5-3, page 5.8 and Table 5-8, page 5.13. The dose to off site 
resident at the preferred site are 10 times higher than for the INEL 
option. The dose to on site workers are 10 times higher for the 
preferred site than for the INEL option. The off site population dose 
is 2 times higher than the INEL option. The off site population dose 
from hot cell operation at the preferred site is 10 times higher than 
the INEL option. How can DOE justify this increased dose associated 
with the preferred site when the INEL option has significantly lower 
radiological impacts? The public has the perspective that DOE does as 
they please and concerns of the citizens come second. I am concerned 
that this type of dose discrepancy listed add fuel to this perspective. 

36. Waste disposal page 5.34. "Low level radioactive waste would be shipped 
from SNL/NM to the Nevada Test Site for disposal." The time frame for 
the Nevada Test Site to accept waste is yet unknown. Yes, there is a 
time frame on paper but the reality is that this paper date continues to 
move farther and father into the future. Both the governor and people 
of Nevada do not want the waste in Nevada and are actively pursuing 
steps to stop such shipments. Accepting this approach to as the 
preferred waste d1sposal is banking on the unknown. It is not prudent 
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to depend on a waste disposal system that is not functioning or which is 
at least near complet1on. 

37. Waste disposal page 5.38 at the INEL option. "In th1s alternative, all 
three steps (fabrication, irradiation, and processing) would be carried 
out on site at INEL." "INEL is a cradle ta grave waste management 
operation •• " INEL has been safely managing spent nuclear fuel for over 
40 years.w The waste disposal at the INEL site is in place and has a 
proven track record. There are no uncertainties with the ability of the 
JNEL to handle the waste. The preferred site bases its waste disposal 
on a system that is not operating, has no history of success and 1s 
being fought by state governments and local people. It seems extremely 
optimistic to place waste disposal is such an uncertain position when 
the INEL option shows clear advantages. 

38. Table 5-52 page 5.100. This table shows that the INEL opt1on has the 
lowest preparation cost of any of the other alternatives. In addition, 
the INEL opt1on has the lowest year1y operating cost of any of the 
other options. The cost savings of the INEL option are not 
insignificant. The lNEL would save tne tax payers nearly 4 million 
do11ars a year over DOE's preferred site. From the publics perspective, 
DOE may as well dig a hole and every year bury 4 million dollars. From 
a bus;ness perspective, a company would fire the execut1ve who chooses 
to pay 4 million dollars more a year over an identical product from 
another supplier. 

39. DOE's preferred opt1on will result in having to ship the spent fuel to 
the INEL. Currently. the state of Idaho has shown an unwillingness to 
accept waste generated from out of state sites. There is no reason to 
assume that the state will change to willingly accept waste generated in 
New Mexico at DOE's preferred site. However, if the spent fuel has been 
generated in the state of Idaho, there has been no resistance to storing 
or treating it at the fNEL. page 6.7 

40. "Of the sites under consideration in this EIS, the only site that is 
located in an area that has nonattainment status for a criteria 
pollutant is SNL/NM, which is in an area that is nonattainment for 
carbon monoxide." page 6.8 It seems only prudent that the facility 
built by DOE should to produce medical isotopes should only be 
cons;dered in areas where air quality meets attainment status. Placing 
this fac1lity in DOE's preferred site will only result in additional 
carbon monoxide generation due to transportation needs at this site. 

41. The governor of Idaho, Phil Batt and Tom Grumbly, DOE assistant 
secretary for environmental management signed an agreement in October 
1995 that allows spent nuclear fuel shipments to the l~EL. However, 
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spent nuclear fuel shipments to the INEL will be linked to transuranic 
waste shipments out of Idaho. The pact prohibits any shipments of spent 
fuel to Idaho after April 30, 1999, until shipments of transuranic waste 
from the INEL to the Waste Isolation Pilot Project in New Mexico or 
another facility are proceeding at a specified rate. DOE's preferred 
site cannot expect to send its spent fuel to INEL for storage as 
suggested in the EIS. These ship111ents will be prohibited after April 
1999 unless the INEL can send its transuranic waste to a repository 
outside of Idaho. 

The INEL option for the production of medical isotopes has the ability 
to store the spent fuel at the INEL. The state of Idaho has only 
objected to bringing spent fuel into Idaho from out of state generators. 
Throughout the U.S. spent nuclear fuel is accumulating. Currently, each 
generator of spent nuclear fuel is required to store the fuel on site 
until DOE has a suitable repository. The deadline for this repository 
has repeatedly been put farther into the future. Idaho has stopped out 
of state shipments of spent nuclear fuel into Idaho. Nevada has also 
successfully stopped the development of a waste repository within its 
boarders. 

Knowing the current political climate, the INEL option has the best 
waste management ability of any of the proposed sites. All of the waste 
associated with the medical isotope project could be handled at the 
INEL. 

The U.S. needs a reliable source of medical isotopes. The options discussed 
in the EIS were all interesting. However, I am concerned that to many 
assumptions were made concerning radioactive waste storage and the handling of 
spent nuclear fuel. I feel that 1t is wrong to assume that the Nevada Test 
Site will be operational as specified. I also feel that the assumption that 
the preferred site can sent its spent fuel to Idaho for storage at the INEL is 
wrong. Evidence indicates that the ability of a site to handle all of the 
waste generated in the production of medical isotopes will be essential for 
its operation and the only option presented that can do this is the INEL in 
Idaho. 

Sincerely, 

Steven K Zohner 
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Responses to Comment Letter C024 

1 The Department used the acronyms and abbreviations that were believed to be helpful to the domestic 
public. Also, those units believed to be more commonly known to and used by the public, such as curie in 
lieu ofbecquerel were used in the EIS. Temperatures were generally provided in terms of Fahrenheit, 
which is more commonly understood and used than Kelvin. 

Certain of the terms the commentor suggested be included in the list of acronyms were defined in the 
glossary, such as rem. A search of the document did not uncover the use of the term "gray" in the body of 
the document. However, gray was mentioned in the dose discussion of the glossary. 

2 A mix of SI and English units has been used in the document. SI units which were perceived as common, 
such as meter, centimeter, kilogram, were used. The Department supports the use of SI units, but has used 
English units if those terms were believed to be more easily understood by the general public. A conver
sion table of English/SI units is provided in the Units of Measure section of the EIS (Volume I). 

3 A mix of SI and English units has been used in the document. SI units which were perceived as common, 
such as meter, centimeter, kilogram, were used. 

4 SI prefixes which were perceived as common, such as centi, milli, kilo, mega were used. A complete list 
specifying prefixes not used in the text (such as "fCi") is considered inappropriate. 

5 The units of rad and rem are discussed in the glossary. Gray is mentioned in the glossary, but was not 
used in the body of the document because it is not a commonly used unit. 

6 The definition of the prefix "atto" has been added to the numerical notation section. 

7 The table has been changed to reflect this comment. 

8 The Department used the avoirdupois ounce. 

9 The radioactive half-life of cerium-141 was corrected. 

10 Isomeric states tends to be a more commonly used term than metastable states. Further, isomer is the 
appropriate definition as the abbreviation "m" is used in this document. The isotope of interest is an 
isotope of a different quantum energy eigenstate that usually, but not always, decays to the lower state of 
the same isotope. Isomer has been added to the glossary, but the footnote has not been changed. 

11 No physical security program upgrades are required on any of the sites. All sites have long and 
well-established existing programs that address the physical security requirements for handling strategic 
quantities of special nuclear materials. Certain of the sites have handled nuclear weapons, a physical 
security program far beyond that required for the unirradiated targets. However, any site, including INEL, 
if selected, would need to establish the appropriate storage materials balance areas, complete with security 
requirements, for the storage of unirradiated targets near the reactor facility. This is described in general 
terms for the SNL/NM option in Section 3.3.1.3. Requirements at all other sites would be similar. 
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Physical security requirements for materials are delineated in 10 CFR 73. All facilities, federal or commer
cial, are subject to those requirements. On all sites, security requirements for special nuclear materials are 
part of the special nuclear materials control program. This is generic throughout the DOE complex. 
Handling and storage of unirradiated targets is specified to be under the special nuclear materials control 
program at each site. 

12 The purpose of the EIS is to analyze the environmental impacts of alternative means of accomplishing the 
proposed action. Although the potential for privatization is important, the privatization process is not part 
of this proposed action. Each of the production alternatives has potential for privatization. DOE has 
solicited expressions of interest from the industrial community for the privatization of any isotope produc
tion activity conducted by DOE, including this proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. If the 
Department decides to implement the action proposed in this EIS and promising concepts are received from 
the private sector, the Department would seek privatization proposals on a competitive basis. 

13 All alternatives considered have sufficient onsite spent nuclear fuel (SNF) storage capabilities to operate at 
100% U.S. demand for at least 5 years. Long-term disposition of SNF will be in accordance with the 
Record of Decision for the Spent Nuclear Fuel Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (SNF PEIS) 
(DOE 1995b) (see Section 5.14). 

14 The option of having a hot cell built or moved to the Power Burst Facility (PBF) site has been studie9 by 
DOE and discussed with the Idaho site. This would obviate the need for shipping irradiated targets from the 
PBF to the hot cell, but would have a significant impact on the cost and the schedule. 

Similarly, moving a hot cell is impractical. The lead glass windows and manipulators can be scavenged 
from other cells, if they are adequate, and installed in cells built to be co-resident with the PBF. Three 
targets irradiated at a target fission power level of20 kW contain 99,600 curies of activity after an 8-hour 
cooling time. Few manipulators or windows in hot cell facilities are designed to accommodate this level of 
activity. A building would also be required. The ventilation system must be designed such that airborne 
fission products are captured and not released to the atmosphere. 

A detailed estimate to build a new hot cell at SNL/NM totals well over the $4.8 million indicated in the EIS 
for INEL hot cell preparation. The SNL/NM estimate is based on building the cell in an existing building 
and obtaining manipulators and windows for the cost of shipping only. Several million dollars would need 
to be added to the Idaho cost estimate if a new hot cell facility were to be added. Also, despite being a 
parallel path activity, the schedule would most likely be adversely impacted, and a 2-year schedule would 
probably not be achievable. The building and the cells would need to be completed early (probably within a 
year) to be capable of establishing the chemical process stations and waste management facilities required 
for the Mo-99 mission. 

15 If the Department proceeds with a production alternative, it will attempt to minimize the impacts from the 
Mo-99 project for whichever alternative is selected. 

16 The lower population within 50 miles of INEL and the remote location of the proposed isotope production 
facilities result in a smaller collective dose from facility air emissions at that site compared to the preferred 
alternative at SNL/NM. However, the major component of radiological risk to the public from the isotope 
production project results from transportation, for which the risks are very similar in both alternatives. The 
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risk of latent fatal cancer in the off site population as a result of normal facility operation or accidents is 
much lower than 1 for both alternatives, such that no health consequences would be expected for any 
reasonable duration of the project. 

The results in Table 3-1, and the corresponding results reported in Section 5 of the EIS, indicate that the 
doses to the most exposed individual offsite resident and onsite worker from facility operation are similar 
or higher for the INEL alternative compared to the preferred alternative at SNL/NM. However, the dose 
to the maximally exposed offsite individual for either alternative is less than 2% of the EPA standard for 
radionuclide air elJ.lissions at DOE facilities (10 mrem/year). If the Department proceeds with the action 
proposed in this EIS, the ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) program would be implemented at the 
selected site in order to limit doses to workers and the public. 

17 The commentor observes that the dose to the public and transport crews is lower for the INEL alternative 
than for the preferred alternative at SNL/NM. However, the radiation dose to the public and crew from 
transportation of radioactive materials differs by less than 10% at any of the alternative sites other than 
Oak Ridge. The lowest transportation dose to the public is associated with the Oak Ridge alternative. 
This is due to its proximity to the radiopharmaceutical companies that would receive medical isotopes 
from DOE. 

If the Department proceeds with the action proposed in this EIS, the ALARA program would be imple
mented at the selected site to reduce the cumulative radiological impacts of all aspects of the Medical 
Isotopes Production Project. 

18 Two types of target processing accidents were evaluated at all sites: one for processing Mo-99 targets and 
one for processing iodine-125 targets. Both accidents were evaluated at INEL (see Table 5-44 and Table 
5-45); however, only the accident resulting in the highest potential offsite consequences was reported in 
the summary (Table 3-1 ). At the INEL, the iodine-125 target processing accident would result in the 
highest potential offsite consequences. For the other alternatives, the Mo-99 target processing accident 
was reported in the summary because the potential consequences were greater than for the iodine-125 
target processing accident at those sites. 

The expected frequency of the Mo-99 target processing accident was assumed to be 1.0/year at all sites 
because the nature and scope of the process would be similar under all alternatives. The expected 
frequency of the iodine-125 target processing accident is lower at all sites (0.1/year) because fewer targets 
of this type would be processed under any alternative. In all cases, the risk of latent fatal cancer from 
accidents during target processing is much lower than 1, and the differences in risk between the alterna
tives are not likely to be a major consideration in siting the project. 

19 Please see response to comment C024-18 above. 

20 If the Department proceeds with the action proposed in this EIS, the Department would implement the 
ALARA program at the selected site to reduce the radiological impacts from the Mo-99 project. Com
parative doses will be considered for the Record of Decision. 

21 The Department recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower than that of the 
preferred alternative; however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative 
are higher than for the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed 
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action, the information presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of facilities, 
and other programmatic factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 production. 

22 The difference between an operational reactor and a reactor in standby mode is significant because of the 
steps required to restart a non-operational reactor. Before a non-operational reactor can be restarted, the 
condition of the facility must be verified, systems must often be repaired, safety documentation must be 
updated, operators must be trained, operating procedures must be written or updated. Planning documents 
must be written to guide these activities, and the activities cannot commence before the planning documents 
are approved. 

For an operational reactor, these activities are conducted routinely, and the planning documents are largely 
in place. The fact that most or all of these activities are ongoing at an operational reactor means that there is 
less uncertainty associated with the use of an operational reactor than with the use of a reactor that must be 
restarted. Since the Department is proposing to respond to a near term "window of vulnerability" in the 
supply ofMo-99, the uncertainties associated with each of the alternatives (especially schedule uncertain
ties) will be an important factor in the decision-making process. 

23 The hot cells for processing the medical isotopes at each of the alternative sites would require modifications, 
with those at the preferred alternative being the most significant. At the preferred alternative, a new bay of 
hot cells would be constructed inside the existing Hot Cell Facility (HCF) building, which is adjacent to the 
Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR). 

Since the ACRR (the preferred reactor) is operational, the estimated cost of preparing this facility for 
medical isotope production is significantly lower than the other alternatives. Thus, the total cost of this 
alternative is comparable to others. 

24 "Partial operation" of the facility is important in that, if a Mo-99 shortage were to occur in the near future, 
the Department would be able to supply at least a fraction of the U.S. demand. The Department has pro
posed the Medical Isotopes Production Project to respond to a near term "window of vulnerability" in the 
Mo-99 supply situation; therefore, the ability to produce even a small amount of Mo-99 in a short period of 
time is an important factor and will be considered in the Department's decision on the proposed project. 

25 1\vo of the four alternatives analyzed in detail in the EIS do not have the capability of "cradle to grave" 
waste management. The Department does not believe this impacts the viability of any of the alternatives. 
As discussed in Section 5.14 of the EIS, the quantities of waste generated from production of Mo-99 are 
small and would be handled in accordance with each sites' established waste management programs with few 
additional impacts. 

26 The Department recognizes that all of the alternative sites except SNLJNM have significant experience in 
the production of isotopes. 

27 Private U.S. production of Mo-99 could be accomplished by privatization of a DOE operation or by a 
separate initiative by the private sector. The process of privatization is not part of this proposed action. The 
Department published a Notice for Expression of Interest in the Federal Register in December 1995 to 
solicit concepts from private industry for privatization of DOE isotope activities. Businesses interested in 
pursuing Mo-99 production have been invited to respond to this solicitation. If the Department decides to 
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implement the action proposed in this EIS and if concepts on privatization of Mo-99 production received 
from the private sector are promising, DOE would proceed with a request for proposals to facilitate 
privatization on a competitive basis. 

28 The nonattainment status for carbon monoxide in the Albuquerque area would not affect the ability to site 
or operate the Medical Isotopes Production Project at SNL/NM. The isotope production mission would 
not result in a measurable increase in emissions of criteria pollutants and therefore would not contribute to 
degradation of air quality in the region. 

29 Please see response to C024-28 above. 

30 The approach used is standard. 

31 The ACRR/HCF combination at SNL/NM is the preferred alternative for reasons stated in Section 3.3.1.1. 

32 The ACRR is the Department's preferred option for the reasons stated in Section 3.3.1.1. The Department 
recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower than that of the preferred alternative; 
however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative are higher than for the 
preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed action, the information 
presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of facilities, and other program
matic factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 production. 

33 Although the doses for the offsite resident (maximally exposed individual) are smaller for INEL than other 
alternatives such as the SNL/NM alternative, the projected dose for any of the alternatives is a very small 
fraction of the regulatory limit. 

34 The Nevada Test Site (NTS) is preparing a site-wide environmental impact statement and has included 
waste that would be generated from the Medical Isotopes Production Project in the quantities and descrip
tion of materials to be stored on the site. The Department believes that any uncertainty surrounding the 
NTS's ability to accept the waste from the proposed project is sufficiently small that there will not be an 
impact on the proposed project. 

35 The quantity of waste that would be generated by the proposed project at any of the alternatives is small. 
The disposal of the low-level waste would take place at NTS for the preferred alternative and for the 
ORNL alternative. The LANL and INEL alternatives would dispose of the low-level waste onsite in 
existing DOE approved facilities. All the alternatives have on-going laboratorywide waste management 
and minimization programs. 

Two of the four alternatives analyzed in detail in the EIS do not have the capability of "cradle to grave" 
waste management. The Department does not believe this impacts the viability of any of the alternatives. 
As discussed in Section 5 .14 of the EIS, the quantities of waste generated from production of Mo-99 are 
small and thus would be handled in accordance with each site's established waste management program 
with few additional impacts. 

36 The Department recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower than that of the 
preferred alternative; however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative 
are higher than for the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed 
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action, the information presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of 
facilities, and other programmatic factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 
production. 

37 All alternatives considered have sufficient onsite SNF storage capabilities to operate at 100% U.S. 
demand for at least 5 years. Long-term disposition of SNF will be in accordance with the Department's 
Record of Decision for the SNF PEIS. 

38 Please see response to C024-28 above. 

39 Please see response to C024-37 above. 

40 The Department recognizes that "cradle-to-grave" waste management is a benefit of the INEL and 
LANL alternatives. 
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January 17, 1996 

Mr. Wade Carroll 
MIPP EIS Document Manager 
Office of Nuc]ear Energy 
Science and Technology (NE-70) 
U. S. Department ofEnergy 
19901 Germ~town Road 
Germantown, MD 20874 

ACCEPTANCE FOR USE OF THE INEL POWER BURST FACilJTY 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

I fully agree with the use of the INEL's Power Burst Facility to produce medical isotopes for 
medica1 missions. I see no reason why the United States should be dependent on foreign sources 
of isotopes when we can produce them here in the states. Also, using an existing reactor to 
produce the isotopes further promotes this mission. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 
. .· ··7 

·;/Ir<;;µ~ 
Kathryn A. McBride 
4414 So. 5th West 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
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Responses to Comment Letter C025 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The problem with the Mo-99 supply situation is not that the supply is from a foreign country. The problem 
is that the entire U.S. supply comes from a single source. It should also be noted that this single source 
accounts for about 85% of the world supply ofMo-99. If this source were to become unavailable, produc
tion facilities in other countries would most likely focus on meeting their own needs first and, in any case, 
would not be able to meet even half of U.S. demand for Mo-99. Given this supply situation, the Depart
ment has proposed establishing a domestic production source to ensure that a reliable supply of Mo-99 is 
available to the U.S. medical community. 
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Jamwy l1:, 1996 

Sheryl Doyle 
253 w. Elm 
Law Hot Springs.. ID 33246 

wade Carroll 
MlPP-EIS Document Manager 
USDOE- Office of Isotope Production 
NE-70 
19901 Germantown-Rd. 
Germantown, MD 20874 

Dear Mr. Carroll, 

Author: Sheryl Doyle 

1 I As a resident of the state of Idaho, I would like to recommend that the I. N.E.L. be chosen 
u the site for the production of medical isotopes. 

£.21J ~~- r---
(208) 776-5017 
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Response to Comment Letter C026 

1 Comment noted. 
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January 17, 1996 

Hr. Wade Carroll, 
HIPP EIS Document Manager 
Office of Nuclear Energy 
Science and Technology (NE-70) 
U.S. Department of Energy 
19901 Germantown toad 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

Subject:INEL POWER BURST FACILITY FOR MEDICAL MISSIONS 

Dear Hr. Carroll: 

Please include 11.Y opinion in favor of utilizing the existing Power Burst 
Reactor (PBF) for producing Medical isotopes for cancer and heart disease, 
screening and therapy. It is my understanding this reactor in on the DOE 
lists as one of four reasonable options for producing the widely used medical 
isotope, nolybdenum-99. 

I work for Lockheed Martin Idaho Technologies (LMIT} at the INEL, and as such, 
am familiar with the technology that exists here to facilitate this project. 
Additionally, the INEL has the expertise to bring what was once a cold war 
Laboratory to helping medical advancements such as this. 

Please note that although I work for LMIT, I was not solicited to provide this 
reconmendation, and do so at my own choice. 

Again, I solicit your consideration for the INEL PBF as the final choice for 
this favorable project. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
6674 North 25th East 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
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Responses to Comment Letter C027 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The Department recognizes and appreciates the contributions that the INEL and the other alternative sites 
made during the Cold War. Each of the sites under consideration has considerable expertise in projects 
involving nuclear technologies. 
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Author: Clarence F. Bellem 

MR Wade Carroll E.I.S. Project Manager 
Off ice of Nuclear Energy Science and Technolgy 
U.S. Dept. of Energy 19901 Gernantown Road 
Germantown,Maryland 20874-1290 

Dear Mr.Carroll 

I understand that the Sandia.New Mexico site for the production 
of MO 99 is a number one priority facility. But. transportation 
ls required from the Los Alamos site for final production.Low 
level waste goes to the Nevada test site. There ls no gaurantee 
that Nevada will continue to accept the Sandia waste. In that 
light I see some speculation; that may put production of MO 99 
at risk. 
For further consideration, at the Power Burst site at I.N.E.L. 
Idaho eliminates that risk. By constructing or moving in a Hot 
Cell from 1rest Area North or elsewhere to the Power Burst; could 
be a one stop shop at the Power Burst. To further enhance the 
Radio-Medical potential the Power Burst facility has been identi 
fied for Brain Tumor treatment. 
Now that Idaho has been destined to receive High Level Waste 
for the next 40 years waste storage from MO 99 would not be a 
concern, as you can see at Sandia. There is also a remote possi 
bility that some of the incoming Waste could be used in the pro 
duction of MO 99. 
I submit thi comment for consideration. 

·~Bftmce F. Bellem 
2 East Baseline 

Rupert, Idaho 83350 
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Responses to Comment Letter C028 

1 As described in the EIS, some transportation ofMo-99 and small quantities oflow-level waste would be 
required at any of the alternatives considered. The potential impacts of transportation activities are 
described in Section 5.11. For some of the alternatives, this transportation would take place almost 
exclusively onsite, while others would require use of public roads. The ORNL alternative and the preferred 
alternative both would require periodic shipments of low-level waste to the Nevada Test Site (NTS). The 
NTS is preparing a site-wide environmental impact statement and has included waste generated from the 
Mo-99 mission in the quantities and description of materials to be stored on the site. The ultimate disposi
tion of waste generated under the proposed project may change based on future decisions resulting from the 
DOE Waste Management Programmatic EIS (DOE 1995a). 

2 The option of having a hot cell built or moved to the Power Burst Facility (PBF) site has been studied by 
DOE and discussed with the Idaho site. This would obviate the need for shipping irradiated targets from 
PBF to the hot cells, but would adversely impact both the cost and the schedule. 

Similarly, moving a hot cell is impractical. The lead glass windows and manipulators can be scavenged 
from other cells, if they are adequate, and installed in cells built to be co-resident with the PBF. Three 
targets irradiated at a target fission power level of 20 kW contain 99,600 curies of activity after an 8-hour 
cooling time. Few manipulators or windows in hot cell facilities are designed to accommodate this level of 
activity. A building would also be required. The ventilation system must be designed such that airborne 
fission products are captured and not released to the atmosphere. 

A detailed estimate to build a new hot cell at SNLINM totals well over the $4.8 million indicated in the EIS 
for INEL hot cell preparation. The SNLINM estimate is based on building the cell in an existing building 
and obtaining manipulators and windows for the cost of shipping only. Several million dollars would need 
to be added to the Idaho cost estimate if a new hot cell facility were to be added. Also, despite being a 
parallel path activity, the schedule would most likely be adversely impacted, and a 2-year schedule would 
probably not be achievable. The building and the cells need to be completed early (probably within a year) 
to be capable of establishing the chemical process stations and waste management facilities required for the 
Mo-99 mission. 

3 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with 
those of DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, 
nor has it made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigat
ing the possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other reactors 
under consideration for this project may be usable for BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a 
production alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the 
reactor facility selected. 

4 The Department does not plan to ship any of the small quantities of waste which would be generated by the 
proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project to INEL. Only waste generated at INEL would be disposed 
at INEL. Since the anticipated quantities oflow-level waste are small, the Department does not view waste 
disposal as a significant barrier to implementing production at any of the alternative sites. 
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Spent fuel from production of medical isotopes would be managed in accordance with the Record of Decision 
from the Spent Nuclear Fuel Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (SNF PEIS) (DOE 1995b). 
Sufficient supply of highly enriched uranium is available for the production of Mo-99; the extraction of 
uranium from spent fuel for Mo-99 production does not need to be considered. 
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Jan. 18, 1996 

David A. Griffiths 
4633 East Caribou Drive 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 

Mr. Wade Carroll, 
MIPP EIS Document Manager, 
Office of Nuclear Energy, 
Science and Technology (NE-70), 
U.S. Department of Energy, 
19901 Germantown Road. 
Gcnnantown, Mai)•land 20874 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

On Wed. Jan. 17, at the Shilo hm in Idaho Falls, Idaho, a public hearing was conductOO by the 
Deparbncnt of Energy to gauge public acceptance for using an INEL reactor for medical missions. 
I was unable.to attend these hearings but wish to convey to you my overwhelming support for such 
a venture at the INEL. 

Having considered the issues already in past discussions, I know this would have a very beneficial 
impact not only to the Medical Community but also to the local Idaho Falls economy. We have an 
important asset in the INEL that I believe can be put to much greater use. 

Sincerely, 

David A. Griffiths 
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Response to Comment Letter C029 

Comment noted. 
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(lJ'f'K'J' or Tll[ M/IYOK 
9"!1 North 7th -~"'W'!~1111~ 

r.o. e"~ tJ6~ 
Pnraw.11(1, 11.ii.Lhu- S3io,:; 
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fi\.X 1:21J8i '-3'·i-621J7 

Wade Carron, EIS Documents Manager 

PF.TF.R J. i\:XGSiJ\11!" 
~·J\\y ... ir 

January 24, 1996 

Office of Nuclear Energy, Science & Technology 
U.S. Department of Energy 
19901 Gemlantown Rd., NE-70 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

l-'O(,lt'o;1'•1n l.1h· t.~CPLlrl'-il: 
GJl.IOCO.RY ti. ANDERSON 
1.1. 'B,\BE .. C~(.:U"
l!l">CrR W. CflA~E 
KCJ~ ~K"-">l.lUi 

KAJl.£.'I .\\{"(3E~. 
HARRY Nli~IHAKLl"J 

The application of radioisotopes to medical diagnostics and therapeutics is an 
indispensable and on-going component of the American health care system. The United 
States consumes 80% of the world supply of radioisotopes, yet no U.S. commercial 
supplier e'dsts. We are totally dependent on foreign entities for the supply of Molybdenum-
99, a critical medical radioisotope used for 36,000 medical procedures daily, 100 million 
laboratory tests and 50,000 therapies yearly. The application of medical isotopes for these 
diagnostic and therapeutic procedures provides significant advances in the treatment of 
cancer and other Hfe threatening conditions. The U.S. is the leader in health care, but that 
enviable position is threatened in this area by our dependence on foreign suppliers. In 
addition, a shortage of radioisotope supply can delay the development of new drugs. 

The Department of Energy's (DOE) complex of facili1ies offers an unmatched radioisotope 
capability. The Idaho National Laboratory (INEL). as an integral part of the DOE system, 
is uniquely equipped to assume the role of national leadership. There exists real 
opportunities for those who care to look forward to the future and adapt to change. A 
major asset of the INEL is the scientific knowledge and professionaf network already 
available and the successful history of the INEL. 

In order to be successful as a suppler of medical isotope, there are several critical factors 
such as reliability of supply, quality of product, cost competitiveness. and continuous 
improvement. The INEL stands ready to met these challenges. 

/cb 

Sincerely, 

Cycf_~--
Peter J. Angstadt 
Mayor 

A'.'-1 EQUAL OPPORl'lJl\TfY l AH'IRM\Tl.V f' ACl10'.'ol D.fi'LOYRR 
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Response to Comment Letter C030 

1 Comment noted. 
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2 

cNA~~~~~!C?st!:-::-'S---""'_eoplf+ Helping People G'ommunicate Professionally'_'

1 
VlJ/ I\.~ /NTFNCOM. PA9F, FAX 

HOSPITAL SYSTEMS 

Wade Carroll, MIPP-EIS Do1,.-ument Manager 
U.S. Dept. Of Energy NE-70 
19901 Gennantown RD. 
Germantown, MD. 20874 

Dear Mr CalTo~ 

January 25, 1996 

Due to circumstances with my employment,. it was impossible for me to attend the 

hearings on production of medical isotopes in conjunction with the Boron Neutron Capture 

Therapy (BNCT) project. I am, however, familiar with the concept and DO support the project. 

Along with the many advantages stated in the Chamber of Commerce letter dated January 

12, J 996, there is also the advantage of the additional business brought to Idaho }"alls by those 

people seeking treatment. Further, the support services required for an intlu1e of out of area 

people would be enhanced. As well as the tum over of the dollars throughout the economy. 

Upon investigation, I can find absolutely no Jlegatiw results from having the Medical 

Jsotope fAc:ility at !NHL. 

/ ....... ·-s1;;;v~ 
: .• ,.. ..•· 

Ted A. K11sper 
Sales. Manager 

oo:B Sewell 

P.O. BOX 3218 
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83403 

/twJr.vtW-~!:00 

ll~COMMUNICATJONS@ 

JACKSON (30n 733-4333 IDAHO FALLS (208) 529-9400 
FAX (208) !329-9950 POCATELLO 1208) 232-3800 -----

OVER 300 
LOCATIONS NATIONWIDE 
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Responses to Comment Letter C031 

Comment noted. 

2 Individuals requiring the use of radioactive isotopes, includingTc-99m, will continue to receive these 
treatments and diagnostic procedures in hospitals throughout the country. Individuals will not receive or 
undergo these medical procedures at any of the alternative Mo-99 production sites considered. The 
Department acknowledges that the initiation of the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project at any of 
the alternative sites could provide opportunities for private business to support the project directly or 
develop derivative initiatives. 

The anticipated socioeconomic impacts of the proposed project are discussed in Section 5.3. 
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Letter: C032 

1 

SIERRACLVB 
Albuquerque Group 
'2!J7 San Pedro Avenue NE 
AlbuQuerque, NM 87108 
Phone (505) 265-5508 

P~blic Bearinq Comment 
for the 

Author: Jay B. Sorenson 

Meaical Isotopes PtoductiQn Project CMIPP)s 
Molybdenu~-99 and Related Isotopes 

Dra£t Environmental Impact Statement (Draft BISJ 

January 30, 1996 
Indian Pueblo Cultural Cente~ 

Main Auditorium 
2401 12th St 

Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87104 

Wade CArroll, MlPP-EIS Docu~ent Manager 
U.S. Depart.taent of Enerqy. NE-70 
Germantown, Maryland 20874, 
i"Et.JC 30.l 903-.5434 
Phones 301 903-7731 

Bear Mr. Carroll, 

The Albuquerque Group of the Sierra Club find• the Draft 
BIS, when judged by other DOE findings and issues that need 
to be addraseed, to be seriously deficient. T""us, the 
Altuquerque Group, which has members vhc would support 
dome$tic ~r'Oduction of medical isotopes, finds that it ha8 
grave reservations about the proposed project at SNL/NM. 

The Albuquerque Group requests, for the record, the 
followin9 concerns be addressed1 

1. We requeat that the Department of Ene~gy provide 
supporting documentation that the Canadian supply for 
molybendum-99 is not Teliable. Specifically, we request a 
letter froro Canadian sources that stipulates thats 

* The Atomic Energy .of Canada Limited definitely 
plans to shut down the Canadian reactor near the end 
ot the century. 
* Nordion Inter~ational and Atomic Energy of Canada 
Limited will not be able to meet o.s. demand. 

our reason ~or this request is that we do not believe t~at 
tbe o~partnrent of Energv haa met a sufficient burden of 
proof requirement of need that the Can~dians are not able 
to meet U.S. naada. !f the Canadians plan to meet our 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

needs, then this project represents an unnecessary buraen 
on American Taxpayers, justifiable on1y as a job c~eation 
project. Xf a test of need is not the key reason tor this 
project, the attendant environmanta1, health, and safety 
risks that the project imposes upon the citizens of 
A~buquerque are unreasonable and unjustifiab1e. 

2. The Draft Ers does not cite or examine the tindin9s of 
vuinerability and adverse conditions noted in D.O.E.'s 
Plutonium Working Group Rebort; September 1994, Volume x 
and II,. Appendix a, Part l : Sandia Nationa1 
Laboratories-New Mexico Site Aeseesment Team Report. 

* On Spent Nuclear Fu.el <4.l.14.2) on p~ge 4.20, the 
Manzano Storaqe Structures are cited as a facllity at 
sNL/NM for storaqe. Yet, it fails to disousa the 
unique landlord problem at SNL/NM. DOE's Plutonium 
working Group stated in Vol~me X: 

Storaqe of DOB materials in non-DOB fae11itias 
<i.e., the Nuc1ear Materials Storaqe Facility 
and the Manzano Paei1ity) is a vulnerability 
unique to SN~/~M. DOE aoes not have control 
ovsr, or ready access to, these facilities •••• 
Also, it DOE materials have to be removed on 
short notice, SWL/NM may have no ~acilities 
suitable for storaqe.• 

Xn Volume II, i~ notes an additional vulnerability1 
"the iack of safety ~uthorization• for vault 
storage, and, 
"no sa~ety docwnentation for storage.• 

The Albuquerque Group wonders why this DOB findinq is not 
in DOE's O~aft EIS? 

l. On the ~-t Cell Facility, critical to target processinq 
and Mo-99 separation, the following Adverse Conditions are 
noted in Volume IX, Appendix B, Part 10, Pages A 10-ll: 

•Aqinq,• •equipment failure," and "administrative 
contro1s.'' In the narrative description. "seais• are 
noted to be aging. Equipment £ailure of safety 
systems 1ists cranes and hoistsr shielded caska. 
Inadequate preventive maintenance, equipment f atique 
or malfunction are also cited. Some are listed as 
possible vulnerabilities, others as existing. 

The Draft EIS misleads readers when it does not tell the 
whole story, but 5imply notes that the "cu~rent 
confi9uratiOt.l" of the B-t Cell "wo11ld. on1y be able to 
conduct limited processing activities.• And that "A new 
ce11 would be constructed ••• to enable steady state 
production of greater than l.0% and up to lOO• of the U.S. 
demand for Mo-99." <p. 3.8> " 

4. On the Annular Core Research Reactor, critical to Mo-99 
target irradiation, the •In-!'acility Adverse Conditions" 
checked off a.re= "Aqinq" and "'Potential Water Sources." 
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Aging fo~ a facility that is 31 years with a design life of 
50 yaara is deacribed as materials dete~iorat1oD: the lined 
sta~a9e vaults and Dense Pack holes. The latter are stated 
to be •even more susceptible to the effects of the 
environment and aging.• Since the Dense Pack holes are 
•located outside, there 1a a remote chance of water leakage 
into the holes either through the top of the holes or 
through the ground into the holes.• While these may be low 
probability, low consequence risks, they are real. That 
they are not noted in the Drart EIS indicates just how 
inadequate, if not misleading, the Draft EXS is. 

5. Storage Vault problems are also noted. Among them are 
"inadequate seals.• ~erhaps more disturbing, uncertainties 
or concerns re9ardinq "Compensatory Measures,• note the 
following weaknessesz 

Under the $ection on Preventive Measures: 
* Proceduresz ops., maint., Surveillance; 
* Material limits 
* Training 
* controlled Access 

Under the section on Mitigative problems, 
vuinerabilities and uncertainties relate toz 

* Emergency Preparedness 
• Emergency Management 
* Emergency Planning 
* Emergency Proced~res 
* Emergency Response 
* A"arm Systems. 

we would like these problems addressed in the EIS. 

waste s.tream management is a critical step in the Cintichem 
process approved by FDA for the production and separation 
of Mo-99 sold in the u.s. The Draft ~IS ~otes that "any 
waate generated by Mo-99 production would be managed 
consi~tent with DOE's complex-wide Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement <PEIS) for waste management 
CP. l.4). The PEIS, as noted in the Draft Mo-99 E~S, is 
stiil in Draft form. If so, it indicates the nation's waste 
man~qement problem is stil1 to be ~esolved. The A1buquerque 
Group wonders about the wisdom of rushing to produce M0-99 
when the waste management problem re~ains unsolved? 

In this regard, the ~lbuquerque Group should like to call 
attention to one disturQinq problem: 

* DOE has made a letter public that it requested a 
Blue Ribbon EPA Panel to investigate charges by 
individuals who contributed to the draftin9 of the 
PEXS that the PEIS was not a ~eliable document 
because of contractor malfeasance. T~e EPA panel is 
on record warning DOE that the charges raised should 
be taken eeriouely. Acting DOE Under Secretary To~ 
Grumbly has released the EPA report. 
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The resolution of this i'ssue alone warrants a decision to 
postpone Mo-99 production in the u.s., for it also suqqests 
DOE is a lon9 way from solvinq the waste manaqement 
problem. 

The Albuquerque Group ot the Sierra Club holds ad.4itional 
concerns relating to the production of M.o-99 in the U.S. in 
general and at SNL/NM in specific. Tnese hsve to do with: 

* Tritium releases and air quality problems. This 
problem is glossed over in the Draft (P. 5.8). 
• Bnv!~onmental Justice Is9ues - impacts on ethnic 
minorities and disadvantaged people are not fully 
analyzed, and 
* w~ter consumption: the increased use of water, a 
critleal and scarce natural resource in a City that 
has jnst initiated a major water conservation 
programr needs fuiler analysis. 
* Accident scenarios. The vulnerabi4ities listed 
above need to be addressed as well as those mentioned 
in the Draft - e.g., plane crashes. 

We be1ieve the Ora:ft EIS on the prefe'rred Mo-99 productioa 
option is weak in its coverage of these issues. We believe 
that they too require DOE'S closer attention. 

we appreciate the opportunity to present our concerns 
today. WP. snould like all these issues to be addressed in 
the Final BIS. At this time, we are disturbed by the 
ommissions and weaknesses. We do not find the Draft EIS to 
b~ adequate~ We do not find the case made for Mo-99 
production to be sound or necessary. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~B~~ 
Jay B. Sorenson 
Issue Chair 

fl,~ 
Richard Barish 
Conservation Chair 

~C ...... I~' fl 

Susan Gorman 
Group Ch.air 
Albuquerque Group 
Sierra Club 

~ .. · 
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Responses to Comment Letter C032 

The Department has not received, nor does it expect to receive, written notice from Nordion International or 
the Canadian government stating that they may not be a reliable supplier of Mo-99 in the future. (See letter 
from Nordion International-C068.) 

The problem with the Mo-99 supply situation is not that the supply is from Canada (or from any foreign 
country, for that matter). The problem is that the entire U.S. supply comes from a single source. It should 
also be noted that this single source accounts for about 85% of the world supply of Mo-99. If this source 
were to become unavailable, production facilities in other countries would most likely focus on meeting their 
own needs first, and in any case would not be able to meet even half of U.S. demand for Mo-99. Therefore, 
the Department has proposed to establish a domestic production source to ensure that a reliable backup 
supply ofMo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community. 

2 DOE and SNL/NM would plan to store spent fuel generated by the medical isotope production only in DOE
owned and -controlled storage facilities covered by appropriate DOE-approved safety documentation. The 
report referenced by the Sierra Club addresses only plutonium issues and was intended to "identify the 
ES&H vulnerabilities associated with the current storage of plutonium at the Department of Energy Facili
ties." That report addresses plutonium-specific issues which for the most part have no connection with the 
use of SNL/NM facilities as presented in this EIS. Risks from the handling of plutonium at these facilities is 
not within the scope of this EIS. 

3 The two vulnerabilities identified by the Working Group Assessment Team (WGAT) have no connection to 
the SNL/NM facilities discussed in the Draft EIS. The Executive Summary of Vol. II, Appendix B, Part 10 
states, "The WGAT identified two vulnerabilities associated with plutonium materials storage. The first 
vulnerability addresses a lack of up-to-date safety authorization basis and documentation for the storage 
facilities. This deficiency has been previously identified and SNL/NM is currently working on the correc
tive action. The second vulnerability identified concerns about the lack of package characterization for a 
[plutonium] metal disk in storage." 

Regarding the "aging" of seals, the Plutonium Working Group Report states, "seals are used in experiment 
and storage vessels and could deteriorate over time ... " not that "seals are noted to be aging" as stated in the 
comment letter. 

Regarding "equipment failure," the quoted portion of the Plutonium Working Group Report states, "Equip
ment failure of safety systems (HVAC) or support equipment (cranes and hoists, shielded casks) can ad
versely affect the operations in the facility and potential release of radioactive materials to the environment. 
Equipment failures can be a result of inadequate preventive maintenance, equipment fatigue or malfunction." 
This statement differs with the commentor's position that "Inadequate preventive maintenance, equipment 
fatigue or malfunction are also cited." 

4 This EIS contains an analysis of the reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts, which is intended to 
demonstrate the relative magnitude of the maximum consequences associated with each of the alternatives. 
The types of consequences associated with facility operation under routine and accident conditions are 
therefore presented for "bounding" normal operations and reasonably foreseeable accidents. Events that are 
not specifically evaluated in the EIS would therefore have lower consequences than those that are presented. 
A safety analysis that evaluates all potential accident scenarios is beyond the scope of the EIS; however, 
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such an analysis would be prepared for all facilities associated with the Medical Isotopes Production 
Project before initiating activities at any of the alternative sites. In addition, all facilities would be subject 
to an operational readiness review before they are allowed to restart to ensure that there are no outstanding 
safety or security issues that remain to be resolved. 

5 The current plans, as provided as input to this EIS, do not call for use of the Storage Vault Building nor is 
it reasonable to foresee that this facility would be used to support the production of medical isotopes. 
Therefore, the use of that facility is outside the scope of this EIS. 

6 The quantity of waste which would be generated by the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project at 
any of the alternatives is small. The storage and disposal of the minimal amounts of low-level waste will 
take place at the Nevada Test Site for two of the alternatives considered; for the other two alternatives, 
low-level waste will be stored in existing DOE-approved facilities onsite. When the Waste Management 
Programmatic EIS is finalized, the Medical Isotopes Production Project will ensure that waste generated 
during project activities is disposed of in a manner consistent with the Record of Decision for that EIS. 

7 The effects of all tritium emissions and of other radionuclides that would be released from medical isotope 
production facilities are evaluated in the EIS. The emissions would result in doses to the maximally 
exposed offsite individual that are less than 2% of the EPA standard, and no health effects would be 
expected in the population within 50 miles from these releases (see Table 5-3). Emissions of nonradio
logical pollutants would likewise not be sufficient to measurably impact air quality in the Albuquerque 
region. 

8 The Department found that there would be small, if any, environmental impacts from the implementation 
of medical isotopes production at any of the alternative sites. Thus, there are not any anticipated dispro
portionately high or adverse impacts to ethnic minorities and disadvantaged people that would result from 
the implementation of the proposed project. Section 5.21 provides a comprehensive analysis of environ-
mental justice issues. · 

9 This EIS reports that water usage at SNL/NM for the production of medical isotopes would be 
40,000 m3 year (10.6 million gallons/year). This would be only 0.03% of the 40.6 billion gallons of 
water pumped by the City of Albuquerque in 1995. Seventy-one percent of the water pumped by the 
City is distributed to single- and multi-family residences. 

10 The consequences of an aircraft crash are presented in Section 5.15.1.3 of the EIS. This accident repre
sents the design basis accident for the Annular Core Research Reactor. Similar accidents were also 
considered for the other facilities (e.g., hot cells), but were found to have risks or consequences that were 
lower than the accidents evaluated and presented in this EIS. 
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IANS Statement Re: Production of Medical Isotopes J. C. C. - 01/17/96 
170 .c'l'tltd5·h-e~JH t.J1.,, t 4.1~'° l::;/ts 11> a ;.:ft>,,_ 

My name is John Commander. I am Vice Chair of the Idaho Section of the American 
Nuclear Society, and represent some 900 members located predominately in Southeast 
Idaho. I have been authorized by the Section Chair Charles Gilmore, to make a statement 

1 concerning our endorsement of the DOE project for the production of medical isotopes 
for the screening and therapy of cancer and heart disease; and our endorsement of the 
project being located at the Power Burst Facility at the Idaho National Engineering 
Laboratory. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 I 

We beleive the PBF site is technically and economically superior among the four DOE sites 
being considered for the Isotope Production Project based upon the following advantages 
of the INEL siting alternative. 

The PBF reactor is the only alternative tltat uses low-enriched uranium fuel, which 
reduces waste generation and security requirements. · 

Lowlevel waste from operation of PBF can be disposed of on site. whereas waste from 
the prcfem:d site would require pack.aging and shipping off site. 

PBF lower operating cost and lower environmental impact should be given greater 
consideration. 

PBF is the only alternative which envisions the isotope production project ac:qui7.Uion by 
private enterprise. 

PBF is suitable for both the Isotope Production Project and the Boron Neutron 
Capture Therapy mission. 

and; PBF provides the technical ablllty to produce 100 °/o of the nations demand 
for these isotopes. 

In summary, we beleive that coupling the Isotope Production Project with the BNCT 
mini-On will be the most cost effective, saving millions of dollars; will produce on the 
order ot: 120 high te~nology, high compensation jobs for the Southeast Idaho 
economy; and wlll provide for the desired technology transfer to the private sector. 
Southeast Idaho has always supported these kind of projects at INEL, and we are 
confident that this hearing will provide evidence of staunch support for location or 
the Isotope Production Project at the INEL. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C033 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The Power Burst Facility is the only option currently using low enriched uranium fuel. All the other options 
evaluated in detail have designs for converting to low enriched uranium. The objective is not to build any 
more highly enriched uranium fuel bundles for any of the other options, but to use the fuel already on hand 
until the supply is exhausted or, in the case of the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR), until the burnup 
limit is reached-see Section 3.3.1.9. Two or three transition cores of both low enriched uranium and highly 
enriched uranium would be used during the conversion to all low enriched uranium fuel. This is a long-term 
safeguards advantage, in that it depletes and irradiates the weapons grade material on hand. 

It is not true that use of low enriched uranium fuel minimizes waste. More spent fuel bundles are generated 
per reactor full power year with the use of low enriched uranium bundles. 

3 The INEL alternative and the LANL alternative both would allow the small quantities of low-level waste to 
be stored onsite. The commentor is correct in identifying that both the preferred alternative and the ORNL 
alternative would require some shipment of low-level waste to the Nevada Test Site (NTS). The NTS is 
preparing a site-wide environmental impact statement and has included waste generated from the Mo-99 
mission in the quantities and description of materials to be disposed on the site. 

4 The Department recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower than that of the preferred 
alternative; however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative are higher 
than for the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed action, the 
information presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of facilities, and other 
programmatic factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 production. 

The potential environmental impacts of the four production alternatives analyzed in the EIS were found to be 
essentially the same for each alternative and, in all cases, were found to be low. 

5 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with 
those of DOE. The Department is aware of this potential for the INEL alternative. Although the potential 
for privatization of the proposed action in this EIS is important, the process for privatization is not part of 
this proposed action. Each of the production alternatives has potential for privatization. DOE has solicited 
expressions of interest from the industrial community for the privatization of any isotope production activity 
conducted by DOE, including the proposed medical isotopes production project. If promising concepts are 
received, the Department would seek privatization proposals on a competitive basis. 

6 As stated above, the IBTC has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of DOE; 
however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has it made a 
formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating the possibility 
of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other reactors under consider
ation for this project may be usable for BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a production 
alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor 
facility selected. 

7 All of the alternative reactors would (after necessary modifications) have the capability to provide at least 
100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99. 
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1 

2 

Mr. Wade Carroll, MIPP EIS Document Manager 
Office of Nuclear Energy, Science, and Technology (NE-70) 
US Department of Energy 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown MD 20874 

Dear Mr. Carroll, 

This letter is a citizens input regarding the location of a medical isotope generation facility in at 
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory(INEL). 

I favor locating the project in Idaho. Please consider my reasons. 

Idahoans, heretofore benignly accepting of the receipt and processing of spent nuclear 
fuel at the INEL, have in recent years become hostile to the idea, even though there is 
no demonstrable health risk to Idahoans. 

The cessation of fuel processing at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) and 
delays in opening the Waste Isolation Processing Plant (WIPP) are, I believe principally 
responsible for this shift in public opinion. 

Devoutly anti-INEL individuals have offered themselves into running for public office. 
I believe that, except for South East Idaho, they will sweep the state. This places the 
INEL in great jeopardy. 

The INEL has not convincingly demonstrated a tangible benefit to Idaho, except to the 
imports who come in to suck up big money jobs, in the opinion of many Idahoans. 

Locating the medical isotope production project at the INEL gives the INEL an identi
fiable, advertizable benefit that will help abate criticism, while other activities continue 
that are also expedient to the US government. 

Locating the medical isotope production facility at the INEL is less expensive than its 
alternatives. Skilled analytical personnel and maintenance workers who are accustomed 
to working in high contamination situations are available without additional training. 

I encourage your consideration to these and other opinions expressed, that offer BROAD SUP~ 
PORT for locating the isotope production facility at the INEL. Thank you for your attention. 

~ 
Ben Stutzman 
826 Jeri Ave. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402-2539-34 
208-523-6418 
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Responses to Comment Letter C034 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The INEL and the other alternative sites have the facilities and skilled personnel available to conduct the 
medical isotope production activities. 
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January 30, 1996 

Mr. Wade Carroll, MIPP EIS Document Manager, 
Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Technology (NE-70), 
U.S. Department of Energy, 
19901 Germantown Road, 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

PUBLIC HEARING 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

Author: L. Rand Ricks 

The danger of losing the vitality and preeminence of the Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) as a national resource is, of course, not a new 
reason for assigning new projects in the DOE community. We, at a state and local 
level, however, keenly feel the threat and the implied results of such decisions. 

1 I'm sure you are well aware of the precarious position and the great danger this 
specific facility faces of closing down entirely due to lack of projects in the 
national perspective. Such an occurrence would be disastrous for the state and 
local economies, as well as a step backward nationally and internationally. 
Locating the project for the production of medical isotope (Molybdenum-99) and 
other continuing projects here would allow the survival of an international, 
world class facility. 

While I am not an expert in available resources, I do know initial research has 
2 been conducted here. We have the work force, the work ethic, the faci1ities, and 

the ability to provide the necessary support. 

Please consider, not only the immediate demands of the project, but the larger, 
broader perspective of the consequences of the decision impacting the DOE 
community as a whole. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
L. Rand Ricks 
Instructional Support SPC. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C035 

The Department realizes the importance of all its laboratories to their respective state and local economies 
as well as the importance of preserving the valuable technical capabilities each laboratory possesses. 

2 The INEL and the other alternative sites have the facilities and skilled personnel available to conduct the 

medical isotope production activities. 
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San Jose Comm.unity Awareness Councilt ·Inc. 
1505) .243-4837 FAX (!i05l 243-3085 ttf1 

~ aoadwly SE. 87102-81J09 • P.O. Box 12297 • Albuqu11rque, New Mexico 87195-2297 

January 26, 1996 

Wade Carroll 
EIS Pmjecl Manager 
Offi..::~ ofNuclear Uncrgy, Science & Technology (NE-70) 
C. S. Dcparlment ofEnergy 
1990 I Germantown Road 
Ciem1antown, Maryland 20874-1290 

Re: Draft DOE/EJS-02490 

Dear Mr. CatTOll: 

Thank you very much for submittine the above referenced "draft" document for public 
comment. Aller review we offer the following response: 

1.) Plea.<ie advise who are the technical ad\.;sor(s)/organizatkm that a.~l'.i~ted 
the departmt?Dt in research, assessment and preparation of the document. 

2.) Please identify and explain propused recreational-industrial future land 
uses. 

3.) 

4.) 

Proposed/pianned future use should be discussed includi11g overview and 
plan of aca.. llbr the fullo''"ini: 

a.) Sandia Withdrawal Area (east of military facility). 
b.) Contaminated Landfill~ i.e., CHEM WASTE LANDFILL, others. 

(2-1.3) The EA did not adequately address the issue of"Risk Assessment" 
~-Ori the limited informati11n made available. The conservative 
assunpfions did not suflici~ntly detail determination for "cleanup" as 
contaminants of concern were not identified and quantified for Ill project 
sites. The type~ of contaminants, extent of COl\tamination, medium .in . 
which contaminaixft:s ha\le made contact and potential to come in-c:onbK:t 
with, and surroUDding environment must be considered to achieve a high 
qmlity "Wskltssessinent". The utility of riskauessmcnts depends on 
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5 

6 

5.) 

6.) 

the validity of existing data, the models used, and the assumptions made in 
the absence of appropriate data. 

(3-17) The existing production wells located at KAFB and Albuquerque 
influence groundwater flow direction, and potential migration of 
-contaminants is an overarching concern, hence see #4 above. Therefore, a 
complete overview of contaminants in ER's will assist in remediation 
effectively and as one "cleanup" scenario may influence another that is in 
close proximity, and save time and resources. 

The SNL's unconfined aquifer allows anything that seeps into the 
groundwater, regardless of :zone, to affect the pumping of wells. Should 
the water become impacted by pollution, the production wells will be a 
factor in amilting the spread;ing oC coittr';·s*ic>n and decreasing the fresh 
water so~ available. 

(l-30) NEPA is public involvement. Please see attachment "A". 

7.) the issue of how the "waste" will be treated should be explained: 

a.) 
b.) 
c.) 

On-Site 
Manifested-Transported 
Off-Site 

Thank you very much. If you have questions please contact me at (505) 243-4837 or 
Frances Ortega, (Consultant-Researcher) at (505) 262-1862. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Executive~ 

Th'lH:mkr 
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Vol. sa. N~ 32 

Wod11"*'•Y· ~~bl".aty 16. t9Y4 

Author: Dolores S. Herrera 

71>29 
.. .. .. .. ···-- -· 
Presidential Documents 

_____________ , _________________ _ 
Tide 3-

The President 

Comments and Responses 

Euc11tive Order U898 of Fei.tu.ry 11, 1994 

Federal J\ctio119 To Address Environmental Justice in 
Minority Populations and Low-lncom.e Populations 

By the authority vested in me &s President by the Constitution and t.'1e 
laws of the United States of America, it is heC"Oby ordered as follows: 

Section 1-1. tM?LIE'MINTATION. 

1-101. Agency Reisponsibilities. To the greatest extant prae!icabl9 and per
:nitted by law, and consistent with the principles set forth Ill the report 
on Lhe.N•Uonal Performance Review, e1ch Federal agency shall make achie-<
ing 81l.ViRllUll8nta) justice p«rt of 115 lnjssion by identifying and addreS$iUg. 
as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human hM!th ot anviran
rnental effects of its prosr•ms. policies. and activities on minority populations 
and low-income populallcns in the United States and its territories and 
possessions, lhe District of Columbia, lhe Commonweahh or Puerto Rico. 
and the Commonwealth of Iha Mariana Islands. 

1-102. Q-eatlan of an Intemgency Wading Group on Emrironmenlal Justice 
(al Within 3 months oC the <!ate of this order, the AdaUni.slrator of the 
En\lironmental Protection Agency ("Administrator") or the Admlni.slrator·s 
deslgQee shall coo.vane an inter:aB8ncy Federal Working Group on h~iron
mental Justice {"Working Croup"). The Wo.rklng Grbup shall compriae the 
beam of the following e11:ecutlve agencies and omces, or their deslgnees: 
(a) Department of Defense; lb) Department of Health and Human Services; 
[c) Department or Housing and Urban Dei.-elopment; (d) Departm1mt of Labor; 
(e) Department of Agrlc:ulture; (l} Oe)lartment of T:-ansp\l:-t.at~on; Isl Depart· 
1:1enl of Justice; Ch) Departm'!."1i or the Interior; (iJ Department of Commerce; 
(j) Department ot Energy; ():j E"nviroMumtal Protli!Ction i\gency; (l) Office 
of Management and Budget; iml Office of Scil~nce and Technology Poliq; 
(nJ Offica or the Deputy Assistant to the Pre.ident for Environmental Policy; 
io) Office of the Assistant lo the Ptesident for Domeslic Policy; (p) National 
Economic Council; {qi Council of Economic Advisers; and (r) such other 
Government officials as the Pl'ellidenl may designate. The Working Group 
shall report to lhe President through the Deputy Asslstan-l fo the Pros:idenl 
for Environmental Policy and the Assistant to the President for Domestic 
Policy. 

(b} The Working Group sh.all: (1) provide guidance to Federal agencies 
on criteria for identifyiDg di~propor•ionatcly high and adverse human health 
or environmental effects on minority popu]a[ions and low·lncome popu· 
lat ions: 

(2) coordinate with, provide guidance to. and scive as a clearinghouse 
for. each Federal agency ns ii develops an en\lironmental jilslice strategy 
as required by sr.ction 1-103 of this order, in order to ett£:ire that the 
administratim1, interpretation arid en!orce;:ient of puig~o:ns. activities a:al 
polides are unde:-taken i11 a consistent n1anner; 

(3) asist in coordinating research by. and stim~J.,:ing cooptir~tion among. 
the EnvironmentalProtec1ion Agency, Int Derr.:ut.::i;;it of Health and Hum~m 
Sot.,tices. the Department of Housing and Vrbart novcl"opment. and oth~r 
ago<1cies coJ>ducting research or other activities i . ., ,r.cotdanca with secrio.~ 
3-3 of 1his order; 

{4 J assist in coordinating da1a collection. required by t!ii.~ order; 
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(5) _..._exllllDt data .-I abldl95 oa environmental Justice; 
{6) bald public mealiDgs as required ln sectloll IHiozt'd) ol thll order; 

aod 
(71 deYelop lnterapncy model proj.ets on •"ironmental j\1Slim !hat evi

dence cooperation 11mons Feder.I apn.des. 

1-111. DanJopmenr of ""'1ncY ~ (1) Except &1 pi:ovldad ln aKtloa 
l-605 of thl1 oi'der, 9'c:h- Feclenl agency shall develcip an ~-wide 
•.tloJllmlllal fllstial ltl:ldla. at 9lt bth ID 11Ubsaelicms (b)-(el Of dlJa 
sedioG that ldeaUilS ..... eilm-. •llJlroportloDllel.J hJab Ind .m
hmlWI healtll or envlro.ameotal efl'ectt of 111 prosnms. policial. and actlvtti• 
oa minority popul!lllilml aod low·lnm1119 populations. The envlronmelltll 
justk:e strategy lhalJ lilt pzoara-. policies, pWmtng and public pertk:ipado11 
procesMI. edircellMlllL andlw nllamak&ngS rele.ted to human health or the 
environment tbat should bi revised to, .i a minimum: (1) promote anforoe
ment of all health aod oavil:onm.nt11l aautes In areas with minority popu· 
latlOM and low·lncome popu}aUom: (2) ensure pater public participetlon: 
(3) 1mpoft s--=t& 111d dN mllec:tkin Nie.ting to the health of and environ· 
1-.1 Of 1111aortly -~'°91 Ull '°'"'-income populations: and (4) identify 
differeotial plllenls of co-ptioa ol natural resourc.,,. amorig minority 
populatiom and low·IDCOllMI pop\llatloos. In addith>n, the envitonmental 
tmtb •tlll18RY shall ludad1, Wh9nt appropriate, a timetable for undertaking 
idmatitled noYbtou and COl!fldemloll of econ.om.le and llOCial implla.tions 
of the nMliollL 

{bl Within 4 "1Doth& of the d.te of tbJ$ order. eaci2 Federal 988.DCY shall 
ideutlfy 10 Internal •dmlnlstnt1're process for developing 116 envi.rolwNmllll 
justlt:e llA.tegy, and sllal.1 iDfoan tU Working Group of the process. 

(cl Within 6 ctoolhl of the d"8 DI tbls order, each Federal 1gency shill 
pnwlde die Working Group 11>ith an outline of its proposed environme11.tal 
Jmtloe strat.gy. 

(dl Witbln 10 inoaths tJl the d.ua of this ordM, each Fed.rt.I asenr:y 
lb.all pl'Ol'lde th& Working Gr°"(I widi jts proposed environmeotal juttlct! 
~· 

(el Within 1'Z aioa.ths or the date of this order. each Fedel'lll agency 
shill finalize its eo11\•il'llQl'Dent1I justica stra1egy and prOl'lde e copy BDd 
.. T1a1111. description of ;15 stn.1~ to the Work.ing Grouf. During the t2 
moatb period &om the date of this order. each Feden agenc~. as part 
of lu eavllOllJllentll ju9tk:e stra'tegy. shell Identify ae"eral 1pecific pi:ojea. 
tb8l can 'be promptly undmtabn to edd!ess particular concern' identified 
during !he diiveloi>aient of the proposed 111wironmen1al justice Slrategy, pid 
• scbednle fur 1mjilementlng thO!ll prolec:ts. 

{fl Within 2.4 mWllhs af the date of this order. each Federal .agenc:y 
shall report to the Worklng Group on its pr<>gn!M In ii=:;ileme11liog Its 
agency-wide envlronm11nlal ju5tice strate&Y. 

(g) F'oderal 113"ncl115 thal1 provide .ddltiorial periodic repon• 10 the Work· 
Ing Group as n:quested by the Working Group. 

1-104. Reports to I.he Presidenl. Within 14 months of lb~ da:i: or this 
order. the Work.ing Gtoup 6hatl submit to the President, through t~ Office 
of the Deputy Asslssanl to the Pre:;ideot for Ul\•lronmental Polk;· and the 
Offii:e of th11 hssistant to Ille Pl'Cl'ident for U.:imostic Pcli<;i.". a report tbat 
describes lhe implementatio11 of t'1is o.-d•..-. and includes the final em·iron· 
mental justice strategies ciescribtod in section 1-lOJ(eJ of1his ord<>r 

Sec. lhZ. f'ED£RAl. .AGEtlCY llES"'OHSlllUTIES FOl'I FEDEl'IAI. PROGRAM&. Each 
Federal .egem:y shall r:ondu.:I its programs, polic\85. and acth·iti& that sub
stantially affKI husn&D betllth or t.'ie en,'ironrr.ent, i11 a mar.net that ensures 
tbat •ucb PT'OKrBJllS. policles. litld ectl"itlei do '~ol ha\'c \!-.11 efi...:t of c><duding 
pcm>ns (inr.ludini; popubtioos\ from pa11kipation in. dcr.yiu~ p~r«>OS (in
cluding poj.ulalion.) tbc benefits of. or '"l.JjP.cling permn& (inc l\ldin~ popu· 
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lations} to dllCliminalion under, such programs, pollciP.t, and activiliP.$, 
because otthelt race, {;O)or, or national origin. 

Sec. 3-3. IUi:SEAACH,, DAfA cot.LECTM*,, AllO ANALTSIS. 

3-30!. Human Health and E'nvln:tnm1111ra/ Research and A11alysls. (a) Envi· 
tonmental human health research, wbenevar prac:tlcablo and appropriate, 
shall include dift!SB segments ot the population lo epldemiologial and 
clinical studlu. Including aegment• at high risk from environmental hazuds, 
auc:h &S minority populaliol'lll, low·ioc:oma population• and workani who 
may be exposed to sub1t.uatlal envlmllmautsl liai&rda. 

(b) Environmental human health analyses, whenever practicable and 11ppro
priala, .tlall ldelitlfy D'lultipla and cumulative exposuies. 

(cJ Federal agencies 4hall ptoYide 111h1ority populaelons and low-income 
populations the opportunity to comment on the development and design 
QI research strategies undertaken pUlllulUl.t to this order. 

3-302. Human Healtlr and Environmental {)gta Collection and Analysis. 
To the extent permJ.llac! by existl"8 i.w. includf.ng the Princy Act, u 
aDMioded (5 1.f.S.~· .aJon $52&1:. (al esch Federal asency, whenever prac· 
ticable aQd appropriate. shall collect., maintain, and analyze ini:Jrmation 
asaeulna and comparing enviromneQtal and human health ?!sb borne by 
populations identified by rae11, natiOPal origin. or itleome. To the exteat 
practical and appropriate, Federal age.ocles shall use this Information to 
derennine whether theu ptcpms, policies. and activities have disprapottioo
alely high and adverse buman h1111lth or environmental e!Jects on minority 
population• aad low-In.come popn.lalla.os: 

(b) la connection with the development and Implementation or agency 
strategies io l8Cllon 1-103 ol this order, each Federal agency. whenever 
praclicabla and appn>pria.te. shall <:1Dllact, malntaii:a and an.alyu lnlanm.tlou 
on the 1'8C8, national orf&in, in=me Jevel. ;md other l"Bad11y accn11ible and 
appropriate infunnallcn for anras surrounding facilities or :dies expected 
to have a substanU..I environmental, human health. w ecoQOmic eltec:t oa. 
the sUttOunding populations. when such facili1ies or sites become the subject 
of a subsl•ntlal Federal environmentel adminisualive or judielal action. 
Sach information shall be made available 10 the public. unless prohibllad 
by law; and 

[c) Each Federal agency, whenever practicable and e.ppmpriate. shall col
lect, maintain, llDd an.JyH information on the tace. national origi.a.. ina:ime 
level, and other reedlly accessible and approprfat• inlormetkJo for aNaS 
surmuDdlng Federal lacflilie• that are: tl) subjact to th• iepmtlna nqulre
meots undef tbe Emergeocy Plarmi!J8 and Ccmmun.lty RipMo-KD- Act, 
"2 U.S.C. section 11001-110$0 ee mandated In Executive Order No. 12858: 
and (2) ~eel .to II.a.we • .ubslsntial envi10nmantal, bumr.n bealtb, or 
ec:o.aomk ell'ecl ou aunoundlllg populations. Such infonnalion shall be made 
available to the public, wiJess prohibited by law. 

(d} In carrylllg oul the 19$poP$ibilities in Ibis section, each Federal agency, 
wbenevel' practicable and appropriate. shall shani information ind eliminate 
u.nnoC8SS41!Y duplication of efforts tbm!J8h the use of exlsllns data systems 
and cooperative agreements among Federal agencies and with State, local. 
a.nd tribal governments. 

Sec. 4-4. SUBSIST~CE CONSUMPTIOH OF FISH AND WILDLIFE. 

4-4-01. Consumplion Pattem11. In order to a.uist ln Identifying the need 
for ensuring protection of populations with differential pauernc of subsistence 
ronsumplion of fish and wlldli!e. Federal agencies, whenever practicable 
acd appropriate, shall collect, m"intain. and an~lyze infon'llalion oo the 
consumption patten:ia of populallons wbo principally rely on fish and/or 
wildlife for subsistence. Federal .agendut" shall communicate to tbe public 
the risks or those consumption pauerns. 
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4-4112. Galdw'lce. Fedenl agencies, whenever pracUcabll ud approprlata, 
llhall work In 1 coordinated menner to publlu 111ldance relltctl111 the 11tea1 
scientific Information available concerning metlioda for evaluatln& the humln 
health rlskl iusoclated with the coMUJDpUoa ol pollutant-bemag &b ot 
wildlife. Aaeudes 1hall mnslder such guli:lance In ilev11loplng their palicl• 
1Ddru111. 
Sec. 1-6. l'Ul&JO PA!mCPATIOfl AND ACOE$$ TO lllFORllAnaN. (a) The p11blic 
IDlf 1\lbmlt recommendation& tQ Pedaml ~ nlatlng IQ the lncmpora• 
ttoa of eovlroamental ju.al.ca prlndpllll tzito Federal 11aaCJ Pl'IJ8l'UDS or 
pollcl•. Bach Federal qency •bll CODYl!J such recommelidatlom to the 
Woit1111 Crollp. 

(b} Bach Peclenl apaqr ra.11, wh1111evw 11racUcable and ap~prlat1, t11u· 
W. crucial public d0c:um1nts; notices. and beerlnp relating tn hWDID healtb 
or the environment far llroltecl En11llsh speak.Ing populations. 

(c) Elcb Federal QIDCY ehall work to ensure that public: documenta. 
notices, ud heartQ&a relatlDI lo human health or the envlromnezil "8 COD· 
clll11, undl!l$1.andable, and readily 11X:a1ibl1 to the public. 

(d) The Warling Croup ahall hold public moetlnp, as appropriate, for 
the purpose of fact·finding, recelvins p1,1Llie co~.i'.!lenu. and coiiductin11 in· 
qlliries C:DDC:illfD.lng environmental justice. The Working Group shall p1'11p>u'9 
l'or public ieview a summary of th., c:omme11ts ind l't'COmmendations dis
ClllSed al Iha public meetings. 

Sec. 1-8. GENERAL MOYISICH&. 

6-&01. Responsibility for ltgenc:y ImplenientaUon. The heed of each Feder11l 
agency shall be responsible l'or onsurin11 compliance with thu order. F.acb 
Fedmal 1gency lhall couduct Internal ievt~ and take eucb olhe: lteps 
u n111y be necessary 10 monitor compllaDOll! with lhls order. 

&-&02:. Exec:uli1"f1 Order No. 12250. 11ils Exeeuth•e order is Intended 10 
supplement but not supersede Ell:ecu~ 0Jd.- No. 122SD, wbicb mquires 
COnsistanl Ind effDc:tive lmplemenlatlDll Of VlriDtll laW$ rrolribilinl discrimi· 
~tOl)' pracllees In p~grllDS nK:eivin11 Federal fmancia assistance. Noibing 
herein shall limil the effect or mandate of Exeicutive Order No. 12250. 

11-603. Ellecutive Order No. 12875. This Executi•·e order is not intended 
10 limit the elfecl or mandate of Executive Order No. 12875. 

&-604. Scope. For p11rposes or this orde:. Federal agency moa.'ls any acency 
on the Working Group, and sud• uthe: ageru.:ies 1$ may be d~slgnated 
by lhe Presicleat, lhel c:1mducts any Federal prCJSBm or activity that sub.•tan· 
tlally affects hlln1an be.Ith or lhe environment. Independent 911ent:il!IS are 
ntquesled to comply with lhe provi&tons o( Ibis order. 

l-IG5. PeUUons /Of" E•emption5. Tbe bead of a Federal agency may petition 
the President fo:r an exempllDG &om thu niquirt1ments of tbis older on 
the grounds that all or some of U.e petitioning 1tg1?ncy·1 programs or activilies 
should not be s11bjec1 lo !he roquiremenl5 of rhis ord~. 

MOG. No1.ii-e J\rn.,ricon Prw;roms. Each 1-"t-deri.! :111"""Y re><pDnoibility 5DI 
funh 11nd11t Ibis urder sh~ll apply equally 10 ll:stive American pqrams. 
In addiliDn, the Department of the Interior, in coordination wllb the Working 
Croup. and. afler consu!talion with tribal leaders, $llHll c:oordinala steps 
ID be t~lr:n p1,1rsuant lo this order that address F"P.d"r~Hy-rer:ognir.l'd Indian 
l'ribcs .. 

6-G07. C.osU. l;a)n:-;.i;. o1ht:~'\•dSt~ ~1::U\'hJrd bJ L,i,,, F1..:ier.al -11gr:n1 •. lt:!'o l"~nli 
;1s~ume lb<• finnncial i:u5\• c>f c:omi•t} ing \Villi !hi~ ordl'r. 

6-608. Genera/_ f(•dcral &gt'roth1s shall i:npltic.r·nl this order rnw;islenl 
with, and to the extant permilled by, cxi~ling la'"'. 

&--609. /udici<JJ /lt,.'iC'"'· Thi~ ordetr is i111 .. r.d1<i! \;::!y !<I i:nprvn1 lht· imcmal 
m11uaR'""''"l of the r.xP.Cuti•·e branch 1;:1d ls not intcndod to. nor does II 
c;nlatr• an~ right. l.ienP.fil. '" trn~1 rn~ponsihilil~'. s-.ibst;m\fre 1•r pro1:f!d11nil. 
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enforceable al law or aqu!ly by a party agaiDSt I.ht United Slates. Ila apncias. 
lit omcers, or any ptrson. This order shall 1101 be construed 10 create 
any rlgb1 to judldal rtview lnvoMog tba c:ompllance or noncomp)ia.nce 
af !he Untied Slatee, Us asendel, Ill offic:en, or any other person with 
this order. 

11fE WHl'1'B HOUSE, 
February U, l99f. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C036 

1 Section 8 of the EIS contains a comprehensive list and overview of qualifications of the EIS authors and 
technical contributors. 

2 The SNL/NM Withdrawal Area, which includes all of the DOE and U.S Air Force (USAF) Withdrawal 
Area, is located within the Cibola National Forest. The area has been used by the DOE and the USAF 
primarily for weapons testing, but land withdrawn by the DOE is also used for research and development 
missions and training. The USAF also maintains testing and training activities in the Withdrawal Area. 
Past and present use of the area has resulted in environmental restoration sites and in unexploded ordnance 
of unknown quantities. 

Recommendations for long-term future use of the land within the Withdrawal Area have been developed by 
DOE, with cooperative input of the EPA and the New Mexico Environment Department. Recommenda
tions took into account the existing known environmental restoration sites within the Withdrawal Area and 
their current status in terms of permitting, characterization, and cleanup efforts. Costs and technologies 
associated with cleanup levels were also considered. 

These recommendations are used as a decision-making tool for ongoing environmental restoration opera
tions. One of these recommendations is to classify the Withdrawal Area as a recreational site for purposes 
of future use planning and determination of appropriate cleanup levels. However, this will depend on the 
status of environmental impacts and environmental restoration in the area. Future missions are likely to be 
associated with long-term institutional controls which will remain in place for the foreseeable future. As of 
February 1996, no actual future use plans had been developed for the Withdrawal Area and no change in 
land use was expected in the foreseeable future. 

DO E's Draft Environmental Assessment of the Environmental Restoration Project at Sandia National 
Laboratories/New Mexico (DOE/EA-1140) (DOE 1995h) lists 157 potential cleanup sites at SNLINM. 
The specific site locations, contaminants found at the ~ites, and proposed methods of treatment can all be 
found in this document. Briefly, DOE proposes to conduct site characterization and cleanup, using a range 
of treatment options, in compliance with applicable laws and regulations. DOE estimates that the cleanup 
activities would continue for approximately 10 years, beginning in FY 1996. 

The Chemical Waste Landfill (site# 74) also detailed in the above-cited environmental assessment, is 
located in Tech Area V. It is about 83,000 square feet in area; contains various types of waste, including 
volatile organic compounds, radionuclides, and metal debris; and would be treated using removal, decon
tamination, excavation, and capping, among other possible treatments. 

The comment appears to refer to "risk assessment" in the sense typically used to determine cleanup 
requirements for closure of an existing hazardous waste disposal site. Because the project has not yet 
resulted in any environmental contamination and is not expected to produce extensive quantities of waste or 
other potential environmental contaminants, this type of assessment would be of minimal value for purposes 
of the EIS. The EIS focuses on effluents directly associated with the production and distribution of medical 
isotopes and estimates the quantities of radioactive waste that would result. The components of the waste 
that would be generated during medical isotope production are identified in Section 5.14 of the EIS. 
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Any radioactive wastes generated by the production of medical isotopes would either be disposed of at a 
DOE-approved facility within the generation site (in the case of the LANL or INEL alternatives) or 
shipped to an offsite DOE approved facility (in the case of the SNL/NM and ORNL alternatives). The 
impacts of waste disposal would be evaluated by a risk analysis for the ultimate disposal facility, in 
conjunction with other wastes to be managed at the location. Because the medical isotope waste would be 
a relatively small fraction of the waste disposed at any site, the consequences of such disposal would 
likewise be small by comparison to the total, or to any regulatory standard. 

4 The medical isotope production process and wastes resulting from the process are not expected to have 
any reasonably foreseeable impact on the quality of water in the unconfined aquifer at SNL/NM. There 
are no discharges to the environment of liquid effluents from the process, and any liquid wastes would be 
treated and converted to a solid form before disposal. Additional water use by the reactor for cooling 
represents about 3% of the current water use at SNL/NM. Although withdrawal of this water from the 
aquifer might have some local effects on groundwater flow, it would not be expected to substantially alter 
the overall distribution of pre-existing contaminants in the unconfined aquifer or to affect water quality on 
a larger scale. 

5 The Department has attempted to actively involve and respond to the public in the NEPA process for the 
proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project through the public scoping meetings, public comment 
period, and public hearings held during preparation of the EIS. The Department's public involvement 
efforts for the proposed project are discussed in Section 1.4. An analysis of environmental justice 
considerations is provided in Section 5.21. 

6 Current waste management practices at the alternative sites are described in Section 4, and management of 
wastes associated with medical isotope production are addressed in Section 5.14 (treatment and disposal 
of process waste) and Section 5.11 (transportation). As discussed in Section 5.14, solid radioactive or 
hazardous waste from the process would be stored temporarily at the process facility to permit decay of 
short-lived radionuclides, following which it could be further compacted to reduce its volume (depending 
on the waste composition and capabilities of the facility). Liquid wastes would be treated and solidified to 
immobilize the hazardous components before disposal. 

After the decay period and treatment, the wastes would be packaged in appropriate containers for ship
ment and final disposal. In the LANL and INEL alternatives, the waste would be disposed of onsite, 
whereas the SNL/NM and ORNL alternatives propose to ship wastes to an offsite disposal facility. All 
shipping containers would meet applicable DOE or DOT requirements for onsite or offsite transport of 
radioactive materials, respectively. The final form of the waste and its disposal packaging would be 
determined by acceptance criteria at the receiving disposal facility. The criteria are designed to ensure 
that the facility meets applicable regulatory standards for disposal of potentially hazardous materials. 
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1dabo PDF rtldor CID 111pply 1001 of die domtltic demQd 1'tr Ml>99 -.! Milt have e:xr.:es1 

prodal:l.i&m. C11*iLJ for tbi: expurwioa. al Mo-99. 

ti. INEL•t PBP teKmr ii dalty tbs mclmtllozicallY supcrlor dlOice tor ~ 
pn1Cluclbl widunmiml ~ ~· 1dlho'1 tq hitlOfy •the world lead&r 
ia llllCletr mdllriM ...,.._.mm it iMNI)' 111*4 for die pro_ict. 

SQpport !or Iba project both en • local UJd rtara lewl ii mona. Dowmizinl cf INa 
projectl Ind pmomd Diab it Ur.qlaaive dill DCW ni.lnioM Ml caad \'O lllW; ml apm4 
aia1CiDg apab1Hde1. 

DOB idfmll to priwma die ilolope prodlJdicc&. pl"OllJlal. .IBTC's pnmcat 30 ~ lase 
of tbc PBF n:acror pm tllC piVlliiackm plan into ctreet immelately. No lld&t fledml aiam 
will a..fllte wida 1be opmmon of Mo-99 ~ 11 die PBf, unlike ~ at tbe at1m sites 
mmrR'l'iew. 

n. bwDaailarilD uper;ts of the combiPed NuiD.nal Cemr fer BNCI' and tbe isatcpe 
prodldioB pojecl mlka tbr: JNBL's PBF o. U-. dawn wUa:r for die DllicD. a well a1 the 
S1* of Jdallo. 

A.IW ccia.iderill lbc 1oMs- lfati.Up mats, miiskm camplblliJit;y ml 'tl:cbDDlgp:al 
supmlorily, if: is deu 1111t DOD..'1PJ1PiiIba1ogk:al bamr: of die Ullital 8'*' Mo-99 ~ 
lllllUt'Ce. 
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Letter: C037 Author: Senator Jerry T. Twiggs 

Responses to Comment Letter C037 

Comment noted. 

2 Comment noted. 

3 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with 
those of DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, 
nor has it made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investi
gating the possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other 
reactors under consideration for this project may be usable for BNCT. If the Department decides to 
proceed with a production alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC 
for dual use of the reactor facility selected. 

4 As shown in Section 5.22, the estimated cost to prepare the INEL facilities is $2.4 million less than the 
closest alternative (the preferred alternative), and the estimated time to prepare the INEL facilities for full 
production is tied with the preferred alternative. 

The uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL and ORNL alternatives are higher than for 
the LANL and the preferred alternative. Cost estimates (including uncertainties) will be an important 
factor in determining which alternative to pursue for the proposed project. This comment will be provided 
to the decision maker for this proposed project and will be given due consideration as the Department 
formulates its decision on the project. In making its decision, the Department will also consider factors 
such as the environmental impacts of the alternatives, national need for the medical isotopes, production 
schedules for each alternative, and other important factors. Since the Power Burst Facility (PBF) is one of 
the alternatives analyzed in detail, DOE is free to select this alternative to produce Mo-99. The 
Department's decision will be documented in the Record of Decision. 

5 The Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) was evaluated for the proposed project and was dismissed for the 
reasons cited in Section 3.4.1.1. The Department is proposing to establish a backup to the existing 
Canadian supplier and does not believe that it is necessary to establish a backup to its backup. 

6 If the decision is made to pursue this project, the Department would act as a backup to the existing Cana
dian supplier. All the alternatives would have the capability to produce at least 100% of the current 
domestic demand for Mo-99, but the goal of the proposed project is to ensure that a reliable supply of 
Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community, not to produce Mo-99 for export and compete in the 
worldwide market for Mo-99. 

7 The IBTC has not made a formal proposal to the Department regarding the dual use of the Power Burst 
Facility (PBF). Therefore, the Department cannot say for certain whether operation of the PBF would be 
conducted privately (by IBTC) or by DOE. 

8 It is possible that the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) could be diverted to support defense 
missions in case of a national emergency. However, the Department has determined that the probability of 
needing the ACRR for defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude disqualifying the reactor from 
consideration. 

9 Comment noted. 
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William J. Berry 
2660 St. Charles Ave. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
208-523-4183. 

Mr. Wade Carroll, MlPP-EIS Document Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Isowpe Prod1,1etioo and Distribution, NE-70 
t 9901 Germaotown Road 
Germantown, MD 20874 

Dw Mr. Canol~ 

February 2, 1996 

Upon further review of the MIPP-EIS COPY I was provided al: the Idaho Falls hearing. I have the 
following additional comments. 

I do not understand the reason research reactors using highly enr~hed uranium (HEU) would be 
ttansition to the use of low-cm:icbed uranium (LEU) fuel. The only possible reason I can think of is · 
that DOB is coooemed that using HBU ia contmy to 11upposed Department non-proliferation 
policie1t Whateve.r the reason for the tntnsition, DOE should perhap& comider that plutonium is 
unavoidably produced in reactors using LBU md, in fact, is the elemeot responsible fur mnch of the 
energy at the end of the fUcl cycle. Corisi.;terlna that the general public moneoualy believe& the . 
"sound bite" that plutonium is the most toxic substance known to man, OOE may be faced with a 
greater problem managing the spent fuel from a reactor using LEU and seems to have little 
justification for the tnmsitioo in fuel type. 

I am also confused as to why low-level wastes (ll,W) from the ptefemd altemative would be 
transported to the Nevada Test Site (NI'S) when U.W from the Omega West Rr.actot alteroative would 
be managed at Los Alamos NationaJ Laboratory (LANL). LANL is much cJoscr to Sandia than the 
NTS and apparently must have the capability ro manage the LI,.W. ls this a means of avoiding the 
controversy of transporting the UW to LANI.. through Santa Fe? Once again the Power Burst 
Facility _appears to be more favomble than the preferred alternative as offsite transportation of tariCCS 
and LL W would not be ~uired. 

ThC EIS also indicarei; that DOE prepared an Bnviromental Assessment (BA) for implemeotion of the 
preferred alternative and determined that llll EIS was ~ based oo tbc BA and public 
comments xeccived. The llltemativcs analysis under the Nalional Environmental Policy Act is 
intended to be impartial ;md one might question whether the analysis in the MIPP-EIS met this 
criterion or, alternatively, if DOE prepared an EIS in support of a predetermined outcome. Sevml 
portions of the impact analysis. i.e. those portions where the preferred alternative is clearly not the 
environmentally preferable altmnative, suggest that DOE indeed lw a predctennined plan and the 
EIS waa prepared to go through the motions of complying with NEPA. 

Please consider these cmruneots in preparation of the Final Enviromnental Impact Statement 

SiDcetcJy, 

w~ 
W'tlliam I. B~- I 
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Responses to Comment Letter C038 

The commentor correctly points out that plutonium is "unavoidably" produced in reactors using low 
enriched uranium. The amount of plutonium produced in research reactors, however, is a minor fraction of 
the amount of fuel used to power those reactors and is nominally less than that needed to produce a nuclear 
weapon. The amount of highly enriched uranium needed to fuel many research reactors, however, is above 
the amount needed to fabricate a nuclear weapon. Moreover, use of plutonium in a nuclear weapon would 
require the extraction of the material from spent fuel through a process known as reprocessing, a compli
cated procedure. Highly enriched uranium can be used directly in the fabrication of nuclear weapons. It is 
for these reasons that, since 1978, the United States has sought to minimize and eventually eliminate the 
international civil commerce in highly enriched uranium. This policy was restated in President Clinton's 
Nonproliferation and Export Control Policy issued on September 27, 1993. 

The majority of foreign research reactors using U.S. enriched fuel have agreed to convert to the use of high 
density low enriched uranium fuels, developed by the United States as part of the Reduced Enrichment for 
Research and Test Reactors (RERTR) program. This program is also proceeding with the development of 
low enriched uranium targets that will enable research reactors to economically produce Mo-99 from low 
enriched uranium, as opposed to highly enriched uranium, further reducing international commerce in 
weapons-usable materials. It is expected that the majority of foreign reactors will make use of the new low 
enriched uranium targets once they become commercially available. 

The DOE has over three decades of experience in transporting and storing spent nuclear fuel and targets 
containing both enriched uranium and plutonium. Several recently completed environmental impact 
statements verify that the management of these materials can be safely accomplished with only minor 
environmental impacts. 

2 The low-level waste disposal facilities at LANL are only approved to dispose of waste generated on the 
LANL site. They are not able to accept materials from other facilities including other DOE facilities such 
as SNL/NM. The closest DOE-approved facility able to accept the small amount of low-level waste that 
would be generated by medical isotope production at SNL/NM is the Nevada Test Site. 

3 The Department had previously proposed to conduct the Medical Isotopes Production Project using the 
Chemistry and Metallurgy Research facility at LANL and the Annular Core Research Reactor and Hot Cell 
Facility at SNL/NM and issued an environmental assessment on this proposal. Based on the environmental 
assessment and the comments received, the Department decided to prepare an EIS. 

The Department has not decided if and where to conduct the proposed project and believes that the EIS 
provides a fair representation of each alternative from which the decision maker will choose. 
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Author: Robert H. Multhaup 

FOUR HILl.S VILLAGE HOMEO\.VNERS ASSOCIATION 

Mr. Wade C•rro~ ~P-EIS Document Man•ger 
U.S. Department of Energy. NE-70 
19901 Germaatowa R-d 
Genoaatow11, Maryland 20874 

Dear Mr. C11.rro~ 

Subject~ Medical botopes Produetion Proj~t 
Mol)'hd-.um-99 and Related Isotopes 
Draft ltaviroomenlal Sbdeme•t 
Deceaber t~ 1995 

After card'ul r~iew of •abject EL.~ we find no 1ipif"1.CJ1ot lm(MICD or 1Moet1 
•uoc:iated wlda t:be •abject program. lo fact, we find 1M:Yer•l positive facton in your 
choice to loe.ate such a facility at Sandia National Laboratories and Loll Alamos 
National l..e.boralories. First. die •-ular core research reactor •t Sandia 
Laboratories is a working reactor. Tbb 1b.ould meao considerable surety ID the C'OSt 
ao.4 11ekednle estimates aver tbe otller possible choices. It aho meao11 th•t 11d8 
preferred loeatioa ahould t;et into benefkial produetio:a. earlier than the other 
poesibilitia. Th.is Is • very worthwhile a-111inee the ratller old Caaadia:n reaetor. 
producing medical i.lotopes. c:euld be forced oat of service at •DY time for repain. 

Aaotb.er po1itive faetor is that thi1 prov\cla ao onortuaity for tbe two Laboratories 
to p•nie9pate la a cummerdal epentioa rather than • 111Hitary operation and • 
boslneu that could, In the future. lead te apiD•oft' or a.ociated bmineales in the 

greater Albuquerque area. 

lam writing on behalf of the Fo11r HlUs Village Homeowners• Auoeilition. There are 
•lightly over 1200 home1 in Four Hilla Vinage and we are the el011e11t 11100-milicary 
reaidential neighborhood to the Kirtland. Air Foree Baae and one or the c108ellt 
resid.enml area io Sandia'• Teehnlcal Area V when= the reactor aad hot c:eD are 
\ocatlrlcl. Whi1e the normal busineu of the AsllociatioD is delegated to an elected 
Board or Directon, we: were able to put Chia matter before the entire membentlllp at 
oar Annual Mem.benhip meetieg on .1-uary I J, 1996. lam pte.ed to report that 
the genera• membership aaaai.-oualy a.upported the installation of the ilotopes 
production program at Sandia •ml Loci Alamos. 

P.O. BOX l3611 •ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO 87192 - 3611 
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All one or tile most Ukely hapaetecl uigb.bochood1, our conclusion that the program 
oilers no sipUH:aat ri9k to tllie p•blic, alld tlae general strong 1apport of the 
resident. of the ViUaae are fads»n that we kope will be Uikea into account In DOE'• 
dedsiua oa Ci.is matter. This is a lligtlly c:DIDae.Ddable project and we eni:ou.rage tile 
coave.nion ol'tbe Sandill reactor from a "'eapollt miuloa to• medical botope11 
produdlon mluion. 

Si1tcerely, 

{~ 
Robert H. Multhaap 
President 
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Response to Comment Letter C039 

1 Comment noted. 
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GREGORY E. ROMRIELL, C.M.C. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C040 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The Department has not yet made a decision regarding if and where to conduct the proposed Medical 
Isotopes Production Project. The Department's decision on this project will not impact the other isotope 
production activities that are currently conducted at the INEL. 

3 The proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project would be a new project and is not currently being 
conducted at the INEL. As stated above, the Department has not yet made a decision regarding if and 
where to conduct the project, and the Department's decision on this project will not impact the other isotope 
production activities that are currently conducted at the INEL. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C041 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The EIS evaluates the potential impacts of the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project at various 
alternative sites, including the INEL. Possible treatment facilities that might operate concurrently yet 
independently of the Mo-99 mission (such as boron neutron capture therapy) are not part of the 
Department's proposed action or stated purpose and need. 
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Author: Paul Kasten 
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Responses to Comment Letter C042 

The criteria for identifying the reasonable alternatives are presented in Section 3.1. Each of the criteria 
had to be met before a facility was considered to be a reasonable alternative. No weighting factors were 
applied to the criteria. 

The reasons for identifying the preferred alternative are presented in Section 3.3.1.1. 

2 In addition to the analyses contained in this EIS, the Department will consider other programmatic 
factors, as appropriate, in making its decision on the proposed production ofMo-99. The rationale for 
the Department's decision will be documented in a Record of Decision that will be issued following 
completion of the Final EIS. The Record of Decision will be signed by eitherthe Secretary of Energy or 
the Director of the Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Technology. 
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COMMENT 

ON THE 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF B.NER.OY 

D.RAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATBl\olENT 
FOR THE 

MEDICAL ISOTOPES PRODUCTION PROJECT 

PLEASE PRINT C:l.BA.llJ.V 

NAME.: 'llr; ~'-'f 

Author: Uri Gat 
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Letter: C043 Author: Uri Gat 

Response to Comment Letter C043 

1 Comment noted; changes have been incorporated throughout the document as appropriate. 
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Letter: C044 Author: Robin Seydel 

Response to Comment C044 

1 The purpose of the public hearings is to present the results of the environmental analysis to the public and to 
obtain public comments on the content of the Draft EIS. 
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Author: Susan Diane 

Moly 99 hearfng eomments 

As a citizen living in Albuquerque, and a representative of the Water 
Information Network. f would like to make comments an the public 
health factor of having a nuclear reactor running 24 hours a day near 
our city of 600,000 people, and the financial costs of this project to 
taxpayers. 

You may remember that back In December of 1994, a DOE spokesman, 
Or. Charles Massey, actually safd that operation of the isotope 
reactor wlll definitely "add unfortunately" to the background level of 
radiation in our environment here in Albuquerque. The Environmental 
Impact Statement also confirms this and states there are already 8 
other ha~ardoua sourees of radionuclide pollutants at the Kirtland 
AFB/Sandia Natlonal Lab complex. 

Living near the lab, I find this extremely alarming. The Albuquerque 
area has a high level of radioactivity from past above ground nuclear 
weapons tests. accidental nuclear reactor leaks, undocumented 
accidents with lab plutonium, and leaks Into the ground. 

Before a decision can be reached, there must be more discussion of 
possible Ill-health affect and the nuclear waste that will be 
generated if this project fs aflowed to happon. SNL has no authority 
for permanent storage or disposal of radloactJve wastea, LLW or 
spent fuel on site. 

Nuclear waste will therefore be shipped through our city of 
Albuquerque, and destined for Nevada. Let us discuss the 
radioactive materlals transportation route and identify communities 
at risk from potential transport related impacts. Have there been 
contacts made with local governments and community organizations 
along those routes? Travel in or out of SNL requires transit through 
residential neighborhoods along Gibson, Wyoming, Eubank Boulevards, 
or. Broadway south of Rio Bravo if the Kirtland Base south exit is to 
be used. Have the oommunities been told of this potantlal risk? 
Have any cantacts with residents or their representatives been 
made? 
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7 

Author: Susan Diane 

The Maly 99 EIS fails to effectively Implement both the spirit and 
letter of the Federal Executive Order on Environmental Justice and 
falls to recognize the diversity of the communities in close 
proximity to rdentifiad sites and Indicates no effort to dlractly 
involve those communities in project-related planning, assessment 
or any form of direct dialogue or communication . 

I call for a furl EIS to be donB includrng an aaseasment of toxic 
chemicals found In Afbuquerque known to synergistically react with 
radioactivity and therefore weaken our resistance to other diseases. 

We citizens are not ignorant of the fact that toxic chemicals are 
being released into our air and water with Intel releases, rncreased 
air operations at the expanded airport, and past hazardous rncidents 
a.t Kirtland AFB/Sandia NL. 

My primary concern Is for the people Irving in the Albuquerque area. 
yet another reason to stop thls program is that oltrzens tax dollars 
wm be used to subaldiz• MoJy 99 production. This is simply 
corporate welfare. SNL and the UNM School of Pharmaoy plan to 
operate this nuclear reactor for a private firm. This publicly owned 
1'9actor would produce medical rsotopes which would be sold by a 
private pharmaceutical supply company to hospitals. Hospltals could 
then charge our insurance company's a sub11tantiai price for the 
DOEltJNM isotope•. Taxpayers will also pick-up research and 
liabUity cocts for accidents at the nuclear reactor. It is vary 
convenient that a private company can escape liability when a 
goYernment agency rs involved as a partner. The start-up cost 01' 
this profecrt is $34 million and an additional cost of $12 million per 
year. In thl• time of sooial program cuts, I don't feel this Is the 
proper use of our tax clorlars. 

But as I have already stated, money isn"t my maJn concern , It ls the 
health of those of us living here. 

Th• citizens of Albuquerque and lsleta Pueblo have fought against 
radioactivity being dumped in our sewer system. We certalnly do not 
want radioactivity released Into our air eith•r. 
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Author: Susan Diane 

A 1994 study of Bernalillo County white female breast cancer 
deaths, by epidemiologist Jay M. Gould, found a 26.7o/o mortality 
increase over the past 30 years. Gould says New Mexico has the 
highest, 31°k increase of any state in the Union. Interestingly, the 
DOE chooses not to recognize the Gould research nor his conclusion. 

Besides being corporate welfare. this project is great PR for the 
labs. Sandia NL can now state how wonderful they are in helping the 
health of citizens, while making them ill in the first place by their 
continuing nuclear weapons work, the real reason for the labs 
existence. We are not fooled by this PR campaign, as you bring up 
medical doctors to site the needs for Maly 99. The supply from 
Canada is not a problem, that is a false statement. 

I do not want a nuclear reactor running 24 hours a day, with a 
possibility of an acctdent occurring. The reactor in Canada has been 
sited i 50 miles away from Ottawa, while here in Albuquerque the 
reactor.presently shut down, but proposed to open, is In our 
backyard. 

Once again, I demand a comprehensive EIS on the cumulative and 
synergistic effects of possible radiation exposure combined with 
the toxic releases already being emitted in Bernalillo County. 
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Letter: C045 Author: Susan Diane 

Responses to Comment Letter C045 

1 The EIS is required to consider the cumulative impacts of the proposed action with other ongoing or 
anticipated actions at the candidate sites, and it does so in Section 5.16. With respect to radiological air 
quality, the proposed action plus the other activities at SNL/NM would result in a dose of 0.17 mrem to the 
most exposed individual. This is less than 2% of the EPA standard for radionuclide emissions from DOE 
facilities (IO mrem/year). 

If the proposed action were implemented, the collective dose to the population within 50 miles of SNL/ 
NM would increase by less than 0.01 % compared to that from background radiation. This small increase 
from normal operation of the isotope production facilities, or from any reasonably foreseeable accidents, 
would not be expected to measurably increase the risk of cancer fatality experienced by the 610,000 
residents living in the vicinity of the laboratory. 

2 SNL/NM and ORNL do not have the capability of "cradle to grave" waste management and will require 
low-level waste be shipped to the Nevada Test Site. As discussed in Section 5.14 of the EIS, the quantities 
of waste generated from production of Mo-99 are small and thus would dovetail into each sites' established 
waste management programs with little impact. All alternatives considered have sufficient onsite spent 
nuclear fuel (SNF) storage capabilities to operate at 100% U.S. demand for at least 5 years. Analysis in 
the SNF Programmatic EIS (SNF PEIS) has shown that there will be minimal impacts from such interim 
storage. Long-term disposition of SNF will be in accordance with the Department's decision for the 
SNFPEIS. 

3 Any shipments of radioactive material that might occur as a result of DOE implementing the Medical 
Isotopes Production Project at SNL/NM would be conducted in accordance with Federal and state stan
dards for transportation of radioactive materials. Transportation routes would be chosen according to 
established guidelines to minimize risk to workers and the population along the corridor. Appropriate 
planning for routing of these shipments and contingencies for emergency response in cooperation with 
state, local and tribal governments would be in place prior to removing these materials from the SNL/NM 
site. 

4 The purpose of Section 5.21 is to identify the potential for disproportionately high and adverse effects on 
minority and low income communities. Census blocks generally follow recognizable groups of residences 
within existing urban boundaries and recognizable boundaries in rural areas. For purposes of estimating 
impacts on humans from environmental contamination, distance and direction from the source of contami
nation are the factors that matter. Thus, populations were examined based on distance and direction out to 
a radius of 80 km (50 miles) to take in all of the area most likely to be affected by an airborne release at 
each site. In examining the locations of low-income and minority households, Section 5.21 indicates that 
under some adverse atmospheric conditions, low-income and minority households could be disproportion
ately affected in a worst-case accidental release, although the effect in each case is expected to be minimal. 
However, under prevailing atmospheric conditions, higher income, non-minority populations would be 
most affected. 

The Department has attempted to actively involve and respond to the public in the NEPA process for the 
proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project through the public scoping meetings, public comment 
period, and public hearings held during preparation of the EIS. The Department's public involvement 
efforts for the proposed project are discussed in Section 1.4. An analysis of environmental justice consid
erations is provided in Section 5.21. 
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5 The EIS identifies the anticipated impacts from the proposed Mo-99 project at each of the alternative sites. 
Additionally, it evaluates the cumulative impacts at each alternative site from the proposed project. 

6 The Department has proposed the Medical Isotopes Production Project to ensure that a reliable supply of 
Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community. If the Department decides to pursue this project, the 
Mo-99 would be sold at prevailing world market rates. DOE does not intend to artificially lower the cost 
paid by pharmaceutical companies for Mo-99 and would thus not artificially increase the profits realized by 
these companies on sales of Mo-99. Therefore, the Department believes that it would be incorrect to label 
isotope production by the Department as a subsidy to private industry or "corporate welfare." 

If the decision is made to pursue this project, the Department would act as a backup to the existing Cana
dian supplier. The Department would operate its facilities to produce only as much Mo-99 as is necessary 
to maintain the capabilities of the facility and staff to produce 100% of U.S. demand in response to an 
interruption of the existing supply. In essence, the project would act as an "insurance policy" for the U.S. 
against a Mo-99 supply shortage. The goal of the proposed project is to ensure that a supply of Mo-99 is 
readily available to the U.S. medical community. 

As stated in the EIS, DOE supports the production of Mo-99 by private industry. If a private company 
begins reliably producing Mo-99 in the U.S., DOE will phase out its production of Mo-99. 

7 The potential impacts of radioactive releases from the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project, 
which are analyzed in Section 5, would be unlikely to result in any health effects to the surrounding 
population. 

8 The implication that New Mexico has higher rates of breast or other cancers than other areas appears to be 
unfounded. In fact, the total cancer death rates in New Mexico are lower than all but two other states. 
Both the overall cancer rates and breast cancer deaths in New Mexico are well below the national average, 
and they are also lower than those of either Idaho or Tennessee (the other two potentially affected states in 
the EIS alternatives). 

Reference: American Cancer Society, 1994. "Cancer Facts and Figures 1994," American Cancer Society, 
Atlanta, Georgia. 

9 The problem with the Mo-99 supply situation is not that the supply is from Canada (or from any other 
foreign country, for that matter). The problem is that the entire U.S. supply comes from a single source. It 
should also be noted that this single source accounts for about 85% of the world supply ofMo-99. If this 
source were to become unavailable, production facilities in other countries would most likely focus on 
meeting their own needs first and, in any case, would not be able to meet even half of U.S. demand for 
Mo-99. Given this supply situation, the Department has proposed establishing a domestic production 
source to ensure that a reliable supply of Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community. 

10 Comment noted. However, the reactor in Albuquerque is not shut down, but is currently operational. 
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Mr. Wade CuroU 
EIS Projaat Man&pr 
omae of N\lOlev Ene1"9Y, Salenae 
uu:I Teahnology (NB-70) 

U. S. Departn\enl ol Enngy 
1980 l Oermanto"91\ Road 
CJermantowa, Mary1ud I087'-l390 

DRl'Sir: 

KenutbD. Do]:)htn 
18'8 BlU8 Heron 
wnt 1tiolduut. WA. aeses 

Fe'.braary 8, 1881 

The uMediaal lllOtope• Procluattoa Project: Molybdanum-88 and Ralated 
i.otope1 Dnft Environnent.i Impact Statement" (EIS) :ia eerlomly flawad fn thr•• ueu, whiah I IDllS bring to you attention. 'l'hi9 EIS doea not 
ad9quatety aomlder a~ W11nt, do- not provide a l'Mli.8tia 
analyU Of the ooattnuou prodaot:lon nquireDUmt, Uld doe• :not adequately 
invuttgate lea npeml.e altemativea. 

S.1.mian-of only one alteDLatlwi leavw• no b&akap 1¥1Len a aatutraphic 
fallUN aGClll'll. TM BIS ••te• that the Camdlan 1app1y .tu be llhut down 
near the •nd of tha c:entu.ry 'With no certatnty of nplaaement Uld that 
£aropea.D mpplien are too far away U\d c:annot pftJduce acleqaate 
qaaDlitleL TlwNlan, two domedo reacton ll\QIJt be aozuddered to uwre a 
npply of Mo-88. 

None of al.tematiYea .ion., when cto.ly ~cu. ..as.r, the 
QOlltinaoa procmctioa reqainJMmt, that reactor o1ltagM will be 2-• than .UC 
d&'Jll. The o:nly 11'11.Y' to atillty that NqaD•lt\eld i9 to have two reaatOD, al90 
.atlafyiag the tint aonaem. m.eldioned Ucmi. 

The EIS diamiaMd. prematmely, the lOVNlllt colt option. The Put Fla T..t 
FaaiHty (FFTF)~ loaaied bl WMhiagton State, t. heiag CIOlUlidered to produce 
tdlium. The tr1tiull\ mimion would tn euenoe pay for the Naetor that aould 
pro'¥ide low aoa Mo-98 llim'Ultuaamlly. TM• mimiou are compUmeDtary 
and proy1de a~ that the BIS Ignored. 'l'be Ff'TP YI tM newMt uu:l _,..of aD the J)epubzut,U of~ (DOB) reac:ton and bu 11-30 7eara of 
ute 1.a. Anal,_. aow that u.. Pf'l'F' Ml t11a cheape.1 llOOl'Cle or tritium that 
w.lll PaM the llCL'1UinJ' of the ptlb1ic: ud t. Jlkely to '.be ..i.ated fol' tbat 
mialorL The PPrP lbould be Ml9ated •a •oond, low CJCNlt Mo-89 produoer 
that would .. tiafy bot1a OOll04tnaa mantloned abOY9. 
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3 

One additioul benetlt of the PFTF t. tbat a private aoJlllC>lttvm will Ubly 
operat• the faaility. Advanaed N1KW&r and Medioml s,.tenw (AMMB) hu 
given the DOE a propo.1 to p1Yatille the P.PrP. Tld8 would au.ty tha DOE"• 
iong..term goal, 9tated in tbe Ell 111U11111U1. of private w=tor doDIMUo 
pmcil1oUon of Mo-98. 

Pl .... oomider repairitlgthMe llaw. before the ba1 EIS t. i-..cl 

Sinearely, 

XellMth D. Dol>bin 
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Letter: C046 Author: Kenneth D. Dobbin 

Responses to Comment Letter C046 

The Department is not proposing to replace the Canadian reactor. Instead, the Department is proposing to 
establish a backup to the Canadian reactor. If the DOE decides to pursue this project, it will operate its 
Mo-99 facilities at full production capability only in the event of a Mo-99 supply shortage. Each of the 
alternative reactors has the capability to keep reactor outages to less than six days. 

At this time, it appears that the Canadians will ultimately build two new reactors for Mo-99 production. If 
it becomes apparent that the Canadians are going to be unable to build even one new production reactor, 
DOE will assess the world supply situation at that point and may investigate the possibility of establishing 
further production capability. 

2 The Department is conducting a study of the viability of the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFIF) for tritium 
production, but no decision has been made. The FFIF cannot produce l 00% of the U.S. demand for 
Mo-99 on a continuous basis for the reasons cited in Section 3.4 and therefore has been dismissed from 
consideration for this project. 

Regarding the issue of FFTF as a backup source of Mo-99, the Department is proposing to establish a 
backup to the existing Canadian supplier and would not desire to establish backup to this backup. 

3 As discussed in Section 3.4, the FFTF cannot meet the selection criteria for a Mo-99 production facility. If 
the FFTF is restarted in response to the proposal from Advanced Nuclear and Medical Systems (ANMS), 
the private consortium may wish to produce Mo-99 in FFTF. In such case, DOE would review its Mo-99 
production plans and modify them if appropriate, recognizing that FFTF cannot provide a continuous 
supply of Mo-99. 
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HEALTH PHYSICS SOCIETY 

:Vlr. Wade C.am)ll 
HIS Pl'Ojcct tvtana~ 
NE-70 
L". S. Dcpartmentofl::incrgy 
19901 Gt:nnantovm.lload 
Gcrml:llltown, MO 20874-1290 

..>-L=JIL~- ',11 Li I :~I l!f.J.:.-1er.:t:: 
·'-1...';IU. ·-11 ::~o1. .. ~:.:.r: 

-·t·.~:: ··f"JJn='.IT ·~·GE·l" 
WILLIAM A. MILLS 

;)~i I:·.- Ar,~"'CU _arr.; 

(;: ,,~..- ~'C z:l831 
lblcohone: (:3C- j / •' -1-!·,_;;\"! 

t-l·.Jc: (~~;y~ /i·· .. 1·.1~::! 
.... ·nu: 1·i1r:.-.,.1'l',.~0.!".\0,•1l 

RE: Medicw l!!otopcs Pr~1ion Prt'tlcct 

1 

lJeM :.\.fr. Cw-roll: 

The ll~llth Phy!>-ics Society stro11gly !!1.lJ"POl1.'I securing a reliolble !,l(Jun:c of molybdcmuu-99 f,vfo-99) in 1hc 
Unitod State~. 

Mo-99 is thl: SC>Ld'CC, by mdio-.ictive docay oftcchuicium-99m lT'-'-99nl), the short-lived r.Wiunuclidc of choice 
for tens of thou.-;ands of daily nuclear medicine proccdw-es cu11dtic.ted in the llni1od States. 

Tilc sole current soutec for Mo-99 is il11 aging, 40-ycar-okl C'anwian 1-u:lcar reactor. who~ future life is 
limited; and there is 110 viable alternaLive available to the medical cummwlity. To liSljlJre 1bl continued 
availability of flr1o-99, il is essential thaJ the l :nitcd Stall..--s uike slt.'(lS to cstabli!il its o"\\11 ~ure domestic 
source. "llwrcfore. we iuc most supportiv.: ur the cwre1J.t activity of the C~ and l°hl: Department of 
Fnagy to follow its F.nvironmcntal Impact Swt~nc11t v.ith expeditious implementation of Ire development of 
1hc facility ner:e~~ to µroducc a secure !rupply ofth~'l w1iquely vall.l!tblc medical tool. 

'Ilic Ilea.Ith Ph:-sics Society is an organiza.tio11 of ov~ 6,4(Ml scientisi:s and rllb..T professionals who arc 
dcc\icatcd to the io;ale arrl beneficial LL~e of radiation. 

Si11ei.."'.f"Cly, 

WilliamA. Mill'\ 
Pn."'S.i.de11t 

WAM:a\ 

. . . 
ft./ .. rs·; 
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Response to Comment Letter C047 

Comment noted. 
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COMMENT 

ONTlm 
U.S. DJ!PAaT.MBNTOP BNEaGY 

DltAPTl!N'VIRONMENTAL IMP.ACT STA'lliMJOol'.I.'. 
POllTHB 

MJtDICAL UOTOPU PllODtlCTIOllll P.llo.J.ECT 

Pl&tSS PDllft QB•BLY 

s'tUi!T AGiC : 
du' it.dii 

----------------,·-····-

----------------·- ··-----

&IGNATUl.JI'. _ __,,__ ______ _ 

DAD '-li!r/S4 
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L Jf"1M proJ.;t is undMl'l.llba by private CClllWIW'Cill w..m tM 
BNVUUJNMBNJ"AL l'MPACTS wou1n HH THK JAM£. n.rcbrs. die CIOl'ID'.-nt Is 
UI .... fbr eoniplalica Clftho ~IS 11 .SmplJ' dnca .. m&UG' 'WboH nme .. CID iho lh:mt 
door. •it.a. .............. --. ..... --...-. would••--.. 

b. Tbel'ederld .,,,.... ... .,Wd'ws-. ~1Muiaie110ibas: th9 
producU '""~In indMdulll wNllD our'IOCle\J. Tldl_,. *J ... .u psy • ...n 
amoa• ftfmaney ~ uu. ta Clllot' 10JS1e tadlvfdull nictucdall ID CD11 of'&hs saWIK:'* •ud• 
u nnHr. hMf, tobKm,; udlld-. 'dnlba'. rtllroad•. llom• ~ IDI U11 aud on. 
'11-afar.. dl9 ~ or,ovmmicm sullllrlla tu llKluluy .. .i geil.cm i• -M.t.·spnad .m 
W911 accep=t Ill lbt USA. ltdlcy bclhsw llli» 111..:11 1.1A1cao.a. aJ.1 tlm ~ w MUCIJ 
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Author: Anonymous 

Responses to Comment Letter C048 

1 Comment noted. The Department's public involvement efforts for the proposed project are discussed in 

Section 1.4. 

2 The commentor is correct in identifying that both the preferred alternative and the ORNL alternative would 
require some shipment of low-level waste to the Nevada Test Site (NTS). The NTS is preparing a site-wide 
environmental impact statement and has included waste generated from the proposed Medical Isotopes 
Production Project in the quantities and description of materials to be disposed of on the site. 

3 Comment noted. 
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Mr. Wade Carroll, MIPP-EIS Document Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Isotope Production and Distribution, NE-70 
1990 l Germantown Road 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

Subject: Comments on the Draft Environment hnpact Statement 

298 Call Avenue 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 

Sunday, February 04, 1996 

fur the Medical Isotopes Productian Project: Molybdenum-99 and Related Isotopes 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

After reviewing the Draft Environmental hnpact Statement on the production of Mo-99 and 
attending both ofthe Idaho Falls hearings on the DEIS, I have the fullowing comments: 

I. It was unclear from the presentation at the hearing and from the document what the criteria 
actually resulted in the ACRR being chosen the preferred alternative. At the hearing, when 
asked this question, you stated that the time to initial production of Mo-99 was the deciding 
filctor. Certainly cost and ultimate production capacity were not the deciding filctors, since the 
PBF is superior to the ACRR in both of these categories. 

2. Many of us having experience in the restart of reactors would seriously challenge the estimate 
that the ACRR could be capable of initial production ofMo-99 within 12 months. Ifit is to 
use modified TRIG A fuel and a modified core design, then a longer time would be required fur 
safety analyses and environmental documentation. 

3. Defense Programs would retain the option for reclaiming the use the ACRR from the 
production of Mo-99 whenever it is deemed necessary fur national security. This retained 
option on the part of Defense Programs would seems to be a great obstacle in attracting private 
investment to the further production of Mo-99. 

4. The quality of the cost estimates for PBF production was questioned in the document and at 
the hearing. However, it was acknowledged that the correspondents at the PBF provided all 
data requested. In order that a filir comparison between the altematives be made, it is vital that 
the cost comparisons be made in equal detail. 

s. 1be use ofthe PBF for Mo-99 production is complementary with its use fur Boron Neutron 
Capture Therapy (BNC'l). I have oootacted the group designing the BNCT treatment 
procedures and round that the reactor could be used simultaneously for the production of Mo-
99 and fur BNCT treatment. The simultaneous use of the reactor for these two purposes is an 
attribute that none of the other alternatives possess. 

I agree with the DEIS in that it indicates that there are no significant environmental 
reasons fur choosing one option (e.g. the ACRR) over another (e.g. PBF). 

Because of the cost advantages for the PBF as shown in the DEIS and because of the 
possibility fur simultaneous Mo-99 production and BNCT treatment in the PBF, I think that it is 
imperative that the designation of the ACRR as the prefimed alternative be reconsidered. 

Sincerel~ yours. • 
1 

/ 

·1-. _., ·--· / ... ' 
.-·. ,· ... ,,. ,/ .. ..- / ..,.. , -;: ~~~-~:.:~-- ----r.,7 
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Responses to Comment Letter C049 

The Annular Core Research Reactor/Hot Cell Facility (ACRR/HCF) combination at SNL/NM is the preferred 
alternative for target irradiation and processing for the reasons stated in Section 3.3.1.1. 

2 The ACRR is currently operational and, if selected for the project, would run for a period of time using its 
current fuel. The target to be irradiated can be placed in a vacant fuel location if the central core modifica
tions are not complete, thereby completely obviating the need to modify the reactor for this low-level produc
tion period. The current hot cells would be modified to be capable of processing a limited number of targets. 
This can be completed within six months to a year. 

Routine production would require the full reactor modifications, including completion of all the safety 
analysis submittal and completion of an operational readiness evaluation. This would require the full 28 
months to complete. 

3 It is possible that the ACRR, the preferred reactor for the proposed project, could be diverted to support 
defense missions in case of a national emergency. However, the Department has determined that the probabil
ity of needing the ACRR for defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude disqualifying the reactor from 
consideration. This low probability need is not believed to significantly reduce the preferred alternative's 
potential for privatization. 

4 The Department has used the best available information for all of its analyses and comparisons, including the 
cost information. Information on restart of the Power Burst Facility (PBF) was fairly thorough and was 
probably a result of the efforts to estimate costs and schedules for conversion of the PBF for boron neutron 
capture therapy (BNCT). However, reactor conversion and operation is only a portion of the cost and 
schedule information requested. Hot cell modification, process line fabrication, target fabrication facility 
modification, and general processing operational costs also are reflected in Section 5.22 of the EIS. Addi
tional information on the estimated cost of the INEL alternative was obtained subsequent to the publication of 
the Draft EIS and was used in the preparation of the Final EIS; however, the amount of supporting material 
associated with these estimates was less detailed than that received from some of the other sites. Thus the 
Final EIS contains statements that indicate that the margin of error for both the INEL and ORNL estimates are 
considered larger than those for LANL and SNL/NM. 

5 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those 
of DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has it 
made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating the 
possibility of using other facilities for BNCT and that other reactors under consideration for this project may 
be usable for BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a production alternative for this proposed 
project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility selected. 

6 Comment noted. 
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Author: Debby S. Christensen 

Dear Mr. Carroll, 

About ten years ago my Mother was diagnosed with having rectal cancer. 
At that time a treatment facility was not available around the Idaho Falls 
area, therefore leaving her no alternative but to have the treatments 
administered in Salt Lake City, Utah which was the closest facility at that 
time. 

Her treatment consisted of double doses of radiation and chemo-therapy 
over a seven week period. She became very ill and required constant care and 
bed rest, therefore requiring that she remain in a facility in Salt Lake City. 
There was no option for coming home for periods of time and then returning for 
her treatments, she had to stay there virtually alone for the entire seven 
week period. 

There were times when family members could stay with her for a few days, 
however with all of us working and having conmitments to our own families we 
could not be with her as much as was needed because of the location. She had 
to depend on a nurse at the facility, a complete stranger, to tend to her 
needs, this was very uncomfortable for her and us. This was a devastating 
experience for the entire family. At a time when my Mother needed her family 
so desperately we were unable to help her. 

If there had been a treatment facility closer to Idaho Falls my Mother 
would not have been alone during that frightening time when she needed so very 
much to be at home. We could have been there to help and give her support 
through a potentially life threatening experience. I pray to God this never 
happens again. 

It is my opinion that having a treatment facility at the INEL is an 
absolute necessfty. There are many people who could benefit from this life 
saving service. If one 11fe is saved, if a family can be there to help and 
support their loved one and if that person can remain in their own home after 
each treatment, these are the strongest justifications needed for this type of 
facility. It is so very important to have your family with you during a time 
of such uncertainty, sickness and fear, everyone deserves that right! 

Yours truly, 

// / ' .I ;t; L, j_, ' 
/r/{r/.-lt/f. Jf) . (~.'.fl /(./l(J.I /Wt 1cJ 

,.., 

Debby s.'~ .. Christensen 
CRC Idaho Inc. 
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Response to Comment Letter COSO 

1 The EIS evaluates the potential impacts of the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project at various 
alternatives including the INEL. Possible treatment facilities that might operate concurrently yet indepen
dently of the Mo-99 mission (such as boron neutron capture therapy) are not part of the Department's 
proposed action or stated purpose and need. 
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b.l.a.s.t. 
bueno Jos alamos surveillance team 

bonnie bonneau 
general secretary 
pobox351 
el prado, n.m. 87529 

505-776-l6S8 

H011d:r Jl'olka 1 

l'eburary l, 1996 
.Ar2'070 Hondo 1 NM 

ditto nowakoski 
executive video producer 

pobox6390 
taos, n.m. 87571 

505-758-8195 

Theae are oomments on 701ll' Ma4ioal Isotopes Production Projects 
Mol:rbdcm.um--99 and aelateeisotopea Draft EIS DOE/EIS o~40It 

Seotian 6.0 Rejulatcr:r Pramework mentions Ploodplains end Whetlands 1 

and we want to know how many acre~ of wetlands and floodplain wlll 
be lapacted £. in construction, 2. by aperation, 3. by runoff, 4. 
b;r catching downwind contamin.atlon, 5. by waste storage end 6. b;r 
transp~tatlon. Thia same list or questions should al&o be applied 
to lands protected by Native A~er1can. Archaeologival 1 and Historic 
Preservatiomr Laws;as •• 11 •• habE•t protect-ad o:r the Endangered 
Speoles Act, Jlllgratory Bird Treat and lgd... Protection ;A*J!~gleJ Aot. 
Under each alternative, that is, oour6~ 

(And at eaoh location .• ) 

Obviously the optomistic title of Table B-6 1s true that 1r and 
when there is Routine or Incident-free Transportation. which must 
mean aociden~-tree, there wlll be no ratallt1ea, but then there are 
da7sand there are accident&. All the teohn1ca1ly dis1nformat1on on 
potential tor serious acoldenta mirrors the delusion represented bT 
so many Environmental Impact Statements. can the preparers and the 
decission makers be sued by the victims of en7 such improbable actT 

True Fiction seems to be thegenra or the need and purpose segmenta, too. 
With downs1z1ns the governmat and prlvittzat1on, one 111J1St remember 
that credibility counta! I~ there were truely a need would private 
indus~7 not leap at the opportunity? Is not this another plot to 
keep graat funds lnto DOE budget accounts? WhJ" does 1t seem like 
a good excuse to keep Y-12 live and kicken? How will the end products 
be marketed? Does DOE have other cottage industries? P1ease name 
and explain how the other DOE o..aied interstate oommerioe opper•t1ona 
work and for whom? Both Y-12 and LANL's CMli buildings should be. 
sealed in·cement and used as monuments to the trillions ot our 
national resouroes dWRped into destruct1oa.Probabl• the other sites 
you intend to use come under the previous oolllll!ent, but i don't 
know. 

s1nce LANL ls under oon~ract with the un1vers1t7 of California, 
Md. ms.;r continue under the1r mana,gement or other, but the Oak 
Bidge and "'8sf8!1P~lants have other managers ••• How will wuiagement· 
operations and revenue ot th1s business en,erpr1ae workf 

~ops 1 that's IN!L ~ f'ff 5 
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Technology changes so qu1ckly and we kneed to know wheather th1s one 
~1ght be outdated before 1t earns baok the taxpa7ers 1nvestment7 
How long will it take to earn b•ok that investment. We do presume 
that th1s will be a fundra1ser tor the coffers acord1ng to 
your best poss1ble spin on the soamT Do you have detailed prog
noflt1cat1on& on the f1nanc1.al. rut~e? Economic i111110ts should. 
include supples pluj tran:fortation plus waste management plus 
overhad end shouldrexcee ojeoted 1noome enough to pay off the 
oonstruct1on oosts. As wel as the common interpretation of thll 
impaet on the local communities • 

.. currently have on. hand an EA for. Proposed CMB Building 'llllgrades. 
If this prpopsed alternative 1s approved. will it upset or alter 
the Cr:R Proposal? How do these two parqllel documents intermes~. 
or do they? Were they ~Ill pl8?llled to oompl1ment eacb other or 
is th.1S· one an excuse to support that one s1nae the CMR Bldg. 1s 
seriously outd-.ated and dangerou.s? 

W1th the cold war's mytholog1oal end, of course 1t is an improvement 
to see DOE moving toward publ1o health pro3eots. We thought, perha.ps 
there are other people in DO! now doing research to find new 
technology to replace rad1o1sotop~ethods. Often with health th1ngs, 
the pu'bl1o pays for government research and development and some 
private company makes the b1g prof1ts. Eut,1s 1there not some 
kind of new lasar 1mmag1ng 1n the works? HOW many years will be until 
a new inOde and method will re-ol.a.oe rad1o1sot.o·pes? And. how 'big a 
gamble 18 1t to pu.tsucb ... l.age investment int• •· aat1quated and 
oontam1nate4 fao111tyf 

We want to know how the 1mpl•mentat1on ot th1s program will 1mpaot 
the Baoont1gurat10!I' PEIS, the Waste Management P!IS, the S1te S 
W1d• PEIS tor each Iab 1nvo1ved, the CMB. Upgrade, and each and all 
other stu~tes and ~lens which w1ll be altered to aooomodate it? 
Will llD1' of the•• stud~es need to be ammended? If so 1'h1oh ones 
and please include all detalls 1n the r1nal EIS. 

Pollution problems must be thorougltlt a1dressed too1 Safe disposal 
or both waste and the used 1sotopes need clear det1n1t1on and 
plan beyond the waste produced by the operation of the prograP.•• 
It you are going to but these toxins 1nto med1ca1 colllllllft.ttie• all 
over the country, you. must help plan for sate and secure disposal 
of them too. DO y~1 have ant Pl•ns to rec7ele the used target&? 
.Are any such disposal progrema nob being used under the auper
vlsion of your department? 

We love you, and we love our earth home 
and all her -preso1ous creatures, 

In 11ght and peaoe, 

1;~~;z ~/~~. diilb~ 
bonn1e bonneau ditto nowakoak• 
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Responses to Comment Letter C051 

1 The total area disturbed by proposed additions or modifications to any facility at the alternative sites would be 
much less than 1 acre (see Section 5.2). All activities described in the EIS would utilize existing facilities or 
would occur in previously developed areas at these sites. None of these activities would occur in areas 
designated as wetlands or floodplains, nor would they occur in locations or facilities that have been identified 
as having resources of ecological, historical, archeological, or cultural significance. If such resources were 
discovered during the course of implementing the project, activities would cease and appropriate agencies 
would be consulted to ensure that their ecological, historical, archeological, or cultural value would be pre
served. 

Likewise, routine operations, waste management, and transportation would involve only existing or currently 
planned facilities and infrastructure at the alternative sites. Therefore, no impacts on sensitive ecological 
habitats or on historical, archeological, or cultural resources would be anticipated. Environmental contamina
tion resulting from medical isotope production activities would be minimal and would comply with all appli
cable regulations governing facility operation, transportation, and waste management to ensure protection of 
the public and the environment. 

2 The fatalities referred to in Table B-8 result from vehicle emissions that would occur even in the absence of 
any accidents (see the text of Section B.1.2.2). Some of these impacts would occur even in the absence of the 
need to transport medical isotopes (scheduled air carrier activity, for example). The transportation accident 
analysis used region-specific statistics for traffic and aircraft incidents, as well as the probability of harm to the 
public from such incidents, and they represent the best information currently available on the risks of such 
events. 

The risks, as well as the benefits, to the public associated with transporting medical isotopes will be taken into 
account by DOE in its final decision on whether to implement the project, and at which site, if any, it should be 
located. The possibility of legal action and the probability of such an action by a member of the public would 
certainly depend on the circumstances of the event and are not within the scope of environmental impacts 
considered in this EIS. 

3 The Department would prefer that the private sector assume responsibility for ensuring that a reliable supply of 
Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community; however, private industry has thus far been unwilling to do 
so. Therefore, DOE has proposed to conduct the Medical Isotopes Production Project. If private industry is 
able to ensure a reliable supply ofMo-99 on its own, the Department would phase out its production activities. 

One of the charters of the Department of Energy is to produce and make available radioactive isotopes for 
medical and scientific purposes utilizing the Department's extensive scientific and technical capabilities and 
facilities. At present, the U.S. is totally dependent on foreign sources ofMo-99, the radioactive parent of the 
important medical isotope Tc-99m. A prolonged interruption in Mo-99 supply would make it impossible to 
conduct the more than 30 different types of diagnostic examinations that rely on Tc-99m-based radiopharma
ceuticals. These examinations are conducted about 36,000 times each day in the U.S. and include bone and 
liver scans for cancer detection, kidney function tests, brain scans, and a variety of other clinical tests. The 
inability to conduct these diagnostic procedures could seriously impact the health and well-being of U.S. 
citizens in need of these diagnostic procedures. In addition, the practice of nuclear medicine represents a 
sizeable part of the U.S. health care industry. Thousands of jobs could be jeopardized by an interruption in the 
supply of Mo-99. 
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The importance of the supply ofMo-99 to the U.S. medical community was highlighted by a position statement 
submitted to the Department of Energy by the Society of Nuclear Medicine and the American College of 
Nuclear Physicians. These organizations stated, "it is particularly urgent that the U.S. Government work to 
establish a reliable, uninterrupted supply of Mo-99 as the source of Tc-99m, the main radioactive isotope used 
in diagnostic nuclear medicine." The petition further stated, "the United States cannot remain vulnerable to 
foreign crisis and inadequate backup supplies." 

The Department has proposed the Medical Isotopes Production Project to ensure that a reliable supply of 
Mo-99 is available to the US. medical community. If the Department decides to pursue this project, the Mo-99 
produced would be sold at prevailing world market rates. DOE does not intend to artificially lower the cost 
paid by pharmaceutical companies for Mo-99 and would thus not artificially increase the profits realized by 
these companies on sales of Mo-99. Therefore, it would be incorrect to label isotope production by the 
Department as a subsidy to private industry or "corporate welfare." 

If the decision. is made to pursue this project, the Department would act as a backup to the existing Canadian 
supplier. The Department would operate its facilities to produce only as much Mo-99 as is necessary to 
maintain the capabilities of the facility and staff to produce 100% of U.S. demand in response to an interruption 
of the existing supply. In essence, the project would act as an "insurance policy" for the U.S. against a Mo-99 
supply shortage. The goal of the proposed project is to ensure that a supply of Mo-99 is readily available to the 
U.S. medical community. 

The Mo-99 and related medical isotopes would be marketed through the Department's Isotope Production and 
Distribution Program and would be sold to intermediaries (e.g., radiopharmaceutical companies) or end users 
as appropriate. 

4 The ORNL and the INEL are managed and operated for the Department by Lockheed-Martin Incorporated. 
The Nevada Test Site is managed and operated for the Department by Bechtel Corporation. If the Department 
decides to pursue this project, the management and operating contractor at each involved site will conduct the 
actual production operations (including waste management), and the Department will fund and oversee the 
contractor activities. 

Revenues generated from the sale of medical isotopes would be realized by the Department's Isotope Produc
tion and Distribution program, which would use the funds to offset the operating costs of the medical isotope 
production facilities. 

5 If the Department decides to pursue this project, the amount of revenue generated by the proposed project 
would depend on both the quantity of isotopes sold and the market price of those isotopes. Compatible projects 
may also be found that could use the capability of the production facilities and thereby help offset costs. Based 
solely on Mo-99 production, a facility would have to sell in the range of 30% to 40% of the U.S. demand for 
Mo-99 to cover annual operating costs. If less Mo-99 is sold, DOE will provide funding to maintain operations 
at the minimum required level. Current projections are that the Mo-99 market will grow at a rate of 5% to 10% 
per year for the foreseeable future. 

The socioeconomic impacts of the proposed project are discussed in Section 5.3 of the EIS. 
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6 As discussed in Section 1.6, the two documents are not interdependent and were not planned to either comple
ment or support each other. The upgrades to the Chemistry and Metallurgy Research facility are independent 
of the Mo-99 production process. 

7 The Department has considered a variety of non-reactor-based sources for substitutes to Tc-99m. However, 
none of these potential options are either mature enough technologies or could become readily available in the 
near term. Initiation of the Department's proposed action is not intended to discourage or deter continued 
development of new long-term options for production of Mo-99 or alternative technologies to the use of 
Tc-99m. 

8 Section 1.6 of the EIS describes the relationship of the Mo-99 EIS to other DOE NEPA documents. The only 
document that will require modification is the Nevada Test Site (NTS) site-wide EIS. The NTS is preparing a 
site-wide environmental impact statement and has included waste generated from the Mo-99 mission in the 
quantities and description of materials to be stored on the site. 

9 All of the major potential sources of pollution associated with facility operations to produce 100% of the 
current U.S. demand for Mo-99 have been considered in Section 5 of the EIS. Any radioactive wastes gener
ated by the production of medical isotopes would either be disposed of at a DOE-approved facility within the 
generation site (in the LANL or INEL alternatives) or shipped to an offsite DOE-approved facility (in the SNL/ 
NM and ORNL alternatives). The impacts of waste disposal would be evaluated by a risk analysis for the 
ultimate disposal facility, in conjunction with other wastes to be managed at the location. Because the medical 
isotope waste would be a relatively small fraction of the waste disposed at any site, the consequences of such 
disposal would likely be small by comparison to the total or to any regulatory standard. 

The small quantities of radioactive waste generated by the end users (hospitals and medical clinics) would be 
disposed of according to the arrangements currently in place by those users. It should be emphasized that these 
users are currently receiving and using Tc-99m generators in their operations and that under the actions 
proposed in the EIS, only the source of the isotope could change. The types and quantities of isotopes used in 
medical procedures by these institutions would remain the same as their current practices under any alternative, 
unless the current Canadian supplier ceased production and no backup supply were available. 

Management of radioactive material by commercial institutions, including the pharmaceutical manufacturers, 
medical isotope end users, and commercial radioactive waste disposal facilities, is regulated by the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC). The end users typically return spent Tc-99m generators to the pharmaceutical 
manufacturers, where the nonradioactive components are recycled. The activity level of the residual radioac
tive material remaining in the generators would be very low because the Tc-99m rapidly decays to Tc-99, which 
has a long radioactive half-life (216,000 years) and thus a low activity level. This waste would be disposed of, 
along with other radioactive wastes generated by the pharmaceutical companies, in an NRC-licensed radioac
tive waste facility. Any NRC-licensed commercial radioactive waste disposal facility must undergo a NEPA 
review similar to this EIS before construction, and it must meet all NRC standards for licensing, operation, and 
decommissioning of the facility during its life cycle. 

At present, the stainless steel target shells would not be recycled unless new technology developments made it 
practical or possible to do so. Activation of the stainless steel during irradiation in the reactor would make the 
material difficult to handle without incurring excessive worker exposure. These shells would be compacted to 
the extent possible at each particular site and ultimately disposed of as radioactive waste. The enriched 
uranium target could be recycled from the process waste stream using a procedure developed by DOE, and 
such recycling would occur under at least one of the EIS alternatives. 
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To: 

From: 

Mr. Wade Carroll, EIS Project Manager 
US DOE, NE-70, 19901 Germantown Rd. 
Germantown. MD 20874-1290 
Barbara A. Walton (423) 462-.5652 

Author: Barbara A. Walton 

85 Claymo1·e Lane 
Oak Ridge, TN 3 7830 
Februaf)' 7, 1996 

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), Medical Isotopes Production 
Project: Molybdenum-99 and Related Isotopes, December 1995 

I commend the DOE for its responsiveness to the scoping me~ting held in I uly and for getting the 
subject document to n1e by the st.art of the public comment period, so 1 could read it prior 10 the 
public meeting held January 25, 1996. 

My review of the subjc« document reveub several defii;iencies: 

1. The month of January is missing from Tttbles D-2. D-3 and D-4. 

2. On page 4.57, the first sentence of section 4.3.7 is completely wrong; the reference. 
Culp, conceins Sandia not Oak Ridge. 

3. The availability factor was given near the bottom of page 3.41 fo1· the Oak Ridge 
Research Reactor; it should 4'so be given for the olher alternalives. This is especially ofinterest 
for ell alternatives that require modification; the outage duration should also be given for these 
cases. 

4. Co5ts for the INEL reactor core modification (see top ofp-. 5.101) 1;hould be included 
as well as costs for expansion of spent nuclear fuel storage from 300 to 1000 elements for 
SNlJNM-ACRR. 

5. Uncertaintie5 about costs should be bounded if possible; these should also include 
fii.ctors guch as lack of experience and the use of burst rea~tors in ~lea.dy state. 

6. The schedule ~ven on Table 3-2 should also indicate the level of production (as% of 
US demand) fur those timeframea ofless thlln full production. 

7. The impm:t of any DOD use of the ACRR (p. 3.26) on meeting DOE goals shuuld be 
more completely addres5ed .. 

8. The time rnquired for 'to"DA licensing 3hould be included in the schedules. 

1 am very concerned that this document puls forward a preferred alternative, which is the most 
expensive of the fuur capable of meeti11g the DOE goal 11."I slaLed on p v. This is not justified by 
environmental consequences {p. xii), ~hedule, or technology, ar. presented in this document. The 
Oak. Ridge alternative is best suited on the be.sis of being designed to do thi8 type ofproductiou 
with all the needed facilities in close proximity illld a reactor designed to operate in a continuous 
mode (compare resources required for modification, Table 5-4 7). Costs should be computed on a 
life-cycle basis and Section S .22 expanded. At u time when the sovcmmeot is cutting back on 
many fronts and trying to balance the federal budget, it is imperative to give a .ereater emphasis to 
costs i11 the decision making process. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C052 

1 Data for the month of January were not available; however, the EIS has been changed to reflect the correct 
reference as indicated in the commentor's second comment (see Section 4.3.7). 

2 Because of the differences in design and mission, availability factors cannot be directly compared. For 
instance, both the Power Burst Facility (PBF) and the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) were designed 
as burst experimental facilities. Significant periods of time (weeks, perhaps months) are required to develop 
and install a given experiment. During this development and modification/installation period, the facility is not 
available, nor is it needed, for operation. This would lead to both a poor availability factor and capacity factor, 
even if the facility had a perfect operating record with no unplanned shutdowns. 

Outage durations also cannot be directly compared. Again, a facility whose mission is routine weekly opera
tion with a I -day refueling cannot be fairly compared to facilities whose mission is to develop, install, and 
conduct complex experiments requiring weeks of down time. 

For these reasons, the durations were not given for other facilities. However, the EIS does mention in Section 
3.3.2.4 that the Omega West Reactor had a forced outage rate ofless than 2%. Both this and the availability 
factor of the Oak Ridge Research Reactor were salient attributes regarding the quality and reliability of the 
facilities. 

3 The costs of the INEL reactor core modifications were not available at the time the Draft EIS was issued, but 
have now been included in Section 5.22 of the Final EIS. 

The cost of upgrading the SNL/NM storage pool was not included in the estimate because in a backup role 
until Maple I and II are constructed, 300 bundles would easily serve as adequate spent fuel storage. It can store 
the fuel from 6 years of full production operation. The DOE objective is not to engage in full production and 
compete with the Canadian supplier, but rather to fill in the gap if the Canadian supplier fails for some reason. 

4 The Department described the estimated costs and schedules in Section 5.22 of the EIS. The figures provided 
are based upon the best available data; where the uncertainty of the numbers was considered to be greater than 
for the other alternatives, the EIS notes it. 

Factors such as operational history are mentioned in the EIS. Two of the reactors considered have operated in 
"burst" mode. The ACRR has operated in this mode for most of its operational history. The PBF reactor also 
has operated in burst mode for much of its history, but has operated successfully at steady state for extended 
periods of time. 

5 During the startup periods, it is anticipated that only enough targets will be irradiated and processed to demon
strate to the Food and Drug Administration the capability of the facilities to produce Mo-99 consistently. This 
could be as few as a target every few weeks. The objective would be to have the capability of continuously 
producing approximately I 0% of U.S. Mo-99 demand during this period, with an emergency supply capabiiity 
of approximately 30% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99. There is no interest in a move to full production as long 
as the Nordion supply is stable. 
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6 ACRR is an Office of Defense Programs facility within DOE. The possible diversion of the ACRR for defense 
use is highlighted in the EIS because in an emergency, the ACRR is more likely than the other reactors consid
ered in the EIS to be used for defense purposes. However, the DOE has determined that the probability of 
needing the ACRR for defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude disqualifying the reactor from consider
ation. 

7 The schedules presented in the EIS include the anticipated FDA approval times. 

8 The ACRR/Hot Cell Facility combination at SNL/NM is the preferred alternative for target irradiation and 
processing for reasons stated in Section 3.3.1.1. 

9 In the EIS, the Department has evaluated factors such as resources required for modification (Section 5.13) and 
compatibility of facilities with the proposed project (in Section 3.3). 

I 0 The costs for the modification of facilities and facility operations are presented in Table 5-1 and Table 5-52. 
An analysis of these costs and the projected revenues specific to this proposed project will be evaluated for 
each alternative as information for the Record of Decision process. Since each alternative proposes the use of 
existing facilities and the Department is already responsible for facility-related costs, such as facility decom
missioning, an incremental cost analysis (rather than a life-cycle cost analysis) was considered appropriate 
information for the decision-making process for the proposed project. 
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Author: David Tracy 

COMMENT 

ON THE 
C.S. JJE.PARTMENT OF ENERGY 

DRAFT ENVIRON'.'vfF.NTAI. IMPACT STATE.MTINT 
FOR THE 

MEDICAL ISOTOPF.S PRODUCTION PROJECl' 

PL'F.ASF. PRll\T CLEARLY 

N AMF. DAVlD._:.i._··IL\_;;.;C;...V _____ _ 

STRl.!liT ADDRESS 3708 C.'Hl.i;{...l\Z 
C'JTY ALHLiQU.-'"F'.R:...Q.:>..:U:....E ____ _ STATI.! ~m; ~u:x1co 1.1r cooF.. a1111 -----····· 
TELEPHONE.:_ C,?05) 27.:i-6145 

COMMENT: 

FonnaJ Comments on draft Environmental Impact Statement tilled: Medical Jsotope 
Production Pr<~jcct: Molyhdenum-99 and Related Isotopes 

- No where is there ioput l'rnm the Canadian goYernment 11r from the Canadian company 
currently manufacturing Moly 99 that states "they" are dropping 0~1t ur Moly 99 Production in 
Year 2000. lfthose letlers exist then they mus.l be in the EIS. The whole premise or thi:; 
F..IS is that Canada and its company wanl nul--if they don't then stop lhis effbrt! 

- Page XI, Table S-1, "i\lternatives ~1.msidered But lJismissed". Some alternatives arc 
dismissed primarily due to "not meeting near term gm1.ls for Moly 99 production". This 
appears self-serving for Sandia Labs particularly if Canada and its company hasn't provided 
written confirmation (lf dmpping out of Moly 99 Pwduction in Year 2000. You must really 
address in the EIS why "neur krm goals arc needed", what they really mean to users of Mory 
99 and allow Lhe private business sectm lo pmvide individual input to ETS . 

• Page 13.21 - "Integrated population risk assessment ll.I.3.1 statement", and Para 4, stales 
"accidents on the road arc difficult to eliminate'' and "only a relatively small fraclicm or 
accidents involve conditions lhat arc severe enough to n:sull in a release of radioa'-'"tive 
materials" and Page R·-22 accident frequency - stales - "the conditional probabililies or 
:::ncountering accident c:ondilions in each severity c:ateg(lr)' were taken from a NRC document 
(Fischer et al, 1987". This EIS must include real data on nuclear shipments via air, vehlc:le, 
rive.r and rail in lhe lJS. Moly 99 is going It) be distributed everywhere and lhe di:mibution 
system one is set from Canada and started prior to FTS(s) being required. l:'tilizing data from 

SIGNATIJRJ;J__u,,/ 11~-
D/\TE .. 'Fu- 9'1·----
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Author: David Tracy 

the Fischer 1987 study, v.rhich is almost 10 yllaTs out of date. seems questiouable. The w·nrld 
has changed, nuclear trmisportatiun technologies changed. la\\"S imd rules changed, needs 
changed and technology conditions have changed dramatically. Based on this. you must add 
and update transportation <lata and utilizing up-to-date severity categories or do a separate 
EIS. 

- At 110 Lime docs this EIS ad.I.bes.-; the new use of 11 million gallons or waler requiTed from 
rare water resouTces belO\v Albuquerqm: and Kirtland. This EIS should contain input from 
both entities as to what the loss llf 11 million gallons ~1 year meum; lo them. Also, thi~ EIS 
should address ho\.v much "'-ater will be returned, in what condition, and how. this is a real 
environmental concern anu must he addressed. The paragruphs in page 4.11 to 4-13, s.<} 
don't even attempl to address this issue-ju~t qua.lit)' and barely. 

- Page X.XXV "Acmnyms and Abbreviation~·· an<l pages XVIJ to XXV "Contents" don't 
address a real critical i~~ue that of ~AFTA. Even par.14.1 .3 "Social Economic Environme11t" 
don't address this critical and political treaty. Canada i!> one t1f the signatory countries and 
this is taking business away from them and permitting LTS Government (TJOE) ;.md its 
comnicLor (SNL) to take it uway from Canada and (its private cumpany). You :\lllJST address 
this issue as NAFTA concerns gtwemmeflt -vs- private enterprise and government inve!ltmenl 
into private e11teryirisc. Insist you get the Department of Commerce (DOC) provide a fell.er tu 
include in the EIS Lhat states this proposal doe11n'I violate :'llAJ•TA. Also. request you include 
a paragraph in 6.0 "Regulatory Frnmewnrk" on 1'AFTA compliance. 

- lnsist that you definitely describe tbe safety/tran~pnrt.atimvpublic health plans for the 
selected Sandia National Labs alternative - provide real draft plan-. to include starting out at 
Sandia Labs level then Albuquerque level then New Mexico level and then nationwide. This 
is a totally new distribution :!!)'Stem and must be included in the F.IS. 

- Jm1isl you add a paragraph on water managemem in chapter 6.0 "Regulatory management". 
1t should thoroughly address removal of water from the Albuquerque and Kirtland .aquifor, 
waste water return um! cite the regulatory documenb utilized. 

- concerning "ue<ir term goals for ~oly 99 production" in Table S-1, Page XI - insist you 
include in F.IS what the goals are, why, and their impact on private sector, US Go"'emmcnt 
and NAfTA. 

- Reference. Page IV "\\/ho hac; Produced ~folybdenum-99" and "How Molybdcnum-99 is 
produced". Jf Oakridge slopped producing ~Oi)' 99 in deference to US commercial sources in 
J 966, whic.h is a good reaso11, then has DOE offered to share the J ,inti~'hen Process {which it 
O\\·ns) with US industry'! lm~ist you explain why in E!S and if not why nol7 \Vim has DOE 
c.11lercd it to in US business community'? '\\-'hen? i.md Why they refused. Also i11sist Lhul RIS 
''fully"explain all the accepted Pmces:ses lo produce Moly 99? \\Tim ha.-; them'! Rank order 
the processes. This issue is totally unexplained technically, economically and cmnrnercially. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C053 

The Department has not received, nor does it expect to receive, written notice from Nordion International or 
the Canadian government stating that they may not be a reliable supplier of Mo-99 in the future. (See letter 
from Nordion International-C068.) 

The Department has proposed to establish a backup capability in case the Canadian supply becomes unavail
able. It should be noted that the entire U.S. supply and about 85% of the world supply ofMo-99 comes from 
this single Canadian source. If this source were to become unavailable, production facilities in other countries 
would most likely focus on meeting their own needs first and, in any case, would not be able to meet even half 
of U.S. demand for Mo-99. Therefore, the Department has proposed to establish a domestic production source 
to ensure that a reliable supply of Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community. 

2 As stated above, the U.S. is entirely dependent on a single reactor in Canada for its entire supply ofMo-99. It 
is this near term "window of vulnerability" to which the Department proposes to respond. Therefore, options 
that could not provide the capability to produce 100% of the U.S. demand in the next few years were not 
considered in detail. SNL/NM was not responsible for making this decision. 

3 The need for a near-term backup supply of Mo-99 is addressed above. The private sector, including isotope 
producers, distributors, and users, has been given an opportunity to comment on the proposed action and the 
Draft EIS. 

4 Based upon the lack of changes to cask design or shielding requirements since the Fischer et al. (1987) docu
ment and analyses, the Department determined that use of this reference is appropriate. 

5 The total water use from operation of the Annular Core Research Reactor at SNUNM would increase from the 
current average of 5000 gal/day to 29,000 gal/day, compared to total water use at SNL/NM of 1,000,000 gal/ 
day (Section 4.1.13) or total water use in the Albuquerque region of90,000,000 gal/day. This represents less 
than a 3% increase in water use at SNL/NM, or 0.03% increase in water use for the region, and would not be 
expected to substantially impact availability or quality of water in the aquifer. 

6 The problem with the Mo-99 supply situation is not that the supply is from Canada (or from any other foreign 
country, for that matter). The problem is that the entire U.S. supply comes from a single source. Since the 
Department would operate its facility as a backup to the existing Canadian supplier, the production project 
would not be in competition with the Canadian company and would not be in violation of the North American 
Free Trade Agreement. 

7 The EIS is one of a series of safety, environmental, and health assessments that would be required before the 
medical isotopes project could proceed. After the decision is made as to whether and where to implement the 
project, detailed engineering designs would be prepared, and safety, security, and operational readiness reviews 
would be conducted before and during actual operations. In addition, any facilities and operations proposed by 
the project would be included in the host site's emergency preparedness plans, and each would be subjected to 
permitting reviews by state and Federal regulatory agencies. 

The transportation analysis includes evaluation of the routine and accident consequences associated with 
distribution networks at each of the alternative sites. As with facility siting, preparation of detailed and specific 
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plans for emergency response associated with transportation would be premature until the actual transportation 
modes and routes are identified. 

8 Water use is discussed in Sections 5.13 and 5.16 in relation to the total usage at SNL/NM, and disposal and 
treatment of wastewater is discussed in Section 6.18, which cites the applicable regulatory standards. No 
routine liquid effluents other than normal sanitary waste would be expected from the project, and any liquid 
wastes containing radioactive or hazardous materials would be treated and solidified before being disposed of 
in a DOE-approved disposal facility. 

9 The near-term goal, as stated in the EIS, is to provide the capability to produce 100% of the U.S. demand for 
Mo-99 in case of a supply shortage. DOE has also stated in the EIS that it would operate as a backup and 
would phase out production if the private sector begins reliably producing Mo-99, so there is no anticipated 
impact on private industry or the North American Free Trade Agreement. 

10 When Cintichem Corp. decided to withdraw from the Mo-99 production and supply market, it advertised the 
availability of the rights to the Cintichem process. Cintichem received no interest from the U.S. private sector. 
Since DOE has had the rights to the process, it has not formally offered the Cintichem process to private 
industry, but industry is aware that the Department has it and would be willing to license it to private industry. 
To date, industry has not been interested because the process requires the fission of uranium in a nuclear reactor 
and, at current market rates for Mo-99, industry would not be able to operate a privately owned reactor and sell 
Mo-99 at a profit. 

There are currently only two FDA-approved processes for producing Mo-99 for use in the U.S. They are the 
AECL/Nordion process and the Cintichem process. Both are capable of producing quality product. The 
principal drawback of the Nordion process is the relative quantity of liquid waste produced. The Cintichem 
process is discussed in Section 3.1.2 and Appendix A of the EIS. The Nordion process is proprietary, so the 
details of the process are not available to the Department. 
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Mr. Wade Carroll 
MIPP ElS Document Manager 
Office of .Kuclear Energy 
Science and Technolo~'Y (NE-70) 
U. S. Department of Energy 
1990 I Germantown Road 
Gennantown, MD 20874 

Dear Mr. Cmoll: 

3136 Sandstone Drive 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
January 24, 1996 

As a resident of Eastern Idaho. l fully support the use of the Power Bursi Facility at the Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) as the preferred site fbr providing a reliable supply of 
molybdenwn-99 and related medical isolopes. 

I am a native ofEastem Idaho and have lived around the lNEL aO my life. I truly believe that the 
site has operated in a safe manner for years and every care is taken to protect the environment and 
people. ln addition, I would like to see this facility/reactor, which my tax dollars helped buiJd, put 
to good use rather than dismantled. 

I believe that the U-.'EJ, would be the b~1 site for this projet.1 and know that this would be an 
excellent use of the ex.isting technology and facilities. 

Sincerely, 

M. Ilene McKnight 
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Response to Comment Letter C054 

1 Comment noted. 
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".r<>. Kade Carroll From: Greg Gerber 
1945 lst street 
Idaho Falla, Id 
83401--4308 

Sii-, 
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U. S. DOE 
Office of Isotope Production 
KE-70 
19901 Germantown Rd. 
Germantown, MD 20872 

Thank you for letting me participate in the recent meeting 
you held in Idaho Falls. I feel you need to address and 
answer the following items in the final EIS. 

l. You need to explain where. how, and by which 
Or9anization that ll.~ million dollars has already been 
spent on ACRR. lf its as I suspect, the money was spent 
doin9 the same Analysis, Reports, Safety Analysis Reports, 
Environmental Assessments, Environmental Evaluations,and 
various ether required documentation. If any of the other 
Facilities had this money they also might have been the 
preferred sit• for Moly-99 production. This ll.5 million 
dollars give the ACRR an unfair advantage. This money 
should hsve been added to the cost of the ACRR to relate its 
true cost. I won't buy that this money was spent on 
research and development. ~his production of Moly-99 is a 
proven process with proven techniques. To the public, it 
appears that this money was spent under the table to brinq 
Moly-99 production to ACRR with no Public input. And now 
DOE is trying to justify bringing Moly-99 to ACRR since the 
DOE already spent the money there. Not fair or ethical. 
Whate.ver facility qets this project, let it be for the right 
reasons--Technical capability and coat to the taxpayer. 

2. Althouqh necessary SAR reviews are include in the coat 
e~timates I feel the ACRR SAR review budget is much to low. 
Kith each type of Core refuel with different types of HEU 
and LEU fuel will require the necessary(required) change in 
the SAR documentation. It will also require the necessary 
~hyaics testing after changeout of each different type. 
This is an added cost and was not mentioned or discussed in 
this document. 

3. Although at any of the sites in the report their is a 
very small risk of a Reactor Accident, some weight must be 
given to how far each Site is located away from large 
population centers. ACRR is located 1 1/2 to 3 1/2 miles 
from the outskirts of a very large city. lt would seem to 
me that the farther a facility is away from a large 
population center the better it would seem the the general 
public. 

4. Another matter of cost is not mentioned here. Althou9h 
full time employees and budgets are mentioned for all sites, 
no mention of labor rates is given. Is some weight given to 
the Site with the lowest ~a ?r rate??? , . ,,,pl 

' Y; /.~ 
~/ ~ 

I 
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Responses to Comment Letter COSS 

1 Any funds previously spent on the Annular Core Research Reactor are not relevant to a choice among alterna
tive facilities for decisions concerning future program activity. Only the investment requirements and opera
tions expenditures following a Record of Decision are relevant for the purposes of the EIS. The EIS provides 
estimates of the remaining costs to complete and operate the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project at 
each of the sites. A more complete description of the EIS cost estimate assumptions and past expenditures has 
been added to Section 5.22. 

2 The costs associated with modification or restart of potential medical isotope project facilities were obtained 
from the alternative sites to the extent possible, and they represent the best information available when the EIS 
was prepared. In some cases, the costs to bring safety documentation up to date take into account work that 
was accomplished for other purposes prior to preparation of the EIS and therefore represent incremental 
expenses necessary to complete work on the safety analysis report (SAR) updates. 

All of the reactors would operate initially using existing fuel stockpiles and would not undertake core recon
figurations to convert to other fuel types until some time in the future, if it were necessary to do so at all. In 
such cases, the SAR updates accompanying the reconfiguration effort would be completed in conjunction with 
ongoing reactor operations and would not necessarily add to the cost of reactor operations during that time. 

3 The accident analysis in Section 5.15 accounts for the size and relative distances to major population centers in 
calculating the dose and risk of fatal cancer in the surrounding population. For example, the population dose 
from isotope production operations at INEL and LANL, which have relatively small and remote surrounding 
populations, is lower than that for SNL/NM and ORNL, where the population centers are larger and nearer to 
the site. The resulting risks to the population for latent fatal cancers also reflect these differences, although the 
risks at any site would be small. 

4 Labor rates did factor into the cost figures presented at each alternative. Some of the differences shown in 
Section 5.22 for each of the alternatives are directly attributable to the variations in labor rates. 
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COl\'IMENTS ON DOB/RTS-02490 
MEDICAJ., ISOTOPES PRODUCTION .PROJECT: 
l\·fOI.YBDENUM-99 ANJ) RELATED ISOTOPES 

Robert D. Ulrich 
1254 Zener 
rocatc-llo, Idaho 83201 

l. 

2. 

:~. 

4 

s. 

6. 

Page viii: The ~tatement that no private company is available in the near 
future to take on .M.o-99 production is not quite correct. n is my understanding that the 
Td<tho Brain Tumor Center (rBTC) group has proposed a joint venture lo DOE for the 
use of PBr a!i both l\fo-99 production and treatment of cancer (BNCT) parl of this 
proposal was to privati7.e the Mo-99 production. This action would eliminate all but the 
.~lart up costs for DOl.i future Mo-99 production would be ai TBTC cxpcn~-e not DOE's. 

Page 3 .48 The statement about PBF hlllr..ling 19 targets may or may not be correct when 
drawn out it looks more like 24 m 25 targets would fit, the splice would be 8.25" i11 

diameLc:r, not 6" as stat<'d in option I. Also th.:: PBF reactor can accepl Largcts greater 
in length up to 48", it seem~ this would greatly increase the capacity of production. If 
all three options were u~cd PBF could produce more Mo-99 than would be required for 
several years u.~C'. 

Page 3.50 I ;un uncerLain about which modification to the PBF reactor are being 
referred lo'(J.J.4.9) the only mods req11ired would be a target holder, mods would be 
needed. ·ror BNCT bL1t these would be paid for by the IBCT people and would be done 
arnund Lhe lvlo-99 schedule. 

Page 3.51 The stmcment thaL shipments from PDF lo the hol cells would travel on US 
26 is i11corrcct it is actually ldal10 33 instead. aiso the traffic figures for that highway 
include much of the onsite !raffle since this road runs through the site and is the only 
way to get from the smith end of the site to the north efld. 

Page 4.5 Looking at the ~·faps on page 4.4 it appears that the J\CRR is located within 
a very .shmL distance of a m<tjor population area, where as PBF is more isolated, the 
11carest town (population of about 15) being 7 miles away, with a town of 1200 being 25 
miles away and to rt'.ach greater pop. would have to go 42 mites to Blackfoot. Ir..laho 
l;alls i!> even further. 

Page 4.8 11 api1e.1rs from statements on this page Lhat ACRR is directly on several 
major faulls, if on.:: nr thc~c caused a problem once again the supply of Mo-99 would be 
in jeopardy. True .P.t:ff is located in the inter-mountain west which has .some .seismic 
activity, and several faults are close, bu! to my knowledge it is not sitting directly on a 
fault. 
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Page 4.89 The table snowing highway Lraffic on srate route 33 doe.s mlL mcntio11 much 
of this traffic shown is ass,ociated with the TNEL since this route pas~-es through the 
TNEL and is the only rouLe from nonh to south on the site, 

Page 5.66 5.15.4.2 the statement that PBF and the Omega West Reactor an~ similar 
h wrong, Lhe only way they are similar is that they ace both reactors. Omega West is 
rucl with MTR plate type fuel constructed of aluminum, whereas PBF is fuel is made of 
ZiTconium Oxide clad with Stainless Steel. Omega We~t fuel has a l°airly low melting 
point as l)pposcd to that of PlW which is in excess of 2500 degrees C. After all PBF 
was de:.igned Lo test reactor fuels in the test space without incurring c..-ore foci damage. 
It has been shown i11 various reports that rhe PBF fuel ~houlcl never melt, the aluminum 
support structure would melt fir.st, hut even this should nol endan~cr the fuel inlegrity, 
PBF is probably the rnosL stable reactor ever built any where in the world. 

Page 5.101 lam nol sl•re what mods are being referred Lo, the only mods needed would 
be ror BNCT and would be fonded by them not DOE. 

111crc arc numerous references in this document stating the costs estimate given ror PBF 
could be greatly higher than stated, due to laek of lime to pn~pare, I don't think ~o 
these numbers have been gone over and over t:hc last seveml ye~ira a.'\ different parties 
have done estimates for the convel'\ion of J•BF for BNCT. 

There as several place~ mentioning that low waste gcncratc.d al ACRR would have lo be 
shipped to the Nevada Te.~t Site, PBF does not have this problem our \\'<I.Ste would be 
storod at the INEL. 

Page 5. 3 B 5. 14. 4 lt appears from statements il1 chis EIS that PBF is better equipped to 
handle and More spent foel generated during Mo-99 production. 

l was unable 1.0 find any reference to where AClm gels it water supply, is its su1>ply 
limited as is tl1c case in most of the suuthwesL or is like PllF"s arul comes from a mostly 
inexhaustible supply. 

It is clear that the only logical choice from a technical and cost basis is the site the Mo· 
99 production at the PBF in conjunction with BNCT, this would not only reduce start-up 
costs but would tol.ally eliminate operating cosls for future production, it would also 
eliminate shipping waste off site for storage since the TNEI. can do ii all. 

Thank you fnr :your time and consideration of these points. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C056 

The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of 
DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has it 
made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating the 
possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other reactors under 
consideration for this project may be usable for BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a production 
alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility 
selected. 

Although the potential for privatization of the proposed action in this EIS is important, the process for privati
zation is not part of this proposed action. Each of the production alternatives has potential for privatization. 
DOE has solicited expressions of interest from the industrial community for the privatization of any isotope 
production activity conducted by DOE, including the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. If 
promising concepts are received and the Department proceeds with the action proposed in this EIS, the 
Department would seek privatization proposals on a competitive basis. 

2 The 6-inch diameter is a typographical error and was corrected in Section 3.3.4.4 of the EIS. Using a standard 
geometric spacing configuration to attempt to keep the thermalization of neutrons consistent among the 
targets would presage a 37-target arrangement (rather than the suggested 24 or 25 targets) as the next step 
beyond the 19-target configuration. An adequate water space between the targets is required for both cooling 
and moderation. 

Target length has little to do with production. Most cores could accommodate targets with greater than 
18 inches of active material length. Target power level dictates the production rate. The concern is possessing 
hot cell facilities capable of handling targets that have been irradiated for a week at slightly greater than 20 kW. 
After a 6-day irradiation followed by a 6-hour cooling period, a single 20 kW target contains about 35,000 
curies of activity. Three targets (the typical number anticipated to be shipped to the Test Area North [TAN] 
annex) would contain over l 00,000 curies of activity. Hot cell walls 50 inches thick (2.35 gms/cm3 or greater) 
with windows and manipulators designed for that level of curie content are required. This quality of hot cell is 
not commonplace. Lengthening the targets to 36 inches of active material length would basically double the 
hot cell curie requirements. No available hot cells at the INEL possess 200,000+ curie ratings. 

It should be recognized that all the considered facilities are capable of producing greater than the current 
domestic industry demand. 

3 Besides modifying the central cavity, which is a significant modification, the reactor control system would need 
to be modified for a continued steady state, non-pulse mode. The transient rods would need to be removed and 
fixtures for target irradiation placed in the vacant locations. Cooling flow to the central cavity would need to 
be appropriately established along with the normal core cooling flow in lieu of the contained loop that currently 
exists. Flow balance valves for the central irradiation cavity would have to be designed and installed to assure 
that appropriate target cooling flow is established without flow-induced vibration of the targets occurring. The 
core would need to be redesigned to supply a hardened spectrum of neutrons to the central irradiation cavity. 
Concentration of the power to the core center would be needed to establish the appropriate flux levels without 
needing to operate the reactor above l 0 MW to make the facility competitive regarding fuel utilization. 
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4 Section 3.3.4.9 of the EIS was changed to correctly identify the proposed route. 

5 The observations listed in the comment are substantially correct. The benefits of locating the facilities in a 
remote location are reflected in lower radiological consequences for normal operation and accidents at the 
facilities. 

6 The geologic features of the Albuquerque area, including faults and other seismic hazards, are reflected in 
requirements for building construction in this region. The design criteria for facilities at the SNL/NM are 
consistent with the Uniform Building Code 2B seismic hazard of the area. Building codes for the other 
alternative sites likewise reflect the relative seismic hazards associated with those locations. 

7 Section 4.4.11. l mentions that State Route 33 passes through the northern portion of the INEL and provides 
access to the northern INEL site facilities. The comment is also true regarding highways 20 and 26. Most of 
the traffic on these roads is also associated with site activities. 

8 The statement in Section 5.15.4.2 refers to the fact that the design basis accident scenarios for each reactor are 
similar. The technical basis of the comment is substantially correct. The EIS attempted, to the extent possible, 
to utilize existing safety documentation and other analyses in developing accident scenarios that would repre
sent the design basis accidents for facilities considered in the Medical Isotopes Production Project. However, 
the Power Burst Facility (PBF) safety analysis report (SAR) is outdated and does not contain sufficient 
information on radiological emissions associated with the design basis accidents evaluated in the document. 
Based on information contained in the PBF SAR, a coolant flow blockage in the core leading to overheating 
and fuel element damage was included as a credible design basis accident. This is similar to the type of 
accident evaluated for the Omega West Reactor (OWR) and for which a radionuclide release estimate was 
available. Therefore, the OWR release estimate was used to evaluate a similar accident at the PBF and also at 
the Oak Ridge Research Reactor in the absence of more recent analyses specific to those facilities. The release 
estimates were combined with site- and facility-specific information (stack parameters, meteorology, and 
location with respect to potential receptors) to estimate the consequences to workers and the public from these 
accidents. 

In addition, the estimated radionuclide releases for fuel damage scenarios (from whatever cause) at OWR and 
ACRR were similar, and use of the OWR scenario to represent emissions from an accident at the PBF should 
bound the consequences of a design basis accident at that facility. Assuming a lower release or accident 
frequency based on the thermal characteristics of PBF fuel might result in a lower risk estimate; however, this 
would not likely change the conclusions reached in the EIS because the accident risk associated with operation 
of any of the facilities is low. 

Also, the idea that the fuel at the PBF will not melt until >2500°C is achieved is not correct. The fuel meat 
(without fuel clad and liner) in a crucible will not melt until about 2500°C. This is also true of all the other 
uranium-oxide-fueled facilities, which is all of the reactors considered. The PBF fuel is stainless clad, 
zirconium-calcium cladding lined, uranium oxide-zirconium-calcium mix pellets. Uranium oxide melts at 
2600°C, stainless steel melts at 1400°C, and zirconium melts at 1852°C. During the fuel rod melting process, a 
eutectic is formed between the uranium oxide fuel and the cladding, be it zirconium or stainless steel, causing a 
greatly reduced melting temperature of the combined metals. The reason for this phenomenon is similar to the 
reason that solder melts at temperatures much lower than that of either tin or lead. 

If the interface between the cladding liner and the cladding reaches 1400°C, the fuel rod cladding will begin to 
melt; the cladding will melt more rapidly if a eutectic forms and the melting point drops to much less than 
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l 400°C. The zirconium-calcium clad liner should assuage this problem somewhat. Something similar will 
probably happen between the liner and fuel meat. It is true that the PBF fuel has a higher melting point than the 
aluminum clad OWR fuel. However, the OWR fuel, without cladding, in a crucible would not melt until 
2600°C is achieved, slightly higher than the PBF. 

9 As discussed in Section 3.3.4.9, several modifications would be required to conduct medical isotope produc
tion. Besides modifying the central cavity, which is a significant modification, the reactor control system would 
need to be modified for a continued steady state, non-pulse mode. The transient rods would need to be 
removed and fixtures for target irradiation placed in the vacant locations. All material removed from the 
central cavity would require disposal, a legacy waste cost and man-hour/man rem cost. Legacy disposal costs 
are involved in the transient rods and mechanisms. Cooling flow to the central cavity would need to be 
appropriately established along with the normal core cooling flow in lieu of the contained loop that currently 
exists. Flow balance valves for the central irradiation cavity would have to be designed and installed to assure 
that appropriate target cooling flow is established without flow-induced vibration of the targets occurring. The 
core would need to be redesigned to supply a hardened spectrum of neutrons to the central irradiation cavity. 
Concentration of the power to the core center would be needed to establish the appropriate flux levels without 
needing to operate the reactor above 10 MW to make the facility competitive regarding fuel utilization. 

10 The Department has used the best available information for all of its analyses and comparisons, including the 
cost information. Information on restart of the PBF was fairly thorough and was probably a result of the efforts 
to estimate costs and schedules for conversion of the PBF for BNCT. However, reactor conversion and 
operation is only a portion of the cost and schedule information requested. Hot cell modification, process line 
fabrication, target fabrication facility modification, and general processing operational costs also are reflected 
in Section 5.22 of the EIS. Additional information on the estimated cost of the INEL alternative was obtained 
subsequent to the publication of the Draft EIS and was used in the preparation of the Final EIS; however, the 
amount of supporting material associated with these estimates was less detailed than that received from some of 
the other sites. Thus the Final EIS contains statements that indicate the margin of error for both the INEL and 
ORNL estimates are considered larger than those for LANL and SNLINM. 

11 The Department recognizes that "cradle-to-grave" waste management is a benefit of the INEL and LANL 
alternatives. 

12 All alternatives considered have sufficient onsite spent nuclear fuel (SNF) storage capabilities to operate at 
100% U.S. demand for at least 5 years. 

13 Water use in the Albuquerque region is considered in this EIS. SNL/NM obtains its water from onsite wells at 
Kirtland Air Force Base (KAFB) and supplements it with water purchased from the Albuquerque municipal 
water system. The total water use from operation of the Annular Core Research Reactor at SNL/NM would 
increase from the current average of 5000 gal/day to 29,000 gal/day (Section 5.13), compared to total water use 
at SNLINM of 1,000,000 gal/day (Section 4.1.13) or total water use in the Albuquerque region of 90,000,000 
gal/day. This represents less than a 3% increase in water use at SNL/NM, or 0.03% increase in water use for 
the region, and would not be expected to substantially impact availability or quality of water in the aquifer. 

14 Please see response to comment C056-1 above. 

The Department recognizes that "cradle-to-grave" waste management is a benefit of the INEL and LANL 
alternatives and will consider this factor in making its decision on the proposed project. 
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THERMO TECHNOLOGY 
VENR.IRES INC. 
501 W. Btoaaway. Suilt1 200 
lda/10 Fails, ID 834..12 
(208} 5Z!Hi149, Fax {208) 524-8460 

February 9, 1996 

Mr. Wade Carroll, KF.P!\ Document Manager 
Office of Isotope Productiun ai'd Distributio11, NF.-70 
l.l .S. Dcpartmeni of Ener~y 
19901 Ocrnuurtown Road 
Geilllanttl\'t·n, fl.1aryhmd 20K74 

Attn: Medical Islllupe Production Prnject EIS 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

Plca.c;c take this as our official rei.'(Kmsc to the dr~ft EIS. 

As we discus~ed, Thermo Technology Ventures 1n conjunction v.ith :\iTT and the OOE's Idtlho 
)fotiunal Engineering I ,aboratory, is W(rrking on a new aml ~tpe.rior method of prtiducing tl\C 
valuable isotope Mo~'/Tc00'"·. The TTV team is creating a i:nethod based on developmenl'i al MIT 
u~ing linear ac~lerator tcchriolugy instead of nuclear reactors, as des(..Tihe<l in my August 7'1' 
h:ller to ym1; a copy i~ enclosed. This method is emironmentalhr safe. reyuires no Cjovcnunent 
fl.md.i.wl, and satisfies ths: liS requirement in a timely way. 

TTV's privale enterprise t1ppmach is a 11on-1111cleaT reactor solution with the following benelhi.;: 

No Government tilnding ill nquired - Private enterprise witb its OV..'11 capital at risk 
'l11c (foyernmcnt can avoid "11ending $45M for nuclear reactor facility 
modification and uperating costs 

Envir4lnmentally 1mfe • Accclcr.l.llir technology that is kinder to the enviroTJment 
~o hazardous wa.<;tc to dispose ur 
)fo bomb grade U235 is required 

A.OJsured 8ourcc of 1mpply - Multiple w..-c.elcrator producLion sites· 
1\ o single p(li11t vf failure that WllUld jeopardize the: sLlpply hase 
Iluilt-in redundancy with a ncnvork (lf multiple sites ·with ovtltlapping coverage 

Satidies the entire US requirement - Capable ofpwduc.ing all of the country's Tc9~., 
Pol"1ltial of filling the need as quickly as Gove~runent SLlhsidizcd Tc"""' 

We have made substantial progress toward our prognun (lVet' the past i.ix month.<;. irradiation);< by 
l\·HT at both I.he NIST and RPI aecclcr11to1s have confirmed production estimates and computer 
modeling. Technical fcaslbiliLy is rrovcn. Pwlolypc designs are being demonstrated hy the 
INEL that will offer enhane.cmcnts to purilicationruid sepaTatiou system~ that a.re currently 
available. In addition. our business analysis indicates thh; has excellent Plllential as a new 

Page I 
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Author: Richard F. Testa 

Richurd F. Tc1m1 Response to the 11.·ledical lsolopc ?ruduction Project .!:IS 

venlure_ !\s a result we are in the f'.111al stages or forming a joint ventuTe between ·1hcrmo 
Electron wid a major US radiopharn1acy company tt1 commercialize the MIT and l:'-lEI. 
technology. 

I would wso lik~ to add tlu1t. wi lh the additional work <fonc ov MIT and the Th-El., we aTC able to 
increase the throughput of these accelerators. This will enabl~ u~ lo satisfy the US dernand with 
a total of 20 acccleralor centers instead of the 4(J that wcl'e oligi11ally pn1jccted. As a result, we 
can fill the { ;s requirement in a much sho1ter time lrwne than originally planned. "Ille first 
production ""11ter will open in lhe summer of l ?97. Aflm- that, a number ofacceltmttor sites will 
he installed and will be ready to supply the entire US dema11c.l as early as December 1999. That 
date is earlier than the expected decommis~inning of the Canadian :'-lRC facility, which currently 
provic.les the country with most of its Moly99. Al~o, we expect further incTea.~cs in the efficiency 
of the ll(:celero.tor production centers as MIT continues to develop cle"er targ"I designs and the 
INEL enhances its p11Tification and separation process. This .... ~11 make it possible to satisry the 
country·s demnnd in an even quicker time peiiod than c111Te11tly e~limatcd. 

This projecL anlicipatcs 110 Government funding. TI1e Government could accelerate this schedule 
and ensure initial d.,p\oymcnt of the iicc.elerator centers in the 1JS hy providing incremenutl 
financing to this ventuTe. That would en~.ble the purchase and deployment of capital equipmt:nt 
in a shorter time period and cuver markets that woulr.l be too aggressive for venture C•lpital. lf 
this ~'\:re to 11appen, accelerator centers would be in place, producing Mo99/Tc"°m i1:1 !he iiarne 
lime frame as DOE's preferred option, the ACRR at Sandia. 

rollowi11g are the major milestones that have been accumplished: 

Technical fe11sibil i ty testing was conducted it1 July '95 end January ·96 

These tests validated throughput calculations on accelerator si:1ing and target 
design. Additional testing using enricl1ed target materiel is being ~chetluled_ 

Work is in progress to: 

Establish ajoint venture which iN expec.tcd to be cons.ummated this spring 

hradiatc an cnrichec.l target and produce Tc"~"' that is suitable for FDA !luhmission by 
June 1996 

Acquire purificalion technology th~lt .... ~11 hack up the work being perfo1m<.'CI by tbc INEL 

To create the environment for privaL" enterprise to satisl)' our country's need for Tc'l'l"', the US 
Govemrncnt should; 

CtlllSid"r this approach ~upeTior to Sandia (or any other nuclear reactor alternative) and be 
prepared to halt the ftmdi.11g to Sandia as the TTV teaJn completes its developinenL 
program 

Idenli (y and implement a strategy witb the Canadian government tlmt would phase out 
the Ct111adian government's sub>:'idized l\fo99frc"9

'" as the TTV team phases i11 prival.e 
enterprise lvfo .. rrc••m 
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Author: Richard F. Testa 

Richard f. Tc;ir.a Rt:sponsc en tho :\.iedical lsoto"'1 Produt.'tion Project ~IS 

I recrnmm .. "lld that mt1dific.ations ~made ll• the draft J:::lS to i11c:lude th" TrV team's accelerator 
approach lo pmduci11g Mo••rr c"°'"' as follows: 

Paragraph 3.2 No Action 1\.ltcmatiye should include a subpar"'waph stating that "!TV's 
accelerator production centers will be install~ in the next tluee years am.I thal these 
centers will have the capability ufsuppling the l:S requirement for f.,fo~"iTc:'"~. 

Paragraph 3.3 Alteroativcs to Accomplish the Proposed Action sboultl identify the TTV 
team a~ having the pre limed approach. If the US Government 11eeds earli..r lkployrnent 
ofthe.o;e ac.celcrator production centers, it could consider fonding the TTV team al <1 levcl 
that would accelerate implementation and enable earlier deployment. 

Paragraph 3.4 A.ltematires Considered and Dismjsscd should delete all reference to 
'ITV's program since it "1.ill be included in the paragraphs as stated above. 

Supporting thii; private venture would obviate the need lor the < iovcrruncnt to spend taxpayers' 
hard-earned dollars on a solutio111hat is leM than optimum during this period offis~I crisis. 
TTV's approach will ~up.,rscde the DOE plan with nn inherently beller ><11lution within the same 
time periutl. Ifthi:: DOE prot.-eeds with investing in nuclear reactor produet:tl Mn00iTc'l'l•', it 
would represent a very seriollS threat tu the formation ofpiiY'"'le capital to support this maTkel. 
Thi.• venture wifl nm he c:apilallzed ff'tlu!!rf! i.• a cheap. gow!rnmeni .mb.vidized .Youree of 
Afo00nc:<J<Jw in the marketplacf!.. 

The 'ITV team's accelerator production melhod is ready for Cllmmen:ialization.. It is 
environmentally safi:, require.<> 110 govenunent funding, satisfies all c)fthc lJS rcquircme1rt. and is 
more competitive tlum any ufthe alternatives listed in tlie draft l!lS. 

We would be happy to 1ru..-ct with you and your technical st.uffto brief you 011 Ollr nppmach. Also, 
I look fon..,,wd to working witb you and your office to ensure tliat this accelerator appmach is 
properly repn..'SCl!ted in lhe F.IS. 

Sincerely, 

/ .. 1 ,,---..... ,--------· • - . 

·- .,.·.?./.{ . //- /~·.~ .. :c;::; j:.L ,,n"'Q. "" 

Richard F. Testa 
Director, Ven\ur" Development 

Enclo<'lurc: Sununury - Accelcmtor pnx.luction of Mo .. '-'tTc ..... 
J\ugust 7. 1995 letter to Wade Carroll 

l'agOI J 
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THERMO TECHNOLOGY 
VENTURES1Nc. 

!K)T Vl &r,·;,~~·"}~ .~ultc Z.':J() 
1::1~.~~ .~iJ.i~ . .ro 6340:'! 
{Pf'Jl!j 5Pfl-8J4!1, FllX (20.3) liP"1-IJ,JSO 

Allb'USL 7. I <)<)5 

Mr. Wade Carroll, NF.PA Docwru:nt Manager 
Office of IsoLOpc Production Md Distribution, l\E-70 
U.S. Department of Ene11w 
19901 G<.Tlt\antown Road 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

Attn: Medical Jsotope Production EIS 

0em: Mr. Carroll: 

It wos nice talking with you this aftcmoon. A~ discussed, a member of Thermo Technology Ventures 
attended your meeting held in Idaho Falls on July 24 which sought environm<."llt&l impact statemMl• 
rci;:ardi ng tl1e proposed isotope production projccl. 

Tbcnno is in 1he process of enluating rui allcmatire production method lar Tc'J<)m, the daughlcr product of 
:.,.10Jybdenum-99. Our approtteh is to use lineur accclcralors lo directly produce Tc99n1. This approach 
orrcrs: 

A distributed production source, with no single poinl of lllilure ns in reoolar production 
No generation of radioactive waslc 
High purit)' Tc')9m "~th no possibrhty of ha:arrdous contamination 
High activity Tc99m is produced 
Simplifo .• -d hondling and distribution since the linear reacton; are close to the hospitals that use: the 
product 

\Ve believe that this "pproach oilers reduced costs ond greater flexibility to address the national need for 
Tc99m. 

The proposed production of Mo'J9 in the Sandia ACR reactor or at olhcr federal sires will severely impnct 
our private production plans and the obilily to raise ventw-e capital for this \•enture. Our project is dcpending 
upon the government providing pri•·are enterprise with its traditional inccnti,·cs to enter into production of 
Tc99m. Also, our project will pro,"ide the American people '~i1h Uic righl amount ofsurct)· lhot there will be 
nn uninterrupted supply of this needed isotope at rcasonoblc: prices. 

The suggestion that was made ~t the public scoping meeting of having DOE provide fundmg to assist lhc 
private sector would be helpful in developing this tedmolob'Y. 1 would like ro Y.ork H phased program "~th 
the DOE! to detemlinc .... 11111 funding is anilablc for these efforts in order lo encourage lhc private scctct· to 
dc~·elop the required in frastrucrure to prodlK'C Tc99m. 

I look forward to working "'ith you. Please put me on the distribution Hsi for follow-up and related efforts 
regarding Tc99m. 

Sinecrelv. -
/J ,,..-- --,.-..'::---

__ .If._/ £7 /J/ l.~./...~:;j(f_ ... 
/ L ~ ,.,...__,,~-:2/.d' - , -~ 
Ric~ F. Testa 
Oiroci.or, Venture De1:elopment 
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SUMMARY l:";!FOR.t'\'IATIOI'\ 

Accelerator Production or Mo99/Tc90
'" 

A safe 1tnd economical way to produce a medical isotope that is criti.:al in O''"'" 10 million 
procedures per year In the Unit&.'<! States and '"hose current supply i.s in jcopaniy: 

Thermo Tcclmology Ventures, Inc., in conjunction v..ith the _\.fassachusetts Institute of 
Technology and DOR's Idaho National Engineering L11boratory/Lockbced Martin Idaho 
Technologies is dev.,loping an 11ltema1ive production method for technetium 99m (fc""m), the 
daughter product of molybdenum 99 (Mo<><). 

MIT'-; department of nuclear cnginecri11g i:rcaled a novd and propridary invt:ntion that 
makes linear accelerator ba.'ed production of Tc"'" technically feasible 

Lockheed fv[artin Idaho Techriologies is developing a process to refine the accelerator 
produced Tc99m and prepare it for delivery to hospitals And radiopbarmacies 

Thermo Technology Yennires is forming a_ioint Y<'nture to commercialize this tcctu1ology 

The pnoduction of 1neJical isotopes is a growing market with a very fragile supply base: 

rvlcdicnl isotope.~ arc used for diugriostic and therapeutic purpos"::< and are >'<Upplied primarily 
through nuclear r.,actors. 1"echnetium 99m (Tc99m), the most imponanl and faste,.L gr~>wing 
medical isotope, is currently produced in nuclear rCDctor.s by i1T11d[ating enriched Urunium 235 to 
form the fission product isotope Mo99. This isotope, with" half-lite ~·f 66 h1>ur~, decays w 
Te99m, which has a half-life of 6 hour5 and is used in over 90% of the nuclear diagnostic 
imaging scans. [n the United States, then~ arc ten million radiC1phannaceutical diagnustic 
imaging scans per year that use Tc99m, half of the world-wide usage. 

The nuclear reactor based production wd distribution ehann.::l is long, cumb.::rsome, haZHrdous, 
expensiv.,, and su~jcct to disruption. Currently, Lh" entir" US .suppl~· ofTc99ni is produced by 
one reactor, the aging, 38 year old, heavily subsidized Cam1dia11 NRU reactor at Chalk River, 
near Kaneta. The Canadian government would like to close this reactor. It i:s curn:ntly under 
litcgation from Nordion, a Canadian basro company that distributes Jv[o99 in N<>nh America, to 
enforce a 23 year supply contract that will expire in 2011. Kordion is o~"ned by :vtl)S H"alth 
Group, a Tl)ronto based company establish"d in 1969 and now the largest health and lifo scitmccs 
compan)' in Canada. The Canadian nuclear r~actor is expected to be closed by the :,.·ear 2000. 
The Canadian govemmomL is considering invt.-sting in two smaller reactor!'- solely fi..,· th" 
productinn of Mo99.-Tc99m. 

Nordion receives the Mo99 from this C<inadian nmctor. ·mcy purify th,, isotope and package it 
for shipment. l\"ordion then distributes the isolup" L<> il' lJS customers: DuPont .\-terck, 
Amcrsbam, ;·md Mallinckrodt. These custo:11er$ package the Mo99 in Tc9\lm generators and 
<li.qributc these generators clirectly to hospitals and radiopham1aeeutieal companies. Hospital 
phtLrmacy staff and radiopharmuet:utieal companies extract lhe Tc99m from the generator and 

Oi;1ob.,r 26. 1995 Thenn~) Tt:chnology Ventures, Inc. 
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package the isolope per prescribed unit doi;e to be used di1·e<:Lly hy Lh" physicians. Since' the 
half-life ofTc99m is very short, it's imperative that the source be close to the hospitals. making 
distribution key to f'uHilling customer rc<)llirements. The half-life of Mo99 i~ 66 hours. 
Therefore, generators 11re in con.~tant movement from multiple sites back. und forth rn the reactor. 

Linear accelerator produced Te99m greatly simplifies Ille now awkward, expensive, und 
bazardou~ production and distribution .•ystem. 

Accelerator produced Tc99m will bring the manufacture of the isotopes closer to the hospital 
sites a11d provide customers with a viable, lcmg term, n::dLmdant, and local source of supply and is 
competitive with current world plicing. 

This new accelerator concept is quickly movillg from the conceptual design and feasibility stage 
"·'development. Tests have ulready been conducted proving the feasibility ufprodl.lction and 
patents hove been applied for. TllCnnll Technology Vcntm·es' business plan calls f<>r 
development to be complete and FDA approval obtained by Uccembec 1996, with regkmal 
production centers to begin operation in 1997. Ahout five years will be required for complete 
in1plemc11tation to Sl.lpply the entice U.S. d<omand by regional production centers, with the interim 
balance to be supplied by reactor produced 1\-10 ... 

Forty accelerator centers will supply 100 percent of [h., United Stale~ dt•mand for Tc''"'· These 
accelerator centers would be located at or near medical facilities which would greatly simplify 
handling and transportation of the Tc99m. 

TTV is discussing this concept with ""lectcd medical isotope suppliers co establish a joint 
venture tu manufacture and distribute Hte Tc99m. rrv has also provided the DOE hmope 
Production and Distribution's Environmental Impact Study with information regarding thi"' 
accelerator pn•du<:.,d Tc99tn so they can inclur..le thiN ~ource of production in their planning 
docu1nc11ts and jnv.,s.trnent considerations for the Sandia reactor. 

:"iln Governn1ent sub~idy is required: 

This intlu.~try initiative represents a viable commercial alternative to gc.>vemment sub*idizcd 
nuclear rea<:tor based production. As private l'.'ntcrprisc makes the accclerntor based T<> .. '" 
product availahle, reactor bRsed M<>99/T<: .... will be phasl'.'d out ensuring an uninterrupted supply 
of Tc"''"' for the US population. This network uracceleralor centers will provide an economi<:al, 
highly rctiable, and inclig.,mlus supply of Tc"""' that will be <:ommcrcially available, replacing 
reaclor produced Jvfo .. /Tc .. "' and o<hcr medical isotopes. 

Multiple benefits of qcce)crat<>r produced Tc991n: 

This 11.,w accelerator concept c.>flers rnany improvements over Ll1e current '.\1<>99/Tc""' nuclear 
reactor bw;ed production method which has been used cxc.lusively over the pa~I 30 years. These 
in1provc1nenL"' are: 

No single point of failure 
Over 40 distributed production sour<:es, ndworkcd together will be able to 
produce the tmal US requirement uf'Tc99m 

(Jctnht:r 26. 1995 Thl'.'rmo Technology Ventures. Inc. 
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No genern.tion of radioactive or ha7.lll·doui; waste 
Ct1n-cn1 reactor ba..<ied pcoduction prnduccs fission products which must be 
dispnscd of and is currently not con~idercd in the pricing of the Tc99m 

No use of enriched ura11iu111 235 

Page 3 

\Veapnns grade uraTiium 235 is used iTI the current process of producing Mo99, 
prov;ding for an increa.'<cd nation.al security ri!'lk and increased co,.L-. of hancUing, 
protecting_, and accounting for this maleri•lL The enriched U235 i~ currently not 
recycled and is stored as wast.:: with tight security rcquil-ed to divert possible 
diversioTI to weapons pn~<luction. 

High purity Tc•••• with no possil>ilit)' of hazardous contamination 
The reaction within the accelerator henm produces Vt!ry low itnputity levels, with 
n<.> p<>ssibility of carryover ofhaza.nlous fission product" ;nto lhc Tc99m as in 
read<lr fission produced material. 

High specific activity Tc .. '" i5 produced 
Each accelerator produceM high specific acLivity Tc99m. comparable lo the current 
product. 

High producti-..ity 
Each accelerator produces enough Tc99m to supply 1,000 unit doses a d~•y li.n 
distribution to local hospitals and radiopharmacics. 

Simplified handling and distdbution 
No clumsy gemorators are required to transport the isotope. Tc99m ... ~n be 
packaged at lhe manufocluring site and delivt!red directly to the hospitals. The 
extra work required to purify the reactor produced Mo99, shipping it tl) gcncm.1or 
manufacturers, who in.tum, repackage for shipment to hospitals und 
radiopharmacies who have to t!xtrac-t Tc99m from the generators arid finally 
repackage it for unit dose requirt!TTlents is all eliminated. This new p1·oc.,dure 
saves time, is responsive 1o customer demand. and has improved safety ~"ith lt!S."I 
hazardous wa.<;le and reduced worker n1dintion dose. 

Note: Thermo Technology Vt!nturcs, Inc:., headquartered in ldaho Falls. Idaho, was fonnccl to 
commercialize technology within the T~EL. TTV is a whl)lly owned subsidiary of 
Thermo F.kctron Corporn.tion. a S2 bi!Hon corporation lncated in \Valthain, Mass. 

Lockhee<I Martin Idaho T.,,chnologies, lit!adquartercd in Jduho Falls, Idaho, was fonned to 
maintain and operate the INF.L. LMlT is ,. department of T .<>ckhccd !Vlartin C:mpmation, 
located in ~larylnnd and the largest government conlracror. 

Accelerators provide a means of accelerating charged paaticles such n.~ electrons, protons 
or deutt!rons to high t!nergics. In a linear accelerator, cmnmonly kliown n.• a Ll1'AC, 11 

beam of "lectrons is injec-lt-cl into ;m accelerating tube and accelernted Le> high energy. 
AcceleratiTig sections are <-·onuccted to a high freque11cy nltcrna1ing vol L"Ji;" from a high 
powered oscillator. Electron accelerators produce high energy photons by impact of the 
accclera1ecl eJ.,ctron 011 a tungsten target. 

October 26, 1995 Th.::rmo Tcctm<llngy Ventures, Inc. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C057 

The Thermo Technology Ventures (TTV) concept, including the benefits of a non-reactor production facility, is 
discussed in Section 3.4.3.3 of the EIS. 

2 If funding is to be provided to investigate a new concept, Federal procurement regulations require that the 
Department issue Request for Proposals or that the company investigating the new concept send an unsolicited 
proposal to the Department. In December 1995, the Department published a Notice for Expression of Interest 
in the Federal Register to determine if there is interest among private sector companies in privatizing various 
DOE isotope production operations. If the Department proceeds with the action proposed in this EIS and if the 
response to the Notice for Expression of Interest indicates that there is significant interest in privatizing some 
isotope production operations or there are potentially viable alternative concepts to produce isotopes (such as 
Mo-99), the Department would issue a Request for Proposals. 

Thermo Technology Ventures (TTV) contacted the Department in October 1995 to inquire about how to submit 
a proposal for Federal funding for their concept, and the Department responded in October with the requested 
information. To date, no request for funding has been received from TTV. 

3 As stated in the EIS, if the Department decides to pursue this project, it would phase out production of Mo-99 
as private sources begin reliably producing Mo-99. IfTTV begins reliably producing Mo-99 in sufficient 
quantities to satisfy 100% of U.S. demand before the Department's production facility comes on line, then the 
Department would halt the project. 

4 A private company in Canada, Nordion International, is currently supplying Mo-99 to the U.S. Nordion 
contracts with the Canadian government for irradiation services in the National Research Universal (NRU) 
reactor to produce its Mo-99. Nordion has informed the Department and the medical community that it intends 
to build two new reactors using private funds to replace the NRU, which is scheduled to shut down in 2000. 

5 Section 3.2 on the no action alternative addresses the impacts of not proceeding with the proposed action given 
the current environment. It does not address future possible or probable events. Section 3.2.2 has been 
modified to reflect recent progress by TTV in the development of its accelerator concept. 

6 As stated in the comment letter, the earliest that the TTV concept could be supplying the entire U.S. demand 
for Mo-99 is December 1999. While the Department would welcome the production of 100% of the U.S. 
demand by TTV or any other private company, this concept cannot meet the purpose of and need for the 
proposed action for the reasons discussed in Section 3.4.3.3 and, therefore, must remain in the category of 
Alternatives Considered but Dismissed with respect to this proposed action. 

7 As discussed in Section 3.4, the new technologies that are being investigated do not appear to hold the potential 
to produce 100% of the U.S. supply ofMo-99 in the near term (within 1to3 years). Therefore, these options 
are not considered in detail in the EIS. However, the Department will continue to monitor the progress of these 
new technologies and would stand prepared to phase out its production if these new technologies begin reliably 
producing Mo-99. 

As stated in the EIS, the Department intends to operate only as a backup to the existing Canadian supplier. The 
Department will only produce and sell Mo-99 in sufficient quantities to maintain the capability of the facilities 
and staff to produce l 00% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99 in case of a supply shortage. The Mo-99 would be 
sold at the prevailing world market rates therefore, the Department does not believe that its proposed project 
would represent a cheap, subsidized source ofMo-99 in the marketplace. 
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~86~ Cha~~ing Way, Su~ta 206 
P.O. Box 2367 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403-2367 

February B, 1.996 

T~e r.onorab~e Hazel O'Leary 
Sec:::etary o! Energy 
Depa~t~ent of Energy 
1000 Inde~endence Ave, S.W. 
Washington cc, 20585 

~ear Secretary O'Lear'f, 

Author: Francis Paul 

The Idaho 3ra~n T~mor Center (~BTCJ strongly supports t~e selection 
of the Power Burst Facility (PBF) ~n Idaho as t;.i"_e Depa:::t:r.c:'lt cf 
Energy• s {!>OE' sl primary choice for the production o±: Molybder..um J·~ 
for ~he following reasons: 

~he mission of the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) 
includes medical ~ses for nuc~ear technology. ~he two ~ew ~exico 
labs under consideration, Sandia ar.C. Los Alamos, are defense 
r:i~ssicn labs. We u:::-ge DOE ~c supper:: ·~he current lab-assigned 
nissicn of PBF at INEL and support medical ~ec~no:ogy at INEL. 

!NEL curren~ly has 2C years of experier.ce ir. producing Cobalt 60 
and other medical isotopes for t"he medical commu::l.ity. Th!.s 
experience is not prese~e at Les Alamos a~e Sandia. DOE shou1d 
capitalize on t~e experience of INEL in making it's decision to 
choose PBF as the primary si~e for Mo S9 production. 

DOE has prioritized bringing Mo 99 into the real:r. of t~e private 
sector for produc~ion o= medical isotopes. The PBF at lN:::L is best 
set up to make ~bis happe::l. the scones~ because of DOE'e lease with 
tne Idaho Brai~ Tumor Center. Privatization is we:~ under way 
t~rough chis arrangemen~. 

The Annular Core Research Reac~o~ (ACRR} at Sandia is a Department 
of Defer-se Reactor Facility w~ich disqual~fies it for 
commercialization. This restriction severely limits the 
reliability o= ACRR as either a pri~ary or secor-dar-f Mo 99 back up. 
In the event that ::h.ere is a DOD uee for the ACRR, the defense 
priority would be superior to ;:he medical isotope priority a.."""ld 
mill!.or.s of patients would suffer. The medica1 community in this 
country will seriously a~d vocally question that type of decision 
roak:.ng. 

r~EL's PBF reactor currently tas a commercla1 ~ease ana a plan to 
treat car-cer patients ~sing BNCT- The Mo 9? m.loaiot::. is co'T.pat:.ble 
wi~h the BNCT miss~on. "l'he selec~ion of PBF at ~:MEL enhances bot~ 
missions and this best supports IN~L' s overall :r.ission of med~cal 
use for n~clear tech..~ology. 
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Author: Francis Paul 

It would be erroneous for DOE to make ~t·s decision based upon 
suggest~or-s that Sandia can be :n ~edical isotope production i=i 22 
mocchs ve=eus 29 mont~s :or PBF. The cu==ent Environmental Impact 
S~atement (EIS), (page iv) indicates by DOB's cwn admissio~ that 
=:he Canadian source is not seriously ques::ioned 'for ao::: least three 
=c four years. Therefore tha goal of having earliest productio=i of 
small aa1ounts (10%) o: Mo 99 sho·..ild r..ct drive '::.he selection of 
Sandia simply because Sandia ~as a 6 mcr.t~ earlier window. 

There is a:r.ple evider-ce to suggest to DOE that Nat:io:i.al Policy 
interests co~pel DOE to seriously loo~ at a lOOt or more prod~ction 
of USA neede for Mo 99. A loss of the c~=rent foreign supply !a 
li.kely •.;:c be a -.:ornplet.e los.s ar.d a back up of 1.C• -30'lr wo•.lld not 
sustain minimum US needs for any prolonged per£od of time (EIS pp 
v} . The-re are, in many quarters, dic~ssions ~egarding cla~ns that 
DOE'S arbi=rary decision made in conjunction with foreign based 
isotope prcducers and distributors, to limit U.S. Mo 99 production 
to between 10\ and 3 O\ of domes-::.ic use, circumvents important 
~ational policy. This decisio~ rightfully belongs at the 
Presiden~'s cabinet level and/or the Congress of the United States . 
.:>ependency on foreign sources threa-::ens supply in time of national 
emergency, drives up prices for hospitals, doctors and pat~ents, 
a:i.d runs counter to administration goals of providing increased 
access to medical ca.re for all Americans. 

There are five hot-cell facili~ies at the INEL site. Only one, the 
'!"A.-..; t:.ot-cel l facility was considered by DOE. Four other facili~ies 
are ac~ually better alternatives than TAN. Some of these hot-ce:l 
facilities would ?:equire no shipping o!: radioactive ::r.aterial and 
radioactive waste on public highways and across state l~nes. The 
choice of New Mexico would require shiprr.ent cf radioactive rnatarial 
and radioactive waste on public highways a~d has rece~ved strong 
negative environmental impact ccmment.s from reside~ts of New 
Mexico. 

The INEL hot-cells are clearly superior to any of the preferred 
choices offered at the ut:h.rar aites. Esp.:.cially if rrrn:. ~sea or.e of 
che two Chem Plant's modern and available units. 

There is overwhelmingly positive public support in Idaho for the 
Moly 99 mission. Not a single negative oral staterner.t was made in 
ei t::ter of the two, very well at te=ided Idaho public hearings. 
People in Idaho want Mo 99 p~oduction in Idaho. They want a 
medical mission to succeed for the n~clear industry. 
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The analysis of the PBF option i~ ~~e EIS indi~ates considerably 
mo:::-e ~·eac tor modification work ar:d cost tt.ar.. a::::e r.e::esaary. INEL 
emp::.oyees stated that aome of their cost eGtimates we:?:"e doubled by 
the EIS au::.hore :.n their EIS repc::t. The pub:ic hea=-:i.ng .:..n Ida!'lo 
revealec that already existing cost es::.irnates for the P3F oo::.ian 
•. ,,.ere mud: rr.ore detailed ar::.d actually cos:: ccnsiderably le~s - than 
those s·.ibmi::ted in t!le ~IS. When employees of INEL testified that 
their cost sheets were disregarded anC. some of <:heir cost numbers 
we.re doubled., DO£ represen::atives replied that :lOE thought some ::if 
t~e cost "looked too low" so they arbitrar;:y raised them. 

DCE's selection of Sandia would require design and manufacture o: 
new fuel and also :::-equi:res initial use of highly enriched Granium 
which incroases security risk and waste. P~F uses low, enriched 
f:.iel and is the superior alternative to Sar!dia in this regard. 

PBF has a clea:::- advantage over ACaR at Sa:i.dia. because of the 
availability of existing fuel a.."ld tl::.e ab.:..lity to ope:!:'ate PBF o:n a 
=educed power design for PBF. ACRR would re~~ire new fuel and 
would :::-equire doubling of design power making PBF a clear choice. 

~he cost for PBF to produce 100\ of dornes~ic need is lower f.o~ both 
start up and operation ::!::.an the prefe.rred option at Sa:i.dia as 
indicated in the BIS, even tho~gh cost savihgs (i~ems 11 and 15) 
were :lOt cor.sidered. Over 25 years, ::his represe:nte savi:i.gs in 
excess of a hundred m~~lion doll~· 

~· Francis:~~ 
cc: Assistant Secretary Terry Lash DOE, Wade Carroll DOB, Senator 

Larry Craig, Senator Dirk Kempthorne, Co~g:!:'essrnen Mike Crapo, 
Congressmen Helen C!lenowet~. Governor Philip Bat::, Western 
Part:'ler.s 
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Responses to Comment Letter COSS 

1 Comment noted. 

2 As presented in Table 3-2, LANL and ORNL also have significant experience in the production and distribution 
of isotopes. 

3 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of 
DOE. The Department is aware of this potential for the INEL alternative. Although the potential for privatiza
tion of the proposed action in this EIS is important, the process for privatization is not part of this proposed 
action. Each of the production alternatives has potential for privatization. DOE has solicited expressions of 
interest from the industrial community for the privatization of any isotope production activity conducted by 
DOE, including the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. If promising concepts are received, the 
Department would seek privatization proposals on a competitive basis. 

4 The Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) is an Office of Defense Programs facility within DOE, not a 
Department of Defense facility. It is possible that the ACRR, the preferred reactor for the proposed project, 
could be diverted to support defense missions in case of a national emergency. However, the Department has 
determined that the probability of needing the ACRR for defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude 
disqualifying the reactor from consideration and does not diminish its potential for privatization. 

5 The IBTC has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of DOE; however, IBTC has 
not submitted any plans for coordinating, reactor conversion activities, nor has it made a formal proposal to 
DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating the possibility of using other facili
ties for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other reactors under consideration for this project may 
be usable for BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a production alternative for this proposed 
project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility selected. 

6 The entire U.S. supply ofMo-99 is produced in a single reactor in Canada. If this supply were to become 
unavailable, the U.S. would face a Mo-99 shortage. The preferred alternative could produce a small amount of 
Mo-99 six months after the Record of Decision. The ability to produce a fraction of the U.S. demand in a short 
period of time is important because, if a Mo-99 shortage were to occur in the near future, the Department 
would be able to supply at least part of the U.S. needs. 

7 All of the reactors evaluated as reasonable alternatives for the proposed project would (after necessary modifi
cations) have the ability to produce at least 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99. If the decision is made to 
pursue this project, the Department would act as a backup to the existing Canadian supplier. The goal of the 
proposed project is to ensure that a reliable supply of Mo-99, is available to the U.S. medical community; thus, 
100% of the U.S. demand would be produced only during times when the Canadian supply was unavailable. 
The goal of producing 10%-30% of the U.S. demand on a continuing basis is to allow the U.S. facilities to 
respond quickly to the need to supply 100% of the demand when necessary. 

The Department's decision on the proposed project will be documented in a Record of Decision that will be 
signed by the Secretary of Energy or the ,Director of the Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Technology. 

8 The options considered were to use the Test Area North (TAN) Annex hot cell facility or to build new facilities 
adjacent to the Power Burst Facility (PBF). The new cells would cost approximately $4,500,000 to 
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$5,000,000, which would significantly increase the cost of the INEL PBF option. Of the five existing hot cells 
the commentor cites, two (the Hot Fuel Examination Facility and the Fuel Conditioning Facility) are currently 
in use and are not available for Mo-99 production. A third, the Test Reactor Area Hot Cell, is not adequate for 
Mo-99 production. Of the two remaining hot cells, the TAN Annex was chosen over the Idaho Chemical 
Processing Plant (ICPP) hot cells because the modifications costs would be similar and because using the TAN 
Annex provides a bounding environmental analysis in the EIS. This would not preclude use of the ICPP hot 
cells for Mo-99 production. 

9 As described in the EIS, some transportation ofMo-99 and small quantities of low-level waste would be 
required at any of the alternatives considered. For some of the alternatives, this transportation would take place 
almost exclusively onsite, while others would require use of public roads. The ORNL alternative and the 
preferred alternative at SNL/NM both would require periodic shipments of low-level waste out of state to the 
Nevada Test Site. 

1 O The modifications required for full production are described in Section 3.3.4.9. The cost estimates used in the 
analysis in Section 5.22, as well as the basis for these estimates, were discussed with cognizant INEL person
nel. 

11 The PBF is the only option currently using low enriched uranium fuel. All the other options evaluated in detail 
have designs for converting to low enriched uranium. The objective is to not build any more highly enriched 
uranium fuel bundles for any of the other options, but to use the fuel already on hand until the supply is 
exhausted or, in the case of ACRR, until the burnup limit is reached (see Section 3.3.1.9). Two or three 
transition cores of both low enriched uranium and highly enriched uranium would be used during the conver
sion to all low enriched uranium fuel for these options. This is a long-term safeguards advantage, in that it 
depletes and irradiates the weapons grade material on hand. 

It is not true that use of low enriched uranium fuel minimizes waste. More spent fuel bundles are generated per 
reactor full power year with the use of low enriched uranium bundles. 

12 The amount of PBF fuel is limited. With all available fuel on hand, the PBF can run for only 1000,000 -
150,000 MW hours. At a power of 10 MW, the fuel will last approximately 625 days. The PBF fuel is 
one-of-a-kind and will be quite expensive to replace. It requires a special manufacturing run on a one-of-a-kind 
design at a fuel manufacturing facility. Conversely, the TRIGA type fuel that would be used to replace the 
existing fuel in ACRR is very common and is relatively inexpensive to produce. The new ACRR fuel would be 
phased in as the burnup limit on the existing fuel is reached (see Section 3.3.1.9). 

Regarding the increased power requirements at the ACRR, the SNL/NM alternative includes the design, 
equipment modifications, and licensing efforts required for the power upgrade. The design calculations and 
safety basis upgrade to address the power increases have been completed. These efforts and the hardware 
required for the modification are included in the cost estimates in Section 5.22. 

13 The Department recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower than that of the preferred 
alternative; however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative are higher than 
for the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed action, the information 
presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of facilities, and other programmatic 
factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 production. 
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ONlHE 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

DRAFT ENVIRONI\IBNTAL lMPACT STATEMENT 
FOR THE 

MEDICAL ISOTOPES PRODUCTION PRO.JECT 

81n I 

You.r cu-•1•t form i• noc dea1aned re conta1a many cD111111.enc•--t:here :Is barely 
room ro wr:lt:e ·Molybdenum-99 and Relat:ed Iaotopea·• on it:. A1eo t:her• i• no 
address OD the form. no point 0£ contact. no phone quumber. The far'ID sends a 
•••-1e .. 
"What 1a a11 th1• about? Canada 1• do1ng fin• producing and transporting this 
nuc1ear medie:l.ne---,.re ahc:1uld DQ't inrerfere wlcb t:beir 1nduatry. Thel"e 1• no 
need co •Pend rax dol1ara to crea~e a company co gtve aw•Y to SCllllle business. 
The city of A1buquerque has much to 1oae and nothing to ,sain by locating a 
facility like you propoae here. See references below: 

Reference page S.I, fourth paragraph of your Draft EIS• 
.. The etfec't' on econom:lc cl:l-te and coamunJ.ty reaource• wou1d al•o be min1.111al 
because of rhe re1at1ve1y ama11 utllllber c£ workeT• chac would be emp1oyed ~n rhe 
iaoi:ope praduct:l.on project ... 
Reference paBe S.2, fourth P•~•areph: 
••ee.£;.euse the DOE inrenda t"a produce Mo-99 even when the Canadian 9ourco i• 
•upp1ylna H0-99, parioda ,..y occur when the DOE 19 unabie ro •ell the H0-99 
that it produce&. in rhia case, the unaold Ho-99 vou1d hava to be disposed of 
as low-level red1oact:l.ve waare. The diapoaal of unsold Ma-99, with the other 
1ow-1evel radioacctve waace genera~ed dur~ft8 produccian. 1• bounded by The 
aaalyaes ln th:i.s EIS". 

The qua11ty and quaot1ry of Albuquerque water :I.a deterioratin8• A migratin8 
plu•e of TrichLoroechene (TCE) conramination 1a already :l.n the acquifer. In 
addit:i.on to conca•ina~lon.. we are also a deaert city very abort of wacer. See 
attached newspaper art1cle--rhe city w:l.11 eoon begin to •ink •• the 1eyel of 
ths water in the acqu:l.fer goea doMa. A• the city •inka, rhe around and the 
scruc~ures bu~1c on le wi11 cr•ck. Pa.ping coo much water wJll have a 
&i.&ftlflc.aiu: env1ronmenca.l. ~mpact oa chi• c1t"y. Your own phr.aae .. Irrever•~ble 
and Irrecr~evab1e co .... tcment of R.eaources~ aaya :i.t a11--"when a re•ourc• ~. 
1rrepl...,eab1y lost aod canno~ be repl.en:l.11hed... Thac'• wh•t wi11 happen co our 
~at~r. Thia 1• noc a aood place to 1ocate a wateT-chir•CY 1nduacry. DOE vanes 
to uae 11,000,000 additional &•1looa a year for th1• project in addirion to the 
1,002,500 hallons already used (paae 4.9 EI~ & hearing dlacuaaiona). 

Wbacever happen• to K~rt1aod Ai~ Farce Base, happeas to the c~ty ot 
AJ.bu~uerque. The base and the city actuall.y touch. Hany people work on rhs 
base bea~dea juac DOE emp1oyeea; aome peopie •~tue11y live on the base. Thi& is 
a b~g popul.at~on cen~er6 The r19k• are coo s~eac to locaTe a nuclear fa~i11cy> 
aco~e nue1ear wa•C•• cranapcrc nuclear producr• and wasre. 

DOE does not look cr1c1cally ar 1ta own proposals and a~tions. 1b.e Agency ~• 
1ookjng a~ whac 1c wan~• to do through rose-colored ala••e• when ~r ouahc co 
re...,mber wba~ happened at Rocky Flata. 

The aa1ea pitch for the•e •edica1 iaotopea I• thac dley •rs t•porcanr co cbe 
wor1d6 So ~. waceT. If you wane to make •omech1ng M:Jnderfu1 for che wor1d, 
make vat:er. 

Pr:l.sc111a Tra"-Y 
3708 Cher-•z NE 
Albuquerque, )IM 87lll Phone:a: (505) 275-611,5 

f flic)t- ,.,µAM~ ~ 
Jt.ltQ. ~161/V4L c.~11 F1/l.P1.:; FM 

8', 
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Heavy water use may sink the city .. literally 
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Letter: C059 Author: Priscilla Tracy 

Responses to Comment Letter C059 

1 For the convenience of the public, the Department provided a form for individuals who wished to submit 
comments while attending the public hearings. Because the form was intended to be turned in at the hearings, 
mailing information was not provided on it. Individuals who wished to submit comments by mail had access to 
the Department's project address through other materials distributed at the hearings, including the Draft EIS 
and an informational brochure. Additionally, the mailing address was printed in all public notices. 

With regard to the amount of writing space on the form, it should be noted that the Department placed no 
limitation on the number of forms that could be used for any comment. Individuals had the option of continu
ing comments on multiple forms or other sheets of paper. 

2 If the decision is made to pursue this project, the Department would act as a backup to the existing Canadian 
supplier. The goal of the proposed project is to ensure that a reliable supply of Mo-99 is available to the U.S. 
medical community, not to produce Mo-99 for export and to compete in the worldwide market for Mo-99. 

The Department would prefer that the private sector assume responsibility for ensuring that a reliable supply of 
Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community; however, private industry has thus far been unwilling to do 
so. Therefore, DOE has proposed to conduct the Medical Isotopes Production Project. If private industry is 
able to ensure a reliable supply of Mo-99 on its own, the Department could phase out its production activities. 

If DOE decides to pursue this project, private industry may wish to privatize some or all of the production 
activities. If a private company makes such a proposal, the Department will thoroughly evaluate the costs and 
benefits of such a proposal, including the effect privatization would have on other isotope production ventures. 

3 The impact of EIS proposed actions on water use in the Albuquerque region is considered in this document. 
SNL/NM obtains its water from onsite wells at Kirtland Air Force Base (KAFB) and supplements it with water 
purchased from the Albuquerque municipal water system. The total water use from operation of the Annular 
Core Research Reactor at SNL/NM would increase from the current average of 5000 gal/day to 29,000 gal/day 
(Section 5.13), compared with total water use at SNL/NM of 1,000,000 gal/day (Section 4.1.13) or total water 
use in the Albuquerque region of90,000,000 gal/day. This represents less than a 3% increase in water use at 
SNL/NM, or 0.03% increase in water use for the region, and would not be expected to substantially impact 
local geology or availability and quality of water in the aquifer. 

4 The concerns expressed in the comment regarding risks associated with medical isotope production are noted; 
however, the risks associated with any alternative considered in the EIS are low. The risks as well as the 
benefits to the public associated with producing and transporting medical isotopes will be taken into account by 
DOE in its final decision on whether to implement the project, and at which site, if any, it should be located. 
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Author: Donald A. Cool 

UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2055M001 

February 5; 1~196 

Mr. Wade Carroll, EIS Project Manager 
Medical Isotopes Production Project (NE-70) 
U. S. Department of Energy 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown, Maryland 20874-1290 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

I am responding to the letter dated DecembP.r 13, 1995, from Ms. Carol M. 
Borgstrom, Director, Office of NEPA Policy and Assistance to Mr. Robert 
Bernero, requesting comments on the Department of Energy's document, "Medical 
Isotopes Production Project: Molybdenum-99 and Related Isotopes, Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement". 

In a cursory staff review of the document, we are in agreement with the 
overall conclusions of the report and in the necessity for a domestic supply 
of molybdenum-99 (Mo-99). One issue identified by my staff is in the 
evaluation of the environmental consequences of the transportation of the 
Mo-99, to the radiopharmaceutical companies for processing. Consideration of 
the existing and comparable shipments from Canada to these same companies may 
result in a finding of no increase in risk\ impact over that of current 
transportation practices. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review this document. 

Sincerely, 
----------- ,1 • 

. (/(i~ t.l ;f /,<.__-
Donald A. Cool, Director 
Division of Industrial and 

Medical Nuclear Safety 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety 

and Safeguards 
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Letter: C060 Author: Donald A. Cool 

Responses to Comment Letter C060 

1 Comment noted 

2 If the Department decides to ship Mo-99 to Nordion for final product testing and distribution, then the 
transportation impacts of shipments from the DOE facility, as discussed in Section 5.11, would essentially 
be additive to the impacts of Nordion's current transportation activities. If the Department decides to ship 
Mo-99 directly to the radiopharmaceutical companies, then the transportation impacts of DOE shipments 
would essentially supplant the impacts of part or all of Nordion's transportation activities. 
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February 8, 1996 

GLIB OAlUf'BLL 
318 Bainbridge Drive 

Tetonia, Idaho 83452 

Hr. Wade Carroll, HIPP-BIS Document Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

Dear Hr. Carroll: 

I would like to make my input on the draft environmental impact 
statement for th• HIPP-EIS. 

It should be a MUST that tbe Molly-99 production facility be 
capable of sustained production of at least lOOt of America's 
medical needs. To do less when the capability exists would be a 
waste of taxpayer funding. 

The current "preferred alternative" is the Annular Cora Research 
Reactor (ACRR) at Sandia National Laboratory in New Mexico. 
As I understand it, the ACRR would require extensive 
modification to produce even 75t of America's Molly-99 needs. 
I assume that the modification would require additional EIS 
development, related documentation, etc. (A costly effort.) 

The Power Burst Facility (PBF) at the Idaho National Engineering 
Laboratory can produce approximately 150t of America's needs for 
Kolly-99 without modification. Since this is to be a commercial 
venture, it is logical to provide profit incentive to potential 
investors by offering the capability to meet not only America's 
needs, but Canada's as well. Especially when the PBF is less 
expensive than the ACRR at the outset. 

If logic transcends politics, the PBP will prevail, especially 
when the Boron Neutron Capture Therapy capability is added to 
the commercialization equation. In tern, America's (and the 
world's) medical proficiency will be enhanced while the taxpayer 
is rewarded. 

:;;,Y·v~ 
Glen Darnell 
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Responses to Comment Letter C061 

1 All of the reasonable alternatives would (after necessary modifications) have the capability to 
produce at least 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99. 

2 The modifications required to produce 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99 using the Annular 
Core Research Reactor (ACRR) are detailed in Section 3.3.1.9 of the EIS. 

3 As discussed in Section 3.3.4.9, several modifications to the Power Burst Facility (PBF) would be 
required. Besides modifying the central cavity, which is a significant modification, the reactor 
control system would need to be modified for a continued steady state, non-pulse mode. The 
transient rods would need to be removed and fixtures for target irradiation placed in the vacant 
locations. Cooling flow to the central cavity would need to be appropriately established, a~ong 
with the normal core cooling flow in lieu of the contained loop that currently exists. Flow balance 
valves for the central irradiation cavity would have to be designed and installed to assure that 
appropriate target cooling flow is established without flow-induced vibration of the targets 
occurring. The core would need to be redesigned to supply a hardened spectrum of neutrons to 
the central irradiation cavity. Concentration of the power to the core center would be needed to 
establish the appropriate flux levels without needing to operate the reactor above 10 MW to make 
the facility competitive regarding fuel utilization. 

The intent of the proposed project is to act as a backup to the existing Canadian supplier of Mo-99 
in case that source of supply becomes unavailable. The Department is not proposing to compete 
in the worldwide market for Mo-99. 

4 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts 
with those of DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conver
sion activities, nor has it made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department under
stands that IBTC is investigating the possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture 
therapy (BNCT) and that other reactors under consideration for this project may be usable for 
BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a production alternative for this proposed 
project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility selected. 
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Letter: C062 

FAX 

Date 02/06/96 

Number of pages including cover sheet 

To: 

Phone 

Wade Carroll, MIPP-EIS 
Document Manager 

301-903-7731 

Fax Phone 301-903~ 

CC: 

REMARKS 

From: 

Author: Bentley J. Harwood 

U.S. Citizen 
1405 Glennbrler 

Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
H: (208) 523-9219 

Bentley J. Harwood 

US Citizen 

MS Nuclear Engineering 

Phone 208~23-9219 

Fax Phone 

0 Urgent 0 For your review 0 Reply ASAP 181 Please comment 

I would appreciate a written response to the following comments. Please call me prior to faxing so 
that I may activate my fax machine. 
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Author: Bentley J. Harwood 

5.15.4.2 The first paragraph states that the Omega West Reactor is similar to the 
Power Burst Facility. Although this may be true, later in the same 
paragraph, the EIS states that "In all cases, the design basis accident 
described in the Omega West Reactor SAR bounded the 
consequences, and thus qualitative description from the Omega West 
Reactor SAR were used in developing ... • The problem that needs to be 
corrected is the fact that fuel elements in these two cores are totally 
different. Omega is aluminum alloy while the Power Burst is stainless 
steel oxide. Core melting temperatures are likewise vastly different. 
This then leads me to believe that source terms from these scenarios 
should be completely different. The melting of aluminum takes place 
over a small temperature range while stainless steel oxide does not. 
Further, other components of either reactor would likely melt and 
shutdown at different points prior to any type of release. 

The Power Burst Facility used to perform experiments on utility fuels up 
to and including their destruction while retaining the POINer Burst Facility 
reactor core integrity. It, in my opinion, ·is extremely unlikely that a fUel 
melt would occur under any conditions at the PBF. A more probable 
scenario Is likely to be more along the lines of the Sandia aircraft crash 
or natural phenomena resulting in fuel cladding breach but certainly not 
fuel melting. 

This scenario needs to be re-evaluated to at least recognize the above 
described differences. 

· 5.15.4.2 Table 5-41 lists a dose to a public access location 1000 m to the South. 
This road or whatever this is does not exist. The closest public access 
is the highway to the South much further than 1 OOOm. There is no 
turnoff, parking, or road where this calculation indicates people will be. 
From USGS maps, the approximate distance from the PBF to Highway 
20 is just short of 4 miles. All access to the PBF is controlled (the public 
cannot routinely enter the area) and Highway 20 can be Closed very 
quickly In an emergency. Note that Highway 20 actually crosses the 
southern boundary of the INEL site. That is, the INEL site boundary is 
around 7.7 mi. from the PBF. The distance used for this calculation is 
in error as well as the source tenn. 

The other tables in section 5.15.4 also have the same problems just 
described. Tliese calculations must be corrected before this EIS is 
Issued as final. 

4.1 .2.3 This section states that the shortest distance between the Albuquerque 
city limits and the reactor area is 2 km (1.2 ml.). Why do the 
consequence calculations in section 5.7.1 use 5.4 km (3.4 mi.)? I 
believe the MEI is a person that lives at the closest boundary. 
Justification is required to make this argument stick. 
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4.4.8.1 

4.4.9.2 
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4.4.9.2 

5.7.4 
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Comments and Responses 

Author: Bentley J. Harwood 

The first paragraph discusses INEL operations related to sources of 
radioactive emissions. The Navy training reactors referred to have been 
shut down and no longer have emissions. Spent nuclear fuel. testing is 
no longer conducted. Nuclear fuel stabilization consists of repackaging 
and results in nearly unmeasurable releases. This paragraph should be 
corrected to reflect current operations. 

The third paragraph discusses the emission of noble gases and various 
other products. Where are these coming from? Most facilities that 
would produce these products have not been operational for many 
years. The largest error in this paragraph is the discussion of Krypton-
85 releases due to fuel reprocessing at the ICPP. This operation has 
not run since before 1991. The reference used here is incorrect. The 
EIS must reflect current conditions. Lastly, only one reactor remains 
operational. The statement that refers to "reactor operations release ... " 
should be corrected to indicate that it is not many reactors, but only one. 

The statement that PBF is 1 km (0.6 mi.) from the Big Lost River 
channel is in error. This number more closely reflects the Idaho 
Chemical Processing Plant. The PBF is around 3.5 mi. from the 
channel. 

The first paragraph indicates that the PBF site may not be acceptable 
because of the close proximity of the river channel. The second data 
indicates that no data is available concerning aquatic live in the river. 
Both are incorrect. The Big Lost River channel is around 3.5 mi. from 
the channel. Second, data does exist, see the INEL EIS. Further the 
Big Lost River does not flow onto the site except in years of exceptional 
runoff. Therefore, there is no aquatic life during normal years because 
there is no water in the river channel. These paragraphs need to be 
corrected. 

The birch creek playas are only "in the general vicinity of Argonne 
National Laboratory-West" if you consider the INEL the general vicinity. 
These playas are around 3 to 4 miles from Test Area North and about 
17 mi. from the PBF area and 15 mi. from ANL-W. Please correct the 
wording and the implications. 

The discussion here indicates that 620 Ci of Argon-41 would be 
released primarily due to target processing. However, previous 
discussions stated that the processing facility would be located at the 
PBF. That is, the processing facility would have to be built. Why is the 
release quantity so large then? This facility would never be built if it 
worked so badly. This source term needs further explanation. 
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Volume II, MIPP - EIS 

Author: Bentley J. Harwood 

Table 3.1 needs to be reworked based on the chapter 3 comments. 
Consequences due to a processing facility seem to be off. This 
conclusion is based on primarily the fact that Sandia is very close to a 
major population center and the INEL is many miles (42·i'nl.) from the 
nearest large population center, but the MEI consequences for target 
irradiation are lower for Sandia than for the PBF. In a similar vain, the 
consequences for the target processing facility are nearly equal. These 
numbers look extremely fake. 

In addition, consequences to a collocated worker are higher for a facility 
that has to be built at the INEL than for a facility that exists or partly 
exists at Sandia. Again, these number look fake. Further discussion 
and/or description is necessary to add credibility to the numbers in this 
table. 

Near the middle of the first paragraph states the fuel elements would be 
transferred to the Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility for dry or wet storage. 
This facility is strictly a dry storage facility. Another facility may be 
available for wet storage. Please correct. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C062 

1 The technical basis of the comment is substantially correct. The EIS attempted, to the extent possible, 
to utilize existing safety documentation and other analyses in developing accident scenarios that would 
represent the design basis accidents for facilities considered in the Medical Isotopes Production 
Project. However, the Power Burst Facility (PBF) safety analysis report (SAR) is outdated and does 
not contain sufficient information on radiological emissions associated with the design basis accidents 
evaluated in the document. Based on information contained in the PBF SAR, a coolant flow blockage 
in the core leading to overheating and fuel element damage was included as a credible design basis 
accident. This is similar to the type of accident evaluated for the Omega West Reactor (OWR) and for 
which a radionuclide release estimate was available. Therefore, the OWR release estimate was used 
to evaluate a similar accident at PBF and also at the Oak Ridge Research Reactor (ORRR) in the 
absence of more recent analyses specific to those facilities. The release estimates were combined with 
site- and facility-specific information (stack parameters, meteorology, and location with respect to 
potential receptors) to estimate the consequences to workers and the public from these accidents. 

In addition, the estimated radionuclide releases for fuel damage scenarios (from whatever cause) at 
OWR and the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) were similar, and use of the OWR scenario to 
represent emissions from an accident at PBF should bound the consequences of a design basis 
accident at that facility. Assuming a lower release or accident frequency based on the thermal 
characteristics of PBF fuel might result in a lower risk estimate; however, this would not likely change 
the conclusions reached in the EIS because the accident risk associated with operation of any of the 
facilities is low. 

2 The access point assumed for PBF facilities is actually a thermal luminescent dosimetry (TLD) 
monitoring station at the area boundary. In the absence of more detailed information, it was assumed 
for purposes of the analysis that a member of the public could gain access to this location. The 
analyses presented in the EIS for consequences at the public access location following accidents at 
PBF are therefore more conservative (i.e., estimate a higher dose) than if the highway location were 
chosen. However, this would not likely change the conclusions reached in the EIS because the 
accident risk associated with operation of any of the facilities is low. 

3 The distance used for the offsite receptor evaluation at SNL/NM represents the location of a full-time 
resident who receives the highest potential exposure to facility emissions. In some cases, meteorolog
ical conditions result in this location being other than the nearest possible access point. Also, other 
locations to which the public has access are not residential areas, and the exposures at these locations 
would be substantially lower than at a permanent residence because they are not continuously 
occupied. 

4 The radiological air quality section is based primarily on information in the Spent Nuclear Fuel 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (SNF PEIS) (DOE 1995b), which reflects site 
operations in 1991 with updates for some facilities that were expected to begin operation during 1995. 
The third sentence in the third paragraph of Section 4.4.7.2 was changed to read, "Historically, the 
radionuclide with the highest emission rate is the noble gas krypton-85, which was released primarily 
by the chemical reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant." 
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Radionuclide emissions from the INEL during 1994 included about 550 Ci of tritium, 2100 Ci of noble 
gases, less than 1 microcurie of transuranics, and about 10 Ci of other mixed fission and activation 
products (see 1994 INEL air emissions report to EPA [DOE 1995q]). Emissions from the PBF and the 
surrounding area amounted to less than 1 microcurie of mixed fission products during that time. The 
change in status for facilities noted in the comment is acknowledged; however, this information would not 
affect analyses or conclusions reached in the EIS. 

5 Please see response to comment C062-4 above. 

6 Sections 4.4.8.1 and 4.4.9.2 of the EIS have been changed to correctly describe the environment. 

7 The emissions of argon-41 referred to in the comment would result from operation of the PBF to irradiate 
targets rather than from target processing. These emissions result from neutron activation of stable argon 
in the reactor cooling system. Noble gas emissions from either the reactor or target processing facility 
would not be affected by the type or extent of filtration systems installed in the facility exhaust because of 
their unreactive nature. Similar emissions were estimated for the reactors associated with other alterna
tives as well. The emission control systems at any facility utilized for the project would be upgraded as 
necessary so that they meet all Federal and state standards before operations begin. 

8 The consequences of radionuclide releases from a particular facility are a result of the release conditions, 
the quantity released, meteorological conditions, and the location of receptors relative to the release point. 
The differences noted in the comment are a result of combining all these factors to determine radiation 
dose to individuals and populations. Section 5. 7 and Appendix C of the EIS contain additional informa
tion about the assumptions used to estimate consequences of facility operation. 

Because the emissions from medical isotope production facilities consist mainly of noble gases, which are 
not held up by particulate filters or other typical effluent control systems, the type of filtration system 
installed in the facility would have only a minimal effect on consequences to workers and the public. The 
emission control systems at any facility utilized for the project would be upgraded as necessary so that 
they meet all Federal and state standards before operations begin. 

9 Section 5.14.4 was revised to eliminate the confusion. The Irradiated Fuel Storage Facility is a dry storage 
facility: other facilities at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant could be available for wet (CPP-666) or 
dry (CPP-749) storage. 
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Mr. Wade Carroll 
EIS Project Manager 

Author: Michael A. Dempsey 

Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Technology (NE-70) 
U.S. Department of Energy 
19901 Gennantown Rd. 
Gennantown, MD 20874-1290 

January 1, 1996 

Dear Mr. Carroll, 
I have received a draft EIS for the Medical Isotopes Production Project: 

Molybdenum-99 and Related Isotopes. I have read all the portions related to 
Sandia and Los Alamos. I find that the draft EIS more than adequately 
addresses any concerns I have. I think it is an accurate and in-depth document, 
which has been thoughtfully and carefully prepared. I do however, have some 
comments in regards to the draft EIS which I would like to be considered. 

I would first like to make clear that I am completely in favor of MIPP, and 
I believe that medical Isotopes (specifically Tc-99) helped to save my son's life. 
From my point of view, this is a vitally important project, and must go forward in 
some fashion regardless to the location selected. I find that the NO ACTION 
ALTERNATIVE is COMPLETELY UNACCEPTABLE, and if possible, should be 
removed from the EIS as an alternative course of action. The no action 
alternative does not protect the Interests of the people of the United States. At 
a previous MIPP EIS meeting I heard comments related to the possibility of 
producing Tc-99 (and other isotopes) in other countries, and using these 
sources for our domestic needs. The countries mentioned were Belgium and 
Russia. I immediately recalled the 1973 Arab oil embargo, and the effect it had 
on fuel availability and price. While we may be able to count on Belgium as a 
friend, the political climate there is subject to change, which could preclude the 
manufacture of these necessary isotopes. Russia is again leaning towards 
communism, and they are a recent fair weather friend at best. If we leave the 
hard choices to people overseas, we will end up as a nation of burger flippers, 
dependent on imported beef and spatulas. 

Once again I would like to state that I am entirely in favor of MIPP, but I 
would like to point out some social factors about New Mexico that could 
possibly be used to speed this project along. If SNL/NM is chosen for the 
irradiation portion of the project you may see some opposition from the pseudo
environmentalists and nimby's in the Albuquerque area. Most New Mexicans 
are completely unaware that there any nuclear reactors in New Mexico. A few 
years ago SNL wanted to dump 50,000 gallons of slightly radioactive water into 
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the Rio Grande. The water was reported to be less radioactive than ordinary 
milk. When the general public learned of the plan, the opposition was 
tremendous, and the objections raised we so strong that the water had to be 
disposed of in some by some other (much more expensive) means, after about 
six months of haggling. 

Since I began writing this letter, recent protests confirm this perception. 
Anti-nuclear activists (pseudo-environmentalists) protested the MIPP plan to 
irradiate the targets at SNL on 1/29/96 In Albuquerque, NM. A spokesperson 
for the activists charged that it was a pork barrel project designed to keep 
secret N weapon research going, and that we could purchase our Tc-99 from 
Canada. You, I, and the DOE know that this is a big lie, and that this project is 
vitally important to our nation. When you get the comments from Los Alamos 
regarding this project I am sure that you will seethat there is no opposition from 
the people who will have this project in their backyard (I can see the LL W dump 
from the roof of my house, it's about 700 yards away!) 

I will attend the Los Alamos meeting on 2/1/96, and I am confident that 
the discussions I will hear FROM THE PEOPLE OF LOS ALAMOS COUNTY 
will be as before, not whether to produce these vital medicines, but as to what 
method to use. I implore you to proceed with this project at one of the selected 
locations, just do it. If some other more efficient method (linear accelerator, 
liquid reactor etc.) comes along, well this is America, and we will change to the 
most cost effective method. But for now we must push ahead, and do it. I 
WOULD PREFER LOS ALAMOS, AND IT IS IN MY BACKYARD, BUT IF 
ANOTHER SITE IS CHOSEN, FINEI FINEI FINEI FINEI JUST DO ITllll 
DON'T LET US (UNITED STATES) RUN OUT OF THIS MEDICINElll MY SON 
MIGHT NEED IT AGAINll YOUR CHILD MIGHT NEED ITlll 

Sincerely, 

~A-~ 
Michael A. Dempsey 
300 Connie Ave. 
White Rock, NM 87544 

(505) 672-3726 
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Responses to Comment Letter C063 

1 Comment noted. 

2 Comment noted. The no action alternative is required to be analyzed under the Council of Environmen
tal Quality's regulations implementing NEPA. 
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COMMENTS ON DOE/EIS-0249D 
MEDICAL ISOTOPES PRODUCTION PROJECT: 
MOLYBDENUM-99 AND RELATED ISOTOPES 

Kent L. Brinker 
755 E. 1600 N 
Shelley Idaho 8327 4 

Page 3.23 ACRR has to have new fuel made for the Mo-99 production, has the safety analysis 
been performed or will this be an extra cost? 

Has the cost of new fuel construction and procurement been added into the costs for ACRR? 

Page 3.24 Has all the safety analysis and engineering been performed for replacement of most of 
the reactor control systems and safety systems? It appears that almost the entire reactor controls 
will be redone including rod drives, instrumentation, and safety systems. Are these costs included 
in the startup estimates? 

If the closest approach of the city limits is 1.2 miles why is 3. 7 miles used in the accident and 
release estimates. 

I do not see where the increased shipments of waste to the Nevada Test Site for ACRR and ORNL 
is totally addressed for safety and accidents during shipment. Only LANL and INEL have total 
capacity for cradle to grave waste disposal/handling. The same for target production and isotope 
separation. 

The INEL has sufficient fuel stored at ICPP that no fuel would have to be shipped for manufactur
ing the targets. 

Page 3.51 second paragraph: reference to Highway 26 is incorrect. The Highway is Idaho route 
33. This can be closed for a shipment to TAN. 

How can PBF's stainless steel clad ceramic fuel be comparable in a loss of flow accident to the 
aluminum clad metallic fuel of Omega West MTR type fuel? PBF FSAR allows over 2000 degrees 
C for fuel centerline temperature and the core/fuel is designed to reach over 1 gigawatt in a natural 
burst and sustain no damage. For its power PBF is probably one the safest fuels/cores ever 
designed and operated. 

PBF has a 36" active core and a test space of 8.25" allowing use of very close to the original size 
of the Cintichem 16" targets. The targets can be doubled end to end in the PBF core and the test 
space can physically contain at least 27 targets. Were these facts taken into account for the Mo-
99 production capacity of PBF? 
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9 

10 

Page viii: The statement is that no private company is available in the near term to take on Mo-99 
production 

The Idaho Brain Tumor Center IBTC has a lease on the Power Burst Facility (PBF) for Boron Neutron 
Capture Therapy (BNCT). IBTC is a private company. The operation of PBF for both cancer treatment 
and Mo-99 production is compatible. IBTC would be part of privatization from the start at PBF. 

In a time of fiscal restraint, if all the reactors are considered to be equal in capacity and time to full 
production, what is the reason for ACRR to be the preferred choice when PBF would be the least 
costly alternative for modification and operation? 

For a long-term solution to domestic Mo-99 supply, PBF should chosen for modification. The 12 
million dollars/year for Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) operation would be saved. The cost 
for modifying PBF is millions less than the ACRR. PBF is capable of supplying much more of the 
amount of Mo-99 isotope needed for U.S. consumption. Using the EIS figures, ACRR costs for 5 years 
would be approximately 89 million dollars (including modifications). Over a period of 5 years PBF 
would cost the taxpayers 59 million dollars (including modifications) without IBTC participation. With 
IBTC participating and developing BNCT along with Mo-99 production, PBF operation/modification 
would cost the taxpayers approximately 33 million dollars. The difference in cost to taxpayers, 30 
million/57 million dollars. These savings do not include the reduction/payback from BNCT fees to 
DOE. After modification/start-up of 2 years, DOE/taxpayers would have minimal or 0 costs for domes
tic Mo-99 production as it would be by a private company. Once BNCT is in place and patient treat
ment started, DOE would receive income from the fees agreed to in the long-term lease agreement 
with IBTC. This could possibly total up to 3 million dollars/year. DOE could utilize this income to help 
fund other projects such as cleanup of various sites. DOE headquarters has issued orders that all 
operations that are appropriate for privatization should be privatized. This project would be a perfect 
illustration of this principle. Not only is PBF the better choice in terms of cost to DOE/taxpayers for 
Mo-99, a cancer treatment facility for one of the most violent and deadly forms of cancer would be 
created at the same time at no additional cost to DOE/taxpayer. From an economic and technical 
standpoint the PBF option is the best, let alone on a humanitarian basis. 

If a short-term small production supply is paramount, then according to the EIS information the ACRR 
can start to production 10-30% of the Mo-99 in a 6 month period with the removal of its experiment dry 
hole and fabrication of a target holder. ACRR could provide a small temporary supply while PBF is 
coming up to full production. No purchase of new fuel, change out of the present fuel, or replacement 
of controls systems would be required for this small amount of production. The existing hot cells can 
perform the processing for 10-30% level of operation. The funds to complete full modifications for 
ACRR 100% production would be saved. This option would supply Mo-99 for a minimum cost for the 
short-term. If there is a shutdown of Nordion supplies during the next 22 months none of the sites 
could produce 100% of the needed U.S. supply anyway. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C064 

The calculations regarding the new fuel and core design have been perfonned, but these future changes 
are not adequately addressed in the current safety analysis report (SAR). The SAR will need to be 
updated before the core change is made. The cost of the change is factored into the SNUNM budget. 
New fuel procurement has been factored into the annual operating cost of the SNLJNM facility. Costs of 
the modified control system have been included in the startup estimate. The safety analysis and engineer
ing design has been completed for the control system modifications. 

2 The distance used for the offsite receptor evaluation at SNLJNM represents the location of a full-time 
resident who receives the highest potential exposure to facility emissions. In some cases, meteorological 
conditions result in this location being other than the nearest possible access point. Also, other locations 
to which the public has access may not be residential areas, and the exposures at these locations would be 
substantially lower than at a pennanent residence because they are not continuously occupied. The 
analysis also considers exposure to onsite workers and to members of the public at a non-residential 
location to which there is unrestricted access. 

3 As described in the EIS, some transportation of Mo-99 and small quantities of low-level waste would be 
required at any of the alternatives considered. For some of the alternatives this transportation would take 
place almost exclusively onsite, while others would require use of public roads. The ORNL alternative 
and the preferred alternative both would require periodic shipments of low-level waste to the Nevada Test 
Site (NTS). An analysis of the transportation of low-level waste, irradiated targets, and finished isotopes 
is provided in Section 5.11 of the EIS. This analysis includes the effects of accidents during transporta
tion oflow-level waste to NTS. 

4 The statement regarding INEL is true. It is also true for every alternative other than the option of target 
fabrication at SNUNM. 

5 Section 3.3.4.9 of the EIS has been corrected to identify the proper route. 

6 The Power Burst Facility (PBF) does not have a current SAR based on DOE Order 5480.23. Since the 
existing SAR does not contain the accident analysis needed for the EIS, it was assumed that the bounding 
fission product release accident would be the total flow blockage of one bundle. The source tenn was 
then calculated based on the fission product inventory in one fuel bundle. The LANL Omega West 
reactor has a prepared SAR based on DOE Order 5480.23, and a similar accident was described there. In 
this aspect, that of the bounding reactor accident being a flow blockage, the two facilities are similar. 

Twenty-seven targets will not arrange well uniformly in a circle. One can arrange 19 well, but the next 
step is 37. Uniform thermalization of the flux is the objective. Stuffing targets so they fit would not be 
beneficial in that several would run at very high powers and several would run at low powers. Further, 
with a higher metal-to-water ratio, the targets will operate at lower powers because less thermalization 
will take place and fewer fissions will occur. Going from a 19-target configuration to a 37-target configu
ration requires about 1.3 times as many targets to produce a given quantity ofMo-99 because ofless 
thermalization. Lower power targets cause greater specific waste (waste volume per curie of Mo-99 
produced). Nineteen targets is likely to work well in PBF. 
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Stacking the targets is not prudent because it would generate more waste. Waste generation would be 
higher because flux at the edge of the core is lower; the lower flux at the edge of the core means that the 
target ends would have low fission rates. Stacking reduces the production per target and increases the 
number of targets required for full production, which increases the waste produced. Nineteen targets in 
the center, plus a total of six in the transient rod locations, should be satisfactory for full production. 

Long targets are not necessarily prudent either. Their curie content would make hot cell work difficult. 
A 20-inch target at a fission rate designed to yield 20 kW per target possesses 35,000 curies after a 6-day 
irradiation and a 6-hour cooling period. A 30-inch target would possess over 50,000 curies. While the 
larger target could be made to work, it is not a clear advantage. Also, it will not fit in a 55-gallon drum. 

7 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with 
those of DOE. The Department is aware of this potential for the INEL alternative, but IBTC has not 
made a formal proposal to the Department regarding the dual use of the PBF. Although the potential for 
privatization of the proposed action in this EIS is important, the process for privatization is not part of 
this proposed action. Each of the production alternatives has potential for privatization. DOE has 
solicited expressions of interest from the industrial community for the privatization of any isotope 
production activity conducted by DOE, including the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. If 
promising concepts are received, the Department would seek privatization proposals on a competitive 
basis. 

8 The reasons for identifying the preferred alternative are stated in Section 3.3.1.1. 

The Department recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower than that of the 
preferred alternative; however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alterna
tive are higher than for the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed 
action, the information presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of 
facilities, and other programmatic factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 
production. 

9 Please see responses to comments C064-7 and C064-8 above. 

10 Comment noted. 
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R. U .C.A. ANTI-NUCLEAR. WASTE·~ 
(Ruidoso Upper Can)'On Assoclalion) 

Dedicated to Preserving Quality of Life 

P.O. Box 3553. 
Ruidoso, NM 88345 

l'/lr, Wade Carr.all 
EIS Project Manager 

Feb, 6, -l996 

378-8383 
301 Hwy_ 70 
Plaza D'Oros 

Of'f'ice of Nuclear Energy, Science & Technology (NE-70) 
U.S. Dept. of Energy 
19901 Germantown Roau 
Germantown, Maryland 20874-1290 

Dear Mr. Carroll, 

Attached please find resolutions which have been passed by 
the governing bodies of all towns in ~outhern New Mexico·. I 

did not bother to obtain the resolutions .f'rom the rest o.::r the 
State but they are there. 

As you can see the citizens of' New Mexico strongl.y object to 
any further storage of' either hi-level or low-level nuclear 
waste. It is obvious that we are the dumping grounds for all 
of this junk which the Eastern and Middle States do not want. 
~"E HAVE HAIJ ENOUC!:! AND 11HLL FURTHER FHYS1CALLY PROT.ES'I' THIS 

LATEST ATTEMPT TO ADD -'1'0 THE CONTAMINATION \'i.tm.m WE ALREADY 

HAVE. 

The attacheu poster explains our position very well and we 
feel that is is time that the ~.o.E. quit acting like the·3 
monkey table with their attitude of "SEE NO EVIL, SPEi\K NO 
EVIL, HEAR NO EV.IL" when it comes to nuclear waste. 

Copbc: All N.~. 
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Comments and Responses 

Author: Hazel C. Haynsworth 

LAND OF 
ENCHANTMENT ? 

YES!! 

LAND OF 
NUCLEAR WASTE? 

NO!! 
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V:CLLAGE OF RUIDOSO 

RESOLUTION 92-37 

A RESOLtlTION CALLING UiON THE ullIT!D ST~T'ES CONGRESS TO AVOID THE 
W~STEFUL EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS FOR.MONITORED RETRIEVABLE STORAGE 

OF HIGH LEVEL tnJCLEAR WAS'raS, REQUESTING THE CONGRESS TO CONVENE 
AND COND'.J~ HEARINGS ANO INVESTIGATlON OF THE NUCLEAR WASTE 

MANAGEMENT PROGRAM OF THE IDHTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, AND 
FURTHER REQ~STtNG THE HONORABLE BRUCE KING, GOVERNOR OF THE 

STATE OF ltEW MEXICO, TO JOIN I'N THIS REQUEST. 

FREMmLE 

A. The United States Department of Energy and Office of tluclear 
Waste Negotiator have funded throughout the country twenty 
( 20) 11 f easibili ty studies" of Monitored Retrievable Stqrage of 
"spent" fuel from. commercial power reactors and other hign 
level radioactive wastes. Each· study grantee initially 
recaived $100,000., awarded mostly to Native American tribes 
and a few County government ·jurisdictions. The Mescalero 
Apache Tribe requested and re~eived federal funds l$300,000.) 
to study the feasibility of a Monitored Retrievable Storage 
(MRS) facility, on or near.their.reservation, located adjacent 
to the Village of Ruidoso, New Mexico. Documented 
expenditures for these studies, to date, amounts to $2. 2 
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n. Congress' o•,m 'MRS Pe\'ie .. ., Co!ll!"ission, alon~ with the General 
1,coountir1g Office and othsr agencies have cvnclu·:lad that an 
11RS .,,ill. not cont.rib•J.t.e. sign\.ficantly to, nr:.ir will it red"Uce 
co~t$ of tha Oep3rtment of Energy's plans to dtsp~se of spent 
fuel an:i other high level radioactive wastes, compared to 
stora9e of these waste~ at or n~ar the generatin~ facility. 
When ~o!'!ts of oonstnu::!t.1..on and manning th~ MRS itself, and 
additional nosts of infrastructure development (ro~d~aya and 
ra \ l l incs, ln:-lu1.ing rights cf way; emerg~n~l' respnnae tcW?ts, 
facilities aad e~u\.pment; etc.) are consld~red, the proposed 
r-ms represents an unacceptable level of cost to taxpayers an:i 
utility ratepa'l!""ers in the billions of dollars. 

c. waste of add.ltional millions of dollars of taxpayers• money 
can be stoppgd by the United States Department of Energy and 
th~ Office of Nu:::lear Waste He9otiator ceasi.ng actlvitie.s 
promoting and "studying" the MRS concept. 

D. Funds saved by cess;!ticn of MRS siting and promotional 
nctivitiP-s, as well as by not constructing a c~">stly lmt. 
nE!edles.I!; "temporat"y" MRS facility, may be all~ated for 
achieving a safe, e~onOI11.icai and environmentally sound Eyste.~ 
of pennanant disposal of spent fuel and other high le\•el 
radioactive wastes, as well as for other national priorities. 

E. The· Governing Body of the Village of Ruidoso finds an;! 
dete~mines that pursuit of an MRS facility is an unacceptable 
and unnecessary expense to taxpayers and ratepl'lyers. The 
potential location of an MRS facility within 100 miles of the 
Villa:Je of Ruidoso would be seriously detrimenta1 to the 
tourist-ba.s~d economy of the Village; location of an MRS 
anywhe~e within the state would bB seriously detrimental to 
the economy of "H~w Mexico. 

F. Thi! G·::>verntng B'.Jdy of tho; VUlage of R.11id1:>1;<:> furth'!!!'I:" finds an'i 
date-rr11ines that the inc'lminq Congress of the United States. has 
a u.niqu~ opportunity to save bil.lions of ratepa:irers' an':\ 
taxpayers' dol 1ars by refusing to appropriate additional funds 
for the study or pursuit of MRS facilities, Upon careful 
re•1iew an::l revision of current policiea, the ne-w Congress al.s':l 
rn~y s~ve l~rge sums of money by redirecting the United Stat~s 
Department of Energy's expenditures and efforts toward 
development of acceptable permanent disposa~ technologias. 

NOW TRER&~ORE EE IT RESO~VED BY THE GOVERN1WG BODY O~ THK VILLAGE 
OF RUIDOSO THJ..T~ 

l. The congt"ess of the United State is respectfully 
requested to xefuse any furt.he-r appropriations or funding 
for stu·::!:t• of siting Monitored Retrievab1e Storage 
faci1itics, thereby e~ving taxpayers and ratepay~rs 
bi 1 lions of dol'lars; 
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2. The Congress direct the United States Department of 
Energy and. Office of Nuclear Waste Negotiator to adopt 
recotm1endations of Congress' Monitored Retrievable 
Storage Review Commission as those agencies' spent fuel 
management policies; and, 

3. The Congress convene hearings and conduct investigation 
of the radioactive waste disposal and management plans of 
the United State Department of Energy, especially 
examining the manner in which that agency expends and 
managers appropriated funds, as well as money deposited 
in and drawn from the Nuclear Waste Fund. The purpose of 
such hearings and investigation would be to redirect the 
Department of Energy's efforts and expenditures to 
devising permanent, safe and economically acceptable 
solutions to the nation's radioactive waste problems; 
rather than pursuing costly "temporary" solutions which 
merely delay and avoid addressing core issues of nuclear 
waste disposal. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Governor of the State of New 
Mexico, the Honorable Bruce King, is respectfully requested to join 
in this petition to the United States Congress because of the 
potential statewide detrimental economic · E!ffects ··of· an MRS 
facility.,;:,·· · · , ... :.;,.:.. · · ·,:· ! ·:. e,;'. · ... :. ' ' : '.' 

t.ht.: 1.1\'\.:1 t.~(1 rt .. 3_t0 D:~r;=1 ::·i:. i"."·-n~ ·;:~ F.'7-~·:::;·r./, 0s1~';'"·:;~, .. ::i 1 ·.t1 
PASSED, AOOP'J!Et11i.111)tD'c.,.PPRGUDrtlin '-ilittil dayabf ~W..P~ ,and 

.;;::1··· ··:·· ~:·~-..... ,.·,7·/ __ i;~.1·~,-~ r-~·~·~;:~ e~ ~~r~1~ ?r: ~1~p!'~:it.r:·1 

SEAL 
ATTEST: 

Pl\SSED, 
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1 i::.~tt-: dn~r :-:f ~-'f:'l~-~!"~,\·r1· ... r~t"9~,~.?_<~ ,., .. ~. 
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO'S POSITION 
ON 

MONITORED RETRIEVABLE STORAGE 
(MRS) 

PRESENTED TO 

RADIOACTIVE AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS COMMITTEE 
NEW MEXICO STATE LEGISLATURE 

JUNE 24, 1994 
SANTA F!, NEW MEXICO 

BY 

KATHLEEN SISNEROS, DIRECTOR 
WATER AND WASTE MANAGEMENT DMSION 
NEW MEXICO ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT 

AND 

CHRIS WENTZ, CO.COORDINATOR 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE CONSULTATION TASK FORCE 

STATE OF NEW MEXICO 
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C~.,;--.\lllSS;ON1.ti.)M~:~1·P1ATiON 
• 000 NEW 'l'O"IK Ave .. AM •01 
.l.\.AMOOORDO. NM &331 l-&93! 
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~:!·:l!J 43'1 -11!.)Ei 

dtauntv n£ @tern 

RESOL1r~%0H NO. ~(1-6._'f_ 

Location of an MRS aite in otero County 
on or near the Mescalero Apache 
Reservation 

HB8RRAS, ~he Board of County Colltlllissioners has received input 
from the citizens of Otero county, demonstrating a high level of 
concern and oppo•ition regardinq the location of an MRS site on or 
naar tha Mesoale.ro ~•••rvationr !llld 

'llll!EREAS, The Board of county COJlllllissioners recognizes th£> 
sovereignty of the Meaoalerc Indian Nation when it is conducting 
Tribal affairs on Tribal lands; and 

WHIRJIAS, 'l'ho Board of County C0111J11issioners nevertheless 
recognizes the fact that the actions of the Tribal Col.Ulcil with 
respect to the location of an MRS site on or near Tribal lands 
..,i thin Otero county impact th4!! interests and concerns of both 
Tribal mem.bers and their neighbors, all of whom are citizens of 
this county; and 

1111EREAS, As a result of th• eoncarn• and opposition that have 
been voiced to this Commission, several areas of common interest 
have come to liqht which warrant a request for additional informa
tion. SOl!le immediate concerns are: 

1) site satety; 
2) transportation systems safety: 
3) e.ergency response capability: 
4} lll8dical treatment tacility status: 
5) sal'litation and sever facility require•ents: 
6) funding- mechenisaa for any of the above; 
7) fW'ldinq mechan1SJll8 for necessary infrastructure 

development and maintenance outside the Reservation 
boundari-: 

8) health riska polled by the site location under normal 
operation: 

9) health risks posed by the site location in the event of 
a ca~tropbie failure on-site or in transportation of 
11aterials1 · 

10) economic impact of site location in this tourism industry 
re9ion1 

11) ec:ono111ie benefits to be derived outside o"f the reserva
tion boundaries by location of the site on or near the 
tt.se.lero Reservation; 
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12) 

13) 

Author: Hazel C. Haynsworth 

a tull envlronm•ntal asse••ment which addresses all of 
the concern• •xpressed heraiin1 
the effect ot •ite loca~ion on the population q~cwth of 
tb.e regionr 

pow '1'Bll:RD10Et.I n r.. HllUBY R2SQLVED BY THB :soun OF COOJl'1'¥ 

COJ111IfsS:IOllBRS OP ~ C'OtJllTY tna'C. 'CfUS .KeSO.LU'C.l.Dn Dll PJ:.'9BmI'c.•Q. 'C.C 
the Neacalero Tribal Council and tbe DepartlMnt or Enerqy as a 
request that either one or bo'th of theae entitie& provide Otero 
County with any and all intormation currently ih their possession 
or which may coma into theit' pcsseaaion in the· future with respect 
to the.possible location ot an MRS site on or near the Mescalero 
Rmsarvation which addresses any of the concerns expressed herein. 

In addition, the Board of county conmisaionera requests that 
any turther study for poaaible sites to locat• an MRS facility on 
or near the lhlmealet"O Reservation addresses all of the concerns 
expr-sed herein and that the Board of Ccunty Commiasioner:1 have an 
opportunity t:o pro11'ida input and information in all areas of 
concern tbet impact the deiivery of services to the pllb1ic. 

BCWm OF Cotnr.l'Y COllKISSJ:OllERS 
Count New Mexico 

. \ ~·~ JI.,,( . 11!4.. 
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR POINTS 

• THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO HAS A SINCERE AND 
LONG-STANDING RESPECT FOR INDIAN TRIBAL 
SOVEREIGNTY 

• THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO OPPOSES THE SITING OF 
AN MRS FACILITY ANYWHERE WITHIN ITS BORDERS 

OPPOSITION IN NEW MEXICO IS STRONG AND 
BROAD-BASED 

REASONS ARE MANY AND VARIED 

• THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO BELIEVES A RE
EVALUATION OF THE NATION'S CURRENT PROGRAM 
-FOR STORAGE ANO DISPOSAL OF SPENT NUCLEAR 
FUEL IS NEEDED 

DEVELOPMENT OF A PRIVATE MRS FACILITY WILL 
ONLY COMPLICATE ANO IMPEDE PROGRESS ON 
RESOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 

1 
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OPPOSITION IN NEW MEXICO TO AN MRS IS STRONG AND 
BROAD-BASED 

• THE FOLLOWING ELECTED STATE OFFICIALS ALL 
OPPOSE SITING OF AN MRS FACILITY ANYWHERE IN 
NEW Mexrco: 

GOVERNOR BRUCE KING1 

U.S. SENATOR JEFF BINGAMAN (0-NM) 
U.S. SENATOR PETE V. DOMENIC! (R-NM) 
U.S. CONGRESSMAN STEVEN SCHIFF (R-NM) 
U.S. CONGRESSMAN JOSEPH R. SKEEN (R-NM)2 

U.S. CONGRESSMAN BILL RICHARDSON (0-NM) 

• THE NEW MEXICO SENATE PASSED A MEMORIAL 
(SENATE MEMORIAL 4, 41st LEGISLATURE, FIRST 
SESSION, 1993) OPPOSING ESTABLISHMENT OF AN 
MRS IN THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO 

• THE NEW Mexrco HOUSE OF REPRESENTATJVES 
PASSED A MEMORIAL (HOUSE MEMORIAL 66, 40th 
LEGISLATURE, SECOND SESSION, 1992) OPPOSING 
ESTABLISHMENT OF AN MRS IN NEW MEXICO 

See Govamor's Office News Advl1ory of February 3. 1994; and 
Governor King's Congressional Testimony ot March 17, 1994 (attached) 

1 The Mesealero Apache Reservation Is located In Representative Skeen's 
congressional district. 

3 
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NEW MEXICO OPPOSITION TO THE MRS PREDATES 
MESCAL ERO TRIBE INVOLVEMENT 

• FORMER NEW MEXICO GOVERNOR GARREY 
CARRUTHERS VOTED JN SUPPORT OF AN MRS 
RESOLUTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY BY THE 
WESTERN GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION 0NGA) IN 1989 

• CURRENT NEW MEXICO GOVERNOR BRUCE KING 
VOTED IN SUPPORT OF THE READOPTION OF THIS 
SAME RESOLUTION IN 1993 

• THIS WGA RESOLUTION (RESOLUTION #89-024) 
STATES THAT THE WESTERN GOVERNORS: 

SUPPORT THE NATIONAL POLICY OF SAFE, 
PERMANENT, GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL 

ENDORSE AT-REACTOR DRY STORAGE, WHERE 
STORAGE IS PERMISSIBLE UNDER STATE LAW 

OPPOSE THE SITING OF ANY MRS WITHIN THE 
GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARIES OF A STATE WITHOUT 
THE WRITTEN CONSENT OF rTS GOVERNOR 

5 
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• SITING AN MRS IN NEW MEXICO IS INEQUJTABLE 

THERE ARE NO COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR 
REACTORS LOCATED IN THE STATE OF NEW 
MEXICO 

STATES THAT HAVE REACTORS ANO HAVE 
THEREFORE BENEFrITED FROM THE 
GENERATION OF COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR POWER 
MUST CONTfNUE TO TAKE RESPONSIBIUTY FOR 
THEIR OWN WASTES UNTlL PERMANENT 
DISPOSAL CAPACITY IS AVAILABLE 

• NEW MEXICO HAS DONE JTS SHARE, MAKING 
SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO BOTH THE ENERGY 
ANO DEFENSE SECURITY OF THE UNITED STATES BY: 

HOSTING AND MAINTAINING 1WO OF THE 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING 
FACILITIES FOR OVER 50 YEARS 

SERVING AS A POTENTIAL SITE FOR THE 
PERMANENT DISPOSAL OF DEFENSE 
TRANSURANIC RADIOACTIVE WASTE AT WIPP 

PROVIDING THE VAST MAJORITY OF U.S. URANIUM 
MINING ANO MILLING CAPACITY 

• NEW MEXICO HAS REAPED BENEFITS FROM THESE 
U.S. NUCLEAR PROGRAMS, BUT ALSO BEARS THE. 
LEGACY OF REAUPERCEIVED ADVERSE IMPACTS 
ASSOCIATED WITH THESE ACTIVITIES 
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PRIVATE MRS COMPLICATES AND CONFLICTS WITH THE 
FEDERAL PROGRAM 

• THERE IS LEGITIMATE AND PRUDENT NATIONAL 
INTEREST JN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT• S 
RETENTION OF SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT 

CRITICAL LINKAGES TO REPOSITORY PROGRAM 

TRANSPORTATION SAFEGUARDS 

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

• SITING OF A PRIVATE MRS DOES liQI CONSIDER: 

OPTIMIZATION OF TOTAL WASTE SYSTEM 

RISKAVOJOANCE OR MINIMIZATION 

COST -EFFECTIVENESS 

• HOST OF A PRIVATE MRS LARGELY DETERMINES 
CONFIGURATION AND SCOPE OF OPERATIONS 

LIMITED SYSTEM lNTEGRATION 

NO REPACKAGING OR SHIPMENT ''STAGING" 
BENEFITS 

9 
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THERE ARE SERIOUS CONCERNS RELATED TO THE SITING 
AND OPERATION OF AN MRS FACILITY IN NEW MEXICO 

• THESE CONCERNS INCLUDE POTENTIAL IMPACTS ON: 

PUBLIC HEAL TH AND SAFETY 

ENVIRONMENT 

ECONOMY 

• THE PROPOSED MESCALERO SITE POSES UNraue 
PROBLEMS: 

LIMITED INFRASTRUCTURE CAPACITY 

LIMITED EMERGENCY RESPONSE CAPABIUTY 

NO RAIL ACCESS 

FRAGILE ENVIRONMENT 

TOURISM-BASED ECONOMY 

11 
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
Si ATE CAP,"'.'0~ 

SANTA FE. NEN '.AEXICO 87503 

BAUCE KING 
GOVEFINOFI ~,.::: .32 .~ -."?o:c. 

TESTIMONY OF GOV. BRUCE KING or NEW M!XICO 
TO THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES' 

SUBCOMMITTEES ON ENERGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES 
AND OVXRSIGHT MID INVESTIGATIONS 

OF THE COMMIT'l'EI: ON NATUUL RESOURCIS 

March 17, 1994 
9:30 a.m., 1324 Longworth House Office Building 

Thank you, Chairman Miller, Chairman Lehman, and 
Representatives, for giving me the opportunity to express my views 
to you on the possible construction of a Monitored Retrievable 
Storage (MRS) facility tor nuclear waste on the Mescalero Apache 
Reservation in New Mexico. 

I have been notified that the Mescalero Apache tribe and 
Northern States Power Company of Minnesota have entered an 
agreement to consider such a facility and that discussions are 
being held with other utility companies about the project. 

Representatives of the Me1calero Tribe first approached me in 
October of 1991 about a study of an MRS tacility on their lands. 
I told them that I respected their aelf-governinq treaty status and 
their right to conduct these kinds of d11cus1iona. I also told 
them that I was adamantly opposed to an MRS facility in New Mexico 
and would do whatever I could al Governor to prevent the 
construction of such a facility in our state. 

Since then, both nou1es of the Hew Mexico Legislature have 
passed memorials oppos1n9 an MRS and many of the local qovernments 
in the vicinity of the Mescelero Reservation have taken similar 
action. Furthermore, the Weatern Governors• Association has 
adopted two policy resolutions which, among other things, call for 
a demonstration of the safety and cost advantage of an MRS facility 
nefore the construc~ion of any such facility, endorse at-reactor 
dry atoraqe, and oppoH the sitinq of any MRS within the geographic 
boundaries of a state without the consent of that state's Governor. 

Because the health and safety of all New Mexicans might be 
affected by an MRS project, I do not believe the state and its 
citizens should be left out of the precess of selecting sites and 
e1tablishin9 conditions. 
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OFFICE OF TH&: GOVERNO.R 
ST4TI! CA.,.ITOL 

BRUCE KING 
GOve:lllllllOfl 

June l. l994 

SANTA FE. NEW UEXICO 87!!103 

Ro.na~&bla William J. Clinton 
President of ~b• UDit.d.St•t..• 
~· White .ISOUSe 
Washin;ton, D. c. 20202 

RI: Ra-cioul NUclur W.1ce Ma11&991Mnt Policy 

Dii&r Hr. Pnsidant1 

I .. duply ecncernecl about th• N&don•s policy raqardin9 tha 
lll&nAgUIUt of Cpellt DllCleu fua.I. 9elll?Ued by CClllllUdal Z'HQ\OrG, 
espec.i,.allY u it r•L&t•• to tbe 1nter.1& storage QI thia waste, Tho 
Nation needs your leadership on thil iH\11. 

Ycu are a.ware a private 1pent llllGleai- ful utm:aga fac1J.ity ia 
1-ilsg' proec?lled or tb• nuclear utility illdllstry and th• "9•c:alero 
Apuha 'l'rlbe for aon1ta-uction and operatioll on th• reHrvation 
1411d1 ii!. •oYt.h-GeAttal Rew Muioo. Such a p:-opo&al is th• direct 
rie111U.t. of the lack o:I! en otf•ot;iv. Nat:l.ozial policy for 'the 
msu&9maen-c ot 1pent nuclear fuel. Wh.i.l• I have the gre•teat 
r_.peot for the acnrani;ney of th• Ka1caluo 'l'ribo, the aiU11g of 
sud& a facility 1• Kew Haicc Will pa•• Wld.'!le riska fo~ tbe 
ait:,lllUI of New Mexico. ! strongly oppoae tne 1itin9 of 1 spent 
fuel starage facllit.Y anywhere iD tAe St&te of lll•i..r Mexico. 

t urge your ~•tra,ion to cla~ify it• policiea and ettectively 
addree• ~· follaw!Dq i••U••· 
• A llatiOll&l llllCl.U .... te ........... POlU, 1a ........ 4 da ftO't. 

bel.i.eve tut u away-lraaa-.r••otor intarill 11~ora99 iacili ty, 
espeeially u pi-opoHd by ~he Hiascalero1, will tui.v. eoat 4D.d 
safety adVallUflM over cont.1.auld 6t-reactor suirag• (or other 
optiOhe :r-t to be cou1dered). I guHtLcm wbatber such a 
facility will aven alleviate Ghort-tum storage DH41. Ho 
cmprel\an.•iv• cccparative r1ak (or cast) 1DalyH1 have bHn 
ccnduot:Gd to date Ol1 the soundn&as of aucl:I a facility, and its 
conuibu.t.ion ta an i.nteqrat.ed, NaUQnal 'W&ata uneiq-.nt sy.steia. 
~h••• ioau•a 1Nat be examined ilD.d a Notional integ:l:'&tecl Wa•t• 
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lands, many otnar fec1aral aqencies must also be involved in the 
develonment and implementation of 1 National policy on thia isau•. 
tor far too lonq there haa ~een an absence of coordination at the 
federal levei regarding the I!Wlaqement of the Nation' a nu.clear: 
waste. Tbe lack of an effective proqram calls 1nto question the 
federal gov~•nm•n~·• trust and credibility with respect to 
acnJ.eving progress on a preHinq National concern: permanent 
disposal of nuclelr wa&te. 

I encourage your Ca~in•t to put fort.n a coordinated position to 
respond ~o the mandate• Conq'~~s has given the Executive branch. 
I stron;ly urge your Administration ~o work w1th Congress to place 
a moratorium on actions related to thia i11ue until an effective 
National policy for manaqement of apont f~el ia in place. 

1dn 
Gov•rnor 

cc: 
United Stat•• Senato' Jeff Bin9tll6n 
Un1~ed States Senator Pete v. CQlll.elli~i 
aAite4 St1t11 con;r11llft.ID Steven Schitt 
United Statea Congra11man Joe R. Skien 
United States Conq%e1aman Bill Richardson 
senator MIX Baucu1, Chairman, Senate 1nvironment and Public 

worts COMittH 
Con9,Q1sman Geo~g• Miller, Chairman, Houa• ~1tural R11ourees 

Committee 
secrau.ry Hazel O'Leary, u.s. Department of Energy 
Admin.i1trator carol Browner, U.S. Envirot1mental Protection 

Aqtncy 
I~an Selin, Chairman, mialea: 11gijl1t.ory Con11i11ion 
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VILLAGE OF RUillOSO 

RBSOLU'l'ION 92-2 

A RESOLUTION REQUESTING '1'HE LEGISLATURE OF 
'l'Hk STA~B OF NEW MEXICO TO ADOPT A RESOLUTION 
OPPOSING THE SITING OF MONITORED RBTRI~LE 

STORAGE (MRS) OF ~IGH LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTE. 

WHEREAS, . the Mescalero Apache Indian Tribe has received a 
$100,000 qrant from the u.s. Department of lnargy to study the 
feasibility of the siting of a Monitored Retrievable storage 
(MRS) facility for the storage of hiqh-level nuclear waste; and 

WHEREAS, the Mescalero Apache Indian Tribe is actively undertak
.inq the activities outlined in Phase 1 of the qrant from the 
federal goverJllllent; and 

WHEREAS, published reports have identified three (3) sites that 
the Tribe is considering for placement of the Monitored Retriev
able Storage (MRS), all of which are within relatively .close 
proximity to the Village of Ruidoso; and 

'WHEREAS, it is anticipated that the formal decision by the 
H~scalero Apache Tribal Council as to whether or not the Tribe 
will pursue Phase "2 of the (HRS) proc:ess will he made this month; 
and 

WHBRBAS, the Village of Ruidoso is extreJDely concerned·about the 
potential socio-economic and environmental iJnpact that the sitinq 
of a (MRS)· facility would have on the Village; and 

WHIREAS, Governor King has denied the Village of RUidoso's 
request to apply for a federal 9rant to assess the potential 
detrimental effects that a· {MRS) would have on the Village, but 

.has stated that he would give his wholehearted support to a 
resolution of the legislature opposing high-level nuclear waste 
storaqe as well as committing the full resources of his adminis
tration in-lieu-of the qrant. 

NOW, THEREFORE, B! IT RESOLVED by the Village Council of the 
Village of Ruidoso that the state Legislature adopt a resolution 
opposing the siting of a Honitorad Retrievable Storage (HRS), in 
New kexico and allocate any re1ourc:es necessary to assess tbe 
detri•ental effects of the placement of a (HRS), in New Mexico. 

PASSED, ADOPTED AND APPROVED this 14th day of January, 1992. 
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A RESOiUTION OPPOSING THE 
ESTABLISHMENT, LOCATION OR S!'Il.NG or 
A MONITORED RETRIEVABLE STORA~E 
FACILITY IN SOJTP.ER.~ NEW MEXICO 

WHEREAS, the t1tl i ted States Department or Energy has er.couraqed. 

Indian tribes in the United States to act as hoats :or t~e storage 

of high-level nuclear waste ma~erials; 

WHEREAS, the United States Dtpart~ent of Energy has offered 

at-::ractive !'inancial incentives to Indian ~ribes in the united 

States which apply as to act e.s hosts for the stora9e or hi.9n-1evel 

nuclear waste materials and which agree to es~ablisn, locate or 

site the above-ground storage facilities ~known as ~on~tored 

Retrievable storage racilities] on rncian-owned or Indien-leasec 

lands; 

WH:SREAS, the Mescalero 1.pache Tribe has applied (Ot', and 

recaived, grants from the uni~ed s~ates Department of :Energy to 

study tha possibility or hosti~g a Monitored aetrievable Storage 

facility; 

v.'HEREAS, the governing bc:l.y of the c:. t'.{ of /\.lar.iogordo 1 New 

Mexico, re=ognizes and respects the right o! the Mescalero Apache 

Tribe to study the possibility of hosting a Mo~itored Retrievabl~ 

storage facility and to wisely use lands a~d natu~al reso~rces; 

WHEREAS, the govern1nq ?:>Ody of the city of Alamogordo, New 

Mexico shares the concerns which prompted its counterparts in the 

Villages of R~iaoso and Ruidoso Downs, tt.e Tow~ of Carrizozo and 

the counties of Lincoln and Chavez to express opposition to the 

establishment, location or siting of a Monitored Retrievable 

Storage facil~ty in Souther.t New Mexico; 
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ffHEREAS, the qoverninq body or the City of Alar.oqordo, New 

Mexico is deeply concerned that the prospact of the establishment, 

location or sitihq of a Monitora~ Retrievable Stora;e facility in 

Southern New Mexico liWly have a negative effect on economic 

development in the City of Alamoqordo, New Mexico; and 

WHlm.EAS, the governing bcd.y ot the City o'! Ala111oqordo, New 

lilexico, based on its c:-.irrent underata...,ding, .believes that tt.e. 

establishment, location or sitinq of a Monitored Retrievable 

Stoi:age facility in Sot:.th.ern N•w Mexico presents the possibility of 

damage to the environment and the potential of adverse iRpact ~pon 

tourism and recreation. 

llOW 'I·HEREP'ORE, BE IT RESOLVED a~ T:iE GOVE.RN ING BOO'{ OF l'HE 

CIT~ OF .ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO that it opposes the establishmen~I 

loc~tion or siting of a Monitored Retrievable storage faci:ity in 

southern New Mexico; 

NOW THERI:FO~E I BE !'l' FURTHER RESOLVEJ BY THE GOVERIUNG aoolf Cf' 

THE C"LTY OF A!.A?>:OGORDO, NEW MEXICO that it welcomes ongoing 

dialogue between the ci -ty o! Ala::noqordo, New Mexico ana the 

Mescalero Apache Tribe re9ardinq developme..'l~ ot the Mon!tored 

Retrievable storage facility. 

NOW 'I'HERl!:FORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED BY '?HE GOVERNING BODY CF 

THE CITY OF ALAMO~ORDO, NEW MEXICO that copies of this Reaol~~ion 

be transmitted to the elected o!ficials of the Y.escalero Apache 

Tribe, to all elected of:t;ic:ials of all municipal and county 

9overnments in southern New Mexico, to the Governor of New Mex1co, 
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to the New Mexico congressional O&le9ation, to the Otrice or the 

Federal waste Negotiator, to the secreta~y of th• Onite~ States 

Department of Energy and to the Pr•11dent of the united states. 

PASSED, APPROVED ANO ADOPTED THIS ~28~ day of ___,A~~~r~i~l~~~ 
l9_:tL. 

CITY OF A 
a New 

Ely: 

] 
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TOWN OF CARRIZOZO 
RESOLUTION 92- OJ. 

Author: Hazel C. Haynsworth 

WHEREAS, lhe M~scalero Ar11che Tribe nas expte~~ed in inlc!rest in delt-nnining 

the advisability of hosting a Monitored Retrievable Storage (M.R.S.J Fat:i!ity through 

obtaining funds for a f~sibility study frotn lhe U. S. Department of Energy; and 

WHEREAS, the Boa.rd of Trust~ of lhe Town of Carrizozo recogniz.e.c; and 

resp\!Ct$ the so1•creignty of lhe Mescalcro Apadie Tribe and their right to self· 

determination through the wise tL~ of their own resourcell: and 

WHEREAS, the Mescalero Apm:he Tribe is actively undertaking the 1tl·tivi1ies 

outlined in Phase I of the gr.mt fr"m the federal gover.nment; and 

WHEREAS. published report~ have iden1ifieJ three OJ ~ites tMt the Tribe i.~ 

considering for placement of the M.R.S., a.U of which are within relatively cki~f.~ 

iiroximity to the Town or Carrizozo; and 

WHEKEAS. it i, anticipated that the formal deci$ion by the M~calero Apache 

Tribal Council as to whether or not the Tribe will pursue Phase 2 of the M.R.S. 

process will be made this mlmlh; and 

WHEREAS, tht Board of Tru~lces of the Town or Carriz~no has del.enninet.I 

that both lhe feasibility i1tudy and the pro~rect of housing nudear waste on the 

Mescalero Reservation or surrounding en\·irons will ha\·e a ~hilling effect on the 

prospect of economic development in Lincoln County; and 

WHEREAS, the Board of Trustei:S of the Town tlf Carrizozo had determined 

lhat the prospect of housing nuclear waste on the Me~lero Apache Reservaljon or 

surrounding emiron~ has a potential disastrou~ clTecl ~1n the em·ironment or this area. 

NOW THEREFORE BE JS RESOLVED hy the Board of Trustees of the 
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Town of Carrizozo to oppose the further ~ludy anJ any other adion leading up to the 

establishment of a Monitored Relrfova1'1e Sltirage Fadlity on the Mescalero 

Res~rvation; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that lhe Slale Legislature adopt a resolution 

opposing the 1'iting of a Monitored Retrievable Storage (M.R.S.i and allocate any 

resources necessary to a..11SeSs the detrimental effects of the placement of an M.R.S. in 

the State of New Mexico: and 

BE IT FlRTHER RESOLVED that a copy of tliii: Rei-olutio11 be sent lo the 

Mescalcro Tribe, New Mexico's Congression11l Delegation, and the Governor of the 

State of New Mexko expressing such oppo~ition. 

I 

!/ ( /; 
tl ,(/ . )J;,}(,

7
·· J1 ! ~ I 

I v./~. i 1 ./Jl/_y 
i 

ilia Kuhael, Mayor 

1 /l 
.. // .! /I " ~·"'-"".! ,1'°--i'-;._j hi....,, 
Carol Schlarb .. Village Clerk 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

-----·---------J. Robert Beauvais 
Village Attorney 
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Vil~!S<l or 01pilftn 
lt1'.SOLlT110N 92· ;! 

Author: Hazel C. Haynsworth 

w11mrnl'\s, lhc M~M~:alcrn AJm\:hc 'ii'iflc ha~ cxrres~ed in intereNI In dlllermining 

1hc ndvi"al'iilily or hv~linp. II \fouilorcd lletricv<1blc Storage (M.R.$.) facilily lhrough 

ohlulnlne fund9 f••• u Ji:11~hili1y ~f I)' fl om 11•r 1 J. 1), Departmenl of energy; and 

WI rnJWAS, the Horrrd C>f T111sle<'ll of lhc Villa~ ol CapitRn l'(ll'-Ognizes and 

rc~pccls 1hc r.<1\·~1·cigr1ly of th'' Me!>ealci·o Apache. Tribe 1111<1 their right lo self-

dctcr111i1mllon 1h1uugh the wi~L' 11~-: ol rhr.ir own r~~lll'CCH; and 

<1ullin(.il In l'haso t t•f lhc r.ran1 fi·ooi the li:dcr11I r.ov~nmenl; and 

WllERJ~AS, pubti~lic~l 11.')l(lrl~ have identifit?d tl1rec 0) !iilc11 that the 'l'iibe ft; 

t'tlll~id11ri11i: rur pln<.-cmcut or !he MKS .. 1111 o/' which nr·e within rclali\lely \!lofie 

WJIHf{F.AS, it .is 1111cldpa1cd Iha! the liJm1al dccisio11 hy \he Mescalero Apach!? 

Trili11l Coun~il 11i- 11• 11ht>1h~1· <•• 11111 the Trlhc will pursue l'ha~c 2 of Ille M.R.S. 

rn><.'('i::; will he lllildc thi~ rnonth; 111rd 

WllEIU:AS. lhc IJt111rd Ci/' T111~lt:\:S ol the VilhtAC 01. Cllf'lilftll ha.o; delennined 

tlu1t t'ifllh the fcasihillly lC(lldy HllJ I~ JlfllSjll'.CI or Musing nuclear waste on the 

Mcs1.:11lc10 ltcr.cr\•;1tion t11· sur1'ft1111ding r.nvirons will hoive a ~:hilling elfa:t on the 

pto~~I of c(:onomic d;.:vdopmt'nl in Lim:oln Counly; nnd 

Wlli'.REAS, •h~ Buud of T111~1ecs of Ilic Villay,e or C11pita11 bad determined 

tlml lht' ~·o~rix:• or l1011~ing 11udeC1r wm;lc Oil the Me.~cnlero /\pac~ Rclliet'\'aliou or 

!OUlfOUl1Jinp Oll\'ir'('lll~; h~~ II J'l<l\(';nti11t disHSlfOUS eflC\:l ~lll the enVifOJlhlClllf Of \hi,~ ftrea. 

NOW TllEREFORE DE 1:-i IU!SOl.Vl"ll by the Board or Ttu!;ler.11 of lhe 
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Villag.c of C11pit1111 Ill tiPl'ose the furlhrr ~luoy and any other action leading up \o the 

est11h1ish111enl tif a Monitored Ri:-lrie\·11olc Sttirage Facility ~n the Mescaleto 

He;cn·ation; and 

llE IT FLJRlHl·.K RESOLVED that the State Legislature t1dopl a resolution 

tippo$illf. the sitintt of a Monitorc~I Rctrievilble Stornge (M.R.S.) and allocate any 

rr.sOUl'rei; necessary to a~ss lhc delrillll'llllll efTer.:ls of the rta1.:emen\ of an M.R.S. in 

the State of New Mexil.:o; and 

RE IT HJRTHER RHSOLVEJ) lhal n cory of \his Resolution be sent to the 

Ml'Scalcro Tribe, New Mexico's Congr(s.~ional lklcgalion. and tho Governor of the 

Stale of New Mexico expressing sud1 O(lpo~ition. 

~~~rJr:~)ctx,~"-
rrank W11rlh;· Mayor 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

~I () h<j\ ~(0,dVl>!A 
- ~T.~---· ·--·· 
J lobert Renuvais 
Vill11ce Auorney 
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RESOT,UT:ION NO. 80-39 

WHEREAS, the Lincoln County Board of conll'llis.sioners has 

a. long tradition of protecting and preserving the natural 

x·esources, as well. as the cultural., historical and economic 

v·a l\les o:f Lincoln county; and 

WHEREAS, a primnry responsibility of County Government 

1.s to promote the economic development of the County through 

ostabliishment of policies regarding the highest and best use 

0£ private and pulJlic lands, other natural resources and the 

bUJnan resources represented by the citizenry of Lincoln 

Countyi and 

WHEREAS, the Lincoln county Board of Commissioners is 

embodied with wide ranging authority through its inherent· 

police powers to protect the health, welfare and safety of 

its citizenry: and 

WHEREAS, the Lincoln county Board of Commissioners 

recognizes and respects the sovereignty of the Mescalero 

Apache ~xibe and their right to self-determination through 

the wise use o~ their own resources; and 

WHEREAS, the Mescalero Apache Tribe has expressed an 

interest in dete:r:mininc;i the advisabi1ity of hosting a 

Monitored Retrievab1e Storage {M.R.S.) Facility through 

obtain~ng f1.Lnds for a feasibility study from the u. s. 

Department of Energy; and 

WUEREAS, the Linco1n County Board of Commissioners has 

determined that both the feasibility study and the prospect 

of housing nuclear waste on the Mesca1ero Reservation or 

surrounding 

prospect of 

county. 

envirot>s 

economic 

wil1 

and 

have a 

cultu.ral 

chilling effect on the 

development in I,incoln 

NOW 'l'HB.Jitll;P'O.HE BE IT RESOLVED by the L.inco1n County 

Board of Commissioners to oppose any action le~ding up to the 

cstablislunent of a Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility on 

the Mescalcro Reservation or Mescalero tribal 1ands in/or 

adjacent. to Lincoln County; and 
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this Resolution 

be sent to the Mescalero Tribe, New Mexico's Congressional 

Delegation, and the Governor of the State of New Mexico 

expressing such opposition. 

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
OF LINCOLN COUNTY 

I 
~ 

Stirling Spencer 
CHAIRMAN 

Bill Elliott 
Member 

APPROVED AS TO LEGAL FORM AND SUFFICIENCY: 
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Responses to Comment Letter C065 

Please note that the attachment received by DOE titled "State of New Mexico's Position on Monitored 
Retrievable Storage" contained only the odd-numbered pages of the presentation. 

1 The quantity of waste generated by the Mo-99 program at any of the alternatives is presented in Section 5.14 
and is considered to be small. The storage and disposal of the low-level waste will take place at the Nevada 
Test Site for the SNL/NM and ORNL alternatives. The LANL and INEL alternatives would dispose of the 
low-level waste onsite in existing DOE-approved facilities. All the alternatives have on-going laboratory
wide waste management and minimization programs. 

As discussed in Section 5.14, all alternatives considered have onsite capabilities sufficient to store spent 
nuclear fuel (SNF) generated in operating at 100% U.S. demand for at least 5 years. Long-term storage and 
disposal of the Department's SNF will be conducted in accordance with the Department's Record of Decision 
for the Spent Nuclear Fuel Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (DOE 1995b). 
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1 

Febnwy9, 1996 

STATE OF TENNESSEE 
DEMMllll!NI' OF INVHllOllMENT AND CONSDIYATICIM 

NASHVILLE, TliNNESllEE 312A3-o435 

Mr. Wide c.rou, MIPP-ms Document MllDIF' 
US Deplltmlnt of Energy . 
Oflic:e ofbotop9 Production lllld Diatribudon, NB-70 
199901 Germantown Road 
Gmmnown, Mmylllld 20874 

l>tlr Mr. r..miO: 

Author: Don Dills 

DONmLLS 
ca•1 -.. 

At the 1.-1 COldll:l far Nllianal EirvlMlllldll Policy Al:t (NF.PA) stam: review!, I IDI RlflODdinl m 
balialf oftm Su. atT- ro tbe Draft /JadfC11l l1«op11 Prot/Mctton />rojw:t: Molyhdottlllt-99 tlltd 
blatl':d Ml':drC4tlS010p.1, F./wtl'Ort1Mlllal Impact Stat.mtnt, DOBIEIS.0:249D, da-1 ~•""'" 19PS. 

Th; CftCblld QllllllHillb ~ by our DMaio.n fiJr DOB Ownigbt ccmltitulo the ClOllccms, ob.emaicnl 
111111 poliey politibos OD behalf of the Sbde of 1'cllllllls. 

PJcue maim iplCill lllllc or Olll' beliefdllt b a.It Ridp llleauitivc ia a nwdl an viable alfcnlllliw thin 
iadicalild·~ DOE'• iaidll ~ llld evabu.tim. At a miaimllln, 1lio ftnll EJS lhould lddJalf lllOh 
1pccific ud cbjoc:IM IWIGlll, IMnlftg and tradealf'1 rm b:ltina this klllt)' at lifel othc:r dllD. OU 
Ridp. 

Your llClllldendian cithl illllrals of die s. orT- is lftllcly lppNCillsd. 

Silm9ly 

~l~~w._ 
e: The llanallbll Ctm.8*1111111. 7.a W1111P, 1bird Dis1li&ll: (aaicli ~dr encllJllll'll) 

COmnUuioaa William A. Omlmmt, Jr. 
IAmlltd BDdlay, Govemar'1 Ok 
KmJlundna, ~ 
:But 1..-ill& DOJi..OwnfPt 
Dodd <Wm.th (NEPA coarcll.ilon 81o) 
~.allDX: -
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2 

STA'nOP~ 

DEPARl'llBll' OP llMRCll9llllT AND CONSERVATION 
DGI! OVElllllCIHT DMllON 
m~VM.LIYNMD 

QM( ................. .,.,. 

JlllUll)' 29, 1996 

. Mr. Don Dills, C.ommisllioner 
Tcnneaee llepm1ment o(EuviJuameart llld Comervatioa 
c/o .T~ Pavitu.amental Policy OfRce 
l4tb. Plod' L&C Tower . 
401 Ch11n:h Stn:cl 
Numllc, TlllDCllec 37243 ~ 1SS3 

Dear~Dllll 

Author: Don Dills 

Decument Nl:fA. RIYlew- Draft Melllal l•etopll PnduedeD PreJeet: Me1J11111t1111111-'9 
aad Re .. tal Mcdleal ........ Elnlronmmtlll Impact Slate.,_t, DOEIE1S-G249D, dated 
Deanlblr 1"5. 

The Terme111ee Depa1mlatoftinviroamentaod Comervatian, DOB Oversight pivision ha 
~iewed the move doc:ummt for JOIB' c:cllCUl'mlCc and transmittal to the followina DOE office: 

Mr. W.te Carroll. MIPP-IDS Documc:lll Manager 
U.S. Dop1111ncatof'Encrl)' . 
Offke of 1soeope Ptoductim nl Diltn1'aticm. NS-70 
199901 Gcnnalltown Ro.s 
OcnnlDtowa. M-,llPd 20874 

Our offlc. nmcw wu conducted ill ICCOl'dnce wilb the RqUiraneats of tile Nadaml 
Snvironmenlll Polic:y Act (NEPA) a iJ:np1anentins replatkm 40 CFR 1500- ISO& and 10 
CFR 1021. 

After NView •nd rcsmteh, the Diviaioll rccommcada DOB roconsider the Olk IUdp Reacarch 
Rcac1Dr fbr this project pret'mnd altcmative. The tedlnictl and economM; caosidaations 
combmocl witJI ORNL"1 SO yearhlseory ofmediod ilOllopc production expcrlmce, nd .sdidonal 
bcncfita oftllc ~ flcilitia llt flCI OM RJdCe ltaeardl 'RdC1IOr lllould be COJJll'lc<ely 
~ 
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Commjaiom:r Dills 
Page Two 
J1111uary 29, 1996 

Author: Don Dills 

Also. we rcquat the attached (;(ll1'l1neDll on tbc above dotumettt lie given fil11 comidcration in tho 
preplllltion of the Pinal J!lnironmental 1mpM:t Stltancat for Medical l!OtOpel Production 
Project: Molybdenum-99 88d Related Iaopa.. 

If' you hive any questions, please contact Dile Rector at (423) 481-099' or Stc-vc Nisley at (423) 
481-0163. 

SiMere)y 

~· 
Earl c. Leming. Dhmar 

Attachment 

cl0194.99 
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4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 I 

11 I 

Author: Don Dills 

Ten.euee .Deputmeat of E•vlnlnmeat and Con1ervatlolllDOE Oninl&llt DM1lon 

Commtntl on Draft bvlronmentlil lmpad s111te111e•t. DOl/El5-1249D, December 1995, 
.. Medlcat llotopa Prad11ellon Projecl: Melybdenam-99 and Re .. cMI Mldkal l10topet." 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

ORNL must be c:omidcml a strong eontmdsr for tile medical isocopc project. lnfomuition 
throuput the docum.ellt 1tate1 ORNL not only is colt competitive, bvt bu~ years 

· experience ID ilOtDpC mid xnedical isotope pmductioo. thm aay otha .:au.d1date site. MOii 
importantly, the Oak :Ridge lle1cm"Cb Reeeior could continuously supply the ne.:dcd isolopcs 
dw'ing timca of nlt.ioual emergency. 

DOE should weip. into it'1 dedsic:mmaking the additional bcn.efha oftbcl Oak Ridge Research 
RcKtor for experimental usc:s, md that OpG"atioaal cmts would be oft'tet tTom UHl'I of the 
experimental ficniticL Rilllrt wollld ex.tend the 115c:fVJ life, awid 1he eltimated SS00.000 to 
$7c;l0.000 per year environmc:nUI. nillaration moitpgc payments to maintain the shutdown 
facility. Jt i1 unlikely that decootamination will o.:c:ur befme 2020. 

Balled on the technical information, di1.:uslion, md the compm'iMJD ohltenudives tablem ptOYlded 
in tb.e document, Olk Rid1e f'acilitla appear to be the viable candi.dlk botb from the point of 
opetlllna and maintaining a plant specializing in the pmducti.oa of illOIDpes as weU as technic:al 
know-how that could accommodate other iaolOpes if neoded. Jt h11 the potential to meet I 00% 
use roqv.ircm•• of the illOlope in the United State• with a twentY-pen:i:nt increase in the 
production fur au.y cmc:rgCftCles. Al10, ORNL i1 ao ·officially Food and Drug Administrlltion 
.certified. ''drug eetlbllllllmcat. • 

The prod.udion uoit should be ceatnlly I~ 10 minlmtt.e the travel time &nd dilltlln.:c lo 
de1tinatlon and the idcal cmdidatc would be lhe one with the \eut diatanc:e. Oak ridge National 
Laboratory seems to have ideal 1ocmloo. for di1pa~hipg the finished products by it1 proximity to 
the airport as well as the time and distance considerations. The tn1ck transportation accident 
imp~ to dle public is reported at .03 penon -rem venus .05 pcr.ion-rcm for LANL and 
SNLINM altemat:iva1. 

Tnfonnatioo provided in dle ~eat tbr 1bc tbur candidlllll aiflell iB not CIOilll.llllnt in evaluaaions. 
· If' the doc:un•11mt i1 to be property evaluate~! for the molt 1Uitablc 1itc, iDfonnation needs to be 

provided v1in& the mne reference criterion.. Twa aampla in Sectioo 4 are the total mus of 
spent nuclear f\Jel and w1ume of low-level generated waste1 cumulative to 1993. 

Pn;ivide a life cycle cost evaluation. for the con1tnJctiOD ud operation fur all the altematiwia. 

Los Allll110I Natiooal Laboratory and Sudia Nlltioaal Laboratories are oitcd. 11 DOB"s preferred 
alternatives. The reucmiDI for 1hi1 is not vciy clear hn the dotamcat. 
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14 

15 

16 

17 

Author: Don Dills 

Under air quality, data fur different sites In diffeRat years cumulative and avcnp releue1 of 
uranium over the period of similar use or production experience would be mare mcaniagfW for 
site aueamcnt. 

00.E should make clcac that the Annular Cote R11e11Ch Reactor can only operate at ·f 0% 
prod1,1ction after becotniq operational within 6 mooth1 ftom the Record of Decision. It should be 
noted tbat production would remain at I 0% at the AnnulU" Core Re_.ch Jleador until 28 
months for mil J'l'Od~tioll. This is within two month.I of the time needed for full prodw:tiGll at die 
Oak :Ridsc :Research Reactor. 

Specific ComlllCDU 

I. hp 4.20 and Pag 4,46 

Psuvidc the total !Diii of iplDt DIW'lcar ftu:I at SNIJNM and LANL io. die sune manner u 
detcribed for ORNL OD Pqc 4. 70, Scotian 4.3.14.1 

2. Pue 3,22 Rc:quked ModHtation at LANJ. aru1 hge 3.45 lleqyirtcl Mgdificalion It Oak Rld111 

The two 1itea p1I11Det each other, yet the schedule for modification lism Oak Rid1e req"irinl thin)' 
momh1 fQr operation of the facility versu11 LANL and SNL which have a 20 lllld 28 month 1imc 
specified for Ml production. Since SNL is not cemftod by tho Food and Drug .Adminmndon 11 a 
Dru& Eslabli1bmcnt, and cuti.fh:ation take•~ the schedule time 11 tabal&lcd in Table 3-2 is 
mislelding, Allo, the w~down of the eveah leadia1 tu the prod11crion phase should be 
pre1cnted far every candidate lite. Plcuc provide this infimnadon for OR.NL. 

3. Pap 3.26. Coovcraion of Attnnlar Cm Ruwph gwp to Smmorf. Defeme Pmgpm 
Mi:iim 

PlcllliC provide infunnatlon on the Cumm1 program jurisdiction ofthe Annul• Corc·Rc.scarc:h 
Reactor. Detail a contingency plan for ieotDpe production should the reactor be called to llen'icc 
far the Office ofDefeme PIOjrllll!. If the Office oft>cftme Proplllll bu !he aamc type of 
retained rights (as the Annular Core ~Reactor) at the other candidai.: 1itcl, pleue state 
the cfr~tecl reacton or indicate this ii unique ID the SNlJNM sito. 

4. Pue 3.4S. Oak RJda Rwvph Rcacw Modifications 

PleaM: provide inf~tion on If the pmposed project will Rqllft uppades to the Oak Ridge 
Research Reactor low-lmil wasle piping ~ as wutc linos cumndy do not Jt\l!et standanla. 

2 
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19 

20 

21 

Author: Don Dills 

S. f;qc 4JQ. Sectiop 4.J.J4.2 

The Oak 1tidp RCICn'1tion bas all tlrce 1iles (K-2S, Y-12, and O.RNL) incllllled fbr the Iola! 
cumulative volume oflow-lewl wutodisposcd of'tkuugh 1993. Provide tM umc inf'ormation 
fut' SNUNM. 

6. Page 3.70.. Table 3-2 

The "Scbecl\111 C0mplri90D Oategory" for SNL/NM, LA.NL, and INEL lists. lime fi'amea &om 
.Record of Decillon to fnltial tqct iindildon, reu:toropenltion, Moly-99 production, md initial 
producdon. PJeate provido die 8lll1IC type of lnfumaticlt for ORNI.. 

7. PA&C 5.100. PlllllflDh 1 

Please identt~ dlcec fldlities that would have decommilllionina coaiw fUaded by the Departm.Ql'lt 
of Dlfcme pn>pum for all aftemative a. 
8. P1&e S.100. Table 5-Sl Comparilon ofEltjmatcd.Prqieg Cost at Cwlidltdita 

Please provide estimMed operational costs offset at ORNL due to the 1111.p of the experimental 
tacilltica It the OU Ridge Rcaeardi. R&:d>r. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C066 

1 The EIS was prepared to analyze the environmental impacts of reasonable alternatives for conducting 
the proposed action. The Department will compare the environmental impacts and other factors related 
to the alternatives and will issue a Record of Decision, which will document the basis for the Depart
ment's eventual selection of an alternative. 

2 Comment noted. The Department recognizes that ORNL, LANL, and INEL have significant isotope 
production experience. 

3 As stated in Section 5.22, the estimated cost of restarting and operating the Oak Ridge Research Reactor 
is the highest of the alternatives analyzed. ORNL, LANL, and INEL all have significant isotope 
production and distribution experience. All of the reactors evaluated as reasonable alternatives for the 
proposed project would (after necessary modifications) have the ability to produce at least 100% of the 
U.S. demand for Mo-99. 

4 The EIS presents cost information only for the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project at each of 
the alternatives. The Department recognizes that facilities proposed for use in all of the alternatives 
under consideration could conduct other cost-sharing activities; however, these other cost-share activities 
and their impacts are outside the scope of the EIS and therefore are not considered in the EIS. 

5 As stated above, all of the reactors evaluated as reasonable alternatives for the proposed project would 
(after necessary modifications) have the ability to produce at least 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99. 

6 Both ORNL and LANL are FDA-certified "drug establishments." 

7 Location and proximity to an airport would have an effect on the environmental impacts of the proposed 
project, especially with respect to transportation impacts. However, the environmental impacts of all the 
reasonable alternatives analyzed in the EIS were found to be low. 

8 This comment correctly notes that truck transportation impacts for the ORNL alternative are expected to 
be lower than those for the SNL/NM or LANL alternatives. 

9 The Department utilized the best data available and has attempted to provide comparable data wherever 
possible. In regards to the specific example, the EIS in Section 5.14 provides total spent nuclear fuel 
and hazardous waste volumes for each of the alternative sites (summarized in Table 5-19). 

10 The costs for the modification of facilities and facility operations are presented in Table 5-1 and 
Table 5-52. Since each alternative proposes the use of existing facilities and the Department is already 
responsible for facility-related costs, such as facility decommissioning, an incremental cost analysis 
(rather than a life-cycle cost analysis) was considered appropriate information for the decision-making 
process for the proposed project. 

11 The Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Facility at LANL is the preferred alternative for Mo-99 target 
fabrication, and the Annular Core Research Reactor/Hot Cell Facility (ACRR/HCF) combination at 
SNL/NM is the preferred alternative for target irradiation and processing for the reasons stated in 
Section 3.3.1.1. 
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12 The radiological air quality sections for the affected environment address uranium emissions in conjunc
tion with other radionuclides released from the sites in recent years. Additional information specifying 
historical uranium releases would add little value to the EIS because such emissions are not expected to 
be a major environmental consequence of producing medical radioisotopes. 

13 As discussed in Section 3.3.1, the ACRR could operate at 10% of U.S. demand after initially becoming 
operational. ACRR could potentially supply up to 30% of U.S. demand for a short period of time in this 
configuration in case of an emergency. The commentor is correct in stating that the ACRR would (under 
non-emergency conditions) only be able to produce about 10% of U.S. demand until all necessary 
modifications are complete. 

14 This information has been added to Section 4 and Table 5-19 in Section 5.14. 

15 It should be noted that the radiopharmaceutical companies, not DOE, would be required to obtain FDA 
approval for the Mo-99 produced by DOE. Each site would have the same requirement to provide a 
series of samples of the Mo-99 product to radiopharmaceutical companies so that these companies could 
obtain FDA approval of their products using the DOE-supplied Mo-99. The time required to obtain this 
approval is included in the estimated time requirements in Table 3-1. The FDA approval process could 
be initiated at different times for each of the alternatives because full power operation would not be 
required to begin the process. 

16 The Office of Defense Programs has no current or foreseeable need for the ACRR. That Office has 
requested that, if the ACRR is selected for this mission, the capability of the reactor to perform defense 
experiments be retained in case of an emergency. The reason that the possible diversion of the ACRR for 
defense use is highlighted in the EIS is that, in an emergency, the ACRR is more likely than the other 
reactors considered in the EIS to be used for defense purposes. However, the Department has deter
mined that the probability of needing the ACRR for defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude 
disqualifying the reactor from consideration. 

17 The low-level waste piping would require an upgrade. This upgrade is included in the cost estimate for 
the reactor facility upgrades in Section 5.22. 

18 The EIS presents the total site generation volume in Section 5.14 for all the alternatives. 

19 The scheduling information listed in Table 3-2 is time from the Record of Decision. The ORNL alterna
tive is in column 5. Similar information is provided for each alternative. 

20 All facilities are Department of Energy facilities and would be decommissioned by DOE. 

21 Please see response to comment C066-4 above. 
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Mr. WllCfcCmoll 

llLOCINC 
Oak Ridge Reservation 
Local OVei'sight Committee 

MIPP-EIS J)ocumeDt Manaaer 
19901 Oermantown Road 
Germantown, Marylllid 20874 

Author: Amy S. Fitzgerald 

Fcbnmy 8, 1996 

RE: Mecllcll llOtopu Productioa Pnjeet: Molybdcnua-99 and Related Isotopes Draft 
Enviroamental l•p•et SUtemmt (OO.EIEJS..Ol49i>, December 1995) 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

T~ Oak Rid1e Resavaaon Local Oversight Couunittee (LOC) ia an independenr, non-profit 
oqpmiation compriod of local elected officials and citiam from the City of Oak Ridge and 
six collllties impaeted by activities at the ()all; RidF Roserval!on. 

After extMllivc review, abe LOC submits the ~ ruohid.on as comment on abe Dnft 
EIS. The L0C disagNcs with 1hc DOE's proposed altcrnatin, and considers the analysis 

· incomplete iD IC\'Cn.I areas. · 

Tho LOC appm:lllteS the opportunity to provide input iJuo OOE's medical isotopes p-ojoct. 
Feel ftee to concaa me at (423) 483-1333 if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, , 

!1~~~ 
Bxecutlve Director 

cc With attachment; 

Earl Leming. Tennessee Department of En'll'ironml!Dt and Conservation, DOE 
Oversight Division 

Brian Kelly, Governor's Policy Office 

. . 
Anderson • .ar.igs •Rhea• Roane• City of Oalc IUd11e •Knox • Loudon 

136 S. lllinols Av..,ut, Suite 208 • Oak Ridj(e, Tt:nnCS5C'e 37830 • Phou.: (615) 4~· 1333 • fax (61~) 482-aS72 
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RES OLUIION. 

WHEREAS, lhe Oak Ridae Raervation Local ~t Committee: (LOC). being oomprised 
of dcc~d Officials llDd cltlzen repICSeDtatives of AndcnoD, Knox. Loudon, Meis1, Rhea, and 
Roane Counties and the C'.i.ty of Oak Ridge, was created in part to p?O\'idc Ioc:al Input into . 
decisions affectins the co.n.dnHd operalion of the u.s. Depvtment of Energy's (DOB) Oak. 
IUclge ~rvation; and 

WHEREAS, the U.S. medical community bu been dependent entbely on a Canadian firm to 
supply Molybdcawn-99, a .radioactive isotope tha bu broad applicstions In q,.e area of 
medical diagnostic procedmcs; and 

WllEREAS, the U.S. Departm.cnt of Energy (DOE) proposes to establish, u soon as 
practicable, a domestic capability to produce a continUOUI llUpply of molybdenum-99 and 
relat.cd medical isotopes for the U.S. medical community; and 

WHEREAS. the OOE propo:tca to modify an existing rcsean:h ractor and hot cells to 
produce and ptOOCfili Mo!ybdcnum-99 and related medical iSoto~·lnd 

WHEREAS, the DOE has ),reparecl a Draft Environmental Impact Statement to evaluate 
facilities that bave passed the preliminuy tecbmcal !ICl'eCni.ng critaia far Molybdenum-99 
pnemtion and processllig; and · 

WBEUAS, the Oak Ridp Rollll'Ch Reactot/Radioisotope De\lolopnem Labol'lltory at 1he 
OU; Rid&c National Laboratory a one of four facilities under comldcnmon by the DOB; a· 

WHEREAS, the DOE 1'as selemd the Alllmlar Core Raearch React.or at the· Sandia National 
Laboratory as the preferred altema.tiw; and 

WHEREAS, the DOE's analysis of the preferred alternative is tbe moat ppcmivc of the four 
capable of mcr;ting the DOE's goats • stated; md 

WHEREAS. the Oak Ridge Nlll:ionlll Laboratory has bad a long history of experience Biid 
oxpertitt in the development of such ilotct*; and 

WHEREAS. the DOB'1 ualysia of the cnruonmeml oomequeru:cs, achcdule, lllld 
tecibuology docs not justify the aeleocion of the preferred altcmativc; ID1 

WBJtRBA.s. the Oak Ridp altematfve 11 best suital on the basis of being clcsigned to meet 
tbe neoea11'7 specific&tions, with all the needed p-oduction facilitlea in clo11e proximity and a 
reactor dosiped to· opa-ate in a continuous mode; and 

WBEBEAS, the citizens of LOC judBclictiom arc entitled to US\'lnDCes that the 
socioeconomic jm.pacls and life.cycle COltl lllOCiatod with the DOE's altematives are 
lbomuabJ.y analyad: therefore, be it 
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RFSOLVID, that this Committee supports the selection of the Oak Ridge Research Reactor 
as the preferred alternative for tbD produdion of Molybdenum-99 and related medical 
isotopes. 

BE rr FURTllER RESOLVED, tbl1 thi1 resolution shall be Sllbmittcd to the U.S. 
Department of Energy for considc:nltion in its preparation of the Medical Isotopes Production 
Project Enviromncntal Impact Statrment, and that the Executive Director send a copy of this 
rcaolution to the Temtmee Congimional delegation imd other rele"ant federal and state 
officials. 

This, the 1st day of Febzuary 1996. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C067 

1 As discussed in Section 5.22, the estimated modifications costs of the preferred alternative are the second 
lowest, and the estimated annual operating cost of the preferred alternative is the highest. 

2 As presented in Table 3-2, ORNL, LANL, and INEL all have significant isotope production experience. 

3 The Chemistry and Metallurgy Research facility at LANL is the preferred alternative for Mo-99 target 
fabrication, and the Annular Core Research Reactor/Hot Cell Facility combination at SNL/NM is the 
preferred alternative for target irradiation and processing for the reasons stated in Section 3.3.1.1. 

4 As discussed in Section 3.3, all of the alternatives will (after necessary modifications) have the capability 
to satisfy the purpose of the proposed action. 

5 The socioeconomic impacts of the proposed project are discussed in Section 5 .3 of the EIS. The costs 
for the modification of facilities and facility operations are presented in Table 5-1 and Table 5-22. An 
analysis of these costs and the projected revenues specific to this proposed project will be evaluated for 
each alternative as information for the Record of Decision process. Since each alternative proposes the 
use of existing facilities and the Department is already responsible for facility-related costs, such as 
facility decommissioning, an incremental cost analysis (rather than a life-cycle cost analysis) was 
considered appropriate information for the decision-making process for the proposed project. 

6 Comment noted. 
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.#~ i\ Tradition of Kxce:llencl:' 
~ l~J4tH91-JH 

February 8, 1996 

Mr. Wade Carroll 
MlPP-illS Document Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Offk:e oflsotope Production aml Distribution, NE-70 
1990 I Germantown Road 
Gemumtown, Maryland 20874 

Dear Mr. Cauoll; 

"'-.·~~NORD/ON 
.. ,,,.,INTERNlfTIONAL INC. 

'Ibis letter constitutes the comments of Nordion International Inc. regarding the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS}, and we respectfully request that this document be made 
part of the public recot"d. It is our sincere hope that you will view lhese commems as helpful, 
taking them into account as you assemble the final EIS. 

Nordion's Plans to S~ Supply 

Nordion is a. private North American-based company owned by .MDS Health Group Limited with 
operations in Canada, Asia and Europe. We have a 50 year history of reliably providing naw 
materials fur radiopbarmaceutical products to our wstomers for lhe enhancement of lmman life 
and health. In tact, there b4s never been a &erious interruplion of supply to our customers fur any 
of our productS in that entire time. While we do acknowledge that new reactors to produce 
molybdemm-99 nust be completed to prepare for lhe next century, we do not expect this record 
of reliability to change. We have moved aggressivdy to ensure this win remain the case-securing 
bael:-up capability and making a major investment in bu11ding two new rBRCtors and a processing 
facility. 

Nordkln has made several attcmpta to work with DOE to provide additional security of supply ror 
the short term-prior to Mallindcrodt being \n full production and prior to the Maple T start up. 
The United Stlltea Department ofBnergy (DOE) has remained fucrused on a Ions-term plan, which 
in our view does. not meet the requirements of the Nuclear Medicine Community. Jn Jll.WlU)' 
1995 representatives from the DOE. U.S. radiophannaceul.ical producers. Nordion and n:search 
reactor operators from the United States and Canada,. met in Albuquerque to generate an 
emergency response plan for molybdcnwn-99. In the ensuing report ftom the meeting, prepared 
by Bobby Savoie, the group concluded that the preferred option was a collaboration between the 
DOE and Nordion. Furtbennore, the r~ort concluded that a DO.E program at Sandia for 
independent pcoduction would not meet the needs of the industry fi'om a timing perspective. 
(report attached) 

-147 Mt..i:h Road, Ksnall:I, Onta1;0, C9nndn K2K IX8 Tel.: t613} 59:>..P700 Fmc: (813! 592-6937 
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Nordion has very specific plans lo address the security of supply for molybdenum-99. These 
plans have been widely communicated to the Nuclear Medicine Community in the United States, 
including informal communications with DOE representa~ives. There has been widespread 
endorsement ofNordion's plan as reflected in various communications printed in tbc Journal of 
Nuclear Medicine, Newsline, November 1995 - January 1996 (attached). 

Although Nordion has comnrunicated its plans to the Nuclear Medicine Community, these plans 
are not aca.1rately reflected in the Draft EIS. We therefore state for the official record that 
Nordion will provide the funding for two new reactors and a processing facility, all dedicated 
solely to isotope production. These f.tcilities will be known, and are hereafter referenced, as 
Maple 1 and Maple II. The timing of the formal announcement with respect to this project has 
nothing to do with the commitment of funding. as implied in the Draft EIS Summary (page v). 
An issue related to the tax treatment of reactors in lhe privale sector, which we expect to be 
resolved in the near future, is the only major item delaying the formal announcement. We 
anticipate construction of Nonlion's new processing facility and the Maple l & 11 reactors will 
resume this spring. 

'fbe Draft EIS (page v) inaccurately describes the timing associated with Nordion's plan to 
develop a secure, continuing private-sector supply of molybdcnum-99. The Maple I will yield 
product within 36 months, not 42 months as described. :M.aplc II will be available one year later. 
Both oflhesc reactors will be dedicated to isotope production. Each reactor alone wlll be able to 
meet the world's full requirement for molybdenu1n-99 for the next lwenty years. 

Nuclear Waste 

The Draft EIS 8Urnmary (page xii) states that the process to be used by the DOE would generate 
"primanly low-level radioactive waste." Basc.d on Nordion's technical knowledge of the 
Cintichem process and iafonnation in the body of the Draft EIS, we believe this statement to be 
inconsistent with the facts. 

While the Draft EIS understates the nature of the waste generated by the Cintichem process, it 
exaggerates the level of waste generated by the Nordion process. In it5 summary (page v} and in 
section 2.2 the Draft EIS makes reference to the Nordion process as generating substantially 
greater quantities of liquid waste. This is not consistent with later statements acknowledging that 
the process Nordion will employ in its new facility will generate comparable levels or waste to 
Cintichem process that the Draft EIS currently contemplates. Nordion urges that its strong 
commitment to reducing the levels of waste it generates should be clearly .stated for the public 
record. 
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Private.Sector Sources of Sqpply 

The Draft EIS (pages vi and viii) makes reference to the absence of private companies in 
molybdenwn-99 production. In facl, Nordion is a private company in North America with a fully 
integrated production and distribution network. Our service and commitment to the U.S. Nuclear 
Medicine Community is unquestioned. 

The Draft EIS assessment of back-up capability (page v) is severely understated. While it is 
developing the industry's long-term solution to a secure private-sector supply ofmolybdenum-99, 
.Nordion has taken independent action to assure shorl-term back-up supply. Nordion bu secured 
back-up capacity from the IRE reactor in Belgium and can guarantee a large portion of the 
required back-up. It ill also anticipated that when :h-fallinc.krodt completes development of its 
production capability in 1996197 it will be able to supply the balance of what is required. In 
addition, molybdenum-99 from a South African reaclor is in the process of being ~·alidate.d by 
U.S. radiopharmaceutical manufitcturers. l'ogcther, Nordion. Mallinckrodt and South Afrka 
offer a sound, back-up supply until the Maple I reactor is fuTiy commissioned. 

Even if one gjves credence to the Draft EIS concern (page v) that overseas sources arc not able to 
meet the U.S. demand fully. we cannot envi~ion a :.-cenario. under any circumstances, in which the 
DOE would be required to furnish 100 percent of the U.S demand. Thcrcl'ore, we believe it is 
unwarranted to assert that any U.S. reactor not c·aiJable of supplying I 00 percent of the U.S. 
demand should be removed from consideration. 

While Nordion agrees with the statements attributed to the DOE's comuhants (page 2.3) Savoie 
and Singh, that "European capacity can only supply a portion of the U.S. demand," we have 
studied this issue and determined that European sources can be configured quickly to achieve 
sufficient back-up supply faster than the DOE would be able to establish a new, subsidiud source 
of.supply. 

The idea that U.S. reactors capable of supplying only a portion of the U.S. demand should remain 
under consideration becomes increasingly mcaningfuJ in light of Nordion'.s repeated offers to the 
00.E to work collaboratively on a short-term back-up supply for North America. These offers 
include partial processing at a DOE facility prior to final processing and distribution by Nordion. 
Nordion's expenise and established distn"bution network, not addressed in the Draft EIS, remain 
available to the DOE should it wish to pursue a collaborative elTort with the private sector. With 
this in mind, the University of Missouri, Missouri Research Reactor Center. discarded as an 
option (page xi, table S-1). could provide a !Kllution which could be pul in place more quickly 
than the preferred option being proposed. 
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Page ,;j of the Draft EIS sets a DOE target for specific activity of I 0, 000 curics/g which, based 
on Nordion's own customer needs, exceeds specific activity requirements. Therefore, eliminating 
the Missouri reactor from consideration based on specific activity (pages 3.59 and 3.60) is, in our 
view, not valid as the assumed needs of the customers are overstated. 

In addition to mcce quickly meeting the need for back-up capability, the Missouri reactor would 
be more cost-effective and could be activated only as requircd--also resulililg in less costs. The 
"preferred option" as currently stated would require routine operation even when no product is 
required. Unless it is DOE's intention to market this product in direct competition with the 
private sector (in direct contradiction to DOF.'s stated objective), the current configuration for 
proposed back-up supply is wasteful and unnecessary. 

Further, section 3.3.1.10 on page 3.28 describes a 28 month timetable for DOE production 
capability. By this time, the private sector options will be well-established and Nordion will be on 
the verge of having Maple I fully operational 

Options which allow the private sector to fully or partially participate in the short-term supply 
solution are in keeping with the DOE's stated mission of not competing with the private sector. 
In addition, these options directly address the concerns expressed by the North American Nuclear 
Medicine Community. The Society of Nuclear :Medicine (Sm1) and the American College of 
Nuclear Physicians (ACNP) have both urged the DOE to ensure that there was a reliable back-up 
source ofmolybdenum-99 as quickly as possible. These groups have never specifically asked for 
DOE to become that source. This view was recently made dear at the SNM Isotope Availability 
Commiltee meeting in Puerto Rico in Januacy 1996 and further supported by statemenu in the 
January 1996 Journal of Nuclear Medicine Ncwsline (atlached). 

Thank you, in advance, for your consideration ofNordion's comments. Working together, we are 
confident that the DOE, Nordion and the Nuclear Medicine Community can move forward wilh a 
solution that quickly and cost-effectively achieves an increased short-term capaMity. Please let us 
know if you require additional information or assistance. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Dr. lain Trevena 
Vice-President 
Isotope Products 

/dh 
Attachments 
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Date: January 20, 1995 

To: All Mo-99 Emergency Response Workshop Participam; 

Subject: Initial Review Draft of Ihc Emergency Response Plan 

Enclosed as promised is the initial review draft of the Fmcrgency Response Plan ror 
Molybdenum-99 Production. The document has come together well, but still requires substamial 
refincmem. It is, however, at a point where seeking your comments is both appropriate and 
valuable. Please review the enclosed documents and fax colIUilCilts to me at (504) 834-5890 by 
the close of business on Tuesday, January 24, 1995. 

As a side noce, I met with Teny Lash, Director of Nuclear Energy at the Department of Energy 
on Thursday, January 19, 1995. It is clear that funding will be an extremely tnugh issue which 
will require further thought. We'll be working on that one and hopef\llly will have a better 
picture soon. 

Please do not hesitate to call me as needed at (504) 834-5878. 

R~~ 
--~~~·-/ (.-:;:... ... -· 
Bobby Sa\'oie 
Presidtnt, CEO 

111 VETERANS BLVD. I SUITE 900 I METAIRIE. LA 70005 / 504-834-58781 FAX 504-834-5890 
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EXECUTIVE St.1MMARY 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is pursuing the development of a production source for 
Molybdc:num-99 (Mo-99) at the Sandia National Laboratory (SNL). This aetion was precipitated 
by ihe current reliance on ·a single Canadian source, the NRU reactor at Chalk River. to meet 
the U.S. demand for ~o-99, which serves as the parent for Ille most commonly used medical 
isotope, Tc-99'"-. The current SNL program would use the Annular Core Research Reactor 
(ACRR) with its adjacent hot cell facilities to provide a second supply source in approximately 
18-24 months. 

The U.S. nuclear medicine community arui radiophannaceutical manufacturers have express,ed 
c.:onc.:ern [hat rhe current DOE program. although valid, will not address the near term risk of 
an intcnuption in lhe supply ofMo-99. In response to these concerns the DOE held a workshop 
at SNL with the specific purpose of developing an emergency response option which could 
quic:kly be n1ade operational. This workshop was broadly attended by representatives from 
indu.~try, government, national laboratories, universities and Canada. 

The workshop identified the parameters within which an emergency response option mu:1.-i 
function along with the criteria agaimt which to evaJuale options. Various options were 
i<lemified and discussed. Several preferred opcions emerged for detailed evaluation. resulting 
in a single option. ex"Pedited production of "raw" Mu-99 at SNL for subsequent refinement by 
Nordion. bdng unanimously chosen for implementation if all assumptions hold. A detailed 
uis.cussion of Lhc objectives of this option was developed. An action p1an was developed for the 
prcfoninary steps which must be taken to initiate this option. 

The singl<: biggest hurdle io implementing any emergency response option is funding. The 
lsotllpe Production and Distribution Program (!PDP) has very limited funds available during the 
current fiscal year. Funhennore, the overa11 atmosphere of budget reductions throughout the 
federal govemme:ot and particularly lo DOE may prohibit the redirection of funds from other 
programs. This is!;ue, along with several olhers pertaining to throughput, sales and schedule 
mu.s1 he n:solved before a "go-no-go" decision can be made. 

Emergency Response Plan for MoJybdenum-99 Production 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION A"ID PURPOSE 

This document presents an emergency response plan for the development of a reliable, 
rost effective mechanism to keep Mo-99 flowing in the pipeline to patients if thel'e is a 
supply interruption. It was developed under the direction of the DOE in concert with 
indmtry, universities, and national laboratories. 

The most widely used isotope in nuclear medicine is Tc-99"' (approx 40,000 U . .S. 
procedures per day). It is the daughter product of Mo-99. The short half lives of both 
of these isotopes precludes stockpiling of supplies. As s~h. a consistent stahle, daily 
supply of Mo-99 is critical to the U.S. nuclear medicine program_c:.. The Mo-99 
Production and Distribution Chain is depicted in Figure 1.0. 

Currently the largest IDpplier of Mo-99 on a worldwide bas.is is the NRU rea~1or in 
Canada. If this. reactor were no longer available or the Mo-99 processing facilities were 
no longer available, a shortage of Tc-99 would be evident in cwo weeks. 

The other suppliers, primarily in Europe, could increase production for a limited time 
period only. Transportation distance and production capabilhies in Europe would 
preclude meeting the North American supply for long periods . 

• A. reliahlc backup capability in North America that could replace the current Canadian 
:;upply syi;,tctn during an inletnlption would beuer support the continued supply of Tc-9911 

to )Jorth America than other identifiable solutions. · 

This plan begins by presenting the parameters of an emergency response option - lhose 
specifies which musl be addressed in order for an option to be considered viable. This 
is followed by the parameiers to be used in comparing/evaluating options. Tbe various 
options offered at the workshop are then discussed in temu of their •tenniJlal objectives" 
- 1he ~pecific end poinis to be achieved for each specific option. Finally, an action plan 
i~ presented for achieving the chosen option - production of "raw" Mo-99 at SNL for 
s,hiprnenl lO Nordion in Canada. 
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2.0 PARAMETERS OF THE EMERGENCY RESPOXSE PLAN 

Any e1m:rgency response option must meet certain parameiers if ic is to fulfill its primary 
purpose of ensuring a reliable, cost effective mechanism to keep Mo-99 flowing in the 
pipeline to patients. This section delineates these specifics or parameters which the 
emergency response option must address. The plan must define the applicable 
requirements of each parameter and sriecify steps that are necessary to meet these 
requirements. 

2.1 [!)A ApQrO\'al 

The FDA approval process will involve amendments to the Drog \faster applications 
filed by the radiophannaceutical manufacrurers and approved by FDA. This process will 
require lhat the Drug Master file (DMF) defines the Moly-99 production source and 
prnc;;:ss; production site and procedures are approved, if reciulrcd; and that the end 
customers (radiophannaceutical manufacturers) have validated 3 production lots (trial 
nms of the emergency plan). If the tinal processing (refinement) step is accomplished 
by ~o.rdion under its existing DMF this appronl process may be greatly simplified. 

2.2 f!mding 

The incremental funding required to create and implement an Emergency 
Preparedness Program is eslimated 10 be an additional S5 million in FY 1995. Some 
of 1hcse funds were planned for expenditure in FY 1996, but must be expedited to 
suppon the emergency response option. Obviously the program cannot be 
implemented unJess the funding is available. It is critical that !his funding include 
!raining personnel and developing support systems. The funding for this program is 
not currently available. Changing IPDP priorilies, reprograiruning DOE budgets or 
~eeking other agencies support are the only possible govenunent sources. 1bese 
options must be evaluated and exercised immediately. 

2. 3 Quantitv 

The emergency response capability must be able to provide enough Mo-99 to support 
I00% of the North American requirements. This value is approximately 3000 6-day 
curies per week, or equivalent to 13,600 Ci per week at the pharmaceutical 
comp:inys' docks. The amount of power required in targets to meet this demand is 
400 kW. The reactor operation will be required for essentially 24 hrs/day, 7 
days/week. If raw moly were shipped to Nordion, the production at the source must 
bt: increased accordingly. 

Emergency Response Plan for Molybdell\.lm-99 Production 
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2.4 OualitI 

The process and product will need to be validate.cl (qualified) to the level required by 
the Radiophannaceutical Manufactun:rs. Concentration, purity and spec:ific activity 
are included in the cusiomer's product specification. A DMF must be written and 
submitted to the FDA so lhat customers may refer to it when applying to use the 
material. Good manufacturing practices must be followed throughout the process. 

2 .5 Time to Prepare Emergencv Response Mechanism 

'Ibe time required for the emergency response capability to be prepared for 
implementation must be as short as realistically possible since the supply is currently 
vulnerable. fmplementation of the plan within six months of the issuance date is 
acceptable. 

2.6 Co.st for Prt:paring and :\1aintainjng Plan 

The cost required to prepare the emergency response plan and maintain it in a standby 
mode must be affordable, and the cost of the product, if the plan is initiated must be 
reasonable. Although this is a national priority issue, lhe case must be within 
parameters which can be absorbed by the market or chc U.S. taxpayer or a 
combination thereof. 

2. 7 Ooeradpnal 

Conduct of operation mentality appropriate to reliable continuous opcralion must be 
adopted by the facilily and applied to all activicics therein. Additional redundancy and 
reliability may be needed through equipment and procedural chanies to ensure state of 
readine.~s. A complete compliment of trained staff and infrastructure neces.'lllry for all 
phases of operation in coruinuous 24hr/day operation must be maintained in readiness 
and be immediately available. 

2.8 Time to Engage 

In me e\'Cnt of an inlenuption in supply from existing sources, the plan should seek 
the initiation of Mo-99 production by altemace means within one calendar week., wilh 
final FDA - acceptable product being delivered to radiopharmaceutical 
manufacturers - within 2-3 weeks from the date when the interruption occfil.red. The 
entire North American demand should be met from week 3 onwards. 

Emergency Response Plan for Molybdcnum-99 Production 
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2.9 ~ 

The facility must ha,•e adequate waste management resources and must be capable of 
controlling gaseous emissions (1-131 & Xe-133 in particular), be able to either 
discharge liquid waste (including SLFP and possibly U-235) to a central waste 
handling facility on site or be able to solidify such waste for disposal with oilieT solid 
radioactive wastes. It should be noted that the disposal of enriched U-235 must be 
considered carefully in order to pre,·ent critically problem in the furure and separation 
of U-235 may be necessary. 

2. iO Other Rei:ulations 

Variuus regulations will effect the production and preparation of the product for 
shipment to the purifier and wholesale marketer. Specific Tegulations to consider 
include: 

I. Target preparation - regulations concerning access to highly emiched uranium 
(Dept of State and NRC) 

2. Reactor Opera1ion - NRC or DOE approval of targets in reactor 
3. Processing/Separation of Mo-99, handling of radioactive materials - NRC, 

DOE, or agreement state regulations 
4. If transponation is involved between irradiation and pro~-essing - NRC, DOT 

plus International regulations, and Stale tran~portation regulations 
.5 . Company, age11cy, organizational rules and regulations, within company 

far.:ilitii:s and controlled areas. 
6. EPA and State regulations 
7. For Government related operation - the NEPA process. 

2.11 Stafti112 

The appropriate level of fully trained and available staff will be required for 
implementation of the plan. Staffing actions must consider documented training, 
overtime, and back-ups. StaffiDg plans should be driven by the shmt time required 
for implemeucacion. Consideration should be given to temporary assistance from 
sources of existing expertise within the industry and apprOpriate agreements put in 
place. 

Emergency Response Plan for Molybdenum-99 Production 
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2.12 Target AvailabilitI 

The emergency respome plan for Mo-99 requires a sufficient supply of targets to be 
available that are approved for irradiation in the selected reactor. The targets must be 
in a form that can be processed at an approved site. The inventory and product 
capability should be at least sufficient to supply the Nonh American need for Mo-99 
for l year. To lhe extent possible, the inventozy should be at the reactor site. A 
fahricator for the backup targets must be available. 

2.13 Target Processing 

The relatively short half-life of the Mo-99 radioisotope (66 hrs) requires that the 
processing time (the time interval from removal of the targets from the reactor until 
the final product is delivered to the customer) be as short as possible. Under normal 
circumstances Che target processing facilities have been at the reactor site or \•ery 
close, in transpon time, to the reactor. 

The gross fission-product radioactivity contained in che uranium targets after 
irradiation for Mo-99 production is typically 25 times the Mo-99 radioactivity and 
must be shielded during the transfer of the targets to the processing facility. This 
gross radioactive inventory can amount to 10,000 to 100,000 Ci's per target 
depending upon the irradiation capabilities of the reactor. 

The emergency response plan must provide a delivery system to enable the irradiation 
and processing of targets in the same time interval (1 to 3 days depending upon the 
option chosen) a.s is done in the routine nonnal production scheme. This maximum 
and minimum production time will depend on Ille starting Mo-99 inventory in the post 
irradiation target. The Mo-99 produced in lhe emergency response scheme must be 

· equal in quality to lhe nonnal supply. 

The target irradiation and Mo-99 separation process is technically complex and 
requires a highly trained staff of professional and technician level personnel in reactor 
operations, hot cell operation, radio-chemical processing, packaging, transportation 
and health physics. It would be extremely difficult, if not Impossible to assemble a 
proficient team to accomplish an instant start-up. The available options for 
implementing the emergency plan should address chis consideration. 

Emergency Response Plan for Molybdenum-99 Production 
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2.14 Transoortation 

One parameter required for a successful emergency Mo-99 response plan deals with 
transportation. Transponation will be required to take the Mo-99 product from the 
reactor to the process facility and then from the process facility to lhe customer. Due 
to the short half-life of the material it is necessary that all transportation time be 
minimized and scheduled commensurate with the anticipated target specific activity. 
The maximum and minimum transportation times will be determined by the curie 
content of targets. The capability to complete material transport muse remain in place 
in order to support immediate startup of the process in an emergency. 

By localing the process facility geographically dose to the production reactor the first 
phase of transportation is simplified somewhat. Location of the process facility at the 
same site as the rector could alleviate the need for using a cenified licensed container 
for the movement. Locating the process facility close to the reactor could have tbe 
added benefit or minimizing ttansport time a!ld the resultant decay of the product 
material. If the process facility is designed to produce a bulk Mo-99 product (i.e. not 
final form) transportation would be required, using cenified container, to the final 
process facility (such as Nordion). If no proces~ing capability exists near the reactor, 
Lransportation of thermally hot targets to a distant processing facility would be 
required. Pre-approved containers and plans to transport these "hot-targets'' would be 
required. 

The necessity of prompt delivery of Mo-99 to the customer requires that distribution 
logistics be addre.~sed. The final process facility should be located such that it has 
ready access to air transponation (i.e. charter or military aircraft). These would have 
co be cenified licensed containers and a sufficient number of these containers would 
t>e required to ensure that continuous "round-robin" deliveries could be completed. 
Additionally, the final processing facility must have the capability to complete rapid 
ctmlainer decontamination to support shipment schedules . 

.2.i5 l\fanagement 

The management of the Mo-99 emergency response mechanism must be organized 
with a clear chain of responsibility and specific duties and authorities at every level. 
There must be a single individual with responsibility, accountability and authority to 
a~surc that the all parties and facilities are ready at all times to perform their function 
if t11e need arises. A single telephone call should be sufficient to implement the 
emergency plan. 

Emergency Response Plan for Molybdenum-99 Production 
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The manager of each facility or operation involved in the emergency response plan 
must be fully responsible and accountable for the current and timely implementation 
of his/her part of the plan, and for the quality, quantity and cost of the product to be 
produced. 

All func1ions and necessary actions of Ihe plan must be documented and tesled, and 
the documents must be available to every person who has a need to know. 

TI1e responsible manager(s) must periodically review developments in tecbnologie! 
and new discoveries in the associated fields to update information and documents used 
in the emergency response plan. All parties who might be affected must be notified 
of any changes on a timely basis, and training classes or exercises must be conducted 
where needed co implement changes. 

2.16 Geperal 

Cooperative agreements between existing suppliers and the backup suppliers are 
paramount to a successful plan. DOE, Nordion and AECL have already held 
infonnal discussions on cooperative arrangements, ilDd believe that within the context 
of providing backup support capabilities such agreements could be achieved without 
undue delay or difficulty. Agreements may also be required with national laboratories 
and cusromers. 

Emergency Response Plan for Molybdcnum-99 Production 
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3.0 PARAMETERS FOR EVALUATING OPflONS 

In addition to lhe parameters of the emergency rei.-ponse plan discussed in the 
previous section. parameters were developed for evaluating/comparing options. These 
are obviously similar to those presented in section 2.0 but have a completely different 
pUll'ose and are therefore distinct. 

3.1 FDA Approval 

Obtaining FDA approval requires understanding and implementing appropriate FDA 
guidelines. This includes establishing GMP (Good Manufacturing Procedures) 
procedures and facility operational specifications including final validations on site. 

The steps involved in FDA approval will include one or more of che following; 

l. Placing procedures and validation protocol in place and testing them, and 
getting data package ready for FDA approval 

2. FDA review of data package 
3. Complete and adequate response to all FDA questions 
4. Customer validation of approved product 

It should be noted that raw material may not require FDA inwlvement. The option 
must be evaluated to detennine the extent of required FDA involvement and 
associated time for compliance with FDA requirements. 

3. ::! Manaw:ment & Infrastructure 

The DOE laboratories are not structured to faciliwe the kind of production 
management required to implement a successflll :Mo-99 enterprise. Neither the 
ex-pc:rienced personnel nor the support systems are in place. This means that 
extensive training with substantial outside support should be undertaken immediately. 
The required culture change to go from a research-based to a customer-oriented 
production envirorunent is a major undertaking. Without top management's strong 
support and appropriate resource allocation this program has little chance of success 
despite any technological accomplishments. The time and resources required to 
establish the required management and infr-.istructure muse be compared for each 
option considered. 

Emergency Response Plan for Molybdenwn-99 Production 
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3.3 Cog and Economic Fegibility 

All phases of cost must be considered for each option. 'These include startup, 
srandby, operation (including target production and transportation), and post operation 
(including waste handling). Other coru.iderations include capital, ttaining, licensing, 
and overhead. The standby costs must be reasoaable. The soun:e of funding to cover 
these costs, whether government or customers, must be identified for each option. 

3 .4 Time to Get Ready and Time to Start Up ln au Em.emncv 

The amount of time required 10 Un.plement, an option most be considered. There are 
two considerations, 1) the time required for the plan to be implemented, and 2) the 
time required for the plan to take effect when called upon. Six month may be on 
O\'erly ambitious goal for a production backup to be established; one year or less may 
be more reasonable. When called upon to operate, ideally fulJ production should be 
established within~ week to ten days. 

The minimum time to design, purchase, and install equipment in existing facilities: 
hire and train operators; obtain rarget supplie.~ and be ready w produce and process 
Mo·99 is on the order of six months. 

Administrative processes (NEPA, procurement, regulatory requirements of DOE, 
NRC, DOT, FDA) are additional time collSlraints that would extend the time to get 
ready. It is theoreticalty possible to obtain waivcn of these administrative 
requirements such that additioaal time is not necessary. 

Three major independenl parallel activities arc required. Preparation of a reactor, 
preparation of processing facilities, and preparation of a supply of targets. Each of 
the lhree major activities would require about six months of time for completion. 
Additionally, casks for transportation of imdiate.d materials, if required, would need 
to be made available. 

Emergency Response Plan for Molybdenum·99 Production 
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3. S Iransportatioo Feasibility 

Transportation of the moly to the required destination must be feasible. Current 
approved shipping containers and 1nethods of shipment must be considered as the 
most simplistic approach. New container certification requirements may be 
prohibitive. The coniainers must be currently cenified, and enough must be available 
to meet the delivery requirements. The customer/supplier logistics must he 
considered. Delays and transportation times must be factored into the selection. 

3.6 C,gmp)Cte Solution 

The oplion must be complete, 1be option must fulfill the purpose of the emergency 
response. It must be a start to finish option dealing with all aspects of the problem, 
from raw materials, though waste mauagement. The overall system mu~t be 
optimized. The solution may require more flexibility in the supply chain. The 
solution must be able to produce raw and/or purified moly. 

3. 7 Public SgPJ>(>l1 

The public and political suppott is essemial for the funding and wcces.s of tbe 
program. Each option must be evaluated from this perspective to minimize public 
and political opposition. 

3.B Difficulty to !mvlmncnt 

The emergency response concept involves the almost instantaneous start up of a 
highly technical and compleit operation to compensate for the 11nplanned interruption 
of the supply chain. The operations involved are nonnally closely regulated by 
government license or ?>ome other specific approval. 

The emergency response plan should employ facilities or resources that are technically 
capable or allowable by license or permit to perform the necessary oper'<1.tions. The 
options.must be evaluared in ierms of establishing a capability which can be a...-ailable 
in a •stand-by" condition of readiness. 

Emergency Response Plan for Molybdenum-99 Production 
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3. 9 Waste Management 

Waste parameters include disposition of liquid, solid, and high-level waste. The 
facility selected to complete Mo-99 processing Il!USt have lhe capability to safely 
handle and store liquid waste. Additional consideration should be given to subsequent 
solidification and long lerm storage of the waste products. Management of the waste 
products includes plans for routine, continuous handling of waste, waste minimization 
in the process, and plans for ·final waste disposition. The options must be evaluated 
on Ille capability to manage waste for lhe required length of time. 

3.10 Product Ouantitv 

Production quantity must be sufficient to meet U.S./Nortb American needs in an 
emergency. Ide-.dly it might be desirable to meet worldwide need to avoid allocations 
toifrom European Sources. Any proposed plan must be evaluated as to its potential to 
meet these levels of production. 

The test runs arc required to confinn that adequate quantities will be available. If test 
runs indicaie a shortfall, changes in irradiation/target/process will be made to correct 
the problem and re-testing will be perfonned. 

3.11 Product Quality 

The proces.-;ing facility must have adequate analytical facilities and procedures to 
assure meeting the required product specifications prior to shipping. The 
specifications are we!J known and the analytical facilities must be able to detect the 
levels of impurities as noted in the product specifications. 

3.12 Deeree o( Control 

While the plan should include U.S. resOW"ces as much as possible, the use of AECL 
& Nordion resources for fluid processing and the use of European sources to help 
meet tlJc shortfall should noc be ignored. A clear definition of responsibility and 
ownership for the plan is required for effective initiation and management. This plan 
does not assure U.S. Independence in the market but shows a cooperative effon 
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between Canada and the U.S. is needed in order to avoid a shorcfall of Mo-99. The: 
critical point is chat all aspects of implementation be withlll the control of those 
parties responsible for implementation. 

3.13 S05talnable Production 

Production of Mo-99 and delivery to the Rdiophannaccutical companies must be 
S\IStainable for at least a two year period except for unpredictable factors SllCh as 
strikes, •Acts of God,• etc. It ls preferred that theie be no siguifican1 cost increase 
(e.g., greater than 10 %). The F.mergency Response Plan must C(lt'ISider and cvaluan:: 
porential disruptions in supplies of raw materlals, tramponation routa, equipment 
aodlor facilities, and provide for alternate means of ensuring the supply if diftlcllttics 
in any of these areas arise. 

3 .14 BcIJabilltylRlsk 

The emergency supply pipelioe fot Mo-99 most we facilities and teclmology that can 
demonstrare lhe capability to perform their ~tive function reliably wilhin the 
required response time and for the iequired time interval. This means that the needed 
staffing, infrastructure, management, and proper operational culrure must be either in 
place or could be established. 

3.15 Consistency with Mml l'er:m Solution 

If \he nature of Ute emergency is such be that viable commcn:ial supply is inlenup<cd 
for a 1ong period. the emergency response mechanism shall be able to provide the 
basis for a lOJl& term supply option. However, the emergency response plan should 
not negatively impact the re-establishment of existing commercial supplicr(s), nor 
impede Ute development of a new domestic supplier that may chose to punue M~99 
sales on a commerclal basis. 
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3. I 6 Consistency with ement Supply Chain 

The emergency response plan preparation should not create changes in lhe current 
marlcet system that would adversely affect any participant - producers, suppliers, 
dislrlburors, users (patients). The plan, when and if it needs to be implemented 
should ba\'e as a goal, the ability to fill lhe production void fully and in a timely 
manner, with as little impact on the current participants as possible. 

Organizations mobilized, as par1 of lhe emergency plan, must be willing participants, 
and need to be appropriaiely compensaced. The emergency plan should integrate 
easily wilhin the overall current supply chain. It is desirable, to the extent possible, 
thac the commercial entities, currently involved In the supply chain, also be the 
implementers of the emergency response. The government should serve primarily as 
a helper, or facilitator, if necessary. It is inappropriate for the government to impose 
a system that causes any of the cnnent participants to be a •toser". However, it is 
appropriate that all of the current participants take a role in effectively implementing 
an emergency response. 

3 .17 Impact on• Existing Programs 

Backup reacton or processing facility must be dedicated or prepared (and willing) to 
provide the IJ¥lduction immediately following notification. Other program activities 
may piggy back during latent periods but muse disengage without impeding Mo-99 
producrion wberi required. Conduct of operation appropriate to Mo-99 production 
must be adopted by pi~oy back programs. Arry programs, whose required 
disengagement, would delay i.Ditiacion of production are precluded. 

Backup process must be exen:ised periodically or continuously at low level (which 
may reduce time available to other programs), so as to periodically validate 
emergency readiness. 
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3.18 Cateaories of Evaluation Criteria 

Although each of lhe parameters for evaluation options discussed previously must be 
considered, they arc noc all of equal importance. The parameters (now evaluation 
criteria) for 1he options were divided into four categories as listed below: 

Go-No-GQ 

I . The option must offer a complete solution 

2. The oprion must be able to produce the required quality of the product 

3. The option must adequately address the management of the waste generated 

4. The transportation required to implement the option must be currently feasible 

Very Imoortam 

5. The quantity of Moly-:99 produced 

6. The time to start up in an emergency 

7. Time to get ready to implement the option 

8. Reliability/Risk (This includes ability to sustain production) 

9. Consistency with current supply chain (including FDA status) 

Important 

10. Public and poJitical suppmt 

11. Cost and economic feasibility 

12. Difficulty to implement 

13. Management and infrastructure 

Emergency Response Plan for Molybdenum-99 Production 
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Not Very Imoortant 

14. Consistent with long term solution 

15. Impact on existing programs 

Based on the Go-No-Go Criteria certain options were dismissed. Based on other criteria, the 
team agreed on the preferred options discussed later in the report. 
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4.0 EMERGENCY RESPONSE OPTIONS 

This section provides a brief description of the ten options discussed in the workshop 
and evaluation criteria for the options. 

4.1 A~RR Raw Moly 

This option requires the irradiation of targets in the ACRR. The targets could be 
either Cintichem targets commercially produced by Babcock and Wilcox or by 
LANL, or AEC:L wgecs shipped from Canada. The first stage processing of the 
targets would be perfonned in the Gamma Irradiation Facility (GIF) located next to 
ACRR in the same building or in the Hot Cell Facility (HCF) located in a building 
adjacent to but outside the ACRR building. The crude Mo-99 obtained from first 
stage processing would be shipped to Nordion for final purification, QC verification, 
and distribution to radiopbarmaceutical companies. 

Major issues discussed relative to this option included modifications required to the 
ACRR facilities and training of personnel. Although these requirements will 
essemially be the same as that for the currem SNL Mo-99 program, 1his option will 
not require the establishment of a QC laboratory. There will be additional funds ($5 
to $6 million) required for this option which are not currently a'•ailable. There will 
be additional regulatory issues that will have to be dealt with. It was Slated that this 
option will take approximately six months to implemem:_ 

4.2 AECL Tarnets 10 U.S. Reactors 

This option requires that AECL targets be irradiated in a U.S. reactor such as 
University of Missouri, McMaster, AIR. or ACRR and irradiated targets be sent to 
AECL for processing. As an alternate the irradiated targets could be processed at 
INEL or I..ANL. In either case, Nordlon would receive the same crude moly-99 as 
they currently receive from AECL and would perfonn I.he same seeps as they 
currently perform, Le., final purification, QC verification, and distribution to 
radiopharmaceutical companic:s. 
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The major issues discussed relative to this option were the required evaluation of U.S. 
reactors co irradiate AECL targets to the extent required for the emergency, the 
apparat lack of adequate shipping casks to accomplish the task, and the time required 
for .shipment. 

4.3 MURR 

This option requires that spent fuel from the MURR reactor at University of Missouri 
be shipped to AECL. AECL would process the fuel to extract crude moly-99 which 
would be senr to Nordion for final purification and distribution. 

The major issues involved evaluation of processing capability and willingness on the 
pan of AECL (who was not represented at the meeting), the modifications required at 
AECL, and the extent of FDA involvement due to a revised process. Jt was stated 
that this, option will take approximately 1 year to implemcnc not counting the time 
required to obtain FDA approval. 

~A Expedite Current Sl\L Mo-99 Proe:ram 

This option requires that the current program at the SNL be expedited by using 
targets from B&W and by obtaining certain exemptions to lhe NEPA process. ft was 
estimated that this would require additional funds and will take approximately 13 
momhs to implement. 

4.5 Multiple U.S. Reactors 

This option required fabrication of the Cintichem targets by B&W, irradiation in more: 
than one U.S. reactors including DOE arxl University reactors and transport of the 
irrauiated targets 10 AECL for raw processing and finally shipment of raw moly-99 
from AECL lo Nordion for purification and distribution. The issues involved with 
this option an: similar to those associated with the option described in 4.2 abo\'e. 

Emergency Response Plan for MoJybdenum-99 Production 
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4.6 SNL-LANL 

This option required the iargets (Cintichem) to be fabricated at LANL, irradiated at 
ACRR and shipped hack to LANL for processing in their CMR facility. The 
processing at LANL could be the first stage processing to produce raw moly-99 which 
could be shipped to Nordion for purification and distribution; or LANL could perform 
cbe entire processing, including purification and QC verification and shipment to 
radiophannaceutical companies. 

It was stated that this option would take at least ooe year to implement and would 
require approximately 1.3 million dollars. 

4. 7 Commercial U.S. Reactors 

This option required the irradiation of Cintichem targets in a commercial reactor and 
tram.-port of irradiated targets to eilher AECL or SNL for processing to obtain raw 
moly-99 which could be shipped to Nordion. The commercial rcactoJS would be 
compensated for lhe loss of power generated. 

Major issues associated with this option are the required modifications to commercial 
reactors, the apparat lack of adequate shipping casks to accomplish the task, the time 
required for shipment, and potentially huge costs associated with loss of power 
generated. 

4.8 ATR 

This option required irradiation of Cintichem targets (fabricated by B&W) in ATR, 
processing of the irradiated targets at INEL to produce raw moly-99, and shipment of 
this product to Nordion for final purification and distribution. Ahhough, ATR has 
previously irradiated Cintichem targets, the major impediment to this option was 
identified as the operating cycle of ATR and its inabilitY to transfer targets during 
operation. 
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B&;W Aqueous Reactor 

This option required using the B&W aqueous reactor previously used at LANL 
(SllPO) in a hot cell at the CMR to produce raw moly-99 which couJd be shipped to 
Nordion for final purification and distribution. 

4.10 .\fc:'\-faster Reactor 

This option is similar to the :MURR option described in 4.3 above except that the 
McMaster reactor will be used in lieu of the University of Missouri reactor. 
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5.0 DISCUSSION OF PREFERRED OPTION(S) 

The previous section described each potential option for providing a Mo-99 
emergency response mechanism. Figure 5.1 depicts each option in a blank matrix. 
format versus che evaluation criteria presented previously in section 3.0. Each option 
was evaluated against the evaluation criteria by all workshop participants. The first 
step was to eliminate those options which did not meet lhe "go-no-go• criteria. The 
participants agreed that the options of "Irradiating AECL targets in U.S. Reactors" 
and "Using Commercial U.S. Reactors~ could be eliminated. This left eight (8) 
options to be ranked/evaluated against the evaluation criteria. The results of this 
exercise arc depicted in Figure 5.2. 

Based on the rankings sbov."D in Figure 5.2 four primary options were chosen for 
further evaluation as follows: 

Option l • ACRR produce raw Mo-99 for processing by Nordion 

Option 2 • ACRR/LANL/Nordion cooperative venture 

Option 3 - Expedite rhe currellt SNL ACRR Program 

Option 4 - Ship MURR fuel rods to AECUNordion 

Furrher analysis ~howed lhat lhe time required to prepare Option 3 was unacceptable 
and provided little advantage over the current program. Therefore, Option 3 was 
eliminated from consideration. This left 3 primacy options for consideration. These 
options were analyzed in terms of ''tenninal objectives" - the "end state" that option 
must achieve to be prepared to serve as an emergency response mechanism. Many of 
lhe terminal objectives are common between the options and imerrelated. Besides 
defining the end-point for each option, the terminal objectives drive the action plan 
for implementing a particular option. The remainder of this section further describes 
each of the three preferred options in terms of 1erminal objectives and time to prepare 
for implementation. 
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5. I Oution 1 - ACRR Produce Raw Mo-99 for shioment to Norclion 

5 .1 .1 Targets Available and Onalificd for Processing Irradiation 

Ha\'ing targets available and qualified for processing in lhe ACRR requires the 
following steps: 

I. Target Specifications and Test criteria to be mutually agreed to among B&W, 
Sandia and DOE. 

2. Purchase agreement between B&W & SNL - Der.ailed purchase order can 
follow 

3. B&W procure any equipment and raw material (fittings, stainless robing) not 
in inventor}' and install process equipment 

4. Mimufacturing process flow chart established 

5. Shipping arrangemems - Uranium to Lynchburg/TargcL~ to Albuquerque 

6. Pilot run (-5 Targets) completed, tested and shipped 

7. SNL Acceptance Test & Irradiacion Tests 

8. Process Modification. if required 

9. Start Production ac 40 Targets/Week 

10. Ship 40 T/Wk 
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5.1.2 Sufficient Scaff Hired. Trained. & Qualified 

The production of Mo-99 requires a very diverse staff, some of whom (radiological 
proiection persoMel, security, etc.) will be fumished by the facility independent of 
the type of work that is to be accomplished. The additional personnel, however, are 
mission specific and include the following: 

1. Hot Cell Technicians trained in the use of manipulators, iodine control, good 
manufacturing practices, process procedures, decontamination techniques, 
radiation worker uaining, and waste handling 

2. Reactor Operators trained to operate the ACRR and cenified by testing 

3. Maintenance personnel trained in the specifics of the facility, in panicular the 
repair of manipulators, replacement of fl1rers (both HEPA and charcoal) and 
the repair/maintenance of shipping casks 

4. Supervision for the operating/maintenance crews 

5. QuaHcy Assurance personnel trained to the product specification and available 
for specific problem situations as they arise 

6. Analytical Chemistry personnel, trained and equipped to assay product and 
process scream to che levels noted in the product specification 

7. Facilicy manager trained la !he Tech Specs of the Reactor and to the 
Operational Safecy Requirements of the non·reactor nuclear facilities 

8. Shipping and Transponation personnel trained to DOT regulations 

9. Customer Services personnel trained to handle customer orders, complaints, 
problems, and billing 
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The staff must be of sufficient sixc: 10 provide aroumf • the - clock operation, both at 
the reactor and cbe processina facility. 

5. l .3 ACRB Mods CqnmJmtu11inremmted Steady Sta.ti! O!!s 

Reactor Core R«ontiiuration 

The c:ore must be reconfigured to accept and irradiate targets_ The main 
modiflcadons that must be made: are simple and straight torward, requiring only the 
current staff to accomplish. These activities include removing the cavity liner and 
offset rubes. addin1 an attachment grid strtJCNrc in the central core region to accept 
19 to 37 iargeu, and reconfiguring the bridge. The ti.me required to accomplish these 
tasks is esrimated re be 3 months. 

Hca[ Exchanger Upgrade 

With the CU!Tent 2 MW pool cooling capability, about 70% of the required demand 
could be mer. I:o order ro meet the full 1003 demand, -400 kW of carget power is 
requited. To meer this the reactor would have to operate at - 3 'MW. The current 
l1eu exc:hanger upgrade design includes dual redundant 4 MW hear exchangers, 
pumps. and cooling towtrs. The upgrade of this system is estimated lO cosc - 1 M. 
Tflc time required to install would be on the order of 4 months. This would require a 
parallel path with the EA. 

Control Systems/Console 

The current control console is located within 30 ft from the top of the reactor tank. 
Although this could be used for moly production. it is expected thar the radiation 
levels wO\lld be too high for continuous 24 hr/day opcrai:ions. The contr0l console 
up1rade has been ongoing intermittently for several years. Currently there is a 
dedicated ccam working to have the complete system operational by May 1995. The 
control red drive motors are also being up1raded. 
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Ventilation System 

Ac chis point in time it is unclear as to what upgrades would have to be performed on 
the venti1ation system. The current system may be adequate or minor modifications 
may be required. 

Analysis for Operations and Safety Evaluation 

Much of tl1e calculative work has been perfonned for both operations and safety 
evaluation. This work could be finalized within 2 moruhs. 

SAR and TSR Change/USQ Addressed 

There is a current SAR and TSR documentation. Changing over to moly will require 
a high degree of responsiveness from the DOE. TI\is is the most uncertain area for 
achieving the desired goal. The review and approval path must be set up in advance 
and as muc:h authority at the local level must be given as possible. 

Protmype Testing 

Targets must be tested after the modification and approv-al process to detennine if the 
desired power levels of 21 kW per target can be achieved. -400 kW is required for 
all target.-;. 

5.1.4 Transportation Issus;s Resolved/Casks Available 

A Transportation Plan must be delivei:eQ and subsequently implemented that addresses 
all of the issues appropriate co providing Nordion the raw Mo-99 product rncy require 
in a timely fashion. Shipping and Waste Packages mu.~t be certified for use and their 
licensing m\,lst be addressed so that they remain current. The product packages, 
namely CI-20 WC-2 and - 2A must be approved tor shipment to Canada by US 
authorities and subsequently the Canadian Government must review and approve these 
packages for use in their country. 
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A handling and transportation staff must be identified, funded, trained and qualified to 
package. handle, and transport Mo-99 between production facilities and air charter or 
freight loading ramps. Air freight and/or charter air companies must be contracted to 
transport Mo-99 packages from Albuquerque Internacional Airpon to Ottawa Canada. 
The Production Plan will call for daily shipments and a combination of air freight and 
charter air may be necessary. Regulatory issues concerning all aspects of packaging, 
and ground and air shipments must be identified and complied with or appropriate 
waivers or exemptions must be acquired. 

Coordination and agreements between SNL and Nordion must be accomplished to 
identify the required shipment schedule. The point of product acceptance in Canada 
(Ottawaa ARPT), and the establishment of radio product package turnaround 
procedures. 

Transportation also includes waste shipment to disposal sites or site. Similar to above 
personnel, packages, and appropriate licensing must be accomplished to support this 
fUoction. In addition however, waste disposal agreements must be in-place or 
available to suppon this emergency production plan. 

5 . l.5 Hor Cell Pacility/GIF Ooerational 

There are several key &asks which must be accomplished to make the Rot Cell Facility 
or GIF Operational. These include the following: 

Hot Cell Modifications 

1. Deionizer in GIF Storage Pool 

2. Isolate dissolve cell from reacmr pool 

3. Install pass-through between cells 

4. Install adequate ventilation and air filtering equipment {HEPA - Carbon 
- HEP A) with sufficient decontamination factor 

S. Provide product unloading (cask.loading) facilities in GlF 

6. Provide fission product. waste storage/unloading (cask loading) facilities 

7. Provide manipulator handling, maintenance an<! repair facility 
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Processing Equipment 

1. - Target dissolver equipment 

Heater/Rotator spindle 

Target reentry fmings 

Vacuum pump 

Cold Trap 

2. - Mo-99 Separation Equipment 

Raw fission liquor bonle 

Raw fission waste bottle 

Precipitate filters 

Ag/C column 

Raw Mo 99 product bottle 

Glassware holding equipment and liquid product 
transfer fittings, miscellaneous 
items (syringes, \•alves, needles, etc.) 

3. - Waste packaging/storage equipment 

Raw Material Inventory 

1. - Target storage facilities (security & criticality) 

2. - Warehouse & inventory control S)'Stcm 

3. - Process equipment make-up lab 

Dt)cumcntation 

1. - Revise SAR for Max credible accident 

2. - Proce~ procedures 

Target handling 

Dissolution & precipitation of Mo-99 
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Ag/C Purification of Mo-99 

Fission waste processing/solidification 

Mo-99 product packaging and shipping 

Fission product waste packaging & shipping 

3. - Operational Pcoc:edurcs 

Hot Cell Maintenance 

Manipulator Maintenance 

Contamination Control 

Ventilation Maintenance 

etc. 

Author: Dr. Iain Trevena 

5.1.6 FDA Approval 

There arc several key issues concerning FDA approval of this option which must he 
addressed: 

1 . Nordion needs to modify their DMF to include Cintichem type Uranium-Oxide 
targets, irradiated at any reac:tor as a source of first stage raw Mo-99 and 
processed to remove the waste material.To do this they need to obtain the 
product ~-pecifications as developed by SNL and sample material to test and 
run through their final chemical process to show that the final product is 
equivalent to their current product. 

2. Generator manufacturers will need a sample of the SNL irradiated, Nordion 
processed Mo-99 solution to dc:tennine that the Mo-99 does not negatively 
effect the perfonnance of the generator: Manufacturers may need to add a 
statement on their annual report to FDA that they have qualified this supply of 
material. They also need to amend their drug master applications. 
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5. 1. 7 NEPA Issues Resolved/Exemptions 

All :NEPA issues must be resolved prior to start of Mo·99 production. The current 
EA (in the review and comment phase) must be amenoed to include processing in the 
GIF. Process effluent from any portion of HCF is already included. Process effluent 
from the GIF stack must be included as well as continuous operation within the high 
bay area. The EA must also be amended to include shipment of "Raw" Moly to 
Nordion and transfer of waste from GIF cells to HCF storage and handling area. 

5.l.8 Repair and Maintenance Prog 

There are several key factors to be addressed in developing a maintenance program 
for the reactor, Hot Cells, equipment, container, and associated facilities. 

1. Adequate maintenance personnel available. 

2. Maintenance program in process cell in accordance with GMP. 

3. Adequate backup equipment. 

• Shielding window maintenance in place and personnel trained 

• Support systems, hydraulics, ventilation, HVAC, Radiological 
instrumentation etc., maintenance in place and operational 

5. l .9 :-lordion Ready to Accept/Process Crude Mo-99 

Within the six months implementation window, Nordion must undertake activities 
required in order to accept and purify the crude Mo-99 stoek provided by the first 
stage DOE process. These activities include: 

• Definition of incoming product specifications 

• Definition and Implementation of Incoming Product QC 

• Facility Modifications as may be required to handle the designated shipping 
container 
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The end result is such that Nordion is able to perform validation nm(s) at production 
levels as will be required in support of a change to its existing DMF with the FDA. 

5.1.10 Onerational Reasliness Assessment 

DOE orders require an exiensivc readiness review process to be completed prior 10 

the initiation of a major change in a facility operation. In the case of Mo-99 
production this would encompass operation of both the reactor and the hot cells. 
Furthermore the DOE order is based on a large reactor and the scope would imply 
evaluations of activities that are not significant to a small research reactor's operation. 
The SNL must be prepared co undenakc the appropriate and necessary level of 
readiness assessment. 

The obstacle to overcome is to establish a •waiver" condition where by the readiness 
assessment is scoped to the ACRR (not a 500 MW production reactor) and lhe 
duplication is reduced. A suggested assessment might include: 

a) form the SNL & DOE review teams 

b) Have the DOE team review the SNL scope to assure it is sufficient 

c) Have DOE team "observe" lhe conduct of the SNL review 

d) Have DOE team identify any specific areas that warrant a separate DOE 
review 

e) DOE team looks at any corrective actions that SNL is perfonning as a result 
of the SNL ORR. 

O If satisfied lhat the SNL review has been sufficient and completed, and that the 
corrective actions have been taken; lhe DOE ORR process is completed. 

S .1. 11 Quality Control Lall Established 

A Quality Control lab (facilities & resources} must be established to verify and 
release bulk Mo-99 for shipment. It must also have the capability to test and accept 
the raw materials required to complete the first stage process. The analytical services 
must be able to measure the quantity and quality of the 1st stage product as well as 
test chemicals and materials to USP specifications (or equivalent). [n order to satisfy 
the requirements of Good Manufacturing Practices, a Quality Program and Quality 
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Plan for Mo-99 production 'h;n need to be established which demonstrates satisfactory 
levels of cont~! & documentation within operations and QC. 

All operational procedures and test methods must be validated prior to delivering 
uscable product to NII and ultimately to lhe industry. Nordion will have qualified 
(validated) SNL's first siage Mo-99 prior to this time as well. 

5. 1 .12 Comoeting Missions Eliminated/Resolved 

Once the required schedule is established, negotiations with competing programs must 
be conducted to eliminate, reschedule or accommodate any acti'>'it)' which impacts the 
emergency plan terminal objective. 

5.1. 13 Radjolol!ical Monitorin: EQ!.\ip Operational 

A key aspect of establiwng a Mo-99 operation is proper radiological monitoring. 
This includes: 

Hot cell processing will have a proven confinement. 

Confinement adapted to remote operations. 

Testable charcoal and HEPA Systems. 

• Operating, trained team of Radiological personnel. 

• Full coverage of Facility Monitoring equipment for Iodine, panicula1es and 
Noble Gases. 

5.1.14 WagelssuesResfilv@ 

Provision must be made to transfer process waste from the GIP cells to a IJ'ansfer 
container for subsequenl movement 10 HCP Waste Storage and Handling Area. 
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5.l.15 Industry Agreements in Place 

The Emergency Response Plan requires that two distinct agreements being in place: 

(a) An agrei:ment between DOE and Nordion covering - management of the 
supply chain; product specificatiom; transfer pricing; coafidr:oriality; Nurdion 
concerns about assisting in the development of a competitor 

(b) An agreement bctwcerr the radiopharmaceutical industry and Mo-99 produces 
covering - Means of allocating product under Emergency Shortage of SUpply 
During Tnm.sition Periods; ·Confidentiality; F.mcrgency SUpply situation; 
ManagcmenliCommunication; Responsibility & accountability for each step of 
an emergency procc.ss; pricing considerations 

5.1.16 Fuel Inventoty Avajlable 

The available fuel inventoiy must support six nton1bs of steady stale full power 
operation. Fuel fabrication mu~t be available to start supplying additional fuel within 
four months of modification to start production. 

5.1.17 Procedµres & Documentation CSARl complete 

All required procedures, at the program level and as required by each facility to be 
used in the Moly-99 Ei.ncrgem.')' Response Plan are m be identified and preparations 
included in the preparations to effect the plan. These shall include, but not be limited 
to: 

Modifications IO the facility Safety Analysis Repom 

Environmental Assessment(s) 

Staff Trained Pia~ and Procedures 

Waste Management Plan(s) and Procedarcs(s) 

Quality Control Plan(s) and Procedures; e.g. process control specification.c;, 
test procedures, standard operating procedures, etc. 

Change Control Procedures(s) 
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5 .1.18 Management Prepared 

Central responsibility of the Moly-99 Emergency Response Plan (ERP) will reside in 
the Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Nuclear Energy (NE), Isotope Production 
and Distribution Program (IPDP). A single individual will be identified, who will 
have the authority to make binding decisions for the ERP within the governing 
regulations and policies of the DOE, EPA, FDA, etc. 

With the approval of the IPDP ERP manager. each panicipating organization will also 
identify a sing)e responsible manager to direct and manage the work on Che ERP by 
hisiher organization in cooperation with the IPDP ERP manager. An organizatiou 
chart will be published and distributed, along with a brief description of the duties, 
responsibilities and authorities of each manager and how they are to interface witlt 
each other. 

The group of managen shall identify all required documents, plans, procedures, etc. 
necessary to prepare for and to implement the ERP when and if necessary. 
Preparation of the documents will be done by the organization most directly affected 
by each one, subject to review and conunent by the other, interfacing organizations. 
and approval by the IPDP ERP manager. 

Cndcr the guidance of the DOE IPDP manager, appropriate readiness reviews shall be 
conducted to confirm lhat the \latious parts of the plan and the associated 
organizations are properly prepared to perform their respec1ive functions. 

The ERP manager shall conduct meetings of the manager group as required IO assess 
and control progress on the preparations, and once the plan is in place, additional 
met:tings as required to ensure that readiness is mainlained and changes or new 
developments are accommodated in the ERP. 
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5.1.19 12QE Fundine 

Funding for the Mo-99 emergency plan, because of the timing, must come out of 
already allocated funds most likely wichin che DOE !PDP. While this will likely 
affect other isotope initiatives, there may be a opportunity to seek a higher funding 
level for the FY '96 IPDP budget. 

In order to shift the estimated SS million needed for the Mo-99 emergency plan from 
other budget accounts the offJCc: of the secretary and the Director of Nuclear Enet"KY 
must be convinced that it's the right thing to do. This pressure must emphasize the: 
importance of putting an emergency plan in place and the fact that there is consensus 
within the nuclear community (including industry) and within parts of DOE for the 
need for an emergency Mo-99 plan. 

There are also additional concerns that must be addressed. The firsc is convincing 
OMB of the need for Mo-99 program. This will realistically entail stopping OMB 
from making specific cws in the !\ofo-99 program. 

The likelihood of success in securing funding within DOE, while not easy is helped 
by lhe fact that industry has already begun to bring this issue to the attention of the 
Secretary's office, and OMB and Congress. 

There is still a need to educate some Members of Congress and their staffs on the 
importance of Mo-99. Nevertheless, support for funding an emergency response plan 
for Mo-99 wm have to overcome lhe inherent discomfort Congress may have with 
DOE and the frenzied budget cutting atmosphere. 

'.1. 20 Pro<luction Ouantitv and Schedule Established 

The Sandia hot ceJI operation needs to be able to respond, in emergency, to a nominal 
' fold iIK..1ease in normal output. 'This could be accomplished by: 

a) a transition from single shift/5 day week to around the clock operation; one 
crew to 3 or 4 crews. Crew readiness needs to be maintained; or 

b) major automation of the hot cell process, permitting automatic systems to ramp 
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up and increase the output with little increase in manpower. 

Option (a) requires higher continued operational costs. Option (b) requires higher 
initial cost (capitol investment). 

5. 2 Optiop 2 - ACRB Irradiate targets - LANJ .. Raw Mo-99 - LAl\'L or Nordion 
Refinement (8 mo.r;.} 

This option entails all those terminal objectives applicable LO Option 1 plus those 
described herein_ 

5.2.1 Target Ti-angiortation to LANL 

Target transport to Los Alamos in lots of 1 to 8 targets is polentialJy available. Two 
83 casks have arrived in Los Alamos and are in the beginning stages of inspections 
by LANL transportation. A fully compliant package win be available wichin the 
designated lime frame ( 6 mo). A dedicated trailer will have to be purchased for 
expeditious shipping. 

A inner pack.age will have to be built that may require additional shielding. However 
the Cen:ificatc of Compliance (C of C) for the B-3 allows 9000# of internal shielding. 

Transporting of up to 8 irradiated targets per shipment is allowed when the 
wanageicask is 400 watts. Calculations show that 6 hours after removal from the 
reactor, the targets are less than 100 watts each. They could be received well within 
the 10-12 hour window that was originally planned for LANL processing. 

5 .2.2 Public Ch!ugshion Resolved 

Public opposition is not a trivial issue, but can potentially be resolved by a 
functioning stakeholder office in Los Alamos. Opposition to shipping of Isotopes was 
minimal in previous public meetings. However, an effective outreach effort is 
required to keep this from becoming an issue. 
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.S.2.3 Waste Tran§portacion to SNL from I.ANL 

LANL has existing waste facilities that respond to ongoing funded processes. If 
neccs.sacy. the waste will not have to leave Los Alamos. It was suggested that the 
pipeline for this profile of waste {that SNL will have to establish anyway) be used to 
eliminate redundant efforts. In the scaled-down mode proposed at Los Alamos to 
handle emergencies, there is available a11owed storage capability of 24 weeks of 3000 
ci/wk production. 

5.2.4 Completion of CMR upgrades 

The upgrades to the Hot Cells within the CMR ba\•e been completed in the area 
designated for Mo-99 production. Radiological equipment and wiring to master 
control monitors in going on at this time with completion scheduled in the spring. 

5.3 Option 3 - Exoedlte Current S)'lj'L Mo--99 Prog. Q3 - 15 mos.l 

Although this option was originally ranked as a preferred option, the time to 
implement (13-1.S months) was deemed unacceptably long. Therefore. terminal 
objectives were cot developed for this option. 

5.4 Qption 4 - Ship MURR Suent Fuel Element to AECL/Nordion (12 mos) 

The specific lenninal objectives necessary to accomplish 1his option are discussed 
herein. 

S.4.1 Operational Readiness Review 

When all other objectives are completed. sufficient number of test runs should be 
completed lO prove operational readiness. 
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5.4.2 Waste Issue Resolycd 

AECL needs to be prepared to handle the larger volume of process waste generated 
per curie of Mo-99 when processing a MURR fuel element. 

5.4.3 Industry As:reements in Place 

AECL must agree to accept and process MURR fuel elements 

Nordion must agree to accept and qualify the raw Mo-99 from the process 

B&W must agree lo fabricate the addidonal fuel elcmenls on an emergency 
demand schedule 

DOE must agree to additional fuel support in case of an emergency 

MURR must commit to weekly shipments of one week fuel element. 

5.4.4 Fuel fnventorv Available 

The available fuel inventory must support six momhs of !>tcady state full power 
operation. Fuel fabrication must be available to stan supplying additional fuel within 
four months of notification to stan production. · 

5.4.5 Commitment for Additional Funds by DOE 

DOE needs to agree to provide for the additional fuel fabrication cost necessary to 
suppon the Emc:rgency Mo-99 plan, Funds may be: required to cover modifications at 
AECL and to support increased was.te generation if and when emergency plan is 
implemented. 

DOE needs lo fund feasibility review for this option. 

Tram.-ponalion costs need lo be covered. 
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5.4.6 Production Quality & Schedule 

Preliminary indicacions are that a single: MURR fuel c:lement run for 1 week and 
shipped on a weekly basis should meet the specifications required by Nordion, when 
processed in a similar manner to the NRU targets currently use. This will have to be 
validated by rest runs. 

5.4. 7 AECL Prepared to Use MURR Fuel Element 

AECL must determine what modifications are required to process a MURR fuel 
element and complete the modifications. 

5.4.8 Transportation Issues 

Approval must be in place for using an available cask for transporting a MURR fuel 
element with sufficient Mo-99 inventory from Columbia, Mo to Chalk River, Canada. 
This requires approval from lhe NRC for lhe use of the Cask and route in the U.S. 
and appropriate approvals for route and cask in Canada. Agreement must be in place 
to make cask immediately available if Emergency Mo-99 Plan is implemented. 

5.4.9 FDA Aooroval 

Raw Mo-99 from processed MURR fuel element muse meet specifications set by 
:-rordion to allow amendment of DMF. 

5.4.10 Sufficir.:nt Staff hired. trained & qualified 

Already in place. 

5.4. ll Public Opposition (to transportation) Issue 

Weekly shipments of a fresh fuel element through four states, across the border and 
through the province of Ontario will require appropriate understandings in advance 
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with each of the states, and an agreement with che provincial government as well as 
the Canadian federal govenunent. Public opposition can be mitigated by making two 
aspects clear in public perception: 

a) A .single short-decay fuel element has no more activity that the eight long
decay elements that have routinely been shipped across five states, and the 
fresh fuel decays at a faster rate that the old fuel. 

b) The purpose is to supply Moly-99 for medical needs for 36,000 seriously ill 
patients each day, and many thousand~ of other laboratory tests. 

Making these points clear in advance of discussions with the states, and negotiations 
with Canadian officials, will result in a more gratuitous re!ipom;e. Also. emphasizing 
that the requests would only be used in an unlikely emergency will further enhance 
the probability of quick acceptance and no opposition. 
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6.0 ACTION PLAN 

There are two key phases to implementing an emergency response capability. The 
first is to complete those initial steps necessary to confirm the feasibility of the 
emergency response option. These steps, as outlined below, are necessary for a go
no go decision to be made. 

DOE 

1. Draft Report t.o NE-1 

2. Determine funding needs and options 
(diverting funds, etc.) 

3. Define minimum required throughput & 
revenue stream required 

4. Initiate Discussions with Nordion & 
AECL 

5. Designate a central point of Coordination 
& Communication 

6. Enroll Support from NE-1/Secretary/Etc. 

7. Support MURR interactions with AECL 

SNL 

1. Develop Resource Driven Schedule 

Nordion 

1. Review DMF 

CORAR/MEMBERS 

1. Review Regulatory Issues 

2. Meet with DOE on 2-8-95 
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2 weeks 1-27-95 

2 weeks l-i7-95 

2 weeks 1-27-95 

Now 

Now Savoie 

4 weeks 2-10-95 

As Required 

2 weeks 1127/95 

2 weeks 1-27-95 

2 weeks 1-27-95 
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1. Meet with AECL to determine feasibility 
of MURR opLion 

LM'L 

1. Evaluate Option 2 Issues vs. Option 1 

T.B.D. 

2 weeks 
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Jle5ponse to the Ter.iuinal Obiectiyes of the Mo .. 29 
Emere;ency Production Plan 

James M. Ledbetter 
Los AJan1os National Laborntory 

MST-5, Ph. (.505)-667-4653 

The fullowing arc rcspcn.'le.'l to the Termina.J Objcolivea for the Mo-9!.l Brnc:rgency 
Prodoction Plan. Optlon I (SNL to prod1Jce raw Mo-99 and ship co Nil) and Option 2 (Los 
Alamos lO prepam mw Mo-99, from SNL imsdi.ated targets, for shipment to NU) of the Emergency 
Plan w~n; vrescnted and vo1ed upan during the meeling at SNL on J/10-12. The Terminal 
Objectives th<1.L were defined ~re not ®baled due to a. fa.ck of time. A nwn~ uf important 
con.dderatiom1, th.Be will determine the :1o11CCeSa. or fail~ of tho backup oapahilily. m..ua be 
discllSSCd. Some of these Un{lorwtt com.idcr:uioos are~ 

1. ) CoNolidation of irradiution ai.d chemical proces:ring in the GIF cclis may 
not be a reHable b:ackup option. 

The probability oI contamination incident.I in I.ho GIF hot cells at SNL during emc.C"gc.ncy 
produclion m~y doLer oi: delay the scht!dule for regular fw1 scale. procluc;rion. Tho M~99 scpamtiM 
(lroces• at Cinti.chem h:is domon:stn1.1ed the likclihood of ~ng spills dial cuniaminatc the oo!L 
Tllo GIF oeUs at SNL 4°' Jocated in the ume area as 1he ACRR Rcacioc, ~ reaclcr pool is 
conneclec.l to 1hc inwrior of each cell Ara assc:i.smcat of the probahillty of a o;mtamiruu.ion .incident 
and lh~ impact on the f11Cility .,hould J.c con.'liderOO. 1£ a coutaminalioo evcn1 significantly impacts 
the rcacl.C>r op~rati.cin or thi.: utilization of t.h~ confinement are14 then i1 is impc1•alive lhar we 
'llnderst:md the probability and consequences of .~11ch an evcn.L 

l.) SNL•s GIF Cells and tile Los Alamos Hot CeJJs. a comparison. 

A suhstaJJtial amount of DOE fwiding und effort ha~ boon expended lo e.i:Wblisb a \liable resource 
to separa1c and purify Mo·99 at Los AT:imos~ Orer.ating cxperi.tm<,-e has detennined that Iha only 
wa.y to process the i.wtopes in a manner lha1 will i;atisfy lhe emtiag regulatory n:quiretnents i'l' to 
provide= -primary containment_ For the process, I.his primary containment inlJSt. utilize un internal 
contaminalion barrier and a dedic:ltc4 vent.ilutkin system. The cells at Los. Almnos already have 
primary containment capability that c:m be put inro setvicc in tbt> sho1t t:enn by utilizing !he twu 
new primary containment boxes loeatcd in lh8 faeility. 1n addition, the Los Alamos Hot aillo h.:avi; 
rcccsnly undergone " Streaming Tests" which took six months to complete. ~ tests arc 
required by DOB prior to the ~1art U[I of new Hot Cell Programs. The issues of primary 
contoi.mmcnt and stn.:a1ning needs tu be .Wdn:sscd ut. SNL. Jn partfcular. lbc fu:asJbility uI iustaUing 
primary containment and the usooinled ventilatfon sy.:ilein in the SNL GIP cells n~ds to be 
addreiil.'ed.. The limited acccs.' lo'.> lhe 4.:Cl1s may Ml allow such a syslcm to be configun-.d. 

Inll:rim storage of high activity waste ill nu .is.~ue at Los Alamos and SNL. Al Los AI3moi. up to 
24.. 5S gallon drum10 c;:in be paclua1;cd and stored in ildjaccnl. hot .;ells (6 drums per eell. 4 cells). It 
is not cloar how high e.clivity waste can be :safely rcmoyerJ rmm chc OlF cells to IUl inlerim mragc 
}QC:ation.. 

The a.ttn.ched four drawings show lhc ull configunitio11 a11d com;epL for backup Mo-99 production 
al Los Alamo.'L The Lo3 Al:lmM Rot Cells aln~ady provide all the nee~ c:.qu.ipmon.t ond facility 
cumpatib.illly lO 1.UXOmplish the task within ll1e :scheduled time frame. 
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3.) Los Alamos htld ta~f.t ayatlabk; lhat t"JIU. be m1aliQd fOI ll"racJjatfon. in six 
months. 

"Die cargei !abrl~on caoability at Los Alamos has developed mf&iemiy r.o pn>vidc Dep1c;tcd 
Uranium tost targct.1 ia die .nc;xt len week.,_ Call bldcll ~ts. ("Jf' needed) could be a.vaila.blc by 
June 95. with pilot ."IClll~ target fabricadon of lO lO 14 target per weo'k by Au~t 95. lb: tafg\;)t 
gram woight.s wm be limilBd to 13 [0 2 l gruu. Thii i!1 the present certified limit of the assay 
equipment. TI'C maxhnum. fabrication ro1rc, in llle short term, c:ould be '!JP to 20 targets fl« week.. 
This productkm nuo wuutd n:quw installation of addittcnal. platers in 1he pilnt $4;We glovcboxc.s. 

4,) Los AlantOS has sui'tidJ!Dt trained stnlT for Mo-92 m:pducfum. 
Staff qyalific;atisul could be aceomplished in the .short tcfJQ. 

Los AlalQos National Lnbar4tocy has been pi::oducing isotopes for avtt twenty years. There Is a 
large cadre 1if e.vai1ablo personn~ t!xpericnced in hot c:dl <lpcraii-Oc..'I and isotope cbc1ni'>uy to 
support the c:dsting e:xpmjse in hot c;cJ.I operatiM.' in the CMR huilding. App1ica1ian of this 
~rionnel r~sourc.c lO Mo-99 produaion would have roinimal impacl (JD existing aco=lemJW' 
isotope p:rodu~rion programs. lt would oJily be necessary to 1,1ualify these highly ualned 
~sonnel on Lbe Mo-99 pmdl.K1ioc o~niical pt(X;Cssing. This am be aa:ampli-ihed well within 
the time frame required to provido iU1 emergency production capability. 

5.) lDntfvortaUon i§J:!nes at Los Alamos and cash avatllhlft. 

The tnmsportatiou pcrsottnel at La..c: Alamos ho.ve confirmed that irradiated tqct ~hipmcnis in lhe 
B-'.3 cnsb :are within the Cask\ Ccifilicate ofCompli:mcc (C of C). Si.nee cum:n~ plans do nol 
rcquin= the n.<ie of OWR. no !,XlSrJ:y juw:stmcat in cask liners would be requUed. Some internal 
rn.diation &hii::Idiug may be needed if the cxu::mal dasc raw e;weed.c: tlle specifwcl external radiation 
limit for the cask. Ntm: thQU&llDd pounds of additional shielding ir:i cWTe11dy allowed by the C of 
C. The c,pst of the target shipping rock in~dc the cask and internal ni.dinlion s.hidding, lf needed, 
would be mininuil (appro:r;_ S5.000). 

There are two optio!lS for disposilfoR 1.Jf the waste from target processing at Los Alamas: i) 
T1-.irnspon pn~ WMle b;ick to SNL, so it can be included in ~ proce.u wa:s~ Jb"CaW lhul will 
even1nally go (tom SNL to NTS, ii) Retain 1be proce!I& waste at L06 Alamos. TJ:aere is no 
teclmical limitation -OD tbc Los Alamos waste lumdling and stot"aF i;apabiliLy, 

"The a<::~ptabilily Qf ciJhor oftbc.'iC option:i ba$ nut bceD rovicwt:d .in.'lliluliornlly by Los Alamos or 
byDOE-

6.) The Hot Cell FadJjty et Los Alamos is fully opc:;utinnnt. 

The Los Alamos ho~ coll fuQljly ii; opcra1fonal. l)i)contaminalion and rcrurbishmcu.1 of the Hot 
Cells for th~ Mo-99 program was complcr:d cig,b1ee11 months ago. All remote equipmoni. e.g., 
rectilinear manip~ai..i1'. m.uter sla.ve.-i. er~. vlewing windows, hydmull" 1yl!fem.s, radiolo,giCal 
in.sttu.ml)ntil.tion., and dccuical 11ys1.ems, have been f\111.y :refurbished and continuously RUJiozaincd. 
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7.) .FD6 _Approyal lor Mo-99 Pl'oducUon at Lus Ahuuoa will reqwre little 
eftGrt. . 

Bcc11.a5C of cxiflting isolOpe prod!,1CLWD acilvitic.oi:, Los Alamos Nadonal Labora10ry le registert.d 
with Lb~ FDA u 4111 approved drug m11aulactun:r. Ollr u:istil.llf. program.51 .io Guud M11nuCacturiD8 
Practi~ (OMP). required by b :EIDA. arc easily tr:insfflrred to M(~-99 prod\lction. Thill. 
combined with production using the cxisring "ClndChem- Drug Master File" now owned by the 
DOE. wnt S(Je:IJl'lline the FDA approval pr(lcess:. Intimately, the timeliness of FDA approval will 
depelld on cJo!IC conperalion onc1 !japport by lhc ra.diopham:1Acetical m11nufac:mi:i:tS.. 

8.) NEPA Issues at Los Alamos h11.ve -lread7 been addres&ed 011.d no 
$Xemutions aro req111lred. 

There ate no known cnvimnmental iuucs a&sociaa.od with thd pJOOCllsing of targets in th!) Les 
Alamo.s CMR Hot CoU5, A NBPA review. ped'<>m1~d for the Mo-99 pro,smm. msultod in tbc 
prep:iratkln of an Environmental. A~smenL AU opentiom cbai would be rcqvil'ed in the CMR 
Hl~t Cells for cmcrgcncy ptoduclion were described in the originlil Bnvitunmcnta.1 Asscs.W&m.L 
Th~ Environmental Assessment was under revmw by DOB Readquatlerl when tho Ma-99 program 
a' Lo.s Almnos was put on hold pemliug ic.olution. of Omega West Reactor ai>ucs. The; 
Envirorunenlal A.sseasmcnt .'lhould be rcviewcdlmvil!Cd and resubmitrod to DOE for approval. 

9 • ) A Repair and muiotenanr.e pro1ram already vxlsn M. Los Alamos. 

The facility presently 111.ilizes an in-houso capabili.Ly 1hr repair and maintcn.anca of remote 
equipment. Ho1 Cell ct1uipmcnt. and Glovebox: related equipment. All pe:mane.nt setvic.e 
equipm~nt (e.1 •• cranes. hoi,L'l, and elC.) is main1.1im:d aa: part of a laboratory wide. progi:am 1h.:d 
cnmplie.J with DOE Order requimnents. 

10.) The 01rnntlgnal Beedi!!US Review CORR) u already beinB phtnned !ol" Slt 
Los AJamas. 

Operational Re.a.dines.<: Review- (ORR) will be performed jointly b:y the Labor:nory and DOB prhlr 
to lhe: produ1;tion of Mo-99. The loi;al area offiec has alro=uly agreed to support this ORR. Lo!! 
Ahunos had ·already asicmblcd 11. team in preparlllion for completing Lhe OJ1erational Rcadine.~s 
Review foe the Mo-99 ptogrllm. Required p:ognunroatic doL.-umcntation, procedures., etc. were 
boing: prepared.. We esumatc that 4 m<1ntbs will be needed to complece Lhc cfoc."UmentAtion and Ibo 
ORR •. 

J 1.) All equipment for the On1Utv Contra! (QC) Lahoratoa cunot.ly exists In 
the CMR buildini:. A 011 p!tty Assurantt1 (QA) Prngnn11 ls already i11 place. 

As mcntio11cd p[e\liousl.y all rcqui~d activities fur FDA approval of Les Alamos. inch1din:g 
QC/QA. &11 a drur; manufacturer are in place. Tr.an~fl!rrlng these progr.imQJ.alic requirenu:.nlS 10 the 
MQ;.99 .prnvam can be: acc.:omplished well within the time framB requiTed for emecgency Ma-99 
producl!Qn. All instrumcntlllian for the QC/QA progmm cunen11y exists in the CMR. building. 
A..dditional]y, llu; Laboratury mu.int.a.ins an active QA in.o;uumenlation calibralion program and a 
master Qua.lily J.Usunmre P.mpm Phan. Th8 MST-S "Sl'Oup dlat witt operate die CMR. Hot Cdl 
faci-li.lY a!ccady ha.~ a .5700.6CJ1OCFR83D,J20 oompHant Qua.ti.ty Asmrance Prosnun .Plan in place. 
Furthc.nno,re. MST-.5 management ii. formally lIHined .i.a il.nplruncntalion oCISQ 9000/A..~I Q90 
Quality Standards... 
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12.) There are 1:10 Com:pdjpg Mj1sJon1 to he sflmlnatitd or re1Rlvl!d al. Lm 
A1•mo11. · 

A me present time there are no CtJmpcting missions. :for the facilities proposed f oT lhis effort. 

13.) All Rpdlolorfca! Monitoring EgujJWJent ot Los Alamos (CMR·Winc 9) is 
· operational.. 

'Ille railiulogic:lll lASIJ'WDc:ntati.oo n~ary for the Mo-9!> program ms been pcoc:urcd DS part or the 
Phase 1 facility upBmdes .ud is in lhe l~t 51a&~ of inszalla1i\in. 1'bh inslnmlcntation iucluclcs~ 
particulate, iodine and nohle g:u: monitoring for o~g arc.u and Ibo vcnl.ilation stack.,. New 
fiited head monitoI'll, AlphaCAMi;, and Beta CAMs are being inslallcd. In.u:dlillion of these items 
will Ile compJc:.ted by .Turn;. 

J 4.) Waste rnun are nsolnd. at Loa Alamos. 

The waste issues for Mo-99 tarp:t fabric:alio11 and in-cell material prot."CSSing and purification wcre 
adib:~scd In the Bn vironmental A'tSC!Sment Tern 91.muy, on-si~ s!OCage is aci;:eplable. 

1 S.} Industry A1Jtettment5 with Los Alamos for Radiophm'maccuticats have been 
negotiated in. the pa:it. 

Contr!ICtS wi.th various Ra.dio.[lba.rmaceutical Companies: have previCJu&ly been. negoti11ted. 
Radioph1.rmaceudcal manufacturing repreacnt.ative.s and meniber& of lhe Council on 
R.adiophmmaci::utical 11nd Radi.oi.mrop~ (CORAR) mi: well ;waM of the Los Alam.09 capabilitic.<1 in 
c:idioaclive material handlin& and chemical processing . They are well acquainted wilh our 
facilities. They have, will'onnly, bren ,,ery complementary of our Ho\ Cell and Cbr:mic.a.l 
P~g facilities in both the CMR bilildi11g and at the TA-48 Radl.ocbemiWy Site. We bclic\le 
pur facj)jtitm and capahflltjcs will lend sa;djbili!;y to !he !>W!2£1£RDc..Y production cffiut TbLJ wuuld 
facilitate agrcemena with industry. Ultimately. iruJustri.al 11&r=mcnt.<1 would be the: joint 
responsibility of the mdustcy. the supplier to he b111.:ked up (N«dion), and Lhc DOR 

1 i.) Proctd'nqs and Document;; pre well uncienray at Los Alamos. 

Generic pnx,;eduros for FDA approved .isotope pzoductio11 are available fmm existing production 
activities curre.utly nigulal.l:d by the FDA and are ~adily tranrl'erable 10 Mo-99 production. 
Sp~ific procedures rcluled to produ1,.1i1.Jn opcraLionis in the CNIR bullding ~in rreparation when 
the Lrn; Ala.mos effort was placed on bold. These eCforas could be .re-started :and complel.t=d well 
within the lime:. frame for emergency produclion. 

18.) Lo.s Alamos Mauagementls pre.pa.-ced to CO'lltinue its commUment tu tile Mo-
99 Production Proira.m. 

Mru~agcment is cammfued to tlle Mo-99 target fabric:i.Lion progrmn <UJd cont.inuc:s t.o support 
a~clcraior isotope produclian nclivities.. Los Al:lmo& h:is always helped in meeting the r.Jllergc:ncy 
nccd.s of the: Nlll.ion. 

pago -4- Led.b<:Otru, LANT. IBDtlU'.11 20, 1995 
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19.) Target tr•nsnrtatlon w Lps Alamos. 

See lte.spome #.5 above. 

lO.) Public: Opf"iJion :to lh• t.nmportaUon of Medical Isotopes and Irradiated 
componen15 hu een addressed al s.ever~I pnblie DJoetiop.. 

It &hQidd be noled dmt nuclear tnaleria1 tranilJ'Ort i.s ~y bcina done, on a regular basis, in 
compliBDcc: wiLb. DOT Jegulatiom. If a. C('l~tn ~ m::prcue.d, it a:hould be miiolved within a six 
awnih time frame. Shipmanui nf materials between L:.c .Al&mo.s and Sa11dia should nos b~ any 
mal1) dilllcult than .nny other shipmcnis. fio~ver, public npirunn i.s o!lllbjeet to change. Public 
opinion of the emergency bacbp plm Is unknown rmd dwllld be rwmally addressed. 

:U.) W•te tn,Q.Fpqrjatign tg SNL f(QJD J.os Alampt. 

Ir Lo11 Ab.rans is a. part of a. funded program thet produces wosle, then Lo~ Alamos will provjdc 
tCmpornry on-site waste d~osition. 

22.) Cgmpletlon or CMB Upcrac]g in Winc·9. 

Tbs oomp1etion of the Cl\m u.Pgradcs in the H'ol Cell Facility ii proceeding at the present ii me 
with Phase ! DeDring comp!cli.on. P:ha11e I in~ludc:d the replacement of cle«.:lrlcal aystenu; and 
l'lldiological instnmwntation. Tho radiological imu11.ua1L111iv111 upgrade hu all;o inchidcd the 
installa.tiOh "' instrumcntaticm for uranium targeL f.ahrications and thD prace.s:5ing af medic.al 
iso1opes in the Hot Cdis.. Tho Los Alamos Ho1 Cells Upgm..dcs ;q 99WJ complm:. 

23.) Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) Ts1ues. 

Operations at citbc:r Los Alamos or Sandia. will need to be re.vie\lled and approved be I.he DNFSB. 
At Los Alamo.s. we have a long establi&l.led baseline for 1111! operation of 011cfear kilitics and for 
the chemical processing of Ae1iniws and irradiaied malerials. LClll Alamos has a ~hnically sounr.J 
approach tha.r. bua&l 11pon pa.staperie11ee, slundd be accep1able ro the DNFSB. 

Ledb~ner, LANI. J1111u_,. 20. l \JP.S 
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Los Alamos Mo99 •first Cut ,. Proposal 
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First cut target process 
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Waste Process 

Waste Drum Transfer 
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The Future Supply 
of Molybdenum-99 

to bringincn:aesi11 die price ofmolybden11m. The 
exact amaunt of the inc:n::uc diat will come ftvnl 
die proposed plansas-11 aslher-ssaloagm
in~ for....imeti1U1t JFICl'lllft mnaina 1111Clear. 

RegaTdl.ess of U.. ellm!Dt concerns. bodi mdio
pharma.ceuQeod manuftu:twers lllldnuclear phy&i
cilms~~need for11- rc:liablc mck-up •up
plyof"Mo. They knowtli.f a seadysupply of "Mo 
is crucial to !he pnictice of noolo:ar medicine. In 
flll:t.. "Mal-Tc generaton1 are med in mae than 
80% of clillical nocleor imagiligproc.wllfts. Mani· 

Since 1991, nuclear medicine physicians 
across the United States 11-nd much oflhe 
wvrld have relied entirely on one 38-J!Qr

old miclcarrcac!Or in Canada fur the pnxluction of 
"Mo, the ismope used in -re 1enerators. This tit· 
uation came ab1;1Dtquicdy in the 1980s as al!emace 
suppliers <lrvpped out of the maria:!, laiving Nor
d ion lntanalional Ine. in Kanata. Omario as tbe 
major aupplier in lhe ~Id. While Nordion has 
managed to mainlain a steady supply oflhe essen
tial material to nidiopbannaautic.t makers. aseries 
of reactor failures ud labor dlspmes have come 
.closetohodtingpftlduaion-.nllimesatthefacil
i1ies tbal produce i•oto!)CS for Nardion in Chalk 
Riwr, Ontario. 

Isotope Production Reactors 
Chal hr. Cimla 

After four years during which nuel .. ac medi
cine professioTial• had concerns about Ille relia· 
blllty of ~Mo •applies. sl!Veral major initiali\'CS 
ro briog new produetioo reutors on-line an: finally 
getting off the 1round. :-.lordion official• say they 
will soon resume construction gp 1wo new 10 
ffillll""'1ll reacton lharwUI be dedicatedallirelyU> 
isol:<ipe production. Pliamw:ewical gjam Mallinck
rodt Medical recently obtained a licm1e in TM 
Netherlands 10 begin upgrading a reactor for 
"Mo production for lheir own supply. Moreover. 
the U.S. Department of Ene.gy (DOE)--despile 
!le\'G'e btJdset-cuningpn!SSIUeS from C.ongn:1sud 
the Clinson AdminiS11111ion-ha.s sus1ailled eff'ons 
to converi a reactor formedy used !'Or weapons 
research into a bac:k-up supplin' fur "Mo. 

.. Fornaw, -'re srill vulnerable if miythiog cat· 
astrophic happem lo Non!ion s NRU ICKIOr. But 
at leasrlhen> -10 be definaplans an.fttablll." 
sald \l/yml Volkert. PhD. chairman oflh.e Society 
ofNuclear Medicines committee on radioi.satope 
supply and prof.essorof mdiolo&Y Ill the Univenily 
of Missouri.~ are optiono oow tba1-did
n•1 h~ a few Y"'1°!1 ago.-
Rqi~fiom~cal com

panios are cxproes9illg similaroplimiun linFd with 
some rc:servations. T1ley say aU of the new initia
tives will n=qllire M leut a )IU1" or more bcf""'tbey 
will result io filcili1ie1 capable of p:uduc:R>1 "Mo. 
"Thal means there 1- &1!ll a very sipificant period 
of risk for the next i:ouple ofye1n, •said William 
Ehmlg. a vice-ptt1ident with Medi-Physic& Loe., 
a llM of Amessbem. Other illdmtry ~Plivcspoilll 
out that II•• building of any new facilky i5 boi>Jld 

<>Yer. me paemilKJIOPe hu a67-houchalf.life • .:i 
;1 CMilCI be stockpiled. This is wll)'thenuclearmed
icine colDlllmil:y hlls for:-ia been pushing lbraa 
allemaliYe 1M1urceof"Mo in !he ~ent tbl% Nor
dioo's 1upply was ever halted. WJw follows an 
updatea OD tbe lhree biggest '"Mo produetlon ,_.. 
nm:e.. 

Nerdian'• Plan• ftlr Mlspl...X 
Wllh.plans dnlwn up to btJildanew iaetorfacil

ity, N<ndloo elteCU!ives may have fi:lt ew:n moie 
annpolledto Fttli.eirplansoff'the gmuadaftcra 
gliich oeCUJTed in tlm qU1a NllU react11r at Chalk 
m .... 1asa April. ProdilClioo. was halted for live mi,s 
.W-a lbel rod became lllX:k a>dc:oulcl DDtbos "*1-
ily withdnoorn from the rea~or. Nord.ion man
aged to inaitdain 1hipment5 to generaor manu
!XtuRR by calling on a bade-up .......,men1 with 
tile Jnaitute Nali.01uil des lbdioelemm11 (IRE) in 
Belgi11111. IRE prD"ided material for me in Elllllpe 
and supplies were ready fat" Cntelplley approval 

n.;,,111..,_._ N.....,_........, .-.·-·-·-llJ .. rfllla ............. CJl•Mo.n. --h--ld ...... ...._. ..... ,_.,._.,, 
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POTENTIAL NEW SUPPLIERS OF MOLY&DENUM-88 IN ntE FUTURE 

Suppller RNc:tcJr ~ 1lngel 
dale 

Nordion/AECL Maple-X lOMW -l998 
Chalk Rivel; Ontwio (new) 

U.S. DOE ACR 4MW mid-1998 
Sandia N1tional lsb (upgrade) 
Nflltll~ 

Mallinckrodt Me<lical HFR "5MW 1996 
The Netht1rllmtl:s 

'lhe_rt....,.o 
-•lh•......... lli--
1111t11d• aoncwmlnf Ille 
....... ucu .... ., ._.All 
"'"'ta en•1H• • n!liab .. 

"""""" 

by the Food and Drus Adminillllllion in the U.S., 
bur rhe NRU betame funcdonal before this...,.. 
ll«elSary. 

Non:limt officials"""" sav thev haw secuttd an 
"apemen1 in principle" ..;,ith Atomic En"'ll)' af 
Canad•. Lrd; (A£CL) and the government of 
Canadll 10 resume <XmStnlction of h.., new reac
IOrs &I Cbqlk River. Back in 1993, AECL lried lo 
cancel the Maple-X project and haired wn51IUc
tion after spending S40 million on planning and 
other \\urt. Nonlion and ilS paremcompany MDS 

The Birth of Technetium-By Mail Order 
The reference ID "Mo es the-pal'llll" ot-ic makes Clllllpllfll sense. sinc:e 
'"'Tcwaa lil8rlllly ham rrom "Mo. ln 1937. £mile Segre 8l1d C. Penter receMld 
a small package sent 10 their Italian !61>ol'tllsxy ftom the Lewrence c:,datron 
st Bfl(i\eley, CA which con1ained "Mo targeta 111111 the two 8Ci1111111s had 
pievioosly Sllfll lhell! lo be bombarded with dllUllll<lnS. Segre end Perrier 
dissol~ the target in a solutiOll or one pen nitric acid and thlBll parts 
¥rachloric ac:icl. They then added mang1ne11e saf11 llld allt>wt!tl the reaull
ing metals to precipilllle. The rt1sult was a new aloment Mtti a hlfl-nre of 8 
hours. Sines the element had to be msnufadlnd in the laboralOry, ils ae-
11111111 dubbed ii •tedmeliwn." which d•rivel from the Greak word ted1nr>
toe. meaning artlllcial 

l'Khaps e more fitting name ror -Tc would hMI been ·rreedomium~ 
unce Segm "'31 Ible IO U1e his rflSCOWlry asalid!el out Df hrcist fllllyto gain 
entranai inlO Ille U.S. Segre persuaded ltaUan officials to allow him to lll\le/ 
10 Berkeley IO mantlfllCIUrevaat Cjlllntiliosat the element....mc!i lleemphl>
silfld waa bringing !Cillllificrame 111 Italian IDil The officials were not aware 
tNlt Segre was indaad able10 praclucrt-Tc in hi$ llaUan tab by sending ship
mcnrs back ana tonh ID Ille Lewnince r:yclotmn. I was lhbi duplicity that 
snowed S&gra to emigrate in 1938and11119bllld him to join his mentor. the 
Nobel pn:ie winning phjsiciSI Enlico Fermi. Fanni had lelt llaly for Ille U.S. 
the previOua year, aflllr hll COllYl!lQlld the ltallan go¥e1111T18111 IO llflow his 
family ID tr!Mll to Stockholm wilh him aa he llCC8pllld the Nobel plize. 

-lldirp81l!d ~ MldhSll .sn.c.r'• A Oltmolaf11 of 
NuciBBT ~& (S'l. UJub; Hlllirage: 199QI. 

Plujacl Produclion 
cost CIQlllClty 

$HO million Up to IOO'lb 
woliddemand 

>$11.4 mHllOll Upto7Dllb 
U.S. demand 

NfA About 25'!11 
wortddemand 
80d more if needed 

Health Gmup Ltd. tiled a breach of cootracr law
suit againsr AECL. ihc suit has OOf ROne Ill coun 
)'et. but rhe panics have been enga~ in atbitra
tion hcarinp where they ha••• fatged a 1en1a1in 
•sm=ment. ''There are some nuislllllding ddails tn 
be v.ori<ed oot, •.said NO<diorl spokeiman Jan Mum
font 

The laleot plan. calls for building two. I 0 
mqpm.attreac!aBandalle\"~Pl•n•c=· 
mittedcn1irely1o ~production a1 aprcjected 
coll ors 140 mil!if.m. 

COl!llnlClilll! and SCltilll! t"" llm Maple reactor 
up to 11111 JIOM!I" will tab three years, and no 5laII 

dale bat beet> set for the construc1io11. Th" sec
ond Ma.ple-X mc:torwiU bf'complored a y= llllU. 
To finance die project. Nordionofficials otij!inally 
said they 'WOUid have to raise the price of molyb
denum by 40% in October i 995. In Septemb.,r. 
lliey anno1D1ccd that the increase "ould be "some
lhillll less thall 40%" and that the company ,..,uld 
delay th• increase until January ofnexr year 
when the agreemmr with the Canadian sov•m· 
mom aholaid be finaliaod. (See Nt!l>-.s/ine. October 
1995, p. J2N) 

Without firm ~nrdiopharmaccuiii:,al malt
~ are relw:tan1 ioatinwe how the increase ""Did 
aftecttbe IXlllta{ generatOrS. Molybdenum BCCOUll!s 

for about 30% io <IO'A. of the cost ofmanufiu:IUr
ing a generator. This will mean an increas• in 
baspilal budge1s ata time when adminislrauirs are 
being pressured by man3ged care consultant• 10 

c111 co11S. Nordian "a three bissest U.S. cuatamers. 
DupontMen:k.Amr:tsllam and Mallincbodl, !UM 
recently informed !heir°""' CllSlmnCrs about the 
possibility ofa tuture increase in the cosrof 
"Moi-Tc generators and-Tc unit doses and 
are tlW&itingtbeirliledback. Ebmig aclcnowledgeg 
that the pri"" inCR&Se may be a cause for con-

(Ct»lri11ued on page J$NJ 
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Diatech Receives 
$10 Million for 
Peptide Research 
In a &al that may signal the beginning 
of a new trend for radiopbannaceutical 
slilr1-up companies, Dia1ech, in.:. in LD11-
d<Htderry. Nii. recently announced llt&t 
ii bad received a SI() million invcsunclll 
from Hafslu1>d Nycomed, a large com
P""Y based in Osle. NMWay th111 makes 
c-t m~ pn;nlucl5. Undtta ftve-ye:ar 
coopmilion pa<:I with IUl e$timatod poim
tial value of $50 million to Di!llech, 
Nycomed '.s initial imresunem will en"m: 

Suppl}' o/Mo/ybden11111-99 
(Contirrued from pagr 22Nj 

cern amoog nuclear pltysicians. bu1 he 
feels 1he new facility will be \l.Orlh the 
am. cost. "My ,8UI feeling is f<l!' people 
using unit doses out of a nuliophannacy 
tiie Cost increases won'I add more than a 
couple or three percenl 10 their budget," 
said Ehmlg. "And l can't think of a bet· 
1er way 10 assutt a more seclltt supply." 

Tiie OOE's Proposld to Convert Sandia 
For year•, SNM lliaden and oilier 

nucllllll' medicine leaders have been urg
ing the DOE to build a reliable back·up 
;'>dlicy f« the·prodllCtion of"Mo. The 
DOE i• currc11dy·pnpilring an enviran
mc11ial impaet statement (EIS) on lhe pro
duction of"Mc. The depllrtmenl's pre
ferred alternative is the annular cOt'e 
research reactor (ARR}, a 2-meg.awatt 
reactor at Sandia National LAbora10riC$ 
inAlbuquerqiie. New Muico. By upgrad
ing the S1111clia Rac:IOO"to4mega1WUUDd 
adding proccs.Mg equipment, Wlok Car
rolL Jbe £IS Project Mlll>lllF at DOE. said 
the DOE could providt IOOo/o oflhc U.S. 
demandformolybdenumonashm-term 
basis. Qim,11 said the cleparttnent is not 
planning to re-eniertbe ~u a COll!l

peliti~ $1lpplicr. ~it ""'old strictly be a 
back•up 81 this point,M he said, 

(;;w:n Nonlioo 'splaas to build a Maple· 
X R&etOJ' to be utcd solely u a back-up. 
IM OOE'scurnmt plans to l!ft5Ule a back· 

Newsline 
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a 17%Slabin Dia>tth'spepiidoimaging 
drugs market. 

Diatet:h cummtly has six peop!ideprod· 
uctS 1har arc in vari0\l$ &18ge• of ..-lini<:al 
tri1l•. indllding P-280 which is in Phase 
Ill trials for 1he de1ectio11 of deep ,.e;,, 
thrombosis. The other peptides ilTe in 
Pm.I• I and lI stages imd are being 1cscecl 
as di19no•tie agents for pulmonary 
embolism, somatostatin receptors in 
endocrlnetwnor.i, athe!ol;cleror!ic plaque 
and infectiOll5 ofunkMwn origin. Oiat
ecll has oot yet submin~ any of its pep
tide products 10 the FDA foe approval. 
"Nycom~'s itM!slment will significantly 
underwrilt: lbeoostof eondu.:ting stUdies 

tJ P 1.'V S. (Sr I ( f 5 

for FDA apprm ... 1.- said Bn<d Miles. 11 

spokesperson for Diatcch. 
He said Nycomed will make addi•ional 

pa~nts ifDia1tthsproduc1s win reg.11-
lator}• approval. "Thi• is a gian1 comp;111y 
that "''a.< never i7"'ohoed in nuclear mrdi
t"iJlc, a11d lhiJ is their Ml leap into this 
area.- said Miles. Nvcomed ~xecuci""" 
reco11nize 1he pro..;ise or an im1>1ling 
rool lhrn could pinpoint disease~~• an o!D'
lier stag~ and illustrate cli5easc pqres
sion at a cellular le\'el witb @realer sopl\is.
tication dum cximn111cchnol<Jg_\: iru:ludina 
contrast mediaa,gcl1lll rha1 N)'COITl*'d mar· 
km for lt-m,... and ullnlS<lund. • 

up 5Upply may seem duplicative. DOE agency to b<:1in work on medical iw
officials say they are acting on a need tope production al faci!illes in Penen 
expn:8""d in lhe nuclear mtdicioe cam- owned by the Joint Research Center of the 
m\lnity and that the U.S. cannot ..,,Jy on European Community, A«O!'dill'.J IO Ver-
1he Nonlioo PfOIXl<'8I to build !ht two mic- meeren. ~company started a trial pro· 
1ars w asswc an adequate U.S. s11pply in duction nm in Sq11cmbor au Sic!> in pin
tbe ~- Carmll ,ald that a decision by ingapJll<m! tram the FDA to provide "'Mo 
the DOE is expected cvly ne,,1 year on for generatOtS marke!W in the U.S. 
whether or not the department will pro- "We ex.peer to produce moly by the 
d!K:t "Mo ud. if so, at wtw facility. "If beginning oft 996."\lermeim:n said "We 
Sandia i& selccml. production of moly will then be a\>!11: to use our own moly in 
cauldaccurbyOctobcf'ofnnryi:ara11bo Europe mm! in 1he U.S. when the FDA 
ellrliest,'' he said. llpp!'tl\'ft it.• Mallinckrodt launched their 

Soin• indllSlryobse!'\'l!:B remain deep- plan& about three y~ars ago 11111t1 efl'ort 
tical of the OOE j elfort. They say the pro- ro creaie a !eCUrC supply of "Mo to ship 
j«t is bound to be delayed for mru11hs, if genedlon rothcircustOmeJS. Venne~ 
llOt IOl!ger. by W: DOE's cb:lsion to put .aid Mallinckrodt i1 pl«nning lo pm· 
togedler a Ml-blOWll £IS. Mon: than a dw:c only enough molybd..nwn to 9Upply 
few oblet'vels h""" Cllpressed dill1tl9)' at W: wmpany'll own needs. M411inckrodl 
what Ibey consider a lack of re$ponsivc- supplies about 25% of lhe global nwk« 
ness ftom the fcdeml agency. "We don 'I for -Tc generalOl'S. he Mid. and about 
feel like they ore listening tothO'irc:us- 20% of the US. malli:er. "We!ftoota\11 
1Ct11crs," said Elunig. The major c01'ccm to cooquerrhe world maibt formoly pm. 
is that DOE has moved 100 $fuagishly to . · ~·he Slid. "We 're jusc lrYil!itoue
be of much ~Ip. "The DOE has grear . ate a more stable situatio11 ud a more 
plans. Dlld I h""" no doubts about their acceptable situation for our cuatomcrs 
good imenticos, but I do havedoubls abour worid"1ide." In thecvem of aSllddcn shllt
lbc:ir budget," said Pt*r Vermem::n. gen- down oflbe NRU reac1or in Canada, Ver
eral mana11er of Malliockrodt 11 nuclear ,,_,said. ''ii would~ pas.lible fur IRE. 
medicine divition. and Mallinc:krodl to cniak up produc-

Mdlnckrodt:A New~af 
Mely? 

In August, Mallinckrodt rc:eelvcd 11 

license from die Dull:ltnuclearn:gWal<lry 

tion to supply the world -

J. Rojas-Bwrlce 
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Mucle•r m•diclM and lnduslrY ieaders n1w t.ccn concamed far sew.r:i,1 
y•Bn abMt "osslDI• iuterr1tptlon" in 'l'h• .:ontln1.1•d raU1t11e Jiupply of •M4 
ta tho "'edl.t.al mmnwnlqt. 'Thi1 r,gncern MGIO frcun the raa\la.1.lvn ihat tha 
currel'\t Nnrdlon prod\ICtion f.cilltY. lauted ln Ou•lk Rlwr, Onwrlo, C.nad:a. 
It n•arino it'll end of lt1 l.!seful llfe. ,t.t prMCf'I~ HorcHon b 'l:h• priMipa\ 
wO'l'ldwldc SUPJ.lller of •Ma, ar.ct ""' gtticr f1clllt)' Is c~rr1nil1 a~abt. of r;iro• 
d11.1cin!J &1.1fflcl1111nt 11mollnU of this t•dlonui:lidr. tc meel Mi«dl ori an \rnmedi• 

au ~111. 
Wa are i;:ihr•sed to report th I\ Nordici"· •fh1r i::on1 ... 1t1tlon wl~ the nu.cl1111•r 
"'11dlcln411 lnc!ustry and tl'I• DJVf1111icin, ha1adopt1d o plan~ btll\d'rWO r1ew 

reactor:. for "Mo production th•t ,,.,111 ncit only pray\dc • fai\.ufe SYll•rn "Y 
t~ co1istimt ;J111llablltl)' of • ~nd'by reactor bl.it alJio \na)fJIOflte ii n•vv 
prvc:e!l6 \0 bcntmr 1T1ana9e rodloactkl• wana. This plan will auure 11 rellebl• 
\ong-Lerm supply or •Mo. The ~•dci~ wlll l:le locatllr:I on A'(omlc En .. r9)' of 
can.ad•. ~td. (AEt'.l.J pro11en.y. but will be owr1acl e111d o'Hprattd br Honlion. It 
'' i;:it0jctted that th• twU new read.Ol'L 'tO bi= caR•• Maple I arul Maple II, 
will C'Clme-on line bY 1998. Wf: 1uppcirt '(hb plan 11s.an ..wini;!al Jnvestm•nt In 

\he f\INrw of Nldear rneditlno. 

The c;cirt of hullc:llng thno "'""' rP.actcn Is 1\9nific&nt. ln crd•r \o pay for tl'lls 
proJoft, Nt.1rdion Is ainstralf'led to inae••• the CQst nf '"M1:1 to 11\1 -Tc gFin8T• 
atof' ~t1t1aun:rs. Hor<llon d.iscussa16-...i\h'lh• l\\IC:lcar m~lcino 1111cl.,rshiP 
t'h_ci prlc• increaws ,het necu'9rl!y uu:irnpony tt...lr c:omvrcheM'iv• prolilram 
for 9uaran•elng • rc1ia1DI• hl!Jh.qualitr 11.Z'P')I' ot .. 11110. Whll• w• aN ccn· 
c11med about how 1his cost tnaease wm 'be paned on \u nuclear m111dlcfne 
faclliti11s.. tnlrd•pert)' pa,i:or~ and 1>91lllf\U, th• nudear meclldne leadershlp 
teals that Nor~ion has dHJt wii:n lhb important problem I" a r•sponsibl• 
m•nl'l•r and c.llfl(ed•5 that a mod•st ~rice ini:rease Is an acceptable alterl'\ll
:lva to lai:t of a r•l'la'11e sU?PlY or •t.1o. Sit1ce- thl! prir..• of-Tc genetaUY L"On

t,lbt1tu 11 small pol'\IOn nf tht overall C11St oi 111;.llnl'l.&I niK1••t 111•didne 
wtudY. thtt ~al tnae•NI tn orou=d.urc costs Is 1xpe1:t•d ta 11• rnec:i'en. 

Peter T. Kircln .. r. MD. l'resldenl 
Sad1dy of Nuclear M•dldn111 

Rubert F. C1rr~ru.. MD. Presid•l'lt 
Arne1\c;1n O:lll•g• ct rtudeor Ph~<ilf'IJ 
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Letter: C068 Author: Dr. Iain Trevena 

Responses to Comment Letter C068 

1 The Department of Energy's proposed action in this environmental impact statement addresses the near
term requirements of a backup supply of Mo-99. It does not focus on a long-term plan. Regarding the 
emergency response plan cited in the comment, this plan was developed as a predecisional draft by a 
consultant to the Department, but was never formalized or adopted by the Department. Section 3.2.2 of 
the EIS has been modified to reflect the comments on the current status ofNordion's proposed actions. 

2 At the time of this writing, Nordion still had not formally announced that they were going to resume 
construction of the Maple reactor complex. Nordion has informed the Department that construction and 
commissioning of Maple I would be completed about 3 years after an announcement is made and that 
FDA approval ofNordion's new Mo-99 production process is expected to be accomplished within that 
same time frame. The Department's estimate of 42 months was based on Maple I and the new processing 
facility reaching full production capability rather than an initial yield of product. Section 3.2.2 has been 
revised to more accurately reflect Nordion's stated position. 

3 The Department believes that the discussion of the waste generation in the EIS is accurate. The waste 
generated during target processing is stored and allowed to cool for 6 months to a year before processing 
or disposition, at which time it meets the requirements of 10 CFR 61.54 to be categorized as "Class-C" 
low-level waste and meets the suitability requirements for near-surface disposal. 

Further, DOE does not believe the waste generated is understated in the EIS. Calculations have been 
made to confirm the amounts of the fission products that would be produced from the targets. It should be 
noted that the volumes given are typically compacted and/or crushed volumes. 

After the Maple I and II facilities and the new separation facility are built and in operation, appropriate 
waste figures can be attributed to that operation. Until then, the current process used by Nordion/National 
Research Univeral is waste-intensive compared with the Cintichem process. The Department acknowl
edges Nordion's strong commitment to waste minimization as evidenced by Nordion's plans to employ in 
its proposed facilities a process similar to the Cintichem process (see Section 3.2.2). 

4 The summary has been revised to clarify that the passages in question refer to production of Mo-99 by 
domestic (U.S.) private companies. 

5 The Department is aware of the actions N ordion has taken in an attempt to narrow the window of vulner
ability, and Section 3.2.2 has been updated to reflect the current world supply situation. The Department 
appreciates and welcomes these actions. However, even with these efforts, it is still the Department's view 
(as well as the view of the U.S. medical community) that there continues to be an inadequate backup 
foreign supply capability to meet U.S. demand for Mo-99 should the current source become unavailable 
for any extended period of time. 

The Department understands that if Nordion's current source for Mo-99 were to become unavailable, 
Nordion has arrangements with other sources that could supply a portion of the U.S. demand. However, 
these sources are not capable of supplying more than about half of the current U.S. demand. 

6 The Department believes that it is prudent to establish a production capability that could supply l 00% of 
the U.S. demand in case of a Mo-99 supply shortage. Regarding the offer of cooperation, the Department 
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has kept Nordion apprised of the status of the Department's NEPA process and has been in contact 
with Nordion regarding plans for Mo-99 production. The option of shipping Mo-99 to Nordion for 
final product testing and distribution has been discussed with Nordion, is presented in the Summary, 
and is evaluated in Section 5.11 and in Appendix B of the EIS. 

The EIS project team contacted radiopharmaceutical companies and asked the specific activity 
required when the product reached their loading dock. The companies provided an answer "in the 
range of 10,000 curies/gm." Further, when SNL/NM was preparing its environmental assessment, 
SNL/NM contacted the customers and asked the same question. The answer was the same, "in the 
range of 10,000 curies/gm." Pursuing a more definitive figure from the customers did not yield a 
more definitive answer. 

The Missouri option was also eliminated from consideration because of the schedule on which it could 
deliver Mo-99. Missouri, irradiating one bundle per week, cannot supply the current market demand 
on a continuous basis. It can supply the pharmaceutical houses with more than 3000 six-day curies in 
one single lump delivery, but it cannot supply 3000 six-day curies with the deliveries spread evenly 
over five days. Without a significant upheaval in the way the medical community currently conducts 
business or without a fuel design change, Missouri cannot meet the industry demand. This analysis is 
given in Section 3.4.2.1. 

The Department is aware of the proposed Nordion plans for new reactors. Discussions and press 
releases regarding these reactors have been issued for some time. Cost estimates for these reactors 
approach $140 million dollars. Uncertainty has surrounded the ability to secure this funding and to 
reach construction agreements with Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. It is the Department's understand
ing that Nordion is now in disagreement with the Canadian government regarding the tax treatment of 
the new reactors. These factors, combined with the Department's position that the U.S. is currently in 
a window of vulnerability, continue to require progress toward developing a backup capability to 
Nordion's current sources of Mo-99. 

The Department believes that, as stated in the Jupiter report, Mo-99 production in the long-term 
should be conducted by the private sector. As stated in the EIS, the Department encourages private 
sector production of Mo-99, and if the private sector begins reliably producing Mo-99 in the U.S., the 
Department would phase out its production. The Department has simply proposed to establish a 
production capability to act as a backup to the existing Canadian supplier. The intent is not to 
compete with Nordion. 
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Letter: C069 Author: Brad L. Swanson 

Mt. Wade Cmotl MIPP·EJS Document Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy 

1S8l Golden Gat.e 
Pcx:atello, ID 83201 
Febroaty 04, 1996 

Officer of Isotope Production and OimJ'bDtian, NE-70 
19901 Germantown Road 
Oennantown, Maiyland 20874 

0-Mr. C;uroll 

'This lette.T requests an extension of the Febtuaty 9, 1996, deadline for comments on the Medical Isotopes 
Production Prop:i: Molybdermm-99 and Related llotopes Draft £nvifonmcntBl Impact S1atement. 
Specitically, l request that you comider my~ that will be sabmiltcd by Febmaly 30.1996. l was 
late ~identify the Mo1y 99 project had an altemalive that could potentially affect the ma in which Ilive. 
My preliminaty review raises the following concerns. 

• Section 2.J (Purpose and Need) state& the long tmn goal is that production of Mo-91J in the U.S. should 
be conducted by 1he priva~ sector. In selecting thair prefetred al1mnative, it appears that OOE has not 
put enough weight on the fiwt that the INEL is the only alternative 'tbat the private sector lw expressed 

1 intaest in participating. .As stated in the Draft EIS, there is a lease agreement with the Idaho Blain 
Tmnor Centa' tn pe.rfonn boron neutron C'dpture tbempy at PSF. Additionally, Idaho Brain Tumoc 
Center has expressed intr:rest in a shared cost venture. To meet OOE1 s long term goal of privatization, 
it appem that the INEL alternative is a mme logical choice. 

• h appears that DOE selected the preferred alternative before triggering the NEPA process. The problem 
2 DOE is a&mpting to solve is an unreliable supply of Mo-99. Selecting Sandia as the solution to the 

problem appears to violate !he spirit ofNEPA 

I need mote time 1o review the Draft EIS and fully research the above coru:ems. A response to my request 
would be appreciated. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C069 

1 Private U.S. production of Mo-99 could be accomplished by privatization of a DOE operation or by a 
separate initiative by the private sector. The process of privatization is not part of this proposed action. 
The Department published a Notice for Expression oflnterest in the Federal Register in December 1995 
to solicit concepts from private industry for privatization of DOE isotope activities. Businesses inter
ested in pursuing Mo-99 production have been invited to respond to this solicitation. If the Department 
decides to implement the action proposed in this EIS and if concepts on privatization of Mo-99 produc
tion received from the private sector are promising, DOE would proceed with a request for proposals to 
facilitate privatization on a competitive basis. 

The Department has not made a decision regarding if and where to conduct the proposed project. A 
preferred alternative is identified in an EIS, in essence, to tell the public which way the Department is 
leaning on a decision, but it does not mean that the decision has been made. Further, Council on 
Environmental Quality regulations require Federal agencies to identify the preferred alternative in a 
Draft EIS if the agency has one, and require that the agency identify a preferred alternative in a Final 
EIS. 

The Annular Core Research Reactor/Hot Cell Facility combination at SNLINM is the preferred alterna
tive for target irradiation and processing for the reasons stated in Section 3.3.1.1. 
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1 

2 

3 

100 North Morningside Drive 
Idaho Fall&, ID 83402 

F@bruary 6, 1996 

Mr. wade C.rroll, MIPP-EIS Document Manager 
u. S. Oepartment of Energy 
Office of Isotope Production and Distribution, NE-70 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown, MD 20814 

Dear Mr- Carroll; 

Author: Roderic W. Thomas 

May I axpi:aas my appreciation to you and your staff supporting the recant 
hearing• in Idaho Falls related to th• "Medical Isotopes Production Project: 
Kolybdenum-99 and a .. 1ated Isotopes Draft Environmomtal Impact Statement." I had 
the opportunity to present collllll8nta orally the evening of January 17, 1996 and am 
following with written comments to expand on my earlier thoughts. ln both cases, 
I am acting as a private citizen. This l@tter presents two general concerns and 
four specific concerns for your conslderation in the project's record of 

decision. 

Genaral Concerns 

1. In view of Secretary O'Leary's emphasl.1> on •'privatization" of DOE 
activities, I a.m significantly concerned that near-term isotope production 
"privatizati.on" was not included as a cri.terion, and furth .. r, as a .,...i.ghted 
criterion. Not only is it feasible, but in the situation at the INEL, the Idaho 
ri .. ld Office has already signed an agreement for "privatization" of the Power 
Burst Facility (PBF) reactor for medical therapy use. As one associated with a 
s .. parate DOE "pl'ivatization" project, I have first-hand knowledg"' on this 
amphaais being push .. d by the DOE. I recommend the near-ter111 "privatization" 
criterion be added to the deciaion criteria. 

2. Cost-sharing of related project work should be considered as an added 
eri.t.eri.an, or, as a minimum, inchid9 s•t"'h activitie11 in the cost analysis to show 
more appropriat,. benefits to the taxpayer. With tha shrinking budgets, the DOE 
is needing to be creative on how to get more with less. Breakthroughs in thought 
or paradigm shifts are n .. cessary generally to reali1e such goals. As in the ease 
with the "privatization" of the PBF for use in Soron Neutron ca.ptur• Therapy 
(BNCT), I suggest that DOE obtain a cornmi.tment proposal so that a cost-sharing 
.,ffect could be better evaluated in reaching a final decision on the medical 

isotopes project. 

~cific Draft S!S Commente 

1. P•ge vi.ii (Summary): '.Regardin9 the stat .. ment "The conversion from HEU to 
LEU for the J alternatives discussed could be a relatively silllple and inexpensive 
undert.akLng. ", I question the accuracy of t.he statement and find i.t misleadLng. 
There is redesign of the core and the associated safety basis to be accompli.shed 
and authori.~ed. rur~h~r, reducing th" fuel density that would be involved would 
reduce the neutron flux available and thue the reactor's effectiven@ss. 
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2. Page xiii (Summary of Safety Consequences): While I agree that all options 
shown in the document can be done safely, the INEL option is more inherently safe 
because of the large distances to any population centers. The tables in Appendix 

4 C.l dramatically show the preference for the INEL sites compared to the other 
options. I know from personal experience the closeness of the SNL option to the 
International Airport and City of Albuquerque and the Los Alamos option with the 
City of Los Alamos. For example, the shortest route between Los Alamos and TA-2, 
site of Omega-West reactor and below in the Los Alamos canyon, is by hang-glider. 

3. Page 4.83 (Section 4.4.7.2): For accuracy of presentation, the prototype 
reactors at the Naval Reactors Facility (NRF) and EBR-II at Argonne-West National 
Laboratory (ANL-W) have been shutdown and are planned to no longer operate. It 
is likely that any emission releases by restarting PBF will be less than what 
theseMshutdown• reactors historically emitted and should be addressed 
accordingly. 

4. Page 6.1 (Section 6.1): The discuceion indicates that all options would be 
under the DOE regulatory system. Under a •privatization" approach that w6uld 
likely exist with the PBF option, the regulatory process would be under NRC 
license. It is my understanding that the NRC process is written into the 
agreement. This approach would also reduce the DOE oversight, thus a DOE cost 
reduction not available by the other options. This benefit should be considered 
in the overall cost picture. 

~ Roderic W. Thomas 
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Responses to Comment Letter C070 

The Department intends to operate as a backup to the Canadian supplier. The Idaho Brain Tumor Center 
(IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of DOE. The Department is 
aware of this potential for the INEL alternative. Although the potential for privatization of the proposed 
action in this EIS is important, the process for privatization is not part of this proposed action. Each of the 
production alternatives has potential for privatization. DOE has solicited expressions of interest from the 
industrial community for the privatization of any isotope production activity conducted by DOE, including 
the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. If promising concepts are received, the Department 
would seek privatization proposals on a competitive basis. 

2 The EIS presents cost information only for the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project at each of 
the alternatives. The Department recognizes that facilities proposed for use in all of the alternatives under 
consideration could conduct other cost-sharing activities; however, these other cost-share activities and 
their impacts are outside the scope of the EIS and therefore are not considered in the EIS. 

3 It is true that many research reactors do not perform as well using low enriched uranium fuel. Some 
cannot operate at all on low enriched uranium because they cannot accommodate enough low enriched 
uranium fuel in the reactor core. If the fuel and core design has not been completed, then the process is 
not trivial. However, the core and fuel redesign has been completed for the three alternative reactor 
facilities that are fueled with highly enriched uranium, and the necessary calculations are complete. The 
safety documentation for the affected reactor would have to be revised to reflect the change to low 
enriched uranium fuel. The cost to revise the safety documentation is included in Section 5.22. The core 
average flux reduces approximately as a function of the ratios of the core volumes with highly enriched 
uranium and low enriched uranium, respectively. Core power is basically fissile material density times 
flux times core volume. Slightly more total fissile material per core is normally used to compensate for the 
reduction in thermal utilization factor caused by the increased uranium-238, but the material is spread out 
over a somewhat larger core. To keep fission rate constant, the total number of neutrons available to cause 
fission must go up because of some parasitic capture in the fuel, but again this total number is spread out 
over a larger core volume. Because of the smaller core buckling of the larger core, some compensation is 
made by a reduction in leakage neutron loss. The result is a decrease of approximately 20% of the average 
flux. Reactors that have already converted have typically seen this type of decrease. 

4 The benefits of locating the facilities in a remote location are reflected in the largely lower radiological 
consequences for normal operation and accidents at the facilities. 

5 The radiological air quality section is based primarily on information in the Spent Nuclear Fuel Program
matic Environmental Impact Statement (DOE 1995b), which reflects site operations in 1991 updated to 
include some facilities that were expected to begin operation during 1995. The change in status for 
facilities noted in the comment is acknowledged; however, this information would not affect analyses or 
conclusions reached in the EIS. 

Estimated emissions from the Power Burst Facility (PBF) were based on historical data scaled up for the 
increased operating time expected if medical isotope production were implemented there. 
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As stated above, the IBTC has not made a formal proposal to the Department regarding the dual use of the 
PBF. Therefore, the Department cannot say for certain whether operation of the PBF would be conducted 
privately (by IBTC) or by DOE. In developing the EIS, the Department assumed that if the PBF were 
selected for the isotope production mission, DOE would operate the reactor under DOE 
regulations. 

The Department is currently preparing a separate response to an independent report that recommended 
that oversight of DOE operations be conducted by an outside body (e.g., the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion [NRC] or the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board). Therefore, it is possible that the NRC would 
be the regulator regardless of who (DOE or IBTC) restarted and operated the reactor. 
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Author: Ginger Welch 

LOS ALAMOS COUNTY 
..._ ...... 

P.O. Beu: 30 Lo• Alamos, NOW l'l&<feo 87544 505·662-8080 FAA SQS.662-8079 ..,_ 
""'·" ... di .......... 
a..a.N•llr ............ 

Fcbniary 6, 1996 

Mr. Wade Carroll. MTPT' 
ElS lJocwnent Manager 
Office of Nuclear Rnergy, Science and 
Technology, NE-70 
U.S. Department of En1:1gy 
19901 GennantoY.'D Road 
Gennantown, Maryland 20874 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

--....,,.. .... ,..,..,..... 
COCl"'7 ADlllllflsnt.cnlll .... -

The Council of Los Alan1os County endorses the Los Alamos proposal for utilizing the 
Omega West reactor for production ofMolybdcnum-99. We believe the U.S. should 
have a source for this valuable medical isotope within its borders. TJ1e Los Alamos 
solution to this has the immediate potential of producing 50% ol'.the U.S. needs which is 
the break even point so that Department of Energy (DOF.) will not have to subsidize this 

operation. 

The people in Lus Alamos have lived with this reactor for 37 years and V.'Ould not view it 
as the threat that has been expressed in other communities competing for this project. 

Since it is the noF.'s plan to privatize this process in five to ten years; this producti<m of 
these medical isotopes provides an opportunity lbr a busincs·s to spin out ofT.{m Alamos 
that will provide jobs for North Central New Mexico. Siting this entire process at Los 
Alamos will accomplish another goal of DOE; that is ror Los Alamos to move tmvard self 

sufficiency. 

s~·inccrely: _... 

.·~~' .. ..,,,'f;,, <tltJ 
~OUJTlY. Administrator 

:'~-.:."'.:··'..:< : ..... : .. -· 

Ginger Welch 
· Council ·chair 

cc: County Council 

"A Consolidated City and County Government" 
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Author: Ginger Welch 

Responses to Comment Letter C071 

Comment noted. 

2 The Omega West Reactor, like the Power Burst Facility and the Oak Ridge Research Reactor, would have 
to be restarted for this project and thus does not have the capability to produce any Mo-99 immediately. 
All the alternatives would eventually allow the Department to produce greater than the 10%-30% U.S. 
demand. The purpose of the proposed action in the near term is to create a backup capability, not to create 
a primary source for Mo-99. Producing 10%-30% on a continual basis would provide some certainty that 
the alternative could meet production demands up to 100% of the U.S. demand if needed. Current compa
nies that supply Mo-99 to hospitals throughout the U.S. are under contract with Nordion for their supplies. 
Because of these contractual issues, it is not certain that the Department could sell 50% of the demand 
immediately. 
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1 

2 

Mr". Wade Cnrroll 
U. $. Department of EnerF.?"Y 
OffiC•"=' (>"f Isotope rroduct iori arid Dis·tribution (NE-70} 
1 £>9()1 G(O:rm~ntown Roa.d 
Germarit,<,Wl'), N'il 20674-1~90 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

r appr.;;.c·;_,,.t .. F.? t'-he apport11nity t.n r.-evie:w 'the Draft. /'11.?di<:&.l ]~;/,d;'.:/:to!:"' 
Prvduc~ion ProJect: Nolybd~nu~-99 ~nd Rel~ted Iso~opes £nviron
ment:.a.1 .lrnp.'ict· ~>t'•tf1111ei·1t (/J(!f/J·!'ZS···0.-:!4'.:J/)} and to par·t:i.cipa:te in the 
public meE"ting held January 30th in Albu<J.uerque. A6air1 1 c•::>mpli
ment yo•~ and YL>1.[r staff' for the professional, businesslike, ~nd 
pa1:;ient manner in which the p1;bl i.:; meeting was oonduct.ed. DOH: 
bas gone out c•f it.~J way to ae;commo:idatc indlv:iduals whose comments 
were not- .focused ori the contc-nt.:;,. of tb·.~ EIS but rather br0ade.r 
at.tacks cm the DO:!!:. 

Iu :fac·t, the commer1t;,,; made by repr.,,.sentative$ cf the Soui::..h.,...est. 
Organizing Pr0ject { f.WOP) and the So1..1t-hwest Research and In·· 
format.ion Center {SWRlG) rah;!:.• t-h<e '1llesti.on in my min•J., "What has 
DOE ace amp 1 i shed w i t.h th i F:' Dra.f-.:. EIS?·· In my view,. 1:.b e answer in 
tb"" tE:echnical rc-alro i >.; nc.-thing. The Draft EIS ,;cm'firms t,he 
re:;:•i l t;.;: of tbE>- earl ior Envi ronment"'l AsF.:ez:E:rnent, thot· @:m1e:r•ation 
;0md pr.oct•ssing ,,.f t.arget;i:;. at. Los Alamc;s Natior.Hl1 l.nboratory, and 
Molybd.en<Hu·-l=!f.l at ~andia N'ational La.bt.n•a.t.o't'Y (the DOE 1n·eferred 
a]·t;P-:rn<1t1.vei pom:: nc signi fioant threat to ei tber the workers e>r 
t:.he public. Similerly, T..he afi-ect in the "poli.t;i.ca1" realm is 
al::io minimal. ThFI Draft-. R:15 does not ~ive SWOP and SWRIC the 
answ1n:· t.hey wanted, there:fc.re,. they cm-.r:lude it is una.;::ceptabli!< 
a.s e¥:idenced b:." ;,r.eir rR<.Prm;;ent.ative's "rei;.1Jrn" of the drafts. 
Furr-hermorP-, i?i my view,. one (if t-be "'pproaches th-e::H:i s;trm.ip:s take 
i.5 di~i.nge.onuou:s. at- ti;;:,s1;.. They argue th~t DOE r.hould have 
pr:i.vate industry take ov-er the isotope production role. But 
anyone with even rninim-.i.l background in the nuclear safety arena 
knows exactl)' wt.at would happen ii' a OOiilillerr:iai entity did 
'1t.t'-t,mi."1. to l·icense >::<. new react'.l)r. Antinuclear groupe>, such as 
S¥-aOP, wo~1ld use every a.venue available to tbwa.rT.- tne.m, making the 
E'tffort 30 economi;~aJ. ::;r dif:f'icult ~hat- if; p::·obably would b'"' 
ahand.onP.d. 

During the puhl ic tner.it.'.ing, Dr. Karen Neuha1.iser pres.anted some 
exc..,,llent arguments that l commend to DOE. In addition, I 
~t r.onlif ly sec onrl her reocro.mendat ion 't;b at DOE r ee::<:allli ne 1 ts 'PD U. c.v 
of "activist appeasement.," as she termed it. My t'.Wn experience 
:ouggests that Ol'l{')e DOE '"waffles," as I believe it did with 
re$peot to the earlier Environmental Ass~ss;ment, it puts itself 
i.o ':l ct:1ntinuing '"no win" si't'.l<;1.t;ion. Each draft published ·tnr;it 
does not pro•ri•ie th~ armwer sought by the a.ct.ivist.::; lead$ t.o a 
call t,o "bring 1.1e:; ar.".'lther rook." 1'b.;; resourcm;. that have boi~n 
exJ;>ended to date on t.hi!! ··non--problem" C wnich 1 e:c:t.imat.e to bP> in 
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Mt·. Wi\de Carroll 
~ebru~ry G, 1996 
P,.ge 3 

Author: Dr. David M. Ericson, Jr. 

e:rnsss of $1 miliion) oould mud1 more pr(lt\t-.ably bsen spent to 
bring tric- project tc• fr-uit.ion. Ar' affirmatjve Recr.:.rd. of Den:ision 
!lhou]d be pt·om~iJg1•rt(1d ~1-. "t.he earliest possiblt~ de:l~~. 

Al 1;.bc;ugh, as noted, I do not beilil'Vt' the EIS w~u: need~,tf .. th'!>re 
11.rc: some minor points t.bt:it. if &ddre$s~ri may enhance its pr.a·· 
~«:~nt1:1 t :i or1. 

• lt is difficult t.o ei;:-tablish with any accuracy just how 
many persons are included in the estimates of popula
tion dose. The discussions in Chapter 5 seem at. t.imes 
to include ew~:r.y--nne within an i30 kilometer. radius. Ori 
"t,h!'I other hand, the results iti section 5.15. ! {e.g .. 
1'ablem 5-2 L 5-23, 5-25, ~~··· £'. '1, anci 5·-28) appear to con-· 
sider onl;v some 133,268 per.son~ withiu 00 kilolfieters t-.o 
t.iio ··nort.h." I've been unable to ascer·tain how thii;; 
mimber was est.a::.Olished. lnto!:'l'.Pret;.ation of the results 
would be rnunh ea~ j P.T.' if these populatj ons were more 
precisely defined. 

• The t.ables j.n Chapter 5 freriuer:tly report results in 
:tri"XP.O f1:irmat.. :&'or example, nn expeotetl expo<.ure ir; 
presented as 0. OOUOt1!1 rem, .,.hile the oanc:et· risk is 
<:!Xprr.s:sed in e:xpo···n~nt .. iol nr..tat~cin as 11 x J.()····•·. T 
strongly reooiror1end '!.·h!:it on:i..y th•~ exponential n•::taticm 
l.l(~ u.s f;(]. 

• In most instances tht.• ( impac·ti;) e!qm:sures arE• reported 
i.n t.he tabJer. in units of rem, whili::J the nflrr.ati.\•o:< 
dj.<>cuso;;ion that. ac-cc•mpanieis the t.able 1.H.;,;>s; mrem. 
0bviou.sl;y. ei·r.h1:-r. ·ls ,::rn·reet ar:d the c.•onverr.d.on ii;; ;;,. 
~ 1 mp IE• matt.er r)f 1000. Bowf'Yer. g i v~n th~ e.xt.remely 
low values being rP-por1;ed, I think readability and 
eom::-rehension would be enhanced if mrE'm "'ere used 
throughout. 

• In 1;he Cha.pter 5 "tatles .fo'atul Ca.ncers t..?'e repor1:.f:!d ai; 
Norm, followel't by thv a.t<t•Jul l:tr:al:yt.i.:•a.1 .-.st.;imat:e in 
parentheses. While I cr•mpl et;e]y ai;t.ree that the rea·
~wna.ble conol 1;;;."ion fr::ir>l t.i:)e. analysis is that there ~ s 
no observable eff'ect, it seems incongrucus t.o s t.-9.t.f.l 
None and then quote a value. I re<":mnmend that the 
t·a.blei> report:. tne numerical reriult.s of -o;he imal.vses and 
the associ ~ted nar.r11t i ve tt>...tt. Jr aw ·tbEl c:onc:lt.ision. 

• In ~;f.'ct::ic;.n 5. 21 the narratives accomp.o.nying ·t.be t;abh~s 
and figure:; rel atcd to ml!11Jri t,;y popiilations and low
inoome popult1t.lom; l'lr.e difficult. to follc111. These 
shou~d be examin&tl :!:'or possibl'! re.,,rh.e t.o imprt.'Vf! 
cll!H·iT.;Y. 
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Mr. Wade Ca.rroll 
February 6, 1996 
Page 3 

Author: Dr. David M. Ericson, Jr. 

I look forward to an early DO"E decision in this matter. 

Yours truly, 

David M. Ericson. ,Jr., Ph.D. 

~id • . Eries , Jr. 
3517 Yosemite Drive, NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87111 
50Ei/296-8802 
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Responses to Comment Letter C072 

The Department decided to prepare an EIS based on the environmental assessment (EA) and comments 
received on the EA. The EIS was prepared in part to explore additional alternatives for meeting the 
purpose of and need for the proposed action. 

2 Comment noted. 

3 Population dose estimates for routine (i.e., relatively continuous) emissions from facilities consider the 
total population within 80 km of the facility, accounting for the fraction of time the wind blows toward 
each sector. 

In the case of accidents, the wind was assumed to blow in one direction during the entire release, and the 
direction evaluated for the EIS was chosen to maximize the population dose. If the wind direction were 
assumed to change during the course of the accident, a larger population might be affected, but the 
quantities of radioactive materials to which those populations are exposed would be lower, resulting in a 
smaller total collective dose and a lower average dose to the downwind individuals. The analysis in the 
EIS chose a single wind direction in order to maximize the potential population dose for each accident, 
which is noted in the text and tables of Section 5.15. 

The preferences expressed in the comment regarding presentation of numerical results are noted and have 
been implemented throughout the EIS as appropriate. 
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3 

4 

1 Subject: 
OFFICEMEMO ..-----------. 
------ j COMMENTS on.DOE/EIS-02490 

Time; I 11:11 AM 

Date: [ 217 /96 

As an interested citizen with recent experience in the preparation of DOE/EIS-0203-F, I 
attended the July 24, 1995 public scoping meeting on the Dratt Environmental Impact 
Statement for the Medical Isotopes Production Project: Molybdenum-99 and Related 
Isotopes. Because of a previous out-of-town conflict I was unable to attend the public 
comment meeting on January 17,1996. Please consider the following as my comments on the 
DEIS: 

1. At the scoping meeting, John Brasier of INEL (considered an expert on the Mo-99 process; 
see page A.1 of the DEIS) gave a discussion on the suitabtlity of ATR. That discussion 
recognized that the Navy mission for ATR was not compatible with Mo-99 production. 
Neither Mr. Brasier nor anyone else at the scoping meeting suggested PBF as the most 
appropriate Mo-99 irradiation source at INEL. Therefore the preparers of the EIS are to be 
commended for identifying, on their own, this rote for PBF. 
2. At the scoping meeting, DOE made available DOE-NE-0111, its August 1994 strategy 
document for the production of Mo-99 and other isotopes. This document states that DOE 
completed a reevaluation of domestic reactors with a capability to produce Mo·99 (p.18), 
following the primary coolant leak in 1993 at the Omega West Reactor, DOE's original choice 
after the first evaluation. Based on information in the strategy document, PBF was not 
considered in this reevaluation, before ACRR was identified as the preferred alternative. 
Thus PBF has not been given adequate consideration so far in the selection process. 
3. The details of the proposed action are subject to misinterpretation: 
a. The near-term goal includes the capability to increase production to supply 100% of the 
US demand, should the Canadian source become unavailable (page v). The most obvious 
interruption is AECL's plans lo shut down the source "near the end of the century" (p. iv). 
Early capability to meet the full demand therefore appears to be more important than 
partial supply at an earlier ·date. 
b. The action should also define a period of performance, such as five years from the ROD 
(when the EIS has to be updated). Such a POP would then include 2-1/2 to 3 years of 
operation at full demand (or higher if the US demand is projected to grow during that period 
of time). 
The various alternatives should be judged against an action that is better defined 

according to this comment. 
4. The strategy document also states (p. 4-4) that DOE "will strongly encourage private 
sector involvement with the project at the earliest time in the project including the 
possibility of leasing the production facility to a private investor". However, the DEIS 

- more -
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indicates that privatization is beyond the scope of the EIS (p. iii). The basis for this scope 
limitation needs to be justified. In BNCT PBF already has a potential private mission. ACRR 
with a DOD primary mission will not attract private investment. 
5. An additional disconnect between the strategy document and the EIS exists. Savoie and 
Singh 1994, referenced several times in the EIS (primarily in relation to purpose and need) 
is "An Independent Assessment of the DOE Plan to Establish a US Production Source for 
Mo-99". The plan, of which this document is an independent assessment. is not described 
nor referenced in the DEIS. 

6. Just like the Navy mission at ATR, the standby defense mission for ACRR is not 
compatible with an assured, reliable Mo-99 supply in time of national emergency. The BNCT 
mission of PBF is compatible with simultaneous full (100% US demand} Mo-99 production. 
7. The EIS correctly identifies the need to upgrade the PBF safety documentation to new 
requirements including those of DOE Orders 5480.22 and .23. This comment raises similar 
questions about ACRR: 
a. To meet full Mo·99 production over a significant period of time, ACRR would require a 
new fuel type and increasing the power level from 2 MW to either 3 MW (Table 3-2) or 4 MW 
(p. 3.23). Although the strategy document mentions an upgraded safety analysis (p. 19}, the 
DEIS does not explain whether the current safety documentation addresses the new fuel, the 
higher power level, and the DOE Order requirements. If it does not, the low cost estimate for 
documentation in Table 5-52 and any uncertainty advantage in schedule for ACRR over PBF 
must be challenged. 

b. Significantly, ACRR is the only reactor of the four alternatlves for which an SAR is not 
referenced in Section 5.23. If Massey and Coates 1995 is intended to serve that purpose, 
what DOE safety reviews has it undergone? 
c. Even if ACRR is available in a year or less to provide a partial Mo-99 supply, it would have 
significant later unavailability during conversion to full production. 
7. The EIS describes three core modifications for PBF (pp. 3.48 & 3.50) and indicates they 
have not been costed (p .5.101) "which could add significantly to the overall preparation 
costs". The full Mo-99 production could be met by raising the PBF power level somewhat 
above the proposed 10 MW and doing only modification 1 (removal of the central 
experimental tube), which should be the simplest and cheapest to implement and analyze. 
8. Another cost uncertainty for PBF (p. 5.101) is in hot cell preparation and operations. The 
hot cells at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant should be used in the INEL alternative to 
reduce these uncertainties. 
9. Also on p. 5. 101, the INEL cost estimates are purported to suffer because of "limited 
resources available at INEL' to perform them. DOE must provide for the necessary time and 
resources at the alternate facillties in order to shield itself from criticism that the playing 
field is not level. Those resources should be adequate to include review of the FEIS (and its 
comment resolution) by INEL before the document· is issued. The inttiative must come from 
DOE-HQ because of the local perception that LMIT will not actively participate in the EIS 
process involving a preferred alternative for a sister company. 

- more -
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Author: George A. Freund 

10. Finally on costs, Table 5-52 should be revised to indicate life-cycle costs for an action 
structured similar to the suggestions in Comment 3 above. These life-cycle costs should be 
used as one basis for the ROD. 
11. The explanation of '~uel damage scenario" in the last paragraph on p. 5.42 is not clear. 
Like ACRR, PBF is primarHy a transient-mode reactor that shuts down when the entire core 
heats up. Nevertheless individual fuel elements can overheat to melting due to channel 
blockage, etc. Is ACRA really immune to similar scenarios? 
12. While one cannot .expect DOE EIS analyses to be done totally consistently from document 
to document, some basic aspects ought to be consistent to allow a comparison of risks. The 
public access location at the INEL has traditionally been on the highway between Idaho Falls 
and Arco, which is about an order of magnitude further from PBF than the 1000 m used in 
Tables 5-41 and 5·42. DOE-EIS-0203-F represented an effort to inject consistency in these 
analyses between the various DOE sites. On facility accidents the Mo-99 EIS analysis should 
be consistent lo the greatest extent possible with the methodology ouliined in Appendix F·5 
of Volume 2 of the INEL EIS. Similar consistency between the two EIS's should be achieved 
in the transportation analyses. The reasons for, and effects of, unresolved differences in 
methodology should be explained. PNL is familiar with these methodologies because its 
senior reviewers for the DEIS (p. 8.10) participated in the SNF/INEL EIS. 
13. "High-activity low level' waste (p. 5.33) from Mo-99 production points out the difficulty 
with DOE definitions of radioactive waste, i.e. by source rather than activity level. A better 
description of the waste, including the fate of residual HEU, should be included in 
appropriate places in the EIS, such as Appendix A. Such description (and associated cubic 
meter, curie, and kw numbers) should be consistent throughout the EIS, especially among 
Tables 3-1 & B·6 and p. 5.33. 

Thank you for your willingness to consider my comments. 

~o~ 
George A. Freund 
2025 Balboa Drive 
Idaho Falls ID, 83404 
Daytime Phone 208-522-5647 
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Responses to Comment Letter C073 

The commentor is correct in stating that the Power Burst Facility (PBF) at the INEL had not been consid
ered prior to the EIS. Part of the EIS process is to determine a reasonable range of alternatives. Through 
thorough analysis by the Department and the EIS technical team, the PBF was identified by the team as a 
reasonable alternative. The PBF has been given the same level of analysis and evaluation in the EIS as 
each of the other alternatives, including the preferred alternative. 

To replace their single existing reactor, the Canadians plan to build two new reactors, each with the 
capability to produce I 00% of the worldwide demand for Mo-99. They plan to have these two new 
reactors operating by the year 2000, so even if one were to shut down, there would be adequate backup 
production capability at that time. 

In the near term, with a single reactor producing 100% of the U.S. demand (and about 85% of the world 
demand), if that reactor were to be shut down, it would result in a Mo-99 supply shortage. The potential 
for such a shortage is why the ability to produce even a fraction of the U.S. demand in the near term is 
considered important. 

Since the Department's intent is to operate as a bac~up to the Canadian supplier and to phase out nroduc
tion as soon as adequate backup capability is available from other sources, it is not possible to accurately 
define exactly what the actual period of performance or production levels would be. 

The EIS states that production of Mo-99 by private source in the long-term is beyond the scope of this 
EIS. The EIS also states that the Department encourages private sector production of Mo-99, and if the 
private sector begins reliably producing Mo-99 in the U.S., the Department will phase out its production. 
The Department has simply proposed to establish a production capability to act as a backup to the existing 
Canadian supplier. This near-term goal is the focus of the EIS. The intent is not to compete with Nordion. 

Private U.S. production of Mo-99 could be accomplished by privatization of a DOE operation or by a 
separate initiative by the private sector. The process of privatization is not part of this proposed action. 
The Department published a Notice for Expression of Interest in the Federal Register in December 1995 
to solicit concepts from private industry for privatization of DOE isotope activities. Businesses interested 
in pursuing Mo-99 production have been invited to respond to this solicitation. If the Department decides 
to implement the action proposed in this EIS and if concepts on privatization of Mo-99 production 
received from the private sector are promising, DOE would proceed with a request for proposals to 
facilitate privatization on a competitive basis. 

The Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) is a DOE, Office of Defense Programs, facility. The Office 
of Defense Programs has no current or foreseeable need for the ACRR. That Office has requested that, if 
the ACRR is selected for this mission, the capability of the reactor to perform defense experiments be 
retained in case of a national emergency. The possible diversion of the ACRR for defense use is high
lighted in the EIS because, in an emergency, the ACRR is more likely than the other reactors considered in 
the EIS to be used for defense purposes. However, the Department has determined that the probability of 
needing the ACRR for defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude disqualifying the reactor from 
consideration and to significantly diminish its potential for privatization. 

The Department's National Isotope Strategy, DOE/NE-0111, has been referenced and briefly discussed in 
Section 2.0. 
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6 If the ACRR is chosen for the proposed project, its mission would change from defense programs to 
medical isotope production. It is possible that the ACRR, the preferred reactor for the proposed project, 
could be diverted to support defense missions in case of a national emergency. However, as stated above in 
response to comment 4, the Department has determined that the probability of needing the ACRR for 
defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude disqualifying the reactor from consideration. 

7 The ACRR is operating under a DOE-approved 1981 SAR, which was the time of the last major modifica
tion to the facility. This SAR has been amended since its approval to account for minor changes to the 
facility. The ACRR safety documentation meeting the current DOE requirements (DOE Order 5480.23) has 
been submitted and is in the final DOE approval process. Although this SAR covers those aspects that 
would be required for initial Mo-99 production activities, it would need to be amended for full production 
capability. The current SAR addresses the cooling increase for the 4 MW upgrade and beyond (up to 
8 MW), but does not address the fuel design changes to the extent that would be ultimately required. The 
calculations performed for the fuel and core design changes would need to be verified with in-reactor 
testing, and the SAR would have to be updated to address the characteristics of the new fuel and reactor 
core. 

The main issue regarding cost and schedule uncertainty is vested in the quality of the schedule provided by 
the various facilities. Los Alamos National Laboratory and SNL/NM have detailed resource-loaded/logic
driven schedules; INEL and Oak Ridge cost and schedule information is based on individual task descrip
tions which are appropriate for the level of cost/schedule comparisons required for an EIS, but not for 
detailed scheduling and budgeting. 

8 The ACRR would be unavailable for an estimated 2 to 3 months to allow for necessary reactor modifica
tions to achieve 100% production. 

9 As described in Section 3.3.4.9, more than one modification would be required to conduct medical isotope 
production at the PBF, even if the power level were raised above 10 MW. Besides modifying the central 
cavity, which is a significant modification, the reactor control system would need to be modified for a 
continued steady state, non-pulse mode. The transient rods would need to be removed and fixtures for 
target irradiation placed in the vacant locations. All material removed from the central cavity would require 
disposal, a legacy waste cost and man-hour/man-rem cost. Legacy disposal costs are involved in the 
transient rods and mechanisms. Cooling flow to the central cavity would need to be appropriately estab
lished along with the normal core cooling flow in lieu of the contained loop that currently exists. Flow 
balance valves for the central irradiation cavity would have to be designed and installed to assure that 
appropriate target cooling flow is established without flow-induced vibration of the targets occurring. The 
core would need to be redesigned to supply a hardened spectrum of neutrons to the central irradiation 
cavity. A thermal spectrum would cause uneven irradiations of the targets. Concentration of the power to 
the core center would be needed to establish the appropriate flux levels without needing to operate the 
reactor above 10 MW to make the facility competitive with the others regarding fuel utilization. The 
additional costs for these modifications have been obtained and are presented in Section 5.22. 

The Test Area North (TAN) Annex was identified for use in the INEL alternative rather than the Idaho 
Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) because the modification costs would be similar and because the TAN 
Annex provides a boundary environmental analysis in the EIS. This would not preclude use of the ICPP 
hot cells for Mo-99 production. 
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10 The level of information provided for cost estimates by INEL was considered appropriate for the purpose 
of an EIS. Although it is believed that the uncertainties associated with the INEL estimates are higher 
than those of other alternatives, the estimates have sufficient accuracy to demonstrate that costs for any of 
the alternatives is not a major discriminator and is not a basis to disqualify any of the alternatives from 
consideration within the EIS. Because INEL has not been identified as a preferred alternative for this 
proposed project in the past as the LANL and SNL/NM alternatives have or even as an alternative in the 
past as ORNL has, the amount of detail available in support of the proposed project at INEL is less, but 
what has been developed in support of this EIS is considered appropriate. Additional cost information 
has been obtained and included in Section 5.22 of the EIS, and cost and schedule information will 
continue to be developed for the Department's eventual decision on this proposed project. All alternative 
sites, including INEL and ORNL were provided funds by DOE to support the EIS preparation team. All 
sites actively participated in the development of the analyses and preparation of the document. 

11 The costs for the modification of facilities and facility operations are presented in Table 5-1 and 
Table 5-52. An analysis of these costs and the projected revenues specific to this proposed project will be 
evaluated for each alternative as information for the Record of Decision process. Since each alternative 
proposes the use of existing facilities and the Department is already responsible for facility-related costs, 
such as facility decommissioning, an incremental cost analysis (rather than a life-cycle cost analysis) was 
considered appropriate information for the decision-making process for the proposed project. 

12 The technical basis of the comment is substantially correct. The EIS attempted, to the extent possible, to 
utilize existing safety documentation and other analyses in developing accident scenarios that would 
represent the design basis accidents for facilities considered in the Medical Isotopes Production Project. 
However, the PBF safety analysis report (SAR) is outdated and does not contain sufficient information on 
radiological emissions associated with the design basis accidents evaluated in the document. Based on 
information contained in the PBF SAR, a coolant flow blockage in the core leading to overheating and 
fuel element damage was included as a credible design basis accident. This is similar to the type of 
accident evaluated for the Omega West Reactor (OWR) and for which a radionuclide release estimate was 
available. Therefore the OWR release estimate was used to evaluate a similar accident at the PBF and 
also at the Oak Ridge Research Reactor in the absence of more recent analyses specific to those facilities. 
The same releases were not assumed for the ACRR because the power level and core cooling system are 
substantially different from those of the other reactors, and a relatively recent analysis specific to that 
facility was available. The release estimates for all sites were combined with site- and facility-specific 
information (stack parameters, meteorology and location with respect to potential receptors) to estimate 
the consequences to workers and the public from these accidents. 

In addition, the estimated radionuclide releases for fuel damage scenarios (from whatever cause) at OWR 
and ACRR were similar, and use of the OWR scenario to represent emissions from an accident at the PBF 
should bound the consequences of a design basis accident at that facility. Assuming a lower release or 
accident frequency based on the thermal characteristics of PBF fuel might result in a lower risk estimate; 
however, this would not likely change the conclusions reached in the EIS because the accident risk 
associated with operation of any of the facilities is low. 

13 The access point assumed for the PBF facilities is actually a thermal luminescent dosimetry (TLD) 
monitoring station at the area boundary. In the absence of more detailed information, it was assumed for 
purposes of the analysis that a member of the public could gain access to this location. The analyses 
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presented in the EIS for consequences at the public access location following accidents at the PBF are 
therefore more conservative (i.e., estimate a higher dose) than if the highway location were chosen. 
However, this would not likely change the conclusions reached in the EIS because the accident risk 
associated with operation of any of the facilities is low. 

14 The Spent Nuclear Fuel Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (SNF PEIS) (DOE 1995b) 
evaluated very different facilities and transportation scenarios from those considered in this document. 
For purposes of this EIS, it would be more important to maintain consistency in analyses among the 
alternatives in order to identify any significant differences among them. To the extent possible, the site
specific information used in this EIS was obtained from the sites or from their published reports, and 
each site had the opportunity to review the EIS before it was issued as a draft. Specific differences in 
methodology and assumptions referred to in the comment were not provided, and therefore cannot be 
addressed individually. However, they would be unlikely to change the overall conclusions in the EIS 
relative to the environmental risks associated with medical isotope production. 

15 Section 5 .14 describes the quantities, characteristics and components of waste generated by the medical 
isotope production process (see Table 5-18 and Table 5-19). The fate of highly enriched uranium 
remaining in the target fabrication process stream is also discussed in this section. Highly enriched 
uranium may be recycled using a process developed by DOE, or it may be disposed of along with the 
other process wastes. Inclusion of highly enriched uranium in the solidified process waste is not ex
pected to substantially change the volume or methods by which the waste would be disposed of. The 
waste quantities reported in the EIS summary tables (Table S-2 and Table 3-1) represent the total quantity 
of what would be generated by all activities associated with medical isotope production. The 49 m3 per 
year of low-level radioactive waste reported in these tables for SNUNM represents the total from target 
fabrication (7 m3 per year, Section 5.14.1.1) and target processing ( 42 m3 per year, Section 5.14.1.1 ). 
The waste activity levels listed in Table B-6 are those assumed for shipping packages that would be 
transported to onsite or offsite waste disposal facilities and do not necessarily correspond to the waste 
activities per drum reported in Section 5.14. 
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Comments and Responses 

Author: Everett Delano and Michael Guerrero 

LAND AND WATER F"UND 

February 15, 1996 

Via Facsimile and U.S 3 Mail 

Mr. wade Carroll, MIPP-EIS Document Manager 
u.s. Department of Energy 
Office of Isotope Production and Distribution, NE-70 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 
Fax: (301) 903-5434 

Re: Draft Environmental Impact statement concerning 
P;oposed Mec!ical Isotopes Production Project 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

The Southwest Organizing Project c•swoP•) and the 
Land and water Fund of the Rockies ("LAW Fund") write 
concerning a proposal by the Department of Energy 
("OOE"J to develop medical isotopes at Sandia National 

·"!'.>aboratories/New Mexico ( "SNL/NM•) and i:.os Alam.Os 
National Laboratory ("LANL•) and to distribute those 
isotopes to private parties throughout the united 
States (the "proposal" or "project•). While the 
isotopes involved are very important to modern medical 
procedures in the u.s., DOE's proposal involves the 
first significant expenditure of public monies, over 
$60 million per year within the next few years, for 
their production and distribution. 

DOE has prepared a draft Environmental Impact 
statement ("DEIS") concerning the proposal, dated 
December, 1995. DOE has asked for comments on the 
DEIS, and we have exchanged correspondence concerning 
the date we should submit those comments to you. we 
received a letter from you on February 9 indicating 
that we should provide you co111J11ents as soon as 
possible, and based upon that letter, we have done our 
utmost to expedite the process in getting these 
comments to you. We hope.that these comments will 
prove helpful and that DOE will proceed cautiously in 
light of the substance of these and other comments 
provided during this period. Based upon a review of 
the information available, we believe that the DE~S is 
inadequate, in clear disregard of the letter and spirit 
of federal law. 

2260 easelil1e Road• SUi1e 200 •Boulder, Color"'1o803Crl • (303) 444-1188 •FAX (303) 796-8054 
100°'ii 0.-inllitd Ft11;r.1nf"1' fiOtr Ct1\fe'l'lfJ5oP'!\ P.osr Cot1SUl"llfll' WJl5U .Paper 
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I. J;ptrgduction 

Author: Everett Delano and Michael Guerrero 

DOB ha• been pursuing agqresaivel.y its proposal to develop 
and distr:lbute med.ica1 isotopes. Durinq that time, SWOP and the 
LAW Pund have participated at every avai1ab1e opportanity. We 
have provided several comments aod suggestions concerning the 
proposal and how DOE miqht proceed in a aound manner. 'l"o date, 
DOB ha• failed to reapond appropriately. 

Approxi.mate1y one year ago, DOE attempted to bu.11.doze the 
proposal. past a.11 concerned parties in ill\ Enviromnenta1 
Asaessment (•EA•), despite the project•s many significant .impacts 
upon the environment. SWOl> and the LAW Fund provided suhatant.ial 
comments concerning that effort, in the hopes that DOB personnel 
wou1d address the issues involved in this proposal. 

DOE then beqan to prepare an lU:S and invited commenta on the 
appropriate •scope• for that review. Again, SWOP and the LAW 
Pund provided extensive input. We suggested, for example, that 
DOB greatly improve its outreach to affected cOllllllUllitiea, 
particularly to affected communities of color and iow-income 
communities. We also suggested that DOE could .learn a great deai 
from the EA process the agency had spent time and taxpayer 
do11ars pursuing. Unfortunately, DOE has failed to consider our 
counsel. 

Because DOE has not incorporated our previous suggestions 
into the DEIS, 'lllally of the comments herein are destined to repeat 
the concerns we have identified previously. zn fact, we be1ieve 
we have been forced to repeat our concerns far too often, and it 
ia our hope that DOE will take those concerns seriously at this 
atage in the process. we herein incorporate by reference our 
April 28, 1995 comments concerning the EA submitted to Kathleen 
Carlson (•swoP/LAW Fund EA Comments•) and the comments concernin9 
the scoping process of Dan Moore, Michael Guerrero, and Everett 
DeLano in A1buquerque, New Mexico on Ju1y 31, 1995 ("SWOP & LAW 
Fund Scoping Comments"}. We urqe you to review those comment• 
before DOE proceeds. 

The comments below identify several critical areas: (1) DOE 
ia attempting to seqment this project and its impacts; (2) DOE 
haa failed to consider and address reasonable alternatives to the 
project; (3) DOE has failed to address several foreseeable 
impacts aasociated with the proposal; and, (4) DOE continues to 
ignore mandated requirements concerninq Environmental Justice.' 

Additiona1.ly, DOE has failed to comply with mandated 
requirement• for public participation. DOE is required to ensure 
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II. The DEIS Illegally segments the Proposal From Other DOE 
A.sttions and Related Impacts 

The National Environmental Policy Act, 42 u.s.c. section 
4321 et seq, {nNEPA"), requires that "[p]roposals or parts of 
proposals which are related to each other closely enough to be, 
in effect, a single course of action shall be evaluated in a 
single impact statement." 40 c.F.R. section 1502.4(a). DOE has 
isolated the effects of this proposal, as diacussed in more 
detail below, such that the DEIS fails almost entirely to 
consider the substantial issues of waste management and 
minimi~ation that should be associated with such a significant 
project. The almost full-time operation of the nuclear reactor 
at SNL/NM will produce significantly more waste, hazardous and 
radioactive, than has been produced at the facility previously. 

Despite this situation, DOE has segregated issues of waste 
management and waste transportation, as if production of medical 
isotopes is somehow divorced from the handling of that 
production's byproducts. DOE acknowledges at least three 
different environmental reviews related to various aspects of 
waste management and transportation, DEIS at 1.4, yet it fails to 
consider how decisions in those areas relate to or could affect a 
decision on the proposal at hand. 

III. The DEIS Fails to Provide For Considerations of Several 
Reasonable Alternatives 

An agency's analysis of alternatives is supposed to be the 
~of an EIS. 40 C.F.R. section 1502.14. Amonq other things, 
agencies are required to do the following: 

(a) rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all 
reasonable alternatives •••• ; 
(b) devote substantial treatment to each alternative 
considered in detail including the proposed action so that 
reviewers may evaluate their comparative merits; and, 
(c) include reasonable alternatives not within the 

an open and adequate consideration of the issues involved in the 
proposal. See e.g., 40 C.F.R. section 1503.l(a)(4). Essential 
under this scheme is an aggressive effort to involve affected 
individuals and communities in early and substantive discussions. 
These requirements are discussed in the SWOP/LAW Fund EA letter, 
as are additional requirements imposed by Executive Order 12898. 
Unfortunately, DOE has failed to involve affected stakeholders, 
proceeding instead to pursue minimal and inadequate public 
involvement. 
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jurisdiction of the lead aqency. 

The Alternative& Analysis in the DEIS addresses two basic 
scenarioss •no action" and production at an existing DOE 
facility. The DEIS diamisses the "no action" alternative, 
discussing uncertainties associated with the private, and 
possibly foreiqn. production and distribution of medical 
isotopes. It continues by addressing four d~fferent options for 
1arqe-scale (30% or more of the entire o.s. demand) DOE 
production: (l) the proposal at SNL/NM and LANL; (2) production 
at the Omega West Reactor at LANL; (3) production at Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory; and, (4) production at Idaho Nationai 
Enqineering Laboratory. Clearly, these are not the only 
reasonable alternatives. 

The DEIS discusses bxiefly, but does not analyze, three 
additional scenarios: (1) production at.other federa1 
facilitiee; (2) production at university reactors in the U.S.; 
and, (3) public/private production options. xts analysie fails 
to account for DOE's own report of Auqust of 1994, the Nationai 
Isotope Strategy, which established a preference for private 
production or a joint public/private venture to produce and 
distribute medica1 isotopes. Indeed, this strategy is consistent 
with efforts at other levels of the federal government to avoid 
"corporate wel.fare.• 

Nevertheiess, DOE has failed to foilow through on this 
strategy by providing the analysis in the DEIS necessary to qive 
such ventures their appropriate consideration. For examp1e, the 
DEI.S me:r1.tions one proposal from Isotopes U.S.A., "a not-for
profit corporation dedicated to education, reseai:ch, and other 
scientific purposes relevant to the production and use of stable 
and radioactive isotopes." DEIS at 3.62. Contrary to Wl!!PA's 
c1ear requirei:nents, the DEIS fails to analy2e this alternative, 
dismissing it as a "management., not a production concept." l.d..... 
Xt should be quite clear to those considering medical isotope 
availab~lity that management concepts and issues are important 
and necessary considerations. 

Simi1arly, the DEIS, although mentioning possible advantages 
associated with alternative production methods and alternative 
producers (such as in the critical area of radioactive waste 
minimization), fails to analy2e those approaches. For example, 
the DEIS fails to analyze any of the following reasonable 
alternatives: 

• DOE and/or other agency assistance to proceed with 
development of the Medical Isotope Production Reactor; 
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• DOE and/or other agency assistance to proceed with 
development of small linear reactors to produce Tc-99m; 

• DOE and/or other agency assistance to proceed with 
construction and commissioninq of additional reactors in 
Canada; 

• DOE and/or other agency assistance to proceed with 
development of backup supply availability from Nordion's 
acquisition of assets of the Institute National des Radio-
elements ( "IU"); · 

• DOE and/or other agency assistance to proceed with Federal 
oruq Administration (•FoAn} approval of direct :nu: supplies 
to u.s. markets; 

• COX and/or other agency assistance to proceed with assurance 
and/or development of sufficient transportation arranqements 
for shipments from IR!; 

• DOE and/or other agency assistance to proceed with 
development of several sources of supply such that no one 
source should ever involve 100' of u.s. market need; 

• DOE and/or other aqency assistance to proceed with FDA 
approval of supplies from. Mallinckrodt Medical; and, 

• DOE and/or other agency assistance to proceed with 
development of backup supply availability from European 
production sources. 

Each of these reasonable alternatives should have been 
considered, :tbpugh somo may be outside POE's iuriadiction. 40 
C.F.R. section 1502.14(c}. The DEIS fails entirely to give tbe 
sort of reasoned analysis necessary for an informed decision. 

IV. The J>E!S Fails to piacgss several Poaaible and LiJcelY 
Effect1 of th@ Proposed. P;oject 

NEPA requires agencies to discuss the following: 

the environmental impacts of the alternatives includinq 
the proposed action, any adverse environmental effects 
which cannot be avoided should the proposal be 
implemented, the relationship between short-term uses 
of man's envirorunant and the maintenance and 
enhancement of long-terin productivity, and any 
irreversible or irretrievable commitments of resources 
which would be involved in the proposal should it be 
implemented. 
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id.a. section 1502.16. That discussion must include, among other 
things: 

(a) D~rect effects and their siqnificanca: 
{b) Xndirect effects and their significance; 
{c) Pcss.:Lhle conflicts between the proposed action and the 
objectives of Federal, regional, State, and local (and in 
the case of a reservation, rndian tribe) land use plans, 
po1icies and controis for the area concerned; and, 
(d) The environmental effects cf alternatives 
includi.n9 the proposed action. 

~ l!::t:tacts, used synonymously with ••impacts," are defined to 
include: "ecoiogicai ••• , ae5thetic, historic, cu1tural, 
economic, social, or health, whether direct, indirect, or 
cumulative." ~section lSOS.8. 

A practical consideration of DOE's proposal should entail, 
at a mini.mum, a discussion cf several prominent environmental 
effects. A review of the records at past DOE operations and at 
other nuclear reactors would indicate that this is a reasonabie 
place to begin an analysis of environmental consequences. 
Unfortunately, the DEIS addresses these and other effects in a 
cursory and incomplete manner, or it fails to address them at 
all. 

Several effects are like1y from the <Jeneration, storaqe, 
transport, and diapo5al of significant levels and kinds of waste. 
These wastes include "hiqh-levei" radioact.1.ve waste (spent 
nuclear fuel), liquid "low-levei" radioactive waste, sol.id "low
level" radioactive waste, and "incidental mixed waste." The 
proposal would entail a significant increase in the qeneration of 
the moat hazardous of these wastes, spent nuclear fuel.. The 
DEXS, however, fails to consider the impacts associated with the 
storage of such wastes, dismissing such issues by asserting that 
significant additional storage capacity ~ be created on-site 
at SNL/NM and by asserting that decisions about the ultimate 
disposal of these wastes will be made through a different DOE 
NEPA process. ~ Section II above. 

Again, the DEIS has fai1ed to address the issues raised by 
several commentators during the EA process. These comments 
raised a number of effects the DEA failed to discuss, and many of 
the same effects were neg1ected in the DEIS. DOE should 
consider, amon9 others, comments submitted during the EA process 
of the followinq parties: Letter to Kathy Carlson, DOE, from Dr. 
Gedi Cibas, New Mexico Environment Department (April 20, 1995); 
Letter to Kathy Carison, DOE, from or. Gedi Cibas, New Mexico 
Environment Department (March l7, 1995) ("NMED letter~"); and, 
Letter to Katby Carlson, DOE, from James N. Paglieri (March 6, 
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1995}. These letters are incorporated herein by reference. 

Furthermore, the DEIS tries to dance over an ala:rming aspect 
of the propoaal -- ~QE may not be able to sell the me<iical 
isotopes it prod,uces and will be forced tg dispose of tboae 
isotopes as waste. In other words, DOE will be spending 
si9nif icant taxpayer monies and generating aigni~icantly more 
waste in order to produce isotopes that will themselves be 
treated as radioactive wastel The DE7S avoids thia unpleasant 
detail, and its consummate effects upon the human environment, 
treating the prospect as if it were an inevitable aspect of 
government doing business in the private marketplace. 

Additionally, the DEZS fails to address and consider the 
economic effects of the project. Por example, the DEIS contains 
two, remarkably different tables projecting cost estimates, ~ 
DEIS at 5.4, Table 5-1 & ~ at s.100, Table 5-52, with nc 
substantive discussion of their relation to each other. The DEIS· 
provides no discussion of the effects that these heavy 
expenditures, $226 million in four yeara (accordinq to Table 5-
l), are likely to have upon the private production of medical 
isotopes. 2 It also fails to consider how these expenditures may 
affect future costs associated with waste management and disposal 
for p~ivat~ parties. 

The DErs fails to consider many other reasonably foreseeable 
effects, including the followinqz 

• 

• 

effects related to current restrictions at the Nevada Test 
Site concerning the disposal of non-defense-related low
ievel radioactive waste, including effects associated with 
possible changes in operations and procedures at one or more 
DOE sites, JZASi ~. Memorandum from George x. Lasker, DOE, 
Albuquerque operations Office to Marilyn s. Banqe (January 
25, 1995) (appended hereto as Attachment 1) ("The most 
recent projections indicate that the [low-level radioactive 
waste) qenerated from the [isotope project] will range from 
72 to 127 druma per year, which li)te1y will exceed the total 
annual volume of Clcw-leyel radioactiye wastel geper;ated, at 
SNL/NM•) (emphasis added); 

e~fects associated with a lack of federal EPA standards ~or 
radiation exposure to members of the public as a result cf 

This failure relates to the DErs•s failure to consider 
several reasonable alternatives, since alternatives involving 
private producers or joint ventures wouid have very different 
economic effects. 
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the storage and manageinent of spent nuclear fuel at many DOE 
11it.e11, including SHL/HM, ~ 40 C.F.R. part l!H: 

• cumu1ative effects asaociated with the generation, handling, 
atora9e, transportation, and disposal of radioactive, 
hazardoua and non-hazardoua waatea at SNI../NM and LAHL: 

• effects associated wit~ the use of highly enriched uranium 
("BZU") in the Annuiar core Research Reactor at SNL/NM 
(Table 5-1~ diacua••• wastes associated with spent nuclear 
fuel assuming the use of iow-enricbed uraniuro ("LEU"), DEIS 
at s.,o, yet the proposa1 involve• the uae of 170 HEU 
beryllil.llll o:idde fuel e1ements, ~at 3.16); 

• effects associated with DOE's past difficulties in waste 
storage and management, including several past citations for 
violations of hazardous waste storage and handling 
requirements at SNL/NM and LANL; 

• predictable effects, instead of reliance upon projections 
and J110deling, related to similar operations at otner 
fac~l~tiea, including the Cintichem facility which bas 
provided the license to DOE for its current proposal and 
which ha& had probiematic past incidents and accidents, ~ 
SWOP/LAW Fu.nd BA letter at 8; 

• effects associated with the storage and hand1ing of uranium-
235 at. LANL; 

• effects associated with emiaaions to air from the J11S.na9ement 
and storage of wastes; 

• effects associated with emissions to water (the DEIS 
diamissas any possibility of such releases, DEIS at s.12, 
5.23 ' 5.44), despite the release of 30,000 gallons of 
contaminated effluent into a local drinking water supply 
from the Cintichem facility durin9 its operation as a 
producer of medical isotopes, ~our !!A letter at a, and 
the release of cooling water spills and other spills at 
several DOl!: facilities, see NMED letter I at 3; 

• effects a11sociated with water use downstream from SNL/NM, 
including effects upon members of the Isleta Pueblo and 
~estrictions imposed by the City of Al.buquerque, .a§§ 40 
c.P.R. section 1502.16(c); 

• cU1111Jlative effects upon particular populations. such as 
exposed workera who alao live nearby and eat locally grown 
produce; 
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• 

• 

effects unrelated to cancer, such as immediate deaths, 
short-te.rm health effects such as nausea or 1oss 0£ 
appetite, and lonq-term effects such as genetic harms (the 
DEIS dismisses consideration of non-cancer effects because, 
it cl.aims, many of these "woul.d occur at lower rates" than 
cancer, DEIS at 5.7), despite the fact that these and other 
effects are very qermane to human health and the 
environment; 

cumulative effects associated with operations, accidents, 
transportation, waste management and storage, air quality, 
and other factors (the DEIS inadequately discusses 
"cumulative impacts," merely summarizing the discussion from 
five previous sections, DEIS at 5.73-5.79)f 

• cumulative effects to workers and others from past exposures 
from DOE activities and from exposures to other sources, 
despite the fact that the project will involve a ten-fo1d 
increase in radiation doses to workers, DEIS at 5.74~ and, 

• 

v. 

predictab1e effects, instead of re1iance upon projections 
and mode1ing, associated with current rates of 
transportation accidents and incidents from similar 
operations and from available information concerning New 
Mexico highways. 

The DEIS Fails Entire1y to Address Considerations of 
Environmental Justice At All Levels 

~---
we are perplexed by the DEIS's trite dismissal of 

Environmental Justice considerations. We believe that our 
repeated admonitions to DOE on the subject have been ignored 
entirely. DOE'S utter failure to be guided by its own materials 
and by the materials of other agencies strains credulity. 

We have segregated discussion of Environmental Justice in 
these comments because it is an essential element of the NEPA 
process and because to do otherwise would have meant that we were 
discussing such issues within the context of each of our other 
comments. Environmental Justice considerations are necessarily a 
part of each element of the EIS analysis. NEPA and Executive 
Order 12898 are clear in this reqard -- whether the agency is 
considering alternatives, impacts, or other aspects 0£ a 
proposal, it must address their rel.ationships to communities of 
color and low-income communities. DOE should not segregate its 
consideration of Environmental Justice. 

We have discussed previously how DOE'S own guidance, U.S. 
DOE Environmental. Justice Strategy (April, 1995) and U.S. DOE 
Effective Public Participation under [NEPA} (December, 1994), 
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describe several practical steps DOE must take in implementing 
federal law. ~ SWOP/LAW Fund EA letter and SWOP & LAW Fund 
Scopinq Comments. These and other available materials should 
prove adequate to assist the preparers of the EIS, and there are 
certainly DOE and other personnel available to assist. 

While we have identified numerous inadequacies in the DEXS, 
perhaps none are as stark as its utter disregard of Environmental 
Justice considerations. All of the issues discussed above should 
have been analyzed in the context of such considerations. The 
DEIS's circular maps, DEIS at 5.82-5.99, are useless. For no 
other envirollJllental considerations has DOE reli.ed upon an 
arbitrary "zone" taken entirely out of context of such relevant 
factors as land use, bwnan behavior, possible exposure routes, 
and susceptibility. 

Among other things, the DEIS failed to address the 
followin91 

• communities of color are significantly more likely to live 
in "hot spots,• locations with greater possibilities for 
harmful exposure, despite several studies demonstrating this 
situation; 

• "°rker9 of color are si9nif icantly more li~ely to be exposed 
to harmful substances {DOE'S own report of June, 1981 
revealed this potential for workers at SNL/NH); 

• transportation impacts from tbe proposal are more like1y to 
affect the several Native American Pueblos along the 
transportation routes (the DEIS dismisses these 
considerations, claiming that its previous analysis had 
revealed no significant affects associated with 
transportation, yet it fai1s to consider how Pueblo 
residents might be affected in ways different from other 
populations); 

• disproportionate effects associated with the disposal of 
waates upon Native American lands and communities; 

• disproportionate effects experienced by certain communities 
of color upon nearby lands and crops; and, 

• disproportionate effects associated with li~ited access by 
raany people of color to procedures involving medical 
isotopes. 

vx. Conc1usion 

we have identified numerous inadequacies in the DEIS. We 
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urge DOE to proceed cautiously and to comply with the letter and 
the spirit of NEPA. In doing so, the true effects of the medical 
isotope project should be clearly defined. 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. Please 
call us at the numbers listed below it you wish to discuss them. 

Enclosure 

Comments and Responses 

UM 
Everett DeLano 
Land and Water Pund 
(619) 299-4484 

Michael Guerrero 
Southwest Organizing Project 
{505) 247-8832 
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Untted States Government Department of Energy 

memorandum Albuquerque Operations Office 
Kirtland Area Office 

'IOI 

•1sa 
KAO~ESHCB:TPP 

Request for ExemJ)tion to Dispose of Non.Defense, Low-level Waste at Nevede 
Test Site . 

Marilyn S. Benge, WMO, AL 

On June 3, 1994, e memorandum was transmitted to you requesting an 
exemption to dispose of non-defense, fow-level waste (LLW) at the Nevada Test 
Site (NTS). This exemption was requested due the new non-defense Isotope 
Production Program OPP) being pursued by Sandia National Laboratories, New 
Mexico (SNL/NM} for the production of rsdlopharmaceutlcals. Subsequently, 
your offlc;e forwarded this request to DOE/HQ, and In response the attached 
SePtember 29, 1994, memorandum was received from Jill E. Lytle, EM-351. 

The attached letter states, • .•• the Sandia Natrona! Laboratories, and ell other AL 
sites, will continue to be designated as defense weste generators for the 
purpose of disposing UW at the NTS, a& long as the amount of non-defense 
generated LLW Is small in relation to the site's total LLW generation.• 
Subsequent discussions with your staff Indicated that es long as SNUNM did not 
exceed 50% generation of non-defense LLW with respect to the total amount of 
LLW generated at the site, SNLINM would be allowed to ship IPP LLW to NTS 
for disposal. 

The most recent projections Indicate that the LLW generated from the IPP wlll 
range from 72 to 127 drums per year, which likely will exceed the total annual 
volume of LlW generated at SNLJNM, except possibly during a few years of 
slgnificam ER and D&D fleld work. There are many variables In SNUNM's future 
LlW prolt<:tlons, such es the funding rate for ER cleanup and the percent of 
national medical Isotope requirements to be supplied by SNUNM, that prevent 
assurance that the 50% requirement can be met every year. 

Due to the high vlslbllity and priority of the IPP, it is crucial that assurances be 
made that LLW generated by this program have the NTS as a certain dllposal 
option, or that other federal or commercial options be secured. Hence, I am 
requesting further assurance from your office and/or DOE/HQ to be certain that 
the LtW resulting from the fPP can be appropriately managed. 
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Marf!yn S. Bange 2 

Any assistance you can provide in resolution of this issue is appreciated. If you 
have any questions or require additional information, please contact Ted Pietrok 
of my staff at 505-845-5649. 

Attachment 

cc w/attachment: 
T. Watrace, KAO 
J. Retelle, KAO 
J. Orban, WMD 
M. McDonald, MS 1143, SNL/NM 
T. Blejwas, MS 1315, 
J. Guth, MS 1303. SNLINM 
E. Conway, MS 1310, SNLtNM 
M. Lucas, MS 1303, SNL/NM 
R. Seylar. MS 1303, SNL/NM 

![7/(~tl 
Assistant Ares Manager 
Environment, SafetY, and Health 
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Responses to Comment Letter C074 

1 As shown in Section 5.22 of the EIS, the estimated costs to prepare the facilities at the alternative sites for 
medical isotope production range from about $17 million to $21 million. Annual operating costs of the 
alternatives range from about $8 million to $13 million, but could be offset by revenues from isotope sales. 

2 If a project does not cleai:ly require an EIS but cannot be categorically excluded from further NEPA review, 
an environmental assessment is prepared. DOE's approach for the environmental assessment gave all 
interested parties a chance to review the proposed action and its impacts before it was approved. This 
approach is used to help the agency determine whether a project is sign_ificant enough in its scope and 
potential impacts to warrant the preparation of an EIS. In this instance, the Department responded to the 
results of the environmental assessment and to the public's comments and decided to prepare an EIS. 

3 NEPA regulations require that public input be solicited at two points during the EIS process. Specifically, 
the Department is required to hold at least one scoping meeting before preparing the Draft EIS and one 
hearing to obtain public comment on the draft. Throughout the EIS process for the proposed Medical 
Isotopes Production Project, the Department has maintained an open channel of communication with 
members of potentially affected groups and other interested parties. The Public Participation and Outreach 
section (Section 1.4) highlights the range of outreach efforts in which the Department's project representa
tives have engaged to ensure that a full exchange of information has been achieved with the public. The 
Department held eight scoping meetings and eight public hearings. In addition, the Department has held 
numerous informal meetings and conference calls with the most interested stakeholders. A one-on-one 
meeting and a conference call were held with representatives of the South West Organizing Project (SWOP) 
prior to the Department's decision to proceed with an EIS. SWOP representatives were also invited to an 
informal meeting following the release of the Draft EIS. The Department believes that it has allowed 
stakeholders ample opportunity to participate in the NEPA process. 

4 Comments on the environmental assessment were considered in determining whether to prepare an EIS or 
issue a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI). The comments received during the scoping period were 
incorporated and responded to in the Implementation Plan and were reflected in the scope and content of 
the Draft EIS. 

5 See response to comment C074-3 above. 

6 Section 5 of the EIS discusses the potential impacts of the operation of the facilities during the proposed 
Medical Isotopes Production Project. Current resource use and waste generation were identified and 
compared with anticipated resource use (see Section 5.13) and waste generation (see Section 5.14). 
Potential impacts from this use and generation were then identified. 

The potential impacts of the transportation of wastes are evaluated in Section 5 .11. The EIS includes all 
aspects of the proposed program as well as potential cumulative impacts. Section 1 of the EIS identifies 
programs and proposed actions that are related to but not dependent upon the proposed action of the EIS. 
Changes in the proposed actions described in the related NEPA documentation section might require a 
modification to the proposed action in the EIS (for example, see discussion of waste management practices, 
in Section 3.3.4.8). If the modification required had not been anticipated and included in this EIS, supple
mental analysis might be required. 
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7 The Department considered a full range of alternatives to meet the stated purpose and need. During the 
scoping process, public input was received to assist the Department in identifying a reasonable range of 
alternatives. Proposed alternatives were presented at the public meetings. Based upon public input and a 
diligent search and analysis, the Department revised the range of reasonable alternatives it analyzed in the 
EIS. 

8 The three scenarios listed were subjected to a preliminary analysis and were found to be unable to meet 
the purpose of and need for the proposed project. Therefore, these alternatives were considered but 
eliminated from detailed analysis for the reasons identified in Section 3.4 of the EIS. 

The Department would prefer that the private sector assume responsibility for ensuring that a reliable 
supply of Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community; however, private industry has thus far been 
unwilling to do so. Therefore, DOE has proposed to conduct the Medical Isotopes Production Project. If 
private industry is able to ensure a reliable supply of Mo-99 on its own, the Department could phase out 
its production activities. 

Private U.S. production of Mo-99 could be accomplished by privatization of a DOE operation or by a 
separate initiative by the private sector. The National Isotope Strategy states that DOE would consider 
privatization of its facilities if, by such an action, isotope production and delivery would be enhanced. 
The process of privatization is not part of this proposed action. The Department published a Notice for 
Expression of Interest in the Federal Register in December 1995 to solicit concepts from private industry 
for privatization of DOE isotope activities. Businesses interested in pursuing Mo-99 production have 
been invited to respond to this solicitation. If the Department decides to implement the action proposed in 
this EIS and if concepts on privatization of Mo-99 production received from the private sector are 
promising, DOE would proceed with a request for proposals to facilitate privatization on a competitive 
basis. 

9 The process by which DOE determined the alternatives to be analyzed in detail is discussed above. 
DOE's position on involvement of the private sector is also discussed in the above response and in 
Section 2.1. 

DOE did not regard the concepts of the Medical Isotope Production Reactor and small linear accelerators 
as capable of addressing the near-term vulnerability of Mo-99 supply. Nor did DOE believe that issues 
related to the construction and commissioning of additional reactors in Canada and development of a 
backup supply through Nordion's acquisition of assets of the Institute National des Radio-Elements (IRE) 
to be in the purview of DOE or within the scope of this EIS. Furthermore, such alternatives would be 
further subsidizing a single source, and thus contrary to DOE's objectives. 

Federal assistance for sufficient transportation arrangements for shipments from IRE is not necessary; 
sufficient transportation casks are available for the limited quantities IRE could supply (see Section 3.2.2). 

The establishment of several sources of supply does not meet the facility needs set forth in Section 3.1. 
Since only a relatively small (4 to 10 MW) reactor is required to meet 100% of the U.S. demand for 
Mo-99 and DOE is proposing this action as a backup rather than the primary supply, the use of multiple 
facilities would introduce unnecessary infrastructure requirements and additional costs. 
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Mallinckrodt Medical does not need DOE assistance to obtain FDA approval of the isotopes they produce 
in the Netherlands. Even after Mallinckrodt obtained necessary approval, it would not have the capability 
to satisfy the U.S. need for a backup supply. The discussion in Section 3.2.2 ofMallinckrodt's Mo-99 
produciton initiative has been updated. 

DOE assistance with the development of backup supply from European production sources would not meet 
the purpose and need for the proposed action. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, foreign sources do not have 
the excess capacity to provide 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99 in a backup capacity. 

10 DOE believes the EIS addresses all required and significant types of environmental impacts associated 
with the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. Adverse environmental impacts that cannot be 
avoided, the relationship between short-term uses of the environment and maintenance of long-term 
productivity, and irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources are discussed in Sections 5.17 -
5.19 of the EIS. Direct, indirect (secondary), and cumulative impacts of the proposed action and each 
alternative are described in Sections 5.2 - 5.16, 5.21, and 5.22 of the EIS, including impacts on ecological, 
aesthetic, historic, cultural, and socio-economic resources, as well as land use and human health. 

In keeping with its efforts to streamline the NEPA process and minimize costs, DOE has presented the 
various types of consequences at a level of detail appropriate to the potential magnitude of the impact. For 
example, more extensive analyses are presented for air quality, facility accidents, waste management, and 
transportation, which are the areas where impacts could occur. Historic experience with the DOE facilities 
involved, or with similar facilities, was used to the extent possible in estimating these impacts. Many other 
types of impacts, such as those on land use, aesthetic resources, historic resources, and ecological re
sources, would be minimal to nonexistent because all alternatives propose to use existing facilities with 
relatively minor modification. Consequences to these resources are described in less detail because of 
their relatively lower potential for significance. 

11 Storage and disposal of wastes and spent nuclear fuel from the proposed EIS alternatives have been or will 
be addressed by other NEPA documents such as those for the proposed waste disposal facilities and DOE's 
programmatic EIS for management of spent nuclear fuel (SNF PEIS). The SNF PEIS was completed in 
1995 in combination with the Waste Management PEIS (DOE 1995a); other potential waste storage sites 
such as the Nevada Test Site (NTS) and LANL are in the process of planning or preparing site-wide EIS 
documents that will address future waste management activities. 

The quantities of either mixed waste, low-level radioactive waste, or spent fuel generated by the Medical 
Isotopes Production Project would be small compared to the total quantities of those materials managed at 
the receiving sites. For example, the quantities of low-level radioactive waste that would be generated 
under the alternatives in this EIS amount to 20-80 m3/yr, compared with the total volume of such waste 
managed at the potential receiving sites - 150,000 m3 at INEL, 220,000 m3 at LANL, and 460,000 m3 at 
NTS (DOE 1994b). Management of all radioactive wastes at the INEL was estimated to result in cumula
tive doses over a 10-y~ar period of 1 to 8 mrem to a maximally exposed member of the public, and 4 to 35 
person-rem to the population within 80 km of the site, depending on the options chosen for treatment and 
storage (DOE 1995j). Because it would require minimal additional treatment or packaging, the small 
incremental quantity of waste generated by the alternatives in this EIS would not be expected to increase 
the total impacts from radioactive waste management at any receiving location. 
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Generation of spent fuel by the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project amounts to, at most, a few 
kilograms per year even at production levels sufficient to meet 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99. 
Immediately after removal from the reactor at the production site, spent nuclear fuel (SNF) would require 
temporary onsite storage because of heat generation in the fuel elements. The intent of the analysis in this 
EIS was not to imply that spent fuel would necessarily be left at these sites for an extended period, but to 
assure that the candidate isotope production sites could safely manage it during the onsite storage time. 
After suitable cooling period to provide for safer handling and transport, the spent fuel could be shipped 
offsite for storage in accordance with the 1995 Record of Decision for the SNF PEIS either at INEL or 
Savannah River (SRS). The timing and logistics of the transportation would be subject to arrangements 
between the shipping and receiving sites. 

The consequences of transport and storage of spent fuel were evaluated in the SNF PEIS. The analysis in 
that document predicted no accidental or latent cancer fatalities resulting from all transportation of DOE
managed fuel in the preferred alternative (DOE 1995b, Volume I, Appendix I). Storage of the fuel at 
either INEL or SRS would likewise be associated with very small doses to the public - less than 
0.01 mrem/yr to the maximally exposed individual and less than 0.2 person-rem to the offsite population 
(DOE 1995b, Volume 1, Appendices B and C). Compared to the total quantities of SNF managed at 
DOE's designated regional management facilities, which amounts to several hundred metric tons, the 
kilogram quantities that would be generated under the proposed action would not substantially increase the 
risks at these sites. 

12 Comments on the Environmental Assessment were considered in determining whether to prepare an EIS 
or issue a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI). 

13 If the Department decides to pursue this project, it would only produce Mo-99 at full capacity in the event 
of a Mo-99 supply shortage. At all other times, it would operate under its normal backup mode and would 
only produce enough Mo-99 to maintain the capabilities of the facilities and staff to respond to a Mo-99 
shortage. 

In this backup mode, the Department would attempt to sell all of the Mo-99 and related isotopes (xenon-
133 and iodine-131) that it produced. There may be times, however, when the Department would be 
unable to sell all of the isotopes and would have to dispose of them as waste. If Mo-99, iodine-131, and 
xenon-133 were disposed of as waste, they would not add substantially to the volume, activity, or cost of 
waste disposed. All are short-lived radionuclides that decay to nonradioactive or very low-activity 
isotopes, and could be incorporated into the normal process waste streams. The waste generation figures 
presented in Section 5.14 take into account the potential need to dispose of unsold isotopes. The EIS is 
forthcoming about this possibility, and the analyses of waste generation impacts in the EIS take this 
possibility fully into account. 

14 Table 5-1 and Table 5-52 provide the same information in different formats required by the respective 
analyses. Because regional socioeconomic effects depend upon the rate of local spending and employ
ment, as well as the total amount spent, Table 5-1 allocates the remaining total investment to complete the 
project (shown by facility, but not by year in Table 5-52) across the construction years discussed in the 
schedule for each alternative site. Annual operations expenditures and employment (shown in Table 5-52 
by facility) are also shown (in Table 5-1) for those years in which they would occur if the facilities were 
operated to produce 100% of U.S. national demand for Mo-99. For some alternatives, construction and 
operations activities overlap in some years. 
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The commentor appears to have misread Table 5-1. In no alternative did the costs over 4 years reach 
$226 million. In the table, the highest construction expenditure was $21 million, the lowest $17.2 
million, consistent with Table 5-52. Annual operations costs range from $12.8 million down to $8.4 
million. Expenditures during particular years are a mix of construction and operations costs, reflecting 
the special schedule conditions at each site: for example, operations labor would come on earlier with the 
SNL/NM alternative, and its 4 years of expenditures account for about 1 extra operating year. 

DOE plans to sell the Mo-99 at prevailing world market prices; thus, the costs incurred may or may not 
be fully recovered, depending on the level of demand. Full recovery of operating costs is anticipated at 
about 30% to 40% of U.S. demand. In any case, the expenditures shown in Table 5-1 are not expected to 
adversely affect private production of medical isotopes. Private costs for waste management and disposal 
are not expected to be affected. 

15 The NTS has issued a draft site-wide EIS which includes waste that would be generated from the Medical 
Isotopes Production Project. The Department believes that any uncertainty surrounding the NTS's ability 
to accept the waste from the proposed project is sufficiently small that there will not be an impact on the 
project. 

16 Effects of DOE operations, including interim storage of SNF, are subject to the requirements of both EPA 
and DOE regulations. For example, fuel storage facilities would be required to demonstrate compliance 
with EPA regulations for atmospheric radionuclide releases in 40 CFR 61 and protection of groundwater 
in 40 CFR 141. DOE regulations in 10 CFR 835 and proposed 10 CFR 834 (expected to be finalized in 
1996 and currently implemented as DOE orders) would govern radiation protection of workers, the 
public, and the environment. The regulation in 40 CFR 191 applies only to ultimate disposal ofhigh
level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel, which is the subject of ongoing discussions between EPA, 
DOE, and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

Management of DOE's spent nuclear fuel over the next 40 years would be in accordance with the Record 
of Decision for DOE's programmatic EIS on spent nuclear fuel management (SNF PEIS). This decision 
designates regional storage and management facilities for different types of spent nuclear fuel, to be 
located at the INEL, the SRS, or the Hanford site. The programmatic EIS evaluated the impacts associ
ated with spent fuel transportation to, and storage at, these regional facilities until the Federal agencies 
issue revised regulations and a decision is made regarding its ultimate disposition. 

- Waste management activities are either included in Section 5 of the EIS or are covered by NEPA 
documentation for waste disposal facilities at the receiving sites. The cumulative impacts associated with 
waste management are not expected to exceed those discussed in Section 5.16 of the EIS. As indicated in 
that section, the quantities of wastes generated by the EIS alternatives are small compared to the total 
quantities of these materials managed by DOE at the receiving facilities. 

- Management of spent nuclear fuel (discussed above) would apply equally to highly enriched uranium 
and low enriched uranium fuel. The quantities of spent fuel generated were based on use of low enriched 
uranium in the reactors because this estimate bounds the analysis; the quantities of spent fuel would be 
smaller than those presented in the EIS if highly enriched uranium were used. 
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- The cumulative effects of the EIS alternatives and past actions by DOE or others, to the extent that they 
have ongoing impacts, are considered in Section 5.16 of the EIS. Any future waste disposal activities 
would be subject to review and permitting by appropriate agencies and would be conducted in accordance 
with applicable Federal, state, and local regulations. 

- Impacts of activities associated with the proposed alternatives are in large part based on past experience 
with the specific facilities considered at each site or on similar facilities, including the Cintichem facili
ties. The modeling conducted for the EIS accounts for these potential impacts using site-specific data 
appropriate to each location where the medical isotope project could be implemented. 

17 A substantial amount of uranium-235 generated as a result of prior activities is currently in storage at 
LANL. Because of the nature of the target fabrication operations and the small quantities of material 
involved, fabrication of targets containing uranium-235 at LANL is not expected to result in environmen
tal impacts that would be measurably greater than those now occurring from site operations. These 
impacts are described in Sections 4 and 5 of the EIS. 

18 Management of radioactive waste at the alternative sites is bounded by the impacts evaluated for the 
processing facilities in this EIS or is included in NEPA documentation for the ultimate disposal facilities. 
Because the wastes would be solidified and packaged in sealed containers before removal from the 
processing facility, air emissions resulting from waste disposal activities would not be expected to 
contribute measurably to offsite consequences. 

Releases of water by the Cintichem facility would not necessarily imply that such releases would occur, or 
would even be possible, at DOE production facilities because of the different design features of these 
facilities. For example, modifications to the Annular Core Research Reactor would provide containment 
of any potential overflow from the reactor cooling system. Other parts of the reactor cooling system, such 
as the cooling towers, are isolated from the reactor core cooling loop and would not be contaminated 
under normal conditions. Any accidental leakage between the systems that could result in environmental 
releases would have consequences substantially lower than the types of accidents evaluated in the EIS, as 
indicated by the minimal impacts associated with the liquid release accident at LANL (see Section 
5.152.3). Liquid wastes would be solidified before disposal, which would take place in approved 
disposal facilities that meet applicable Federal, state, and local regulations. None of these systems would 
result in routine release of liquid effluents to the environment, other than normal sanitary wastes, and 
there would be no anticipated impacts on the Isleta Pueblo, the City of Albuquerque, or any other 
downstream population. 

19 The maximum radiological impact to an individual who happens to be a DOE worker and a nearby 
resident would amount to the sum of the doses presented in the EIS for the off site maximally exposed 
individual, and the maximum occupational dose to an individual worker. The maximum occupational 
dose to any DOE worker is limited by law to 5 rem/year. This limit is administratively controlled to 
lower levels, typically 500 mrem/year at many DOE sites including SNL/NM, although most workers 
receive much lower than the maximum dose. The dose from environmental exposure at a nearby resi
dence would be less than 0.2 mrem/year for any alternative considered in the EIS. 

20 The consequences of the actions proposed in the EIS would not be expected to result in any cancer 
fatalities as a result of radiation exposure or any other emissions to the environment, such as those from 
vehicles. If cancer fatalities would not be expected, neither would one expect to see genetic effects or 
other consequences that occur at lower rates for comparable levels of exposure. The intent of the EIS was 
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not to dismiss these other types of effects as insignificant, but to use the most prevalent type of effect -
cancer fatalities - as an indicator of the level of consequences that might be expected. As the EIS 
analysis demonstrates, no observable health effects of any type would be anticipated from implementation 
of medical isotope production under any of the alternatives. 

Short-term effects, such as acute deaths, nausea, or other indicators of high-level radiation exposure, 
would only be expected in the event of a severe accident and would likely only affect a small number of 
directly involved onsite workers at most. Environmental exposures resulting from routine operations, or 
from all but the most severe (and low probability) accidents, would not produce these types of affects in 
any member of the surrounding population. The maximum reasonably foreseeable accident directly 
involving an onsite worker might produce some observable short-term effects (such as temporary 
effects on blood cell counts or fertility), but the estimated exposure level would not be considered life
threatening. 

Effects of current site operations, as well as any planned future activities at the alternative sites, are 
considered in the cumulative impacts section. The nature and consequences of these activities are 
indicated in the text of Section 5.16. 

21 The cumulative impacts of radionuclide air emissions are discussed in Section 5 .16 in terms of current 
and anticipated future operations at the alternative sites. The cumulative impacts of air emissions 
compared to past operations would depend on the types of activities that have historically been conducted 
at each site. For sites such as SNL/NM or LANL, where operations have typically been research
oriented, the proposed action may very well represent an increase in the recent collective doses to the 
offsite population as reported by the site. Cumulative doses to the population within 50 miles of LANL 
amount to about 13 person-rem from 1990-1994, and 0.6 person-rem at SNL/NM over the corresponding 
period. 

For other sites, where the operations have been oriented toward strategic materials production, the 
cumulative historic doses would be expected to be much greater than those estimated for the EIS pro
posed actions. For example, cumulative offsite doses to the population surrounding the Oak Ridge 
Reservation, which historically has produced enriched uranium in addition to supporting a number of 
research missions, amounted to about 17 ,000 person-rem during the period from 1944 to 1987 (DOE 
l 988c ). However, in recent years, many of the DOE defense materials production facilities have been 
shut down, and the missions at these sites have become oriented toward environmental restoration, which 
has dramatically reduced air emissions. Collective doses to the offsite population from 1990-1994 at the 
Oak Ridge Reservation amounted to 170 person-rem from a combination of defense materials reclamation 
activities (at a much reduced level) and research. At the INEL, where the historic spent fuel reprocessing 
mission has virtually ceased, the offsite doses are much lower - 0.47 person-rem over the same 5-year 
period. Air emissions from the medical isotope project would result in a relatively small increase (0.7-
15%, depending on location) in the annual collective dose to the public from all DOE facilities, which 
was about 100 person-rem during 1994. 

The pattern of cumulative occupational dose would likewise depend on the historic missions of the 
respective sites, and these too have been changing with the site missions. The annual occupational doses 
from the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project would amount to a few percent of the 5-year 
cumulative doses to workers at LANL or INEL (about 1300 person-rem cumulative dose at each site from 
1990 to 1994), whereas it would result in a proportionately larger increase in occupational dose at either 
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SNUNM (5-year cumulative dose of about 100 person-rem) or ORNL (about 400 person-rem over the 
same period). As with the offsite cumulative doses, the occupational doses at former production sites 
have declined rapidly during recent years. For example, the historic doses to workers at the ORNL 
amount to about 19,000 person-rem over the 32-year period between 1943 and 1974 (National Research 
Council, BEIR 1990). The proposed project would also represent a small (less than 2%) increase in 
annual worker dose across the DOE complex, which amounted to about 1800 person-rem in 1994. 

Collective doses to the public from air emissions at DOE facilities are taken from their annual air 
emission reports to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for calendar years 1990-1994. 

Collective occupational doses at DOE facilities are taken from annual statistics submitted to DOE, 
which are summarized and published each year (see DOE/EH-0287T for CY-1990 and DOE/EH-0430 
for CY-1991; more recent data are available from DOE's technical information service on the Internet). 

22 The estimated consequences of transportation in the EIS are based on recent statistics concerning 
vehicle density, population density, and vehicle accident rates specific to the potentially affected routes, 
as well as on the relative severity of vehicle accidents. The models used to estimate accident impacts 
incorporate these data, along with information about the types and quantities of materials to be trans
ported, in order to estimate the consequences of incident-free transportation and potential accidents. 

23 There is no requirement in NEPA or Executive Order 12898 that each environmental impact element in 
an EIS include, in the context of the discussion of the element, an analysis of environmental justice 
considerations. DOE has consolidated such considerations in Section 5.21. Section 5.21 identifies and 
shows the location of minority and low-income populations relative to the alternative sites and considers 
the paths by which minority and low-income populations could experience disproportionately high and 
adverse impacts. No such impacts were identified in the course of normal operations of the proposed 
facilities. Accidental releases are discussed in Section 5.21. It was found that the impact on populations 
located in particular places depends on the direction of travel of any release, which cannot be known in 
advance. However, disproportionate impacts were discussed as a possibility if an accidental release 
occurred and if the wind were blowing in a particular direction. In several cases, depending on wind 
direction, the majority population is more likely to be affected. 

Demographic and socioeconomic factors offer the possibility that subsistence resources are an extra 
possible pathway of contamination at some sites, especially for Native American populations. For this 
to occur, an environmental pathway from release, to subsistence resource, to human consumer must exit. 

In the EIS, land use, human behavior, and possible exposure routes all were given consideration, along 
with direction and type of accidental airborne release. Because effects were small and uncertain for any 
population, however, detailed analysis of any particular sub-population for which potential impacts were 
even more uncertain was not performed. Differential susceptibility to effects, given exposure, was not 
considered because the possibility of disproportionate and adverse effects was itself considered so highly 
uncertain. Similarly, waterborne releases, which have a potentially different geographical pattern than 
airborne releases, were not considered likely enough or extensive enough even under accident scenarios 
to harm any offsite population. 

24 Please see response to C074-23 above. 
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25 The practice of providing maps of the location of minority and low-income populations surrounding a 
proposed site as the beginning point for an analysis of environmental justice is accepted practice. The use 
of an 80-km zone for analysis of offsite effects of environmental releases and the use of "wind roses" to 
analyze the path of potential airborne releases for purposes of safety analysis and environmental analysis as 
it applies to offsite populations has been a standard practice of both DOE and the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission for many years. Adding location of minority and low-income populations to these maps 
further specifies the geographic location of populations which are to be given special consideration in 
determining whether they face negative and disproportionate environmental impacts because of their 
location. 

26 Consideration of the existing location of minority and low-income communities surrounding the four 
alternative sites considered in the EIS did not identify a potential for communities of color to be any more 
likely to be affected by environmental releases than communities composed of majority populations. 

It is speculative and inappropriate to try to specify in advance which workers at the proposed facilities 
would be minority workers. 

27 The comment states that "transportation impacts from the [proposed action at SNL/NM] are more likely to 
affect the several Native American Pueblos along the transportation routes," but provides no information to 
substantiate this assertion. DOE has not identified any mechanism by which Native Americans might be at 
higher risk than other members of the potentially affected population along the route. The relative risk of 
severe consequences following an accident would depend on a number of factors, including the length of 
the route that traverses the pueblos, the proximity of Native American populations to those routes, local 
meteorological conditions, and other circumstances of the accident. Because the consequences of transpor
tation would not be expected to result in any health effects among the entire population at risk, no such 
consequences would be possible among Native Americans included in that population. 

28 No waste disposal is planned on Native lands or communities. Before communities of color could experi
ence disproportionate effects from this source, their lands and crops would have to be disproportionately 
affected or they would have to be disproportionately dependent on them. Section 5.21 allows for and 
admits such possibilities, but states that there is not enough known about the potential timing and direction 
of releases (which crops or lands would be affected) or ownership and dependency to state that communi
ties of color would be adversely and disproportionately affected. Access to procedures involving medical 
isotopes is not an environmental effect of any of the alternatives and, thus, is outside the scope ofthis EIS. 
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~ & NATUJRAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT 
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.JellllifaA Salisbury 
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Mr. Wade Carroll 
EIS Project Manager 

February 9, 1996 

Medical Isotopes Production Project (NE-70) 
u.s. Department o! Energy 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown, Maryland 20874-1290 

Subject: STA'tlit OP l1IW NJ:XICO' 8 C<HSN'l'S AND UCC».MEHDA'rrOlfS OH TH& 
DIUo.FT EIS FOR THE MEDICAL ISO'l'OPBS PRODlJC'l'IOM ROJECT 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

Following are the comments of the State of New Mexico's Radioactive 
Waste Consultation Task Force (Task Force) on the draft Environmental 
Impact Statement for the Medical Isotopes Production Project, .I>OE/EIS-
02490, December 1995. These comments supplement our earlier co11D11ents of 
March 15, 1995, pertaining to the draft Environmental Assessment ~or the 
proposed project. The request ror public COllllftent was noticed in the 
Federal Regl$ter or December 22, 1995, Vol. 60, No. 246, p. 66542. 

The Task Force, created by state statute in 1979, is cQCllposed of the 
Cabinet Secretaries of the Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources 
Department (EMNRDl, Environment Departllent, Department of Health, 
Department ot Public Safety, Taxation and Revenue Department, and the 
State Highway and Transportation Department. The EKNRD cabinet 
Secretary currently chairs the Task Force, Included .inonq its duties, 
the Task rorce repre$ent$ the Executive Sranch or New Mexico State 
government in various areas relating to the management and disposition 
of high-level, transuranic, and low-level radioactive wastes. [Section 
74-4A-7 New Mexico Statutes Annotated 1978] Hence, the Medical Isotope 
Production Project falls within the purview of the Task Force, 

GENERAL CQHMfjNTS 

To begin, the State of New Mexico commends the u;s. Department of Energy 
(DOE) for its decision to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement 
{EIS) for the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. We believe 
the scope and potential effects of this project merit the more in-depth 
analyses inherent in the ers process. And, even t~ough the BIS process 
may have delayed co111111encement of the project, the resulting increase in 
public participation and input should significantly enhance the quality 
of the assessment. Hence, a more informed, extensive basis tor issuance 
of a DOE Record of Decision on the project is anticipated. This is a 
particularly important consideration to the citizens and colllJllunities 
surrounding the alternative facilities being evaluated due to the 
project's nature (i.e., production, separation, and transport of 
radioactive isotopes) and corresponding implications. 
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The State generally concurs in the DOE'5 selection o! its preferred 
alternative. This alternative (Annular Core Research Reactor: Sandia 
National Laboratories/New Mexico in conjunction with the Chemistry and 
Metallu~gy Research Facility: Los Alamos National Laboratory) appears to 
best meet the specific technical criteria established to satisfy the 
purpose of, and need for, the proposed action. In combination, the 
targeted facilities at Sandia National Laboratories/New Mexico (SNL) and 
Los Alamos National Laboratory {LANL) appear to offer several advantages 
over the other reasonable alternatives. These advantages inclt1de: 1) 
SNL's Annular Core Re&earch Reactor is a currently operating (albeit 
"research'') reactor, with qualified, experienced personnel readily 
available onsite to provide technical guidance and assistance on the 
project; 21 SNL is located in close proximity to Albuquerque 
International Airport, thereby minimizinq potential transport~tion
related impactsJ and 3) sufficient quantities of HEU (highly enriched 
uranium) feedstock already exist at LANL to support the project's full 
production requirements for several years. 

Another factor that weighed somew~at heavily in the state's concurrence 
in DOE's preferred alternative is the significantly lower esti~ated 
radiological dose to the so-called maximally exposed individual (MEI} 
from target irradiation activities at SNL. It is projected that this 
hypothetical offsite resident would receive a radiological dose of 
0.00017 millirem per year--an order of magnitude below the alternative 
with the next lowest estimated annual dose. Although target irradiation 
activities associated with all of the reasonable alternatives had 
estimated MEI dose rates far below established ~egulatory limits, the 
preferred alternative (SNLJ is clearly superior in comparison to the 
other facilities. 

In reviewing the draft EIS, we noted that the estimated annual MEI 
radiological dose rate from target processing at SNL was considerably 
higher than the LANL alternative. Upon closer inspection, however, it 
was determined that estimated air emissions from the SNL hot cell 
facility are based on historical emissions data !rom the Cintichem 
process. Because the ventilation system !or the SNL hot cell must 
undergo a major upgrade i! that site is selected for the project, the 
r<ldioloqical consequences of actual air emissions would presumably be 
reduced as a result. If this is ~ot the case, the State encouraqes DOE 
to comparatively evaluate even more closely the SNL and LANL 
alternatives--especially with respect to estimated cumulative air 
quality impacts on the public. The fact that SNL is situated within New 
Mexico's largest population center (Albuquerque) must be a primary 
consideration in the decision-making process for siting and confiquring 
the Medical Isotope Production Project. 

The State of New Mexico fully supports DOE's long-term goal regarding 
domestic production of Molybdenum-99 for the U.S. medical community: It 
should be conducted by the private sector. As you are well aware, one 
of the most controversial aspects of this project relates to its 
estimated substantial subsidy by the federal qovernment. DOE's own cost 
estimates indicate that preparatory costs for the alternatives range 
from $16.8 million to $21.0 million, with operating costs expected to 
run between $8.4 million and $12.2 million a year. To most citizens, 
these are considered to be significant !uture expenditures of taxpayer 
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dollars. consequently, we were pleased to see DOE's apparent commitment 
to privatization of DOE isotope activities in the form of a Notice for 
Expressions of Interest. This Notice was published in the Federal 
Register of December 11, 1995, Vol. 60, No. 237, p. 63515. !t calls for 
innovative approaches to privatizing such DOE isotope activities as 
selling or leasinq existing DOE facilities for commercial use; sale of 
existing isotope inventory; isotope marketing, distribution or technical 
services; and other possible arrangements for enhanced private-sector 
involvement in isotope operations. Issuance of the reterenced Notice is 
an excellent first step toward privatization. Notwithstanding this 
initiative, if the Medical Isotope Production Project proceeds, the 
State urges DOE to move aggressively in facilitating its transfer to the 
private sector at the earliest available opportunity. 

A related issue that has raised some concern with the State of New 
Mexico pertains to various operational aspects surrounding 
implementation of the preferred alternative. specitically, SNL has not 
in the past been called upon to p~oduce and market radioactive isotopes. 
The EIS clearly states that this type of mission ~ould be new to the 
SNL/NM facilities. Indeed, the SNL Annular Core Research Reactor ha5 
never functioned as a continuous production reactor. As with any new 
undertaking, the production of radioisotopes will require establishment 
of a broad spectrum of facility-specific operating procedures, safety 
protocols, training programs, and other measures designed to protect 
both occupational workers and the general public. Effective 
radioisotope marketing will be an equally challenging effort. our point 
is this: It is incumbent upon DOE to proceed cautiou.sly in this n~w 
endeavor; to take !ull advantage of private-sector experience and 
expertise; and to err on the side of conservatism in terms of project 
risk management. 

Finally, with respect to waste and spent nuclear fuel management, the 
State recogniies that varyinq quantities of both solid and liquid low
level radioactive wastes, as well as spent nuclear fuel, would be 
generated un.der each of the alternatives. We are confident these 
materials can be handled, processed, and transported safely at any of 
the DOE tacilities under consideration, provided such activities receive 
priority attention and adequate resources. In particular, issues 
relating to on-site storage of spent nuclear fuel at SNL mU5t be 
addressed carefully and thoroughly. Planning for the transportation of 
low-level radioactive waste offsite should also be comprehen~ive and 
detailed. Toward that end, we stronqly encourage DOE to consult and 
coortlinate closely with the State of New Mexico in the project's waste 
management and transportation activities. 

SPECIFIC COHMENTS 

The following collllllents are limited to those sections of the EIS relating 
to the SNL and Ll\NL alternatives. 

p. 3.14, Taroet Fabrication at SRL/NM: This section states that the 
highly enriched uranium (HEU) needed !or target fabrication at SNL 
would be transported from DOE facilities at either Portsmouth, Ohio, 
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or Oak Ridge, Tennessee. It is unclear why the uranium existinq in 
various waste streams at LANL could not be extracted and then shipped 
to SNL if DOE determines that tar9et fabrication should occur there. 
Irrespective of the source, the specific location where this HEU 
material would be stored at SNL is not provided. Please clarify. 

p. 3.23, ~u1ar Core 1te111earch Reactor Mocl.if'ication• at. SNL/NK: It is 
noted that a replacement fuel would have to be installed in the ACRR 
so the present fuel would not become highly exposed by the Mo-99 
production activities. However, the document does not provide any 
discussion of replacement fuel options, their sources, costs, or 
other considerations. The final EIS should explicitly address these 
issues. 

p, 3.25, Hot Cell Facility Modiric:ationa at SNL/NM: Insufficient 
detailed information is contained in this section regarding the 
existing ventilation .system and its proposed "major" upgrade. 
Because the ventilation system has a direct bearing on such important 
aspects of the project as operational efficiency and air emissions 
containment, a much more comprehensive discussion is warranted here. 

p. 3.37-.Je, Waste and spent NUcl•ar Fu•l Management at LANI.: The drart 
~Is states that spent nuclear fuel (SNF} from the Omega West Reactor 
" ..• will be cooled for approximately six months and then transported 
to the on.site storage area." Please specify both here and in Table 
5-19 in the tinal document the 6-month storage capacity at the OWR 
f01cility by number of fuel elements; and whether the "interim storage 
capacity" referenced in that table is the total capacity now existing 
(l.e., clarify how many elements are currently in storage and what 
remains for the SN~ to be generated from the Medical Isotope 
Production Project). In addition, please identify precisely where 
the L.ANL "onsite stor<11Qe area"' is located. A relatively large-scale 
map of TA-54 may be appropriate for inclusion. 

p. 3.JB, R•qUired Modiricationa to the L1iNL OPega Wast R•actcr: Previous 
discussions in the EIS indicated the OWR was constructed in the mid-
1950.s and was operational for almost 40 years without a major 
incident. In December 1992, the reactor experienced an unplanned 
shutdown which led to the identification of a leak from the primary 
coolin9 system. A!thouqh this problem has been analyzed and plans 
are in process to avert future such occurrences, this event raises an 
important issue about the integrity and longevity of otner reactor 
components. From the information provided in the draft EIS, it is 
difficult to detennine the extent to which the OWR has been evaluated 
in terms of its remaining useful life. To what degree will the DOE 
5~80.23 Safety Analysis Report address this i5sue? Please provide 
more in-depth information on the planned assessment and its scope. 

p. B.l, Appendix B, .A.naly•i• of Transportat~on '.lr19acts: We want to 
express our appreciation to DOE for inclusion of this extremely 
comprehensive and useful appendix dedicated to potential 
transportation impacts associated witn the project. Because the 
prospective air and truck transport of radioactive isotopes is the 
activity that will affect the greatest number of people, this 
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appendix goes a long way toward demonstrating the significant 
attention focused on this important issue. The State encourages DOE 
to give comparable priority to the environmental justice implications 
of its proposed transportation decisions in accordance with 
Presidential Executive Order 12898 and corresponding DOE directives. 

In conclusion, the State of New Mexico acknowledges the precarious 
situation faced by the U.S. medical community should an interruption in 
existing Molybdenum-99 production occur. Total reliance on the sole 
Canadian producer of medical radioisotopes is not in the best interests 
of our Nation. We are pleased, therefore, that DOE is moving forward 
with a short-term solution to rectify this supply vulnerability. 
However, the State believes the conduct of this type of activity more 
appropriately belongs in the realm ot the private sector. Consequently, 
DOE should proceed aggressively with its plans to privati~e all isotope 
activitiee that make sense from an economic, etficiency, and safety 
perspective. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present these comments on behalf of the 
Radioactive Waite Consultation Task Force and the state of New Mexico. 

Sincerely, 

JENNIFER A. SALISB'IJP.'! 
Cabinet Secretary and Chair 
N.M. Radioactive Waste Consultation Task Force 

c: Governor Gary E. John.son 
task Force Member Aqencies 
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Responses to Comment Letter C075 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The comment correctly notes that air emissions from target irradiation have lower consequences to an 
off site member of the public at SNL/NM relative to the other sites. However, the total dose from target 
irradiation and processing at SNL/NM is comparable to that for the other alternatives. The dose to offsite 
individuals and workers is well within regulatory guidelines for all alternatives. 

3 The estimated emissions from target processing at SNL/NM, INEL, and ORNL are based on historical 
emissions from the Cintichem facility during its final years of operation prior to 1989. At that time, the 
Cintichem facility employed emission controls to remove both particulates and iodine from its airborne 
effluents. The types of emission control systems that would be installed at SNL/NM, INEL, and ORNL 
would be expected to be similar to those used at Cintichem and would meet all applicable Federal, state 
and local standards. 

The majority of radionuclide emissions from target processing consist of noble gases, which are unreac
tive and are not removed by either the particulate or iodine emission control systems. The only way to 
prevent noble gas emissions from these facilities is to hold up the gases that would normally be vented 
from the system long enough to permit decay of the shorter-lived radionuclides. A hold-up system has 
been proposed for the LANL alternative, using a process developed at that site, resulting in lower 
emissions from target processing than for the other alternatives. This system was not assumed for any 
alternatives other than LANL because it is currently under development, but the Department could use 
this system at other sites in an effort to keep doses as low as reasonably achievable. 

4 If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed project, the effort would be coordinated with the 
private sector. The radiopharmaceutical companies have offered their assistance in executing the medical 
isotope production activities. The project would be carried out in accordance with all applicable DOE 
orders and other environmental, safety and health requirements. 

5 Onsite storage of spent nuclear fuel would occur in existing facilities, with upgrades as needed to meet 
current DOE standards. Any shipments that would occur involving spent fuel, waste, or isotopes would 
be conducted in accordance with Federal and state standards for transportation ofradioactive materials. 
Detailed planning for such transportation would occur after it had been decided whether to implement the 
medical isotope project and at which location it should be sited. Appropriate planning for routing of 
these shipments and contingencies for emergency response in cooperation with state, local and tribal 
governments would be in place before these materials would be removed from the SNL/NM site. 

6 Shipment from Portsmouth, Ohio, or Oak Ridge or possibly LANL could all be performed. Portsmouth 
and Oak Ridge have established programs regarding shipment of highly enriched uranium material, and 
they do this with some frequency. LANL has little experience in the shipment of highly enriched ura
nium, but possesses a substantial quantity of the material. Portsmouth or Oak Ridge would be preferable 
because of their experience. Shipment from LANL is feasible, but LANL is not the Department's planned 
highly enriched uranium source. 

A specific building for storage of the highly enriched uranium has not been designated by SNUNM. 
Several buildings in the Tech Area V environs could be made to function as acceptable storage areas. 
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Historically, Room 108 in the Hot Cell Facility has been used to store highly enriched uranium for the 
Annular Core Research Reactor. The highly enriched uranium storage vaults at the Sandia Pulse Reactor 
(SPUR) facility currently contain many kilograms of highly enriched uranium, and this vault facility can 
easily accommodate more material. 

7 Sections 3.3.1.4 and 3.3.1.9 describe the replacement fuel. The cost is factored into the annual operating 
cost of the reactor given in Table 3-1. The number of fuel bundles expended per year is also delineated in 
Table 3-1, which also refers to the usage of the new fuel design. 

8 As discussed in Section 3.3.1.9, the ventilation system for the hot cell facility at SNL/NM would contain 
emission controls to remove both particulates and iodine from the airborne effluents and would meet all 
applicable Federal, state, and local standards. The majority of radionuclide emissions from target process
ing consist of noble gases, which are unreactive and are not removed by either the particulate or iodine 
emission control systems. However, the doses to the public from radioactive effluents that are not trapped 
by the emission control system would be well within Federal and state standards. 

9. The interim spent nuclear fuel storage capacity referred to in Section 5.14 is the total unoccupied storage 
space which is currently available at the various sites or which would be available following facility 
modifications proposed in the EIS alternatives. The storage capacity at the Omega West Reactor repre
sents less than 10% of the total available at LANL. Spent fuel could eventually be transferred from the 
reactor storage pool to other onsite storage at TA-54, or it would be shipped offsite after a suitable cooling 
period to permit safe handling and transport. 

According to the 1995 Record of Decision for DOE's spent nuclear fuel programmatic EIS (SNF PEIS), 
spent fuel from the Medical Isotopes Production Project would ultimately be transferred to one of DOE's 
designated regional management facilities for these types of fuel-either at INEL or Savannah River. It 
was DOE's intent that sites other than those designated in the programmatic EIS would not undertake 
storage of spent nuclear fuel for longer than necessary. The timing and logistics of the transportation 
would be subject to arrangements between the shipping and receiving sites. The consequences of transport 
and storage of spent fuel were evaluated in the SNF PEIS. Compared to the total quantities of SNF 
managed at DOE's designated regional management facilities, which amounts to several hundred metric 
tons, the kilogram quantities that would be generated under the proposed action would not substantially 
increase the risks at these sites. 

10 An investigation regarding Omega West's age and useful life has been documented in a LANL report titled 
"Reassessment of the Probable Lifetime of the Omega West Reactor" (LA-UR M0-5031). This report 
concluded that Omega West could easily operate for at least 10 more years. 

A complete 5480.23 safety analysis report (SAR) for the Mo-99 activity has been prepared by LANL. The 
SAR has not been approved by DOE. 
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Suzanne Noga 
PO Box 6183 
Santa Fe, NM 87502-6183 
(505) 9B6-2008ifax 986-0028 

DOE 
Office of Isotope Production and Distribution,N!-70 
19901 Germantown Poad 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

Att: Wade Carroll, HIPP-EIS Document Manager 

Dear Mr. Carroll, February 9, 1996 

The following comments address the information presented by the 
DOE in it's Medical Isotopes Production Project Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement and it's predecessors, the Notice of Intent (NOI), 
dated July 6, 1995 in the Federal Register, as well as the Implement
ation Plan, dated September 1995, which reports the results of the 
Public Scoping Process and provides guidance for tbe preparation of 
the draft EIS. The HIPP-DEIS is dated DeceMber 1995. 

The NOI announced to the Public, the intentions of the DOE to prepare 
an EIS instead of the Environmental Assessment (EA) which was not suf
ficient in addressing the issues brought forth by public co111D1ant. One 
of the issues earmarked by the DOE in this NOi was set forth as such; 

" (B) Potential economic impacts, including those from pro
ducing radioisotopes for commercial sector use. 

The Implementation Plan outlined comments presented by the Public 
for inclusion in the DEIS. Under Cost and Schedule th• following 
ie recorded; 

" 

7. There is no discussion of the overall cost of the technology 
versus the cost of the medical applications and how the U.S. 
Government, the taxpayers, will be fully compensated for 
these costs.(etc.) 

10. Why should the taxpayer foot the bill for items that will 
reap income for the distributors? Why are we unwilling to 
have the public sector support a health care system but 
(are) ready to finance private distributors? {etc.) 

The disposition of the DOE on the above was: Chapter 3 and 5 will discuss 
the estimate cost and schedule for implementation of the various· altern
ativos. 

In the Draft EIS there are 429 pages. 

In the section on costs (5.22) tihere are 4 paragraphs and one chart 
which compares prep and operating costs between the candidates sites 
chosen by the DOE as alternatives but which actually are the sa~e opt
ion exercized at four different locations. The text of this eection 
includes a description of how these costs were achieved and takes up 
4 paragraphs. 
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One other chart, listed on table 5-1 located on 5.4, lists costs for 
facility modifications and operations for FY1996-FY1999. 

After reviewing the Draft EIS, I have located some points of interest 
with regard towards the economic impact potentials but have round them 
here and there as a line or two. For your perusal and convenience I 
have made some notes which I would li~e to share with you which were 
taken from the chapter and pages listed. 

iv Nordion & Cintichem only FDA approved suppliers at present. 
2.2 Nordion supplies 100%US and 85% worldwide Mo-99. 
3.5 NRU reactor operated by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), 

a Crown Corporation. 
iv Rights for Cintichem process are owned exclusively by us DOE. 
2.2 Rights sold to OS DOE for $750,000 plus 4% royalty on first five 

years of production. Title and liability for waste transfered 
to U.S. and DOE accepts spent fuel. November, 1991. 
Digression on Cinti~~: 
1961 Union Carbide opens reactor 
1982 Bought by Hoffmann-LaRoche, parent company of Cintichem. 
1989 Cintichem•s HLW classified as LLW. Demands made by public 

groups that generators keep title and liability for waste. 
(ref. 1) ~IRS presentation 2/25/89 

1990 Cintichem closed 4/5/90. Expect 3 yrs. to deco111111ission. 
(ref.2) The Report, RWC. 

1990 Amersham buys Madi-Physics from Hoffmann-LaRoche but leaves 
out Cintichem which had been operated through Medi-Physics. 
Cintichem was cut out of the deal on 6/13/90 because of its 
regulatory problems. 6/16/90 Cintichem agrees to pay $300,000 
fine and to issue $5 million letter of credit to guarantee 
company lives up to its promises vith regard to the radio
active clean-up necessary to decollllllission reactor & plant. 
(ref. 3} The Time Herald Record, 6/16/90. 

1990 In September, the plant manager, James McGovern, estimated 
the cost to repair the three leaks at $3-$5 million and de
commissioning as much as t20 million.Instead, Hoffmann-LaRoche 
decided to get out of the business entirely.However, Cintiche• 
continued to import isotopes from Nordion and shipped them 
to Amersham who is expected to build its own plant in 3 yrs. 
(ref.4) The Time Herald Record, 9/6/90 

1991 Amersham, with Terry Fox, buys Nordion on June 12, 1991 as 
noted in the Wall Street Journal Index-Corporate News 1991. 

1991 In November, US DOE closes deal with James McGovern for 
amount and conditions listed above in DEIS 2.2. 

1992 Article on $20 million clean up does not mention who pays. 
(ref 5) Sunday Record, February 2, 1992. 

5.2 The pharmaceutical companies that are waiting for their shipments, 
will not be obligated to buy the US DOE produced Mo-99 or any of 
the other isotopes. US DOE vill throw it away in that case as LLW. 

6.2 Pharmaceuticals may need FDA approval to market these products. 
B.3 Dupont-Merck, Mallinckrodt Medical, and Amersham Mediphysics are 

the only pharmaceuticals to be shipped to. 

It is my opinion that there are costs and economic impacts that are 
not being explained or analyzed. 
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I do believe that Teddy Roosevelt said it was best to walk softly but 
to carry a big stick. I also do believe the Public has been walking 
softly. I think the big stick comes about with law suits and such. 

It appears to me that there has been a monopoly in radioisotopes for 
many years due to the sources being connected to nuclear businesses or 
to Governmental Agencies that were producing these by-products. 

It seems foolish ·to me for these same entities to expect to carry on 
into the new century with these old ideas but old habits die hard. 

I also noticed in the DEIS, that the FDA has a restrictive "catch-22''• 
Nordion•s European subsidiary is IRE in Belgium who has never sold 
Mo-99 in the us. To do so they would need FDA approval. The IRE 
submitted a Drug Master File to the· FDA in 1991, but no action has 
been taken by the FDA because IRE has no US customers. (DEIS 3.6) 

Perhaps the FDA might be encouraged to step up interest in medical 
isotope process and distribution licenses so that new companies can 
enjoy the benefits of the huge profits that come with very little 
string attached, 

Having brought up information on Cintichem, Amersham or DOE, for that mat
ter, I do not wish to impose judgement or imply impropriety but there is 
a long term relationship going on here and the Moly-folk seem to inter
marry. 

Although the DOE has declared long-term Mo-99 production a private 
sector issue, I believe it is being demonstrated that the private 
sector is unwilling to proceed with that course and why limit ourselves 
to the short term? If Nordion has 100% of the US market, then the 
us DOE can have that entire market in the not so distant future and 
make a good profit for the Treasury. Ey absorbing the responsibility 
for production and waste disposal, it would seem only fair to be able 
to sell it to any and all appropriate takers, domestic or world-wide 
and the heck· with operating in the red. 

And for the first five years, why not operate at the barest minimum 
so as to reduce our financial burden and to give the private sector 
some time to think about opening their own reactor or participating 
more fully in the democratic process. 

I would assume that that Crown Corporation north of the border knows 
how to turn a profit. And why not us? After a11 ••• good old American 
know-how shouldn't be out shadowed by foreigners when ve•re the ones 
with such enormous purchasing power. 

By keeping the production rate way down for five years, there appears 
to be enough room at the ~ot Cell Facility at Sandia, for example, to 
sufficiently store the waste within the HCF itself.(DESI 3.22) 

It should also be noted that refurbishing existing facilities would 
result in lower environ~ent~l impacts than construction of new facilities 
either by DOE or by a private enterprise.(DEIS 5.80) 
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To reference back to the Imple•ent•tion Plan used to prepare for the 
DEIS, the evaluation of isotope and waste disposal by medical users 
is not considered within the scope of the EIS,(C.16) Nor was tha use 
and administartion of isotopes by the medical community considered a 
candidate for inclusion. (C.28) Nor were any cumulative health impacts 
from the global diapoaal of radioisotopes, so~e of which are disposed 
of· in landfills, found to ba appropriate for consideration in this doc
ument. In which document are they considered? If there is an inter
national agency charged with this monitoring, I would appreciate know
ing about it. If it ~oes not exist then it's time, Who vritea the 
EIS for the whole planet? 

The interest in this project was first introduced through the House 
Government Operations, Environment, Energy and Natural Resources Sub
committee. When Mike Synar charged t.he DOE with developing a US source 
of Mo-99, it was anticipated that the isotope program would pay its own 
way. Since that time, several other realities have sat in and that stip
ulation has been removed from the program but that doesn't mean we need 
to omit prudence and wisdom in handling our nuclear resources. 

Since then, the Committee on Appropriations has stepped in to support 
the domestic production of ~edical isotopes, particularly Mo-99. Pete 
Domenic!, a •ember of that committee, stated on February 14, 1994 at 
a meeting of the Board of Governors of the National Center for Genome 
Resources here in Santa Fe in a consenaus statement refining the mis
sion or the Center, in part: •rn all cases, th• primary goal will be 
the delivery of cost-effective solutions to the pressing resource needs 
of the national research community and the biotechnology industry.• 

Let us not forget the pressing needs of the US taxpayer. 

(It was noted in the New Mexican on B/24/95 and 11/10/95 respectively, 
the National Center for Genome Resources received $10 ' $2 million in 
federal runds. Just by chance, Merck & co is represented on the Board. 
It see•s to me that some of these resources could be sold, particularly 
when there are many large companies that can afford to pay.) 
ref. 6 the Nev Mexicqn 

In addition to the environmental impacts analyzed in this EIS, the 
DOE has announced that it will also base its decision on coat, policy, 
national need and other considerations. Balance is the ~ey word. We 
shouldn't charge too •uch but we shouldn't charge too little either. 
Integrity, balance and coll\lllon sense ••• ! hope I've helped to elicit 
this somewhat and that my comments are helpful and may this b~ a window 
of prosp•rity, not vulnerability. 

Sinc~ly, 

--~·~+-

~1Lt 
Suzanne Noga 
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ref. l 
Nuclear Information & Resource Service 

Presentation, Saturday, February 25, 1989 in Norwich, NY 

In K•~ 1ork, wa have.• s9eciai si~uation, because th.era is a 
raa.ctor tilat ~enerates the short-lived. radiopha~acagtical.s ror 
:ost of Nol;"'"....h .Alllerica. The Cintiche111 reactor~ in Tuxedo Park, NY, 
~aJces st.a,inless steel bottles, lined vith. ~-235, and bgmbards 
them 11ith neutrons in the. raact:::ir cl)re. (in. th• sama manmu: th.at 
oo~er reactors bombard 0-235 in fuel rods wit!%. neutrons). Th* 
bottles are rinsed with chemicals to e.:ic""..ract mclybdenum-9~ which 
decays i~to technatill:l\-99m whic~ is used in me.dieine. Tha 
radiopharacautic:al products are.snort-lived. but 1:ha reactor 
wastes ara si~ilar to the wastes from any reactor. Som• o~ the 
~as~es are really hi;h-level, by federal dat!.ni1:ion ot aiqh
leve.1 ·~as~a. But, becausa of its importance in healt.~ care, all 
c:iC" t!'le Cintichem vaste. is considcrfd "lov-le.vel.'' dasgitia the. 
si~ilarity of the wasta to hiqh-leval waste and i:radiated fuel. 
Citizens in ~av York are beqinninq to dl!!!!.and that th• Cintiche.m 
was~e be considered hiqh-level ~asta, t.!:lus a federal er cor.,orate 
res9ons~~iiity radle~ than a NY State responsibility. This is for 
t.~e technical reason that the waste. fits t~• description cf high
leval ~asta and for t~e loqical. reason that t:he prOducts ~enefit 
t.~e enti=e continent and should not be. the. .motivatinq reason to 
sita ~ c~~p in New York. 

Conclusions: 

cret "the cintichelll (Hot:t'man-LaRoucha) wa:sta ~c:uit 
rad..i.ophar.naceutical. prcduct;ion cn.1t of N•v YoD:'s: '"lov-le.ve.l••· 
waste strllam. It shoUl.~ be an !ndust:y or fede.:i:al. responsil:lili.t:y, 
not NY taxpayars-

Rede:C"i.na 11·!.ow-lavel" waste to exclud& any waste hazardous lonqer 
than the active institutional. care. period fer tha dump_ 

Stora the waste retrievably tor its e.~tire hazardous- li!a. 

~educa t.'17 prcd~ction. of lcnq-llved n.dioac:tive wasta by-
1.111plement1ng al-eJ:"native m•aJ15 a! genaratinq alactricity and as 
~any other pri:1cedures as possible that lead to waste qeneration. 

~ay "no." It 111a.y "have. tc. qo somewhere,.,. but it rs somewnera. tt· 
it shouldn't ba where ~~is, should we k••P makinq it? 

Demand. that qener.1.tors. :rc:aeD title and llal:l!l.it:y tor the va•t•·,. to 
encouraq• Che incorporation or vast• c:osts into. th• real. costs of 
doinq business. 
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Cintichem Closed! 
See Stoly p, 4 

Volume II, MIPP - EIS 

Author: Suzanne Noga 

ref. 2 

THE REPORT 
.A. SPRING 1990 ------------

On ,\prll 5, 1990, Clntlc:h•m 11nnounced ttlat it would 
dismantle its nuc.:lear reac:tar. Clntldlem faced expanslwt 
~ilS after three rad.ioacth'e Caaks w11r11 dlsco-d. 

Plans •re that the 111ant will continue to auemtlle and 
pac:ka(e radloacthe isotopes. But, the raw materla!s.,. 
~ed to be t>rwght In frnm a Canadian company, 
Nordlon lntematlonal Inc. 

Dacommlsalontnc Is 111q1actea to take three Ylll"' to 
complete and Clntlchem must submit 11 plan fDr the di• 
mantllnC oftha reactor to Ula "luclear Re1Ulator)'Cornmis
slon (NRCl rat •111'-I. 
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•m~~ on a monitor-Ing progr-• d•si9n•d to pinpoint an~ lasting or +urth•r 
instances O<f co11tamin•tJOft. The ffl"lll 1111.1st .&!so post a. •S mnlion bond .,ith the 

.stat• to asS\.lre tel"llUJ Q.f th• agre•m•nt aren't Yiolated, 
·In details of an out-o-f-court setthment: released ~·•terda~, tt•e state 

~ep:artment of EnYiro~nental Conseru•tion ~llegesr 
· - CintiChelll didn't noti+~ th• !)EC ill.bout .an Oct. le, l'i'S'i', radio.active hak 
.that registered betwe•n 6,00D ~o 60 ,(100 times the 1nuimYn pu•1DiS11J1b~• !•Y~d 

. for two months. 7t1• comp&nl::I dtini•s this. 
- During heaY~ rains this past r•b. ?, CintlChmn released 30,000 ~allons o~ 

radioac:tiYe water to th• lndian Kill ~eseruoir, w~ich ~upplies drinking .,ater 
to more than 150 people in Sterling ~ore•t. CintiChem has said the water was 
onl~ Yer~ slightl~ r'adioactiv• anc:I was r'illeaseel to· pre..,ent a. dan• washout. 

- 0.-ou.,·dlolater teshd reb. 13 showed higher than al lowed leul!l.r o.; ~lie 
'"'&dio&et1vt1 i:Sotopi .abdlUi .. .., •• ·111 ._bffi~&n!:ll c..•n.i•5t tfi1.s. 

- C1ntJ en .. na:s neu.r u•O I val id a.i,.. •mi !l'ISi on per-mi t Tor- it• isot~p•.a' 
doing ~ack to 1~78, th• compan~ •a~• the OEC n•uer a~\ed ~n tts ap~licatlon 
+or a p•r11it. Th• •missions &re controlled t>~ terms o-T a. 197S gut-o+-covl"t 
settl•~•nt, CJntiChe11 sa~s. 

State o++icial• could not be re&e;hed -for comin•nt ~·•terda~, but a ·~~ke11111an 
fo,. th• .+ed1oral Nucl•ar Re;ulator~ Commission, which ac:t~ll1;1 licences 
A•actors, ••l:IS the fin• is one o~ the la.rgest euer l•vi•d in the state. 

Maruia ~esnikoff, a nuclear ph1;1sici•i who was inuolueJ in th• fight to shut 
:;lawn the plutoniin r'1tc1:1cling plant in West Vall'"~• N.Y., sajd the -Fina •~ainsl 

"\int.iChem .. i• pr'ett1:1 strong." · 
CinUCfte• is •••king the NRC's permission to c:lec:ommisaion lts reactor. "Th• 

ci:onipan~ pulled t~e reactur's lllllitch Feb. 9 to unelel"take •~tensive l1ak 
:S.t•rtinn and .c•peir• 'Ih• NFC nedtrec;t jt to .. em•jt"t :fhut rtcer untii Cintj..cJ.i.tJL...___ 
:oU}°~.Pt,o"'• th.t.t there would be ~o ~or-e leaks. · 
-~h.en."the l"•&ctor- went down, C1nhChem !aid o++ Z7 "mplo1;;1ees. IJ&J>1le.,sl<J 

s -~terc:lal:j. it lo.I&• nar-d to >iill:I "'h•ther there will be ft.1,.ther h:~O'ffs until 
,_ - em_--gets .. .a.' better;· i. dea about when the . NRC .. 111 apprOY• cl•canni••i oni ng.:_ 
tht: .r.•ai:ti:lr. · ··· · ~- · · · ' . . . · · 
1itr~~~c: . .Touri~~~; .. v~-ol~t~ons Qf hd111.ra.1 nuch;or stand•rd• in th11o p41t;t +iu11 
::lt,~S-:~!-:~~i"n!_i,."Ch.•~··-:in~ud1-.ltg •mplo1::1u. conti.llli-n~tion. Di.ring thttt U111e, 
Ci.,.!!.P'~-was"·"~--1'.!~.d -sg_~'504 for an emplo1:1 .. •s mild uternal cont~Jnation and 
..ia'.S'!?.cri:ti~d"':a· n1.111be~~ o-f · times +or l a.pses in da1:rto-d4l:;, op•l'a l.i \lns. 
:!;l'tln~nU.a~'.,~-a,;. £n "11 ·. · U11 an Amershan1, purcr.uwd "'-di-Ph •ic.s, a 
::>~~-1T~!".;r.;;,.. . .. .... Y.' of HOfof111&r111-l.A11oc;he.. ft ... I • eA 

·';)it~Y:=a •. :lflroug'"''MiaI::;:flflijlij·.c:s .. ,_t11.,. eat. out .ot th• dul. · i,.n· a-t. t>ti~ua.-. en i 1..s 
... ~QFlttW'otrl'ti!S;71lu1J'.iiwifrl afd. · · · · · 61Ql9' 
·:t.1A.o.ti~;~2~~T<1!'J!l5:'·z;.,;:;·_..'.. · · . · · · Pg 1 ·o;: 2 
•in'f'i'0-:1--~ .. ~;~ ··,~'¢'C· _.,. •• t:lNTICr!EM WJLL F'AY n;ssrve: f:'J"@ 0¥16~0 

:.'1;):°;!\:,,~~~·':t':~Y;;i/:"·.' ··"'····:·':,·~·- .. : .The Time& Herald Record Saturday, June 16; 1990 
• "!'.'C!-n.t'h.ue•·.·a~e•mtnt ·: · ·. 
· .. ;.c.i::nu·ai- •.tu:· pay a· sa>o,.OO~·.<l'ln• In cor1n1oction.with r•dl.oacth•. 
dischirijes at its Stet'li-n9 Forest pJ•nt, 
· ·., Tlii! ,~91"eement al.so. t'equir••1 

-."A··s!l.m1.llion letter of c:r•dit to ll1• DEC lo ·wuaraant•• the c~an1:1 liu1oa "" 
to l~s p-~cni~s., · . 
- A grounf:lW.a:ter moni tcring prcigra111, i rH,l u-cii n9 an .. :hnaiue '•i;dr~ol c.'git.•.I 
;;:tud~;·and:· un.:ler9raund mon.i tori ng well 15. 
- f"l:liils -r·or cle;i.ning up c:ontan1ine.tior't und•r cir above 91"QUnd. - An e•,.,luation 
:>.f air emissions, inclt1d!P1g t~e e-'-f11ctiv•11e.:1>i c-' ventilation lf1,..nit1111ru;, Th" 
:ompan1::1 must sut>mit en air ~1rmit application. 
- Dail~ sampling o-1' tha r•seruoi!" -~ the inta!o:e point to th.i ~11::,.1o.tio•1 
i'l;l&t1n1, includinfd cnal~su1 o.f "'"''.irr quali~i::I 11nci ill.qua.tic.: i.ii•ni.a a"d soil 
59dlments. 
- Anal ~sis o<f t:tre p I an 1.' s sa•eguard• •'&lt.i !'l:l!1. in +;e.-nal !mei ii< 1• 11rro•I 
=ontaunination fro.n c:ul"ren t ir1anu<fa.::tu .. in9 operatjon:.P. 
CintiCh41111 sa~s it ha• already taken ma.n~ o+ steps as part of the company's 

•++o.-ts to ~tisf~ -fed•ral Nuclear R•Qulator~ Ca11111l~•icn l"eQUireMen~•· 

ref. 3 6/;1p/'io 
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1 of C2, 
mi90 

re.:f. 4 p. 1 

crNTiCcE!'! TE~i R°""' EQUiPMEN! 
Th• Tlm•s Harald-~eccrd 

Cop1::1right (c) l~?O, Th• Time Hera.ld-Racord 
ihur~da.~, September 6, 1?90 

~Os 900906000? 
~1T10th Find 
jSECTIClth News PAOE: 3 
lENoTHt Mediumf ~ lines 
·ILL~TlON1 Record photo bl::I .Jaf.f! Oouldin91 Chri~ N•o,oarra <:11' Quaenif ma.ru;: a. 
device th•t inj•cts ~out into cracks of the ca.na.1 at the Cinticheni plant. 
Record illustration by Sherr1::1 Svec: Shows small map of ~r9a - and area of 
cintichem cQlllPlex. 
HEADLJNE: CJNTICHEl1 TEARS DOWN EGUIFMENT 
BYLlt-E1 Bl::I WI~LIAM SEREZANSKY Staff Writer 
DATELJNE1 STERLING FOREST 
TEXT·1 

Crews ha~• started a1smantlin9 radioactlo,oe production equipment at 
C1nt1chem Inc., and will eventu~lly level the buildings where nuclear 
~•dic1nes were once produced, compan1::1 officials said, 

The 145 emplo1::1ees at the plant, plagued in the past 1::1••r bl::I radioactive 
leaks, face an uncertain future. 

Ph.nt maJ1aS19r James McO<Nern·said this -•IC tllat· Cint'ic:t11110' ... par:ent cornpan1:1 
Hoffmann-La Roche o'f Nutl•l:f• H.J., is get.Ung.out oof th• .. adio~flarmace1,1Uc:al 
bu•ine••· He said h• doesn't Know what will happen to the Sterling Forest 
plant. 

-·we have no plans right now~·· Mc:Goqern said. 
Until this ~ear, Clntieflem•s wooded campus on th• banks o~ the Indian Kill 

Reservoir produ~•d most of the drugs the nation used fc:1r radiological medical 
tests. 

But last October·, a leak was -found at. the firm's aging ~-'!ll•gawatt nuclear 
reactor. Probl•ms, including a leaK into tlle reservoir, par•is~ed until Feb. 
9, when the compan~ shut down the reactor. The federal Nuclear Regulator~ 
C~ission ordered th• compan~ to kaep it sh1,1t d""'n u~t.i! the I•~• were 
filled·. 

Mc!iovarn e!J.t1inat-ed that would h&v• cost between SS noi.lllcn and.•::I miUio ... 
Instead, Hoffmann-La ~och• decided to et out of th• bu~1ness ant>re!g. 
l)ec s on1ng ~ e reac: or and raclioact111• proauc 1.:.n areas c;;ou1 .cos .&.s-; 
ftuch .11.s •20 mi"l 1 i·on, 'Mc:GcVel"n said. 

Cinkichem has hired a consulting firm, and expects to 2ubm!t a p!an fQr 
dismantling the 1"eactor to.:- ~he Nuclear' Reo>l!l•~o•·l:i Comoni .. si•.)l'I 1'1::1 the .,,.,<! .;:,.;. tt're 
nonth, th• pla.nt manag .. r »aid. · 

M-c:Goue:rn .!taid •t•out t1al• 1~.r t.h't cun~·~f'~':ai en1~1 iO~'tlet:· will ;,.,041 W(Jr·:.~ -=-:;r· th~ 
n•~~ two ~~a .. s trelp.ing t:o put tt-.a..t p1"'-P'J in s.i.:i:i . ._1~~. ihe~··ue •.~·-eac.l'J :t.._r,;:w(..~ -
p•inttng e. s•ries·cf 6,000 ~-=!l·:.u.i r1•~r•b•:--•d ·:k.:l:: ::.1·i' ..... 2l11, .:1~or·.s .. r~\! :::~i!iri:c• 
ln the l"~•c~o~ ~uilding. 

~he dot:-s n~ar-t.: wtt-e-ie r-i.dio.ti:.t.it•oi: s.i'n,~;es t,;- .. •e Ue;cr1 !_;..!o-·~u. ~: .• !1i1:•.1 .. :a •tr·e 
log.~eU to id•rrti•~ low lt11.1 1d. 'H...i:.:!a.ttl"" t\11t.;9t•:t McC'r.:.ivJil'"·h ~1.lU. 

In &11, more tt1an 60,000 !li!.mple!!' "'i!l '::ie """•Sllr'ecl in the 
20,000-sq•.iare-foot, three-stor~ bul lo;lin~. 

Iha plant was built in 1S'6J •• a r'ese;,.rch ,.,ac.tor fcir the Unic.n C;,,rbicl• 
Co. 

Bui I dl n9 !Irater i a 1 t·h at do•;i: r>O t shou• Id Qloer u, "'' r1tw'"" ! "~di oac:. l! "! h..i ct•ul d 
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•. . . ·-~·-.rt ... . . .. 
e--disposed . .in..i construction and demolition de.:ir·•:: i~.;';. i·-.,.. ,. - . 
· Cenren~ and equipment conhminattd with low-hvel "a.dial.ion wuuld tie shi:ipecl 
o a ~ederallB·lictnsed i<M level disposal site a! Sa.rriwe!l, S.C., M1.:tftJ1J&M• ' 

~.id. -
~t th! .-uctor, worker• ccintinue to watc.11 •'<1di ~.ti(Jn Ievo:is, 
7he ~righe.st radiation ~~n be ,:,Ji.mil in tho! '~11ot t.:i:!ls;'' .... ~e"': "''..l"~:e".i '·''":-:: 

:sed 
11

1ove t.ic~es or 111ectiani~a.l ilM!i t.o IJ~.c.:Kage i:<Au;:O::i· -r::e row•'·:: ~o:~e,..~.l::: 
:i o~ed to .,o,.Keri'; spechl suits 111i l l bi! 1.11orr• ':eo 1.:i H.ti tJp the r-r.:0tos. 

A cool of water covers the last of Hie µ!ant's ra.·~i(i~.·:'.ive ·hii!:l vri ;_:.-: 
:1

00
,.· of the reactor pool. On•.:e used fo1· cool irrg tr!e ,-.e~d._.,... proi:2t:=! ~:!e 

Jater now acts as a shield to c.ontain l:li'! waste. 
Eventual i Bi the water wi 11 be pumped 01..:t «n•J cl ear1&d .fvdi1~1· be-l!tit·~ it is 

·e 1-=aie o•.1tsi 'El McGovern said. ':11 ".la~ le .&ue l wi l bE!- talWt t.iu Hr~ .;~r'er<:d 
13 or 62

1 
10 Tmns ::i\l I •.;~ 2 

·mi 90 Il>i'TI rHEM T RS OOliN i="QL!I ?MENT ·'.l?/06/
0
0 

epartment of Energ~, he said. 
' Because Cintichem is voluntaril~ decommissioning, the NRC is not requiring 
~he companlJ keep to a deadline, 
r He»iever, McGovern said the compan~'s low-level nut.Iur waste site in. 
Sarnwel1

1 
S.C. will not ac:c:ept out-of-state waste after 1993. ihi> wouid 

include anlJ· construction debris or equipment c.onla.minahci b~ radiatittn, lr11 
~aid. · 
[ ~nder federal law, c:ompanies that generate low-level w'ste w~uld b~ 
~equired to store or dunp their waste in New YtJrk state. The state d<Jes not 

r
ave an~ sites to store or dispose of nuc.1 ur waste. 

An NRC spol<esw~1n said a· public: ce1M11nt period wtJuld be sc:hatluled wi tiliti 
several months, aHer the agenc.~ reviews the dect11tnis~ioni1'19 plan. 

Since the reac:tor do ~ · idlem has been imoortin isotopes to continue 
ac aging p armaceutic:als, in a section of the administration bui-ldin9. A ouf. 

:,a t i: s emp 01:1ees are working iJn· th•t project. Tht·mttlic:lnu art' 
sold uftqer a contract with ~err.ham, an rllinois firm. ' 
I Sut Cintich~: expects to run ouE ot. wCSrR iititnin t!'lru !:Jtarr, wirtn Amershilft 
builds its Ollln p-la • 

. ocne stra teg.ically dicin • t llllft t ta be in this bl.la:i nus an11 l C1ng1r, " 
r~or~ .. ~~··~,['.ItJ,~t didll't fit into tht .. instre., of tnei• Mine"5." 

' . ·.· .. -·:: . ......... 
re!. 4 p. 2 

.i. ' ~·· : . 
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re~. 6 

In brief 
Genome center to receive funds 

The National Center for Ge
nome Resources in Santa Fe 
will receive $2 million in fed
eral funds in 1996. 

work to unlock the secrets of 
the human genetic code. 

The center's work "to deci
pher the genetic code will help 
scientista find treatments for 
genetic diseases," Domenici 
said. 

A statement from Sen. Pete 
Domenici, R-N.M., said the 
grant will help the center in its 

Comments and Responses 

uenome center 
to get $10 million 

The National Center for Ge
nome Resources in Santa Fe 
will receive $10 million over a 
five-year period from the De
partment of Energy to share 
information about the se
quence of human genes, ac
cording to an announcement 
l:ly Sen. Pete Domeni.ci's of
fice. 

The money will go toward 
developing at the genome cen
ter the genome sequence data
base program, which will fa
cilitate access to information 
regarding the known se
quences of human genes. 

~),.l.\t '{( Th• New Mexican 
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Responses to Comment Letter C076 

A major purpose of the EIS is to ensure that environmental information is available for consideration in 
the decision-making process. While the EIS does not provide an evaluation of the dollar costs associated 
with the proposed action, it does provide the best comparable information regarding the cost of start-up 
and operations available at this point in the process. The Department has attempted to explain the basis 
and source for the analysis contained in the EIS. Economic impacts that might arise at the alternative sites 
as a result of potential cost-sharing uses of the production facilities are outside the scope of this EIS. 

2 The FDA's actions with respect to foreign Mo-99 producers are outside of the scope of the EIS. 

3 The Department is not proposing to replace the Canadian reactor or to compete with Nordion. Instead, the 
Department is proposing to establish a backup to the Canadian reactor, to act as an "insurance policy" in 
case that reactor unexpectedly shuts down. If the DOE decides to proceed with this proposed project, it 
will operate its Mo-99 facilities at full production capability only in the event of a Mo-99 supply shortage. 

If it became apparent that the Canadians were going to be unable to build even one new production 
reactor, DOE would assess the world supply situation at that point and might investigate the possibility of 
increasing its role in the Mo-99 supply market or establishing further production capability. 

4 Unless a supply shortage arises, the Department would produce only as much Mo-99 as is necessary to 
maintain the capabilities of the facilities and staff to be able to produce 100% of the U.S. demand. 

5 The reason that DOE has commenced the Mo-99 initiative is the concern that the National Research 
Universal reactor may be unavailable. For example it is possible that this reactor may be forced to shut 
down before Maple I (Canada's proposed reactor) is built and running. In this instance, should DOE 
decide to proceed with the proposed project, full production would be required from the selected site. For 
this reason, waste generation was calculated and planned from a full-production level. However, produc
tion at levels lower than 100% would allow greater use of the Hot Cell Facility for interim storage if 
needed. 

6 Comment noted. 

7 The small quantities of radioactive waste generated by the end users (hospitals and medical clinics) would 
be disposed of according to the arrangements currently in place by those users. It should be emphasized 
that these users are currently receiving, using, and disposing of Tc-99m generators in their operations and 
that under the actions proposed in the EIS, only the source of the isotope might change. The types and 
quantities of isotopes used in medical procedures by these institutions would remain substantially the same 
as their current practices under any alternative, unless the current Canadian supplier ceased production and 
no backup supply were available. 

Management of radioactive material by commercial institutions, including the pharmaceutical manufactur
ers, medical isotope end users, and commercial radioactive waste disposal facilities is regulated by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The end users typically return spent Tc-99m generators to the 
pharmaceutical manufacturers, where the nonradioactive components are recycled. The quantity of 
residual radioactive material remaining in the generators would be small because of the short radioactive 
half-life of the isotopes. This waste would be disposed of, along with other radioactive wastes generated 
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by the pharmaceutical companies, in an NRC-licensed, low-level radioactive waste facility. Any NRC
licensed commercial radioactive waste disposal facility must undergo a NEPA review similar to this EIS 
before construction, and it must meet all NRC standards for licensing, operation, and decommissioning 
of the facility during its life cycle. 

Any radioactive wastes generated at DOE-controlled facilities by the production of medical isotopes 
would either be disposed of at a DOE-approved facility within the generation site (in the LANL or INEL 
alternatives) or shipped to an offsite DOE-approved facility (in the SNL/NM and ORNL alternatives). 
The impacts of medical isotope waste disposal would be evaluated, in conjunction with other wastes to 
be managed at the location, by a risk analysis for the ultimate disposal facility (such as a waste manage
ment EIS for the receiving site, or other appropriate NEPA review). Because the medical isotope waste 
would be a relatively small fraction of the waste disposed of at any site, the consequences of such 
disposal would likely be small by comparison to the total, or to any regulatory standard. 

Disposal of low-level radioactive waste at DOE and commercial facilities is regulated by the DOE and 
the NRC, respectively. In addition, the disposal of waste is subject to any applicable regulations adopted 
by the receiving state or local governments. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has also 
considered issuing standards for disposal oflow-level radioactive waste, but has not finalized such 
regulations at this time. 

8 The Department intends to charge the prevailing world market rate for the Mo-99 it produces. 
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1990 Camino Mora 
Los Alamos, NM 87544 
February 1, 1996 
l5b5) (..& \ -·4'5DS-

Mr. Wade CazToll 
EIS Project Manager 
Office of Nuclear Energy, Science 

and Technology (NE-70) 
U.S. Department of Energy 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown, Maryland 20874-5434 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

Author: Eric McNamara 

I am taking this opportunity to comment on the ''Medical !sot.opes Production 
Project: Molybdenum-99 and Related Isotopes" draft environmental impact 
statement (EIS) dated December 1995. I am making these comments as a 
public citizen, not in my professional capacity. However, so you may judge 
the value of my comments, I provide the following background. 

I am a form.er nuclear submarine officer with almost seven years of active 
duty. I was a fully qualified nuclear engineering officer. Following 
separation from the Navy, I have worked in facilities management in the 
private sector for two and one-half years. For the last three and one-half 
years, I have been the leading radiological air quality engineer at Los Alamos 
National Laboratory (LANL). In this role, I have developed compliance 
strategies for LANL, reviewed all new LANL projects for regulatory 
compliance, assisted in the development of Environmental Assessments and 
EISs, and measured, analyzed, modeled and assessed all radiological air 
emissions from LANL. I was actively involved in the review and oversight of 
the Mo-99 program development at LANL prior to the Omega West Reactor 
(OWR) shutdown. Therefore, I am fairly familiar with most technical aspects 
of the project. 
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The attached list details all my questions, comments, and concerns in this 
draft EIS. Please contact me if you have any questions. Your attention is 
appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

4 -·v ·1 .- <----r7 't. '--~~-- .... . /,' 7 cv...,,., R--·--12.:. 

Eric McNamara 
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1 

2 

COMMENTS ON 
MEDICAL ISOTOPES PRODUCTION PROJECT: 

M0·99 AND RELATED ISOTOPES 
DRAFT EIS 

1) It is not at all clear why Sandia National Laboratory, New Mexico 
(SNL) was chosen as the preferred alternative. ,Almost nothing in the EIS, in 
terms of environmental impact, cost schedule, or organizational capabilities, 
supports SNL as the preferred alternative. The following items specifically 
listed in the EIS specifically indicate SNL as a non-preferable alternative: 

• The collocated worker dose from normal operations is second 
highest of all alternatives (Table 3-1). 

• The MEI dose from normal operations is second highest of all 
alternatives (Table 3-1). 

• The population dose from normal operations is second highest of all 
alternatives (Table 3-1). In addition, as discussed later, the true 
population dose will be much higher than shown. 

• The population dose to project workers is the highest of those 
calculated (Table 3-1). 

• The annual incidence of illnesses and injuries to workers is the 
highest of the alternatives (Table 3-1). 

• The dose to the public and the transportation crew from incident 
free transportation is the highest of all altemati ves (Table 3-1). 

• The population dose from the analyzed accidents for target 
irradiation from the inhalation/external pathway (the pathways of 
greatest concern because they cannot be controlled) is the highest of 
all alternatives (Table 3-1). In addition, as discussed later, the true 
population dose will be much higher than shown. 

• The population dose from the analyzed accidents for target 
processing are the highest of all alternatives (Table 3-1). In 
addition, as discussed later, the true population dose will be much 
higher than shown. 

• The resource usage for construction is the highest of all alternatives 
(Table 3-1). 

• The usage of highly enriched uranium {HEU), stainless steel, and 
chemicals for operations is the highest of all alternatives (Table 3-
1). 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

• The quantities of liquid waste is the highest of all alternatives 
(Table 3-1). 

• The t.otal cost for construction and operations is the highest of all 
alternatives after just two years of operation(Table 3-1). 

• The most extensive facility modifications of all alternatives would 
be required, especially in the hot cells (Table 3-2 and §3.3.1.2). 

• The least spent nuclear :fuel (SNF) storage. In fact, the long-term 
requirements for SNF storage at SNL have specifically not been 
included in costs, schedule, etc. Only limited production 
requirements were included (Table 3-2 and §3.3.2.4). 

• The current ventilation for the SNL hot cells is described as 
inadequate, and even the planned upgraded ventilation system is 
only a single stage HEPA and charcoal system as opposed to two 
stage systems at LANL (Table 3-2). 

• The total schedule from record of decision (ROD) to full production 
capability is the longest of all alternatives (Table 3-2). Although it 
is true that SNL shows the shortest time to initial production, the 
stated intent of the project is to be able to produce 100% ofth.e Mo-
99 demand in the event Nordion shuts down. I do not believe that 
a quick turn-aroWld to initial production, but a long tum-around to 
100% production capability meets this intent. 

• Low-level wastes must be shipped off-site (Table 3-2). 
• SNL has no isotope production history or experience (Table 3-2, 

§3.3.1, and §13.3.2). 
• SNL is in the highest (most restrictive) seismic zone of all the 

alternatives (§3.1.6, §3.2.6, §3.3.6, and §3.4.6). 
• SNL does not and will not have a spare hot cell capability 

(§3.3.2.6). 
• SNL does not have an existing capability to recycle fuel (§5.14.1.1). 
• No other alternative would require transportation of targets before 

irradiation. 
• SNL has less developed separations capabilities and knowledge 

(§3.1.2). 
• SNL does not have target production capabilities that already exist 

elsewhere(§3.3.1.1). 
• The planned configuration for the annular core research reactor 

(ACRR) is an Wlproved configuration. All other alternatives would 
operate in a configuration that has many years of proven service 
(§3.3.1.4). 

• The potential exists to lose this facility to national defense needs. 
This alone seems to defeat the entire purpose of the program 
(§3.3.1.9). 
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Author: Eric McNamara 

• Other sitee have waste compacting capabilities that SNL does not 
(§3.8.2.2). 

• It has been stated in the afternoon public meeting in Albuquerque 
that SNL, as an operating reactor, would not have to .. staff up" for 
this project, as would the other sites. Since SNL would have to 
transition from operating at something less than ei.rht hours per 
day, five days per week to an operating schedule of twenty-four 
hours per day, seven days per week, it seems they also would 
require significant additional staffing. 

This extensive list seems to raise significant questions regarding the 
pref81'l'ed alternative. I grant that each alternative has advantages and 
disadvantages, but I don't believe the plethora ofissues exists at any of the 
other sites as exists at SNL. 

2) Page 3.4, §3.1.2 indicates a potential need to dispose ofMo-99 that 
couldn't be sold? With such a short half-life, why wouldn't it be stored until 
decayed and then disposed of as non-radiological trash? 

3) Page 3.41, §3.8.3.4, states both "the reactor would be solely 
dedicated to the production of Mo-99" and '"costs could be offset by .sharing 
expenses with other users of its e"Xperimental facilities". These two 
stateznents seem to contradict each other. 

4) Page 4.3, §4.1.1 says current SNL operations releases 218 Ci/yr of 
Ar-41. Page 4.11, §4.1.7.2 says 1993 releases were 3.2 Ci. These two 
statements do not coincide. In addition, neither ofthexn particularly 
1mpports the contention that increased operations of ACRR (even with the 
removal of the air core) will result in 2.2 Ci/yr of Ar-41 release (Table 5-2). 

5) Page 5.33, §5.14.1.1 refers to '1ligh-activity, low-level liquid waste». 
Is it really high-activity or low-level? 

6) Page 5.43, §5.15 states that "population» doses were only cafoulated 
for the most impacted sector. This in no way provides a true pict."Ure of total 
"population" dose. Neither is it an equitable eomparison. Although I have no 
personal knowledge of Oak Ridge's environment, both LANL and Idaho Falls 
(INEL) have populations predominately in one eector and the given figures 
are reasonable. SNL however has large populations close to the facility in 
several secton and the true total population dose is probably (almost 
certainly) much higher th.an what is shown. There is no 'Valid technical 
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reason to calculate a "population" dose in only one sector. A true population 
dose should be calculat.ed, analyzed, and reported for all sixteen sectors. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C077 

1 The Department has not made a decision regarding if and where to conduct the proposed project. A 
preferred alternative is identified in an EIS, in essence, to tell the public which way the Department is 
leaning on a decision, but it does not mean that the decision has been made. Further, Council on Environ
mental Quality regulations require Federal agencies to identify the preferred alternative in a Draft EIS if the 
agency has one and to identify a preferred alternative in a Final EIS. 

The Annular Core Research Reactor/Hot Cell Facility (ACRR/HCF) combination at SNL/NM is the 
preferred alternative for target irradiation and processing for the reasons stated in Section 3.3.1.1. 

2 The comment restates results presented in the EIS summary table (Table 3-1 ), with reference to impacts of 
implementing medical isotope production at SNL/NM. The EIS presents information on the relative health 
consequences, risks, resource use, costs, and waste generation associated with each alternative, along with 
other pertinent factors, to assist the decision maker in making its decision on whether to undertake the 
proposed production of medical isotopes and at which site (if any) such a project should be located. 

3 The Department recognizes that the estimated preparations costs for SNL/NM are the second lowest and 
that the estimated operating costs are the highest. The uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the 
SNL/NM and LANL alternatives are lower than for the other alternatives. If the Department decides to 
proceed with the proposed action, the information presented in the EIS (including cost data), the operational 
readiness of facilities, and other programmatic factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities 
for Mo-99 production. 

Regarding the necessary modifications for each alternative, the modifications to the SNL/NM Hot Cell 
Facility are recognized to be more extensive than the modifications required for the hot cells at the other 
alternatives. 

4 All of the reactors currently have sufficient fuel to support initial operations at the low production levels 
proposed in this EIS. The schedule for replacement and storage of existing fuel would depend on the 
production requirements for Mo-99, which would be low unless DOE were called upon to replace the 
existing supply for an extended period. Even at full production levels, SNL/NM has enough existing spent 
fuel storage space for 6 years of operation, and this could be expanded. The costs associated with spent fuel 
storage were included in the cost of reactor operations to the extent possible and would not be expected to 
differ substantially between alternatives. 

5 The ventilation system proposed for the hot cell facility at SNL/NM, or the ventilation systems for any of 
the alternative hot cells, would contain emission controls to remove both particulates and iodine from the 
airborne effluents and would meet all applicable Federal, state and local standards. 

6 As shown in Table 3-2, the estimated time required to full production for the preferred alternative is second 
shortest, tied with the LANL alternative. 

The ability to produce even a small amount of Mo-99 in a short period of time is important in that, if a Mo-
99 shortage were to occur in the near future, the Department would be able to supply at least a fraction of 
the U.S. demand. The Department has proposed the Medical Isotopes Production Project to respond to a 
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near term "window of vulnerability" in the Mo-99 supply situation; therefore, the ability to produce 
even a small amount of Mo-99 in a short period of time is an important factor and will be considered in 
the Department's decision on the proposed project. 

7 The Department recognizes that "cradle-to-grave" waste management is a benefit of the INEL and 
LANL alternatives and will consider this factor in making its decision on the proposed project. 

8 As shown in Table 3-2, the Department recognizes that all sites under consideration except SNL/NM 
have significant isotope production experience. 

9 Although significant seismic activity at any alternative site is a relatively rare occurrence, differences in 
potential for facility damage are reflected in the seismic safety requirements for facility construction at 
each location. Bec~use all facilities or modifications would meet the seismic safety requirements 
appropriate to their locations, the level of risk associated with potential seismic damage to medical 
isotope production facilities is expected to be similar for all EIS alternatives. 

10 At full production, SNL/NM would have excess hot cell capability for certain Mo-99 production steps, 
but would not have as much spare hot cell capability as other alternatives. Currently, DOE does not 
plan to recycle any spent nuclear fuel that would be generated as a result of the proposed project. The 
capability to recycle uranium extracted from targets is currently available at LANL, but the technology 
could be implemented at any of the alternative hot cell facilities. 

11 The commentor is correct, three of the four alternatives will fabricate targets onsite. The preferred 
alternative will utilize the target fabrication experience and expertise at LANL, although the option 
exists to fabricate targets at SNL/NM (see Section 3.3.1.3). 

12 The Department recognizes that the isotope separation chemistry experience at SNL/NM is not as 
extensive as any of the other three alternatives. However, SNL/NM personnel are developing separation 
chemistry expertise by working with LANL in the verification of the Cintichem separation process and 
would continue to develop this expertise if SNL/NM were selected for the proposed project. 

13 As discussed in Section 3.1, the preferred alternative would have targets fabricated at LANL. Also, as 
discussed in Section 3.1, the target fabrication process that is being validated by LANL would be 
transferrable to any of the alternative sites. 

14 The ACRR proposed configuration is predicated on calculations. Significant testing activities will be 
conducted during the reactor startup and power escalation periods. Neutron flux levels, target irradia
tion zone power distributions, natural circulation cooling of the targets, and the dynamic effects between 
effectively two separate, neutronically coupled concentric cores must be verified through the planned 
testing activities. 

15 It is possible that the ACRR, the preferred reactor for the proposed project, could be diverted to support 
defense-related missions in case of a national emergency. However, the Department has determined that 
the probability of needing the ACRR for defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude disqualifying 
the reactor from consideration. 

16 Comment noted. 
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17 The statement was that "Because it is a currently operating reactor, and it has the trained operators on board 
right now ... " The commentor is correct that additional staffing would be required to reach a 24-hour, 7-day/ 
week capability. The objective of the statement was that SNL/NM could begin initial reactor operations for the 
proposed project quickly, to act as a backup to the existing supplier. 

18 As with any project, there are uncertainties and issues associated with each of the alternatives considered in the 
EIS, including the preferred alternative. These issues are identified throughout the EIS. 

19 Mo-99 and Tc-99m eventually decay to form Tc-99, which has a long half-life (about 216,000 years) but is still 
radioactive. The unsold Mo-99 would be allowed to decay before disposal to reduce the activity level, but the 
remaining Tc-99 would still be mildly radioactive and would be disposed of as low-level waste. 

20 The term "solely dedicated" should not have been used. The commentor is correct. If ancillary programs are 
undertaken to offset the operating cost, then the facility is not solely dedicated to the production of Mo-99 and 
related isotopes. Some of the costs could be offset by sharing expenses with other users of its experimental 
facilities on a non-interference basis. Section 3.3.3.4 of the EIS has been revised to reflect this comment. 

21 The estimated emissions for ACRR in Section 4.1.1 refer to hypothetical continuous operations with the current 
core configuration. Because the reactor did not operate continuously during 1993, the releases reported for that 
year (see Section 4.1.7.2) were lower. The estimated ACRR emissions for the EIS proposed action (Table 5-2) 
were based on historical operations, with adjustments for changes to the core configuration that would remove 
the major source of argon-41. This estimate is consistent with an SNL/NM analysis of projected emissions 
from the reconfigured reactor (Section 5.7.1). 

22 The terminology used is correct. 

23 Population dose estimates for routine (i.e., relatively continuous) emissions from facilities consider the total 
population within 80 km of the facility, accounting for the fraction of time the wind blows toward each sector. 

Because accidents are short-term scenarios relative to normal operations and because the wind cannot blow in 
all directions simultaneously, the population impacts are typically evaluated for a bounding condition. For the 
purposes of this analysis, the wind was assumed to blow in one direction under minimum dispersion atmos
pheric conditions during the entire release, and the direction was chosen to maximize the population dose. If 
the wind direction were assumed to change during the course of the accident, a larger population might be 
affected, but the quantities of radioactive materials to which those populations are exposed would be lower, 
resulting in a smaller total collective dose and a lower average dose to the downwind individuals. The analysis 
in the EIS was designed to maximize the potential population dose for each accident by choosing a single wind 
direction, which is noted in the text and tables of Section 5.15. 
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February 1, 1996 

I brought a special guest here to the mseting, this is my so11 len Todd Dempsey. 
took Ian on s tour around the CMR building. e11d past the Omega West Reactor 
before we came here. Ian was too young to remember when he had To-99, but I 
explained to him that he was very sick and that it helped to save his life. Ian has a 
scar on his stomach tram the two surgeries he had performed on him when he was 
six to eight weeks old. The first surgery was unsuccessful because the problem 
could not be identified with the barium x-ray diagnosis that was used. The second 
surgery relied on a Tc-99 diagnostic technique, and the Tc-88 was able to pinpoint 
the problem. Ian has affirmed his support for this project to me. 

I have came here tonight to tell you that I read all the portions of the draft EIS far 
MIPP related to Los Alamos and Sandia and that! want the Medical Isotope 
Production Project t.c proceed. I find that the draft EIS is a thoughtful. well written. 
comprehensive, and informative document. I do have one dissention, l find that the 
NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE is OJMPL.ETELY UNACCEPTABLEllf I want the project to 
proceed here in Los Alamos. I can see the Low Level Waste dump from the reef of 
my house in White Rock, and I want the project here. I drive past the spent fuel 
storage area everyday an rny way to work. and I went the project here. The Omega 
West Reactor ts behind McDonald's, where my children like to get Happy Meals, and 
I want the project here. But if some other site in the United States is deemed to be 
a better location. well so be it. Just as long as we again manufacture this medicine 
here in the USA. 

My job as a contractor for LANL is in Radiation Prat.action, end I am completely 
confident that we can produce this medicine without incident. l would not have my 
family living here, working here, and going tc school here if I thought it was u11safe. 
This is a special ccmmunity and the people I work with are some cf the smartest in 
the world. We can do this, we can do it safely. we can do it smart, and we can be 
proud cf it, damn proud to be making medicine fer our nation. 

I heard some crap from protesters on the news from Albuquerque on Monday 
night [1/28/96], about how this was a porlc barrel project., a secret plan to keep 
the nuclear weapons program alive at Sandia, and that how we should continue to 
buy our medical isotopes from Canada. I am sorry that some people are so 
misguided. so unhappy. sa uninformed that they will tell and believe lies to support 
their positions, I don't want to rely on other countries for this vital medicine, and I 
want us to make the hard choices that keep us strong as a nation. This is a 
tremendously important project. and it must go fo~rd in some fashion. tf the 
controversy in Albuquerque wm pre11ent or slow this project. then I must insist that 
the controversy be considered when selscting the site for the MIPP. The people 
against the project operating at Sandia or the against the project in any farm, would 
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sing a different tune if the medicine was needed to help save the life of one of their 
children. In 1989, when Taos county voted it.self a nuclear free zone, they 
specifically exempted medical isotopes. Even these rabid anti-nukes saw the need 
for this medicine. If these people who are against the MIPP were faced with a real 
life need for this medicine, they would not give a damn where it was made, just so 
long es they had it. 

We in Los Alamos are in a unique position, and can do so much for this project. We 
have all the required facilities, hot cells, reactor, fuel rods, spent fuel storage, 
process facilities, and high and low level waste facilities. We can have a cradle to 
grave operation with littJe or no dissent.ion FRCM THE RESIDENTS CF THE aJUNTY. 
What some of less than objective neighbors think is not important because they 
have already affimied their opinion on the necessity of medical isotopes. 

At the last meeting related to this project I heard some comments about expense, 
about pursuing a liner accelerator or liquid react.or technology, and related issues. 
am not against these ideas, but I know that they are unproven and may require 
more time than remains before the C.anadian reactor shuts down. We must go 
forward with this proven technology. In the future, if some other method proves 
more reliable, more cost effective, more efficient. then we will do es Americans have 
always done end embrace the new W9>f. For the time being however, we must move 
forward, begin this project and produce this medicine for Cl.JR country. Let us 
begin, now, here, in this county, doing more work to keep our nation strong, self 
sufficient, and proud. 

Thank You, 

Michael and Ian Dempsey 
300 Connie Ave. 
White Rocle, NM 87544 

[505) 672-3726 
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Responses to Comment Letter C078 

Comment noted. 

2 Comment noted. 
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Februal')' g, 1996 

Mr. Vada Carroll, MIPP-EIS Doc1111tnt Manager 
U. S. Departllent of Energy 
Office of Isotope Production and Distribution, NE-70 
19901 Germntown Road 
6el"llllltown, Mar7land 20874 

Author: Con Mahoney 

SUB.JECT1 CONllEllTS ON THE DWT ENVIROJOIEKTAL JllPACT STATEllENT FOi THE 
11m1CAL ISIJTOPES PRODUCTION PIUl.JECT; KOLYBDBUl-99 AID R£LATm 
JSOTGPES 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

I
' 

1

: Onl) behalf of the Idaho Falls Chuber of eo.nerce INEL COlllltttee, we 
would like to make the following COllDents on the subject EIS: 

INEL's •ission includes medical uses of nuclear technology. The 
two New llexico labs are Defense •hsion labs. DOE should be I supporting the labs' assigned missions. INEL has the isotope 

I experience and existing support funct1ons that is not present at 
the New llexico labs. 

I 
! 
I 
i 
i 
I: 

ii 

i ~ 
i 

2) Earliest production of small 1111111unts of No-99 should not be a 
require11ent or the basis for DOE's selection decision. As stated 
1n·the EIS (pp tv), the Canadian source Is not in question for at 
least 3-4 years. The need for a backup has existed for seven 
yearsl Now ts not the time to make a time related decision when 
only an 1ddlttonal 12 months would be required to do tt rtght. 
There ts no race with tl11e to .. ke tha lfT'Ong dactston to get an 
Inadequate backup. If the Canadian source were to fall It would 
most likely be a complete failure as stated In the EIS (pp v) and 
Sandia's backup capacity would not begin to 11111et the u. s . ..ctlcal 
needs. Early capability to meet the full deaand therefore appears 
to be 1111r1 Important than partial supply at an earlier date. lHIS 
JS OUR llOST IMPORTANT POJll1' NII IMS NOT AMSllERED AT THE MLIC 
IEARING. 

3) Given that 101!1 or 11111re production requirement Is necessary, it is 
clear that the INEL alternative Is the best opt\on. It ts the best 
fro11 a technical sense for medical Isotope production, best froa an 
1nvtro1111111nt1l sense and least overall cost (even reduced fro11 the 
EIS estimates with use of the Chem Plant hot cells, raising the PBF 
power fro11 that used in the EIS llhich substantially reduces reactor 
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Mr. Wade Carroll, MIPP-£IS Document Manager 
Page Two 

Author: Con Mahoney 

modification costs, the more detailed existing PBF estimates as 
well as the reduction in cost by cost sharing the operational cost 
with the concurrent BNCT treatment option). 

4) The ability of the INEL to do the entire medical mission within 
site boundaries (no public highways) is also deemed to be a major 
advantage and reduces public and environmental risks. 

5) The ACRR at Sandia is a reactor facility with a defense mission 
which would make conunercialization very difficult and severely 
limits the reliability of it as a M0-99 backup even though there 
may not be any present DOD use (defense priority in time of need}. 

6) There is strong public support in Idaho for the medical mission. 
There was not a single statement in opposition of either of the two 
very well attended public hearings. 

cc: Secretary O'Leary 
Idaho Congressional Delegation 
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Responses to Comment Letter C079 

As stated in Table 3-2, the INEL, LANL, and ORNL sites all have significant isotope production 
experience. 

2 To replace their single existing reactor, the Canadians plan to build two new reactors, each with the 
capability to produce 100% of the worldwide demand for Mo-99. They plan to have these two new 
reactors operating by the year 2000, so even if one of those reactors were to shut down, there would be 
adequate backup production capability at that time. 

In the near term, with a single reactor producing 100% of the U.S. demand, a shutdown of that reactor for 
any reason would result in a Mo-99 supply shortage. The potential for such a shortage is why the ability 
to produce even a fraction of the U.S. demand in the near term is considered important. This would 
provide DOE with a Mo-99 extraction process which has met FDA approval requirements in the very near 
term and would be capable of providing up to 30% of the U.S. demand on an emergency basis. This early 
experience would also be an asset in the expansion to full-scale production capability. 

3 All of the reactors evaluated as reasonable alternatives for the proposed project would (after necessary 
modifications) have the ability to produce at least 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99. Power Burst 
Facility (PBF) operation above the power level assessed in the EIS would incur additional costs and 
schedule to meet operational requirements for a higher power reactor. The existing PBF cost estimates 
were a source for some of the information required for this EIS, but were not all-inclusive. Additional 
cost information specific to the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project was developed. 

The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with 
those of DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, 
nor has it made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investi
gating the possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other 
reactors under consideration for this project may be usable for BNCT. If the Department decides to 
proceed with a production alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC 
for dual use of the reactor facility selected. 

As discussed in Section 5, the environmental impacts of the proposed Medical Isotopes Production 
Project were found to be low and essentially the same for each of the reasonable alternatives. 

4 The comment correctly notes that the operation at INEL would occur substantially within the site bound
aries. Although the risks of some aspects of the project are lower at INEL than at other sites because of 
this, transportation of separated isotopes would require shipments to the Idaho Falls airport over public 
roads, and the risks associated with these shipments are comparable for all alternatives. 

5 If the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) is selected for the proposed project, its mission would be 
changed from a defense mission to an isotope production mission. The reason that the possible diversion 
of the ACRR for defense use is highlighted in the EIS is that, in an emergency, the ACRR is more likely 
than the other reactors considered in the EIS to be used for defense purposes. However, the Department 
has determined that the probability of needing the ACRR for defense purposes is sufficiently low to 
preclude disqualifying the reactor from consideration. 

6 Comment noted. 
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Mr. Wade Carroll, MlPP-EIS Document Manager 
U. S. Department ofEnergy 
Office oflsotope Production and Djstrjbution, NE-70 
19901 Germantown, MD 20874 

Februftl)' 7, 1996 

Subject: Comments on the DETS for Medical Isotope ProdLtction Project 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

l appreciate the opport~ity to comment on the Oran Environmental Impact Slatement for the 
Medical Is,otopes Production Prllject: Molybdenum-99 and Related Isotopes. After reviewing die 
document I would like to submit the following comments for consideration.: 

T am concerned that choosing the ACRR as the preferred alternative does not take into 
consideration several items: 

I. The ACRR is currently located at a. facility controlled by the military. If this facility 
were to be utilized, the military cuuld reassume the facility at any time. This would seem a 
poor option if you were seek.ing to attract investonJventure capital. 

2. The possibility of utilizing the PBF facility in conjunction with BNCT was not 
addressed. It would seem that dual usage would save considerable money. 

3. If die ACRR is ulilized, has the new core option been environmentally approved (EIS 
submitted and approved)? 

Considering the above, I feel the decision to designate the ACRR as the preferred option has 
flaws. 

Sincerely, 

;(iif-d.dl:___ 
Robert L. Skinner 
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Responses to Comment Letter COSO 

The Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) is a DOE-owned facility. It is possible that the ACRR, the 
preferred reactor for the proposed project, could be diverted to support defense missions in case of a 
national emergency. However, the Department has determined that the probability of needing the ACRR 
for defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude disqualifying the reactor from consideration and to 
significantly diminish its potential for privatization. It is expected that the Department will be able to 
maintain access to the site under all circumstances. 

2 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with 
those of DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, 
nor has it made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is 
investigating the possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that 
other reactors under consideration for this project may be usable for BNCT. If the Department decides to 
proceed with a production alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC 
for dual use of the reactor facility selected. 

3 Modification of the ACRR for the Medical Isotopes Production Project and any associated environmen

tal impacts are evaluated in this EIS. 
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February 8, 1996 

Wade Carroll 
EIS Project Manager 
NE-70 
USDOE 
19901 Gennantown Rd. 
Gennantown, MD 20874-1290 

Dear Mr. Carroll, 

Ruth F. Weiner 
7336 Lew Wallace Drive NE 

Albuquerque, NM 87109 
(50~ 856-5011 

Please enter the following statement into the hearing record of the Mo-99 Draft EIS: 

The radiation doses during incident-free transportation to people living and working along the 
transportation routes were probably over estimated by about two orders of magnitude. The total 
doses were presented, which included the stop dose (which was itself ridiculous in many cases). 
The correct dose to cite is the off-link dose, which is usually about two or more orders of 
magnitude smaller than the total that includes the stop dose. 
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Response to Comment Letter C081 

1 Comment noted. The assumptions were consistently applied for all alternatives. 
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February 6, l99S 

Wade Carrell, KIPP 
EIS Oocu111t11nt Manager 
Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Technology, 
US Depart•ent of inergy 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown. Maryland 20074 

Dear Sir: 

IDAHO FALLS 
MEDICAL 
SOCIETY 

6991 llmou$1n 
lde1ho falls, idaho 11404 
Ni 

70 (ZOI) 524-6370 

The Idaho Falla Medical Society supports the production of medical isotopea at 
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory near Idaho Falla. 

Ne feel that the use of the power burat facility at the INEL would be 1uperior 
and would be •oat cost effective and beat in line with our national intereata. 
These isotopes are nedically neceaaary, and the advantage• of doing the. wtt~ the 
power burst facility are aa follows: 
l. The power burst facility reactor i• the only one ~sin; the low enriched 
uraniua which reduces waste generation and security requirements 
2. PBF can dispose of low level waste generated on aite, while an alternative 
would require packaging and ahippinq acr088 state lines to the Nevada test site 
3. The low eoat of the operation of the PBF along with the apent fuel pr<Xlueed 
and the air quality inpaet are i•potant factors 
4. The PDF is the only choice which envisions the priva~e sector takinq over 
production 
5. The reactor used for th!s would also be suitable for the cancer traatllent 
mission if that is pursued 
6. There is technical ability to produce 1001 of the nation's deaand for these 
medical iaotopaa with the PFB 
7. The initial expenditure and operation expense ia at least one-third lower 
than the alternatives, if done at the PBF site near Idaho Falla 

On behalf of the Idaho Falla Medical Society, I a• writing in support of this 
project. 

Sincerely. 

(;~.~~~') 
Preat:de.nt / 

GG:k 
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Responses to Comment Letter C082 

Comment noted. 

2 Comment noted. 

3 The Power Burst Facility (PBF) is the only option currently using low enriched uranium fuel. All the 
other options evaluated in detail have designs for converting to low enriched uranium. The objective is 
not to build any more highly enriched uranium fuel bundles for any of the other options, but to use the 
fuel already on hand until the supply is exhausted or, in the case of the Annular Core Research Reactor 
(ACRR), until the burnup limit is reached (see Section 3.3.1.9). Two or three transition cores of both low 
enriched uranium and highly enriched uranium would be used during the conversion to all low enriched 
uranium fuel for these options. This is a long-term safeguards advantage, in that it depletes and irradiates 
the weapons grade material on hand. 

It is not true that use of low enriched uranium fuel minimizes waste. More spent fuel bundles are 
generated per reactor full power year with the use of low enriched uranium bundles. 

4 The INEL alternative and the LANL alternative both allow the small quantities oflow-level waste to be 
stored onsite. The preferred SNL/NM alternative and the ORNL alternative would require some ship
ment of low-level waste to the Nevada Test Site (NTS). 

5 The estimated operating costs of each alternative are presented in Section 5.22, the estimated fuel 
utilization of each alternative is presented in Table 3-2, and the air quality impacts of each alternative are 
discussed in Section 5.7. Each factor is important and will be given due consideration as the Department 
formulates its decision on the proposed project. 

6 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with 
those of DOE. The Department is aware of this potential for the INEL alternative. Although the 
potential for privatization of the proposed action in this EIS is important, the process for privatization is 
not part of this proposed action. Each of the production alternatives has potential for privatization. DOE 
has solicited expressions of interest from the industrial community for the privatization of any isotope 
production activity conducted by DOE, including the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. If 
promising concepts are received, the Department would seek privatization proposals on a competitive 
basis. 

7 As mentioned above, IBTC has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of 
DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has 
it made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating 
the possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other reactors 
under consideration for this project may be useable for BNCT. If the Department decides to pursue this 
proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility selected for 
medical isotope production. 

8 All of the reactors evaluated as reasonable alternatives for the proposed project would (after necessary 
modifications) have the ability to produce at least 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99. 
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9 The preparations costs for the INEL alternative, as shown in Section 5.22, are estimated to be about $2.4 mil
lion (or about 12%) less than for the preferred alternative. The operations costs for the INEL alternative are 
estimated to be about $4.4 million (or about 34%) less than for the preferred alternative. However, the uncer
tainties associated with the cost estimates for the INEL and ORNL alternatives are expected to be greater than 
for the LANL and the preferred alternative. 
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Mr. Wade Carrol 
MIPP EIS Document Manager 
Office of Nuclear Bnergy 
Science and Technology (NE-70) 
u. s. Department of Energy 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown, Maryland 220874 

Dear Mr. Carrol: 

330 Hartert Dr. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
February 9, 1996 

I am writing to comment on the draft BIS since I was unable 
to attend the public hearing held in Idaho Falls on January 
17. I am employed at the INEL, but these are my comments as 
a private citizen. 

1. It does not appear that the the correct distances were 
used in estimating some radiological doses to the public. 
The nearest public road to PBF is the state highway which 
crosses through one edge of the site 11 km from PBF. 

As I remeber my last visit to Sandia, the Lab is at th edge 
of a military base and anyone can drive right up to the 
front gate. The ACRR facility is right in the Lab complex 
and not remotely located from the complex or the gate. 

2. In assesing the possible radiological consequences, and 
changes to the desigh of the ACRR reactor core and 
internals, no basis was presented for some of the 
assumptions. It appears to me that fuel melting has been 
assumed to be a beyond design basis event for the ACRR 
taking credit for the existing ACRR core design and 
operation. I don't see any discussion as to how this will 
be assured in the new core and internals design which will 
employ a "TRGA" type fuel design without the retaining the 
inherent reactivity feedback normally associated with TRIGA 
fuel. The proposed operation includes a substantial 
increase in the steady state power. No details were 
provided on possible effects and required mitigating 
features. 

3. If PBF were to be chosen, there still exists a 
consderable reservior of key technical and managment people 
employed at the INEL who could form the nucleus of a project 
team to modify and restart the facility. 
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4. Isotope prouction is consistant with a present mission 
at the INEL and processing of the target material may be 
compatible with remaining work at the Idaho Chemical 
Processing Plant. 

5. The INBL is noted for its abiliy to build and manage 
large nucear facilities and to manage multidisciplinary 
projects. The MIPP appears to particularly suited to 
strengths at the INEL. 

6. Work is formatively started to privately develope PBF as 
a BNCT treatment facility. It should be possible to 
integrate these two projects and cost share overlapping 
work. This would produce cost saving to the taxpayer and 
reduce BNCT patient teatment costs. 

7. The time to restart PBF for istope production should be 
very comparable or even faster than the time it will take to 
complete the extensive modifications proposed for the long 
tenn use of ACRR. It should be possible to make the near 
term minor changes at ACCR to start istope production with 
the existing ACRR core. At the same time start work on a 
PBF istope production restart. This would provide 
essentially the same schedule for istope production and 
result in considerable savings to the government. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerly, 

L/J,~ 
~fent J. Bues.cher 
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Responses to Comment Letter C083 

1 The access point assumed for the Power Burst Facility (PBF) is actually a thermal luminescent dosimetry 
monitoring station at the area boundary. In the absence of more detailed information, it was assumed for 
purposes of the analysis that a member of the public could gain access to this location. The analyses 
presented in the EIS for consequences at the public access location following accidents at the PBF are 
therefore more conservative (i.e., estimate a higher dose) than if the highway location were chosen. In 
addition, the location evaluated for the offsite resident is about 12 km away, which would not differ 
substantially from the public access location on the highway. Changing the public access location would 
not substantially change the conclusions reached in the EIS because the accident risk associated with 
operation of any of the facilities is low. 

2 The SNL/NM facilities are located throughout the Kirtland Air Force Base (KAFB). The area in which 
the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) and the Hot Cell Facility (HCF) are located is remotely 
located and not near the Base boundary. 

3 Although the ACRR would operate at increased power under the alternative proposed for the EIS, it 
would still employ convection cooling. Therefore, a flow blockage scenario similar to that evaluated for 
the other reactors would not represent a reasonably foreseeable accident. If it became necessary to 
modify the reactor core to accept a TRIGA-type low enriched uranium fuel, the existing safety basis for 
the facility would be re-evaluated to determine whether the conversion substantially increases the risk 
associated with its operation. The fuel damage scenario evaluated in the EIS for the ACRR is expected 
to bound the consequences of an accident after such a conversion. 

4 Each of the alternative sites has the technical and managerial capability to execute the proposed project. 

5 As stated in Table 3-2, the INEL, LANL, and ORNL sites all have significant isotope production 
experience. 

6 Comment noted. 

7 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with 
those of DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, 
nor has it made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is 
investigating the possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that 
other reactors under consideration for this project may be useable for BNCT. If the Department decides 
to proceed with a production alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from 
IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility selected. 

8 Comment noted. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C084 

Testimony from the public was taken for the majority of the advertised period of time, 1 :00 pm through 
4:00 pm. The meeting was recessed for a time when no one was interested in making a comment. 
However, representatives from the Department, the moderator, and the court reporter remained available 
to resume the meeting and take public comments until the meeting was adjourned at 4:00 pm. A "quiet 
room" with a tape recorder was available next to the meeting room throughout the entire 3-hour periods in 
the afternoon and evening. The comments made in the quiet room have been reproduced and responded 
to in this section as part of the transcript of the Idaho Falls public hearings. The commentor's oral 
comments are listed as IDB 19. 

2 The Department has not made a decision regarding if and where to conduct the proposed project. A 
preferred alternative is identified in an EIS, in essence, to tell the public which way the Department is 
leaning on a decision, but it does not mean that the decision has been made. Further, Council of Environ
mental Quality regulations require Federal agencies to identify the preferred alternative in a Draft EIS if 
the agency has one, and require that the agency identify a preferred alternative in a Final EIS. 

The Annular Core Research Reactor/Hot Cell Facility (ACRR/HCF) combination at SNL/NM is the 
preferred alternative for target irradiation and processing for the reasons stated in Section 3.3.1.1. 

3 All of the reactors evaluated as reasonable alternatives for the proposed project would (after necessary 
modifications) have the ability to produce at least 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99. As stated in 
Table 3-2, the INEL, LANL, and ORNL sites all have significant isotope production experience. 

4 The Power Burst Facility (PBF) is the only option currently using low enriched uranium fuel. All the 
other options evaluated in detail have designs for converting to low enriched uranium. The objective is 
not to build any more highly enriched uranium fuel bundles for any of the other options, but to use the 
fuel already on hand until the supply is exhausted or, in the case of ACRR, until the burnup limit is 
reached (see Section 3.3.1.9). Two or three transition cores of both low enriched uranium and highly 
enriched uranium would be used during the conversion to all low enriched uranium fuel for these options. 
This is a long-term safeguards advantage, in that it depletes and irradiates the weapons grade material on 
hand. 

It is not true that use of low enriched uranium fuel minimizes waste. More spent fuel bundles are 
generated per reactor full power year with the use of low enriched uranium bundles. 

The ACRR is a Department of Energy Facility, not a Department of Defense facility. 

5 Comment noted. 
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PUEBLO of ISLETA 
P.O Box ll70 

i.1c1a, New Mcxkg 870Jl 

Mr. Wade Carroll, MIPP-EIS Document Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Isotope Production and Distribution NE-70 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

February 9, 1996 

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement - Medjcal Isotopes production project: 
M,Qlybdenum-99 and Belated Isotopes 

Dear: Mr. Wade Carroll: 

The Pueblo of lsleta submits our comments regarding the Medical Isotopes 
Production Pf'oiect: Molybdenum·99 and Related Isotopes Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS). Unfortunately, the Pueblo can only submit limited comments 
regarding this proposed project due to our limited environmental staff, their over 
committed time, and our very limited knowledge of the nuclear Industry. However, we 
do have some specific concerns regarding locating this facility here in New Mexico. 

Our first concern is that the EIS process does not take into consideration tribal ability to 
fully review, assess, and make Informed decisions regarding the magnitude of this or 
any other project beyond our technical knowledge or capability. This greatly Umits our 
participation in this process to determine for ourselves the degree of any potential 
impacts that may be associated with this project. There is an apparent need for 
technology transfer to occur on a more basic social level rather than on an overtly 
industry level. Perhaps then DOE's American Indian Tribal Government Policy could 
truly be effectively instituted. 

The second concern is relaled 10 the last sentence of the first paragraph in 5.17 
Unavoidable Adverse Environmental Impacts of whi<:h refers to a scenario of 
supplying 100% of the current u .S. demand. Information we have received describes 
the Ganada facility as having significant environmental pollution problems associated 
with it Our concern is 1hat if this facility had to supply 100% of fulure productiOn for the 
U.S., what absolute assurances can be given that those same pollulion Impacts would 
not be relocated here? 
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Author: Alvino Lucero 

Our third concern relates to how emergency planning and response has been 
coordinated with tribal governments and specifically lsleta Pueblo? If an accident 
occurred within tribal lands, who would respond and how would such accidents be 
mitigated? We are unaware of such communication with DOE in this area. 

Lastly, we would like to make sure that those comments and/or questions presented by 
Mr. Blane Sanchez at the Albuquerque, NM public hearing were on behalf of lsleta 
Puebfo. 

Based on lsleta's disadvantage to adequately review this proposed project and based 
on previous positions taken regarding radioactive waste disposal from DOE facilities, 
we are unable to support this project at this time. If you have any questions, please 
direct them to Blane M. Sanchez of our Environment Department, at 505-869-271 o. 

Sincerely, 

PUEBLO OF ISLETA 
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Responses to Comment Letter COSS 

1 The Department is committed to actively involving the public, state and local governments and tribal 
governments. Based on the proximity of the preferred facility site to the Isl eta Pueblo, the Department 
contacted the tribal government representatives during the public comment period to discuss the pro
posed project, and the Department has noted the tribe's concerns and recommendations. The Department 
has sought and received input from all entities on the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project and 
would welcome any specific suggestions on how this interaction could be improved. 

2 The environmental impacts of facility operation presented in this EIS are based on historical operation of 
reactor facilities and of Mo-99 production using the Cintichem process to produce 100% of the U.S. 
demand. The Nordion facility uses a different type Mo-99 production target and a different isotope 
separation process and generates higher levels of waste than the Cintichem process. DOE believes that 
the impacts as presented in the EIS are credible, but conservative, estimates of the consequences of the 
proposed alternatives. 

The Department cannot provide "absolute assurances" that pollution problems would not arise as a result 
of this project. However, the Department would conduct all production and transportation activities in 
accordance with applicable and environmental, safety and health regulations. The Department would 
also implement appropriate environmental monitoring measures to minimize the probability and potential 
impacts of uncontrolled radiation release to the environment. 

3 Any shipments of radioactive material that might occur as a result of the Medical Isotopes Production 
Project at SNL/NM would be conducted in accordance with Federal and state standards for transporta
tion of radioactive materials. The shipment of radioactive wastes resulting from the proposed production 
ofMo-99 would be merged with the overall site shipments of waste to the waste site. Detailed planning 
for transportation, public interactions, and emergency response procedures for shipments are within the 
scope of site-level waste disposal environmental impact statements. Appropriate planning for routing of 
these shipments and contingencies for emergency response in cooperation with state, local, and tribal 
governments would be in place prior to removing materials related to this proposed project from the site. 

4 Mr. Sanchez asked questions of the panel at the Albuquerque meeting and was provided responses at the 
meetings. Mr. Sanchez did not offer any formal comments for the Department to respond to in this 
document. 

5 Comment noted. 
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February 8, 1996 

Mr. Wade Carroll 
EIS Project Manager 
Medical Isotopes Production Project (NE-70) 
u.s. Department of Energy 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown, Maryland 20874-1290 

RE: State of Idaho Collllllents: Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
for the Medical Isotopes Production Project: Molybdenum-99 
and Related Isotopes, DOE/EIS-02490 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

Thank you 
document. 
is a copy 
record of 

for the opportunity to comment on the above referenced 
our co'ltllllents are both general and specific. Attached 

of Governor Batt's testimony that was read into the 
the January 17th public meeting in Idaho Falls. 

General Comments 

Based on the ihformation presented in the EIS, a strong case is 
made for the use of the Power Burst Facility at the INEL rather 
than the preferred alternative (target fabrication at IANL and 
isotope production at SNL/NM). The estimated 
preparation/facility modification cost is lowest at INEL among 
the proposed alternatives, and estimated annual operating cost is 
lowest at INEL (tab. s-52, p. 5.100). "The planned facility 
modifications at SNL/NM are the most extensive required at any 
site ... " (p. 5.2, lJara. 5}. Also, the INEL has considerable 
isotope production experience; SNL/NM has none. Boron Neutron 
capture Therapy development may also take place at the Power 
Burst Facility which could result in further cost savin9s that 
are not reflected in the cost analysis of the various 
alternatives. 

As the isotope production described in this document will 
essentially start from scratch, DOE has the opportunity to build 
in a strong waste minimization component. Where possible, waste 
generation should be eliminatedi where that is not possible, any 
waste produced should be capable of being reused or recycled. 
Any remaining waste should be of such a nature as to be easily 
treated and disposed of. As isotope production proceeds, 
additional opportunities for waste minimization should be 
examined as they are discovered. 

ln1>estigal.e • E1>aluate • Report 
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As DOE's position is that domestic production of Mo-99 should, in 
the long term, be undertaken by the private sector, an effort 
should be undertaken by the Department to involve a private 
company or coMpanies in Mo-99 production. A 1ong-term qoal cf 
turning over Mo-99 production to the private sector using leased 
DOE facilities could also be incorporated. As pointed out in the 
first paragraph on page 3.48, early privatization might be 
easiest at the INEL if the BNCT project, also slated for the PBF 
reactor, is allowed to proceed. 

Specific Comments 

~· 4.57. para. s 

"The climate and meteorology of the (Oak Ridge) site are typical 
of a high desert plateau ..• " This is, of course, incorrect. 

P. 4.73, para. 1 

Idaho Pa11s should be added to the list of nearby Cclll!l\unities. 

P. 4.83, para. 1 

~Neither INEL nor any of the surrounding counties is designated 
as a nonattainment .area •.. " Portions of Bannock and Power 
counties, within about so miles of INEL facilities, are 
designated as a nonattainment area for PM111 • 

p, i-90. p~ra. 6 

"Major utility systems serve the INEL site. These aystems 
include water, sanitary sewer, and natural gas pipelines." The 
INEL site is not served by any municipal sewer lines, nor by 
natural gas pipelines. 

P. 4.92. para. 1 

The Experimental Breeder Reactor II is no longer operating, and, 
therefore, will no longer provide electrical power. 

P. 4.92. para. 2 and 3 

Annual electricity usages (217,000 at INEL and 31,500 for 
facilities in Idaho Falls) should be in units of megawatt-hours 
(MWh), not megawatts (MW). 
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P. 5. a o, para , 5 

The one paragraph included in this document concerning the 
mitigation measures that could be taken with regard to this 
project's impacts is inadequate. A greater effort could and 
should be made to identify and describe possible mitigation 
measures. 

should you have any questions regarding the state's coI!llllents you 
may contact Alan Merritt of this office at (208) 528-2500. 

sincerely .---
~·······---~-;//) -· /_,.~·· 

/;;_:.~· ;.:.: .. -.. ---~ ---·--r· L-- _ _,_,_ ~ - ---. 
Robert N. Ferguson 
Administrator 

enclosure 

cc: Ann Dold, Manager 
Alan Merritt, Environmental Scientist 
Jerry Downs, Environmental Scientist 
Kathleen Trever, Deputy Attorney General 
Jeff Schrade, Special Assistant to the Governor 
Senator Larry Craig 
Senator Dirk Kempthorne 
Representative Mike crapo 
Representative Helen Chenowith 
Delbert Farmer, Chairman, Ft. Hall Business council 
File- 20.0 NEPA-EIS miscellaneous 
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Letter: C086 
Author: Robert N. Ferguson 

PHILIP 11£. BATT 
GOV~RNOR 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

BOIS'E R37Z0-0034 

Governor Phil Batt 
Tes1imo11J1 prepared for deliVETY 

al thl! 
U.S. Deparmrtnl of Energy 

Idaho Falls. Jdaho 
hetui11g rm the 

Medical Isotopes Production Project: 
Molybdenom-99 and Related Isotopes 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

January \7, 1995 

<:;t;08> 3!114-z•n<1 

To those gathered in Idaho Falls Loday, T regret that I cannot be there wi[h you. I 

ceruinly extend my best wishes Ul you all. 

Let me state my position clearly -- l fulty support the effort to produce medical 

isotopei; at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. 

INEL has an available a reactor that is wuquely qualified to produce tbese 
importa.nt medical products -- the Power Bursl Facility. l support bringing such 

production 011 line. 

The Power Burst Facility can be started for significantly less cost than any other 
facility being con:.idered in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. For thi11 [eason 
and the others outliried in this tes.ti.mony, PBI; at INEL ir; clearly tbe facility the OOE 
should chose to ~n the production of radioisotopes. 

For far coo Ions trus nation has relied on C&Da.da and. to a lesser ~lent, Europe. to 
supply lhe medical isotopes America needs. 'fhc time Rall come for thi11 nation to take care 
of ou1' own. T commend the Depanment of Energy for identifying this vita.I national need. 
I also commend the DOE for identifying INEJ. ilS a pos<:>ible location for the production of 

these important producLs. 
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Letter: C086 Author: Robert N. Ferguson 

I am concerned, however, that the Draft Environmental Impact Statement indicates 
that the DOE is only looking for back.up capability to provide 10 to JOO.lo of the United 
States Molybdenum-99 (Mo-99) needs. In the final EIS, the DOE should revise the 
objective and raise the standard. The goal should be to provide I 000/o of American needs 
-- and maybe more. 

The case for this position - to provide for I 00% of production needs -- is clearly 
made by the Draft EIS. The document plainly states that if the Canadian reactors were 
shut down, European sources could only provide "only a portion of U.S. demand." The 
statement also notes that until a backup production facility is brought on line which is 
capable of producing 100% of American needs, om nation is "wlnerable to an 
interruption in the supply of this important isotope." (Draft EIS Summary, page V.) 

The case is clear. The United States needs to have the capability for full 
production of these important isotopes. PBF can fulfill that need. 

As the DOE looks to meet the needs of our nation. the Department should also 
look beyond our nations' border. It is not enough to just satisfy the needs of American 
customers. The DOE should also begin searching out foreign markets for this important 
American product Now is the time to begin. 

Once again l commend the Department for identifying the need to produce medical 
isotopes in the United States. I certainly hope that the DOE will choose the Power Burst 
Facility at JNEL for the production of these important materials. 
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Letter: C086 Author: Robert N. Ferguson 

Responses to Comment Letter C086 

1 The Department recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower than that of the 
preferred alternative; however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative 
are higher than for the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed 
action, the information presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of facilities, 
and other programmatic factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 production. 

As stated in Table 3-2, the INEL, LANL, and ORNL sites all have significant isotope production 
experience. 

The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with 
those of DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, 
nor has it made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investi
gating the possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other 
reactors under consideration for this project may be usable for BNCT. If the Department decides to 
proceed with a production alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC 
for dual use of the reactor facility selected. 

2 The Department agrees with the commentor and would establish strong waste minimization programs for 
the Medical Isotopes Production Project at any of the sites. Many of the sites already have strong waste 
minimization programs that the proposed project could be incorporated into. 

3 Private U.S. i;roduction ofMo-99 could be accomplished by privatization ofa DOE operation or by a 
separate initiative by the private sector. The process of privatization is not part of this proposed action. 
The Department published a Notice for Expression of Interest in the Federal Register in December 1995 
to solicit concepts from private industry for privatization of DOE isotope activities. Businesses interested 
in pursuing Mo-99 production have been invited to respond to this solicitation. If the Department decides 
to implement the action proposed in this EIS and if concepts on privatization of Mo-99 production 
received from the private sector are promising, DOE would proceed with a request for proposals to 
facilitate privatization on a competitive basis. 

4 Changes have been made to Section 4 as appropriate. 

5 Mitigation measures are necessarily discussed in a generic fashion in the EIS because many aspects of the 
proposed action are not known in detail. After DOE makes its final decision on whether to implement the 
Medical Isotopes Production Project and at which site (if any) it should be located, a mitigation action plan 
would be developed if necessary to address site-specific environmental impacts of the project's construc
tion and operational activities. Mitigation measures, if any, are not expected to be extensive, given the low 
level of environmental impacts of any type associated with the alternatives considered in this EIS. 
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Letter: C087 Author: Stephen Yanicak 

1 

2 

COMMENT 

ONTifE 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
FOR THE 

MEDICAL JSOTOPES PRODUCTION PROJECT 

l,LlllSE PRINT CJ.EARLY 

CITY c-5f''9'f'...'Dt-.. 'f STATE /Vlr'J ZIP CODE: F. 7-;s-3."..)... -y _.;; 1.~.-
TELEPHONE: -'1.:<.~Y'·- /,_~,pt 1,,: 

_,.,,..,,... ... 
CO.MMENT: ~ -~;-/,;,,.IF ,.· f-.:~ 

~--·--·-··------------------· 

JI. -rh f:!-3 ~'1-e /'J';.,·1, e.Yt-.Jl';u-•_;· tt~-i ·'f'l-!.-'f -t/l'!"rc r...;// t.1e, .. /:.IJ/.::. 
. ,::,,,." ·be,,ijJ,1, .,., //"'"t~~· 

/'· " / _,; 
SIGNAT¥ ,(.ir-.e'I•·····- ·, ttt,-,,..··~~ 
DATE ,:J ,. "/ qz · -~ I ·~------
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Letter: C087 
Author: Stephen Yanicak 

Responses to Comment Letter C087 

1 Comment noted. 

2 DOE believes the EIS addresses all required and significant types of potential environmental impacts 
associated with the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. The EIS analysis indicates that these 

potential impacts would be minimal for all categories of resources. 
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Mr. Wade Carroll, MIPP-EIS Dooiment Manager 
U.S. Department ofEnergy 

PO Box 1417 
Los Alamos, NM 87S44 

February I, 1996 

Office of Isotope Production and Distribution, NE-70 
19901 Gcnnantown Road 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

Dear Mr. Carroll 

The following questions/comments result from my review oftheDrafl:Emironmental Impact Statement for 
Medical Isotopes Production Project: Molybdenum-99 and Related Isotopes. 

Will the record of decision address those actions that the DOE may take to encourage or fucilitate 
commercial molybdenum-99 production beyond simply curtailing their own production when a 
domestic commercial supplier comes on-line? 

On page C.2 is listed the site-specific parameters for the radiologic calculations. From this listing it 
is unclear whether the radiological cah .. -ulations for the Omega West Reactor take into account that 
the reactor itselfis in a canyon bottom and the MEl is located on the mesa-top? 

From the infonnation in table S-2 there appears to be a wide variation in the person-rem/yr dose 
estimates for target irradiation and processing from facility to racility. How does the principle of 
ALARA enter into the decision process for the recommended alJermuive or the TCCOrd of decision? 

The D&D of Omega West seems to be in pllllllling stages at this time. Are constraints in place to 
prevent the initiation ofD&D on Omega West pending the issuance of the record of decision'! 

The CMR. upgrade EIS/no-EIS decision date on page 1.5 needs updating. 

Is it anticipated that the sale ofmolybdenum-99 will be cover all operational costs of production or 
will a continuing subsidy of these costs by DOE be necessary? There may be some concern that if 
such a subsidy were reduced during the life of this project due to budget constraint$ that shortcuts 
of proper environmental, safety, and health proceduTes may result. 

I recall that at one public meeting the possibility that the selected reactor may also be used in other 
capacitiei, such as neutron activation analysis services or non-medical isotope production, in 
parallel with its production of the indicated medical isotope~. Will the EIS or record of decision 
speak to this issue? If the EIS or record of decision tails to address these alternative uses, are such 
uses precluded without utilizing tbe NEPA process'f 

Sincerely yours, 

.a~r/~ 
Donivan Portcrlield 
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Letter: COSS Author: Donivan Porterfield 

Responses to Comment Letter COSS 

1 Private U.S. production of Mo-99 could be accomplished by privatization of a DOE operation or by a 
separate initiative by the private sector. The process of privatization is not part of this proposed action. 
The Department published a Notice for Expression of Interest in the Federal Register in December 1995 to 
solicit concepts from private industry for privatization of DOE isotope activities. Businesses interested in 
pursuing Mo-99 production have been invited to respond to this solicitation. If the Department decides to 
implement the action proposed in this EIS and if concepts on privatization of Mo-99 production received 
from the private sector are promising, DOE would proceed with a request for proposals to facilitate privati
zation on a competitive basis. Since privatization of Mo-99 production is not part of the proposed action 
for this EIS, the Record of Decision will not have any substantial discussion on privatization. 

2 Although the Omega West Reactor (OWR) is located in a canyon, the stack by which air is exhausted from 
the facility actually sits on top of the adjacent mesa. The relative difference in height between the receptor 
and the top of the stack was accounted for in the dose estimates presented in the EIS. 

3 The ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) process implemented by DOE to minimize radiation 
exposures to workers and to the public is a mechanism by which the costs and availability of "reasonably 
achievable" measures to reduce such exposure are evaluated relative to the benefits of the lower exposure. 
The ALARA process would not necessarily require DOE to select an alternative that would result in the 
lowest radiological exposure. However, if DOE decides to proceed with the action proposed in the EIS, the 
ALARA program would be implemented at the selected site. DOE will consider potential radiological 
consequences along with other factors in making its decision. 

4 The decontamination and decommissioning activities that were planned for OWR have been indefinitely 
stopped, pending the Record of Decision. The information in Section 4 on the Chemistry and Metallurgy 
Research Facility upgrade has been updated. 

5 DOE plans to sell Mo-99 at prevailing world market prices; thus, the costs incurred may or may not be fully 
recovered, depending on the level of demand. Full recovery of operating costs is anticipated at about 30% 
to 40% of U.S. demand. 

If the Department decides to pursue this project, it will operate the production facilities in accordance with 
all applicable DOE Orders and other environmental, safety, and health requirements. 

6 The Department may recognize the potential for other uses in the Record of Decision for this EIS. How
ever, additional NEPA review(s) may be necessary to implement such other uses. 
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Author: G. Ross Darnell 

G. Ros8 Darnell, 339 East 49th south, Idaho Falls. Idaho 83404. 

February 1, 1996 

Mr. Wade Carroll, MIPP-EIS Document Manager 
u.s. Debarment of Energy 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

Dear Hr. Carroll: 

My subject is: Medical Isotopes Production Project: 
Holybdenum-99 and Related Iaotopes. 
Draft Rnvironmental Impact Statement. 

Thank you for bringing your team to Idaho Falls. The meetinq 
was conducted in a highly professional manner throughout. 

The ~IS was essentially the same for all four potential sites. 
However, the Annular Core Research Reactor at Sandia National 
I.aboratory in New Mexico is the "preferred alternative" site, 
even though it is more expensive. 

There is one solid reason that it should be the "disqualifieG 
alternative." Specifically, the Department of Defense has first 
claim to the Sandia reactor. In reality, DOD can take-over the 
Sandia reactor whenever it wants. If that happens, it would 
likely be ~isastrous for America for the followinq reasons: 
Canada supplies 100t of our Molly 99 today, but when we start 
creating our own, Canada will likely express little sympathy if 
we suddenly lose our capability to produce Holly-99. Also, 
Canada may establish other markets for their Holly-99 that will 
logically receive priority over the U.S. Or Canada may shut 
down and buy from us. Thus, America must have the capability to 
continuously manufacture Molly-99 to at least lOOt of its needs. 

If the DOD will not officially release its hold on the Sandia 
reactor, then the Sandia reactor must be disqualified. 

Even if the DOD does officially release its hold, it is a fact 
that military requirements will prevail in national emergencies 
and DOD can take over the reactor regardless of prior 
commitments. Therefore, there really is no logical alternative 
but to disqualify the Sandia reactor. Or, if essential to keep 
it an option for some legal reason, then classify it as the 
"least qualified alternative." 

Since the Power Burst Facility {PBF) in Idaho could be used 
simultaneously for the Molly-99 effort and the Boron Neutron 
Capture Therapy for treatment of tumors, PBr is obviously the 
best and least expensive medical choice for Americans. 

Sincerely, 

~~9~ 
G. Ross Darnell 
(208) 529-8699 or 456-2729 
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Letter: C089 Author: G. Ross Darnell 

Responses to Comment Letter C089 

1 The Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) is a DOE-Office of Defense Programs facility, not a 
Department of Defense facility. The Office of Defense Programs within DOE has no current or foresee
able need for the ACRR. That Office has requested that, if the ACRR is selected for this mission, the 
capability of the reactor to perform defense-related experiments be retained in case of an emergency. 
The reason the possible diversion of the ACRR for defense use is highlighted in the EIS is that, in an 
emergency, the ACRR is more likely than the other reactors considered in the EIS to be used for defense 
purposes. However, the Department has determined that the probability of needing the ACRR for 
defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude disqualifying the reactor from consideration. 

2 The Department is not proposing to replace the Canadian reactor or to compete with Nordion. Instead, 
the Department is proposing to establish a backup to the Canadian reactor, to act as an "insurance 
policy" in case that reactor unexpectedly shuts down. If the DOE decides to pursue this project, it will 
operate its Mo-99 facilities at full production capability only in the event of a Mo-99 supply shortage. 

If it becomes apparent that the Canadians are going to be unable to build even one new production 
reactor, DOE will assess the world supply situation at that point and may investigate the possibility of 
meeting Mo-99 demands beyond the U.S. requirements. 

3 If the ACRR is selected for the proposed project, its mission would be changed from a defense mission 
to an isotope production mission. 

4 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with 
those of DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activi
ties, nor has it made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is 
investigating the possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that 
other reactors under consideration for this project may be useable for BNCT. If the Department decides 
to proceed with a production alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from 
IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility selected. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C090 

The Department is not proposing to replace the Canadian reactor or to compete with Nordion. Instead, 
the Department is proposing to establish a backup to the Canadian reactor, to act as an "insurance 
policy" in case that reactor unexpectedly shuts down. If the DOE decides to pursue this project, it 
would operate its Mo-99 facilities at full production capability only as necessary to address a Mo-99 
supply shortage. 

At this time, it appears that the Canadians will ultimately proceed with their project to construct two 
new reactors for Mo-99 production. If it becomes apparent that the Canadians are going to be unable to 
build even one new production reactor, DOE will assess the world supply situation at that point and may 
investigate the possibility of meeting demands beyond the domestic requirements. 

2 The Department is proposing to establish a production source that could, if necessary, produce the 
entire U.S. supply ofMo-99 on its own. The production facility would operate at full capacity only 
when the Canadian reactor was shut down or the Canadian supply was otherwise unavailable. There
fore, reactor shutdowns could not be coordinated. The 6-day requirement is necessary to ensure that the 
Department's production facility could, on its own, provide a reliable, continuous supply of Mo-99. 

3 As discussed in Section 3 .4.1.6, the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) cannot meet the selection criteria for 
a Mo-99 production facility. If the FFTF is restarted in response to the proposal from Advanced 
Nuclear and Medical Systems (ANMS), the private consortium may wish to produce Mo-99 in the 
FFTF, and DOE would review its Mo-99 production plans and modify them if appropriate, recognizing 
that the FFTF cannot provide a continuous supply of Mo-99. 

4 The Department is proposing to meet a near-term "window of vulnerability" in the supply of Mo-99. 
The near term has been defined in the EIS as 5 to l 0 years. Each of the alternative facilities is expected 
to have a remaining lifetime of at least l 0 years, as discussed below. The oldest of the four reactors 
under consideration, the Omega West Reactor (OWR), has had a lifetime study performed. The OWR 
study indicated that the facility could operate for at least an additional 10 years. The other facilities 
have not had lifetime studies performed. Unlike commercial reactors, which generally have lifetimes of 
about 40 years, lifetimes on open pool research reactors (such as the four reactors under consideration) 
are somewhat undefined. Lifetimes for commercial facilities are dictated by two general issues, those 
being fast fluence embrittlement of the pressure vessel and insulation degradation of the major safety
related electrical cables. Fast neutron fluence on steel will embrittle the metal and make the pressure 
vessel no longer capable of possessing the design safety margins required for pressure vessels. This 
problem does not exist in a pool or tank type reactor that is not pressurized. The water distances 
between the core and the pool or tank walls are such that very little fast flux reaches them, greatly 
assuaging, or completely abating the embrittlement problem. Small research reactors have small pumps 
and motors; generally, the current required for their operation does not generate the heat that degrades 
the cable insulation. Also, cables in small research reactors are seldom laid close together in trays; thus, 
the cables can be cooled by circulating air. Commercial reactor cables carry large currents and are 
closely bundled and therefore degrade much more rapidly. 

5 Please see response to C090-4 above. 
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6 Aggressive remediation activities have been undertaken. The repair of the pipe is not considered to be a 
technical obstacle to reactor restart. The work was included in the Omega West Reactor (OWR) budget 
and schedule and the Department believes the figures are reasonable. Two studies have been conducted 
by LANL that review and analyze the OWR leak cause and remediation. These reports are: Phase I: 
OWR Reactor Coolant Loss, Diagnosis, and Surveillance, and Stress-Assisted, Microbial-Induced 
Corrosion of Stainless Steel Primary Piping and Other Aging Issues at the Omega West Reactor. 

7 The reference has been added to the reference list. (DOE Order 5480.31 has been updated to Order 
425.1). 

8 Most of these items are not major incidents. The overpower incident was the result of a slow period 
which resulted in a reactor overpower scram. The reactor behavior was in accordance with design and 
was not a major operational incident. Unplanned control rod drop is unusual but safe. During the open 
beam port occurrence, no one was exposed. If someone had been, it would have been a major incident. 
This did not happen. Startup without the control rod latches locked causes the reactor to remain shut
down, again a safe situation. 

9 Although significant seismic activity at any alternative site is a relatively rare occurrence, differences in 
potential for facility damage are reflected in the seismic safety requirements for facility construction at 
each location. Because all facilities or modifications would meet the seismic safety requirements appro
priate to their locations, the level of risk associated with potential seismic damage to medical isotope 
production facilities is expected to be similar for all EIS alternatives. The Annular Core Research 
Reactor (ACRR) High Bay was constructed in the 1960's and satisfied building criteria at that time. 
Modifications to the structure in 1978 also satisfied the Uniform Building Code (UBC) current at the 
time. Modifications to the ACRR facility will be designed and constructed in compliance with the current 
UBC and DOE Order 420.1. 

10 The difference in estimated releases for the two reactors reflects the different scenarios assumed for the 
design basis accidents at these facilities. The ACRR core design is substantially different from the other 
reactors, resulting in different types of fuel damage assumed for the maximum reasonably foreseeable 
accidents. In some cases, the OWR releases group radionuclides by class, and the consequences were 
modeled using a representative radionuclide that would maximize the dose from the entire group. For 
ACRR, the individual radionuclides are identified to a greater extent; however, this is not expected to 
change the conclusions in the EIS regarding the relative safety of the facilities. 

11 Dispersion of emissions from the OWR during a maximum reasonably foreseeable accident did account 
for the 45-m facility stack height. This receptor location was consistent with that used by LANL for 
evaluating maximum impacts at this facility. It should be noted that the OWR is situated in a canyon, 
which changes the expected dispersion in the case of a radioactive release. 

12 Section 6.1 of the EIS lists the more significant DOE requirements that would apply to facilities utilized 
in any of the alternatives, including DOE Order 5480.30. Section 6.1 has been revised to include DOE 
Order 5480.28. 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTEcnON AGENCY 
REGION6 

Hr. Wade Carroll 

1445 ROSS AVENUE, SUITE 1200 
DALL.AS, TX 75202-2733 

February 9, 1996 

MXPP-EXS Docwaent Manager 
U.S. Departmant of Ener9Y 
Office of Xaotope Production 

and Di•tribution, NE-70 
19901 Germantown Road 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

rn accordance with our responsibilities under section 309 of 
the Clean Air Act, the National Bnvirolllll.ental Policy Act (HEPA), 
and the Council on Enviromnental Quality Requlationa (CEQ) tor 
Xmplemantinq NEPA, the u.s. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
Region 6 office in Dallas, Texas, has completed its review of \:he 
u. s. Department of Enel:'gy (DOE) Draft Bnvironm.antal l:Jlpact 
statement (DEXS) for Medical :raotopea Production Project tor tbe 
purpose ·of establishing a doaestic source to produce aolybd.nWI 
{Mo)-99, a medical. isotope used thousalid of timea·daily ·1n medical 
dia~ostic ·procedures ·in the United States. 

The DOE ia purainq the .Medica1·raotopes Production Project in 
order to ensure a reliable supply of Mo-99 to the United states 
(U.S.) medical community as soon a practicahla. The near tera goal 
is to provide over tbe next 10 yeara a backup capability to 
produc;tion in Canada by supplyinq a ba1Hline production level of 10 
to 30 .percent of the current u.s. demand. Under tb• pre:rerred 
al.ternative, the Chemistry core Re•earc:h Reactor and Hot C.ll 
Facility at Sandia. National Laboratory at Albuquerque, New :Mexico, 
would be used for the production of the mad.ical isotopes. 

Accordin9 ta the DEIS analysis, under the proposed operating 
procedures, radioloqical doses ta the public and to involved and 
uninvolved workers ca.used from the fabrication, product procasai119 
and transport ot the isotopes would be well within requlatory 
limits establisbad. to protect human health. The analyaia in the 
DEXS indicate no significant difference in the environmental. 
impacts amonq the alternatives considered. Colllll'lunity impacts ~rom 
project employment are projected to be 11.inima.l. nu.pact• to 
cultural, ecological and other natural anvironDental feature• would 
be neqJ.iqible for any of the alternatives beca1111e axisting 
facilities would be u•ed. .Accordingly, th• DEXS concludes that no 
heal.th impacts are anticipated for any reasonable duration ·o~ the 
projact. · 
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1 

Author: Michael P. Jansky, P.E. 

Th• followi119 c:ouent is ottered for your consideration in tha 
preparation of the Final EIS: 

For the Annular Core Reaearch Reactor alternative, at Sandia 
National Laboratories in Albuquerque, dose• from air eaission• of 
radionuclides were aatimatad to tbe maxi.mum exposed individual, who 
is identified aa being located 5.4 Im. north of the facility (Sec. 
s.1.1 on p. s.10). However, an application for approval to modify 
the facility by constructing this project was submitted. to EPA as 
required by 40 CFR fil, Subpart H. In that application, dated Karch 
30, 1995, the J1aximum exposed individual was identified as being 
located at 1,610 meters north-west (NW) of th.a facility. The 
respective esti'Jllated annual maximwn doses are 0.17 millirem, and 
5.2 millirems effective dose equivalent. The Final EIS should 
clarify this discrepancy between thri DEIS and the March 1995 
application and, if applicable. explain wheth•r or not the 
individual located at 1, 6.10 meters NW ot the :Cacili~ was 
considered in the analysis. If so, the Final EIS should d~acus• 
the effect on the level of anticipated impacts as discussed in the 
DEIS. 

EPA classifies your DEIS and proposed action as "LO,• i.e., 
EPA has "Lack of Objections". However, we are requesting same 
additional information for clarification. our classification will 
be p@lishad in the zederal Register according ta our 
reaponsibility under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, ta inform 
the public of our views on proposed Federal actions. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review the DEIS. We request 
that you senc:l our office one (1) copy of the Final EIS at the •aJDe 
time that it is sent to the Office of Federal Activities (2251A}, 
EPA, 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20460. 

J$-iiff? ~44 / f? E 

sincerely your~, 

Michael P. Ja ky, P.i: 
Regional 309 Review Coordinator 
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Responses to Comment Letter C091 

1 The distance used for the offsite receptor evaluation at SNUNM represents the location of a full-time 
resident who receives the highest potential exposure to facility emissions. In some cases, meteorological 
conditions result in the maximum offsite receptor location being other than the nearest possible access point. 
Also, other locations to which the public has access may not be residential areas, and the exposures at these 
locations would be substantially lower than at a permanent residence because they are not continuously 
occupied. 

The location typically used for permitting and compliance calculations at SNL/NM (1610 m NW) is within 
the Kirtland Air Force Base boundary. This location is not a full-time residence and would not be accessible 
to the general public and, therefore, was not used in this EIS as the location of the maximally exposed 
individual. The 1610 m NW location was, however, used in the EIS to calculate the dose for an onsite 
worker (see Table 5-3 and Table C-1 in Appendix C). 
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Responses to Comment Letter C092 

Comment noted. 

2 Private U.S. production of Mo-99 could be accomplished by privatization of a DOE operation or by a 
separate initiative by the private sector. The process of privatization is not part of this proposed action. 
The Department published a Notice for Expression of Interest in the Federal Register in December 
1995 to solicit concepts from private industry for privatization of DOE isotope activities. Businesses 
interested in pursuing Mo-99 production have been invited to respond to this solicitation. If the 
Department decides to implement the action proposed in this EIS and if concepts on privatization of 
Mo-99 production received from the private sector are promising, DOE would proceed with a request 
for proposals to facilitate privatization on a competitive basis. 
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BEAUTY FOR ALL SEASONS~ 

Januu~y 17, ·199& 

Depar-=rneut of F;riergy 
Moly 99 near.i::i.g 
Idaho Fa l. ls, Idaho 

Tu whc:r. it may co:icern, 

John V. Galazin 
Pl'esiden1/CEO 

Beau:::y For Al 1 SeasonEl, :nc. , whclel:eartedly cr.dc::::-seo 
and st:.pports the OOE' s sel€!ct.icr: of the Id.al:o ?alls 
PBF F,'tci i:.ty fer the fut·..ire prodt:.~t:ion of Moly 99 
rr.ed:l.cal isotopes. Sinca the DCE cutback.= ove:!" -:.he 
l~s~ few years, ~~e city of Idaho Falls has 
expe::::-ienced a signlficant decreC;1.Se 11: eccr.omic 
pu!.·::.~ha:;:~j ~i.g power of resident.s 111 Ida he l"alli; ar..d 
nei.g!lbori:::1g communities. This t.ranslatc~ i:i.to J ower 
purc~-iases of cosmct.ics and skin c.:1re for Bea1r:.y Fur 
All Seasons p:L·od•..1cts. 

While the company has experienced ar: ir:.c.rease :t.r. sales 
d1~e to t:iarket expar"eion i;i 35 ccur:::.!'.'ie!:: wc::!:ldwidc, 
.ldu~1c Falls, tt:.c headquart.P.r city fc:?:" our business t.as 
experie:1ced a dee Tease in sale a 'in the lc<:~a::.. market 
t:-iat coinc:ideEl with :>OE job cJutbacks. 

T!le selection of T.daho Falls PDF ::;'acil:..ty :::oL' meaj cal 
isotope production v1i:i..l. increase. employment 
,_,pportunities, improve economic ba~:;e not nnly direclly 
t.hrough people emp.loyed at tne faciliLy, bu::: als::> 
through -:.he ripple e::::ect of i::i.crcased vi si-:::crs for 
t<.!chnic:al and mcd::.cal purposes. 

Beauty For 1.11 Seasons 1:it:rongly endorseD DOE' s 
ae.lect :'..on of Idaho Fal 1 s for Moly 39 production in 
order i:.o help counterbalance the. negative economic: 
:..nyact expe·rier:ced by t.~e comnunity d·..ic t.o DOE 1 aynffs 
and cut.backs iu Eas-::ern :-daho. 

Sin.c.,e::::ely, 

a~Galadn 
P.ceside~t. C£0 

P.O. Box51810 
360 BSlreet 
Idaho Fels, ID ~5-1810 
1 elephone ; C2()8) 525-7800 
FAX # <:208) 525-7880 
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Letter: C093 

Author: John V. Galazin 

Responses to Comment Letter C093 

1 Comment noted 

2 The anticipated socioeconomic impacts of the proposed project are presented in Section 5.3. The number of 
technical and medical visitors to the region as a result of the Mo-99 mission is expected to be small at any of 
the alternative sites. All sites have the possibility of additional missions. 
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1 

Author: Daniel Cudaback 

January 17, 1996 

Testimony for the Public Hearing on the Proposed Medical 1sotope Pr~)duction Project 
January 17, 1996 
Shill) Inn 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 

Good evening. My name is Danid Cudaback. I am President and Chief Executive OJ:licer of the 
Eastern Idaho Economic Development Collncil. The Council is a non-!Jrofit. community ba~cd 
economic devcloproettt organization supported by nearly 300 for-profit~avemment contnbutors 
and partners thruughout eastern ldaho. The Department of Energy has recognized the Council as 
the siltgle voice for economic development in the region, and has designated it as the community 
reuse orpnization for eastern Idaho. 

The Council's Board of Directors and various committees are made up of over 30 business and 
government leaders from around the region. from Pocatello to Rexburg, from the Teton Valley to 
/\rec. The Council's programs are designed both to pcomote maximum and diversified 
conunelcial use of lNl!L resources, as well as promote diversification of the regional economy 
away from heavy dependence on the traditional govemment-dri\oen mission of the site. The 
proposed isotope production facility under discussion this evening makes sense for lNEl, on beth 
C0\111ft;. 

The INEL and eall\em Idaho community can meet or exc«d the s1andard1 for the four critical 
factor:i. nece.'lSary for isotope supplier success'. reliability of supply; product quality; cost 
compelitivenCBS; and wntinuouJ improvement. E.xisting, as weJI as readily developable, facilities 
at the INEJ, offer unmatched radioisotope capability. Major assets of the INEL include its 
reservoir of scientific knowledge, its long histocy of successful radiophannaceutical production, 
its in-place protcssional network, and its envirotuncntally-5et1Sitive ••inside the tence'' production 
capability. Yet as important is the community's vinually unanimous support of the project and its 
ability to effectively address the proposed facility's fundamental location requirement&. now and in 
the future. 

!:>\.STERN ID.AJ-10 K:ONO.~lC D£V(lOrMENT COVN<.::11. l:\C. 
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Tile Eastcm Idaho Economic De'YClopment Council strongly suppons the Department's Medical 
1 T.sotope Production Initiative. Further, the Council strongly encour&gelf the Department ·s close 

con.'iideration of the IN£1... as an integral clement of Project implementation. 

J~ 
:' /") 

/ -""i L 
Oaniel Cudaback~-------.............. 
President 
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Author: Daniel Cudaback 

Response to Comment Letter C094 

1 Comment noted. 
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• Linda Mila'm 
Mayor 

CITY OF IDAHO PAI.LS 
Office of the Mayor 

City Hall 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 

Testimony for the Public Hearing on the Proposed Medical Isotope Production Project 
January 17, 1996, Idaho Falls, Idaho 

Good evening. I am Linda Milam, Mayor of the City of Idaho Falls. I appreciate the 
opportunity to comment on the Draft Environment Impact Statement for the Medical Isotope 
Production Project which will produce Molybdenum-99 and related medical isotopes. 

Each year 13 million medical procedures, 100 million laboratory tests, and 50,000 
therapies using molybdenum and related isotopes are conducted in the United States. Each year, 
800/u of the world's supply of radioisotopes are consumed in the United States. Each year, the 
availability of radioisotopes becomes more crucial tot he diagnosis and treatment of disease in 
the United States. The fastest growing segment of the medical isotope market is therapeutic 
radiopharmeceuticals, including treatment for ovarian, prostate, leukemia, and lymphoma 
cancers and pain relief for bone cancers. The United States has, by far, the most advanced 
medical care system in the world. 

And yet, this country is subject to the vagaries of commercial, political, geological and 
weather conditions of other countries to supply the material which is crucial to this sophisticated 
system. This country does not produce but is an importer of radioisotopes. We must establish 
this capability in the United States. 

The Department of Energy Complex offers unmatched radioisotope production 
capability. The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory brings a unique mix of scientific 
knowledge, isotope production experience, facility availability, and an established professional 
and university network. 

I would encourage the Department of Energy to: 

J) consider the social benefits of establishing a Molybdenum-99 production capacity in this 
country; 

2) consider the economic benefits of building that capacity around established strengths; 

3) consider the environmental, economic, and technological benefits of investing in the 
development of advanced technologies to produce radioisotopes more effectively and 
efficiently; 

4) consider the environmental and economic benefits of building upon the existing isotope 
production capability, including facility and human resources, such as exist at the INEL; 

P.O. Box 50220 • 308 Constitution Way, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 • (208) 529-1235 • FAX (208) 529-1148 
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5) consider the environmental benefits of"inside the fence" productions capability. such as 
exists at the lNEL. 

The decisions to be made on this project will impact all of us. directly or indirectly. 
Each of us will suffer. either personally or with a loved one. from a cancer or other condition that 
can be eased or treated with the isotopes produced by a U.S. production facility. The 
commitment should be made, link.ages with private industry and universities should be 
expanded., and production should begin as quickly as possible. 
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Responses to Comment Letter C095 

1 The Department of Energy is a producer of many radioactive isotopes, including isotopes for use in 
industrial, medical, and research applications. Regarding the supply ofMo-99, the problem is not that the 
supply is from Canada (or from any other foreign country, for that matter). The problem is that the entire 
U.S. supply comes from a single source. It should also be noted that this single source accounts for about 
85% of the world supply of Mo-99. If this source were to become unavailable, production facilities in 
other countries would most likely focus on meeting their own needs first and, in any case, would not be 
able to meet even half of U.S. demand for Mo-99. Given this supply situation, the Department has 
proposed establishing a domestic production source to ensure that a reliable supply of Mo-99 is available 
to the U.S. medical community. If the Department decides to pursue this project and at some later date a 
reliable domestic supply could be ensured by foreign suppliers, then the Department would phase out its 
production ofMo-99. 

2 In making its decision on the proposed project, the Department will consider factors such as those cited. 

3 If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed action, the Department will consider the existing 
isotope production capabilities and potential environmental impacts arising from medical isotope produc
tion at each site. Regarding new technologies for isotope production, all of the production alternatives 
propose to use the Cintichem process. Research and development of advanced technologies is not within 
the scope of this proposed action. 

4 If the Department decides to pursue this project, work will begin as soon as a Record of Decision is 
issued. 
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Author: Jennifer Fowler-Propst 

United States Department of the Interior 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
New Mexico Ecolo'1ical Service• Field Office 

2105 Osuna NE 
Albuquwque. l\lew Mexico 87113 

Phom1: (5051 761-4625 fa>C: 15051 761-4542 

February 13. 1996 

Memorandum 

To: 

From: 

Regional Director. Region 2, Afbuquerque, New Mexico 

Field Supervisor. New Mexico Ec:ological Services Field Office, Albuquerque, 
New Mexico 

Subject: Comments for ER #96-0056, DEIS for the Medical Isotopes Production 
Project. 

This responds to ER 96/0056 requesting comments on the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) for the Medical Isotopes ProducrJon Project IMIPPI: Molybdenum-99 
and Related Isotopes (DOE/EIS-02490). This letter has been sent to Roy Perez by 
electronic mail under the file name "MIPPDEIS.WPD. '' The U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service New Mexico Ecological Services Field Office (Service) has reviewed the EIS and 
offers the following comments: 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

Four alternatives were presented along with the ~no action" alternative. The preferred 
alternative involves target fabrication at the Los Alamos N11tional LaboratOly Chemistry 
and Metallurgy Research Building in New Mexico and subs11quent shipment to Sandia 
National Laboratories in New Mexico ISNLINM) for testing, proc11ssing, and distribution. 
The second alternative involves the fabrication. testrng, processing, and distribution of 
medlcaj isotopes entirely from Los Alamos National laboratory. The third alternative 
entails a similar process at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Knoxville, Tennessee. 
The forth alternative entails a similar process at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 
in ldaho Falls, Idaho. We have restricted our comments ta the alternatives proposed in 
New Mexico. 

The natural resources of Sandia National Laboratories were inadequately end 
inaccurately characterized to sufficiently evaluate the impacts anticipated under the 
preferred alternl!ltlve. The preferred alternative was not rigorously explored and 
obje<:tively evaluated. The affected environment on or near SNL/NM lands was not 
described ac:curat11ly or with equivalent detail necessary to characterize the 
environment as were the other sites evaluated. Detailed information about SNL/NM 
lands is available (see below) and should be incorporated into the tin21I EIS so that an 
environmentally preferable alternative can be identified. 
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The Service concurs that any proposed SNL/NM Annular Core Research Reactor 
modifications could likely have minimal impact to the local environment. However. 
other environmental risks associated with the proposed action, including any effluents 
released into the air, soil, or water, or from vehicular transportation of isotopes should 
be evaluated relative to potential effects upon natural resources {including nearby 
wetlands. wildlife habitats) and on sun-ounding lands managed by Kirtland Air Force 
Base. 

On November 16, 1995, the EIS Project Manager sent a letter requesting a list of 
endangered, threatened, or candidate species for the project area in New Mex.ico. Our 
response was delayed until January 9, 1 996, because of the government-wide 
furlough. We hl'lve the following questions: 

• 

• 

What new permits will be required for the management of wastes generated? 

What is the likely dispersion pattern from discharged effluents and from 
accident scenarios? Cim you quantify (by alternative) the amount of natural 
resources {wetlands, sensitive species, refuges, national parks. etc.) within 
the area of concern? Does any alternative have the majority of vulnerable 
natural resources? 

• What injuries might occur to wildlife species exposed to radioactive air 
emissions and from accident scenarios? How would these potential injuries 
be measured and mitigated? 

SPECIFIC COMMENTS 

Page 4.13. Sectjon 4.1.9.1 Terrestrial Resources 
The cited reference (~U.S. Department of Energy, 1993bal, tor wildlife diversity and 
abundance on lands managed by SNLINM, does not appear, by title, as though it would 
provide an adequate source of site-specific information on this subject. If.we are in 
error about this report, please forward photocopies of those sections that detail the 
t•ming of wildlife surveys, methods used, and results of the surveys. 

Page 4.13. Sectjon 4.1.9.2 Aquatic Resources 
The cited reference {"U.S. Department of Energy, 1996d"), for surface water bodies 
found on SNUNM, does not appear, by title, as though it would provide an adequate 
source of site-specific information about surface water bodies on SNUNM. If we are in 
error about this report, please forward photocopies of those sections that detail the 
methods, timing, and results of these surveys. 

The statement, ~[alrroyos carry water during heavy precipitation, but no natural aquatic 
communities of organisms develop in the brief time water is present,· is unsupported 
by appropriate reference materfals citing any surveys completed. Amphibians and 
reptiles are species adapted to and that may depend upon habitats influenced by cycles 
of wet and dry weather. Arroyos, washes, and ephemeral streambeds provide valuable 
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routes of migration, resting, and feeding habitat for these and other animal species. 
Therefore, the ecological v1;1lue of these habitats should receive consideration during 
planning end reasonable care should be taken to protect these habitats from avoidable 
adverse impacts. 

Page 4. 13. Section 4.1.9.3 Wetlands 
The statemem, "[n)o wetland inventories have been performed for SNL/NM, and no 
National Wetland Inventory maps have been published,# is inaccurate. National 
Watland Inventory (NWI) maps are available for SNL/NM and photocopies are attached. 
Unfortunately, our office does not have all of the maps necessary to provide complete 
coverage of the project area. However, the additional wetland maps of New Mexico 
can be purchased by calling the NW! State Distribution Center {413-645-03691 located 
in the Earth Sciences Information Office at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. 

Wetland surveys also have been conducted (or are currently underway) by the U.S. Air 
Force in conjunction with the Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan (Mr. H. 
Davidson, Chief, Natural Resources Branch, Kirtland Air Force Base, written 
communication, Consultation #2-22-95-1-244, dated March 20, 1995). The EIS could 
be prepared concurrently and integrated with environmental Elnalyses and surveys and 
studies conducted by Kirtland Air Force Base. Direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
of the proposed action including the effects of any effluents reteased into the air, soil, 
or water, and from transportation accidents should be evaluated for any wetll;mds (e.g .• 
Tijeras Arroyo, Arroyo del Coyote) potentially affected by the proposed action. 

Page 4.14, Section 4. 1.9.4 Threatened and Endangered Specjes 
The statement, ''lnlo federally listed threatened or endangered species are known to 
occur on SNUNM. ~ was not cited. Several studies of sensitive species and their 
habitats were conducted near the project araa in 1992 and 1993 for SNl/NM {Mr. T.A. 
Wolff. Team Leader, Risk Managl!lment and NEPA Department, Sandia National 
Laboratoriesl and the New Mexico Natural Heritage Program. The EIS should integrate 
the recent environmental anelyses and related surveys and studies required by the 
Endangered Species Act. 

Page 5.13. Section 5.9. Ecological Resources 
The e11vironmental consequences section states, ulnlo ecological impacts Bre 
anticipated under any alternative, because activities associated with medical isotope 
production would CH;cur in previously developed areas of the sites." However, 
environmental consequences to air quality within a 50"mlle radius of each alternative 
and along transportation routes identified only human receptors in the affected 
environment. Certainly, other vulnerable and valuable natural resources are likely to 
occ:ur within a 50-mile r1;1dius or along the transportation route and the potential injuries 
to these resources are foreseeable. Direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to 
threatened, endangered, candidate species. or other wildlife and their habitats should 
be evaluated. This should include the risks to natur\'11 resources associated with any 
effluents released into the air, soil, or water, Bnd from vehicular transportation 
accidents for each alternative. 
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Perhaps a generic ecological receptor could be identified fot the proposed alternatives 
and concurrently evaluated along with the human exposure scenarios. The parameters 
for a maximally exposed individul!ll could be altered to reflect a generic: mammal and 
evaluated using your computer models (including the dose-thresholds tor humans). For 
example, the maximally exposed mammal could weigh any where from 0.01 kilograms 
(weight of a mouse) to 50 kilograms (weight of a deer). breathe the contaminated 
plume all year. spend all year on contaminated soil, and consume locally grown foods. 

Finally, the proposed transport route tor the preferred alternative is found on state lands 
and on several tribal lands. We suggest you contact the New Mexico Department of 
Game and Fish and the New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources 
Oepartment for information concerning fish, wildlife. and plants of state concern. We 
also suggest you contact the Pueblos of Pojoaque, San Felipe, Sandia, Santo Domingo, 
and Tesuque for information concerning fish, wildlife. plants, and cultural areas of tribal 

concern. 

SUMMARY 
The EIS does not contain sufficient ecologjcal information as it penains to the affected 
environment of Sandia National laboratory. The environmental consequences section 
should quantify the risks to wildlife and their habitats attributable to the discharge of 
effluents and in transportation accident scenarios. Without additional information, an 
environmentally preferable alternative cannot be identified. 

if you have any questions concerning these comments, please call Joel D. Lusk of my 
staff at (505) 761A525. 

f( 7'/aJ tJ ~~ 
f[.rj Jennifer Fowler·Propst 

Attachment 

cc: (woiattch) 
Geographic Manager, New Mexico Ecosystems, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Director, New Mexico Department of Game and fish, Santa Fe. New Mexico 

{Attention: A. Wilson) 
Di rector, New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department, Forestry 

and Resources Conservation Division. Santa Fe. New Mexico 
Water Resource Scientist. DOE Oversight Bureau, New Mexico Environment 

Department, Albuquerque, New Mexico (Attn: J. Hostakl. 
Environmental Officer, Pueblo of Pojoaque, Santa Fe, New Mexico 
Environmental Officer, Pueblo of Sandia, Bernalillo, New Mexico 
Environmental Officer, Pueblo ot San felipe, San Felipe, New Mexico 
Environmental Officer. Pueblo of Santo Domingo, Santo Domingo, New Mexico 
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E~nmental Officer, Pueblo of Tesuque, Santa Fe, New Mexico 
v-a.~ ~roject Manager, Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Richland, Washington 

(Attn: M. McKinney) 
NEPA Coordinator, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 

(Attn: T. Wolf) 

5 
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Responses to Comment Letter C096 

1 The affected environment descriptions in the EIS were intentionally limited to information that is impor
tant in evaluating relative impacts of the alternatives, and they were therefore restricted to those resources 
that are likely to be affected by the proposed action. These descriptions were also reviewed to ensure that 
they present a comparable level of detail for each alternative. DOE believes the information included in 
the EIS is presented at a level of detail appropriate to the level of risk associated with the proposed action, 
which is very low for all alternatives. 

2 DOE believes that it has explored all of the alternatives in a fair manner, with equal rigor and objectivity 
applied to each alternative. DOE believes the EIS adequately describes the impacts that might result from 
implementing the proposed action at any candidate site. 

3 Please see response to C096- l above. 

4 The nature of the activities proposed in the EIS is such that the opportunity for impact on natural resources 
is minimal. Air emissions consist largely of short-lived noble gases, which ultimately decay to nonradioac
tive or lower activity isotopes and do not tend to accumulate in the environment. Effluent releases to soil 
or surface water are not expected from any of the processes other than waste disposal activities, which 
would take place in engineered facilities permitted by Federal and state agencies. 

Transportation associated with the medical isotopes project would utilize existing infrastructure at all sites, 
therefore no sensitive habitats would be affected by construction of roads or other utilities. Emissions 
from vehicle traffic associated with the proposed action would be minimal and do not represent a measur
able increase over current levels. Therefore, no mechanism by which project activities could extensively 
affect natural resources or sensitive species or habitats has been identified. 

5 Management of radioactive wastes generated by medical isotope production would occur in existing 
facilities that also manage wastes from other operations. In the INEL and LANL alternatives, these 
facilities are onsite, whereas SNUNM and ORNL would transport their radioactive waste to the Nevada 
Test Site (NTS) for disposal. Because these facilities already exist, addition of the relatively small 
quantities of medical isotope production waste would not require new permits. If necessary, existing 
permits for these facilities would be updated to include the types of waste resulting from medical isotope 
production. 

6 Dispersion of air emissions would depend on atmospheric conditions at the time of the release. The 
probability that the wind would blow in any given direction is reflected in the wind rose diagrams pre
sented in Appendix D of the EIS and in the joint frequency data used to estimate dispersion of facility 
emissions (see Appendix C). In the case of routine emissions from facilities, which are assumed to be 
nearly continuous, the dispersion patterns would correspond closely to the frequencies of annual average 
wind directions. For accidental releases that occur over a relatively short period of time, dispersion could 
occur over a much narrower area. For purposes of the EIS accident analysis, the wind was assumed to 
blow in the same direction for the entire duration of the event, and the direction was chosen to maximize 
consequences to the potentially affected population. 
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Sensitive natural resources such as threatened or endangered species and habitats, wetlands, and aesthetic 
and scenic areas are identified in Section 4 of the EIS for each of the alternatives. The types, relative 
number, and locations of such resources are identified in the appropriate sections for each site. Because 
the impacts of the proposed activities are very low for all types of resources, the potential for adverse 
effects on any of the above-mentioned resources is extremely unlikely. 

The consequences of radioactive air emissions from medical isotope production were evaluated for onsite 
non-involved workers, who are among the most sensitive of onsite biota, and were found to be very small 
for both routine operations and accidents. Therefore, exposures to other types of biota would not be 
expected to result in adverse consequences. Although it would not be possible to entirely rule out potential 
impacts on some individuals of other biotic species following an accident, the relatively low human risk 
provides reasonable assurance that large populations of other onsite biota would not be subjected to 
detrimental effects. Estimating the environmental impacts to such individuals or populations would likely 
be of little value in forming a basis for making decisions among the alternatives. 

7 The first reference in question, Nonnuclear Consolidation Environmental Assessment, Volume 1: Nuclear 
Weapons Complex Reconfiguration Program, contains a section ( 4.1.5.5) on biotic resources of SNL/NM 
and Kirtland Air Force Base (KAFB). This section cited the following references: 

Sandia National Laboratories Albuquerque, Environmental Baseline Update, 301182-56-01, prepared by 
IT Corporation and Consensus Planning, lnc./Zephyr Design, 1992. 

Revision of the Species Inventory Checklists for Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, Bernalillo 
County, New Mexico, Final report, SAND90-7098, prepared by N. T. Fischer, IT Corporation, Albuquer
que, NM, 1990. 

Section 4.1.9 .2 of the EIS describing aquatic resources has been revised and contains an additional 
reference. 

8 Section 4.1.9 .2 has been rewritten to reflect more accurate information about surface water resources at 
SNL/NM. In Revision of Species Inventory Checklists for Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, 
Bernalillo County, New Mexico: Final Report, (Fischer 1990), Fischer states that there are three springs 
on KAFB which provide small areas of natural wetlands. He reports areas of shallow standing water and 
permanently moist soils. The Draft Environmental Assessment of the Environmental Restoration Project 
at Sandia National Laboratories/New Mexico DOE/EA-1140 (DOE 1995h), states that there are two 
perennial springs in the Arroyo del Coyote drainage: Coyote Springs and Sol se Mete Spring. These 
springs provide limited and localized wetland habitat at the site. 

9 The discussion of wetlands in Section 4.1.9.3 has been revised. A wetland inventory of SNL/NM has been 
conducted by KAFB. Some riparian woodland and riparian scrubland is found in some arroyos and 
canyons with permanent or intermittent surface water sources. Species found in these areas include 
cottonwoods, saltcedars, cattails, rushes, and wetland grasses. Some artificial ponds also provide wetland
like habitats. These ponds may be used by migratory waterfowl in the spring and fall. 
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10 The reference in question is "DOE 1993a." In addition, Revision of the Species Inventory Checklists for 
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, Bernalillo County, New Mexico, Final Report also states 
that no federally listed threatened or endangered species are known to occur on KAFB. The citation has 
been added to Section 4.1.9.4. 

11 The nature of the activities proposed in the EIS is such that the opportunity for impact on natural 
resources is minimal. Air emissions consist largely of short-lived noble gases, which ultimately decay to 
nonradioactive or lower activity isotopes and do not tend to accumulate in the environment. Effluent 
releases to soil or surface water are not expected from any of the processes other than waste disposal 
activities, which would take place in engineered facilities permitted by Federal and state agencies. 

Transportation associated with the medical isotope project would utilize existing infrastructure at all 
sites, therefore no sensitive habitats would be affected by construction of roads or other utilities. Emis
sions from vehicle traffic associated with the proposed action would be minimal and do not represent a 
measurable increase over current levels. Therefore, no mechanism by which project activities could 
affect natural resources or sensitive species or habitats has been identified. 

The consequences of radioactive air emissions from medical isotope production were evaluated for 
onsite non-involved workers, who are among the most sensitive of onsite biota, and were found to be 
very small for both routine operations and accidents. Therefore, exposures to other types of biota would 
not be expected to result in adverse consequences. Although it would not be possible to entirely rule out 
potential impacts on some individuals of other biotic species following an accident, the relatively low 
human risk provides reasonable assurance that large populations of other onsite biota would not be 
subjected to detrimental effects. Estimating the environmental impacts to such individuals or populations 
would likely be of little value in forming a basis for making decisions among the alternatives. 

12 The nature of the activities proposed in the EIS, and their relatively low impacts as described in Sec
tion 5 of the document, is such that the likelihood for impact on natural resources is minimal. Both the 
New Mexico Department of Game and Fish and the New Mexico Minerals and Natural Resources 
Department were contacted for information on species of concern. Information on these resources was 
incorporated into the affected environment description for the SNL/NM site as appropriate. 

Transportation associated with the medical isotopes project would utilize existing infrastructure at all 
sites, therefore no sensitive habitats or species would be affected by construction of roads or other 
utilities. Emissions from vehicle traffic associated with the proposed action would be minimal and do not 
represent a measurable increase over current levels. The relatively low impacts of incident free transpor
tation, or of transportation accidents, on humans indicate that impacts on other types of biota (which are 
generally less sensitive than humans) would be minimal. Therefore, no mechanism by which project 
activities could extensively affect natural resources or sensitive species or habitats has been identified. 

Transportation activities associated with medical isotope production would be undertaken in consultation 
with agencies governing potentially affected areas along the transportation routes. Routes would be 
chosen according to established guidelines to minimize risk, and emergency response plans would be 
developed in conjunction with local agencies as appropriate before shipments of radioactive materials 
commence. 
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SllllB D( NctJJ lfa:im 
ENVIRONJIBNT D.EPARnv&'NT 
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-- ....,..ISUl'A.D 

February 15, ~91' 

Michael J, Zamoraki 
Acting Area Manager 
Kirtlan4 Area Office 
Albuquerque Operations Office 
U.S. Departn:ient. of Energy 
P.O. Sox 5400 
Al~q~c~que, N.H. 8711S 

Dear M~. Zamor•kit 

RB r KEDIOL l:SO'l'OPZS PKOD'CJCTlOJI Ho.JEC'l'1 llOLYBDDUK•U ~ RXLADD 
::ZSO'l'OPllS1 DRAl'T :DIVJ:lilOllHZMTAL :IMPACT S'1'ATma:t1 DO•/•J:s-
0249D: U.11. tlZPAR.T:MEll'l" aF IDIEl:GY, OPJl':l'Cll D:I' we~ DD'.IUJY, 
SCllNCB ·AND nc:BNOLOGY, ll'ASB'Illtil'l'OJI', D.C, ~ DBCZHBD lHS 

The following provides New )lex1co Rnvircn~ent Depart1U1nt (NMED) 
staff comments concerning the above-referenced Draft En.vironmantal 
Impact Stateir..nt IDBIS}. 

I.. DBI B ASJ'IC'J'B RELATIQ TO s.Nmll VAf!Ol!AL Ll,BOP.TQBIES CSJIL) , 

l.) ::R.,rJ1oact:iv• Waate 112ma, .. ut Iaa12••= C:lt:. 11.1.2. 
lfolybdenum-.95 SeparatJcm .Filc;,U.ity ffed•. It is indicated that 
during periods of uninterrupted Mo l!!IUPPlf. fJ:OUl the current 
Canadian producer (Nordion, L~d.I, that all 1Mo produeed in cha 
planned continuous USDOE ope~ation would be disposed of as waste. 
I.e., although the ll'ledieal ro.arket would not abBorb the axcess 
radionuclide, full producticn would continue. It is unclear from 
the DElS how the additir,n of thia radionuclide land particularly 
it:s d;n1ghter product, Tc, with a half-life of 21,JOQ years> to 
ehe waste screa~ would i~pact estiro.a~es of low level rad1oaccive 
wa•C• (t.tiW") generation rat:ee in terms of volume. actiJ;i.ty, or syat 
ta the progr~. Ir. is al•o unclear vhac: ~h• fate of nI and 1. Xe 
(additional med.1cal isotopes that would ba pi:od.uced in the 
irra4iation process) would be in the event that the me~ical market 
could not amao~ ~hem. Annual ~olume~~ic w1ace estimates in the 
cs:rs range variously 1::rom 4:3 m to 5 fi. l m (Ci. 1:. n . 3 • 1 . 8 and 
s.14.l.l.l. In a •upporting doeu111ent; •&nvircnmental Aeeesament 
for Sandia National Laboratories/New Mexico Offsite Transport:ation 
of Low-Level Radioactive Wastew 12 .1. 2 (t17ERl , projec:i:.icns of 
(ucure LLW gener~tion are based eolaly on paat genera~ion rat• at: 
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37 m' /year. Hence, the T:ranapor~ation EA escimate• would not. 
inclu~ che impacts ot the proposed MIPP. rh• DEIS eat1ma~a of 
70.8 m LLWprodu.ced annually try SNL !Cit. U.l.1J.3) i• appare11tly 
contradicted by th• eatimate in th• •uppcr~in; L~W Tranapercation 
EA • 

Cic • ll . l . l. ', Hot C'all YaC"1.l.t ty Nod1:ti.c11. t1ons, ~h• Hot cell 
Faci.l i ty (HCF J b.UI a hia~ory of u.ea for cleatru.eti.ve teet ing of 
irradiated. fuel element• and ocher radioacciv• aateriale. In that. 
operational rriode, ra.dioac:tiV'll contamina,tion of HCF component.a would 
be expected. Mod.ificationa to tbe Her to per.it medical iactope 
proceaa~n~ ma.y include demoltcion and decontamination •ctivici•• 
vbich are net diacuased in the DEIS. Such accivieies would 1ikely 
incre.aae. the initial radioacti.,e wast• inventory beyond that 
projected for meidical i•otope processing. 

Cit. §4 .4. l.4 .4. Low-Level. Hixed fiaate, The sec:tion .indicating 
that. mi~d wa•te• may be generated at sm.. &fl a re•ul~ of waa»:sn• 
test• require• ~larification. Na are unaware of nuclear weapon• 
t.eats being perfoZ"ll\ed in New Mexic:o with the exception of the 
hiat.oric ABC Trinit.y Sit• det.onaticn. and h.i•toric ERDA det.onac.iona 
of nuc1ear device• at the Gnome Sice Ccarlebad) and Gaabuggy Site 
{Four Corner•) under 1~ject Plowshare. 

. I 

2) St~1aet~ral S•i..S.c Safet;y Xssuesa c~t. 13.3.l.9r Requirea 
11od1.fl.ca.t1on• - AmWl•r core .Research Reactor l!lbd1.f.tc.ae.io.as at 
SNL/llll. This section daea not. indicate any scructura+ 
modification• necea11axy to b:ring the ACR.R. High Bay at.nieture to 
current seismic safety building requi~ement.a. The AC'RR High Bay 
ia an unreintorced masonry lURMl acructure !Draft ~nvironmantal 
Assessment. Gamma Irradiation Facility at Sandia Na~icna1 
Laboracories. September 19,S DOE/EA-0973), whicb ia not 
considered eeiamically •ound under tha 1991 Uniform Building cede 
lUBCJ for Seiemic Hazard Zone 21 that includes Albuquerqge, NM. 
This also holds for •ubaequ.ent ed.itione at the UBC. Th.e USDOE 
Defan.ee Programs Inform.at.ion Letter 95-03 advieaa re-evaluat~on o( 
tJRM ecructures for natural phenomena hazal:'d• including earchqu&killl9. 
The Px-sidant.'s Executive Order 12941 manda~e• adoption of ICSSC 
Standards a.e minimum safety 111ta.nda:rda; ICSSC RP-4 (National 
Inatitut• of Standards} and DOZ Order 5480.28 trigger •eismic ri&k 
evaluation of any building where a m•jor change in ~unction,. 
b\l.i1dinq modifica~ion, or change in consciouaness of risks occur. 
The change in operation mode of the ACRR from occasional pulsed 
operation. for teeting pu.xpoe•a to contin-uouia, around-the-c1ock 
production of irradiated targ~t•, as well a. r;"Onvera~on of the HCF 
to iaocope processing, implies a major change in facilities 
function. It i• not clear from the DEIS ~bather a site apecific 
seismic ri•k evaluation ha• been performed for the .ACRR or othe~ 
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DOE Performance Category J nuclear facilitie.l!I at: SNL Technical Area 
V (TA V), 

Ci~ 54 .1. 5. Geologic Resource•, 14. l. 6 .1, General Geology, and 
14.1.6.3, S!te Btab1lity. These sec~icn• of Che J:>5IS refer to a 
supporting document •SNLA C1993d)•, which~•• not iucluded .in the 
liet of re~erencea. 

Cit §4 . l . 6. 3 sit• St"a.bil :i ty. Thia section re fare to a range cf" 
horizontal aecelerat.iona due to aei•mic event• hi unit:e o~ "gram•"· 
Thie should b• corrected; tha un~t •g• refers to an acceleration 
val~e equ.i va.lent to th& acceleration of gra.vi ty on earth (9. a 
m/s ) • The unit gram refer• to nit.as which ia, by definition, 
independent. of c.he fore~ of gravicy. The numerical values for 
horiaontal ac:<:el eration ( 0. 07 g to 0. l sr> derived fr~ the 1.991 mrc 
are noc acC\lrate for th~ ~lbuqu.•rque ~:raa and thus Wldere•ti1nate 
potential sei•mie risk• for th• proposed MIP~ facility. Pr•dicted 
maximum ~ertical and horisont.al •ccele~ations in the Albuqu.e~e 
region are 0.3 g and o.s g, respectively CAlgermiasen-USGS, 1990). 
~aaed on the extents of the Tijera•~Cafionci~a fault aystem a!ld the 
Sandia accommodation :cone loc:.ated .,ithin a mile of °'be aita. a 
maximum credible tetnblor of ?.5 Richter magnitude is indicated. 
This value i• greater than that indicated by the ~IS, and greater 
than va1uea ae•ociated with the recent de•txuctive earthquake• at 
Northridg•, CA and Jtc:>be, Japan. Recent. evidence ii::idicaicea that the 
region betwean Socorro, NM. and Albuque:rq\.le, NM. 111&y produce a 
temblor with Riehter magnitude ae high as ~-~ within ~ha next 25 
year•. with a probability 0£ 0.15 to O.l (Sanford, NMIMT 19,S). 
Thie in.formatiCA is available in the juried literature, i:cnst.itu.tes 
a change in the eonaciouenae& of riak, and •hoqld be updated for 
all al.ten:ia.ti~• c:cnaidered in the DEIS. · 

3) B1o1ogieal Reaourc•• Iasua•t Cit. lt.l.f.t. '1'hreatened &ad 
£R:d&n~ Specj.ea. Th.i.s •ection refers only to spe~i•l a ta tu• 
apeeiee. indicat.i'ftg ~hat poor quality habitat at XAFB renders 
occur:=-ence ot endangered epecies unlik•l.y. This statement is noc 
apparently supporce~ by any local survey efforts, which ahould be 
compl.ec~d before such • conclusive scatemeAt is made. The 
endilllgered peregrine falcon CFalcoperegr1~us> ia ~own to neat in 
the nearby Sandia Mountains, and 44 .. ig-rat:cry peregrine falcons 
were noted in 19SlS by R.aptolt" Waech ac. the Manzano watch area. 
adjacent to JCAFB. Foraging ~•ngee of up to 10 miles are expected 
for che peresrrin• falcon.. Potenti;il impacte to apecial •t6tus 
species and their p't'ey •pec:ies, including any potential tor 
biQ~ccwrru.lation of ra.dioact;iVe materials from HIPP airborne or 
waterbozne effluents, are not discussed under ss.o ~vlronment:al 
Consequences whic:h S\lmmarily dismisses "substantial et:fect:a" 1:0 any 
ecological rQaourcee. 
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4) aMUoiogic•l JL.:Lr Sltluan~ l'.Jall&CC•: c1c. 14.1.12.1. ~t 
J!ad.iolog.ical ll'n'viromiruu:. This section correeely id.mit:ifi.e• the 
Maxiaa11y .Exposed Individual (MEI) for radiological air emi••1ona 
diaparaion modelling under ~D CFR 51 Subpart H (NESJIAP) at 1600 m 
norchwea't. of TA V. Koweva:r, t:hi• MEI was . diaragarded in 't.be 
d111cuc11ion of poten~iilll radioac;c.l.ve ai.r emie111iona 1.lllpacta under 
55.7, ~ir Impac~s. using instead an. MEI at s~oo m north. in the 
region of SNL Technical Area t. Th• effect of u•ing chis ME'I, and. 
emissions ea't.inaa~e data ITal:lle 5-4) which do ~ot ag~ee with ~hat 
ueed by sm.. Air QUality in repo:r:t1ng co t.ba USEPA. i• t:o 
1.lllderee~ima'C.e che po't.en't.ial radiation dose equ.ivalenc ~'l'l'lpact as 
o .1 7 'lt.\StEM/y. Sll1L :r:ap~:rting t:o USEPA and Albuquerque Xnv.iror:unent.al 
Healch CAEHl indicate• a radia~ion dose equ.iv&lant ••~ima..te co t.be 
MEI of 5.2 mREM/y, over ha'Lf cf the OSEPA allowed. standard. 
nisperaion sodelling perfo%med by SNL waa repeaeed by NMl:C u•ing 
Che emissions e.at:imat.es aupplied. ?;o lJ'S!iPA and .AER, che 
meteorological data used for l994 NESHAP rapor~ing c.o USIPA, and 
estimilte• of target production from the DEIS. The resulting value 
found wae 8.6 mRBM/y for prcducJ)ion of 100~ of ~hll Unit•d Stat.as 
ftledi.cit.1 commi.m1 cy' s demand !or Mo. While tllia modelling result. 
naa:i:-ly approach•,_ the NBSHAP 11c.andard of 10 mRBM/y. supplying 200\ 
of Che current demand to ~eee proj•~ted future naeda ~ould result 
in e111o:i.&sions t.hat. are clearly noe i~ colft>lianc• with ehe regulatory 
standard. USOOE and SNL have been advised of t.bese findings. 

cie. 1s.1s.1.l, Faaiiity Acc1dento for Target Irradiaeion at l:he 
Annular Core Research Reaccar. Thie section z:afer1i to modelling 
perfoX'ltled in the oraf't Environmental Aaseasmen~ for th• MIPP which 
preceded t.he DEIS. Tb.is mod•ll:Lng was per~ol'l'!led to predict the 
reaul.t.a of an accid.en~ ecenario involving an acute. high level 
exposure with limited or no emissions co~~z:ola. The model used 
a.glilin was t.ne EPA 1 a CAP88PC, which i• specifically design.ad r.o 
mode1 chronic. long·teni, l.Ollf-level expcsure to radioactive 
effluents from nc::mal facility operations. Using CAPBBPC to :ni.odel 
an accidenc ocenario i• cherefore inapp:r:cpria~e. and will 
undereacimat.a the resulc.aac. &c;u~• •adiation dCl8a to membere of the 
pul:>li.c:. 

•· px1s .UPl:CTS MLATBD TO r.01 ALMQI DTroNN. JeAl!ORA.TORX (µm,>. 

1) C::lt. 13.3.2.9, Page 3.:H. Required .Hbdi.ficatimur. While ic ie 
crue that. che cooling trater leak at t.h• Ol'llega We•~ Reactor lOWR} 
reactor ha.• been 81::Dppad, it i• unclear what re'lfledi.Ation activi.ties 
have taken place siDce the leak wa• discovered. A cc-qJrehensive 
report of the extent of •u~face and eubaurfac• contamina.~ion and 
the ral'l'lediation activi~i•e completed to date •hould be included in 
the DEIS in order to ma.lc.e. .a :rea11onable determination c:once:r:ning the 
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re-acarting gf th• raacto:r. Additionally, Lor t.he Olft•9'• w .. t 
lleactor/Che111istry and Metallurgy R.e.aearch Facility Alternative, cbe 
~EP 8 taff recommend• thac oNR ••feguarda be inatallod to prav.nt 
future relea•e• from undergrowtd pip1ng--euch •• wa~er flow race 
inst.:runientaCiOP lllitb al•X'lMI that. NCU1d detect W&t•r 1DS8 and notify 
p:roceea control technician•. Other reactcr hardw<are upgrades 
<leecribed in the DEIS •hould be clarified C~:rther. 

2> cit:. 14.2.lll.3. ••v• •.2!1,. Si.ce st&bil.:fty. Th• text 111en~::l.on11 that 
~h• P«j~rlto Plataau i• daminate4 by three pro~inent fault zon.a. 
b11t fail• to aclcJ'l.OWledge that the t:r«ce of t.he Quaje MCNDcain 1-'._ult 
pasae• directly thro~gh the coolinsr towera of the OKR at TA-2. Has 
cha G\l&je Mowitain Fault ~een aufficiently characterised--in cha 
event o~ ie re-started--to re~ove le a• a cgntaminant traneport: 
111ec:bani.a111 fo:i- perched ground wa.te:r syat.eme below the facility 
during the proposed accelerated owa operation•? 

3) Ci.t:. 14 .2. I .1, Page 4. JS. Burface W'acer. Th• fine pa:i:as;raph 1• 
incorrect, perinan•nt perennial surface ~&~era ara found at·LM-IL in 
CaAon d11. Vall•, Twomile Canyon, and PajarU:o Cai:iyon 1Da1e ana 
ranicak H.!ilS, in review). Ve tdiou.ld aleo not.a that NKED staff 
obi;;er.red perennial •iJrface water flov ill Threemile Callnyt>n and upper 
Wat.er C.nyon during 199~ and iiPS. In adclition, th•~ are •p~i~9• 
in uiany of t.he canycn• on &:lie eastern border of the Pajarico 
Plateau which supply perennlal surface vater flow to the Rio 
Grande. notably Frijoles, Anchb, and Pajarito canyon•· 

Xt •0t.1.ld he appropri.te ~o display th• •unimer etorm runoff data 
men~io~ed in paragraph tTllO. 

It is not well unda-r•tccd how aurfac:e water flow affects t:h• 
pe:r:-ch•cl gTound·· water (alluvium) i~ Los Alamo• canyon [e.g •• 
infiltration and perc:olation ~atea have net been C!h.a.racterized. near 
the OWRl. 

The IJUn. ER Projact haa 11hCNn that there ia :r:adionuclid.e 
contaminatioD in che perched g~cund water {alluviym) eaat of the 
OHll from past opera~ional r•l•a11e111, but: little data haV"I!! been 
callecte4 to e?aluat• how ether potential rel•ase •it•• {PRSI in 
the Los Alaino• Canyon ~ ~P Mesa ar•a ccntrib\lte to the overall 
contaminant ~d radicnuclide_imrentory down-gradient of the OWR.. 
JllME1) •ta.ff recommend• for the 0..S"a Weet Reacto:r/Che111i•t.xy -.cl 
Met~llurgy Research Facility ~lte:rnative that e.now-me1t and ato:i:lll 
water events be eontinuously monicored to pinpoint and aasesa al1 
PRS so\u.·cea to Los Al.a:moa Can.yon. ~ •toni 111at:ar pol.1ution pl.an 
should then be d••~;ned and implemented to prevent all. ccn~a111inan.ca 
f;i-om leaving the si~e- · 

S1,1.:rface wat.er• fed by the Loa Alarno• reeervoir often reach aad 
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Author: Gedi Cibas, Ph.D. 

4) Cit. 1t.2.1.2. P•!18 ,.35. Grau.adwaCer. lt •bould be :no~ed that 
an inteJ:111adiate perched grow'Ld. water zone probably exiata in the 
•ubeurfaee belCHI tb• OMJl, and. it ia unlcnown whather there ia a 
connecti.on between ~h• u.ppex •hallow •lluvi'Wll aquif•r and. th1e 
cla•p•r parclwd ~ope that woul.d allow for tae transport: of 
contamin.ants. JIMED staff :reccnmenda that an adequate 
charac:t:eriaacion of these aqu.ifer• be performed far the Omega We•t 
Reactor/Chemisc:ry and Metallu~ Reaearcb Facility Alteraacive. 

'the u1atence of pe:rc;:hed alluvium ground water ih Le• Alamoa Canyon 
beneath tbe OWR was brought. to Pepa.:rtment •taff attention by LARL 
ZR Proj act per11onnel • In order to relieve pnlllaur• ca.used by 
upwelling of gro~d water in t:he canyor.. alluvium, it wa• neceaea~ 
to dx-ill hole• in t.he ba•ement floor of the OWR •quipmant room • 

NMED •taff believe that the~e is •n inadeqllate •ite-wide ground 
~ater monitoring oystem at LANL. Departm~c staff recolllftend that 
an U.t:erinediat• pe~ched and c:!oep regicn81 ~quif&r monhgringo ay•t.em 
in ID• Alamo• C~ycm be funB.ed and implemented if the OSDOB is 
••r1ously con•iderin~ the Oae9• We•t! aeactcr/Chemiat:ry and 
Plet.allurgy :R.esea:rch Facility Alternative.j The recommended ground. 
water monitoring system could lcie addressed in a timely manner by 
i~l~menting th• LltNio Ground Watez- Protection Management Program 
Plan~ (QDMPP). 

5) Ci~. 14.2.14.1. Pa;• 4.4&~ .tow-Le'l>'l!l ~•t••· Hui there Dael\ a 
pa;cformance as•e11smea.t: oe '1'.A-SO I • curTeDt ana futu.:e lov- level. 
radionuclide va1te treatmen~ capabiliti•~ (with all propoeed up
grade•} to addre•S ch• Olll.eg-a tleet Reactor/~he111.iat:r:y and Keu.llurgy 
Research Facility !Utemai:i•'? U·50 is C'llrrantly expex-iencing 
problems with the pre•ent •ite-wide ra4ionu.clide waste •Cream it proc-••••· Wjll TA-SO, a facility th.at ·still u~ili~e• •aixties 
technology", b9 able to adeq1.1ately addrea• t:he inc.r:a&••d wa11te 
atre•m from MalY-9' ta:l:'get ptepara~ion and ta~get diaaolu.t.i~? 

! 

Wa appreciate the oppcrtuni~Y ~o aommenc on th1~ doCWM1nt. Plea•e 
let us know if you have any queacicna. 

Sincerely, 

~~ Environmental IMpact Review Coordinator 

HMBD Fila Mo. iSISR 
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GA.RY 6. JOHNSON DOM I. trfalUrn'O.¥. m 
man:aMNI ..,.,.,~ 

February 16, 199' 

Michael J. ZalbOrski 
Acting Azea MazWlier 
Kircland Az'e• Office 
Albuquerqae Oper•tion• Office 
u. s _ Department of Enexgy 
p.o. Bex SGOO 
Jl,.lbuquerque, N.M. 87115 

Dea~ Mr. Zamorski: 

JU! r llllD%c::1alo :ISO'fOH8 PRODtlCHOW PROJSC'l'• MOI.YBDEllUX-'9 ~ QLATZD 
:Z:SOTCW88 1 Du.JT O'l'IltOJIKDl'UL X»AC'I S'l'Animtft' 1 DOB/SJ:il• 
D24.9D: V~S.. DEPll'Da:ft OP DBRft. OPJ'ICS OP ~ l:llZJl.(ft', 
SCISl«:B .&»ID TECHNOLOGY, llQSBINa:roJI', P.C.a D•CBIL'.llllat 1195 

wo discovered an e:rror and 'llO\lld lik111 to amend two .sentenc:•• in our 
Febru•xy is, 19,5, comments on the document referenced a))ot.,e. The 
last: two sentence• (i.e., aentence• I&] .;and, {7)) of the first 
par•'iJE".a.ph of eei:::tioa A [ti, entitled Re.d1o1og1c:al Ai:r Bfflv.-.a.t 
:tmpaat, ehould 1be changed •• fol1ow1: 

sentenc:• (6)' the •100~· thould be repl•ced with ~JDO,•. 

Sentence i7l ~ the entire sentence ehou.ld be delet.ed. and 
raplaced with the following; MT21.~• llod..J.lizag 
~aeult A4•rly approaebe• che llWI~ atuadard 
of 10 JIRJ!K/y. P 

The remainder of our comiaent• ia ochervi•• unaffected. we regret 
t.b.e inadvertent inaeeuracy. l'lea.H let me lcnow if you have any 
quaat.iona. 

2:~~-~~aa •• D. 
Environmen Impact Review Ccordinator 

N142D Fil• No. 9SBER 
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Responses to Comment Letter C097 

1 If the Department decides to pursue this project, it would only produce Mo-99 at full capacity in the event 
of a Mo-99 supply shortage. At all other times, it would operate under its normal backup mode and would 
only produce enough Mo-99 to maintain the capabilities of the facilities and staff to respond to a Mo-99 
shortage. 

In this backup mode, the Department would attempt to sell all of the Mo-99 and related isotopes 
(xenon-133 and iodine-131) that it produced. There may be times,,however, when the Department would 
be unable to sell all of the isotopes and would have to dispose of them as waste. If Mo-99, iodine-131, 
and xenon-133 were disposed of as waste, they would not add substantially to the volume, activity, or cost 
of waste disposed. All are short-lived radionuclides that decay to nonradioactive or very low activity 
isotopes and could be incorporated into the normal process waste streams. The waste generation figures 
presented in Section 5.14 take into account the potential need to dispose of unsold isotopes. 

Although the SNUNM low-level waste transportation EA apparently did not account for disposal of 
medical isotope project waste, this waste disposal effort is analyzed as part of the transportation analysis in 
Section 5.11 of this EIS. 

2 The impacts from modification to the facility are considered in the EIS. Cleanout of the facility to remove 
contamination from previous programs is an ongoing process and is not considered part of proposed 
activities for the SNUNM alternative. 

3 The text has been clarified to eliminate any confusion (see Section 4.1.14.4). 

4 As noted in the comment, the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) High Bay is an unreinforced 
masonry structure which does not satisfy current Uniform Building Code (UBC) requirements for a 
seismic Hazard Zone 2B. The ACRR High Bay was constructed in the 1960s and satisfied building 
criteria at that time. Modifications to the structure in 1978 also satisfied the UBC current at that time. In 
the safety documentation for the ACRR, it has been demonstrated that the High Bay structure is not a 
safety class item. As noted in the comment, major changes in the facility's function is a potential trigger to 
performing a seismic safety evaluation. This has recently been completed for the ACRR and is being 
reviewed as potentially an Unreviewed Safety Question (USQ) both by Sandia Reactor Safety committees 
and by DOE. This USQ identifies the Performance Category for all safety-related systems, subsystems 
and components (SSCs) for the ACRR. The USQ proposes that all safety-related SSCs for the facility are 
Performance Category 2 (PC-2). As a PC-2 structure, the high bay satisfies the criteria stated in DOE 
Order 5480.28 and the corresponding DOE Standards 1020 through 1023. Modifications to the ACRR 
facility would be designed and constructed in compliance with the current UBC and DOE Order 5480.28. 

The Hot Cell Facility (HCF) Safety Analysis Report, which is currently being reviewed by DOE, includes 
a seismic safety evaluation based on DOE Order 5480.28. In the evaluation, safety-related SSCs are 
identified as Performance Category-2 and Performance Category-3 (PC-2 and PC-3) systems consistent 
with the definitions of these categories. 

5 The reference section has been revised to add supporting document SNLA (1993a). 

SNLA. 1993a. Site-Wide Hydrogeologic Characterization Project, CY 1992 Annual Report. Sandia 
National Laboratories, Environmental Restoration Programs, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
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6 The seismic requirements for the nuclear facilities at SNL/NM are derived from DOE Order 5480.28 
"Natural Phenomena Hazards Mitigation" and corresponding DOE Standards 1020 through 1023. The 
order and standards set forth a probabilistic, rather than deterministic, evaluation for seismic risks that is 
based on three factors: I) the magnitude and probability of seismic activity, 2) the local seismic response 
curves, and 3) the performance category of safety-related SSCs. The criteria stated in the order and stan
dards are derived from Uniform Building Code (199I) and UCRL 53582, Rev I, I984 (Natural Phenomena 
Hazards Modeling Project: Seismic Hazard Models for Department of Energy Sites, University of Califor
nia Research Laboratory, Livermore, California). The updated safety documentation for the ACRR and 
HCF, which is currently being reviewed by SNL/NM and DOE, identifies safety-related equipment by 
performance category for evaluation to the following criteria: 

Performance 
Category 
PC-I 
PC-2 
PC-3 
PC-4 

Probability of Activity 
(I/yrs) 

2 x 10-3 

I x 10-3 

5 x 10-4 

Ix 10-4 

Maximum Horizontal Ground 
Acceleration (g) 

0.17 
0.22 
0.28 
0.47 

For the ACRR, the proposed performance category for all safety-related SSCs is PC-2; and for the HCF, the 
proposed performance category of safety-related SSCs is PC-3 and PC-2. 

The seismic magnitudes and probabilities cited in the comment are single points in a continuous seismic risk 
curve which has been incorporated in the DOE Orders and Standards. 

7 The Department requested location-and species-specific lists for each alternative from the Department of 
Interior Fish and Wildlife Service and from each state. In addition, surveys of Kirtland Air Force Base 
(KAFB) have been conducted recently by N.T. Fischer of IT Corporation, Revision of the Species Inventory 
Checklists for Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, Bernalillo County, New Mexico, Final Report, 
SAND90-7098, (Fischer I 990). This report states that no federally listed threatened or endangered species 
is known to occur on KAFB. DOE believes that any airborne or waterborne effluents are not likely to affect 
nearby biotic resources because of the low-level of chemical and radiological releases. 

8 The distance used for the offsite receptor evaluation at SNL/NM represents the location of a full-time 
resident who receives the highest potential exposure to facility emissions. In some cases, meteorological 
conditions result in the maximum offsite receptor location being other than the nearest possible access point. 
Also, other locations to which the public has access may not be residential areas, and the exposures at these 
locations would be substantially lower than at a permanent residence because they are not continuously 
occupied. 

The location typically used for permitting and compliance calculations at SNL/NM (1610 m NW) is within 
the KAFB boundary. This location is not a full-time residence and would not be accessible to the general 
public and, therefore, was not used in this EIS as the location of the maximally exposed individual. The 
I610 m NW location was, however, used in the EIS to calculate the dose for an onsite worker (see Table 5-3 
and Table C- I in Appendix C). 

The maximum production level for the EIS was assumed to replace IOO% of the U.S. supply, rather than the 
200% assumed in earlier SNL/NM documentation. Other assumptions used for the EIS analysis account for 
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proposed modifications to the reactor and hot cell facility and rely on a long-term meteorological data set 
appropriate for this type of prospective analysis. These assumptions are listed in Appendix Caswell as in 
Section 5.7.1 of the EIS. 

9 The facility accident analyses performed for the EIS did not use CAP-88 results from the earlier environ
mental assessment prepared by SNL. Only the descriptions of the design basis accident and the estimated 
releases were used; the consequences of these events were re-evaluated for the EIS analysis. 

The atmospheric dispersion and food chain models in the GENII code, which was used for the EIS 
analysis (see introduction to Section 5.15), were specifically designed to be appropriate for short-term 
accidental releases and generally provide conservative estimates for the consequences of such events. 

10 Aggressive remediation activities have been undertaken. Repair of the pipe is not considered to be a 
technical obstacle to reactor restart. The work was included in the Omega West Reactor (OWR) budget 
and schedule and the Department believes the figures are reasonable. Two studies have been conducted 
by LANL that review and analyze the OWR leak cause and remediation. These reports are: Phase I: 
OWR Reactor Coolant Loss, Diagnosis, and Surveillance, and Stress-Assisted, Microbial-Induced 
Corrosion of Stainless Steel Primary Piping and Other Aging Issues at the Omega West Reactor. 

It is unclear how flowrate instruments could detect a leak, other than a very major leak. Flowrate instru
ments are rarely better than 1 % accurate at full span, and the accuracy decreases as the square of the ratios 
of the flows, making flowrate instruments poor for leak detection purposes. Normally leakage is detected 
through a mass balance, basically tracking makeup versus letdown plus evaporation rate. This type of 
procedure currently exists at the OWR, but an adequate procedure was not in place to perform this mass 
balance when the leakage occurred. The DOE has confidence that LANL has and will take actions to 
assure that a second leak would not go undetected. 

11 Groundwater contamination is not expected to be a significant problem with operation of the OWR, 
regardless of the location of the fault referred to in the comment. The cooling tower would not normally 
contain radioactive materials because its water inventory is separated from the primary cooling loop in the 
reactor, and no other radioactive liquid eftluent is associated with normal operation of the OWR. 

A reasonably foreseeable accident scenario for liquid releases from the reactor cooling system assumed 
transport conditions much more direct than leaching into the groundwater via a fault and resulted in 
minimal impact on any potentially exposed individuals. Therefore, presence of the fault is not expected to 
increase the risk of operating the OWR beyond those presented in the EIS. The geologic characteristics of 
the area would be accounted for in a comprehensive safety analysis before the OWR is restarted. 

12 DOE policy prohibits the citation of documents currently in review. All material must be available in 
approved released documents. Section 4.2.8.1 has been rewritten to agree with the recently developed 
surface water information found in the DARHT EIS (see Section 4.2.8.1 for the complete reference 
citation). 

13 Groundwater contamination is not expected to be a significant problem with operation of the OWR. The 
cooling tower would not normally contain radioactive materials because its water inventory is separated 
from the primary cooling loop in the reactor, and no other radioactive liquid efiluents are associated with 
normal operation of the OWR. 
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A reasonably foreseeable accident scenario for liquid releases from the reactor cooling system assumed 
transport conditions much more direct than leaching into the groundwater, and it resulted in minimal 
impact on any potentially exposed individuals. Therefore, the potential communication between ground
water aquifers is not expected to increase the risk of operating the OWR beyond those presented in the 
EIS. 

The geologic characteristics of the area would be accounted for in a comprehensive safety analysis before 
the OWR was restarted. The need for additional groundwater monitoring would be addressed as part of 
permitting the facility restart by Federal, state, and local authorities, as applicable. 

14 The aqueous waste volume from the Chemistry and Metallurgy Research (CMR) building would not be 
increased significantly from the proposed target preparation and target processing. There would be a 
small volume of aqueous waste going to TA-50 from the target fabrication line, but the metal concentra
tions are quite low and below discharge limits. There would be no aqueous waste from target processing. 
It would all leave CMR as low-level radioactive solid waste. 
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1 

Author: Peter Paras, Ph.D. 

OEPARTM.ENT OF HEALTH &. HUMAN SERVICES 

··--- ·--·-···-···--------------
Mt·. Wade Carroll., EIS Project Manager 
Medical lllOtopes Production Prnject 

Food end Drug Administration 
Rockville MD 20967 

T JS Dep a:rllJlent of Rnergy 2094 G:tithcr. l{oad 

I 990 I Germantown Road 
Germantown, MD, 20874-1290 Febniary 7,1196 

Deu Mr Carroll: 
.In respoose lo the leller to Dr Broce Burlington, Director CDRH/FDA by M;; Carol M. 

Borgstrom, Dim.-1.or of NEPA Policy and As!listance, dated December 13, 1995 in relation tu 
DOE's Draft "Medical li>etopes Produ1.1.io11: Molybdenum-99 and Related J.sorn1>es 
Environmental lrnpact Statement ( DOE/EIS - 02490 ), we arc l1appy to imbmit the tollowing 
gcoeral COillJJ1ellts: 

2. 

fhe Environmental lmpact Statement (DOE/EIS 02490) is qui<e thorough and provides 
adequate informHtion in relHtinn to possihle radiation emergencies C·OI'll.:-eming public health 
safety. We ..,,.m 1101 respond to teclmical aspects of the stHtement. All alternative~ are 
c11pablc of adequate production of Mo-99 and meet radiation protection standards. 

P.udge\ery considerations 1111d time constrains an: solely DOE's concen1. However other 
priorities should not interfere and become obstacles to the Med~al Tsnlopc l'rodw:lion 
Project. 

J. The single Canadian source ofMo-99 can11ot indelinecely be HSSumcd to produce 
withuut interruptions medical radioi!iOlopcs to SHtisfy the needs for 38,000 daily uuclear 
medicine procedures in the USA Any nuc\e11r reactor baiied prndu(..tinn facility could 
have regular or emergency shu.t downs. We believe that the time is ripe for H gnvermcnt 
supported production facility ofMcdic11l Radioisotope;: in USA 

4. The need for uni11terruptcd avMilahiliry ofMo-99 is obviou.s. Most of the nuclear medicine 
diagnostic proctl<lurcs are perfomcd 'l'rith Tc-99m t•gged radiophamarccuticak Some of 
these proc-edures are essential for proper diagnosis,othcrs ofter preferable not invasive ur 
cost effective al1erna1ives. TI1is is a well knoMl fact and need not to be further 
emphasized. 'fhe c0J1ccru oftlte medical c0tm11U11ity for a back-up productio11 fiicility is 
serious and well justified. We arc gl11d you arc taking positive steiis to materialize a 
s11tisfactory response to such c-oncems. 
We hope and expect a successfol conclusion of this project. 

Finally we would like to tbank you for the opportunity lo offe1 om comments. 

Sincerelv 

~l'b.D., FACNP 
As&-istant Dire1..1or for Nuclear Mcdidne 
Center for Devices artd R11diolog.ical Health 
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Response to Comment Letter C098 

Comment noted. 
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Author: Carl W. Seidel 

1 

....................... ~'!.~11::i.l.~!~ .. ~1.~o.n:iu;!id,es .. ":'':ti .. ~a.:l~.1~.~".ti.c~~~ .~11~.: 
WI I C•ll•f'l"•lind..' Drlv~ 

Jo.·l»r:l!I"· CJ\, ')4~56-1 ~~l 
51 ~IZ5.3-Lt'-5\1 

l'a~' 510i2fi)-t/iSO 

j-1.,.,,r,.· II. Kr.1m~r, Ph..D., FAC:"r 
Ex~wm.t li,Tt-\.'rl•!" 

20 February '1996 

IV'fr. Wade Carroll 
MlPP-EJS Document Manager 
U.S. I>cparm1~nt of Energy, :NE-70 
1 ~O I Germantown Road 
Germa11town, MD 20874 

Dear Mr. Carrnll: 
CWS/Oll/96 

The Council on Radiunuclidefi and Radiophar1mu;eutica\s* lCORAR) has revie.wed the 
Department of Energy'~ (DOE) draft Envirnnm~11lal 1 mpact Statement (EIS) and the 
implement~1Lit)ll plan for the medical i~owpe production projecL: Molybdenum-99 and 
relati:.d isotopes. We would like to first commend Secrelary O'Leary and her st.arr ror all 
their cffol'ts on this malter. a~ well as their suppon or the nuclear medicine community. 

As you know, we h<1ve been working. with DOE f()r nuwe than six }'ears in an ~ffort to 

address the Mo-99 supPly siruation, to em;ure Lhe sucecss of the DOF.'::; botopc 
Productillll and Distribution Progra\TI (lPDP), and meet the need~ t)f the nuclear medicine 
cunimunity. Last Janmu·y 1Tiemhe.rs of CORAR attende.d a worksl1op at the Siuulia 
Kational Labs to seek to develop a phm thal would address the vulnerability of the Mo-99 
i;upply and alklw DOE, in spite of delays, (~) ensure a return on llieir investment. Our 
recommendation lhen, which l'emains our p0sition, was for DOE rn enter into a 
cooperntive effort with the nuclear medicine communil.y and the current C1u1adian 
SllJliilic1· of :\10-99. Und~r this plan DOE would ultimately supply "raw or semi
processed" Mo-99 to Nordion International for final procesi;ing, which would solve the 
nuclear medicine communhy\ 11~.d for a back-up supplier nf \10-99, and allow DOE to 
~nter the marketplace and !\tie a much earlier returo on it~ investment. 

Th~ po1cntial supply shortage is not a new problem an<l thc radiopharmaceutical 
manufacturing industry is hopeful that other effmts to add1-ess the lack of a secondary 
NorLh Amc1'ican reactor to ~upply Mo-99 will be succes.~rul. One such effort. is 1he 
program of the Canadian government and Nordimt International to build two new 
reactors to supply Mo-99. These reacL~1r~ arc expected to be fully operational by the end 
of 1he decade. Assuming that I.he Canadian effort is i:.ucce~sful, thc1·c still remaim a 
critical need until the~e new reactors are on-line for a !\eeondary reai.:t.or l() s11pply Mo·99 
in North America. TI1c current Nl1r1.h American supplier ofMo-99, Nordiou, depends on 
an aging reactor at Chalk Ri v~.r. which may need maintenance or repairs that could cauf>c 

it to go off-line at a11y time. 

•coRAll is ,;;, industr)' r.of manufaclur~11' or tndiopliarmaceutical•, rad;1mucti<lc•, radiodieinicals and otho.'1' 
radioact.iv£ fll'"'lucLs primarily used ill muhcinc and life. science research. The mcmhcr coinpanies of 
CORAR snpply vitally impurlllfll rndiophannac~ut.ical" and radium:tive maleri.il to phy,~d>111i; uni.I rcseatch 
facililics tbrough<111t the world. Rutlio1ihnm1aceutkah are u'cd in .,,·cr J 0 ntillion medii:al diagnostic and 

thernpeuLic pn!<!cdurcs p<.>r )'ear in the U.S. 
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CWS/011196 
Pqc.2 

Author: Carl W. Seidel 

The CUlRDt DOB pn>ject at Sandia will not likely pro~cc fmilbed Mo-99 a.~ a 
pharmaceutical raw material until 1998. e..'Pe.eh1lly in J~gbt of lhe length of th~ ms 
proc.!111s. F\lrtha still, oDCe the Sandia reactor ts on-line DOE will haw 19 fik a DMP 
w;lh the Food lt.l1d Drug Admln!strad.011 (PDA) and the manufacturers will scill h&ve to 
validate three mudnely numvfacturcd lots, addin1 from one to two yMrs fmrn that pQint 
un1il lh• Mo-99 produced 11t Sandt a could ~ a&ed by mlll'IUfacturer1. Jn li1M oft.be 
delays in the DOB provam and the time nccdr.d co obtain FDA approval, tbs IPDP 
program 1nn1t refoeu1 its sight& 111d seek to come up wilh a way to supply materiill 
sooner. It is our v&w lhat this can only be aecompJished by providing "raw, ur lllemi
proc:cssed" Mo-99 to Nurdlon for final proou1m1. This would allow the manllfacturtirs 
to u.~e tho Mo·99 withoUt having to \Dlaqo the time consuming 'f'alidationa n!iaked by 
the FDA or the RHng of a DMF bf d\Q Sandia reactor facility. It would alao allow routine 
maintenance to be done on the current Chalk Riv•r 111actor in a more deliberare and 
effu:tf ve biasis. 

We hope that you wil! find these i;umments uscflll to tho EIS proa:&s. PleaK let as know 
if yaa require any further tnfonnlldon. 

Sincerely, 

~l. 6./. . .,/t de. L 
CarlW.Scidcl ~ 
Chah:maa. CORAR 

cws:n~ 

cc: R. B'l'l)WJJ - Mall.inckrodi: 
W. Ehmig - AmenhamlMcdi·Physica 
H. Kramer • &.ecutive I>lreccor 
J_ M~ ~Alpine Group 
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Response to Comment Letter C099 

Information for this option is presented in Section 5 and Appendix B of the EIS. The Summary has been 
revised to clearly indicate this option, and shipping container information has been added to Section 5.11. 
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Monday, February 19; 1996 

115 Columbia SE, #32 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106 
S05-255·S482 
bend 0\ll'Tn.adu 

Mr. Wade Carroll, NEPA Document Manager 
Office of Isotope Production and Distribution, NE·70 
U. S. Department of Energy 
19901 Germantown Road, 
Germantown, Maryland 20874-1290 REF: DOE/.EIS-02490 

Oear Mr Carroll: 

After reviewing DOE/EIS-02490, Draft EIS for the Mo-99 reactor, I 
feel my letter of January 1st is not addressed. I request my comments be 
included in your final document, and an appropriate response. 

I also would like to ask for your evaluation of another difference 
some of us have with the DOE on radiation and public health. Your reviews 
always come to the conclusion there is no immediate danger to the public 
from the present radiologlcaf hazards and therefor more is allowabre. Of 
course, some of us reel we have gone past the safe limit already. The 
problem Is much of this is not easily provable, either way. 

So, I wouid like for the DOE, EPA, or the appropriate agency, 10 
produce a study estimating from the present radlonuclide and toxic 
hazards present at Sandia National Lab and Los Alamos National Labs (and 
all other DOE nuclear facilltles) and expected future increases from 
increases operations when we would cross a threshold to which pubic 
health would be endangered. Please include what expected consequences 
such a crossing would cause and how it would appear in the public and 
environment. 

Si~rely, 

{t(-~ 
Robert L. Anderson 
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Responses to Comment Letter ClOO 

The January l letter referred to and reproduced as comment letter C003 in this document, was received 
after publication of the Draft EIS. That letter has been considered in the preparation of the Final EIS. 

2. The risk of radiation-induced health effects has been exhaustively studied over many years by the Interna
tional Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), an international group of experts that does not 
represent the interests of DOE or any other particular government agency. In its latest set of recommenda
tions, the ICRP estimated risks for many types of radiation-induced health effects, based primarily on 
studies of Japanese survivors of the atomic weapons detonations at Hiroshima and Nagasaki (ICRP 1991). 
Other types of radiation exposure, largely for medical purposes, were also considered where they were 
appropriate for evaluating a specific type of health effect. One difficulty with this analysis is that the study 
populations were exposed at doses and dose rates much higher than those observed in any environmental 
setting. However, because of the large size of these populations and the fact that they represent actual 
exposures of humans of all ages and both genders, these data are the best available for estimating potential 
human health effects from environmental exposure levels as well. Studies of humans at environmental 
radiation exposure levels have not produced any direct evidence of radiation-induced health effects, even in 
populations where the environmental exposure levels are much higher than average. The ICRP concluded 
that its risk estimates for human health effects of radiation exposure at environmental levels, based on 
available data from Japanese survivors and medical exposures, "are unlikely to underestimate the risks" 
(ICRP 1991). 

Latent cancer fatalities are most commonly used as an indicator of potential radiation health effects because 
they are estimated to occur at lower doses than other types of effects and therefore represent one of the 
most sensitive indicators of any potential effects. The ICRP (1991) study estimated that the lifetime risk of 
all latent fatal cancers following radiation exposure to the general population is 4 x 10-2 per Sv (or 4 x 10-4 

per person-rem). This means that a large population consisting of all ages would be expected to experi
ence, at most, 1 latent fatal cancer during the lifetimes of all exposed individuals following a collective 
radiation dose of 2000 person-rem. As noted previously, this estimate is expected to be conservative (i.e., 
to overestimate the actual risk rather than to underestimate it). However, it is generally accepted by most 
U.S. and international agencies as the standard for radiation protection purposes at the exposure levels 
experienced in environmental and occupational settings. The uncertainties associated with this estimate are 
such that the risks of radiation exposure from medical isotope production, which are reported in this EIS as 
a finite probability of experiencing cancer fatalities, may actually be zero. 

The average individual in the U.S. receives a radiation dose of approximately 300 mrem per year from 
natural background sources and another 60 mrem per year from artificial sources, largely medical expo
sures. The collective radiation dose to the U.S. population is therefore about 95 million person-rem per 
year from these sources. In contrast, air emissions from all DOE facilities in the U.S. currently result in 
collective doses to the surrounding population of about 100 person-rem per year. Based on the ICRP 
(1991) estimate, this represents a dose 20 times lower than that required to produce, at most, 1 fatal cancer 
in the entire U.S. population. Air emissions from the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project could 
increase the cumulative total radiation dose from all DOE facilities by 0.7 to 15%, depending on the 
alternative chosen. Any potential increase in cancer death rates from these exposures would never be 
observable within the existing U.S. cancer fatality rate of over 500,000 per year. These small potential 
risks must also be balanced with the very real and immediate risk of not having a reliable supply of widely 
used medical isotopes which substantially improve the quality of health care in the U.S. 
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~· 
JU(LEU !NEUT iNSflTUrE 

Februa:ty 22, 1996 

· Mr. Wade Carroll 
~UPP-EIS Document Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy," NE· 70 
1990.l Germantown &ad 
Germantown., Maryland 20874 

SUBJECT: Medical I~itopos Producti(ln Project: 
Molyhdenum-99 and Rela.tod Isotopes 
Draft Environmental [mpact 
Statement GO Pf!derol &gister 66042 

Dear Mr. Carroll: 

,.. ... ,. M. tCW.r, Jr. 
-l!CnM ..... _ ........... _. 

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI}' hae reviewed the draft E11vi%o11:rutm!:aJ Impact 
Statement (EIS) and thti implementation plan for the medical isotope production 
project: Molybdenum.·99 and related isotopes. NEI endorses the underlinin&" 
Department of Energy (DOE) concept of providing Mo-99 if the Canadian sourco 
becomes unavailable. 

We do, however, have some ~servations with DOE's app:roach to 11.ddre88ing this 
potential problem. The DOE hBs indicated that it woald like to be a Food ll.nd Drug 
.Adm.in.iatration (FDA) approved supplier ofMo-99. An important omissiou in the 
draft EIS is the timing of the FDA'a approval ofa new soun:e ofM~99. Our best 
estilnatc would be at least one year to 18 months fullowing full production. The 
draft EIS is silent on this time·senaitive point. A& proposed, the DOE program, 
with FDA approval, will only be coming into full production ill the 1998 time period. 

The draft EIS colTectly noted ciis.t a reliable source will onl)· be available with two 
operating reactors. It i• feasible to have one in the United States and one in 
Canada, or perhaps two ill Canada. Until then the rnedicnl community is at risk. 

• NEI ls tb.e organization rcspon6lble for "~tabli .. hing <lnifi&d nu.~ear industry policy cm m.llttera 
,lfi'~ the 11\tclear "nergy incluistry, includinl{ the n:ip.ol111.tory Mpect.. ofit<:u.c:ric opcTOtional rind 
tco.hnfoa I ;,.~ue~. NEJ'., mewben include all utilitic" li~flGeoi tn open.te C'O.m.mercial nuclear powc~ 
pl..nt:t in th" Unit"d Suite~. m1de.ar plant d~~ign<>r«, nu.jor 02rcli.i.tectleni:ineerinr firms. n•cl 
faliricat:iu~ f:odlitie~, ms.wrialot li~<l•r.I)~. ~n~ nt.her "•gnnizatioll~ snd iudivid<cetla invoh·ccl in t"r. 
nuc.:111! .. r t!'n~r~y irulLcatrY. 
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Mr. Wade Carroll 
February 22, 1996 
Page 2 

We are concerned with the potential supply gap between now and 1998 when either 
the first new Canadian reactor com.es on line or DOE receives its FDA approval for 
Mo-99. The supply of Mo-99 continues to be vulnerable with a single reactor as its 
source. Vile believe that the DOE can adciress this concern about a reliable Mo-99 
source during the 1996 to 1998 time period by pursuing the alternative outlined 
below. 

Vv·e ~ould propose that DOE entel' intu an ft.iJ'eeJDent with AECL or Nordion to be 
the bnckup supplier of irradiation service. The intent would be that the DOE 
program would irradiate targets (either DOE or Nordion supplied), process the 
irradiated target and return the raw Mo-99 to AECUNordion for final processing 
which would use Nordion's FDA approval for getting the Mo-99 to the market. As 
proposed in the EIS, DOE could irradiate the targets in the Annular Core Research 
Reactor, process the irradiated targets at Sandia National Laboratories and return 
the raw Mo-99 to AECL/Nordion for final processing. 

We agree with DOE that the Annular Core Research Reactor is the best alternative 
for producing the Mo-99. Fir:st, it is the only alternative that utili:zes an operatinii 
rea.c.tor. Second. it has a potential defense mission that helps assure that it will be 
operable during the 1996 ·1998 time period. Finally, the Annular Core Research 
Reactor would have the least lag time to provide this service. We would like to be 
assured that at a minimum. an irradiation facility and initial processing of target 
facility is available. 

ID. parallel with supplying raw Mo-99 to Nordion, DOE, with the indiietry's irupport, 
should be proceeding with its FDA approval. This dual approach would address ths 
near term issue of having a second reactor to supply irradiated targets in the ovent 
the Canadian -reactor were to be forced off line, and it wo11ld. addTet1s the fonger 
term issue of a second source in the event of continuing delays in the Canadian 
program. It has the added benefit of providing an outlet for the raw Mo-99 which 
will be produced at some nominal level during the FDA approval process and 
therefore provide revenue to offset some of the ell.penses during this time period. 

In summary, we agree with DOE's intent to increase the reliability of supply of 
Mo-99. We believe, however, that this goal could be better accomplished by 
punuing the dual path alternative describe in these comments aJ! opposed to the 
alternatives contained in the draft EIS. If you have auy questions conce1·ning NEI's 
comments or would like assistanca from the industry pursuing the alternative 
proposed in this letter, please contact me at (202) i39-8126. 

Sincerely, 

~~~~ 
Felix M. Killar, Jr. 
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Letter: ClOl 
Author: Felix M. Killar, Jr. 

Responses to Comment Letter ClOl 

Comment noted. 

2 The Department has been in contact with the FDA regarding the time necessary to gain approval of its 
Mo-99 production process. Considering that the Department proposes to use a previously approved 
process for Mo-99 production, the FDA has indicated that the necessary time to obtain approval could be 
less than a year. The production schedules for the alternatives include the time estimated to be required to 
obtain FDA approval. 

3 Information for this option is presented in Section 5 and Appendix B of the EIS. The Summary has been 
revised to clearly indicate this option, and shipping container information has been added to Section 5.11. 

4 Comment noted. If the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) is chosen for Mo-99 production, its 
mission would be changed from defense programs to medical isotope production. 

5 Please see response to comment ClOl-3 above. 
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Transcript: IDAOl Author: Governor Phillip E. Batt 
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Let me state my position clearly. I fully support the effort to produce medical isotopes at the Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory. 

The Power Burst Facility can be started for significantly less cost than any other facility being 
considered in the Draft EIS. 

For too long this nation has relied on Canada and, to a lesser extent, Europe to supply the medical 
isotopes America needs. The time has come for this nation to take care of our own. I commend 
the Department of Energy for identifying this vital national need. 

I am concerned, however, that the Draft EIS indicates that the DOE is only looking for back-up 
capability to provide 10% to 30% of the U.S. Mo-99 needs. In the Final EIS, the DOE should 
revise the objective and raise the standard. The goal should be to provide 100% of American 
needs, and maybe more. 

The case for this position, to provide for 100% of production needs, is clearly made by the Draft 
EIS. The document plainly states that if the Canadian Reactors were shut down, European sources 
could only provide a portion of U.S. demand. The statement also notes that until a back-up 
production facility is brought on line which is capable of producing 100% of American needs, our 
nation is vulnerable to an interruption in the supply of this important isotope. 

The case is clear. The U.S. needs to have the capability for full production of these important 
isotopes. PBF can fulfill that need. 

As the DOE looks to meet the needs of our nation, the Department should also look beyond our 
nation's border. It is not enough to just satisfy the needs of American customers. The DOE should 
also begin searching out foreign markets for this important American product. Now is the time to 
begin. 
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Iranscript: IDAOl 

Author: Governor Phillip E. Batt 

Responses to Transcript IDAOl 

Comment noted. 

2 Please see response to comment COI 7-2. 

3 Comment noted. 

4 Please see response to comment COI 7-4. 
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The INEL has already made contributions to medical research. For instance, using the Power 
Burst Facility for Boron Neutron Capture Therapy, a break-through treatment for brain tumor 
patients with minimum patient trauma and cost. The production of medical isotopes, continuously 
needed in the U.S., offers the INEL another opportunity to play an important medical role for the 
nation. 

Because of the INEL's critical nuclear expertise developed over 50 years, the INEL is the perfect 
and most logical location to produce these most important medical isotopes many patients in our 
nation need. Our country would benefit significantly from this vital program. 

At present, the U.S. has only one source of supply of Mo-99. That source is Nordion International, 
which produces it at the aging NRU Reactor at Chalk River, Ontario. This reactor is just two years 
away from completing its 40-year design life. NRU not only supplies the entire U.S. market for 
Mo-99, it supplies 85% of the entire world market. The future of medical isotope production from 
NRU is in serious jeopardy. This threat is so serious I understand a company has obtained a 
license to upgrade a 45 megawatt reactor in the Netherlands, clearly a result of the uncertainty 
about the Canadian supply. This country obviously needs a domestic supply of these important 
medical isotopes. 

Although there may be other Canadian reactors coming on line in the future for medical isotope 
production, it is vitally important that our nation have the capability to produce medical isotopes 
on our own. We cannot afford to continue our current vulnerability. 

As noted in this Draft Environmental Impact Statement, our goal is to meet initial domestic 
production of only I 0% to 30% of the nation's need. I believe we must move forward to assure we 
can produce 100% of our nation's medical isotope needs. 

Today I will speak in support of the alternatives discussed in the Draft EIS that uses the facilities of 
theINEL. 

The INEL offers the potential dual use of an existing reactor for medical isotope production and 
cancer therapy. 

INEL offers unsurpassed expertise in reactor operations, existing reactors, and complete infrastruc
ture support, Hot Cells and remote handling capabilities, expertise in handling and shipping spent 
nuclear fuels, among others, that can be adapted to the production of these isotopes. 

I am perplexed that the Advanced Test Reactor is not considered in this DEIS. I suggest DOE 
consider ATR in their Final EIS. I understand also that advances are being made in accelerator
based alternative technology research, and DOE may want to consider this alternative in the Final 
EIS, as well. 
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Transcript: IDA02 Author: Senator Larry E. Craig 
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12 

INEL offers an experienced, effective reactor operations management. However, in keeping with 
Congress' insistence that federal dollars are used as wisely as possible, the INEL management is 
actively evaluating the privatization of reactor facility operations to assure effective use of tax 
dollars. 

The Idaho Brain Tumor Center has offered to coordinate its reactor conversion plans for the PBF 
with the DOE, potentially saving millions of dollars. 

Isotopes USA and the Idaho State University have offered private management and operation for 
the production ofMo-99. 

One of the partners in the INEL management team, Thermo Technology Ventures, is actively 
researching alternative technologies for isotope production. 

INEL offers the lowest cost alternative for isotope production. We can simply not afford to pursue 
any alternative but the most cost-effective means to meet isotope production needs. 

The PBF Reactor is the only alternative in the DEIS that uses low-enrichment uranium at the onset 
of operations, reducing the waste generated and the security requirements inherent in using highly
enriched uranium. 

I believe the DOE has moved far too quickly with far too little data in recommending a preferred 
alternative for isotope production. I strongly encourage DOE to take another look at INEL and 
assemble detailed costs for a wide array of alternatives in the Final EIS. 
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Transcript: IDA02 

Responses to Transcript IDA02 

Please see response to comment CO 15-1. 

2 Please see response to comment C015-2. 

3 Comment noted. 

4 Please see response to comment C015-4. 

5 Comment noted. 

6 Please see response to comment CO 15-1. 

7 Please see response to comment C015-7. 

8 Please see response to comment C015-8. 

9 Please see response to comment C015-9. 

10 Please see response to comment CO 15-10. 

11 Please see response to comment CO 15-11. 

12 Please see response to comment C015-12. 
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Transcript: IDA03 Author: Senator Dirk Kempthorne 
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I want to offer my enthusiastic support to the local effort to use the Power Burst Facility and the 
Idaho Brain Tumor Facility for the production of Mo-99. In my view, it makes great sense to 
couple the Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) program with the production of important 
medical isotopes. 

To begin with, according to the technical experts I have consulted, the Power Burst Facility is the 
ideal reactor for the production of medical isotopes. 

At the same time, the PBF can be prepared for this mission in less time and at less cost than any 
other option being considered by the Department of Energy. 

The Idaho Brain Tumor Center is an excellent example of this new private enterprise expansion 
and the production of Mo-99 and the PBF Reactor would complement this effort. 
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Transcript: IDA03 
Author: Senator Dirk Kemptborne 

Responses to Transcript IDA03 

1 Comment noted. 

2 Please see response to comment C014-2. 

3 Please see response to comment C014-3. 

4 Please see response to comment C014-4. 
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Transcript: IDA04 Author: Michael D. Crapo 
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I believe the PBF facility demonstrates the most efficient, technologically compatible and environ
mentally sound facility for production of the supply of Mo-99 for the U.S. medical industry and I 
suggest its designation as such. 

The Idaho PBF Reactor can supply 100% of the domestic demand for Mo-99 and still have excess 
production capacity for the exportation of Mo-99. 

Further, the PBF, the humanitarian aspects of the combined National Center for BNCT and the 
isotope production project makes the INEL's PBF the clear choice for the production of the 
nation's supply of medical isotopes. 
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Transcript: IDA04 Author: Michael D. Crapo 

Responses to Transcript IDA04 

1 Comment noted. 

2 Please see response to comment C016-2. 

3 Please see response to comment C016-3. 
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Transcript: IDAOS Author: Norma Jean Housley 
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The Board of Directors and administrative staff of the Idaho Falls Symphony is in support of the 
production of medical isotopes for cancer and heart disease screening and therapy at the Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory. 

We believe the Power Burst Facility is technically the superior facility for the project. In addition 
the location would eliminate the need for shipment oflow-level waste across state lines. 

We also believe the Idaho Falls community would provide the necessary infrastructure, including 
medical, educational and cultural facilities to support the project and its personnel. 
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Transcript: IDAOS 
Author: Norma Jean Housley 

Responses to Transcript IDAOS 

1 Comment noted. 

2 Please see response to comment COl0-2. 

3 Please see response to comment COl0-3. 
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We [the INEL Committee of the Chamber of Commerce] certainly back the facility which is 
covered in the EIS. 

The PBF Reactor is the only one using low enriched uranium fuel, which reduces the weight 
generation and the security requirements. 

The PBF can dispose of the low-level waste generated on the Site, while the preferred alternative 
would require packaging and shipping across state lines to the Nevada Test Site. 

Currently the PBF is the only choice which envisions the private sector taking over production. 

... we have half again that that we can sell as excess to the rest of the world or to whoever. 

Sandia can only produce 30% at the max of the U.S. requirement at this time, 

... we are probably ten years away from an accelerator which could be used for this type of 
operation. 
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Transcript: IDA06 Author: C. Hugh White, Jr. 

Responses to Transcript IDA06 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The Power Burst Facility is the only reactor currently using low enriched uranium fuel. All the other reactors 
evaluated in detail have designs for converting to low enriched uranium. The objective is not to build any more 
highly enriched uranium fuel bundles for any of the other reactors, but to use the fuel already on hand until the 
supply is exhausted or, in the case of the Annular Core Research Reactor, until the burnup limit is reached (see 
Section 3.3.1.9). 1\vo or three transition cores of both low enriched uranium and highly enriched uranium 
would be used during the conversion to all low enriched uranium fuel for these options. This is a long-term 
safeguards advantage, in that it depletes and irradiates the weapons grade material on hand. 

It is not true that use of low enriched uranium fuel minimizes waste. More spent fuel bundles are generated per 
reactor full power year with the use of low enriched uranium bundles. 

3 The Department recognizes that "cradle-to-grave" waste management is a benefit of the INEL and LANL 
alternatives. 

4 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of 
DOE. The Department is aware of this potential for the INEL alternative. Although the potential for privatiza
tion of the proposed action in this EIS is important, the process for privatization is not part of this proposed 
action. Each of the production alternatives has potential for privatization. DOE has solicited expressions of 
interest from the industrial community for the privatization of any isotope production activity conducted by 
DOE, including the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. If promising concepts are received, the 
Department would seek privatization proposals on a competitive basis. 

5 If the decision is made to pursue this project, the Department would act as a backup to the existing Canadian 
supplier. The goal of the proposed project is to ensure that a reliable supply of Mo-99 is available to the U.S. 
medical community, thus, 100% of the U.S. demand would be produced only during times when the Canadian 
supply was unavailable. While each alternative could produce at least 100% of U.S. demand and export of 
Mo-99 could help offset operating costs, it is not the goal of the proposed project to produce Mo-99 for export 
and compete in the worldwide market for Mo-99. 

6 As stated above, all of the reactors evaluated as reasonable alternatives for the proposed project would (after 
necessary modifications) have the ability to produce at least 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99. However, 
the SNUNM facilities are the only ones that could produce a fraction of the U.S. demand within 6 months 
following a Record of Decision to proceed with the proposed action. The ability to produce a fraction of the 
U.S. demand in a short period of time is important because, if a Mo-99 shortage were to occur in the near 
future, the Department would be able to supply at least part of the U.S. needs. In the near term, with a single 
reactor producing 100% of the U.S. demand, a shutdown of that reactor for any reason would result in a Mo-99 
supply shortage. The potential for such a shortage is why the ability to produce even a fraction of the U.S. 
demand in the near term is considered important. This would provide DOE with a Mo-99 extraction process 
which has met FDA approval requirements in the very near term and would be capable of providing up to 30% 
of the U.S. demand on an emergency basis. This early experience would also be an asset in the expansion to 
full-scale production capability. 

7 Use of accelerators is discussed in Section 3.4.1.7. 
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Transcript: IDA07 Author: Bill Downs 
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... the information we were given was that there really was not that much in the way of core 
modifications that needed to be done, so we kind of feel like that is an unfair statement. 

PBF has been, on a yearly basis, updating their costs for getting the plant started ever since, I 
think, it was 1987, because we have been wanting the Boron Neutron Capture Therapy. So they 
are detailed, and they are accurate. 

We have heard that their initial estimates were kind of gross and that when they heard how detailed 
ours was, they were given an extra month to change theirs. So if theirs was so good, why were 
they given the extra month? 

Then like has already been mentioned, the Boron Capture Therapy is willing to share the costs. 
They have got an investor that probably would be able to handle the whole thing by himself, so 
seems like it would be a lot cheaper just to look at us . 

. . .if it is going to be up and operating anyway, why not do the Mo-99? 
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Transcript: IDA07 Author: Bill Downs 

Responses to Transcript IDA07 

The required Power Burst Facility (PBF) modifications are discussed in Section 3.3.4.9. The estimate for the 
required modifications is approximately $450,000. The cost estimates in Section 5.22 have been modified to 
include this cost. 

2 The Department has used the best available information for all of its analyses and comparisons, including the 
cost information. Information on restart of the PBF was fairly thorough and was probably a result of the efforts 
to estimate costs and schedules for conversion of PBF for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT). However, 
reactor conversion and operation is only a portion of the cost and schedule information requested. Hot cell 
modification, process line fabrication, target fabrication facility modification, and general processing opera
tional costs also are reflected in Section 5.22 of the EIS. Additional information on the estimated cost of the 
INEL alternative was obtained subsequent to the publication of the Draft EIS and was used in the preparation 
of the Final EIS; however, the amount of supporting material associated with these estimates was less detailed 
than that received from some of the other sites. Thus, the EIS contains statements that indicate the margin of 
error for both the INEL and ORNL estimates are considered larger than for LANL and SNL/NM. 

3 All sites were notified of the request for cost and schedule information at the same time and were provided the 
same deadline. No site was given an extra month to prepare cost estimates. Following the deadline and 
internal reviews, issues at each of the sites were identified regarding the proposed costs and schedules. Each 
site, including INEL, was contacted and these issues were discussed and resolved. 

4 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of 
DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has it 
made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating the 
possibility of using other facilities for BNCT and that other reactors under consideration for this project may be 
useable for BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a production alternative for this proposed 
project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility selected. 

5 As stated above, IBTC is also investigating other facilities for use in conducting BNCT. It is not evident that 
IBTC will take the PBF to an operational state. 
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Transcript: IDA08 Author: G. Ross Darnell 
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It is pretty obvious that if the takeover of the Mo-99 production occurs in America, that the 
source would probably dry up in Canada and possibly elsewhere. And so if the Defense 
Department is able to take over the New Mexico operation at its whim and fancy, mind you, I am 
an old Air Force man, so I fully support the defense initiative. But if they were to take it over, 
then we would no longer be producing the Mo-99 And if we do not have the Mo-99? We are in 
trouble. 

So I think that very one fact alone should disqualify New Mexico. 
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Transcript: IDAOS Author: G. Ross Darnell 

Response to Transcript IDA08 

1 The Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) is a DOE-owned facility, not a Department of Defense facility. It 
is possible that the ACRR, the preferred reactor for the proposed project, could be diverted to support defense 
missions in case of a national emergency. However, the Department has determined that the probability of 
needing the ACRR for defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude disqualifying the reactor from consider

ation. 
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Transcript: IDA09 Author: Linda Weiss 

From the figures that I have been shown here locally and, again, we seem to have some 
discrepancy with what you have got in your figures, I think I have seen the same figures as 
Mr. White has seen. It appears that it makes no financial sense to put this facility anywhere but 
Idaho Falls. 
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Transcript: IDA09 Author: Linda Weiss 

Response to Transcript IDA09 

1 The Department recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower than that of the preferred 
alternative; however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative are higher than 
for the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed action, the information 
presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of facilities, and other programmatic 
factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 production. 
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... our endorsement of the DOE Project for the Production of Medical Isotopes for the screening 
and therapy of cancer and heart disease; and our endorsement of the project being located at the 
Power Burst Facility at the Idaho Falls Engineering Laboratory. 

We believe the PBF is technically and economically superior among the four DOE sites being 
considered for the Isotope Production Project 

... this project offers both the Isotope Production Project and the Boron Neutron Therapy - -
Concentration Therapy Mission certainly at reduced cost to both of them. And we feel that is a 
very strong point. 

In summary, we believe that coupling the Isotope Production Project with the BNCT Mission will 
be the most cost effective, saving millions of dollars; 

will produce on the order of 120 new jobs, technical jobs, high compensation rates for the 
Southeast Idaho area economy, 

and will provide for the desired technology transfer to the private sector, which has been 
supported in the past. 
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Transcript: IDAlO Author: John Commander 

Responses to Transcript IDAlO 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of 
DOE. The Department is aware of this potential for the INEL alternative. Although the potential for privatiza
tion of the proposed action in this EIS is important, the process for privatization is not part of this proposed 
action. Each of the production alternatives has potential for privatization. DOE has solicited expressions of 
interest from the industrial community for the privatization of any isotope production activity conducted by 
DOE, including the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. If promising concepts are received, the 
Department would seek privatization proposals on a competitive basis. 

3 As stated above, the IBTC has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of DOE; 
however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has it made a 
formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating the possibility of 
using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other reactors under consideration for 
this project may be useable for BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a production alternative for 
this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility selected. 

4 The socioeconomic impacts of the proposed project are evaluated in Section 5.3 of the EIS. 

5 Possible technology transfer activities, as well as treatment facilities that might operate concurrently yet 
independently of the Mo-99 mission (such as boron neutron capture therapy), are not part of the Department's 
proposed action or stated purpose and need. 
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I am here in support of locating the production of medical isotopes and the Boron Neutron 
Capture Therapy Project, otherwise known as BNCT at the INEL. 

The PBF Reactor is the only reactor using low enrichment uranium fuel which reduces waste 
generation and security requirements. 

The PBF can dispose of the low-level waste generated on site while the preferred alternative 
would require packaging and shipping across state lines to the Nevada Test Site. 

One reactor suitable for both the Isotope Production and Cancer Treatment Mission. The PBF 
can produce l 00% of the nation's demand for medical isotopes. 

PBF can accomplish this at the lowest possible cost. 

PBF, to my knowledge, is the only choice which envisions a private sector taking over 
production, a good way to demonstrate technology transfer and create jobs here in Southeast 
Idaho. 
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Transcript: IDAll Author: C.A. Brady II 

Responses to Transcript IDAll 

1 Comment noted. 

2 Please see response to comment C013-2. 

3 Please see response to comment C013-3. 

4 Please see response to comment C013-4. 

5 Please see response to comment C013-5. 

6 Please see response to comment C013-6. 
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... a reactor like that, is it a defense laboratory? If it has a defense mission, it has a hold on it by 
the Defense Department. It has to have special fuel used for that purpose. Different kinds of fuel 
has to be made to use it for Mo-99 production. It does seem to run counter to the prime 
purpose that DOE has in coming up with an isotope production mission. 

I believe that, in fact, the commercial industry, in looking over what they will want and what they 
can support, would certainly reject anything that would have that kind of stipulation necessarily 
put on it. 
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Transcript: IDA12 Author: Frank Fogarty 

Responses to Transcript IDA12 

1 The Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) is an Office of Defense Programs facility within DOE, not a 
Department of Defense facility. It is possible that the ACRR, the preferred reactor for the proposed project, 
could be diverted to support defense missions in case of a national emergency. However, the Department has 
determined that the probability of needing the ACRR for defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude 
disqualifying the reactor from consideration. 

2 The Department believes that the probability of the ACRR being diverted for defense use is sufficiently low 
that it would not significantly diminish this alternative's potential for privatization. 
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It also seems to me that Tc-99 is one of the most used medical commodities there is. It is 
used, what, I have heard 36,000 times a day all across the country, and the only source is a foreign 
country whose interests are not necessarily the same as ours. 

Thus, it seems obvious to me that we need a way to make the substance here. 

Thus, I am in favor of this project. I also live here, and I am in favor of seeing it here. Certainly 
the BNCT should be here. We have all the facilities; we have been waiting for it. Local physicians 
have been involved in getting it started. We do not see it yet, but it is very important that we do see 
it. 

So I encourage, number one, the DOE to get active to do something. Do not wait six to 12 months 
to get on the ball. 

Number two, have it here. It is the cheapest; the easiest; we have all the resources here. 
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Transcript: IDA13 Author: David Austin 

Responses to Transcript IDA13 

1 The Department is proposing to establish a domestic production source of Mo-99 to ensure that a reliable 
supply is available to the U.S. medical community. The Department's concern is not that the current source of 
supply is a foreign source. If the Department decides to pursue this project and at some later date a reliable 
domestic supply could be ensured by foreign suppliers, then the Department would phase out its production of 
Mo-99. 

2 Comment noted. 
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Transcript: IDA14 Author: Andrea Kennedy 
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As far as the defense hold on the reactor down there, to a facility like ours, and for all the other 
ones across the country, that alternative is just as scary as staying with Canada and having that 
source be abolished. 

Defense, of course, you know, is number one, but if the Defense Department should take over 
that reactor, what is to happen to all the patients, all the out-patient facilities and even the 
hospitals that use this every day and rely on it? 
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Transcript: IDA14 Author: Andrea Kennedy 

Responses to Transcript IDA14 

1 The Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) is an Office of Defense Programs facility within DOE, not a 
Department of Defense facility. It is possible that the ACRR, the preferred reactor for the proposed project, 
could be diverted to support defense missions in case of a national emergency. However, the Department has 
determined that the probability of needing the ACRR for defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude 
disqualifying the reactor from consideration. 
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1 ... why is the DOE looking to replace one reactor with one reactor? We are getting essentially 
back into the same scenario. 
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Transcript: IDA15 Author: Herbert Moore 

Response to Transcript IDA15 

I The Departtnent is not proposing to replace the Canadian reactor. Instead, the Departtnent is proposing to 
establish a backup to the currently operating Canadian reactor. Nordion International, the Canadian Mo-99 
supplier, intends to build two new reactors to replace the current aging Canadian Mo-99 production reactor, 
which is planned to be shut down in 2000. If the DOE decides to pursue this project, it will operate its Mo-99 
facilities at full production capability only in the event of a Mo-99 supply shortage. 
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Transcript: IDA16 Author: Cory Barnard 

1 
I clearly have a concern that there is no advantage to Sandia over Idaho. In listening to the 
comments we have heard today, it is very clear that in terms of cost, safety, production capability, 
the PBF is clearly the most advantageous site that DOE should choose. 
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Transcript: IDA16 Author: Cory Barnard 

Response to Transcript IDA16 

1 The SNL/NM option was selected as the preferred alternative for the reasons stated in Section 3.3.1.1. 

The Department recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower than that of the preferred 
alternative; however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative are higher than 
for the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed action, the information 
presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of facilities, and other programmatic 
factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 production. 
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Transcript: IDBOl Author: Mayor Linda Milam 

1 

2 

3 

4 

This country does not produce, but is an importer of radioisotopes. We must establish this 
capability in the U.S .. 

The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory brings a unique mix of scientific knowledge, isotope 
production experience, facility availability, and an established professional and university 
network. 

Considering that the no-action alternative is an alternative, I would suggest that you positively 
consider the social benefits of establishing a Mo-B production capability in this country; that 
you positively consider the economic benefits of building that capacity around established 
strength; that you positively consider the environmental, economic and technical benefits of 
investing in the development of advanced technologies to produce radioisotopes more effectively 
and efficiently; and, that you positively consider the environmental and economic benefits of 
building upon the existing isotope production capacity, including facility in human resources 
such as already exists at the INEL; and, that you consider the environmental benefits of inside 
defense production capability, such as also exists at the INEL. 

... and that production begin as quickly as possible. 
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Transcript: IDBOl Author: Mayor Linda Milam 

Responses to Transcript IDBOl 

1 Please see response to comment C095- l. 

2 Please see response to comment C095-2. 

3 Please see response to comment C095-3. 

4 Please see response to comment C095-4. 
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Transcript: IDB02 Author: Senator Jerry Twiggs 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory's Power Burst Facility Reactor has recently been 
listed as the potential site of the United States' sole source of Mo-99 isotope production. I believe 
that the PBF represents the most technologically compatible, economically efficient and environ
mentally sound facility for domestic Mo-99 production and urge its designation as such. 

Idaho is proud that the PBF will soon focus the world's attention on the implementation of Boron 
Neutron Capture Therapy at the Idaho Brain Tumor Center. The technological partnership 
between DOE and IBTC is a credit to Idaho and the nation. It is my hope the victims whose 
maladies will be treated from here, whether from Idaho, the other U.S. or around the world, will 
come to understand, as you and I do, the broad advantages to our lives this government/private 
sector relationship creates. 

The production of medical isotopes and the practice of BNCT are technologically compatible 
projects which can be carried out more efficiently and more cost effectively at the INEL's PBF 
reactor than at other facilities currently under evaluation by DOE. 

Initial engineering studies show that the Idaho PBF facility can be ready for medical isotope 
production in less time and for $5 million less than any of the other three finalists being 
considered for the project. 

High product quality and consistency of supply are the two most important ingredients when 
considering a facility for the production of medical isotopes. The Advanced Test Reactor, also 
located at the INEL, has been producing specialty isotopes for many years. The expertise is 
presently in place to produce isotopes to the highest quality standards. With the PBF serving as the 
main isotope production facility, the ATR can fill in and maintain a constant production schedule 
when the PBF is down for routine maintenance and refueling. Idaho offers a twin reactor concept 
that assures consistency of supply for many years to come. 

The U.S. currently has no domestic supply of the most widely-used medical isotopes. The Idaho 
PBF Reactor can supply 100% of the domestic demand for Mo-99 and still have excess production 
capacity for the exportation of Mo-99 

DOE intends to privatize the Isotope Production Program. IBTC's present 30-year lease of the 
PBF Reactor puts the privatization plan into effect immediately. 

No other federal missions will interfere with the operation of Mo-99 production at the PBF, 
unlike some of the other sites under review. 

After considering the lower start-up costs, mission compatibility and technological superiority, it is 
clear that INEL's PBF is the logical home of the U.S. Mo-99 production source. 
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Transcript: IDB02 Author: Senator Jerry 1\viggs 

Responses to Transcript IDB02 

Comment noted. 

2 Comment noted. 

3 Please see response to comment C037-3. 

4 Please see response to comment C037-4. 

5 Please see response to comment C037-5. 

6 Please see response to comment C037-6. 

7 Please see response to comment C037-7. 

8 Please see response to comment C037-8. 

9 Comment noted. 
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Transcript: IDB03 Author: William J. Sewell 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

We have modified our plans to allow for a dual medical mission, which really seems to make the 
most sense for this facility, one project practically guaranteeing the success of the other. 

DOE has stated that the goal is to eventually privatize the production of medical isotopes and 
turn over to the private sector and let the free market enterprise forces dictate the price of supply 
of these products. 

The selection of the preferred site virtually guarantees that this will never happen, at least at that 
location. IBTC wonders what company would normally enter into a privatization effort, given 
the fact that situations in the world could force a mission to be returned to a military mission and, 
thereby, terminate or severely curtail production at that facility. 

IBTC believes that a few months of schedule is a small price to pay for the assurance of a truly 
dedicated facility that could be brought on line and satisfy all production requirements for 100% of 
U.S. demand with excess capacity potential for export to other countries and to fill 
dual medical mission roles for one facility that cannot be impacted by changes in Defense policy. 

INEL has had 35 year's experience in the production of isotopes, meeting the critical needs of 
customers, their demands for quality and a reliable schedule. The other sites have had no 
experience in this area. 

IBTC questions the wisdom of selecting a site that seems to fall short of DOE's goals from the 
beginning. 
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Transcript: IDB03 Author: William J. Sewell 

Responses to Transcript IDB03 

1 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of 
DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has it 
made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating the 
possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other reactors under 
consideration for this project may be usable for BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a production 
alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility 
selected. 

2 The Department would prefer that the private sector assume responsibility for ensuring that a reliable supply of 
Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community; however, private industry has thus far been unwilling to do 
so. Therefore, DOE has proposed to conduct the Medical Isotopes Production Project. If private industry is 
able to ensure a reliable supply of Mo-99 on its own, the Department would phase out its production activities. 

Private U.S. production of Mo-99 could be accomplished by privatization of a DOE operation or by a separate 
initiative by the private sector. The process of privatization is not part of this proposed action. The Depart
ment published a Notice for Expression of Interest in the Federal Register in December 1995 to solicit con
cepts from private industry for privatization of DOE isotope activities. Businesses interested in pursuing Mo-
99 production have been invited to respond to this solicitation. If the Department decides to implement the 
action proposed in this EIS and if concepts on privatization of Mo-99 production received from the private 
sector are promising, DOE would proceed with a request for proposals to facilitate privatization on a competi
tive basis. 

3 It is possible that the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR), the preferred reactor for the proposed project, 
could be diverted to support defense missions in case of a national emergency. However, the Department has 
determined that the probability of needing the ACRR for defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude 
disqualifying the reactor from consideration. 

All of the reactors evaluated as reasonable alternatives for the proposed project would (after necessary modifi
cations) have the ability to produce at least 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99 and would also be capable, to 
varying degrees, of conducting synergistic activities. If the decision is made to pursue this project, the Depart
ment would act as a backup to the existing Canadian supplier. The Department would operate its facilities to 
produce only as much Mo-99 as is necessary to maintain the capabilities of the facility and staff to produce 
100% of U.S. demand in response to an interruption of the existing supply. In essence, the project would act as 
an "insurance policy" for the U.S. against a Mo-99 supply shortage. The goal of the proposed project is to 
ensure that a reliable supply of Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community, not to compete in the 
worldwide market for Mo-99. 

4 As presented in Table 3-2, LANL and ORNL also have significant experience in the production and distribu
tion of isotopes. 

5 The Department has not made a decision regarding if and where to conduct the proposed project. A preferred 
alternative is identified in an EIS, in essence, to tell the public which way the Department is leaning on a 
decision, but it does not mean that the decision has been made. Further, Council on Environmental Quality 
regulations require Federal agencies to identify the preferred alternative in a Draft EIS if the agency has one, 
and require that the agency identify a preferred alternative in a Final EIS. 

The Annular Core Research Reactor/Hot Cell Facility combination at SNL/NM is the preferred alternative for 
target irradiation and processing for the reasons stated in Section 3.3.1.1. 
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~---------------------· 

Transcript: IDB04 Author: Helen Stanton 

1 I support the medical isotope being here in Idaho. 
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_ ......... -------------~ 
Author: Helen Stanton 

Transcript: IDB04 

Response to Transcript IDB04 

1 Comment noted. 
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Transcript: IDBOS Author: Rod Thomas 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

You mentioned on privatization as being off in the future. I am associated with a privatization 
action here at the Site. It is very real. The pressure is there, and I do not understand how in your 
office in D.C. you somehow are not getting the sense that it is in the now. If the private sector 
can do the job, we have the pressure on us that that is the way it is supposed to be done. And so 
we are doing that actively out at the Site right now. I suggest that you reconsider your criterion 
and get that more in focus that if you can have that option of a privatization in the now term, that 
you have that as a consideration compared to the others, because where many other things are 
equal, I would think then that it automatically starts rolling into that bin, if you understand what I 
mean. 

Now with the PBF being an option, and the only way that is basically happening is in this lease 
arrangement at IBT, then you are under an NRC license situation. Section 6.1 in your EIS works 
in terms of DOE orders. Most all the DOE orders would not be applying in this case, because 
you would be under the license-type of arrangement. 

And on the Sandia Reactor, I do not know what the state is on their SAR to the latest requirements. 

I would think that with the distance we have where the reactor and the other facilities relative to 
site boundary, which nobody lives at, is that this inherently is a difference, albeit, I think it can be 
safe anywhere. It is a matter of just doing it, but there are certain things to me that just make a 
little more sense of doing it where you have more distance to where the public is in case 
something does go wrong. 

BNCT does get a stronger basis economically to occur, if you can work with this other situation, 
you know, the medical isotope. I think the government should give that a certain extra weight, 
too. It is multiple use of a facility of our assets as taxpayers of how to put this to more effective 
use. And it is a good machine. So please, give this due consideration. 
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Transcript: IDBOS Author: Rod Thomas 

Responses to 'Iranscript IDB05 

1 The Department would prefer that the private sector assume responsibility for ensuring that a reliable supply of 
Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community; however, private industry has thus far been unwilling to do 
so. Therefore, DOE has proposed to conduct the Medical Isotopes Production Project. If private industry is 
able to ensure a reliable supply of Mo-99 on its own, the Department would phase out its production activities. 

Although the potential for privatization of the proposed action in this EIS is important, the process for privati
zation is not part of this proposed action. Each of the production alternatives has potential for privatization. 
DOE has solicited expressions of interest from the industrial community for the privatization of any isotope 
production activity conducted by DOE, including the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. If 
promising concepts are received, the Department would seek privatization proposals on a competitive basis. 

2 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has not made a formal proposal to the Department regarding the dual 
use of the Power Burst Facility (PBF). Therefore, the Department cannot say for certain whether operation of 
the PBF for the production ofMo-99 would be conducted privately (by IBTC) or by DOE. In developing the 
EIS, the Department assumed that if the PBF were selected for the isotope production mission, DOE would 
operate the reactor under DOE regulations. 

3 The Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) safety analysis report (SAR) was recently revised to conform to 
the DOE Order 5480.23 "Requirements for Safety Analysis Reports" and is adequate for initial Mo-99 produc
tion activities. However, a future SAR update would be required to address the core and fuel design changes 
anticipated for full production at the ACRR. 

4 The EIS considers the potential impacts to individuals and communities from operations and potential acci
dents in Section 5. Regional geographic and meteorological conditions, as well as area population, all are 
factors that were included in the evaluation of the potential impacts of the proposed project. 

5 The IBTC has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of DOE; however, IBTC has 
not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has it made a formal proposal to 
DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating the possibility of using other facili
ties for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other reactors under consideration for this project may 
be useable for BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a production alternative for this proposed 
project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility selected. 
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'franscript: IDB06 Author: John V. Galazin 

1 

2 

3 

Beauty For All Seasons, Inc. wholeheartedly endorses and supports the DOE's selection of the 
Idaho Falls PBF Facility for the future production of Mo-99 medical isotopes. 

The selection of Idaho Falls PBF Facility for medical isotope production will increase 
employment opportunities, improve economic base not only directly through people employed at 
the facility, but also through the ripple effect of increased visitors for technical and medical 
purposes. 

We are a nation that is suffering a balance of payments problem. We are buying everything from 
the Japanese, the Germans and the Canadians. That causes a weaker dollar. Here is a chance for 
us to put 100% of the Mo-99 production in this country for us to make the product here and serve 
it, and we certainly need it. We have got to buy it from somebody. Let us buy it from ourselves. 
Let us get jobs here. We have got the technical skills, better skills than the Canadians have. Let us 
bring the business here; let us employ the people here; let us help the balance of payments come 
into this country. Let us have Canadians and Europeans buy Mo-99 production from us. We need 
to think about this business not just in terms of is Sandia going to give us 10% production? Is it 
going to satisfy the medical isotope people that need to throw a bone out? What .is important is we 
have got to think about the nation, too. And in my mind, that is as important to me as to think 
about Idaho Falls as a community. 
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Transcript: IDB06 Author: John V. Galazin 

Responses to Transcript IDB06 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The anticipated socioeconomic impacts of the proposed project are presented in Section 5.3. The number of 
technical and medical visitors to the region as a result of the Mo-99 mission is expected to be very small at any 
of the alternative sites. All sites have the possibility of additional missions. 

3 The Department is proposing to establish a domestic production source of Mo-99 to ensure that a reliable 
supply is available to the U.S. medical community. The Department's concern is not that the current source of 
supply is not a domestic source. If the decision is made to pursue this project, the Department would act as a 
backup to the existing Canadian supplier. The Department would operate its facilities to produce only as much 
Mo-99 as is necessary to maintain the capabilities of the facility and staff to produce 100% of U.S. demand in 
response to an interruption of the existing supply. In essence, the project would act as an "insurance policy" for 
the U.S. against a Mo-99 supply shortage. The goal of the proposed project is to ensure that a reliable supply 
ofMo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community, not to compete in the worldwide market for Mo-99. 
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Transcript: IDB07 Author: Bill Pitchford 

1 

2 

I agree with others here that Idaho seems to be, from a radiological consequence consideration, 
the logical choice, and when compared with the cost analysis and in light of measures that could 
be taken to reduce the potential for transportation-related accidents, certainly by far is arguably 
the best choice. 

The fact that I went to prototype here in 1984 and 1985 has nothing to do with that, but I do agree 
that this is a very good center of highly qualified and skilled technical and engineering people 
that are very well capable and ready to do these sorts of projects. 
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Transcript: IDB07 Author: Bill Pitchford 

Responses to Transcript IDB07 

1 Comment noted. 

2 The INEL and each of the other alternative sites have available the highly qualified and skilled technical and 
engineering staff necessary to conduct the proposed project. 
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Transcript: IDBOS Author: Linda Owens 

I I would just like to go on record that I do support this program, 
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Author: Linda Owens 
Transcript: IDB08 

Response to Transcript IDB08 

1 Comment noted. 
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Transcript: IDB09 Author: Linda Tucker 

It would be smartest to allow the INEL to take on the project. 1 

2 

3 

It is the cheapest available to operate the project, and it is technically the best suited . 

. . . the private company to run the facility is also here at the INEL, 
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Transcript: IDB09 Author: Linda Tucker 

Responses to Transcript IDB09 

Comment noted. 

2 The Department recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower than that of the preferred 
alternative; however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative are higher than 
for the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed action, the information 
presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of facilities, and other programmatic 
factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 production. 

3 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of 
DOE. The Department is aware of this potential for the INEL alternative. Although the potential for privatiza
tion of the proposed action in this EIS is important, the process for privatization is not part of this proposed 
action. Each of the production alternatives has potential for privatization. DOE has solicited expressions of 
interest from the industrial community for the privatization of any isotope production activity conducted by 
DOE, including the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. If promising concepts are received, the 
Department would seek privatization proposals on a competitive basis. 
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Transcript: IDBlO Author: Tom Piper 

If the Cancer Treatment Center gets this project, it virtually assures both of them will succeed, 
whereas certain people have voiced some opinion that maybe the Cancer Treatment will not be 
viable by itself. 

I think that if it got this project, it makes one of the two have zero cost, basically, or half the cost 
of the other one. 
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Transcript: IDBlO Author: Tom Piper 

Response to Transcript IDBlO 

The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of 
DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has it 
made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating the 
possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other reactors under 
consideration for this project may also be useable for BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a 
production alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the 

reactor facility selected. 
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Transcript: IDBll Author: Jon Ochi 

1 

2 

I want to state why it makes economic sense to locate this facility in Idaho Falls. In looking over 
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, there are certain obvious differences, but the most 
obvious one to me as a businessman here in Idaho Falls, is the economic difference. 

There is $2 million that will be saved in construction costs; $4 million per year in operating 
costs; 

Secondly, there is the possibility that even if that production came up in six months, that those 
medical isotopes could not be used because of contractual obligations between Nordion and 
pharmaceutical companies. So we do not even know for sure that the six months would even 
result in any net benefit. 
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Transcript: IDBll Author: Jon Ochi 

Responses to Transcript IDBll 

1 The Department recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower than that of the preferred 
alternative; however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative are higher than 
for the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed action, the information 
presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of facilities, and other programmatic 
factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 production. 

2 The ability to produce even a small amount of Mo-99 in a short period of time is important in that, if a Mo-99 
shortage were to occur in the near future, the Department would be able to supply at least a fraction of the U.S. 
demand. The Department has proposed the Medical Isotopes Production Project to respond to a near-term 
"window of vulnerability" in the Mo-99 supply situation. With a single reactor currently producing 100% of 
the U.S. demand, if that reactor were to be shut down, it would result in a Mo-99 supply shortage. The 
potential for such a shortage is why the ability to produce even a fraction of the U.S. demand in the near term is 
considered important. This would provide DOE with a Mo-99 production and extraction process which would 
met FDA approval requirements in the very near term and would be capable of providing up to 30% of the U.S. 
demand on an emergency basis. This early experience would also be an asset in the expansion to full-scale 
production capability. 
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Transcript: IDB12 Author: Dr. Dave Anderson 

This gives us a unique opportunity to produce a medical product in Idaho that we can sell 
elsewhere. 
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Transcript: IDB12 Author: Dr. Dave Anderson 

Response to Transcript IDB12 

1 The Medical Isotopes Production Project would provide the same unique opportunity at any of the proposed 
sites. The INEL already has an active medical isotope program. The proposed project would add to this 
established capability. 
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Transcript: IDB13 Author: Kent Brinker 

I 

2 

3 

The ACRR says that they will have to replace their fuel with brand new fuel to transition. Has 
this fuel been purchased? Has it been designed. Has any safety analysis been done running the 
core with this new fuel? How much is it going to take to be able to change over to a brand new 
fuel? 

PBF is listed as having a six-inch test space, when it actually is eight and a quarter and it says 
that we can handle at least 19 targets when we can handle probably at least 27 targets. It says we 
can put only one target in out transient rods. The physical space would allow anywhere from two 
to three additional targets. 

If you look at the figures for PBF at 2400 curie days of Mo-99, and you add the additional 
targets that can be put into our core without any modifications, which the EIS says is required, 
and it is not, then we end up almost doubling the amount of Mo-99 to well over 3,000 curie 
days, to well over, which is a heck of a lot more than Sandia can make, because they are 
struggling to reach 100%, whereas we can go well over 100%. 
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Transcript: IDB13 Author: Kent Brinker 

Responses to Transcript IDB13 

1 No new fuel has been purchased. The price has already been determined by General Atomics, which will be 
the same price as a normal TRIGA bundle. The new fuel has been designed. Calculations have been per
formed on the new fuel and core design, but the safety analysis report would require updating to include these 
descriptions and calculations. Since the core was originally designed to run with normal TRIGA fuel, the 
design change to fuel (that is mechanically identical to fuel already used) is not very expensive. 

2 The 6-inch diameter is a typographical error, and Section 3.3.4 was changed to correct this error. Using a 
standard geometric spacing configuration to attempt to keep the thermalization of neutrons consistent among 
the targets would dictate use of a 37-target arrangement as the step beyond the 19-target configuration. A 
27-target configuration would probably not work very well because differences in the targets' thermal flux 
fields will produce different power levels. An adequate water space between the targets is required for both 
cooling and moderation. 

Increasing the number of targets reduces moderation and hence reduces fission rate and Mo-99 production rate 
per target. This increases the waste per curie of product. 

3 The Department has performed calculations that indicate the Power Burst Facility (PBF) can produce 20 kW 
per target in the 19-target configuration. These calculations indicated that the PBF could conduct a full 
production Mo-99 mission, even though the PBF's flux is lower than the other facilities. Using the pulse rod 
receptacles for ancillary irradiation locations seems to be adequate to assure full production could be reached, 
even if full production were not capable in a central irradiation cavity. The Department agrees that pulse rods 
could probably accommodate two targets. Three could be inserted, but they would run at lower power levels 
because of the decrease in moderation, impacting waste as discussed above. 
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Transcript: IDB14 Author: Joanne Long 

1 I hope it is here. If it is not, that is okay, as long as it was based on good, sound logic. 
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Transcript: IDB14 Author: Joanne Long 

Response to Transcript IDB14 

1 The rationale for the Department's decision will be documented in a Record of Decision that will be issued 
following completion of the Final EIS. 
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Transcript: IDB15 Author: Bill George 

1 

... my comment is in the EIS there is some statements that says that the data provided by the INEL 
was - - I do not want to use the word suspect, but not as much detail as some of the other sites. 

I just wanted to make it clear that when we received the notice to provide the data, we had about 
a month to a six-week period of time to compile all of the data, and there was, you know, some 
best engineering practices used to come up with that data. 

However, to eliminate those uncertainties, it is very easy and within the realm of what we can do 
to provide better data on any uncertain areas you might have any question. 
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Transcript: IDBlS Author: Bill George 

Response to Transcript IDB15 

The EIS project team identified the Power Burst Facility (PBF) as a possible reasonable alternative for Mo-99 
production. The INEL had proposed use of the Advanced Test Reactor and had not mentioned the PBF in 
previous studies and analyses. Thus, when cost and schedule information was requested, the INEL did not have 
the existing data that other alternatives had prepared for the previous studies. 

The level of information provided for cost estimates by INEL was considered appropriate to the purpose of an 
EIS. Although it is believed that the uncertainties associated with the INEL estimates are higher than those of 
other alternatives, the estimates have sufficient accuracy to demonstrate that costs for any of the alternatives is 
not a major discriminator and is not a basis to disqualify any of the alternatives from consideration within the 
EIS. Because INEL has not been identified as a preferred alternative for this proposed project in the past as the 
LANL and SNL/NM alternatives have or even as an alternative in the past as ORNL has, the amount of detail 
available in support of the proposed project at INEL is less, but what has been developed in support of this EIS 
is considered appropriate. Additional cost information has been obtained and included in Section 5.22 of the 
EIS, and cost and schedule information will continue to be developed for the Department's eventual decision on 
this proposed project. 
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11-anscript: IDB16 
Author: Barbara Berlin 

I am in favor of the Medical Isotopes Production Project being in Idaho Falls. 
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Transcript: IDB16 
Author: Barbara Berlin 

Response to Transcript IDB16 

1 Comment noted. 
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Transcript: IDB17 Author: Ron Clawson 

1 

I want to go on record strongly supporting the Medical Isotopes Production Project. I am one of 
the past Presidents of the Chamber of Commerce here in the greater Idaho Falls area. In the last 
three years we have gone through a tremendous downsizing of our economy, and this community 
has gathered together in a major coalition effort to look at new industries and to look at new 
application at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, and I can not think of a better one than 
the BNC Project of which these hearings are conducted for. · 
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Transcript: IDBI 7 Author: Ron Clawson 

Response to Transcript IDB17 

The potential socioeconomic impacts of the proposed project are presented in Section 5.3. The Boron Neutron 
Capture Therapy initiative under investigation by the Idaho Brain Tumor Center is not part of the Department's 
proposed action. 
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Transcript: IDB18 Author: Bob Berlin 

1 
I am in support of the Medical Isotopes Production Project. I think Idaho Falls is the ideal 
location for it. We have the technology, background, and I believe the support of the community 
for this project. 
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Transcript: IDB18 Author: Bob Berlin 

Response to Transcript IDB18 

Comment noted. 
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Transcript: IDB19 Author: John R. Horan 

2 

3 

4 

But what is proposed by DOE as the preferred alternative is a Band-Aid approach. In my own 
mind, I consider the New Mexico choice to be a political statement which was determined before 
the Environmental Impact Study was even started and does not judge alternatives on their merit. 
The selection process does not judge alternatives on their merits. I do not consider the investing of 
millions of dollars in temporary use of a reactor dedicated to military programs as a reasonable 
solution to our country's needs for medical radioisotopes. 

I propose we use a reactor already dedicated to medical applications and which could be privatized 
as a superior long-term concept. Of course, I am referring to the Power Burst Facility at the former 
National Reactor Testing Station in Idaho. This alternative is not marginally equal as stated in the 
Environmental Impact Statement. It is superior in almost all of the technical and environmental 
issues . 

. . . the INEL, has also had more experience in the safe shipments ofradioisotopes than any other 
location, because of the over 40 year's experience of the test reactors program . 

. . .it would be more economical in the long run. To me as a taxpayer, this is the overriding 
consideration. 
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Transcript: IDB19 Author: John R. Horan 

Responses to Transcript IDB19 

1 The Department has not made a decision regarding if and where to conduct the proposed project. A preferred 
alternative is identified in an EIS, in essence, to tell the public which way the Department is leaning on a 
decision, but it does not mean that the decision has been made. Further, Council on Environmental Quality 
regulations require Federal agencies to identify the preferred alternative in a Draft EIS if the agency has one, 
and require that the agency identify a preferred alternative in a Final EIS. 

The Annular Core Research Reactor/Hot Cell Facility combination at SNL/NM is the preferred alternative for 
target irradiation and processing for the reasons stated in Section 3.3.1.1. The rationale for the Department's 
decision will be documented in a Record of Decision that will be issued about 30 days after the Final EIS is 
issued. 

2 The advantages and disadvantages of each site are shown in Table 3-1 and Table 3-2. The Idaho Brain Tumor 
Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of DOE; however, IBTC 
has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has it made a formal proposal to 
DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating the possibility of using other facili
ties for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other reactors under consideration for this project may 
be usable for BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a production alternative for this proposed 
project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility selected. 

3 As presented in Table 3-2, LANL and ORNL also have significant experience in the production and distribu
tion of isotopes. 

4 Tue Department recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower than that of the preferred 
alternative; however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative are higher than 
for the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed action, the information 
presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of facilities, and other programmatic 
factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 production. 
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Transcript: IDB20 Author: James H. Thorsen 

1 ... the airport has adequate capacity and capability to support the proposed action without the 
expenditure of any funds for any expansions, modifications, or other such expenditures. 
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Transcript: IDB20 
Author: James H. Thorsen 

Response to Transcript IDB20 

1 The Department does not anticipate that any of the airports discussed in the EIS would require expansions or 

modifications to support the proposed project. 
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Transcript: IDB21 Author: Ellen Bingham 

I think it very important to bring this project here, because the people who are very 
knowledgeable are on site. Many buildings are on site, and the medical community here is 
already very familiar with this, and I think it would be a very important thing for the economic 
climate of this city and area. 
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Transcript: IDB21 Author: Ellen Bingham 

Response to Transcript IDB21 

INEL and the other alternative sites have the personnel and facilities necessary to conduct the proposed project. 
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Transcript: IDB22 Author: Thomas M. Crawford 

1 

2 

I would like to express my support for choosing Idaho Falls as the location for the Medical 
Isotope Production Project. 

We have the expertise, the technology, and many of the necessary facilities needed for such a 
project in Idaho Falls. 
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·Transcript: IDB22 Author: Thomas M. Crawford 

Responses to Transcript IDB22 

Comment noted. 

2 The INEL and the other alternative sites have the nuclear technology expertise and facilities necessary to 
conduct the proposed project. 
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Transcript: IDB23 Author: Mark Young 

1 

2 

3 

We do endorse the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory in regards to its continued research on 
the Boron Neutron Capture Therapy as well as expanding the production of medical 
radioisotopes for medical use, in particular the Mo-99 project as involved in the current EIS 
statement as released. 

We believes that the IBTC with their research, with their ability and the personnel they have in the 
ionics connection, that they can accomplish this in an excellent fashion and, in fact, they, as 
opposed to other groups you have suggested as primary alternatives, will have the best chance of 
providing additional financial resources for a medical, bio-medical process of this nature. 

And we think they are in large measure the best prepared to accomplish this. 

And when you factor in the economics of the issue regarding the Boron Neutron Capture Therapy 
and the economics of providing that manufacture here at PBF, now when you couple that with 
the Mo-99 project and that manufacturing effort, and if you take the economics of both of 
those bio-medical engineering complexes together, we believe that the INEL is not only the 
preferred site, but economically it is far less expensive to create Mo-99 here when you look at 
the total picture and included within that the privatization. 

The long-term goal is for the private industry, and let me stress this once more, to handle that 
production, and given the privatization that is currently existing with IBTC, that this pioneering 
agreement with the DOE, do we not get to that area of privatization quicker by utilization of the 
IBTC? 
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Transcript: IDB23 Author: Mark Young 

Responses to 'Iranscript IDB23 

Comment noted. 

2 Comment noted. 

3 The Idaho Brain Tumor Center (IBTC) has informed DOE of its interest in coordinating its efforts with those of 
DOE; however, IBTC has not submitted any plans for coordinating reactor conversion activities, nor has it 
made a formal proposal to DOE. In addition, the Department understands that IBTC is investigating the 
possibility of using other facilities for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) and that other reactors under 
consideration for this project may be usable for BNCT. If the Department decides to proceed with a production 
alternative for this proposed project, it would welcome a proposal from IBTC for dual use of the reactor facility 
selected. 

Although the potential for privatization of the proposed action in this EIS is important, the process for privati
zation is not part of this proposed action. Each of the production alternatives has potential for privatization. 
DOE has solicited expressions of interest from the industrial community for the privatization of any isotope 
production activity conducted by DOE, including the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. If 
promising concepts are received and the Department proceeds with the action proposed in this EIS, the 
Department would seek privatization proposals on a competitive basis. 
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Transcript: IDB24 Author: Michael Breen 

1 

2 

3 

I have a hard time understanding the legal basis for establishing short-term production capability 
as the primary condition on which DOE is basing its preferred alternative. 

I would like to see information charting out the production quantity plotted out on a graph 
compared with the time of production and see if the values that the preferred alternative, 
compared with PBF, really are that incomparable. 

My second question is what is the crisis? The Canadian facility is currently in production. There 
was one horror story told at the public meeting of a six-day supply. What is the current back-up 
supply for the Canadian facility and why is a time period of 28 months unreasonable, given that 
reliable supply that has been operating without this crisis for six years since the other facility was 
discontinued in 1989? 
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Transcript: IDB24 Author: Michael Breen 

Responses to Transcript IDB24 

1 The ability to produce even a small amount of Mo-99 in a short period of time is important in that, if a Mo-99 
shortage were to occur in the near future, the Department would be able to supply at least a fraction of the U.S. 
demand. The Department has proposed the Medical Isotopes Production Project to respond to a near-term 
"window of vulnerability" in the Mo-99 supply situation; therefore, the ability to produce even a small amount 
of Mo-99 in a short period of time is an important factor and will be considered in the Department's decision on 
the proposed project. The preferred alternative would be able to produce a small amount of Mo-99 in the 
shortest period of time, and this factor contributed to its selection as the preferred alternative. In the near term, 
with a single reactor producing 100% of the U.S. demand, the unavailability of that reactor for any reason 
would result in a Mo-99 supply shortage. The potential for such a shortage is why the ability to produce even a 
fraction of the U.S. demand in the near term is considered important. This alternative would provide DOE with 
a Mo-99 extraction process which has met FDA approval requirements in the very near term and would be 
capable of providing up to 30% of the U.S. demand on an emergency basis. This early experience would also 
be an asset in the expansion to full-scale production capability. 

2 Potential future production quantities are not known and cannot be plotted. Since each alternative would be 
capable of producing 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99, the production quantities would be identical for 
each alternative. 

3 The problem is that the entire U.S. supply comes from a single source. It should also be noted that this single 
source accounts for about 85% of the world supply of Mo-99. If this source were to become unavailable, 
production facilities in other countries would most likely focus on meeting their own needs first and, in any 
case, would not be able to meet even half of U.S. demand for Mo-99. Given this supply situation, the Depart
ment has proposed establishing a domestic production source as soon as possible to ensure that a reliable 
supply ofMo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community. 
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Transcript: IDB25 Author: Thomas J. Setter 

1 

2 

... privatization of this process should be the preferred option and should be given heavy weight in 
this day and age in our government where the Department has reducing budgets, and we should be 
doing everything to promote the private sector and reduce the size of government. 

I wholeheartedly encourage that Idaho Falls Power Burst Facility should be the preferred site. 
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Transcript: IDB25 Author: Thomas J. Setter 

Responses to 11-anscript IDB25 

Private U.S. production of Mo-99 could be accomplished by privatization of a DOE operation or by a separate 
initiative by the private sector. The process of privatization is not part of this proposed action. The Depart
ment published a Notice for Expression of Interest in the Federal Register in December 1995 to solicit con
cepts from private industry for privatization of DOE isotope activities. Businesses interested in pursuing 
Mo-99 production have been invited to respond to this solicitation. If the Department decides to implement 
the action proposed in this EIS and if concepts on privatization of Mo-99 production received from the private 
sector are promising, DOE would proceed with a request for proposals to facilitate privatization on a 
competitive basis. 

2 Comment noted. 
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Transcript: IDB26 Author: Jon Ochi 

1 

2 

In looking over the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, it was clear that there were some 
economic benefits to choosing a lab, specifically the INEL Lab, above all other alternatives. 

The INEL choice is $2 million less costly in construction and modification expenses and, more 
importantly, the INEL is about $4 million less per year in routine operating expenses. For every 
two dollars that is spent at the INEL for operations, three dollars must be spent at the Sandia Lab. 

Until DOE investigates what kinds of contractual obligations there are to Nordion with the 
pharmaceutical companies, it is not clear that even if the production were brought up in six 
months that there would be any market for the medical isotopes. It is not clear that there is any 
imparity to meet the six-month deadline. It is not clear that that amount of medical isotope 
produced after six months could even be marketed. 
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Transcript: IDB26 Author: Jon Ochi 

Responses to Transcript IDB26 

1 The Department recognizes that the estimated cost of the INEL alternative is lower than that of the preferred 
alternative; however, the uncertainties associated with the estimated cost of the INEL alternative are higher than 
for the preferred alternative. If the Department decides to proceed with the proposed action, the information 
presented in the EIS (including the cost data), the operational readiness of facilities, and other programmatic 
factors will be considered in the final selection of facilities for Mo-99 production. 

2 The Department intends to act as a backup to the Canadian supplier, not to compete with them. The Depart
ment would operate at full production levels only in response to a Mo-99 supply shortage. Thus, the ability to 
produce even a small amount of Mo-99 in a short period of time is important in that, if a Mo-99 shortage were 
to occur in the near future, the Department would be able to supply at least a fraction of the U.S. demand. To 
replace their single existing reactor, the Canadians plan to build two new reactors, each with the capability to 
produce 100% of the worldwide demand for Mo-99. They plan to have these two new reactors operating by 
the year 2000, so even if one of those reactors were to shut down, there would be adequate backup production 
capability at that time. 
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Transcript: ORAOl Author: Bob Peelle 
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Number two, it seems like it would be wise to give stress to a reactor that actually runs. And the 
document does give some indication of emphasis on that. 

In the case of the ORRR, in fact, it has been down a decade and would take some time to fill out all 
the documents. I doubt that it would take a major redesign. 

In the case of the Sandia reactor, for instance, the reactor has the wrong fuel, the wrong internal 
chamber, the wrong control mechanism. It has never been operated in a steady state. It appears a 
new reactor is needed. That may not be true. That is what appears from reading the draft state
ment. I just read it today. I am not an expert. I have not seen the reactor. But it looks as though 
costs must have been hidden. It looks as though the reactor has never been used in this type of 
mode and, therefore, a major rebuilding job is concerned, not just filling out paperwork. So it is 
not apparent from the text that it is a really feasible project at Sandia. It may well be, of course. 
They can do lots of things given enough incentive. 

The draft indicates that the operation of the system could be interrupted by a decision to return to 
the best use of the annular core reactor. It would be required to change fuel again, put back the 
reactor internals, perhaps not rebuilding the whole system again. Perhaps the new one could do 
both jobs. 

The fact that needs to be put in the report seems to give it a higher level of likelihood than the 
common statement that in an emergency anything can happen. Given a bad enough emergency, the 
president could stop all diagnostic procedures in all hospitals. If the life of the country depended 
on it, that could happen. But that is a remote thing. It has not happened in any war up to date and 
it is not really noted. If this needs to be noted, that the defense needs could take over, then say it is 
a fairly likely thing. And that is important since the whole choice which the Department is said to 
have made depends on reliability of source and the reliability of starting sooner. It does not seem 
reliable at all. 

So the report in its final form needs to deal with this problem. I am not saying it is absolutely 
impossible to deal with it. Perhaps a higher level of assurance could be made. Perhaps the 
Defense part of the group can decide they really do not need this facility anymore. Whatever. It 
can be handled perhaps. But it does seem to be a problem. Thank you. 
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11-anscript: ORAOl Author: Bob Peelle 

Responses to Transcript ORAOl 

If the Department proceeds with the proposed action, the present status of the reactor (operational, standby, 
or shut down) will be an important consideration in the Department's decision. The fact that the Annular 
Core Research Reactor (ACRR) is the only operational reactor among the reasonable alternatives is a 
principal reason why that reactor was identified as part of the preferred alternative. 

2 Section 3.3.3 discusses the required modifications. 

3 The ACRR at SNL/NM would require several modifications, which are described in Section 3.3.1.9. The 
costs of these modifications were included in the SNL/NM cost estimates (shown in Table 5-1 and Table 5-
52). Section 5.22 has been revised to provide a better description of the basis for the cost estimates. 

All of the reactors evaluated as reasonable alternatives for the proposed project would (after necessary 
modifications) have the ability to produce at least 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99. 

4 The possible diversion of the ACRR for defense use is highlighted in the EIS because, in an emergency, the 
ACRR is more likely than the other reactors considered in the EIS to be used for defense purposes. How
ever, the Department has determined that the probability of needing the ACRR for defense purposes is 
sufficiently low to preclude disqualifying the reactor from consideration. A discussion on converting the 
ACRR back to support defense-related activities is provided in Section 3.3.1.9. 
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5 

As a taxpayer, I am very concerned that the most expensive alternative seems to be the preferred 
alternative. And not only that, we are comparing an annual operating cost and a preparation cost. 
We are not comparing a life-cycle cost. I would like to see the Final EIS use life-cycle costs for 
comparison. 

In this political climate where we are trying to balance the budget, I do not think we should choose 
the most expensive alternative. Now, I looked at the cost on page 5.100 to try to get some idea as 
to why is the preferred alternative the most expensive. I find several things. It is the only one of 
the four alternatives that needs to have major modifications made to its hot cell. And the reactor 
has to be upgraded from two megawatts to four megawatts. And because their fuel elements, they 
require a different size, I suspect that is why their annual operating costs are the highest. I am not 
sure about that. But I would like to see life cycles. I do not know whether that be a ten-year period 
or a twenty-year period. It is not that difficult to take a period of time and do a life-cycle cost so 
that we are comparing apples and apples. 

There are some costs that are not - that are identified as being not in the tables. One of them is 
the restacking of fuel storage for the preferred alternative. The other one is an upgrade to the 
reactor for the Idaho facility. That is stated on page 5.101. I would like to see an estimate made of 
that. 

Now, what really bugs me is the justification for there being a preferred alternative. I do not know 
why we should even go in to an official with a preferred alternative. Give them the data. Let them 
make the decision. Why are we even trying to go forward with a preferred alternative? 

The statement -- the only statement really given in this document is on page Roman numeral X at 
the beginning, and it says because the reactor is currently operating. And certainly when we saw 
the schedule slide, we could see that they could start producing something relatively fast at six 
months. But that is a very small percentage as we found out during the question period. It is less 
than 10%. So it really would not get us too far along. And when you really consider being able to 
produce the entire amount needed, you are looking at twenty eight months versus thirty months in 
the case of Oak Ridge to battle the problem. So I do not consider that adequate justification for 
picking the currently operating reactor when it was not designed to do this job. 

Now, there is some hand waving in the document about uncertainty of costs for the reactors that are 
not currently operating. What about the uncertainties in costs and schedule when your personnel 
are not experienced in what they are going to be undertaking? The experience is here in Oak 
Ridge. It is even stated correctly in the document that we have the experience here to do the whole 
job. There is also some 16 experience stated in the case of Idaho. And also in that case, there is 
also a potential for some cost sharing. 

Now, my understanding is we stopped producing isotopes here because the government made the 
decision to go commercial. Now, I have had experience with this business of commercializing 
government functions. I am a retiree of NASA. And we have successfully commercialized the 
communication satellites, but we were not successful when it went to the case of the LANDSATS. 
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Now, the government made a good attempt to commercialize. And I am not saying that is wrong 
or right. But it failed. It did not continue. And now we are having to go back to the government 
to provide a source of a critically necessary vital component of our modern-day life. So I do not 
feel as though the government has an obligation to try to help somebody commercialize this again. 

We should not try to put the Canadian firm out of business. But I think we are going to have a 
growth in this industry. This business of using the radioisotopes for body imaging has been 
growing all along. And I suspect that we could in the future sometime even sell the full hundred 
percent production from here and still not put the Canadian firm out of business. I do not really 
know that. 

I really do not think we should go - the Department of Energy should go forward in an EIS with a 
preferred alternative when the numbers do not come out to support it. Your costs do not support it. 
Your environmental things are really a wash. I mean, there is a slight preference maybe for Oak 
Ridge, but it is basically a wash. But the costs are very important in this political climate. So I 
urge you to include a life-cycle cost. Do not go forward with the preferred alternative unless it is 
clear cut and you can really make a case. And this EIS has not made the case for the preferred 
alternative. 
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Responses to Transcript ORA02 

1 The costs for the modification of facilities and facility operations are presented in Table 5-1 and 
Table 5-52. An analysis of these costs and the projected revenues specific to this proposed project will 
be evaluated for each alternative as information for the Record of Decision process. Since each alterna
tive proposes the use of existing facilities and the Department is already responsible for facility-related 
costs, such as facility decommissioning, an incremental cost analysis (rather than a life-cycle cost analysis) 
was considered appropriate information for the decision-making process for the proposed project. 

2 The Department has not made a decision regarding if and where to conduct the proposed project. A 
preferred alternative is identified in an EIS, in essence, to tell the public which way the Department is 
leaning on a decision, but it does not mean that the decision has been made. Further, Council on Environ
mental Quality regulations require Federal agencies to identify the preferred alternative in a Draft EIS if 
the agency has one, and require that the agency identify a preferred alternative in a Final EIS. 

The Annular Core Research Reactor/Hot Cell Facility combination at SNL/NM is the preferred alternative 
for target irradiation and processing for the reasons stated in Section 3.3.1.1. 

3 The ability to produce even a small amount of Mo-99 in a short period of time is important in that, if a 
Mo-99 shortage were to occur in the near future, the Department would be able to supply at least a 
fraction of the U.S. demand. The Department has proposed the Medical Isotopes Production Project to 
respond to a near-term "window of vulnerability in the Mo-99 supply situation; therefore, the ability to 
produce even a small amount of Mo-99 in a short period of time is an important factor and will be 
considered in the Department's decision on the proposed project. In the near term, with a single reactor 
producing 100% of the U.S. demand, the unavailability of that reactor for any reason would result in a 
Mo-99 supply shortage. The potential for such a shortage is why the ability to produce even a fraction of 
the U.S. demand in the near term is considered important. This alternative would provide DOE with a 
Mo-99 extraction process which has met FDA approval requirements in the very near term and would be 
capable of providing up to 30% of the U.S. demand on an emergency basis. This early experience would 
also be an asset in the expansion to full-scale production capability. 

4 The Department recognizes that, with the exception of SNL/NM, each of the sites has significant experi
ence in the production and distribution of radioisotopes. 

5 The Department would prefer that the private sector assume responsibility for ensuring that a reliable 
supply ofMo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community; however, private industry has thus far been 
unwilling to do so. Therefore, DOE has proposed to conduct the Medical Isotopes Production Project. If 
private industry is able to ensure a reliable supply ofMo-99 on its own, the Department could phase out 
its production activities. 

6 Since the Department intends to be a backup to the Canadian supplier, the Department does not plan to 
compete with the Canadians and does not believe that the proposed project will put the Canadians out of 
business. 

7 Please se,~ response to comment ORA02-1 above. 
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The document, the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, in my opinion, doesn't adequately justify 
the preferred alternative. I think additional information needs to be discussed about why the pre
ferred alternative was chosen. 

For example, the table that was presented with the schedule information, it's unclear in the Oak Ridge 
area whether or not this is thirty months to full production, or if that's thirty months to initial produc
tion. So maybe some additional information there in terms of the schedules. 

I think that the Environmental Impact Statement needs to consider the probability that the Nevada 
Test Site will not be open for disposal of low-level waste and talk about contingencies at each of the 
alternatives for on-site storage until disposal is available and the associated risks with that disposal of 
that on-site storage. 

I think given that the Department of Energy is currently in discussions with private industry regarding 
possibilities for private partnerships, given the downsizing of the Department of Energy on many 
different competing needs, [and] that they could only carry the environmental cleanup that the final 
Environmental Impact Statement might be able to provide some additional information regarding any 
outcomes from the February 13th meeting. 
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Responses to Transcript ORBOl 

1 The Department has not made a decision regarding if and where to conduct the proposed project. A 
preferred alternative is identified in an EIS, in essence, to tell the public which way the Department is 
leaning on a decision, but it does not mean that the decision has been made. Further, Council on Environ
mental Quality regulations require Federal agencies to identify the preferred alternative in a Draft EIS if 
the agency has one, and require that the agency identify a preferred alternative in a Final EIS. 

The Annular Core Research Reactor/Hot Cell Facility combination at SNUNM is the preferred alternative 
for target irradiation and processing for the reasons stated in Section 3.3.1.1. 

2 Table 3-2 has been clarified as appropriate. 

3 The Department recognizes that "cradle-to-grave" waste management is a benefit of the INEL and LANL 
alternatives and will consider this factor in making its decision on the proposed project. 

Regarding the issue of shipping low-level radioactive waste to the Nevada Test Site (NTS) under the 
preferred and ORNL alternatives, the NTS is preparing a site-wide environmental impact statement and 
has included waste generated from the Mo-99 mission in the quantities and description of materials to be 
stored on the site. The Department believes that any uncertainty surrounding NTS's ability to accept the 
waste from the Mo-99 mission is sufficiently small that there will not be an impact on a proposed Mo-99 
program. The ultimate disposition of waste generated under the proposed project may change based on 
future decisions resulting from the DOE Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact State
ment. 

4 The purpose of the meeting held on February 13, 1996, at DOE Headquarters in Germantown, Maryland, 
was to discuss the Department's desire to privatize isotope production and distribution functions and to 
answer questions on that subject from industry representatives. No questions were raised regarding the 
Department's proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project. 
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It seems to me that the analysis for taking this action is somewhat incomplete. In other words, I 
would like to see a better argument based on the history of the continuous operation in Canada, 
continuous supply from Canada, alternative sources that could be used in short-term emergency 
situations. In other words, a more complete analysis in order to justify the decision for doing this. 

I'd also like to understand what would happen ifthe Canadian production were simply to cease. 
Would the U.S. be in a position to supply that demand also? 

I also, in a second point, I feel that the justification for the preferred method is a little bit on the 
light side. I would like to see something in terms of a life cycle cost, something of that nature, to 
justify using the most expensive alternative. 

I also think there should be some consideration of how reliable will the U.S. methodology be, do 
we do ourselves a service by discouraging the Canadian enterprise by replacing a part of -- a 
willing part of our demand by internal sources and thus limiting their opportunities. 
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Since 1993, radiopharmaceutical companies and nuclear medicine physicians in the U.S. have relied on 
Mo-99 from a single source, the 40-year-old nuclear reactor in Chalk River, Ontario, Canada, which 
produces Mo-99 for Nordion International. While Nordion has maintained a steady supply of Mo-99, a 
series of recent mechanical and maintenance problems with the reactor and labor disputes have nearly 
disrupted production a number of different times. Other smaller production facilities for Mo-99 operate in 
Russia, China, Australia, Belgium, and South Africa, but none of these could meet the current clinical 
demand for Mo-99 in the U.S. The Mallinckrodt Medical High Flux Reactor in Petten, the Netherlands, is 
not expected to produce Mo-99 for sale in the U.S. until late 1996 or 1997, leaving the U.S. vulnerable to a 
supply disruption in Canada. 

Any of the DOE production alternatives could be capable of providing 100% of the current U.S. demand for 
Mo-99. When fully operational, a DOE facility plus the Petten reactor could meet the current U.S. demand 
plus the current European demand in the event that production in Canada were interrupted for an extended 
period of time. The alternative reactors under consideration could not individually meet the total world 
requirements for Mo-99. 

2 The Department has not made a decision regarding if and where to conduct the proposed project. A 
preferred alternative is identified in an EIS, in essence, to tell the public which way the Department is 
leaning on a decision, but it does not mean that the decision has been made. Further, Council on Environ
mental Quality regulations require Federal agencies to identify the preferred alternative in a Draft EIS if the 
agency has one, and require that the agency identify a preferred alternative in a Final EIS. 

The Annular Core Research Reactor/Hot Cell Facility combination at SNL/NM is the preferred alternative 
for target irradiation and processing for the reasons stated in Section 3.3.1.1. 

The costs for the modification of facilities and facility operations are presented in Table 5-1 and Table 5-52. 
An analysis of these costs and the projected revenues specific to this proposed project will be evaluated for 
each alternative as information for the Record of Decision process. Since each alternative proposes the use 
of existing facilities and the Department is already responsible for facility-related costs such as facility 
decommissioning, an incremental cost analysis (rather than a life-cycle cost analysis) was considered 
appropriate information for the decision-making process for the proposed project. 

3 Since it intends to be a backup to the Canadian supplier, the Department does not believe that the proposed 
project will limit their opportunities. 
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... the Mo-99 program is part of a national isotope strategy, and this strategy, the program for 
which is not cited anywhere in the EIS, calls for the privatization of medical isotope production as 
a programmatic emphasis of the DOE encouraging joint ventures, as well as private operations, and 
that is not an alternative that is given any consideration in the EIS. 

The long-term objective of privatization is found in the executive summary. The options that are 
carried and need to be reviewed are all on government reservations, all operated by government 
labs. Not even the private operators of those labs are identified, much less their interest in privati
zation. 

There is a document now referred to in the EIS as the Jupiter Report, for those who follow this 
project. This report also recommends privatization and finds DOE as inappropriate for long-term 
production of these resources. The EIS is very carefully drafted by well-skilled writers and 
scientists to address only near-term options and not the long-term need for these isotopes. 

The Jupiter Report identifies a 3 to 4 billion dollar medical isotope market with a revenue stream 
that comes down to about 50 million dollars for the Mo-99 itself, enough to pay the cost of this 
operation, if cost recovery were a goal. I think that this is particularly important to address 
because federal dollars are so difficult to find for innovative projects. 

For projects where there is a fully mature market, we should be relying on that market to drive the 
supply. The market has had a good deal of time. The DOE is pursuing some options, but that is 
not the framework within which Mo-99 is considered in the EIS, and I believe it should be. There 
are people independent of the pharmaceutical industry who might want to participate in those 
considerations. 

The Federal Government is providing more than just tax dollars to drive this program. It is 
providing a site which is well buffered, and certainly in the Albuquerque area, well armored. For a 
process which, as the presentation indicated, has a relatively low risk compared to conventional 
reactors, certainly what would be called a de minimis risk, compared to a reactor 500 times the 
size, a 1,000 megawatt reactor. 

Nevertheless, the industry is unwilling and unable to propose a normal public setting for the siting 
and operation of this facility. I think that the less generous approach would be to say that the 
industry is hiding behind the fences of the Federal Government because it is unwilling to address 
the challenge of siting a new nuclear installation, and this is the kind of installation that is likely to 
be successfully sited because of the relatively low operational risks and relatively low catastrophic 
risks that are the types of concerns raised. 

Among some of the changes of note that I am concerned about in the EIS, there is now a reference 
to a Nevada Test Site as a repository for the low-level radioactive waste. There is no documenta
tion to support the confirmation that there is space there. As I understand it, space is becoming 
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increasingly limited at repositories, and Sandia Lab is considering putting some environmental 
restoration waste in waste management disposing units on base. That would be quite important to 
confirm that, indeed, the off-site capacity has been confirmed. 

The EIS has chosen to eliminate any consideration of actual communities near sites and gone to a 
100-mile diameter map that just shows classes of people by economy and ethnic status on a census 
track level. So you really can not see where the communities are, much less is there any actual 
dialogue with these communities. 

Communities are interested in being involved in discussions not just because there is a hazard but 
because there is something happening, and people with inquiring minds may want to know what is 
going on in their neighborhood. I think that these communities are treated with a very blatant 
disrespect by failing to identify those communities, much less indicate any communication with 
them. 

I am sensitive to the idea raised by many that the isotopes produced by this project are quite 
valuable, having had some medical nuclear technology applied to my shoulder after a car accident 
in northern New Mexico, but I do not think the Canadian and Western European suppliers repre
sent an insecure or vulnerable source, and the Mo-99 and its associated materials must be flown 
around anyway by rapid scheduling of cargo flights in a very complex manner. 

We are not really as vulnerable as the Department of Energy would have us believe, and indeed, 
the market should demonstrate a capability to take care of itself and not rely on the Federal 
Government. 
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There has been no Mo-99 produced commercially in the U.S. since 1989. Since 1989, no private com
pany has stepped forward to fill the void left by the shutdown of Cintichem's Mo-99 production opera
tions. Since Mo-99 is an important medical isotope and since the private sector has thus far been unwill
ing to produce Mo-99, the Department has proposed to establish a production capability. 

The EIS addresses only near-term options because the Department only intends to be a Mo-99 producer in 
the near term. The Department believes that, as stated in the Jupiter report, Mo-99 production in the long
term should be conducted by the private sector. As stated in the EIS, the Department encourages private 
sector production of Mo-99 and if the private sector begins reliably producing Mo-99 in the U.S., the 
Department will phase out its production. The Department has simply proposed to establish a production 
capability to act as a backup to the existing Canadian supplier, and the Department would be willing to 
entertain proposals to privatize part or all of its Mo-99 production capability, if it proceeds with the 
proposed action. 

Although the potential for privatization of the proposed action in this EIS is important, the process for 
privatization is not part of this proposed action. Each of the production alternatives has potential for 
privatization. DOE has solicited expressions of interest from the industrial community for the privatiza
tion of any isotope production activity conducted by DOE, including the proposed Medical Isotopes 
Production Project. If promising concepts are received, the Department would seek privatization propos
als on a competitive basis. Section 2.0 of the EIS has been revised to include a discussion of the relation
ship between the proposed project and the National Isotope Strategy. 

2 As discussed in Section 3.4.3 of the EIS, there are private companies outside of the pharmaceutical 
industry that may be interested in entering the Mo-99 production market. These companies are either 
investigating new technologies for Mo-99 production or are interested in privatizing the production 
capability that DOE may establish. 

As also discussed in Section 3.4.3, the new technologies that are being investigated do not appear to hold 
the potential to produce 100% of the U.S. supply of Mo-99 in the near term. Therefore, these options are 
not considered in detail in the EIS. However, the Department will continue to monitor the progress of 
these new technologies and would stand prepared to phase out its production if these new technologies 
begin reliably producing Mo-99. 

3 The historical difficulty in siting a new nuclear facility is quite possibly one of the factors that has kept 
private industry from re-establishing a Mo-99 production capability in this country. 

The Department would prefer that private industry produce Mo-99 in this country, but thus far private 
industry has been unwilling to do so. There are private companies that are investigating new technologies 
for Mo-99 production, but these technologies do not appear to be sufficiently developed to be able to meet 
the goals of the proposed project. As stated in the EIS, the Department will phase out its production if the 
private sector begins reliably producing Mo-99. 

4 The ORNL alternative and the preferred alternative both would require periodic shipments oflow-level 
waste to the Nevada Test Site (NTS). The Nevada Test Site is preparing a site-wide environmental impact 
statement and has confirmed that the waste generated from the Medical Isotopes Production Project will 
be included in the quantities and description of materials to be stored on the site. 
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5 Throughout the EIS process for the proposed Medical Isotopes Production Project, the Department has 
maintained an open channel of communication with members of potentially affected groups and other interested 
parties. The Public Participation and Outreach section (Section 1.4) highlights the range of outreach efforts in 
which the Department's project representatives have engaged to assure that a full exchange of information has 
been achieved. 

6 The Canadian reactor produces all of the Mo-99 used in the U.S. Unplanned reactor shutdowns can and do 
occur. If the Canadian reactor were to shut down today and were to be out of operation any significant period 
of time, the U.S. would be without a FDA-approved source of Mo-99. Other sources of Mo-99 supply are 
being developed, and the Department understands that there are plans to have these suppliers certified by the 
FDA. To the best of the Department's knowledge, even if all of these suppliers were FDA-approved and were 
producing Mo-99 at full capacity, they could not supply even half of the present U.S. demand. This situation 
may change; the Canadians may one day have two new Mo-99-producing reactors in operation, or private 
industry in this country may begin reliably producing Mo-99. If the Department decides to go forward with the 
proposed project then at some later time is convinced that a reliable supply ofMo-99 is available to the U.S. 
medical community, the Department will phase out its Mo-99 production. 
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The original Draft EA should have been finalized, and a FONSI should already have been issued. 
The DOE unfortunately has been hoodwinked by this tiny minority into preparing an EIS. 

You sit here today gathering input on an issue with no health consequences whatsoever 

I urge the DOE to reexamine their well-intentioned but ineffectual policy of activist appeasement 
and recognize their constitutional obligation to defend the public health and welfare by resolutely 
pursuing your stated course without further ado. 
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1 As stated in the EIS, DOE prepared an environmental assessment (EA) for the proposed production of 
Mo-99 related isotopes using facilities at LANL and SNL/NM. Based on the EA and on comments 
received, the Department decided to prepare an EIS. 

2 It is the responsibility of the Department to evaluate a proposed action to determine if there are environ
mental impacts or not. The results of the analysis will appear in the Final EIS and be considered for the 
Record of Decision. 

3 As stated above, DOE decided that it would be appropriate to prepare an EIS for this project. The EIS 
process includes opportunities for public involvement in the development of the EIS. 
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Currently, a Canadian facility supplies all of the isotopes used in North America, and there are 
backup supplies. In addition, the Canadians have indicated their intention to build two new 
production facilities to replace and supplement their existing facility. 

Why is the United States Department of Energy using our tax dollars to finance an industry that is 
currently and happily in private hands? We believe this is corporate welfare. That is 34 million 
dollars to start with, plus 12 million dollars each year. 

Also, the Draft EIS for the medical isotope facility does not mention the contamination in Tuxedo, 
New York, where the Cintichem Corporation produced Mo-99 for 19 years. When the reactor was 
shut down in 1989, Cintichem left a radioactive mess behind that has still not been cleaned up. 

Do we want our community to take on this burden? It could happen here, especially since the DOE 
plans to use Cintichem's technology. The Draft EIS needs to address this potential impact. 
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1 The Canadian company plans to build two new reactors for Mo-99 production. However, these reactors 
would not be available to produce Mo-99 until at least 3 years after an agreement is reached by the involved 
parties to construct the two new reactors. This would mean that the new reactors would not be available 
until at least the year 1999. Given that the Canadians have announced plans to shut down their existing 
Mo-99 production reactor in 2000, the Department has proposed to establish a backup source in case the 
Canadian supply becomes unavailable. 

2 One of the charters of the Department of Energy is to produce and make available radioactive isotopes for 
medical and scientific purposes. At present, the U.S. is totally dependent on foreign sources of Mo-99, the 
radioactive parent of the important medical isotope Tc-99m. A prolonged interruption in Mo-99 supply 
would make it impossible to conduct the more than 30 different types of diagnostic examinations that rely 
on Tc-99m-based radiopharmaceuticals. These examinations are conducted about 36,000 times each day in 
the U.S. and include bone and liver scans for cancer detection, kidney function tests, brain scans, and a 
variety of other clinical tests. The inability to conduct these diagnostic procedures could seriously impact 
the health and well-being of U.S. citizens in need of these diagnostic procedures. In addition, the practice 
of nuclear medicine represents a sizeable part of the U.S. health care industry. Thousands of jobs could be 
jeopardized by an interruption in the supply ofMo-99. 

The Department has proposed the Medical Isotopes Production Project to ensure that a reliable supply of 
Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community. If the Department decides to pursue this project, the 
Mo-99 produced would be sold at prevailing world market rates. In so doing, the U.S. government would 
not artificially lower the cost paid by pharmaceutical companies for Mo-99 and would thus not artificially 
increase the profits realized by these companies on sales of Mo-99. Therefore, it would be incorrect to 
label isotope production by the Department as a subsidy to private industry or "corporate welfare." 

If the decision is made to pursue this project, the Department would act as a backup to the existing Cana
dian supplier. The Department would operate its facilities to produce only as much Mo-99 as is necessary 
to maintain the capabilities of the facility and staff to produce 100% of U.S. demand in response to an 
interruption of the existing supply. In essence, the project would act as an "insurance policy" for the U.S. 
against a Mo-99 supply shortage. The goal of the proposed project is to ensure that a supply of Mo-99 is 
readily available to the U.S. medical community. 

As stated in the EIS, DOE supports the production of Mo-99 by private industry. If a private company 
begins reliably producing Mo-99 in the U.S., DOE will phase out its production of Mo-99. 

3 The contamination referred to by the commentor was a result of a underground leak, not a result of the 
Mo-99 production process itself. At the time, the company determined that it was not financially feasible to 
repair the reactor and thus shut it down. The Cintichem process is significantly cleaner than the other 
currently FDA-approved Mo-99 production process. The other process, currently used by Nordion, 
generates a significant amount of liquid waste. 
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... we look at this project as being basically corporate welfare by providing subsidies to the 
nuclear medicine industry. 

As you can see, it is 34 million dollars, along with 12 million dollars annually, that we will be 
paying out of our taxes again to subsidize industry . 

. . . people being exposed, again, mostly people of color, Native Americans and Chicanos, 
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1 One of the charters of the Department of Energy is to produce and make available radioactive isotopes for 
medical and scientific purposes. At present, the U.S. is totally dependent on foreign sources of Mo-99, the 
radioactive parent of the important medical isotope Tc-99m. A prolonged interruption in Mo-99 supply 
would make it impossible to conduct the more than 30 different types of diagnostic examinations that rely on 
Tc-99m-based radiopharmaceuticals. These examinations are conducted about 36,000 times each day in the 
U.S. and include bone and liver scans for cancer detection, kidney function tests, brain scans, and a variety of 
other clinical tests. The inability to conduct these diagnostic procedures could seriously impact the health and 
well-being of U.S. citizens in need of these diagnostic procedures. In addition, the practice of nuclear 
medicine represents a sizeable part of the U.S. health care industry. Thousands of jobs could be jeopardized 
by an interruption in the supply of Mo-99. 

The Department has proposed the Medical Isotopes Production Project to ensure that a reliable supply of 
Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community. If the Department decides to pursue this project, the 
Mo-99 produced would be sold at prevailing world market rates. In so doing, the U.S. government would not 
artificially lower the cost paid by pharmaceutical companies for Mo-99, and would thus not artificially 
increase the profits realized by these companies on sales of Mo-99. Therefore, it would be incorrect to label 
isotope production by the Department as a subsidy to private industry or "corporate welfare." 

If the decision is made to pursue this project, the Department would act as a backup to the existing Canadian 
supplier. The Department would operate its facilities to produce only as much Mo-99 as is necessary to 
maintain the capabilities of the facility and staff to produce 100% of U.S. demand in response to an interrup
tion of the existing supply. In essence, the project would act as an "insurance policy" for the U.S. against a 
Mo-99 supply shortage. The goal of the proposed project is to ensure that a supply of Mo-99 is readily 
available to the U.S. medical community. 

As stated in the EIS, DOE supports the production of Mo-99 by private industry. If a private company begins · 
reliably producing Mo-99 in the U.S., DOE will phase out its production of Mo-99. 

2 The estimated cost of the proposed project at each alternative facility and the assumptions on which these 
cost estimates are based are presented in Section 5.22. The annual operating costs shown for each alternative 
would be offset by revenues from medical isotope sales. The revenue generated would depend on the amount 
of isotopes sold and the market price of these isotopes. 

3 The Department found that there would be small, if any, environmental impacts from the implementation of 
medical isotopes production at any of the alternative sites. Thus, there are not any anticipated disproportion
ately high or adverse impacts to ethnic minorities and disadvantaged people that would result from the 
implementation of the proposed project. Specifically, Section 5.21 provides a comprehensive analysis of 
environmental justice issues. 
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Los Alamos and Sandia have the facilities, the personnel, the procedures and the experience to 
perform this operation. 

Our only concern is the fact of, and it was brought up earlier, the transport. We feel that every 
effort should be made to keep the transportation of the isotopes from the Sandia facility to the 
airport within the confines of Kirtland Air Force Base and the airport ramp. 
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1 Comment noted. 

2 The proposed SNL/NM alternative would use Kirtland Air Force Base roads to access the airport. It is not 
anticipated that public roads outside the confines of the Base would be used. 
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Our position is in strong support of the proposed medical isotope production facility at Sandia. 

In July of 1995, I testified that a finding of no significant environmental impact was perfectly 
adequate for the proposed project at Sandia, and we are still ofthis opinion. 

It is strange that the actual Canadian operation and shipping experience and the American experi
ence before the shutdown of the production facilities was not used in assessing environmental 
impact. The environmental impacts of production and shipment are well-known because both the 
U.S. and Canada have produced Mo-99, and one need not rely totally on the assumptions and 
prognostications of the EIS. 

The socioeconomic analysis refers only tangentially to the economic role that Sandia plays in the 
community of Albuquerque and fails to consider the economic impact of shutting down the ACRR. 
Job multiplier factors are not even mentioned in the discussion. 

The same thing can be said for Oak Ridge National Laboratory, which is the economic mainstay of 
that community, and the economic impacts that might occur at Idaho Falls and Espanola, 
New Mexico. 

As far as the ecological impacts are concerned, although the Sandia/Kirtland Air Force Base site 
does include no endangered species, which the EIS says, it does abound with wildlife. It houses a 
number of sizable prairie dog colonies. There is a large variety of birds that winter on site or nest 
there year round, and both large and small mammals make their homes on the site. We do not 
believe that any of these would be adversely affected at all by the Mo-99 project, but their exist
ence should be acknowledged in the EIS. 

All four sites, in fact, because they contain a lot of undeveloped land, abound with wildlife and 
natural vegetation, and Los Alamos possibly includes archeological sites of possible significance. 
Again, isotope production would have no impact on any of this, but they should be included in a 
proper environmental impact assessment. 

It appears that the RADTRAN 4 LINK mode, which is the mode used when you do route-specific 
analysis, was not used in this analysis, although the Department of Energy has committed to route
specific transportation risk analysis. RADTRAN route-specific analyses using the LINK mode for 
one shipment are generally better than the aggregate mode, not only for their level of 
detail, but because it is easier to use. 

It is very difficult to understand, moreover, why the defaults in RADTRAN were used when it is 
very easy to put in your own numbers. Some of the numbers that came out of the RADTRAN 
analyses make very little sense. 
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For instance, RADTRAN 4 LINK mode runs for a Mo-99 shipment give approximately the same 
radiological impacts for crew and handlers whether the shipment is by truck or by air, on the order 
of .01 person-rem per shipment. This is consistent with the total crew impacts given this 
Table 5-10 where they range from 30 to 32 person-rem per year. 

However, the footnotes in the tables state that the air crew impacts are from 15 to 30 times greater 
than the truck crew impacts, even though you have the same number of air crew, roughly the same 
three as the truck crew, and the air crew are, in fact, further from the source than the truck crew are. 
It is not possible that the impacts would be greater. 

The EIS implication that there will be many more shipments by air than by truck is difficult to 
understand, given the lifetime of these isotopes that requires them to be shipped almost immedi
ately to the distributors. The implication is also inconsistent with the shipments per year column 
which shows 3225 shipments per year from the separation facility to the airport followed by 1100 
for the by-air and 1040 for the by-truck shipments each year to Boston, Chicago and St. Louis. We 
do not know where the 3225 came from. Your numbers are inconsistent. 

Another inconsistent set of numbers lists the one-way air distances from Albuquerque to St. Louis 
at 2200 kilometers while the road atlas for 1995 gives the corresponding highway miles as 1038. 
Is it possible that air cargo takes a more roundabout route to St. Louis than the highway route? 
Similarly, the numbers to Chicago do not make much sense. 

There appears to be no justification for assuming that air shipments will be on passenger flights 
rather than cargo flights. We understand that DOE had always planned for purely cargo flights at 
least to ease the problems of regulatory compliance if not to actually expedite the shipments. 

Perhaps the use of passenger flights followed from a decision to use the RADTRAN aggregate 
mode and defaults instead of the LINK mode. It is not justifiable on the basis of being conserva
tive because it is just plain incorrect. 

Page 5.19 implies that the greatest public impact of the entire transportation system would be to 
airline passengers. It is hard to imagine a public official would not decide to reduce public impacts 
by a factor of nearly 100 at practically no cost simply by using cargo-only shipments, no matter 
how small the impacts may be in any case. In this connection, a description of current operational 
experience with the Canadian reactor supply system would have been useful. 

The final RADTRAN 4 default that I want to mention is the default stop time per kilometer for 
truck transport of .011 hours per kilometer, or .7 of a minute per kilometer regardless of the length 
of the trip. If you put that in the shipping from the Sandia facility to the airport, you get a ten
minute stop for what ought to be a 20-minute truck trip. That does not make any sense at all that 
you are going to stop for ten minutes and lengthen the trip to a half-an-hour. I would suggest that 
the RADTRAN analysis either be redone for the other sites, or use the one that was done for the 
FONS!. 
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The conclusions essentially coincide with the FONSI, and I would suggest in order to avoid delays, 
litigation and above all, unnecessary expense, that DOE should submit a FONSI based on the 
published Environmental Assessment published by Sandia and get on with preparing the produc
tion facility at Sandia. 
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Comment noted. 

2 As stated in the EIS, DOE prepared an environmental assessment (EA) for the proposed production of Mo-99 
and related isotopes using facilities at LANL and SNL/NM. Based on the EA and on comments received, the 
Department decided to prepare an EIS. 

3 Experience at the Cintichem facility was, in fact, used to estimate releases from the DOE target processing 
facility by adjusting historic emissions from the Cintichem facility to the production levels assumed for the 
EIS (see Section 5.7.1). Cintichem experience with shipping Mo-99 and other isotopes was also used to 
identify appropriate modes of shipment for the transportation analysis. Experience from the Nordion facility 
would be less applicable to the proposed action because the process used by Nordion is very different from 
that proposed by DOE. Nordion has also been consulted with regard to transportation issues. 

4 The Department realizes the importance of all of its laboratories to their respective communities as well as 
the importance of maintaining the valuable technical capabilities that exist at each laboratory. 

5 The affected environment descriptions in the EIS were intentionally limited to information that is important in 
evaluating relative impacts of the alternatives, and they were therefore restricted to those resources that could 
be most affected by the proposed action. These descriptions were also reviewed to ensure that they present a 
comparable level of detail for each alternative. DOE believes the information included in the EIS is pre
sented at a level of detail appropriate to the level of risk associated with the proposed action, which is very 
low for all alternatives. 

6 There is no DOE requirement to use the RADTRAN 4 link mode to calculate transportation impacts in 
support of NEPA documents. The aggregate data mode used in the EIS was applied using route-specific data 
(shipping distances, population densities, and travel fractions in rural, suburban, and urban regions) and in 
this sense is a route-specific analysis. Furthermore, supplementary calculations were performed to explore 
the effects of implementing the link mode for the Mo-99 shipments analyzed in the EIS. The results indicated 
that use of the link mode would not result in large differences (greater than a factor of 2) in the calculated 
transportation impacts, and the differences are all well within the uncertainty of the analysis. Furthermore, 
use of the aggregate mode does not bias the results toward any of the alternatives examined in the EIS. Thus, 
the Department has concluded that the value of the additional information that would be generated by a link 
analysis would be minimal. 

7 The source of much of the input data for the EIS was the SNL/NM feasibility study (Massey et al. 1995). 
Where appropriate, input parameters were taken directly from this study. Where they were not available, 
default input parameters were used unless a sufficient technical basis existed elsewhere. RADTRAN 4 
default parameters are believed to appropriately bound actual transport conditions such that the resulting 
exposures are conservative. 

The results shown in Table 5-10 for Crews (as shown in the footnote) include truck crew, air crews and 
handlers at three hubs (i.e., origin, destination, and intermediate stop). A large portion of the air crew 
impacts include handlers at the three hubs. 
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8 The truck transportation analysis evaluated a total of 1140 shipments of isotopes per year. That is broken 
down for air shipment as follows: 345 shipments each ofMo-99, iodine-31, and xenon-133 to each of 
3 distributors (3 U.S. radiopharmaceutical companies) and 35 shipments of iodine-125 to each distributor. 
For each isotope, 3 packages (one for each distributor) will be transported from the processing facility to 
the airport. Section 5.11.1.1 has been revised accordingly. 

(3 distributors )(345 shipments )(3 isotopes) = 3105 

(3 distributors)(35 Shipments)(! isotope)= 105 

Total= 3210 air shipments 

The number of shipments of Mo-99 to Nordion (if Nordion were to distribute all the Mo-99) would total 

1140. 

9 The one-way air distances include an intermediate stop. For example, the flight from Albuquerque to 
St. Louis or Chicago includes an intermediate stop in Salt Lake City. The airline pocket guide lists the 
distance for the Albuquerque to St. Louis flight at 2200 km. Assuming longer flight distances adds more 

conservatism to the analysis. 

10 A final decision has not been made to use cargo-only flights to support the mission described in the EIS. 
Ultimately, cargo air transport may be selected. However, at this time, there is no reason to believe that, 
technically, the shipments could not be made using passenger air flights. Assuming the isotopes are shipped 
by passenger air clearly establishes a bounding analysis. Also, the commercial air assumption does not bias 
the results toward any of the alternatives examined in the EIS. 

11 The Department agrees that this assumption is unrealistic for very short shipping distances. The default 
value gives conservative stop times for long distance shipments, as well, given that most shipments of 
radioactive materials use two drivers and stop infrequently for only short durations along the route. It was 
decided to include the stop times in both short and long distance shipments to ensure that the calculated 
public and worker exposures are bounded and would encompass potential obstacles in transit that would 
require the shipment to stop or slow down, such as highway construction/repair, traffic accidents not 
involving the shipments, heavy traffic, and vehicle breakdowns. 

12 As stated in comment ALB02-2 above, DOE determined that an EIS was appropriate for this proposed 

project. 
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2 

... the intent is not to make a place that is already perhaps somewhat contaminated more contami
nated, but instead to consider the cumulative effects of all the work that goes on and to try and 
keep a place from getting any worse than it already is. I do not think Kirtland is a good place to 
locate your reactor. 

I think 11 million gallons of water a year is too much. We constantly read in the newspaper that if 
we continue to draw water from our underground aquifers, our city is going to sink, plus our water 
is going to be bad. There just is not enough. People are fighting over water now. They are 
fighting over water rights. There is not enough for Intel. There is not enough for anybody. We 
have already promised more water than we probably have. 

A lot of people have water rights. They want to continue to own the water that they own and not 
have somebody come and take down the level of the aquifer where we depend on what little water 
there is in order to keep or forest and farms going. We have a certain life-style here that we like, 
and you can not take all the water out of it and expect it to go on being a place that all of us have 
grown to love and have chosen to live in. 

There are areas that have more water than we do, and I think that one of those areas might be more 
appropriate for a location of this facility. 
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1 The cumulative effects of medical isotope production, in conjunction with other ongoing or planned 
activities at SNL/NM, are considered in Section 5.16 of the EIS. The risks of these activities are evaluated 
in the EIS and were found to be very low. They would not be expected to result in any measurable 
residual environmental contamination that would affect the region over the long-term. The Annular Core 
Research Reactor (ACRR) is an existing facility; DOE is not planning to locate a new reactor at this site. 

2 Additional water usage should have very little, if any, impact on the unconfined aquifer at SNL/NM. 
Although the pumping of Kirtland Air Force Base production wells and southeast Albuquerque municipal 
wells has created a cone of depression in the northern portion of the SNL/NM area, the amount of water 
being withdrawn for reactor cooling would be minimal compared to current groundwater usage at 
SNL/NM or in the Albuquerque region. The additional water usage at the ACRR would amount to less 
than 3% of current SNL/NM usage and less than 0.03% of water used in the region (see Section 5.16.1.1). 
Well water is drawn from highly transmissive valley fill, with pumping rates having, at maximum, a very 
localized effect on groundwater flow. 
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I support the selection of Sandia National Laboratories as the preferred site with target fabrication 
facilities at Los Alamos National Laboratories. 

The alternative of no action is unacceptable due to the potential consequences that this choice may 
have on the U.S. nuclear medicine community. Considering that thousands of patients are imaged 
with technetium-based pharmaceuticals every day, it is essential to have a stable, reliable source of 
Mo-99. 
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1 Comment noted. 

2 Comment noted. 
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Because catastrophic failure of containers is assumed to result in crew fatalities, radiological 
impacts to the crew were not calculated. I find this an amusing way to do math. 

In Appendix B-24, bystanders are assumed to be no closer than 325 feet from any accident, but 
when 3,225 shipments per year go 8.5 miles off site to a metropolitan airport, that assumption 
overlooks reality, in my opinion. 

On page 5.33, we see that the gamma radiation facility pool has a 5-year storage capacity that 
could be upgraded to 17 years. After a one-year cooling off period, waste could be moved to dry, 
on-site storage until some kind of other storage could be arranged, quote, that would be in accord 
with a future DOE decision. I am concerned about a buildup of radioactive wastes so close to our 
homes. 
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The transportation containers used for shipping radioactive materials are required by law to be robust 
enough to withstand severe mechanical and thermal stresses without breaching the container or releasing the 
contents. As a result, any transportation accident that assumes release of radioactive materials would 
necessarily involve very severe mechanical or thermal stress, or both, to the vehicle. Under such condi
tions, it is not unreasonable to assume the driver of the vehicle would be killed in the accident and calculat
ing radiation dose to a deceased worker would be of little value in assessing the relative risks associated 
with actions proposed in the EIS. Acute traffic fatalities resulting from transportation of medical isotopes 
and waste are included in the risks evaluated for the EIS, and although they are relatively low, any radio
logical accident risks are many times smaller. 

2 The assumption regarding distance to the nearest receptor is a standard convention for transportation safety 
analyses, determined to some extent by limitations of the models used to estimate radiation dose to this 
individual. Estimating dose to an individual at a closer distance becomes highly speculative and depends 
on the nature of the accident, local atmospheric conditions, and the specific location of the bystander. An 
individual who might spend any length of time in proximity to an accident scene is likely to be an emer
gency worker, who could be equipped with protective gear that minimizes exposure to hazardous materials 
involved in the accident. 

3 DO E's programmatic EIS for management of spent nuclear fuel (SNF PEIS [DOE 1995b ]), completed in 
1995, provides for interim management of all spent fuel in the DOE complex, including any generated by 
medical isotope production, until a decision is made concerning its ultimate disposition. That document 
was intended to provide for safe and secure storage of DOE's spent fuel inventory over a 40-year period at 
sites that have the facilities and experience to handle this material. The Record of Decision for the SNF 
PEIS provides for regional storage of DOE spent fuel, other than Hanford defense production reactor fuel, 
at either the INEL or the Savannah River site. It was DOE's intent that sites other than those designated in 
the programmatic EIS would not undertake long-term storage of spent fuel. Under that Record of Decision 
for the SNF PEIS, spent fuel from any of the medical isotope production facilities would be transferred to 
one of the designated regional management sites after a suitable cooling period. The transportation risks 
associated with such transfers were evaluated in the SNF PEIS. The logistics and timing of the shipments 
would be subject to arrangements between the shipping and receiving sites. 

It should be noted that the spent nuclear fuel storage capacities cited in this EIS are based on the assump
tion that DOE might be required to replace l 00% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99 over an extended period. 
Under anticipated conditions, the production rates would be much lower, and the quantities of spent fuel 
generated by the medical isotope project would be small. The intent of the EIS analysis was not to imply 
that spent fuel would be left at the generating sites over the indicated time periods, but to assure that the 
isotope production sites would be able to safely manage spent fuel before it could be transferred to the 
appropriate regional management site. Heat generation in the fuel elements would require that they be 
stored under water for a period after removal from the reactor. Subsequent transfer of spent fuel to dry 
storage at the generating sites before off site shipment would have the advantages of lower maintenance 
requirements and additional cooling time to reduce the risks during transport. 
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1 
I object strenuously to tax dollars being forced into this to bring up capabilities then to look at 
transferring those capabilities to private corporations like Lockheed where they can continue to 
make a profit, and I continue to pay the tax bill. 
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Comment noted. 

The Department would prefer that the private sector assume responsibility for ensuring that a reliable 
supply ofMo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community; however, private industry has thus far been 
unwilling to do so. Therefore, DOE has proposed to conduct the Medical Isotopes Production Project. If 
private industry is able to ensure a reliable supply of Mo-99 on its own, the Department could phase out its 
production activities. 

One of the charters of the Department of Energy is to produce and make available radioactive isotopes for 
medical and scientific purposes utilizing the Department's extensive scientific and technical capabilities 
and facilities. At present, the U.S. is totally dependent on foreign sources of Mo-99, the radioactive parent 
of the important medical isotope Tc-99m. A prolonged interruption in Mo-99 supply would make it 
impossible to conduct the more than 30 different types of diagnostic examinations that rely on 
Tc-99m-based radiopharmaceuticals. These examinations are conducted about 36,000 times each day in 
the U.S. and include bone and liver scans for cancer detection, kidney function tests, brain scans, and a 
variety of other clinical tests. The inability to conduct these diagnostic procedures could seriously impact 
the health and well-being of U.S. citizens in need of these diagnostic procedures. In addition, the practice 
of nuclear medicine represents a sizeable part of the U.S. health care industry. Thousands of jobs could be 
jeopardized by an interruption in the supply of Mo-99. 

The Department has proposed the Medical Isotopes Production Project to ensure that a reliable supply of 
Mo-99 is available to the U.S. medical community. If the Department decides to pursue this project, the 
Mo-99 produced would be sold at prevailing world market rates. In so doing, the U.S. government would 
not artificially lower the cost paid by pharmaceutical companies for Mo-99 and would thus not artificially 
increase the profits realized by these companies on sales of Mo-99. Therefore, it would be incorrect to 
label isotope production by the Department as a subsidy to private industry or "corporate welfare." 

If the decision is made to pursue this project, the Department would act as a backup to the existing 
Canadian supplier. The Department would operate its facilities to produce only as much Mo-99 as is 
necessary to maintain the capabilities of the facility and staff to produce I 00% of U.S. demand in response 
to an interruption of the existing supply. In essence, the project would act as an "insurance policy" for the 
U.S. against a Mo-99 supply shortage. The goal of the proposed project is to ensure that a supply of 
Mo-99 is readily available to the U.S. medical community. 

The Mo-99 and related medical isotopes would be marketed through the Department's Isotope Production 
and Distribution Program and would be sold to intermediaries (e.g., radiopharmaceutical companies) or 
end users as appropriate. 

As presented in Section 2 of the EIS, the Department would consider the privatization of isotope produc
tion activities if, by such action, isotope production and delivery would be enhanced. One of the 
Department's objectives could be to decrease the government's (and taxpayer's) cost. 
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Number one, we request that the Department of Energy provide supporting documentation that the 
Canadian supply for Mo-99 is not reliable. Specifically, we request a letter from the Canadian 
sources that stipulate that The Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited, definitely plans to shut down the 
Canadian reactor near the end of the century. We do not see any documentation to that effect. 
Nordion International and Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited, will not be able to meet U.S. 
demand. 

Our reason for this request is that we do not believe the Department of Energy has met a sufficient 
burden of proof requirement that the Canadians are not able to meet U.S. needs. If the Canadians 
plan to meet our needs, then this project represents an unnecessary burden on American taxpayers, 
justifiable only as a job creation project. If a test of need is not the key reason for this project, the 
attendant environmental, health and safety risks that the project imposes upon the citizens of 
Albuquerque are unreasonable and unjustifiable. 

Number 2, the Draft EIS does not cite or examine the findings of vulnerability and adverse 
conditions noted in DOE's Plutonium Working Group Report dated September, 1994, Volume I and 
II, Appendix B, Part 10, the Sandia National Laboratories site assessment team report. 

On spent nuclear fuel on page 4.20, the Manzano Storage Structures are cited as a facility at Sandia 
National Laboratories for storage. Yet, it fails to discuss the unique landlord problem at Sandia 
Laboratories. DOE's Plutonium Working Group stated in Volume I, quote, "Storage of DOE 
materials in non-DOE facilities, i.e., the Nuclear Materials Storage Facility and the Manzano 
Facility, is a vulnerability unique to Sandia. DOE does not have control over, or ready access to, 
these facilities. Also, if DOE materials have to be removed on short notice, the Sandia National 
Laboratories may have no facilities suitable for storage." 

In Volume II, it notes an additional vulnerability, the lack of safety authorization for vault storage 
and, quote, "no safety documentation for storage." The Albuquerque Group wonders why this 
DOE finding is not in DOE's Draft EIS. 

On the hot cell facility, critical to the target processing ofMo-99 separation, the following adverse 
conditions are noted in Volume II, Appendix B, Part 10, pages AlO and 11, under the headings of 
aging, equipment failure and administrative controls. In the narrative description, seals are noted 
to be aging. Equipment failure of safety systems lists cranes and hoists, shielded casks. Inad
equate preventative maintenance, equipment fatigue or malfunction are also cited in the working 
group report. Some are listed as possible vulnerabilities, others are existing. 

The Draft EIS misleads readers when it does not tell the whole story but simply notes that the 
current configuration, quote unquote, of the hot cell would only be able to conduct limited process
ing activities and that a new cell would be constructed to enable steady state production of greater 
than 10% and up to 100% of the U.S. demand for Mo-99. 
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On the Annular Core Research Reactor critical to Mo-99 target irradiation, the in-facility adverse 
conditions checked off are aging and potential water sources. Aging for a facility that is 31 years 
with a design life of 50 years is described as materials deterioration, the lined storage vaults and 
the dense pack holes. The latter are stated to be even more susceptible to the effects of environ
ment and aging. 

Since the dense pack holes are located outside, there is a remote chance of water leakage into the 
holes either through the top of the holes or through the ground into the holes. While these may be 
low probability, low consequence risk, they are real, and they are supposed to be noted in the Draft 
EIS if they are real risks. It just shows how inadequate the Draft EIS is, if not misleading. 

On the storage vault problems noted are inadequate seals. Also perhaps more disturbing are 
uncertainties or concerns regarding compensatory measures. Note the following weaknesses under 
the section of preventative measures. You have procedures, maintenance, surveillance, material 
limits, training and controlled access. 

Under the section of mitigative problems, vulnerabilities and uncertainties related to emergency 
preparedness, emergency management, emergency planning, emergency procedures, emergency 
response and alarm systems. We would like these problems addressed in the EIS. 

Waste stream management is a critical step in the Cintichem process approved by FDA for the 
production and separation of Mo-99 sold in the U.S. The Draft EIS notes that any waste generated 
by the Mo-99 production would be managed consistently with DOE's complex-wide Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement or known as the PEIS for waste management. The PEIS, as noted 
in the draft Mo-99 EIS, is still in draft form. If so, it indicates the nation's waste management 
problem is still not resolved. 

The Albuquerque Group wonders about the wisdom of rushing into production on Mo-99 when the 
PEIS, which takes care of the waste management problem, is not even resolved yet. In this regard, 
the Albuquerque Group should like to call attention to one disturbing problem. DOE has made a 
letter public that it requested a Blue Ribbon EPA Panel to investigate charges by individuals who 
contributed to the drafting of the PEIS that the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement was 
not a reliable document because of contractor malfeasance. 

The EPA panel is on record warning the DOE that the charges raised should be taken seriously. 
Acting Undersecretary Tom Grumbly has released the report. 

The resolution of this issue alone warrants a decision to postpone Mo-99 production in the U.S. It 
also suggests DOE is a long way from solving the waste management problem. 

The Albuquerque Group holds a few additional concerns related to the production of Mo-99 in the 
U.S. in general, and at Sandia National Laboratories specifically. These have to do with tritium 
releases and air quality problems. This problem is glossed over in the draft. 
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Environmental justice issues; impacts on ethnic minorities and disadvantaged people are not fully 
analyzed. 

Water consumption; the increased use of water, a critical and scarce natural resources in a city that 
has just initiated a water conservation program, needs fuller analysis. 

Accident scenarios need to be addressed as well as those mentioned in the draft. Even plane 
crashes need to be put in there. 
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Please see response to C032- l. 

2 Please see response to C032-2. 

3 Please see response to C032-3. 

4 Please see response to C032-4. 

5 Please see response to C032-5. 

6 Please see response to C032-6. 

7 Please see response to C032-7. 

8 Please see response to C032-8. 

9 Please see response to C032-9. 

10 Please see response to C032- l 0. 
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I think that the no action is not a good way to go. I think the U.S. needs to have in their 
borders the ability to produce this medical isotope. 

I think the Canadian situation is not all that stable. I do not mean their government or anything, I 
mean just the fact that the government is subsidizing this to some extent, and I think it is not 
reasonable for us to depend upon that source. 

I think we would support the production with the Omega West Reactor. We have had it here for 
37 years and we have lived with it and the people in town see no danger from it. 

I would also encourage you to go to 50% because I would like to see the government at 
least break even on this deal, and the Omega West Reactor could immediately do that. In fact I 
noticed that we could save $2 million a year over the first selection by the operating costs of 
Omega West over the Sandia reactor, which would be a $20 million savings over ten years. 

This project also provides an opportunity for Los Alamos to develop a process to successfully 
privatize this industry, thus aiding Los Alamos in obtaining the self-sufficiency that we and DOE 
seek. It would be an industry we could probably handle in Los Alamos quite nicely and provide 
a service to the nation and provide jobs in Los Alamos and Northern New Mexico, which is a 
region that needs jobs. 
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The Department is proposing to establish a domestic production source of Mo-99 to ensure that a reliable 
supply is available to the U.S. medical community. The Department's concern is not that the current source 
of supply is a foreign source. If the Department decides to pursue this project and at some later date a 
reliable domestic supply could be ensured by foreign suppliers, then the Department could phase out its 
production ofMo-99. 

2 Nordion estimates the total cost of their proposal to build two new reactors and a new separations facility at 
$140 million. While the Department does not doubt Nordion's and the Atomic Energy ofCanadaLtd.'s 
ability to construct the new facilities, the Department believes that it is prudent to make a comparatively 
small investment (around $20 million, plus those annual operating costs not offset by revenues) to ensure a 
reliable supply ofMo-99 for the U.S. medical community. 

3 Comment noted. 

4 The Omega West Reactor, like the Power Burst Facility and the Oak Ridge Research Reactor, would have to 
be restarted for this project and thus does not have the capability to produce any Mo-99 immediately. The 
Annular Core Research Reactor is currently operational and could be used to supply a small amount ofMo-
99 sooner than the other alternative reactors. All the alternatives would eventually allow the Department to 
produce greater than the 10%-30% U.S. demand. The purpose of the proposed action in the near term is to 
create a backup capability, not to create a primary source for Mo-99. Producing 10%-30% on a continual 
basis would provide some certainty that the alternative could meet production demands up to 100% of the 
U.S. demand if needed. 

The Department recognizes that the estimated costs of preparation and operation of the preferred alternative 
are higher than for some of the other alternatives, as shown in Section 5.22. Cost estimates (including 
uncertainties) will be one of the factors in determining which alternative to pursue for the proposed project. 

5 Although the potential for privatization of the proposed action in this EIS is important, the process for 
privatization is not part of this proposed action. Each of the production alternatives has potential for 
privatization. DOE has solicited expressions of interest from the industrial community for the privatization 
of any isotope production activity conducted by DOE, including the proposed Medical Isotopes Production 
Project. If promising concepts are received, the Department would seek privatization proposals on a 
competitive basis. 

The anticipated socioeconomic impacts of the proposed project are discussed in Section 5.3 of the EIS. 
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I strongly support the production ofMo-99 in the U.S. at whatever facility the DOE 
chooses. 

However, Sandia National Lab has been indicated in the EIS as the preferred alternative. It is not 
clear that the results documented in the EIS were used in making this decision. There is no 
reasoning for this choice presented in the document. As I read the EIS, Sandia is not supported 
as the preferred alternative. 

In particular, the stated intent of the Mo-99 production program is to be able to supply 100% of the 
U.S. demand for Mo-99 in the case Nordion ceases production. Although Sandia claims the 
shortest schedule to initial production, it is clear that this initial production does not meet the stated 
requirements of the project. In fact the EIS clearly shows that Sandia has the longest schedule to 
full production capability. 

In addition, Sandia is the most expensive option after just one year of operation. It also requires 
the most extensive facility modifications, has the least spent nuclear fuel storage capacity, creates 
the most waste, cannot store this low-level waste on-site, has no radioisotope production 
experience, does not have the chemical processing experience of the other alternatives, does not 
have the target fabrication capabilities of the other alternatives, requires modification of the 
reactor to a configuration not previously demonstrated, and finally, runs the very real risk of 
being usurped for defense program needs. 

This last point alone seems to disqualify Sandia with regards to being able to meet the stated 
intent of the project. 
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Comment noted. 

2 The Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Facility at LANL is the preferred alternative for Mo-99 target 
fabrication, and the Annular Core Research Reactor/Hot Cell Facility (ACRR/HCF) combination at SNU 
NM is the preferred alternative for target irradiation and processing for the reasons stated in Section 
3.3.1.1. 

3 The ability to produce even a small amount of Mo-99 in a short period of time is important in that, if a 
Mo-99 shortage were to occur in the near future, the Department would be able to supply at least a fraction 
of the U.S. demand. The Department has proposed the Medical Isotopes Production Project to respond to 
a near-term window of vulnerability in the Mo-99 supply situation; therefore, the ability to produce even a 
small amount of Mo-99 in a short period of time is an important factor and will be considered in the 
Department's decision on the proposed project. In the near term, with a single reactor producing 100% of 
the U.S. demand, the unavailability of that reactor for any reason would result in a Mo-99 supply shortage. 
The potential for such a shortage is why the ability to produce even a fraction of the U.S. demand in the 
near term is considered important. This would provide DOE with a Mo-99 extraction process which has 
met FDA approval requirements in the very near term and would be capable of providing up to 30% of the 
U.S. demand on an emergency basis. This early experience would also be an asset in the expansion to 
full-scale production capability. 

As shown in Table 3-2, the preferred alternative is estimated to be the second fastest to full production, in a 
tie with the INEL alternative. 

4 Each of the sites evaluated as reasonable alternatives has certain advantages and disadvantages, as docu
mented in the EIS. These advantages and disadvantages will be considered in reaching a decision on the 
proposed project. 

Regarding the possible diversion of the ACRR for defense use, it is possible that the ACRR, the preferred 
reactor for the proposed project, could be diverted to support defense missions in case of a national 
emergency. However, the Department has determined that the probability of needing the ACRR for 
defense purposes is sufficiently low to preclude disqualifying the reactor from consideration. 
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I want the Medical Isotope Production Project to proceed. 

I do have one dissention. I find that the no action alternative is completely unacceptable. I want 
the project to proceed here in Los Alamos. 

If the controversy in Albuquerque will prevent or slow this project, then I must insist that the 
controversy be considered when selecting the site for the MIPP. The people against the project 
operating at Sandia or against the project in any form would sing a different tune if the medicine 
was needed to help save the life of one of their children. 
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1 Comment noted. 

2 Comment noted. 

3 The process for preparing an environmental impact statement allows an opportunity for the public to provide 
the Department their comments on a proposed project. These comments are considered in reaching a 
decision on whether and where to conduct the proposed project. 
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First, we like the jobs up here. Second, we like the money being spent up here. Third, there is 
no apparent environmental risk. And fourth, I do not want to see somebody else get their reactor 
turned on while ours is not. 
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1 Comment noted. 
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I am, first of all, highly supportive of making the Mo-99 somewhere in this country, and I hope 
it goes forward somewhere . 

. . . one of the alternatives that was not considered in the beginning for reasons that were valid at the 
time, the reasons have now changed, and that has to do with the Fast Flux Test Facility, FFfF. 

As you probably know, at the time it was too large for the moly project by itself. The operation 
of FFfF could not be justified by just Mo-99, so there was a very active threat to shut it down. 

Fortunately, the facility has not been removed and there is now a consortium of companies and 
individuals in Richland that is actively pursuing the production of a variety, not just Mo-99, but 
a variety of medical isotopes in the FFfF. 

Now, even that by itself is not enough to justify operations, the cost of operation of FFfF. But 
now Sohinki, Director of the Reconfiguration Department, BP-25, has a study going connected 
with production of tritium in the FFl'F, and whereas FFfF might not be able to supply 100% of the 
U.S. requirements, since the amount of tritium required is secret they do not know, 
but it would be a fair proportion, and the sale of the tritium in conjunction with or in addition to 
sale of the medical isotopes would indeed justify the continuation of FFfF. 

The time required to get the FFfF back into operation, full operation, production, would be about 
three years, which looks as though it might be a little bit longer than some of the other four. But 
with FFfF we have a 20-year lifetime from start-up again whereas all these others are, let us face 
it, ancient, and would probably have a maximum of ten years. And it would also be interesting to 
look at the cost involved. 

So I would suggest that if possible we either add the FFfF capability to this EIS or proceed 
however it would be best to do so, possibly in connection with the privatization effort, but to 
make sure this does not get lost, and that FFfF does not go down. It is unique in the world and it 
is 
something we really should preserve in this country. 

Also, if we do use FFl'F, we could still have Los Alamos production of the targets, at least for a 
while. I would like to have jobs here at Los Alamos, but I would also like to preserve our 
national FFfF. 
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Responses to Transcript LAB04 

Comment noted. 

2 The Department is conducting a study of the viability of the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) for tritium 
production, but a decision has not yet been made. As discussed in Section 3.4, the FFTF cannot meet the 
selection criteria for a Mo-99 production facility. If the FFTF is restarted in response to the proposal from 
Advanced Nuclear and Medical Systems, the private consortium may wish to produce Mo-99 in the FFTF, 
and DOE would review its Mo-99 production plans and modify them if appropriate, recognizing that the 
FFTF cannot provide a continuous supply ofMo-99. 
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